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"BEDROCK," in exploring the history of Bullumwaal.                                                                                                 
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EARLY REFERENCES, an Alluvial goldfield. 

Age 14 Dec 1857  A sample of gold has been handed to us from the Melbourne agent of Messrs Drevermann, 

Cameron and Co., storekeepers, Omeo, which has been discovered at Boggy Creek, near Luckman's. This creek runs 

into the Mitchell river, and is distant from Port Albert about 100 miles. The appearance of the gold resembles that 

from Ararat, but in color approaching the Omeo gold. We will be able to report on its value, by assay next week. 

12 Feb 1858    Gippsland Guardian   MOUNT TAYLOR DIGGINGS. 

The following is an extract from a letter written by a gentleman in that locality "Not being very busy of late, I took a 

ride out last Friday, and remained there a night. There are about sixty persons now resident on the creek, are most of 

them late arrivals. A sort of rush from  Omeo took place last week, but the  greater part of them are gone back again. 

As to the Mount Taylor Diggings, it is almost premature to give a decided   opinion, there being only three or four 

claims as yet opened and in proper working order. The miners say that they are only clearing their expenses, but are 

in great hope of doing better bye-and-bye. There are about four miles of the creek now occupied, each party taking 

up about a quarter-of-a-mile, on pretence that they require to make sure long tail-races to carry off the water, there 

being so little fall in the creek. The ground is so very scrubby, that a person can hardly ride up or down the creek, 

the diggers having to cut roads for communication with one another's camps. The diggings are a sort of drift or   

made soil; not a speck of gold to be seen until the bed-rock is uncovered, when it is found in the crevices. There is 

none of what they call wash-dirt, save what they break off the rock."The gold is really beautiful, of a nuggetty 

description; saw one two ounce piece, and several from a quarter to half- an-ounce.     

There is as yet no dray road discovered, the traffic being all done with   pack horses. Messrs. Dreverman, Cameron 

and Co., supply the miners, as they   send out three or four pack horses twice  or thrice a week. Distance from 



Lucknow about twenty miles, and from three to four miles from the original Nicholson Diggings. The average depth 

of sinking is about six feet; I saw none, over eight feet. I purpose taking a trip down your length soon, when I hope 

to be able to give you further and fuller information about the Mount Taylor, or as they are better known, Boggy 

Creek Diggings.  

SALE. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) February 6, 1860.    During the past week the township of Sale 

has been full of excitement, owing to the good news received from our two new goldfields. Several parties have 

formed and started, the majority of which preceded to Boggy Creek, and some few to the Baw Baw diggings. The 

last accounts from Boggy Creek are very favorable. In addition to the amount of deposited in the Bank of Victoria 

last week by Mr. Dennis Connolly from these digging, about 8 lbs. weight arrived here  this evening, the greater part 

of which   was from Boggy Creek.  

There are now   about thirty or forty people at work in the neighborhood ; some few are returning but these are 

chiefly men who started without either money or rations, and were unable to carry on digging operations any longer. 

One of the most prosperous signs of the diggings really going ahead is seeing parties coming down for supplies of 

rations, and spending a considerable amount of money each at public houses every weekly trip; and from all 

accounts I hear, I should imagine there is a good field open for hawkers in that neighborhood, as some of the diggers 

have so much money that they do not know how to make better use of it, than by buying watches, rings, &c, &c. If 

this be true, old times are coming again. Rations are being constantly sent from here to the Boggy Creek diggings. 

From Baw Baw the accounts are not quite so favorable, but still very encouraging ; several parties are now at work 

on  these diggings, and it appears they are all perfectly satisfied with the place, sinking I believe in some places does 

not exceed four or five feet in depth, the gold is coarse. There is no news of any extensive finds being made as yet, 

but another week or two will satisfy us whether a really payable gold-field exists, either at this place or Boggy 

Creek. A person who has just arrived informs me that he passed a great number of people coming from the 

Melbourne side to these diggings, mostly men who had to beg their way along the road, so that however rich may be 

the yield of this place, we are sure  to hear of several failures from such characters as these. I believe Mr. Gladman 

is now prospecting four miles further up than the present diggings. It is to be hoped that, his perseverance may be 

crowned with success, as he must have no ordinary difficulties to contend with in such a rough country where 

rations are so hard to be procured. Laborers on the road are leaving their employment for the diggings. 

 

 

Argus 29 May 1860 GOLD ON THE NICHOLSON, TAMBO AND MITCHELL. TO THE EDITOR OF THE 

ARGUS. Sir,-A letter appeared in your issue of the 9th from Mr. F. Proeschel, in which he stated that last year gold 

was found in the Wentworth   River and Prospect Creek, two tributaries on the eastern side of the Mitchell, and 

suggests that the Government should send out prospectors in that direction.  

Your correspondent is evidently ignorant of the fact that regular diggings have existed in that locality for the last 

four years, commencing first at the Nicholson River, and gradually extending eastward to the Tambo and westward 

to the Mitchell, and that there are now not less than 200 diggers steadily at work on this the original Nicholson gold-

field. Payable gold to a greater or less extent has been found at Sheep Station, Hut Creek, Riley's Creek, Swift's 

Creek, Barry's Creek, Shady Creek, and Monkey Creek - all western tributaries of the Tambo; and on Boggy Creek 

(the Prospect Creek of Mr. Proeschel and the maps), Merri Jig Creek, and another creek yet unnamed - all eastern 

tributaries of the Mitchell.  

This last creek is not far from the Wentworth River, which has also been worked with tolerable success, both during 

the past summer and the summer of 1858-9. Small parties of diggers are at this moment scattered over most of the 

streams above named, except the Wentworth, which running for a considerable part of its course in a deep channel, 

between high and almost perpendicular rocks, is difficult to get at, except in one or two places,  and wholly 

unworkable in winter from heavy floods. By far the greater number of diggers are located on Boggy Creek, and the 



two other creeks in its vicinity, where the gold is very coarse and of a high standard (23c. 1 6-8thgr. by assay, see 

"Fairfax's Handbook of Australia," page 66), and where nuggets from l oz. to 20 oz. have occasionally been found. 

There are also indications of a gold-bearing quartz reef at Swift's Creek ; and I have seen half a bushel of specimens 

taken from the cap of what appears to be a small leader, in nearly all of which gold could be detected by the naked 

eye. It may be asked why, with such indications, has not the district been more prospected by the miners 

themselves? The answer is, that the country is so difficult that only strong parties dare attempt it; and of those who 

have attempted it, some, though accounted good bush men, barely got out with their lives, and have sacrificed their 

horses, so that the diggers prefer gradually extending their operations from one creek to the next, stopping when 

they find a good claim, rather than incur the expense and risk of thoroughly prospecting a larger area; but it is just 

the kind of country that the ample resources at the command of the Government could be best employed upon. 

 Little is known of the country between the Tambo and Snowy Rivers. Our local Prospecting Association lately sent 

out a party to the head waters of the Tambo, including one of its eastern tributaries, the Tambara ; but they were 

only able to discover very slight traces of gold. It is to be regretted that the season was too far advanced to push the 

exploration further along the great dividing range towards Snowy River;   but, unfortunately, although the 

association has been established many months, it was not until the return of some of our miners from Snowy River 

that unemployed men could be found in whom the committee could place confidence to head their prospecting 

parties.  

From numerous inquiries made at the Omeo Camp, it would appear that our resident warden has not been 

communicated with by the authorities at Melbourne on the subject of prospecting, or received any instructions to 

organize prospecting parties, selected from miners resident here or in Gipps Land, and who, in addition to their other 

qualifications, have a general knowledge of the country and its auriferous indications ; and as to entering into a 

lengthened correspondence with the Land Board, or travelling 300 miles to Melbourne to present themselves in 

person, and perhaps to be told they are too late, this is the last thing a genuine hardworking miner would  think of. 

Not that the terms first advertised offer any attractions - 8s. a day, and find yourself - for it is a poor claim that will 

not pay two pennyweights a day to the hand. The second proposition - of free rations, a money reward, and an 

extended claim - may meet with better acceptance, but the supply of rations in this wild country the Government 

will find, unless by well-considered arrangement, a very difficult matter to carry outfit is strange so little power ¡s 

given to local authorities to arrange such matters, which they are most competent to do; but it is part and parcel of 

that system of centralization which steadily ignores all local knowledge, and causes the Government to make all 

sorts of stupid blunders, because they will not take the trouble of consulting their own officers on the spot. I am, Sir, 

your obedient servant,  Omeo, May l8. W. P. 

1 Jun 1860 THE GIPPS LAND GOLD FIELDS. 

• The following' correspondence has been handed to us for publication : 

To the Editor of the Herald.      " Melbourne, 18th May, 1860. 

Sir, His Excellency the Governor having- been pleased to allow the publication of the enclosed letter, may I request 

you will insert it in an early issue of the Herald. By reference to the public journals, it will be seen that, subsequent 

to October, 1804, gold has been obtained at Prospect, or Boggy Creek, and on the Wentworth, Avon, and Nicholson 

Rivers Glen Maggie and Woolshed Creeks art readily accessible; Cobanna Creek and Castleburn are rather more 

difficult to approach. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

 



Jun 1860 Gippsland Guardian Friday, June 15th, 1860. BOGGY CREEK DIGGINGS   We have this week received 

very favorable accounts from the miners at Boggy  Creek. There are at present engaged in remunerative 

employment, about 150 diggers, and unlike most other Gipps Land diggings, the gold is not only found in nuggets, 

hut it is of a quality which brings within sixpence per ounce of the price of the best Ballarat. 

 Nuggets have been found varying from 2 to 19 ounces; the latter one we believe was taken by the fortunate, or 

rather unfortunate finders to the nearest public house, and there spent in drunkenness and carousing. It is much to be 

regretted that no experience will improve these reckless characters, who, to-day, are possessed of a few ounces of 

the precious metal, and perhaps the next will have actually to beg their way back to the diggings, their energies 

prostrated by the inordinate use of adulterated spirits, without a penny to purchase any of the necessaries of life or 

the comforts required by those exposed to the severity  of the winter season on the tops of these  mountain ranges 

where the diggings are situated. No lesson, however severe, seems to have the least effect in checking this vice; and 

the only desire of the greater number of these reckless characters is to get enough for a spree and to " cut it big " for 

a day or two at a public-house bar. The diggers in this locality appear to be much displeased with the idea of the 

Government prospecting par ties paying them a visit; they have been for some time trying to keep the diggings 

.....(?)......... was not to be obtained. The great part of the gold was sent overland to Melbourne, or passed through 

Port Albert without being entered at the Custom House for the purpose of keeping the diggings dark; and the only 

basis to ground our supposition of the success of the diggers was the amounts spent at the adjacent public houses, 

and the fact of none of the diggers returning. Since the knowledge of the prospecting parties under Mr. Nicholson 

being en route to their diggings, the miners speak out much more freely, and the facts above alluded to have come to 

light. These diggings are about 100 miles from Port Albert, and on the direct road to Kiandra. It is therefore natural 

to suppose that as the summer season advances a large population may be assembled there, and if un successful they 

will pursue their route to the Snowy River diggings on Gibson's Plains, distant about 140 miles. 

 

 

 

26 Jun 1860  ' THE GIPPS LAND GOLD FIELDS. ' 

The following from the Gipps Land Guardian, is worthy of notice from those who have Ciandra in view for a spring 

excursion : -Since our last publication, in which we gave the returns of the number of ounces of gold which had 

passed through the Custom House at Port Albert during this month, and also of the 300 ounces sent overland to 

Melbourne, we have seen two parcels of fine nuggety gold extracted from Boggy Creek, amounting together to 

about one hundred and fifty ounces. Had we the least doubt of the productiveness of these diggings previous to the 

last few weeks, it would have been completely destroyed by facts, stubborn as true, that a large  population are now 

actively engaged in digging on Prospect Creek, that sums of twenty or fifty pounds have been spent by individual 

diggers in public houses adjacent, and that bullock drays loaded on account of the owners are every day proceeding 

there, and returning with gold to pay for or replace the former load. 

 Every means has been used to keep these diggings quiet. It was the squatters' interest - it was the interest of the 

storekeepers who supplied them - it was the diggers' interest, several parties having taken up claims of half a mile or 

more on some of the various creeks which intersect these hills. The greater portion of the supplies used at these 

diggings was taken there by parties who owned bullock teams, and who traded to Port Albert, and there exchanged 

the gold which they, in their turn, had received from the miners for goods. The frequency of these trips had lately 

excited some interest at the port, and to this, as well as the advent of the prospecting parties, may be traced the fact 

of the knowledge of these diggings becoming more public. Mr. Nicholson, the leader of the eastern party, is now 

camped in the very centre of a gold country. He can procure gold at every step, whether north, south, east, or west, 

wherever his fancy may lead him, but to future revelations must remain the solving of the mystery, whether a 

payable gold-field exists on the banks of the Tambo. There is no country in Australia possessing more striking 



indications, but what private enterprise has failed to produce, we are afraid that paid prospectors will not succeed in. 

This has been a favorite locality for prospectors, and no part of this auriferous region has been so well examined. 

 

Argus 2 JUL 1860  GIPPS LAND GUARDIAN, JUNE 29.We have again this week to continue our favourable 

reports of the Boggy Creek Diggings. Several small parcels of gold have arrived at the port from thence, and we are 

led to believe that a much larger parcel than any yet received may be shortly expected. The diggers have here 

obtained larger individual finds than they have yet succeeded in doing at any of the other diggings in Gipps Land, 

and we do not give ourselves credit for much prescience when we predict that Boggy Creek and the tributaries to the 

Nicholson will become an extensive and remunerative gold-field, capable of giving employment to a large 

population. Some time since, Mr. Dawson, the district surveyor, drew the attention of the Government to these 

diggings. The geography of Gipps Land is so little known that we think it desirable to draw the attention of our 

readers to the situation of the township of Sarsfield, of which the first nine, allotments are to be sold at the 

Government land sale, to be held at Sale on the 23rd of July next. The township of Sarsfield is situated on the 

Nicholson River, adjacent to the bridge recently erected by the Government. It is within a short distance of the 

Nicholson and Boggy Creek diggings, and only some 10 miles from the locality at which the Government 

prospecting party have already struck gold. Indeed, we may say that on the north and west it is entirely bounded by 

an auriferous district. It is on the main line of road from Port Albert to Omeo and the Snowy River, and possesses 

the capability of water carriage, the river being to that point navigable for small steamers, thus possessing the 

advantage of saving   some 60 or 70 miles of land carriage Goods, we are told, can be taken from the crossing-place 

on    

 

13 Jul 1860  

To the Editor of the Gipps Land Guardian. Sir,—Statements have lately appeared in your paper from which it 

appears that considerable ignorance exists on the subject of the Boggy Creek diggings. In your leaders of the 15th 

and 22nd June, you assert that every means had been used to keep the diggings quiet, and that it was the interest of 

squatters, storekeepers, and diggers so to do. This is not the case. The squatters of this district have never stood in 

the way of the diggers, nor does their interest lie in so doing. The Boggy Creek gold-field is not comprised in any 

run ; and the settlement of a large population here would secure a ready market for the squatters' stock. Nor have the 

store keepers attempted to keep the existence of a payable gold-field here a secret; on the contrary, they have given 

the fact every publicity in their power, and it is rather absurd to suppose that is the storekeepers' interest to prevent 

an increase of population. Your assertion that the extensive claims taken up by the diggers; in some cases you say 

half a mile in extent, induces them to oppose an influx of miners, who might interfere with their monopoly of the 

ground, is not in accordance with facts. The largest claim taken up on any of the creeks is about 400 yards; the 

majority of the claims are from 100 to 150 yards in extent. Small claims would not pay. Any attempt to reduce the 

size of the claims below 100 yards would drive the greater number of the diggers from the ground. 

No, Sir; we, the diggers, have no desire to ignore the existence of a payable gold-field in this district, believing as 

we do that the whole of the Australian'. Alps is one vast gold-field, capable of giving employment to tens of 

thousands of our fellow miners; and that population alone is wanted to develop the hidden treasures of the mighty 

ranges, on the confines of   which we are toiling. In every creek and gully that has been tried, gold has been found; 

several. quartz-reefs crop out of the surface, and no doubt innumerable others exist,-which at no very remote date, 

will be proved to be sources of untold wealth, yielding golden rewards to the skill, enterprise, and industry of the 

sturdy   miner. New arrivals are welcomed here, and every inducement given them to set in; still we do not wish to 

call a rush, particularly at this inclement season of the year, when so little can be done in the way of prospecting. 

The Boggy Creek diggings, or more   properly the Mitchell gold-field, for it is  on the various tributaries of the 

Mitchell River that the miners are working, cannot   at present give remunerative employment to a large population ; 

Boggy Creek being   worked out and deserted, and all the payable ground yet discovered in Merrijig Creek being 

taken up; so that only those having means to go prospecting ought to venture into this district. The ground   already 

opened is by no means rich. 100 claims have been taken up on Merrijig Creek. Of this number only three or four 



have been good claims, three or four more have paid wages, that is about 12s. per. diem; whilst the majority of the 

others have barely paid expenses, and several claims not even that. This, Sir, is the truth which every one coming 

here will be able to ascertain for himself.  It is but fair that intending comers should be made aware of the difficulties 

with which they will have to contend. There are already about 200 diggers here, and only two stores The supply of 

stores is most irregular and insufficient, all stores for the last six miles of the road having to be packed on horseback. 

It is proposed, however, to cut a dray track, when supplies it is to be hoped will be a little more regular.' Both stores 

are situated on Merrijig Creek, which has been taken up for a distance of five miles, and as new   arrivals must take 

up claims at the extreme end of the workings they must be prepared to carry all their stores for a long distance on 

their backs, over high hills, and through an almost impenetrable scrub. Those who are willing to face these 

difficulties are welcome to come and try their luck. 

In your issue of the 15th, you comment in strong terms on the character of the miners, representing them as drunken, 

dissolute fellows, because the finder of the 18oz. nugget allowed it to slip from his own hands into those of a 

publican. As well might you apply the epithet drunken, to all the magistrates in Victoria, because a Collingwood J.P. 

lately appeared in the character of a drunkard. Isolated as we are in the mountain, deprived of all the luxuries and 

many of the comforts of life, it can hardly be wondered at that some of our number should now and then overstep 

the bounds of strict propriety, 

Then gently scan, thy brother man, Still more gently sister woman; 

We a' may gang a kenning wrang, To step aside is human. 

The bane of intoxication exists all over the colony, and I think I may safely say that in proportion to the population 

there is less drink consumed here than, on any other diggings in the country. 

In conclusion, Sir, I hope you will appoint a correspondent or send a reporter to visit us; and then you will be able to 

give more correct accounts of the progress of these diggings, and be less liable to misrepresent the industrious, 

energetic men who are struggling to develop a payable gold-field in Gipps Land. R. BRUCE BALFOUR,   

A Merrijig Creek Miner.  Merrijig Creek, July 2nd, 1860 

 

Argus 16 Jul 1860   PROSPECTING IN GIPPS LAND.(FROM THE GIPPS LAND GUARDIAN, JULY 13.) 

From Lake Wellington we passed through M'Lellan's Straits to Lake Victoria, and thence through Lake King, up the 

Mitchell River, to Lucknow. Here the hospitable landlord of the Nelson Hotel showed us some nuggetty gold, the 

produce of Boggy Creek, one lump weighing over a pound and a half, and several from one to six ounces. Boggy 

Creek is about 23 miles distant from here, with a good dray track the whole of the way. Being anxious to avail 

myself of the opportunity of seeing the Tambo River, I again joined the party on board the steamer, and returned to 

the lakes, from whence we ascended the Tambo. The whole scene may remind a more imaginative mind than mine 

of a fairy scene at the Royal; but this time we were not wanting the fairies. A party of blacks (not Captain Cadell's 

wild ones) were encamped on the river, and as we approached they ascended the trees hanging over the water, and in 

the most picturesque attitudes stared with absolute bewilderment at the rapid progress which we were making. What 

their thoughts may have been as they saw us, apparently without any human aid, ascending a rapid stream, I cannot 

say; but it would form an interesting inquiry for those who love to study the natural feelings of these children of 

nature. Arrival at Messrs. M'Ardle and Raphael's steam sawmills, I rested for the night, and the next morning 

proceeded, accompanied by a friend, to the camping-place of the prospecting party, who are at present located on 

Sandy Creek, distant about 16 miles. In our ride we passed through the site selected for the new township on the 

Tambo to Oldman Bruthen. This place, though one of the oldest settlements in Gipps Land, does not seem to partake 

of the general improvement ; a public-house, a store, a blacksmith's shop, and a few huts, comprise the entire of the 

old township. From thence we ascended the ranges, passing over the Little Dick, one of the highest pinnacles, to 

Sandy Creek, where we found the prospecting party camped about a mile from the Omeo road. Here we were kindly 

received by Mr. Nicholson, whom we found dining in the most primitive style. We accompanied Mr. Nicholson and 

party to the several scenes of their labours, where we saw a few specks of fine gold washed from the bed of  the 



creek ; but as yet nothing like a payable goldfield has been struck. Mr. Nicholson informed us that he had got a 

much better prospect on Ramrod Creek, his first encampment, than on this, but as he proceeded down the creek, 

towards its junction with the Tambo, the indications of auriferous deposits became stronger. A more enthusiastic 

gold-seeker than Mr. Nicholson I never met with. His whole thoughts are absorbed in the pursuit of the precious 

metal, and he is full of hope that it will not be a very long time until the solitary and silent banks of the Tambo will 

become the scene of busy life, and the means of profitable employment to thousands of his fellow-men. He speaks in 

the highest terms of his party, all apparently as enthusiastic as himself; they are all experienced diggers, not one of 

them having been for less than seven years on the gold-fields. On the following morning, having breakfasted at 

break of day, we again joined the prospecting party, some of whom were engaged in opening up a quartz-reef 

discovered by Mr. Nicholson on the previous day, about two miles further down the creek. The reef stood cropping 

out of the ground, and could be traced for nearly 200 yards, running east and west. The ground adjacent was literally 

strewed with crystallized quartz, imparting to the hill the appearance of being covered with drift snow after a heavy 

frost. From this hill, at which we left the men at work, we followed Mr. Nicholson, who tracked his way over hill 

and dale, through scrub, over rocks, now up to the knees in water, and anon scrambling over some huge boulder, 

which he seemed to regard with as much intense curiosity, carefully examining its structure, as if he thought the 

precious metal he was seeking was contained in its very centre. Nor was this route without its object. Uninitiated as 

we were in the science of geology, we could nevertheless see that every pebble seemed to have some influence on 

his course, which we at last ended in a gully leading into the creek. To this place the attention of some of the party 

will be immediately directed as soon as they have finished prospecting the creek which intervenes between here and 

where they are now at work. This gully we have named Point Albert Gully, and Mr. Nicholson promised  to 

communicate the result of his labours to me as soon as he had given it a fair trial. On returning to the reef, we found 

that the men had not as yet ascertained whether it was what is called a floating reef or not, but they seemed to think 

that as they cleared the earth away from its bed its appearance improved.  

Argus, 20 Jul 1860 PROSPECTING IN GIPPS LAND.(FROM OUR SPECIAL REPORTER.)  BRUTHEN, JULY 

11. Hitherto my letters have had reference only to that small portion of Gipps Land which has been travelled by Mr. 

Howitt's prospecting party, but I shall now ask you to follow me in my journey eastward, and accompany me until 

my arrival at this place.  On leaving Bushy Park, the country for 14 miles is slightly wooded, and the soil in some 

places very good ; in others it is sandy, but in the whole superior to that on the Dargo-road.   I passed some sheep 

stations belonging to Mr. M'Millan, and crossing over Sawpit, Blackall, and Sandy Creeks, through an undulating 

sandy country, still lightly timbered, passing Mrs. Latham's snug little road-side homestead and the Providence 

Ponds, I struck off the Mitchell-road, and made for the station of Messrs. M'Lean and Gillies, which is about 30 

miles from Bushy Park, where I arrived late in the evening, having crossed the Guana Creek, the same which caused 

so much trouble to Mr. Howitt's party. Along the banks of the Mitchell, upon which river Mr. M'Lean's station is 

situated, the soil is exceedingly rich in many places, there being 3ft. or 4ft. of mould and decayed vegetation. Away 

from the river the ground is not so rich, but still is what would,   I suppose, be termed good average land. Here also,   

I visited what are named the Caves, a most romantic spot on the Guana Creek. The cliffs on each side of the creek 

are some hundreds of feet high, very precipitous and overhanging; whilst in the ravine shrubs of all descriptions 

grow luxuriantly, almost shutting out from view the stream which flows babbling along, threading a sinuous course 

between them. The falls on the Mitchell are pretty, but in the present instance my admiration of them was lessened, 

perhaps, by the knowledge that what enhanced their grandeur was the cause of the river being too high for me to 

cross without making a long detour.  I now come to the first piece of really good agricultural country I have seen, 

extending along  Lindenow Flat to Lucknow. The flat in some places is three-quarters of a mile broad, walled in side 

by a high grassy ridge, and on the other by the Mitchell ,River. Here, thought I, is land suitable  for many a small 

and happy homestead ; and such is the opinion, I believe, held by others, as I  understand that when put up for sale 

Lindenow Flat will be most eagerly sought for by small capitalists in the neighbourhood. It is at present  part of Mr. 

Smith's run, and adjoins his pre- emptive right. The soil is black, and so rich that the grass will almost fatten a beast 

to the acre From Mr. Smith's to Mr. M'Leod's station, at Lucknow, the land is exceedingly good -- in no places very 

heavily timbered, but in every respect suitable for small farms, and only waiting for the ploughshare to develop its 

richness. Stopping at Lucknow for one evening, on the following day (Saturday) I paid a visit to the Boggy Creek 

Diggings, which are about 20 miles distant, and situated upon the run of Mr. Crooke. At Lucknow I was shown " the 

nugget" par excellence of Gipps Land--that found recently at Merri Jig Creek, and weighing 18oz. 6dwt. I also saw 

several smaller pieces, all much water-worn, and of good quality. Lucknow is but a small place, containing a store, a 

public-house, and two or three other buildings of a primitive style of   architecture.  A portion of the township is, I 

believe, on the pre-emptive right of Mr. Crooke, and, consequently, as I am informed, a high price is asked by that 

gentleman for it. Not inaptly are the Boggy Creek Diggings so named, for, after the first 12 miles, the track  and 



newly-formed dray-road are very bad. Every load about this country appears to have its pinch, and the one most to 

be dreaded on the road to the diggings is Shady Creek, bidding defiance to bullock-teams, and permitting of a bridle 

track only. To the bottom of the gully the sun   must be a stranger, judging from the moss, which gives all the timber 

a green velvet coating. After crossing the pinch the hills commence to assume a gold-country appearance -- iron and 

stringy-bark trees supply the places of the gums, and the ground is sprinkled here and there with quartz debris; 

sandstone, with seams of quartz, and slate are the prevailing rocks, the latter being found generally in the creeks. 

The bridle-track is in a north-westerly direction, leading Mount Taylor on the left. There is a freedom from scrub, 

except in places where the  kangaroo-apple, the native tobacco, and other shrubs congregate; and although steep, 

from the fact of their being bare of stones the hills are easy to cross on horseback. The new road is present very 

rough and heavy--it is used by bullock teams only--and is not, continued after  Boggy Creek. It was towards evening 

when I, in company with some other travelers, arrived at the diggings; and, to a stranger, I think there could not be a 

more uninviting place. Cold, damp, cheerless, and, as was the case when I arrived, the nightly vapour rising from the 

ground in white clouds, and settling upon one's clothes in a most affectionate manner, I was by no means 

prepossessed in favour of the place ; but on the following morning, when the sun peeped into the valley, everything 

looked more cheery. The population is but small at the old diggings, the miners having migrated to Merri Jig Creek, 

about eight miles farther on; a few, however, are now returning. Being desirous of seeing the most populous place, I 

rode across to Merri Jig, and spent some hours there, visiting various miners, and obtaining the most authentic 

information, not from the well-doing only, but from others who, to use their own words, were getting living, or who 

were hardly doing that. On my   road to Merri Jig I stopped to inspect a quartz reef which has been opened, about 

half a mile from the creek. It is not at present being worked, as the prospectors are waiting for blasting   tools. It runs 

almost due north and south, and is several feet thick. As it has not yet been broken into, it is difficult to form an 

opinion of the stone. No gold has been seen in it ; but, judging from other reefs, I am inclined to think that a few 

weeks will not be ill spent in prospecting it, as from the quantity and quality of the alluvial gold, there must be some 

good reefs in the district. I was shown some beautiful samples of gold by Mr. Heath, who, with his mate, opened the 

gold-field, and they have been working upon it and Old Boggy Creek for nearly four years. The fortunate, man who 

obtained the  18-oz. nugget also showed me one weighing over  3oz., which he found last week. Mr. Heath and Mr. 

Cameron, a storekeeper, walked with me for some distance along the workings, which now extend six miles, and 

explained to me the modus operandi. The creek has hitherto been the only ground worked ; but a party are now 

sinking a shaft in a flat, and, from the strata through which they have gone, intend sinking several other holes ; 

indeed, one shaft would be no trial at all. There is little washdirt; but, as the gold lies deep in the crevices of the slate 

rock, all the soft bottom is broken up, and washed in toms. The slate is of a grey colour, with yellow seams running 

through it, and occasionally quartz veins. The claims are worked from bank to bank, the ground being taken from 

each side as long as it pays to do so. Some blind gullies which run into the creek are also worked, the gold in them 

being coarse As is the case on other gold-fields, the deposits are in patches, and consequently everybody is not 

fortunate; but I am convinced, from what I have been told, and from observations I myself made, that, with 

perseverance, although unsuccessful for a few weeks men will be able to make a living. That these will ever be 

extensive gold-fields I am inclined to doubt; but, as new creeks are being prospected and as the adjacent country is 

of an auriferous description, I think there will always be employment for about 1,000 miners. At present the entire 

population is about one-fifth of that, and very much scattered-many being en route for Kiandra, and  intending to 

make but a temporary stay. I would not advise men to come unless they have a few pounds to fall back upon, as, 

from the nature of the country they cannot reasonably expect to obtain gold immediately upon commencing work; 

they must be prepared to erect dams, to cut races, in fact, to work systematically. Of timber there is an abundance, 

the diggings being in thick forest, and of "scrub" there is also no want." A creek is being worked about  six miles 

away from Merri Jig, by a party of seven men; one of them, informed me that they had obtained gold. On Monday 

several others were going, as they   laughingly termed it, to the " new rush," Store Creek has also a few admirers--it 

lies about five miles to the eastward from Boggy Creek. Another, " Buffalo" Creek, lately so christened, has been 

opened by some Ballarat miners, but at present the prospects are not very large. As the population increases--and it 

is   now gathering strength from the small parties daily arriving--more of the country will be prospected. As it is, 

gullies, small flats, hills, in fact numerous " likely-looking" places, still remain in their primeval state, unsullied by 

the delving of the gold-seeker. The great drawback to the district is the want of access ; that difficulty is now being 

overcome, the road being open for pack-horses as far as Merri Jig, Other difficulties will also diminish ; the lakes, it 

is to be hoped, will soon bear their share of the burden of traffic, and render what at present is a terra in cognita to 

other portions of the colony a prosperous district. Until that time arrives--no matter the gold discovered, the rich 

resources of the agricultural land, the inducements so bountifully offered by a lavish Nature to persons to settle in 

Gipps Land--the progress will be but tardy and unsatisfactory.  To one accustomed to the Victorian gold-fields, 

visiting Boggy Creek, it could not fail to be a matter of astonishment to find that as yet such a   thing as 



intemperance is unknown, or, in other words, that grog-shanties--the bane to young gold-fields--have not been 

established. Nor do the miners wish them. At present, hard working as they are, obliged to be, hospitality to 

strangers is a prevailing feature among them ; and although they cannot offer nobblers, the first question is to walk 

into a tent, and sit down, that being introductory to tea and damper. There is no quarrelling nor rioting in the small 

community, the men being generally of a superior class; and as long as the feeling against the importation of spirits 

into their gullies  exists, there is no doubt that the same good feeling, and I may say prosperity, will be found. On 

referring to the maps, I find Merri Jig is only about eight miles from the junction of the Wentworth and the Mitchell 

Rivers, and about 12 from Tabberabbera ; so that Mr., Howitt's prospecting party is not far distant--perhaps 30 

miles. Mr. Heath informed me that, tracing the creeks from the Nicholson he found extending westward, the 

prospects obtained improved, but towards the Wentworth and the country north they were not so good. The hills 

much resemble   those on the Wentworth, with the exception of   their being free from that conglomerate stone 

which as I have before mentioned, is so prevalent there. Except as a gold-field, the Boggy   Creek district would be 

almost valueless, there being no flats to induce the farmer to settle, and the pastoral capabilities of the land being 

very small.  On my return from Merri Jig I slept at Boggy Creek, taking advantage of an invitation from Mr. 

Cameron, the storekeeper, there being no " house of entertainment." From the miners I there met, the information I 

obtained confirmed that given me at Merri Jig ; and I may here mention in favour of them, that but few persons have 

left these gold-fields. There are two stores, and the prices charged, considering that cartage is 10s. a cwt. to Boggy 

Creek, and packing 5s. a cwt. from thence to Merri Jig, are not unreasonable, I believe, although my knowledge on 

such subjects is but small. I mention a few of them : Flour, £4 10s. a bag ; beef, 4½d. a lb. ; sugar, 9d. ; tea, 3s. 6d, ; 

tobacco, 6s, ; coffee, 2s. ; shovels, 10s.; &c., in proportion. Gold is £3 15s.an ounce. On my return to Lucknow, Mr. 

M'Leod kindly lent me a horse--my own beginning to be knocked up--to ride to Bruthen, which is about 15 miles 

from his station, along the Omeo-road. Fifteen miles of fine agricultural country at least to the east, but to the 

westward I believe gold will be found. At the Nicholson, which is about half-way, there is some rich land, and all 

kinds of vegetables and fruit-trees grow most luxuriantly, the landlord of the hostelry telling me that he has second 

crops from many of the trees. Gold has been obtained from the bed of the Nicholson River at this point, in small 

quantities; and I was shown a parcel of some taken about 14 miles to the N. W., which resembled in quality that 

found at Boggy Creek, There is great difficulty in working river claims, owing to the water, and until the mining 

population increases the mineral wealth of the streams cannot be properly developed. At Bruthen, or the township of 

Tambo, I met Mr. Nicholson, who had come for rations; and I will take advantage of this opportunity to inform you 

of what he has done up to the present time. He commenced operations at the Ramrod Creek, a tributary of the 

Tambo River from the westward, and spent some days in prospecting it. He found fine gold in small quantities, but 

beyond that nothing to indicate the existence of a payable field. From thence he went to Monkey Creek, about six 

miles west above where it is crossed by the Omeo-road. He there met some men who had been digging, and who had 

found coarse gold. He was not equally fortunate ; and after devoting some time, and trying gullies in the locality, he 

moved to Shady Creek, eight miles to the north of Monkey Creek. The "barrenness" of the gullies there he attributes 

(I use that word as he could not raise the colour of gold) to the irregularity of the various deposits and the smallness 

of the quartz leaders. He is now sinking a shaft on a "made" hill, there being many about this neighbourhood; but 

although 25 feet down, there are no signs of bottom. He has lately camped on the Tambo, where he believes he will 

have some success. There is a great deal of black sand with fine gold mixed with it where he is working, a sample of 

which will be forwarded to Melbourne. I shall be able to afford you more information by the next post, by which 

time also I shall perhaps have revisited Dargo, as I find I can make our track in a few miles from M'Lean's station on 

the Mitchell. This township is situated on the Tambo River   and consists of a public, a few other houses, and a store. 

A large number of allotments are sold ; and should the prospecting party discover gold, I suppose it would become a 

great township. The land in the neighbourhood is very good, I believe, is thickly timbered, and free from scrub. The 

postman stops at Mr. M'Alister's store, but as yet there is no appointed post-office,   although I understand one has 

been promised. Hitherto Mr. Nicholson has not had to contend with the difficulties experienced by Mr., Howitt in 

obtaining rations from a distance, as this place is  the depot, and he, is not so far distant from it as Mr. Howitt is 

from Bushy Park, nor has he such a bad road to travel. He speaks very highly of his men, and has not yet met with 

any casual-ties.    Before closing this letter, I may mention, as an instance of the spirit of private enterprise which 

exists in Gipps Land, and should be encouraged, that Messrs. M'Cardle and Raphael, who have nearly completed 

some steam saw-mills on the Tambo River, about seven miles from this place, intend to run a steamer from the 

immediate neighbourhood of Sale to Lucknow, once a week, for the conveyance of passengers and goods. This will 

be a great convenience to the public, especially as persons are daily travelling to the diggings, It was that 

consideration which suggested  the idea to Mr. M'Cardle, and it is to be hoped that the experiment will prove as 

successful as it deserves. From Sale, it has been proposed to make a tramroad to Port Albert,   in lieu of the 

miserable road they have   at present, so that in the event of the lakes not being opened there would be a direct line 



of communication between the Mitchell and Port Albert. I am given to understand that, by the  expenditure of a sum 

of between £6,000 and £10,000, an opening to the lakes might be made  by a bluff well known to several gentlemen 

who are interesting themselves in the matter. Of course that is merely an on dit. I have not yet  seen the lakes, except 

from a distance, but hope to do so before leaving this district. I have only heard one opinion expressed on the subject 

in  this locality, namely, in favour of their being opened as soon as possible; but, of course, there  are many 

conflicting interests.  The weather has been very fine, there being   occasionally severe frosts 
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16.That there are large tracts of auriferous country between the Mitchell, the Wentworth, the Dargo, and the Tambo 

rivers, there is no doubt ; and I ground that assertion not merely upon the opinion of Mr. Nicholson and members of 

his prospecting party, but upon the result of exertions to obtain payable goldfields which from time to time have 

been made by private individuals. The great difficulty has always been to find deposits sufficiently large to reward 

the prospector, as, with the exception of Boggy Creek and the immediate neighbourhood, the gold is, for the most 

part, fine in point of size and very much scattered. By adopting some more extensive mode of working the ground 

than that used at present, in all probability many creeks and gullies would be made to yield riches which until that is 

done will remain concealed in nature's hiding places. At present a few holes are sunk along a creek, or if possible in 

the bed of it, a panful or so of earth is tried, a few specks found, and no further notice taken of what might, if 

properly tested, prove to be a tributary to, if not in itself, a payable gold-field. At all times prospectors must make up 

their minds to remain for long without success attending their labours, but it too frequently happens that a want of 

sufficient capital is experienced, or that persons who have contributed the means of subsistence weary of so doing 

when they find week after week passing away without receiving any encouragement. To remedy that state of things, 

no doubt, was one of the reasons which induced the Parliament to vote a sum of money for prospecting; but, 

however good the intention, the result-the discovery of payable goldfields-I fear will not be attained unless the 

period at present allotted to the Gipps Land prospectors is extended. I have before mentioned this matter, and after 

the observations I have made, I have not the slightest hesitation in again referring to it, with the hope that it will be 

brought under the notice of the Government. Seven weeks have already elapsed, and nothing has been found to 

repay the country for the expense it so willingly incurred. Why not, now that the parties are in an auriferous country, 

enlarge their " engagement," and thus afford them an opportunity of doing more than give a hurried and 

unsatisfactory trial to Gipps Land ? One thing is clear, that as the season advances many miners will make their 

exodus from Victoria, especially if the prospecting parties should return empty-handed to Melbourne. Whilst at 

Bruthen, I was informed by Dr. Travers, of Boggy Creek-about 17 miles on the Maneroo-road, and not the creek 

now so well known-that he had discovered some gold in a quartz-reef, upon which he had for many weeks been 

employing two prospectors. He showed me a small specimen, upon which gold was visible, and which I understand 

will be taken to Melbourne by Mr. M'Alister, with the view of submitting it to your notice. The quartz is of a gold-

bearing appearance, and as the shaft is only six feet deep, Dr. Travers is in expectation of finding heavier gold as it 

is made deeper. It is very probable that I shall visit the locality before leaving, but travelling is tedious in this hilly 

country. The road-that to Omeo-between Bruthen and Monkey Creek is, as usual, mountainous, there being a pinch 

called " Little Dick," closely followed by "Grandpapa Ben," both of which have long been celebrated in the annals 

of bullock driving. On both sides of the road the timber is very thick, and there is no lack of scrub with small patches 

of arable land near the creeks. From the top of Little Dick's cranium the view is very extensive-in one direction, as 

far as the eye can range, there being (with the exception of a morass, which looks brilliantly verdant in its dark 

setting) nothing but the gloomy forest-trees. In another the lakes break the monotony, whilst more immediately 

below the hill are deep ravines. What Little Dick must have been when it was crossed by Messrs. M'Millan and 

M'Alister on their first voyage of discovery to Gipps Land one can form but a faint idea, as the traffic to Omeo has 

altered its appearance, and had the effect of smoothing its primeval ruggedness. The expense of clearing the land, I 

am told by the owner of a small homestead at Monkey Creek, is £30 an acre at least. That would operate to a large 

extent against its being purchased for agricultural purposes, whilst the scarcity of grass renders it useless for pasture. 

In many places, the scrub might be burned ; but in the valleys, where, I imagine, the only good land is, it is so moist, 

that clearing it in that way could only be done in the hottest part of an unusually hot summer. As I said in my last, 

Mr. Nicholson has prospected Monkey Creek, but only found fine gold. Other parties, it is said, have from time to 

time obtained gold of a coarser nature. Yesterday morning, guided by Mr. M'Alister, the landlord of the Monkey 



Creek establishment, at which I lodged, I joined Mr. Nicholson, after travelling for seven miles in a north-easterly 

direction through a thickly-wooded and hilly country. I found him encamped at a beautiful spot, at the junction of 

Shady Creek and the Tambo. Shady Creek has been the arena of mining operations lately, but I am sorry to say that, 

beyond the usual indications, no success has rewarded the labour which has been expended upon it. Other parties are 

working on the same creek, although not near the prospectors. At the junction of the river a truly magnificent scene 

is presented to the lover of the picturesque. Perpendicular rocks rise here and there, their bold surface relieved by 

small clumps of the native bay and tree shrubs, which appear to be suspended in the air rather than supported by the 

solid slate walls from which they protrude ; while below may be seen the river rushing rapidly along its narrow bed, 

ever restless,  gathering fresh strength from every spring it takes over the huge rocks, which in vain endeavour to 

oppose its course, and leaving after a hurried babble, scenes, no more to visit them.   

We have had very severe frosts lately, on one occasion the thermometer was as low as 24deg Mr. Nicholson intends 

at once crossing the Tambo, and proceeding in the direction of the Snowy River or towards Buchan. Owing to the 

limited supply of pack-saddles furnished to him (the same complaint is made by Mr. Howitt), his progress has not 

been so rapid as he wished as he has been unable to move the whole of the party at one time. My own opinion, as 

regards the country in which he is now situated, is, that it is not so promising as that to the westward, or towards the 

Nicholson and Mitchell Rivers. But all gold-diggers have peculiar theories, and I   may be wrong. The men are all 

well, and  Mr. Nicholson expresses himself highly satisfied with them. Of course they are dispirited at fortune being 

so unkind to them, but they yet indulge in hopes of ultimate success. Some dissatisfaction has been expressed by 

them that orders for their pay given by them for the benefit of their families should have been dishonoured by the 

Government, and returned to them. It is somewhat unfair, on the part of the authorities, after having assured the men 

that their wages would be paid upon the production of orders, to depart from such a promise, as the men are so far 

distant from home that they are unable to take any action, and in some cases have the painful knowledge that their 

wives are requiring pecuniary assistance. I think, however, there must be some red-tape mistake. After being 

accustomed to the good roads which now lead to the Victorian diggings, it must be a matter of surprise to any 

stranger visiting Omeo to find how little has been done to improve the road to it. It could not be expected that a 

smooth turnpike road would be made, but by a judicious expenditure of small sums of  money annually, many of the 

most dangerous pinches could have been softened down. Until that is done, provisions will always be expensive, and 

thus the miner will suffer. With the exception of a bridge over the Nicholson at an ill-selected place (inasmuch as it 

leads into a morass), and a punt at the Mitchell, which has just been inspected and is to be repaired, the Omeo road 

has been treated with the greatest neglect by the Government up to the present time, when the sum of £2,500 has 

been voted. Much of the traffic is taken by M'Ardle's steamer, and Mr. Marshall, of the Nicholson, conveys all his 

goods by a small boat of about 10 tons burden, which sails to the Lakes. En route to Dargo (for since writing the 

above I have again taken to the road), I was shown about 3lb. weight of gold purchased by the landlord of the 

Nelson Hotel, which came from Boggy Creek. A great many miners are going there, and of course some few 

returning-that is always the case, as I myself remember, on first going to Bendigo, being met by a digger, and told 

the place was "no good." There must always be the unfortunate. At any rate, I think Boggy Creek and the 

neighbourhood preferable to the more distant Snowy River, from accounts I have recently heard of that place. The 

effects of the gold are already telling upon the good people of Lucknow. Opposite to the Government township, 

which is on the south side of the river, and not in Crook's pre-emptive, as I erroneously stated in my last letter, a 

half-acre allotment has been sold by Mr. M'Leod for £50; a new store is also being erected, and a building mania is, 

I believe, in its infancy. The original prospectors of Merri Jig and Boggy Creek are the objects of attention to the rest 

of the miners, as they intend, as soon as their present claim is exhausted, to work some ground in another creek 

which they know to be auriferous. There are miles of country awaiting the pick, and also the plough, about the 

neighbourhood of the Mitchell River, and I hope the day is not distant when both will be equally busy. From 

information I have received, I believe Mr. Howitt has much better prospects, but I shall know more in a few days. 

He is still making forth head of the Wentworth. 

Argus  11 Aug 1860  PROSPECTING IN GIPPS LAND The following report has been received, by the 

Government from Mr. Nicholson, the leader of No. 1 prospecting party, now in Gipps Land :To Vincent Pyke, Esq., 

M.L. A., Chairman of Prospecting Board,  Melbourne. Sir, - I do myself the honour of submitting to you a report of 

the result of my operations and movements since I informed you officially of my arrival upon the Ramrod Creek, 

and of my intention of remaining there a short time, and prospect that creek and its affluents.The Ramrod Creek is 

distant from Bruthen rather more than three miles, and crosses the  Omeo road. This creek heads on the east side of 

the dividing range between the Nicholson and Tambo; and it receives the waters of many small branches from the 



spurs of the range. There will be water  to be found in parts of this creek all the year round. The lower portion of it 

in the summer  season would be found to be very wet and deep for prospecting. The whole of the country for several 

miles round, adjacent to and bordering on the creek and its branches, is composed of some sandstone, and schist clay 

slates, and some considerable  sized quartz leaders intersecting the slates. There is also a series of diluvial formed 

hills, with undercrusts of conglomerate and concrete, composed of pebbles of quartz and other rocks, some from 

apparently the adjacent or similar   rocks, others of granite and a black indurate  slate, which must have been 

removed for some  miles from the parent rock, for as I advanced up  the River Tambo I found this description of 

debris to be more common, and I also found  strata of the same description of slate cropping  out along the banks of 

the river. The whole of  the detritus is cemented together with the oxide  of iron, and of so hard a nature that the pick 

without other appliances, will not easily penetrate it. The sinking will vary in depth from 23 to 100 feet, as those 

hills become more flat on their tops, as you approach the river  bank, and as the bed of the river is very low beneath 

the level of them. I had an opportunity of examining a shaft (which I found, upon sounding it to be 23ft. deep), much 

labour   had been expended upon it, and from examination of the yellow sandstone which had been sent up, 

supposed to be the bed-rock, I am of opinion that it was only a false bottom, similar to the bottoms which we find 

upon several bills upon Forest Creek and elsewhere. Practical experience afterwards on the Monkey Creek proved to 

me that my surmise was correct. I remained upon the creek for six days, prospecting it, but with very indifferent 

success - a very small quantity of gold only was obtained; the quality of it, although fine, was not scaly. I am of 

opinion that payable deposits will hereafter  be found in these hills which I allude to, more so than either in the creek 

or its tributaries.  Considering that sufficient labour had been   expended upon this creek in testing its auriferous 

value, I resolved on crossing the dividing water   shed on to the heads of the Monkey Creek ; but   prior to my 

entering upon a report of my labours   there, I will give you a description of the country  surrounding this creek. The 

aspect of the upper portion of the creek is far from inviting. The hills are of a very rugged   character, but not 

inaccessible either with pack   horses or bullocks, densely timbered, chiefly with   ironbark and stringy-bark of large 

dimensions,  here and there on the slopes of the hills a few messmate and white gum trees are to be seen. The tops of 

the ranges and the west slopes are very scrubby, and the whole country is covered   with a dense undergrowth of the 

narrow-leafed hop. But as you approach within two miles of the junction of the creek with the river a marked 

improvement takes place - the forest is more open, grass plentiful, chiefly kangaroo grass and other sorts ; and the 

timber which grows there shows   a better sort of soil, it being apple-tree, yellow box, wattle, cherry-tree, and forest 

oak. The soil on the flat forest ground and on the creek is black, of a loose nature, but evidently rich, from the rank 

vegetation which is there observable. In places the flats are very extensive, very few   trees, but in some spots 

clumps of an almost impenetrable scrub of dogwood and wattle is to be found. The course of this creek is from west 

to east, and enters with rather a deep channel   through a large fern flat, bordering a deep reach   in the river at N. 

25deg, Either men were employed six days at work upon this creek ; and although I cannot positively state the exact 

area of ground prospected, still it was sufficient to satisfy me that if a payable field did exist there, I must certainly 

have obtained more gold than what was done. Having received information of two Germans being at work on the 

Monkey Creek for some weeks with pretty good success, I determined to visit that locale, and, if possible, find them 

out.  On the 18th of June I crossed over the dividing range, made the creek about three miles above where they were 

working a large paddock, in the bed of the creek. The water interfered with them very much, almost deterring them 

from future operations. They showed me a few pennyweights of coarse gold which they had obtained there; and in 

the course of conversation they told me that they had also found gold higher up the creek; in consequence of which, 

and from the appearance of the ranges and creeks, I resolved upon trying the heads of the Monkey Creek. Therefore, 

on the 23rd of June I crossed the dividing water-shed between the Ramrod and Monkey Creeks. My course was 

about W. by N., and I camped upon the creek three miles above the Germans. The road through was   arduous to the 

pack-horses, the ranges being rocky and steep, and very scrubby in patches, so much so, that two men required to be 

kept ahead to cut a track through the distance - from five to six miles. The whole face of the ranges here is covered 

with a dense mass of timber and scrub. Grass there is little or none, except upon some ranges upon the north side of 

the creek, which the horse contrived to find out. It is such a wilderness that the tracks of stray cattle, which are 

almost everywhere to be found, are not here visible. On the Monday I commenced operations by setting two men to 

work to cut the creek across   from bank to bank, above a soft unctuous blue clay slate bar, thinking that by so doing 

I must meet with a lead, if there was one, down the creek either in the ancient or present bed; whilst others   were 

employed up the main creek. And in another    branch from the north, joining it below the camp,  traces of gold were 

found of a fine quality in the cutting; but none of the other shafts   yielded even the colour. The debris of the creek   

consisted of mica, sandstone, schist, clay, slates,   bright blue, yellow, and white colour, with fragments of quartz, 

none detached (from appearance) from any large leaders, but only from those   which intersected the slates and 

sandstone, which   were innumerable. (Off from such as these the Germans informed me they had obtained their 

gold.) All these forming the wash-dirt within three and six inches of the bottom rested in some places upon slabs of 



clay, in others upon silky slates - being the casing of the veins, - and between which they ran, in many instances, 

upon a rich-looking rotten slate, which, if gold had ever passed over it in any quantity, a larger quantity than what 

was found must have been retained. After having searched the two creeks two miles west and one and a half miles 

north, I turned my attention down the creek to another branch two miles down, full of bars, with a rocky bed, and 

flats at intervals on each side, and small and, I believe, constant stream of water running down it. I also tried a gully 

half a mile from the camp, and, although large water-holes   in the creek were drained and shafts put down, with 

judgment in the most likely spots, nothing but a few fine specks was the result of our labours.   On Sunday, 1st 

instant, I moved the camp five miles lower down the creek, that appeared to be a more promising-looking quarter, as 

there were some diluvial formed hills, similar to those on the Ramrod Creek, and skirting the south bank, as in the 

other instance. The road down the creek  was more tedious than into it, independent of the   sharp pinches both into 

and out of gullies. As   we crossed the north spurs coming from the   dividing range, axes and tomahawks were in 

requisition for nearly the whole distance. At the time I started down the creek I had two shafts being put down in a 

very promising-looking gully, and as I did not wish to abandon them without driving them across the gutter - as one 

was known to exist - I therefore left four men to complete the task. The two holes bottomed on pipeclay, with a thin 

gravel drift overlying; in this nothing was obtained. The gutter was driven across to the opposite side, and with no 

better results. The various deposits in the several shafts sank in this gully were of the one and same description. The 

alluvial, black sandy soil, clay very tough and dry - a lava-looking clay tinctured by the oxide of iron (red and 

yellow), very soapy to the touch, containing in the body of it water-worn pebbles of quartz, compact silicious slate 

and pieces of conglomerate and concrete (none such to be seen on the ranges adjacent), this went to within a short 

distance from the bottom, when a red gravel, very coarse, supervened, and it became finer near to the bottom.         

Down the creek, as I knew that the influx of water from below the surface would materially retard operations, I 

therefore deemed it advisable to open the ground to such an extent as to admit of four, or, if needful, six men to 

work in it, either in baling water or removing dirt. This plan succeeded; and although the water, in all instances, on 

the flats came in very strong, we were enabled to keep it down sufficiently to admit of the dirt being taken from off 

the bottom. I also cut races, turned the creek, and sank several shafts in dry gullies. In not one instance in any of the 

gullies could gold be found, but in the holes and paddocks in the creek gold could be found in small quantities, but 

not anywhere do I think we could average 5gm. to the load. A shaft from which some coarse gold was said to have 

been taken out was drained of the water which was in it, by two   men, but with the like success - only fine gold. 

Being desirous of trying one of the alluvial hills,   I selected a spot on one of them, a shaft was bottomed at a depth 

of 30 feet, through gravel, conglomerate, concrete, false sandstone bottoms, cement, and layers of sand, down upon 

sandstone with a small quantity of pipeclay, and thin drift  of red (very pale) gravel; there was no gold found in this, 

and as the overlying auriferous indications  were not sufficiently encouraging, I did not have it driven, as the bulk of 

the main-body of men  had moved nearer to the Tambo with me where  the country was well-defined, the 

outcropping rock being of a softer description, and larger leaders of quartz showing upon the surface, together with a 

  succession of diluvial hills, in the gullies and creeks running between or under, I expected   little better success. 

During the time I was here I opened up the first large body of stone (quartz)  winch I had seen since leaving the west 

fields. I had it laid bare on the top, and sunk down about four feet on each side. The reef was about four feet thick on 

the top, and the same below dipping east an angle of 45 deg. A red oxidized sandstone was on that side, and a soft 

slate on the other, neither of which adhered to the quartz.  The quartz was very hard and vitreous, no extraneous 

matter to be found within, but perfectly pure. As far as l could go into it without the proper appliances, I felt satisfied 

that it was either a  main reef or a very large leader, but l should consider it to be a reef. It shows upon the   surface 

for upwards of 150 yards in large masses of  stone. It bears north, 42 deg. west. I do not think that it has ever yielded 

any gold near the surface, as I could not detect the presence of any either in the surface or in a gully (in which five 

shafts have been put down) leading from the reef. The country around is very lofty, thickly timbered, and barren. 

There is very little grass arising from the thick scrubs of wattle and under growth of fern, and varieties of hop and 

other shrubs. The timber is ironbark, stringy bark, and messmate. As I before remarked, the main body of the men 

were employed on the Tambo - they were camped between the fork of a creek joining a creek which we had called 

the Shady Creek. It is an affluent of the Tambo River, and joined it about 400 yards below the encampment. In this   

quarter I had greater hopes of success.  The four men whom I had left up the Monkey Creek I brought down with 

me, and encamped on a huge rocky creek from the north-west, a tributary of the Monkey Creek, which it joins about 

a mile below the camp. I remained for three days at this creek, and after opening several holes on the main and in 

another smaller creek     adjacent, and not finding any gold, I gave up the  attempt, and joined the main body, who 

had been   busily employed under more fortunate circum stances than what I had been ; although the discovery 

which they had made was not great, still it gave an additional stimulant to the men, and the work progressed a little 

more cheerfully - a better return, small as it was, exceeding any of our   previous finds. Gold was found here in a 



gully, the branch of a creek joining the Shady Creek   about half a mile from the camp set, amongst the diluvial hills. 

Gold in black sand, titaniferous, I presume, and of no value, was found in the Shady Creek in the bed and amongst 

the sandstone rocks, six feet above high water level, also in the Tambo. Here it might pay for sluicing in the summer 

time, when the river becomes comparatively an insignificant stream with its present proportions. The gold which 

was found in the Tambo (a sample of which, with the sand, I did myself the honour of enclosing, for the inspection 

of the board, in one of my last communications) was obtained from the debris washed up on the banks of the river, 

consisting of slates of almost every colour and hardness, also of different coloured granites, qualities, and 

descriptions, waterworn pieces of porphyry porphyritic slate, quartz of various kinds, some were broken, containing 

mundie: also boulders and pebbles of jasper, also containing mundie; and also several hard flinty slates, in which I 

also discovered traces of mundic when broken. Two men here, inclined to work with a long sluice, in the summer 

time, might average 10s. per day per man ; and by following the river up to larger flats might do better ; but I 

consider that, from my knowledge of the Tambo already obtained, that a strong party might easily divert the river 

when low, and work it to great advantage, particularly near the crossing of the Tambo, both up and down. If the 

same river was within 20 miles of any of our gold fields, it would not remain very long unworked. 

The dirt from the holes in the gullies averaged  very nearly a pennyweight to the 60 buckets; in some places the lead 

is very narrow and thin, in others it widens out, and 18in. and 2ft. of it may be washed. The wash-dirt is a blue clay, 

with small water-worn quartz, jasper, black compact slate, pebbles (with small quartz veins), and sandstone, and 

schists imbedded in it, resting in   some instances upon a soft pipeclay, rotten slate, and mica sandstone bottom, The 

greater portion of this detritus has come from a distance, as I had previously been up the river above the camp three 

miles, and it was not until I had crossed the river and travelled to the N.E. a few miles that I came upon the granite. 

The whole of the outcropping rocks here and about the Tambo, both up and down, for several miles is sandstone,   

clay, slates, and mica slates, and compact slates, some much harder and finer grained than other; this remark 

appertains to all the schists and sand   stone, but not the clay schists or slates. From the camp on the Monkey Creek 

my course was about E., keeping along the ranges on the S. bank of the creek, for about two miles, through scrub 

and over rocks. Crossed the creek at, E. 10 S. ; rose the range on the opposite side, and   continued our course, about 

N.E., over a succession of diluvial hills, with large quartz leaders crop ping out in different places. Crossed several 

creeks   at or near their heads (tributaries to the Monkey  Creek), all having a N. and S. course, until I crossed the 

small creeks near where I encamped ; those belong to the Shady Creek. The whole track through is blazed, so that it 

can be easily followed - a very good road for pack-horses or bullocks. It is scrubby throughout, with the   exception 

of one range, over the whole of the road; but the scrub, although thick, is so low that it does not interfere with the 

packs. The   fern on the hills is very thick, and the soil, generally speaking, is black, sandy, and light, with a few 

water-worn pebbles of quartz, which arises from disintegrated granite, conglomerate, and concrete, of which all 

these hills appear to be composed, lying beneath the first layer of gravel. There was one shaft sunk upon the saddle 

of a hill, on the N. side of the Shady Creek. A hole had been previously bottomed 20 yards below, at four feet, 

nothing obtained ; but the deposits thrown out from it looked so well as to demand a second attempt higher up. After 

passing through the alluvial, a yellow clay was passed through ; beneath that a clay of a looser description, with 

quartz and granite boulders; under that a layer of gravel, composed of a smaller debris of the same rocks, resting 

upon a blueish clay, formed from decomposed granite. On this, in the gravel above, was found gold, eleven feet 

from the surface. After going through the clay,  came upon sand, very coarse; then through seven feet of a very fine 

sand, composed of feldspar, quartz, and mica; beneath that a layer of very course gravel, quite loose, with large 

water-worn boulders, resembling the bed of an old water- course. This rested upon an open blue slate, the bedrock, 

from the crevices of which more fine gold was obtained. This hole was not driven. I was afraid of the river rising, 

and preventing my crossing it. My opinion is, and from well-founded, mature, observations, that in this section of 

country ex- tending from where I crossed the Monkey Creek at N.E. down to the junction of the Hat Creek with the 

Tambo, following it round to where I camped, that there is as good an opening for a party of men for three months 

prospecting as any l have yet seen. Even supposing that success should not attend their explorations to the extent 

they anticipated, they need not be entirely at a loss, for by working, the price of tools, &c., maybe saved, and more 

than that, I am confident, may be done. The Shady Creek here joins the river at E., the river running N. and Sather 

hills are low about the camp for some  distance, around; plenty of grass, but rather coarse. The timber is chiefly 

apple-tree, but along the ranges from Monkey, ironbark predominates. Distance from Monkey Creek, eight miles. 

On 17th July I crossed the river, and camped, on the E. bank, three miles from Shady Creek. The forest through 

which I passed is open and well grassed to the river; the ranges on both sides excessively steep, both to ascend and 

descend. On the E. side one of the horses fell with his pack, and rolled down the declivity to the river flat, a distance 

of 50 feet, fortunately receiving no material injury - the large bags containing a portion of the commissariat saving 

him. I moved on the next day to the N.E., and camped on Stony Creek, on the Buchan-road,   being able to move the 



whole party on at one time, which before I had been unable to do for the   want of saddles - either tools, or men with 

tools, being left, behind, and either a day or half a day lost in bringing them up. No. 1,7,8, and 9, set to work when at 

the river camp, and made two very creditable pack-saddles ; a third was made the other day. The loads upon the 

horses can   now be better equalised, and move on faster on  easier than before. As I ascended the range from the 

river, the scrub became so extremely thick that an avenue for   nearly a mile had to be cut before the horses could 

pass on. The road after that was very good, being for 8 miles (out of the distance of 10 miles travelled that day) 

through a granite country (grey felspar granite). Wherever the granite is found, the forest is more open, and  better 

grassed, with a superior description of grass; kangaroo grass facing the E., course grass and  a little undergrowth of 

the broad-leaved hop on   the west side. The soil was black and sandy, of decomposed granite. In a few spots the 

apple tree predominates but the timber chiefly growing on the ranges was white gum and stringy bark. I crossed 

several small creeks running S., and, as far as I can learn, there is no creek of any importance crossing the Buchan-

road, between the Stony Creek (12 miles from Bruthen) and Bruthen ; that the several small creeks form one 

considerable affluent, which joins the   Tambo, between the mouths of the Monkey and Ramrod Creeks, only on the 

E. side. The forest surrounding the Stony Creek (which is a tributary of the Boggy Creek, flowing into Lake Tyers, 

is of an exceedingly barren description. The timber is stringy bark and messmate ; the creek is above the crossing-

place, a chain of waterholes after a flood ; in the summer not a drop of surface-water to be had, the soil being sandy 

and porous. Water would be obtained by sinking, as the creeks have spring heads to them, surrounded by sword-

grass and fern trees.  The rocks adjacent to the creek are sandstone and mica schist; a few quartz leaders to be found, 

also fragments of quartz scattered about the ranges. I tried this creek for a day and a half, but found nothing. A very 

short distance only intervened between the igneous and metamorphic rocks here, and there was very little quartz in 

the  immediate vicinity of the camp. I did not anticipate any great results, but the attempt completely failed. Being 

now within 20 miles of Buchan, but having heard of a reef belonging to one Dr. Travers, of Boggy Creek, distant E. 

five miles from the camp, situated about three and a half miles to the N.W. of Stony Creek, and that specimens had 

been taken from the reef containing gold, I considered it advisable to prospect the alluvial. I proceeded there, and 

camped upon a granite creek running S.W. to the river, supposed to be distant three miles. The reef has been broken 

into on the underlie, and the stone is rich in mundic, such as I never before saw; and there was some of it with a 

bright yellow appearance, which was mistaken for gold. The course of it was N. and S.W., the usual bearing of all 

the strata of every description of rock in this part of Victoria. I had holes put down in the   main creek on the granite 

bed rock, as well as upon the sandstone and schists adjoining, but could not succeed in detecting the presence of any 

gold. The debris overlying the bed rock consisted of a yellow mica sandstone and schist, also a yellow and white 

days schist (soft), decomposed granite, red and white quartz, and a little ironstone.  The road from the Stony Creek 

to Granite Creek is very good - rather scrubby, but well grassed where open - stringy bark and whitegum on the 

ranges and creeks N. of the creek upon   the sandstone formation. The country is almost impassable from scrub and 

vines. I crossed several large leaders of quartz in the granite on    the road to the creek.  Having been informed that 

the Tambarra discharges its waters into the Tambo, about four miles from where I then was, and having Dr. Travers 

with me, and an aboriginal in whom I   could not otherwise than place great reliance, as regarded local knowledge, I 

moved on from the camp on the 24th, to reach that river, cross it, and work it up. After keeping a N.E. point   for 

about four miles, the course was altered to N.   and to W., the ranges trending that way to the river. To the N., a large 

mountain, which was said by the natives to be the Chilberdragon, under which the Tambarra flowed. After some 

difficulty, a road having been cut along the range, and down it to the river, through the scrub, a landing was safely 

effected on the flat below, on the river bank, but so small that there was not sufficient room for the horses to stand 

with their packs on. The stream at the crossing-place was narrow but very rapid, presenting more the appearance of a 

mountain torrent than anything else. 

After a little delay, horses, packs, and men got over quite safe, and, after cutting a track for half a mile up the point 

of the range, it became more flat and open ; a little grass was to be found, and the under-growth was not so bad. The 

track led N.E. for two miles, when, night coming, and being about to enter a scrub which I could not have cleared 

out of that night, and no water to be obtained (it had been raining all day, and, at that time, was raining), rather than 

place the men and horses in such a predicament, I fell back, took a W.S.W. course for about half a mile, came upon 

a creek with water, and camped for the night. For a few miles the road was open and free from scrub, it having been 

burned last year; the rest was very heavy and scrubby. Some ranges   over which I passed had a little grass, but 

generally the forest was very barren. Along a range for two miles, the timber was all mountain ash; everywhere else 

it was either forest of ironbark or stringy bark - very little white gum, except on the west side of the river. I left the 

granite about a mile from the camp, and with the exception of two diluvial formed hills, the whole of the out-country 

was composed of sandstone, schists, and caps of some large reefs, greater than any I had before seen in Gipps Land. 

The debris in the river bed was boulders of granite, mica, sandstone, quartz, and schists. As the creek upon which I 



had camped that night   held out no inducement to remain and prospect it, as it was raining and very unsettled 

weather, I thought it was better to travel than to remain in a quarter where no work could be done to  advantage.    I 

travelled about 10 miles to the N.W. that day, having altered my course in consequence of the heavy scrub which I 

had tried to penetrate the night previous. I found that if I was not too near the river, that the ranges were not so 

heavy to get over, as all the gullies led to the river, and, being short, I was enabled to head nearly all of them. The 

scrub was very thick, and had to be cleared along the track. After crossing a creek at W., gradually bore round along 

a spur from one of the dividing ranges to the N., and we camped upon a granite point of range half-a-mile above the 

bed of the river. Within a mile of the river the granite begins; it is yellow, and of a very friable nature, chiefly 

composed of felspar, and easily disintegrated. There is a large quantity of quartz fragments lying about, and I saw 

signs of small leaders rise above the surface. These granite hills are well grassed, the timber rather unusual-stunted 

stringy bark, with clumps of forest oak saplings. The flats on the riverbank are of great length, but no depth, and 

although they appear to be high above water-level, still there are signs of wreck six feet above the level of the flats.   

The distance travelled was 10 miles from the last camp. Moved on the next day, as there were no   creeks near which 

could be prospected. Continued the course up the river five miles, until I came to a creek which discharged itself 

into the Tambo, through a fine flat. The rocks had again changed into the metamorphic, and I had   seen some fine 

slates abutting upon the igneous formation, so close, that on one hill near to the camp, over which the track ran, the 

base of the hill was sandstone and schist, and the rest of it granite. The forest along the bank of the river, for from 

half a mile to a mile back from it, is very good, well grassed, and timbered chiefly with apple and a little stringy 

bark. The flats are not deep generally, although I saw some rather extensive in length; they are from a mile to a mile 

and a half of the very richest description of black soil. The points of the hills are the same, upon which grow some 

very fine wattle trees. The creek, and also the river, have some fine slate and granite bars. The bars at the lower part 

of the creek appeared to me, from the flinty hardness of them, to be porphyry-compacted with porphyritic slate in 

alternate bands. As we arrived at camp early that day, the men went out after dinner to prospect. Several holes were 

put down on the bars on the flat, as well as above them. One or two middling prospects were obtained, in 

consequence of which I determined to sink for the old bed, and if possible get down, to prove the value of the 

ground. But although all the available strength at command was put on, it was needless, for the undercurrent of 

water through the drift (the river having risen) was so strong nothing could be done with it. My attention was then 

directed to the smaller creeks, in one of which, the night before I started, another prospect was obtained from the 

gravel, some 2ft. from the bed rock. This prospect promised well, and I was desirous of moving off that part of the 

river higher up towards the table land, as the prospects appeared to improve in our advance N., and as I had found 

out that it was the-Tambo, and not the Tambarra, which we had   been working up, and that both Dr. Travers and   

the aboriginal had been mistaken in the geographical position of it, and I not having a chart in which it is laid down, 

so that the error might have been guarded against. However, sir, information of the existence of   gold in the tortuous 

course of the Tambo for 20 miles has now been obtained, the very least distance which can be set down as 

intervening between where the gold was first discovered as payable (to a certain extent), and where it was last 

obtained at the porphyry creek by melon the 31st ult., having ascertained, from personal observation, that I could not 

by any possibility get over the mountain on the opposite side of the river, without either knocking up. or perhaps 

killing some of the horses, and as the country back from it for some miles was of a mountainous and scrubby 

character, and as I might beyond meet with no beneficial success, I sent a  good bushman away (No. 9, about one of 

the best   in the party) to find an available road, if possible, up the river. After having examined it on both sides of 

the river, for five miles above the camp, he found that we were so hemmed in by the spurs   of the mountain and the 

spurs of a lofty range, the camp side which came down upon the banks of the river presenting such obstacles in the 

form of rocks and precipices, that I had to abandon  that idea; the only alternative left for me was to bring my party 

out in a westerly direction, making as much north as I could to save my  distance. After a very heavy day's travelling 

of upwards of 10 miles over the banks and spurs of the Mountain Ash range, which divides the water of several 

creeks which flow into the Tambo from W. to E. as well as from s. N.,  I came upon the main road at N.N.W., the 

road  at that time bearing N. W. within a mile of Shady Creek proper ; reached the Rainy Flat and encamped, with 

the intention of sinking a  few shafts and trying the yield there from. I shall move up the east bank of the river to 

where the Little joins it, prospect up that to Messrs. J. and N. McLeod's run up to the head of the Little River, and 

then crossing the dividing range again on to the Tambo at Tongio.   The greater portion of the country through 

 which I travelled yesterday was useless for pastoral purposes, being very scrubby and rough, and very little grass; 

what there is of the worst   description. There are a few ironbark ranges, but the greater portion of the timber is 

stringy bark. As you approach the Rainy Flat, and within a mile of it, the difference, not only in the timber, but,  also 

in the quality of the herbage, immediately attracts the attention ; here the kangaroo grass predominates; the apple-

tree, yellow box, and forest are more plentiful, and the forest is more  open. This creek is running N.N.E and joins 

 the Tambo about one mile and a half below the road. From the day the parties left Melbourne up to the present, 



three-fourths of the time has been occupied in travelling ; if that had been employed in prospecting, a far greater area 

of country would have been examined, from which much greater benefits might have resulted. Were I to pass lightly 

over auriferous tracts of country,  I should not consider that I had either acted judiciously or done justice to the 

public at large. The mountain streams lying under the coast ranges will not admit of a close examination such   as l 

should like to be able to give them. The water drifts are now so full that, with buckets and tins, it is utterly 

impossible to keep the water   down if the hole is more than four feet deep. I may beg to state that I have not given a 

repetition of the number of shafts sunk, nor the   work, as it is out of my power so to do. For any information that 

may be needed upon that point, or points, I respectfully refer you to the diaries  transmitted to the Board.  I have the 

honour to be, Sir, your most obedient servant,    C. W. NICHOLSON, Leader No. 1 P. Party, Gipps Land. Age. 14 

Aug 1860 BOGGY CREEK DIGGINGS.  By the courtesy of the Surveyor-General, we are placed in possession of 

the following important particulars relative to the Boggy Creek Diggings : - District Survey Office,  Sale, 13th July, 

1860. Sir, - I have much gratification in forwarding an extract from Mr. Assistant Surveyor Pettit's report 

corroborative of what I stated some time since, relative to the Boggy Creek Diggings. Mr. Pettit-. says : -  ...? to 

Boggy Creek, there are about, say two hundred miners at present at work. It is of course difficult to arrive at the 

truth, but from what I can learn, most of the older hands who have been some time employed in getting their claims 

in working order, are making good wages, and many of them doing well. The numbers are increasing every day; but 

I am afraid many of the new comers are too needy to give the place a fair trial; but I have good reason to hope from 

the numbers that will be ultimately scattered over the country, that an extensive and good payable gold-field will be 

eventually opened. Mr. Jones, formerly attached to this department, has just returned from Boggy Creek. He appears 

sanguine as to the ultimate prospect of this gold-field. He informs me that there are about 300 minors there, nearly 

all doing well. ' Although a few new comers, who are unacquainted with the proper method of working the bed of 

the creek, have scarcely paid their way, yet the majority are getting abundance of gold. He washed several dishes 

full of earth to judge for himself, all of which returned a handsome yield, and he picked a considerable sized nugget 

out of a crevice in the rocks. He saw a party that had come over from the Snowy River, which they left on the 

approach of winter, indicting to remain in Gipps Land only until the season permitted their return, but they were so  

alien with the prospects of Boggy Creek, that they said they would rather 'set in ' there than at Kiandra, and with that 

view had commenced erecting permanent huts, Mr. Jonas saw also the 18 oz. nugget as well as numerous other 

smaller ones, and told me it was reported, there was a 4 lb, one on the diggings ; but it was said the owners wished 

to "keep it dark." The claims he reports as very large -not a single nobbler to be had on the diggings - the last eight 

miles of the road exceedingly bad,- and that he met about thirty miners on their way up as he was returning. ' I have 

the honor to be, Sir, ' Your most obedient servant, '(Signed) W. T. DAWSON, 'District Surveyor.' 

 

 Age  13 Sept 1860  THE BOGGY CREEK DIGGINGS. TO THE EDITOR OF THE AGE. 

Sir, — Your issue of the 18th August contains an article, headed 'The Boggy Creek Diggings,' purporting to be an. 

extract from a report forwarded to the Surveyor-General by Mr. District. Surveyor Dawson, of Upper Gipps Land. 

Emulating the notoriety obtained by Superintendent Cobhim, Mr. Dawson has furnished a grossly exaggerated  

account of the Boggy Creek Diggings. Neither  Mr. Dawson, nor Mr Pettit, whom he quotes, have over visited these 

diggings. Mr. Jones -visited Boggy Creek, and inserted in the local paper an Recount of that visit, giving a truthful 

and unvarnished report of the progress of the diggings, differing very much from what Mr. Dawson represents. 

No four pound nugget has been found here been found here; instead of increasing, the population has decreased 

from 300 to 180 ; and so far from getting abundance of gold, three-fourths of the diggers are in debt to the 

storekeepers. To gull the mining community is becoming quite  fashionable Barnacles  but that which is sport to 

them is death to us, such unfounded amusement among the Government reports inducing many a- poor man to 

undertake a long and wearisome journey,  exhausting  his limited funds only to have his  hopes miserably 

disappointed. Instead of circulating reports calculated to cause much. misery  among the working classes, who in. 

the present I depressed state of the country are only too ready to rush to any place where they think they can make a 

livelihood, Mr. Dawson; would better forward the interests of this district, and at the same time be only doing that 

duty for which he is handsomely paid. Were he to urge upon the Government the necessity of immediately selling 

the long waited for and much wanted Mitchell township ; at the same time explaining why under his 

superintendence it has taken the Government surveyor three years to lay out a town ship, when a neighboring 



squatter has within the short  space  of three weeks; surveyed and just sold a township in a far better position and 

double the size of the Government abortion. I am, Sir, yours, &c, ;A DIGGER. Boggy Creek, 8th September, 1860 

 

5 Oct1860 Gippsland Guardian  GIPPS LAND GOLD-FIELD 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ARGUS Sir,  having past the last two months in examining- the gold-fields of Gipps 

Land, it probably may be useful to miners who think of proceeding thither to describe a little of what I saw. The best 

mode of reaching- the gold fields is to take the Port Albert steamer (fare 30s.), then go on to the junction of the 

Thomson and McAlister rivers, near the turnpike, three miles this side of Sale, and distant from the Port 4 miles. A 

steamer leaves this junction for Lucknow twice a week, (fare 20s) She starts in the morning-and reaches-Lucknow in 

the evening-. 

The foot of the auriferous ranges is now reached, and the miner must here decide to which digging's he shall 

proceed, whether to Boggy. Creek Store Creek, to Bruthen, and the neighbourhood, which Mr. Nicholson's party is 

prospecting; or towards the Wentworth and the neighbourhood which Mr. Howitt's party are prospecting. Those who 

determine to go to Boggy Creek and Merrijig- should stop at Lucknow, and proceed next day to Boggy Creek, a 

distance of about 20 miles. The trip although at places over rough and steep hills, can easily be done in the day.; 

In Boggy Creek the stripping varies from 2 feet to 6 feet in depth; the wash dirt is then found. The gold occurs in the 

loose gravel, and in the clay overlying- the reef, and between the sandstone bars. The gold is very patchy ; no 

regular runs or continuous leads of gold have yet been discovered. Water is abundant—sometimes too much so—

especially the under current. This is got rid of by cutting- the tail-race deep. Box sluices can here be used to 

advantage. There are on the creek two stores and a bullock-yard. 

Should the miner prefer Store Creek or Bruthen and the district on the Tambo, he must, on leaving Lucknow, 

proceed to Marshall's Hotel, Nicholson Hiver (distant eight miles), where he will obtain information as to his 

torturous route for here the road branches off—Store Creek being on the west side of the Nicholson, Bruthen, and 

the diggings in the neighbourhood of the Tambo being on the eastern side. Store Creek is distant from Marshall's 

about 15 miles. The road is good through out, bullock drays easily getting over the hills. Though sinking- and 

striping are here rather shallower than at Boggy Creek; and a large tract of country, promising well for dry sinking, 

here occurs. Stores and a butcher's shop are on this creek. The other creek workings much resemble those now 

described. The gold workings in Gipps Land are principally creek sinking; stripping and getting the lower bed of' 

gravel, and clearing- out the bars. The puddling, strange to say, was usually done in a tin dish, although some have 

puddling tubs, and, in one case, a puddling-machine has been erected. For this latter purpose there seems plenty of 

suitable ground. The number of skilled miners was few; the generality of men there had never been to any other 

gold-field, and were by no means up to their work. Those who could and would work seemed to be doing well, 

getting about one ounce of gold weekly. Provisions are dear—flour costing 4/10s per bag; sugar, 9d. per lb.; tea, 5s. 

per lb.; beef, fresh, 6d. per lb,; salt, 4 1/2d. per lb.The extent of unworked ground is very great, there are some 

hundreds of square miles scarcely touched. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,  HENRY SMITH, C.E.  51 Swanston-

Street. 

12 Oct 1860 GIPPSLAND GUARDIAN THE GOVERNMENT MITCHELL TOWNSHIP. 

The sale of 34 lots of the new township of Bairnsdale was held at the Court-house at Sale, on the 5th instant, under 

the management of W. T. Dawson, Esq., District Surveyor, Mr. de Tracy officiating as auctioneer. The bidding for 

the water frontages was kept up with considerable spirit, and much higher prices realised than was expected. We 

were glad to perceive that many of the successful competitors were diggers, and residents of the gold fields, which 

argues well /or the future prospects of these unknown region, and shews forcibly the fact that some persons must 

have not only realised money at Boggy Creek and Omeo, but that they still possess a belief in their stability and 

certainty of continuance as permanent diggings. Considerable misapprehension has existed respecting the location of 

the Mitchell or Bairnsdale township, and serious allegations of unfairness and favoritism 1m e been made both 

against the District and Assistant Surveyors. The plain statements of the facts connected with this township must 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/109903900?searchTerm=boggy%20AND%20(claim%20OR%20gold%20OR%20oz%20OR%20lease%20OR%20tribute%20OR%20drive%20OR%20driven%20OR%20driving%20OR%20reef)&searchLimits=exactPhrase|||anyWords=claim++gold+oz+lease+tribute+drive+driven+driving+reef|||notWords|||requestHandler|||dateFrom=1850-01-01|||dateTo=1900-12-31|||l-advtitle=240|||l-advtitle=484|||l-advtitle=108|||l-advcategory=Article|||l-advcategory=Detailed+Lists%2C+Results%2C+Guides|||l-advcategory=Literature|||sortby=dateAsc


tend to convince the most prejudiced of the untruthfulness of these impugnments, but also expose the evils which 

arise from the undue interference of heads of departments whose knowledge of a district is entirely derived from 

maps and obstruce reports. As far back as 1847 and 48 Mr. Assistant Surveyor Petite was requested to lay out the 

Bairnsdale pre-emptive right, and a town ship on the Mitchell River. The pre-emptive right was laid out as was usual 

where the improvements oil the station were situated, and from its proximity to the river consequently occupied a 

considerable water frontage further increased by a bend in the river immediately higher up than the present crossing 

place. The surveyor reserving 100 feet between the water and the pre-emptive right for Government purposes. About 

the same time the first Mitchell township was laid out about three miles higher up the river immediately at the head 

of the navigation, and possessing the following advantages over the present one. That it was situated on land much 

better suited for a township than the pre sent undulated site, that it was capable of extension to any extent required, 

that it was about seven miles nearer to Boggy Creek and three to the Nicholson with a much better road, and finally 

that a bridge could be erected there at the cost of about £1000 while it will cost about £3000 or more to erect one by 

the present town ship. These were the surveyor's reasons for wishing the township where first surveyed. It now 

becomes necessary to consider what were the Surveyor-General's reasons for having the site changed to the old 

crossing- place. A petition was sent in from a few residents who were residing on Mr. Crooke's purchased land 

immediately on the other side of the river and on the old road to the Nicholson where a public house and a store had 

been erected. The number residing in that locality were so few that it was necessary that every child that could write 

should sign the petition, and which was accordingly forwarded to the Surveyor-General praying that the township 

should be laid out at the present crossing place near the punt, and intimating that Messrs. McLeod had been given 

too much water frontage. This representation gave full vent for the talent of the red tapists and a long 

correspondence ensued, explanations requiring explanations, which ended in Mr. McLeod refusing to give up any 

portion of his pre-emptive right without a full consideration. Mr. Ligar then proposes to give Mr McLeod increased 

river frontage, continuing his pre emptive right down the river, to allow him an equivalent in land for a swamp that 

was included in his first survey, and to give him a frontage to the new township. This was doing considerably better 

for Mr. McLeod than the district or assistant surveyors had done, and accordingly this miserable wedge shaped hilly 

piece was excised from Mr. McLeod's pre-emptive right and laid out as a Government township, without any room 

for extension except at the side of that of the private ad joining one. This exposition will, we have no doubt, be 

sufficient to exculpate our local surveyors from the implications which have hitherto been so hastily charged against 

them, and show that they, careless of either Mr. McLeod or Mr. Crooke's purchased land, laid out their road and 

township where they considered best suited to the requirements of the district. 

 

4 Jan 1861 Gippsland Guardian  

THE MITCHELL GOLD-FIELD IN NORTH GIPPS LAND. 

 Warden Will's report on the diggings in the vicinity of the Mitchell River Melbourne, Dec. 11. 

Sir, Adverting to the concluding portion of the general observations, in my warden's  reports for September and 

October last, I have now the honor to inform you that on my way from Omeo to Melbourne, I visited the creek gold 

diggings, distant 35 miles, more or less, from- the new township of Mitchell, on the river Mitchell, North Gipps 

Land, generally known as the Boggy Creek Diggings (Prospect Creek of the map), although, at present, that creek is 

comparatively deserted, and the miners have removed to creeks a few miles distant, known as Merri Jig, Sandie's, 

Burnett's, and Store, and being tributaries of the Rivers Mitchell, and Nicholson, which latter fall into Lake King.  

From observation and careful inquiry, I estimate the total population at present creek mining at, say, 260 to 300, and 

.the  accounts I received of the average earnings of miners were on the whole very  satisfactory, say £3 per week per 

man. The wages paid by a few creek claim- . holders to working miners are 30s. to  40s. per week, with rations, and 

£3 per week without rations. , Some fortunate creek claim holders make £1 per diem per man; but recently much 

time. has. been lost in rushing from creek to creek, and there are some complaints that the gold is not infrequently 

irregularly distributed, and  that the creeks are so narrow that the 25yards, per-man allowed by the Beechworth bye-

laws are an insufficient- quantity 50 to 100 yards per man, with width taken from bank to bank, being considered to 

be about the proper-sized claim for creek miners on most of the small tributaries of the Rivers- Mitchell V. and 



Nicholson. The gold is of a nuggety description appears as if it would lose but little in melting, and the banks at Sale 

and Port Albert-purchase it at 75s. per oz. In Melbourne, after assay, it has not infrequently fetched 77s. 6d. per oz. 

The gold workings are being extended and-now head towards the Wentworth and Dargo Rivers and from inquiries 

made of the miners, as well as from my own knowledge of the country at the head of the Livingstone Creek, Omeo, 

and at the head of the River Dargo reported on a few months since by Mr. Howitt I am of opinion that there is a 

continuous northwards from near the township of Lucknow, on the River Mitchell to the heads of the Rivers Dargo 

and Wentworth, and of the Livingstone Creek Omeo and laterally to the gold workings at Shady Creek and Swift's 

Creek, tributaries of the River Tambo. To attempt to strike across to Omeo from Boggy or Sandie's Creek would at 

present be difficulty and even dangerous, excepting to bushmen well acquainted with the rages and scrub adjacent to 

Mount Taylor and with those westward of the River. Tambo-Men have been lost in the bush for days  together, and 

recently ,two mounted policemen were lost, for  many days in the ranges near Mount Taylor when searching for 

some missing miners. If the scrub were well burnt, I believe that Omeo might he reached in say 40 miles from-

Boggy Creek, and that any creeks crossed on the route, being -tributaries either of the Mitchell or Wentworth, would 

probably be found to be auriferous. Gold has already been found in pay able qualities on the Rivers Dargo and 

Wentworth and very coarse gold, worth  by assay 77s. 6d. per ounce, was recently obtained at Shady Creek, a 

tributary of the Tambo, where a sluicing party is now, working. I saw a very fine sample of this gold at the Tambo 

Police Station last month.  There were about 18oz. of if, all coarse, the pieces generally weighing from 2dwt.to 

5dwt. The country is, however, so exceedingly hilly and Scrubby that it is not probable  it will be prospected by 

parties of miners, unless a track from Sandie's Creek towards the Wentworth, Dargo, and Livingstone be opened this 

summer, and the scrub generally be well burnt. Some of the old residents at the creeks, have promised me to fire the 

hill country at Christmas. 

 I have observed how much has already  been done at comparatively small expense, by the storekeepers, Messrs. 

Dreverman, Cameron, and Co., and Mr. Connolly, in opening a rough dray-track from their stores on the Mitchell to 

Boggy and  Merri Jig Creeks; and I think that if sum of only L100 were to be placed on the Estimates for making a 

rough dray track, about five miles in length, from Merri Jig to Sandie's Creek, and for a marked tree line via that 

creek to the heads of the Wentworth and of the Livingstone, as well as to Swift's Creek, it would be to and a 

sufficient sum for the purpose, and many minors would be encouraged to give the hill country a trial who now are 

deterred from prospecting, owing to the risk of losing horses in the  scrub, and the difficulty-of packing out 

provisions over the ranges. If tenders were called for on the spot, It is probable that some of the old miners and 

bushmen on the creeks would combine to carry out the work, and to them its execution would, I think, be most 

properly entrusted; probably they would avail themselves  of the services of a Dargo black when making the marked 

tree line. During the three days I was absent from the Mitchell township examining the creek diggings and the 

ranges  was accompanied by Mr. Inspector M'Neil and a mounted constable. The weather  was most unfavorable and 

cold and the  rain fell heavily during two days Mr. M'Neil had heard rumours of police protection being required, 

but on inquiry from many miners and others at the creeks we were informed that the diggings were very quiet, and 

the people generally honestly disposed. 

The gold-field has been for some time past now is now periodically visited by mounted police from the Mitchell 

township; at which place a court of petty sessions is holden monthly. There is a good refreshment house near the 

diggings, but no licences for public-houses on the gold field have yet been granted by the bench of magistrates. If 

the population increases, it will doubtless be necessary that the gold-field should be occasionally visited by a warden 

but at the time of our visit it seemed to me that the miners were carrying on their work very quietly, and that all they 

at present wanted, was to be " let alone." They have taken out miners' rights and business licences. All are anxious 

for the scrub to be burnt, and a track to be opened northward of Sandie's Creek and towards the Omeo. I was much 

pleased: with the Government township of Mitchell, on the River Mitchell, North Gipps Land, near the homestead 

of Mr. M'Leod, of Bairnsdale to which these creek gold-workings are already, a most valuable adjunct. Indeed, if the 

creeks towards the Omeo country and the Mitchell and Shady Creek ranges be successfully prospected, and the sea 

mouth of Lakes King, Victoria, and Wellington be opened, there can be no doubt that the new township of Mitchell, 

-already a favourite site, will become a place of very considerable importance. It is a pretty township site, on the 

bank, of a fine river, and at a convenient distance from it there is. at and near Lindenow, some excellent agricultural 

land, on which it is to be hoped that some of the successful miners may hereafter locate themselves. I am, however, 

informed by the settlers that the extent of really good agricultural land in the Mitchell country is not so great as the 

traveller would be led to expect on a first view of this pleasant and well-watered portion of Gipps Land. The routes 



to the Mitchell Diggings from Melbourne are by sea to Port Albert,' and through Gipps Land by the rapidly 

improving town of Sale; or overland; by the old Gipps Land cattle road, through Dandenong and the Moe to Sale, 

and thence to the township on the River Mitchell. During the summer, miners traveling overland from Melbourne 

with one pack horse usually make the journey to the Mitchell in nine days, and via Port Albert, the average time 

occupied is six days, a pack-horse being made use of from Port Albert to the Mitchell. 

Both these routes now present few difficulties to pedestrians, the principle creeks and rivers having been bridged or 

punts established. Provisions on the Mitchell Diggings are at fair prices, considering the present difficulties of 

transport from the River Mitchell. Flour, at Merri Jig Creek, £4 10s. per bag of 20lb.; tea 4s. per lb.; sugar, 9d.; fresh 

beef, of prime quality, 4d. per pound. Some gold has been found in quartz, and many small, but rich, specimens of 

quartz and gold have been taken from the beds of the creeks, but the reefs on the hills have as yet been but little 

prospected; At present, owing to the remoteness of this gold-field and the exceedingly difficult nature of the country, 

miners entirely without means should hardly venture there. Most of the men now resident there possess one or more 

good-park horses and a miner's " kit." The storekeepers, although having not unfrequently been deceived in giving 

credit, appear , to be liberally disposed towards really hard working miners. I was informed by Mr. Belcher, the 

collector of customs at Port Albert, that only 2,680 ounces of Gipps Land gold passed through the customs there 

from January to November in this year ; but I am aware that much of that gold is taken to the Beech worth district, 

which also receives the greater portion of the gold from the Omeo division. I have the honor to he, Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, Alfred Currif. Wills, 

P.M. and Warden, &c., Omeo. The Hon. the Commissioner of Mines. 

11 Jan 1861 Gippsland Guardian  

THE MITCHEL GOLDFIELDS. Our reports from the Mitchell diggings still continue of the most satisfactory 

character; new creeks with good prospects are almost daily discovered, and the population steadily increases. In Mr. 

Warden Wills' report of these goldfields, he says that there are employed in digging, from two hundred and eighty to 

three hundred men. ...We are not aware from whence this information was derived, but we affirm on the best 

authority that there are over four hundred miners at work, the great majority of which are making remunerative 

wages. Merrijig Creek, which was at one time nearly deserted, is again the centre of attraction. Old claims are re-

occupied, and the workers, instead of being contented with washing the bed of the creek, are now driving under the 

banks and have by this means succeeded in getting on the original water course which had been changed by floods 

or other causes, and from thence have been taken some splendid samples of the precious metal; we saw one parcel of 

about 60 ounces, nearly the whole of which consisted of nuggets, some of which exceeded 4 ounces, and several 

were over an ounce. We are informed that the gold recently obtained from Merrijig has been of a much coarser 

description than that found on the former working of the creek. The new discoveries are gradually drawing towards 

the Wentworth and Dargo, on the tributary of the latter of which named Crooked River a large extent , of payable 

ground  has been found, and several parties are now preparing to take advantage of the summer weather and set in to 

work. Mr. Wills' suggestion as to having a cleared road from Boggy Creek to Merri jig is a good one, and deserves 

the immediate attention of the Government. A marked track from thence to the Dargo and Omeo would also be an 

assistance to prospectors and miners, and much facilitate their operations. There can no longer be the least hesitation 

in our declaring ,that a very widely extended payable goldfield exists in, Gipps Land, and. that all that was required 

to make it known earlier was a want of sufficient population, as the latter increases the extent and richness, of our 

auriferous lands must become, better known, and as they become better known a larger number and a better class of 

diggers will be attracted, and their resources more fully developed. 

Considerable inconvenience is felt by storekeepers and others, from the want of an escort. There is now much 

difficulty and little security in transmitting gold; consequently those dealers who interchange necessaries for gold 

must add an additional percentage on their goods to cover the risk of loss or robbery. This percentage must, like 

most others, be ultimately paid by the digger, or his laborer. We understand that there is now a large quantity of gold 

in the hands of the diggers, and that they prefer the risk attending their keeping possession of it,, to trusting it to the 

care of unauthorised parties to invest for them. Had they an escort only once a fortnight it would still be a great boon 

to them, and could not possibly involve a great amount of expense on the Government. Surely we have troopers 



enough whose time must now and then hang very heavily, in their hands, and who.ate more fully employed on 

carrying out the red tapes of their department than in detecting criminals, of which we are happy to say there is a 

great paucity in Gipps Land The Government, unfortunately, seem determined to overlook the claims of our 

diggings and they entirely ignore the fact of their existence; the diggers desired to have them proclaimed. Yet Mr. 

Nicholson, then at the head of the ministry, declined because he said he had no authorised information of their 

populousties; he laid aside Mr. Dawson's report as being of no value, and could or would not become aware that 

over two hundred ounces per week had been sent into the Melbourne market from them or that the Government 

received annually the income derived from "miners rights" in this district. The Prospecting Board forbid the 

Government Prospecting Parties to visit them, and altogether every obstacle has been thrown in the way of their 

settlement. Nevertheless, the Mitchell diggings pre becoming a great fact; and whilst they exist let us no longer hear 

of the superabundance of labor in other districts; let those who say they cannot find employment proceed thither and 

take their picks and shovels and go to work with a will; a remuneration greater or less is certain at all events j those 

with the worst luck will be able to live independently of loafing, and may at any moment drop on something good. 

Very many whom we have known as being entirely unacquainted with diggings have done well at Boggy Croak, and 

there is still room for more. Let it not be supposed from this that we hold out any inducements to men who have 

permanent or remunerative employment to leave their present situations; the time for such wild-goose speculations 

is gone Even another Forest Creek, or Bendigo, if discovered, would cease now to attract such classes from their 

homes; hut we anxiously desire to see those who complain of not being able to procure daily bread, and who become 

the amunifcion of the corner orators, to be fired at the heads of the unoffending advocates of imagination; we desire 

to see this class go to work with a determination to make themselves independent by the sweat of their brows, by 

that means which has been entailed on every son of Adam as a curse for the disobedience of our first fathers. There 

is still room here for a considerable number, and this superabundant population may be well assured that by 

adopting dur advice they' will experience the pleasing transitive, from useless, miserable I loungers, to thriving, 

useful citizens. And thus, whilst becoming a valuable integral portion of the colony, they will be benefitting 

themselves, their families, and their adopted country. 

Mr. Warden Wills' visit to the Mitchell diggings is suggestive of a change we should desire to see made in the Gipps 

Land Goldfields government. Mr. Wills resides in Omeo, a portion of Victoria, which belongs neither to the Murray 

district, nor Gipps Land, nor to any other district we know of. He is Warden there, and Police-magistrate, yet he has 

no Warden's jurisdiction at Swifts Greek, within ten miles; in fact he has no jurisdiction in Gipps Land, which is, we 

believe, in the mining district of Anderson's Creek. Would it not be a great deal better if Mr. Wills were to reside at 

the Mitchell, and be appointed a Warden for the mining districts of Gipps Land f, to which Omeo should be 

annexed; he would then be in a much more central situation, and in one where his services could be made available 

either at Baw Baw or Corner Inlet; he would, as far as -his widely extended district could permit, be within reach of 

all the different goldfields, and would also obviate the necessity of the Police-magistrate being obliged to leave his 

own station unprotected, or in the bands of the great unpaid, which he is now periodically obliged to do. The miners 

complain sadly of the low prices offered by the Bank at Sale for Boggy Creek gold! They inform us that some fine 

gold, for which the Bank offered only £3 12s., realised £3 17s,. 3d. in Melbourne, and we have heard of several 

other -instances of the same kind. We should have thought that the Bank's interest would be identical with the gold 

digger who produces that which is meat and drink to them, the very vital principle on which they exist.  

5 Jul 1861  

A NEW CHUM'S OPINION OF GIPPS LAND.     BY BOW BELLS. 

A visit to a gold diggings, Mr. Editor, soon destroys the romance with which distance and interesting stories, 

interspersed with pretty pictures, have invested a gold miner's occupation. I  well remember when I adjourned to a 

broker's office in the city, viewing with no little admiration the busy scene which were there depicted on richly-

embossed cards of life at the Australian goldfields; the blue sky, the pellucid streams, in which men with bright 

colored Crimean shirts and well-polished Napoleons were washing gold, and separating it from some very bright 

silvery looking sand, where every miner looked a gentleman, and the attendant sylphs, copied from Miss Poole as 

the Vivandiere, added additional attraction to the scene. Romance and reality, however, possess an antagonism to 

each other which is rarely set aside by a realisation of the ideal, and such I found it to be. Gold diggings on pictures 

and gold diggings on mountain gullies are thoroughly different; n visit at ones destroys all the romance of 

enthusiastic imaginers, the morgeanic scenes of excited idealism vanishes at the first rugged pass through which you 



have to lead your horse, and the disheveled hair, the torn clothes, and the face colored by the smoke of the wood 

fires, where the process of cooking is carried on, ends the portraiture of the 'Pet of the Regiment;' whilst the miner, 

though, perhaps, clad in a rod shirt, or what was once red, is more remarkable for his stout and muscular limbs, and 

weather-beaten face than for any particular elegance of manner, 01 apparent fitness for the refined frivolities of a 

modern drawing-room. But you will say, Mr. Editor, how did you got to the diggings, and what did you see on your 

way ? I will soon tell you; but Cockney-like, I began my story at the wrong end, and gave my last impressions first. 

However, it is all the effect of these confounded H's, which I never know what to do with. After spending a few days 

in admiring the country about Sale, and almost envying the quiet retreats in its neighbourhood, I made up my mind 

to have a look at a gold diggings. It was the height of my ambition, on leaving home, to become a miner, but my 

desire became a little cooled by the nearer approach to the scenes of labor, and the many accounts which I heard of 

the hard ships to be undergone, and which to new chums were particularly severe, often bringing sickness, which in 

too many cases, aided by neglect, ended in death. Nevertheless, as I desired to penetrate further into the bush, I made 

up my mind to see someone or other of the goldfields, and judge for myself. 

Again, after unwillingly dressing by candle-light, I started' on my second journey, before the Comet had; disappears 

, from the heavens, this time in a two-horse conveyance, which rattled away over the plains at, about ten miles per 

hour. On inquiring- the name of the next township, I was told it was Stratford, and was situated on the Avon river. 

This modern. Stratford-on-Avon, though not famous for any particular classical reminiscence, or native-born poet, is 

a prettily situated township, and being the nearest on the main road to a populous mining country amongst the 

mountains, its trade has considerably increased with the prosperity of the miners; it possesses two hotels, one, of 

course, called after the greatest of all great bards, whoso coarsely painted visage, half enveloped in an Elizabethan 

collar, may be seen swinging to and fro, bandied about by every gust of wind, inviting the , passing traveller to 

partake of the solid comforts beneath. Our driver's haste would not permit mo to call and behold the modern Mrs. 

Quickly ; so I had to content myself with the cursory view I had taken of the township. We were now completely in 

the region of the squatters' dominions,  as I was told that a very small portion of the country north of the River Avon 

had been sold, except certain portions reserved as pre-emptive occupation rights by the tenants of the Crown, which 

never exceeded GiO acres for each license paid, and for this right they had to pay in cash £1 per acre. As far as I saw 

of the country for some miles after leaving Stratford,-1 . am sure no one need envy the squatters the possession of it, 

as on either side of the road, until we reached the Mitchell river, the soil is poor, weak and sandy, over-run with 

stunted scrub, and in most parts thickly timbered. About 10 o'clock we stopped for breakfast at a road-side 

accommodation house, kept by an elderly lady, where we received every kind attention, accompanied by a. good 

meal, which was none the worse relished for the scrupulous cleanliness with which everything on the table and 

about the room gave us evidence of the care taken in its preparation. I had now seen quite enough of Gipps Land to 

be aware that the best portions of the country are adjacent to its many rivers and creeks, and that, in fact, the whole 

of its rich pastoral and agricultural lands-are alluvial deposits, the accumulation of centuries; nor do the banks of the 

Mitchell form any exception to this statement, for nothing can, be, more rich or luxuriant than many portions which 

I was shown and where; I was told the soil was in many places twenty feet deep. The township of Bairnsdale at; 

which we rested is, of  very  recent: foundation being in fact only nine months, old nevertheless, there are a number 

of buildings already erected  two stores, a post office, and, as is-the-universal rule in Victoria, a public house in full 

operation. Having to, remain here all night, I had a little lime to walk about before dark; and admire the scenery, 

which here begins to assume a very, different appearance from that which I had hitherto , beheld at the foot of the  

township runs the River Mitchell, the widest, and deepest of the Gipps Land rivers, and which, like all other 

mountain streams, is now.; and then converted from its peaceful and silent course into a, mad, rushing, roaring 

torrent, overflowing its banks and carrying with it gigantic trees as if they were mere feathers floating on its raging 

waves. Its conflux with Lake King is about twelve miles from the township, and the river is navigable for vessels of 

such a size as may be used on the lakes. This township is curiously laid out, its shape is triangular whilst its longest 

side is bounded by  a main road which divides it from a private township, thus giving each a front to the principal 

street, I am told that a much better site exists further up but for some reason or other it was not adopted. I was 

comfortably lodged at the hotel, and  having learned that there was no mode of  conveyance to take mo further, I 

declined  the kind offer of a horse from the landlord and joined two diggers, who said they were going to hump it in 

the morning. As humping, I was given to understand, meant taking your necessaries on your back, I was at a loss 

what to take with me, my luggage merely consisting of a few  changes of linen, cambric handkerchiefs, etc. 

However, I got a hint that a pair  of blankets would be necessary which procured at a store adjacent, and next 

morning started with my companion. We crossed the river by what is called a punt, a sort of moveable bridge which 

is drawn across the river by pulling on a rope which h suspended, from side to side. After leaving the punt we passed 

by what was the old site of the township, but which is now nearly deserted, the land on which it was built being 



private properly and the present owner refusing to sell. A very neat commodious public  house still continues and is 

the resort of many of the miners from the adjacent diggings. We had now rather a rugged road to travel, at least, so I 

who was more accustomed to the flags of Bond Street than climbing mountain tracks thought, and by the time we 

had travelled some eight miles and again saw the smoke of a chimney on the banks of the Nicholson River I found I 

had done quite enough for the day. The hotel at which we now rested was called after a great navigator who made 

many discoveries in the surrounding seas, but the sign painted unfortunately made a captain of him and he thereby 

lost his dignity as commander. A more comfortable house or a prettier situation I had not seen since my arrival in 

Gipps Land; besides, the landlord was one of the kindest and civilest I had come in contact with. Half native, half  

Irish, with a dash of the Yankey, he possessed the peculiarities of all three, his hospitality was not destroyed by his 

love of gain, his wit not made coarse with the native slang, nor in his desire to accommodate and make comfortable 

his guests did he forget It is own interests. I am afraid, Mr. Editor, that you will think my description a little too 

long, a little too stale, and a good deal too prosey,  so having a desire not to weary you until I have brought my 

experience to a final termination, I will rest for the night here after having enjoyed a pleasant evening, heightened by 

the aid of a piano well played, for even here amongst the hills has that popular instrument found its way. And until 

my next, and most probably last, will I now say in the form of letter writers "I remain, &c." 

 

15 Mar 1865 Gippsland Times (A diversion of purpose here, not gold, but deer. Ed.)  

A letter from his Honour Sir William Stawell was laid before the council bringing under the notice of the council the 

eminent adaptability of the Bogong Mountains for the liberation of deer. The Bogongs are a range of Mountains in 

the north-east of Victoria, consisting in many parts of basaltic plains between 3,000 and 4,000 feet above the level of 

the sea. They extend from the Murray to Gippsland, run north-east by  south-west, and abound with wild vastnesses 

from which, if the deer were once established, it would be almost impossible to dislodge them. His Honour 

concluded a long and instructive letter by saying,  "If this object be successfully achieved, next to the introduction of 

salmon, nothing  of such importance to the country will  have been effected; a valueless tract of mountains of miles 

in extent will become of use, deer-stalking not inferior to any in Scotland will be afforded,. and an inducement to 

visit wild and. romantic  scenery in a cold climate will be offered." This letter it was decided to take into fuller 

consideration at a future meeting as it is evident that a great number of deer t must be enlarged, at once to give any 

chance of the breed being fairly established in such a country. With this object in view the secretary was directed to 

make some inquiries as to the feasibility of importing a number of fallow deer from Tasmania, as if they can be 

brought from there the animals would be in a far fitter s state for liberation than they could possibly be after a long 

voyage had reduced them to a state of semi-domestication. 

 

FIRST REEF DISCOVERED 

Gippsland Times 26 Aug 1865   Sailor Jack has discovered a new reef on Boggy Creek, about eighteen or twenty 

mile from Bairnsdale. The specimens which he brought in are described as being remarkably rich, and we are 

informed by one who has visited the locality of the discovery that the reef fully bears them out.   

Gippsland Times 26 Aug 1865 "I the undersigned, hereby give notice that John Middleton, generally  known as 

"Sailor Jack," TRANSFERRED to me, on the 14th August, 1865, one sixteenth share in the Pride of Erin 

prospecting claim. Buffalo Gully, Boggy Creek" 

 

6 Sept 1865  (Deer again, not strictly Bullumwaal! Ed.) 

 A meeting of the Provisional Committee of the Gippsland Acclimatisation Society was held at the office of Messrs. 

Pettit, Macarthur and Co on Monday, the 4th inst., when the Secretary road the following letter: "Acclimatisation 

Society's Office,  "30,- Swanston Street, Melbourne, September lot, 1865. "Sir,-I am directed by the Council to 



enquire whether your Society would be disposed to take charge of sixteen or eighteen deer, and liberate them into 

some suitable, locality in Gippsland. The deer are those known as the hog, deer, and would require a warm a climate 

as you could find in Gippsland. The matter has not yet been finally settled, but if you would favor me with your 

views on the matter it would greatly aid the Council in coming to any decision. "The animals would probably be 

sent by means of water direct to Sale. " I'm, sir, "Yours most obediently, " Ono. SPtaoo, Secretary. " To Henry 

Butler, Esq., Hon. Secretary Acclimatisation Society of Gippsland." With reference to the above; it was resolved 

that the Society, accept the offer of the Melbourne Society, and that they apply to the Board of Land and Works for 

the exclusive use of Raymond Island for the purposes of the  Society. 

 

30 Dec 1865   (Deer again!)  

Acclimitisation Society's Office, 30 Swanston-street. "Melbourne, Dec. 19,1865. "Dear Sir,-I beg to acknowledge 

the receipt of your letter, dated the 7th inst., in forming me that your society are unable to obtain a lease of Raymond 

Island, and suggesting that the deer should be liberated between the Lakes and the Snowy River. In reply, I have to 

inform you that I wrote to you some time back, stating that as we were unable to retain the hog deer with safety any 

longer, they had been liberated near Cape Liptrap, from whence they will no doubt make their way towards the 

ranges. We are now getting a good number of axis deer, and possibly the spot you name might be suitable for them, 

but the animals cannot he removed for several months.  In answer to your request for sparrows and other 

insectivorous birds, I can only say that we have none, all having been liberated long since. In reference to your 

request for monetary assistance, when I inform you that we have not received one penny from Government this year, 

that all our men are unpaid, and that the council are seriously embarrassed for funds, you will readily understand that 

there is but little chance of our rendering you any financial assistance. I have now to request that you will bring 

under the notice of your society the fact that a large quantity of salmon ova are confidently expected here in March 

or April, and the council are very anxious to learn how far they may look to you to make proper provision for the 

reception and management of this ova in Gippsland; and you would greatly oblige by letting me have an early reply 

to this. Whilst thanking you sincerely for the animals sent, may I be allowed to say that kangaroos, wallabies, emus, 

black swans, will geese and ducks are by far the most useful birds we can have for exchange , I am, dear Sir, Yours 

faithfully, Geo. Sprigg. 

 

Gippsland Times  13 Sept 1865 "Pride of Erin Quartz Mining Company", Boggy Creek, advertises a General 

Meeting of shareholders at Club Hotel, Bairnsdale 

Gippsland Times 28 Oct 1865   Of the Boggy and Store Creek reef the Chronicle reports that  A gentleman just 

returned from a tour gives an account of reefs in that locality, but not a very flattering one.  The Bairnsdale Reef is 

represented as being a little over six inches wide. A shaft has been put down about fifty, feet and the prospectors are 

about to open a drive. Gold can be seen in the stone lying, on the claim, but not in large quantities. "The Pride Of 

Erin at Boggy Creek, gives better indications of a payable and permanent reef. The lode is about eighteen inches 

thick with reasonable looking specimens, and dip's with the range, closely, approaching what is called a flat reef." 

Gippsland Times 29 Nov  1865 Application has been on made to register two quartz prospecting claims on Boggy 

Creek, River Mitchell. 

 



Gippsland Times 29 Nov 1865  

A quartz  prospecting claim has been registered in the Store Creek, River Nicholson, where he nuggets weighing 

from 6oz. to 32oz. have been found. Application has been on made to register two quartz prospecting on claims on 

Boggy Creek, River Mitchell. Two new and very promising reefs have, ins within the last fortnight, been discovered 

as at Swift's Creek, and leases applied for. 'n- It fact, there seems to be no doubt that  the southern or Gippsland 

slope of the Great Dividing Range. from the Tambo re, westward, will become one vast reefing sat district.  With 

such a mass of reliable evidence placed before us, who can doubt that there is a  great and prosperous future in store 

for on Gippsland  It is, nevertheless, necessary or that, during the present year efforts , should be made to prevent 

any extensive  traffic in more " paper "-prospectus and, scrip jobbery ; and no countenance should be given to that 

worst species of jobbery  which must result in shaking the confidence of the very class of capitalists and the 

investors upon whom we, in a great measure  depend for the development of our  boundless resources.  

 

Gippsland Times 10 Jan  1866  The Boggy Creek Reefs will have a trial crushing in the course of a week or so, as 

I understand that our energetic townsmen, Messrs. Drevermann, Cameron and Co., are about to send ten tons of 

stone to Melbourne by the Trio, so as to form some idea of its value before erecting machinery. 

20 Feb 1866   Boggy Creek Lime Works. T CHRISTENSEN begs to return  his sincere thanks for the support he 

has received since commencing business, and desires to inform the public in general that he has made an extensive 

alteration in the burning of the lime-an addition of two new kilns, which enables him to supply a quality as well as a 

quantity of lime unsurpassed in the colony. 

 

1867, and BOGGY CREEK is STILL an ALLUVIAL AFFAIR   

Gippsland Times 24 Jan  1867   BOGGY CREEK RUSH. (FROM OUR SPECIAL REPORTER.)  At a period 

when a furor exists for taking up land under, the 42nd clause of the Amending Land Act, reports of alluvial 

discoveries near the coveted agricultural areas must be received with caution, not that our farming community are 

more prone to make willful misrepresentations, than any other class of men in the colony, but there is a possibility 

that in cases of emergency, they might stretch one point to gain another. The inducements for creating imaginary 

goldfields are obvious. In the first place unless gold has been found within a radius of 10 miles of the place where 

the land is taken up, the occupation license would not be granted, and in the second if the applicants, had the land in 

possession, and cultivated it, the property would be almost useless, unless there was a population near to consume 

the produce. Now the land about Lindenow Flat and the mouth of Boggy Creek, is perhaps the best in the colony, 

will grow vegetables to any size, and produce oats yielding 70 bushels to the acre, and very naturally every spare 

inch has been pegged off and applied for to the borders of Bairnsdale township. Under these circumstances   the 

report circulated a few weeks ago, that a rich alluvial creek had been discovered near the junction of Boggy Creek 

with the Mitchell, and only seven miles from Bairnsdale carried about it a color of suspicion. Before an authentic 

report could be obtained a personal inspection of the place was necessary, and having been on every claim taken up, 

I have no hesitation in assuring the public that there is no cause whatever to doubt the rumours which have been 

promulgated. The creek is really a good one, and the men engaged in opening it out are   bona fide miners, who 

would never lend themselves to be made fools of for getting up   a ruse, nor would they be content to run in where 

they did not feel confident of making  good wagers. Diggers very seldom give a  reporter a flourishing account of 

the claim  when they know him to be so, being afraid that too many miners would be   brought on the ground and 

afford them little opportunity of picking up another good piece   of ground, or perhaps, for the more philanthropic 

reason that the majority might not  find the claims turn out according to their  expectations or the representation 

which were made to them. If they throw down  their shovels and invoke an imprecation on the ground, when asked 

how they are getting on, I conclude they not making £1  per week, but if on the contrary, the answer  is " pretty 

fairish, we have no occasion to grumble." I note down that they are taking out, at least, £4 a week a man. The latter 

reply was the one I received on the new field from every party which had opened out.  There is a error however, 

respecting this being a new creek. It is simply Boggy Creek itself, and the new workings are situated about 12 miles 



below the old ones by the road, but fully 20 miles below, following the winding of the creek, and five miles above 

its juncture with the river. The prospecting claim was taken up about five weeks ago by Messrs M'Dermid and 

Butters, formerly the prospectors of the 30 mile at the head of the Crooked River. Mr M M'Dermid reports that his 

party make good wages, but that it is not his impression that there is anything very rich in the creek. There is fine 

gold from top to bottom of the wash, and from a dish of black loamy sand on the top of the dirt, I saw him wash over   

half a grain of gold, and this was by no means an average prospect. I have been told of one and two pennyweights 

having been washed out of a dish. The workings are at present confined to the bed of the creek, although the wash 

has been found equally good as far as any of they have gone into the bank. There are only 24 men yet on the ground,   

working eight claims over a distance of  three miles; one of these eight claims only three parties have opened out.   

Three of the claims are above the prospectors and four below them, and the ground still further down is supposed to 

be equally   good, if not better, were there facilities for working it. The formation is granite, but the best gold is not 

found on the bottom ; the richest wash is a kind of stiff clay taken out from between very large boulders, and   the 

prospectors mention that their wash bears  the closest resemblance to that in the Mollineaux in New Zealand to any 

they   have seen in the colony. No. 1 below the prospectors are not working, being obliged to register their claim on 

account of the water being backed up on them. Cronin and party, formerly working on the Eldorado reef, Crooked 

River, held No. 2 below, and have just got well into work; the lower part of their ground is pretty hard to turn up on 

account of the huge boulders, but when they get through a few yards of this stuff the work will be easier. A party of 

French. men below them stripped a paddock of six feet square, and took out seven dwts. of gold. This prospect has 

induced them to commence work in earnest. Jackson and party of No. 4 below, have finished tail race half a mile 

long and will wash up their first paddock this week. A prospect taken out of the tail race of this claim while I was 

present showed rather more gold than that from the prospecting claim. Postletwhaite and Co. below them have not 

yet cut a tail race or brought on a water head, but one of the party said he would rather have the claim than £3 per 

week if h had water as he wished it. Between the prospectors and the   old workings on the top of the creek, there are 

over ten miles of ground considered payable. The gold is not patchy as at the heads of the rivers of Gippsland, but is 

distributed through the whole of the ground. Having shown the advantages of the creek I may as well point out the 

disadvantages under which it labors also. Boggy Creek rises from a low saddle on the ranges, and runs through a 

very flat bed through its entire course, the average fall at the bottom being, about two foot six inches in half a mile, 

causing great difficulty in cutting available tail races, and the stuff is not considered rich enough to pay the expenses 

of erecting wheels and pumps. As a matter of course there is the same difficulty in bringing on a good water head, 

and if large dams were erected the water would be backed up on the parties above and during the months of March 

and April it is supposed there will be enough water in the creek to work the claims effectually. I should have 

mentioned that the stripping varies from eighteen inches to four feet. The general opinion of the men employed is 

that the gold on the creek comes from some heavy run in the ranges, and that before two or three years have elapsed 

lower Gippsland will turn out to be one of the   richest gold-fields in the colony of Victoria. The reefs at Boggy 

Creek are at present at a standstill, but they will not likely be so much longer, as ten tons of stone crushed last week 

at the Tambo machine yielded the satisfactory result of two ounces 15dwt. to the ton. This reef was discovered 18 

months ago by Sailor Jack, and is now held by Messrs. Coloe, Dalton, Counihan, Gould and company. The lode is 

over two foot wide with well defined walls and very easily worked. The bearing of the reef is about north 45 west 

with at considerable underlay to the west. A shaft has been put down over 70 feet, and over 40 tons of stone raised. 

Mr Andrew Coloe packed these ten tons at his own risk seven miles to the machine on Store Creek, and the yield has 

induced the shareholders to set about making arrangements for having machinery erected near their own ground. 

Gippsland Times 21 Feb  1867  MITCHELL RIVER SUDIVISION.-Mr. A. F. Walker, Mining Surveyor, and 

Registrar reports, alluvial miners, Europeans 66 ; Chinese, 100 quartz miners, 22 who are distributed thus ; Store 

Creek, 30; Nicholson, 23 ; Merrijig, 30 ; Boggy Creek, 5 ; Sandy's and M'Donald's Creeks, 100. Total 188. There is 

one machine of 12 horse power driving 9 head of stamps, valued at £3,500. There are two quartz reefs which have 

been proved to be auriferous, in the space of one mile which is now, or has been worked. 

Gippsland Times 23 Apr 1867 BAIRNSDALE. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, April 22. 

Bairnsdale has always been very backward in calling on Government for assistance of any kind. This neglect on our 

part appears the most glaring in our public buildings, seeing we have none, and strikes the stranger who may visit us, 

perhaps oven more than it does ourselves, but we expect to come in this year for a share of the money voted for 

public buildings, and that our member will bear us in mind when the grant is apportioned. I see that the petition for 

the deep leads prospecting is proved the way for another which is fast filling up by the selectors under the Amending 

Land Act, so as to strengthen so far the course of the selectors in their endeavour to redress the grievance under 



which they are bound. There is another rush to Boggy Creek; the favourite spot is now a little below the junction of 

Boggy with the Five Mile Creek, so that the creek is now worked for about 15 miles. The most of the parties at work 

are doing very well, more particularly on the upper portion of the creek. Several parties have forsaken their old 

workings on the Merri-jig, as the prospects offered by Boggy Creek are more enticing than their prospects at the 

Merrijig. The Tambo Company's mill has been stopped for the last week, so as to renew their tables, the old ones 

being worn out. The last of the machinery for the Erin Reef is now on the road; the greater part is on the ground, the 

weather being so far favourable the contractor had no difficulty in pushing through his contract. I see that the 42nd 

clause has taken another start in this neighbourhood, the few remaining spots of rich soil being as eagerly sought 

after as ever. 

Gippsland Times 23 May 1867  BOGGY CREEK. (FROM OUR SPECIAL REPORTER.)   There have been so 

many conflicting accounts lately circulated in Sale respecting the new workings in Boggy Creek, near Bairnsdale, 

that on Saturday I paid the place a visit to understand the character of the   creek, and how the miners had succeeded 

since I was there about three months ago. On my first visit I represented that the place was likely to pay fair wages, 

but was not   sufficiently rich to warrant a rush, and since   then that statement has been proved to be correct, the 

men who have opened their claims and set well in making sufficient  to  satisfy them, or, at least, to keep them from 

grumbling, whilst a few have been fortunate enough to come across one or two rich patches. Boggy Creek is not a 

new place to the miners in Gippsland, seeing that the upper portion of it was worked years ago, and resigned to the 

hands of Chinamen; but twenty miles of the creek, from the Merrijig road to the river Mitchell, was left untried. 

About the first of the present year, however, Mr. James McDiarmid, an old prospector from the Thirty Mile, on the 

Crooked River, with one or two hard working mates, commenced a claim about four miles above Sergeant Scanlon's 

paddock, and twelve miles from Bairnsdale, and found that the first paddock they washed paid sufficiently to induce 

them to commence sluicing operations. They were not long till they were joined by others, and now there is a 

mining population at work of little under three hundred. Twelve miles of the country has been taken up above the 

prospectors, with the exception of a piece of rough ground which is not considered payable. The lower part of 

Boggy Creek, or the new workings, has features peculiar to itself, and differs from most other goldfields in 

Gippsland by having the gold more generally diffused through the gravel and not being of so patchy a nature ; and 

although nothing like "pile"' claims may be found on it, by steady perseverance and hard work the miners may be 

able to make very fair wages. Two or three parties have made, for a while as much as £13 or £14 a week per man, 

but those were the exceptions, not the rule ; and the general reply to enquiries as to how the miners are getting on is 

that they are knocking out good wages, which assertion is tantamount to an admission that they are making 

something like £4 or £5 a week. One or two parties, however, grumble, and state that they are hardly able to knock 

out " tucker." The lower part of the creek, down towards Mr. Crooks' fence, has been undervalued, because the work 

is deeper, the gold more scattered, and the boulders more heavy to contend with. Many people also pay the place a 

visit and on taking a cursory glance at the diggings, condemn them and return. These are characters who are not 

particularly inclined to work and expect to get gold for the picking up.   The prospecting party have now washed 

about 150 yards up the creek, talking a paddock from each side of the bed of the stream, and they state that the yield 

is better than it was when they commenced. The creek has very little fall, and consequently there was some 

difficulty experienced in bringing on a good head of water and in cutting tail- races. The miners consequently are by 

no means inclined to be over rushed, and do not enhance the value of the workings, by their own reports, being 

afraid that if too many men got to the place the water might get backed on them, and so put them to an 

inconvenience. The character of the workings also varies from the heads of the rivers by the bottom not being so 

uniform. Towards the top of the creek the bottom is hard rock, but lower down pipeclay is occasionally met with. In 

the prospecting claim the men at work do not strip the gravel to the bottom rock, but wash only to within three feet 

of it, considering the stuff lower down not payable. A small seam of pipeclay is met with about three feet below the 

first run of gravel, and this appears to intercept the fall of the gold, but at the same time tends to the belief that deep 

loads will be found in that locality, on a pipeclay bottom. Between the prospecting claim and Crooks' fence there are 

three or four parties of Europeans, at work and four or five parties of Chinamen. But the working here requires 

parties of four or five men to take up a claim and work it efficiently. Since the prospecting claim was first taken up, 

the population has increased, and there is not room for more to set in, but the country in the neighbourhood has not 

yet been prospected, and has all the appearance of containing payable gold in the various gullies about. A small 

township, consisting of two stores and a proportionate number of shanties, is being erected, but the business 

community do not appear to be sufficiently sanguine to go to any great expense in constructing costly 

establishments. The miners seem mostly to be composed of men who have been accustomed to hard work in the 

neighbourhood of the Crooked River, the Dargo, and Omeo; and it is only men of this stamp who can make the 

ground pay.   A flood which occurred a few weeks ago, has had the effect of choking up some of the tail- races, and 



otherwise impeding operations, but the men are now getting into work again in earnest. Some are, however, working 

in the banks, so that the winter storms cannot hinder them in their work. Joseph Fraser and party in No. 1 above, are 

working in the banks, and report that they are making good wages. The workings are however, principally confined 

to the bed of the creek. The general opinion of the miners is that the ground will pay fair wages when properly 

worked, but that nothing great need be expected from it, and that unless new ground is opened during the winter it 

would be stupid to over rush the place. The prospector has made application for a reward for the discovery of the 

new field, and I under- stand that Mr. Warden Howitt has stated that he intends to give the application his support. 

The nearest way to Boggy Creek from Sale, is to cross the River Mitchell at Lindenow, where Mr. Edward Sanders 

has a boat, or lower down the river at Mr. Calvert's where there is a fording place easily enough crossed on 

horseback, unless when the river is very high. From Lindenow flat to the first part of the diggings would be about 

seven miles, making the whole distance from Sale a little over fifty miles. To go to Bairnsdale and cross the punt, 

the distance from Sale to the new township on Boggy Creek, would be very little less than seventy miles. 

 (Note from P.W. Other knowledge would lead me to believe the ref above may be to Edward Saunders, but the ref.  

definitely states "Sanders") 

 

4 Jul 1867 (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   June 27; 1867.   An alluvial diggings very seldom  affords 

much scope for original correspondence, and Boggy Creek is not one of  those fields replete with incident,  although 

it is the only place in Gippsland   at present deserving the name of a rush. In January last, when the prospectors   

commenced work, the general supposition was that the creek from Crooks'   fence to the old workings would turn 

out   payable, and as the ground has been  taken up and worked, this supposition has proved to be correct. Nine 

miles of the   creek has, since then, been occupied,   and very few who have well opened out   grumble at their 

returns. The paddocks  which are stripped seldom exceed nine  feet, and from this small compass as   much as 

twelve and fourteen ounces have   been washed, whilst, taking the creek on  an average, few make less than what is   

termed wages, or say from four to five   pounds a week a man.   There are some call up here from Sale who have not 

been accustomed to work, and have no desire to encourage the   practice, and after looking at the place,   call it an 

unmitigated duffer and then   leave, but miners who understand what work is, find there are few parts of the colony 

will pay better for turning up than Boggy. Three are now a short way down   from the old five-mile crossing on the 

Merrijig road, no less than three stores, and these are hardly able to supply the population. The township has been 

called "Allenvale," because Mr. George Allen was the first to start business.  Mr. Peter Keleen now keeps him 

company, and a Chinese store supplies the  Celestials who number between 50 and 60. It will be easily understood 

that there   are a proportionate number of shanties, or to use a more polite term, hotels. Mr, Miles Brown has come 

over, from the Wentworth, and having erected a temporary structure, is now building a substantial edifice over the 

original, which will be deserving the name of a public- house. Opposite to him in business is Mr. Edward Yeates, 

from Grant, who keeps an establishment for all the world  like Ned Ray's first place of accommodation on Mount 

Pleasant. About half a  mile further, in the direction of Bairnsdale, there is another township rising   which is known 

by the very euphonious   the of "Kerosina" township, the only  house of call being kept by a venerable French lady 

from the Happy-go-Lucky,   who rejoices in the sobriquet of Madame Kerosina. I should probably have mentioned 

that the distance from Bairnsdale   to the Allendale is about seventeen miles   and that the road is by no means a   

pleasant one to travel, although there may be worse in the colony ; in fact, it requires the interference of a road board 

  to make some improvements. There is a toll imposed on the road, not because of repairs, hut simply because a man 

on horseback necessitated to pass through Mr. Patrick Ryan's private property at Clifton Morass. I might not have 

been aware of this circumstance, only, as I went along, a lady of stout proportions demanded from me the small 

amount of  sixpence, which I was compelled to pay; in fact this toll ought to pay well, seeing that it is right on the 

Manero road, and that something like 3000, head of cattle pass in a week, and over 500 horses. These only pay five 

shillings a hundred, but taking the diggers' traffic with this, the annual income accruing to Mr. Ryan from this source 

is no trifle. Mail communication here is remarkably deficient, there being only a loose bag delivered each Thursday, 

and letters being despatched every Friday. A petition is now, in the course of signature to have the Post-office 



removed from Merrijig to Allendale, and, considering that there are only five white men at the former place and 

something like 300 in the latter, the request is a very reasonable one. Friday is, besides, a bad day for the down mail 

as a communication forwarded to Sale has to remain two days in Bairnsdale before the mail leaves. The Warden's 

business here is not of a very pressing nature, but Mr. Howitt recognises the importance of the place  by paying an 

occasional visit. The only  cases of mining disputes which are likely to arise will be from an habit of backing up 

water so as to prevent ground from being taken up above a claim in work,   and this practice is carried on to such an 

  extent that the Mining Board will be compelled to pass a law to prevent it.   I must bring the present letter to a   

close by stating that the prospector, Mr.  James McDiarmid, has applied for a Government reward, and there should 

be  nothing to prevent his obtaining it, for not only does the Boggy Creek diggings support the necessary population, 

but the workings on the place are more than  likely to result in deep sinking, which   will be the salvation of 

Gippsland and a   culminating epoch in the history of Victoria. 

18 Nov 1867 From Mr James Kelly, agent to the Acclimatisation Society, announcing that he had received an 

intimation from the Secretary in Melbourne, setting forth the willingness of the Society to forward a buck and ten 

does of the "Samba Deer" for the Sale Botanical Reserve; also adding that he hoped soon to be able to forward more 

specimens. 

1869,and  REEFING advances. 

7 Aug 1869 Gippsland Times  BAIRNSDAL E. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 4th July, 1869. On 

Saturday last, I visited Boggy Creek. I cannot say much for the road leading  thereto. I saw signs of drays having 

travelled that way, but how they crossed some of the gullies I cannot say. Some of the council ought to inspect this 

road, and there is a likelihood they would give a warm support to the memorial read at their last meeting, which was 

forwarded by Mr. H. J. Smyth. Something ought to be done in improving the various crossings on this road. It would 

tend very much to the opening of this gold field. I found, on arrival at Allenvale, which is the name of the lower 

township, that very few miners had come in, the busiest time being about 5 p.m. However, I was enabled to make a 

short tour, during which I made many enquiries, and gained much information from reliable informants. The main 

street is short, but very well situated, on the side of a range. There is one public house, owned by Mr. P. Redenback. 

It is roomy, clean and commodious, and fully up to the requirements of the place; formerly there were two others, 

but the large sum exacted for a license has compelled them to subside into refreshment houses. In most of the 

country places about here twenty-five pounds is an out of the way sum to charge for a license, and although most 

people would be glad to keep themselves free from a charge of evading the law, yet most all the holders of 

refreshment licenses are tempted to sell liquors, and thus run the chance of being convicted of sly grog selling. 

While I am writing, I hear a person saying Weatherspoon and that Alick have come down. This directs my attention 

to a raid that has been made on the sly grog sellers. I hear that some fifty informations have already been laid, so that 

we may expect shortly to have a grand field day with grog sellers and informers. There are one or two cases, 

however, in the town ship which ought to have been attended to ere this. Business is dull at present, caused by the 

scarcity of water. The various claims are working, with the following results :  

ALLUVIAL.-Lower Boggy. -Pendergast's claim-Four men doing well. Stacy's four men paying very well. 3. A party 

of Chinamen doing very well. Donohue's four men have paid well for the last two years, and are still doing so. 5 

Postlewaith's four men doing very well 6. Armfords four men have got out of this as much as seventy ounces to the 

paddock, about 15 feet stripping, 7. Blacksmith's claim, four men making wages. Middle Boggy. 8. Middle Boggy 

Creek Prospecting claim, It. Burnett and party, doing well, have got as much as 50 to 60 ounces to the paddock. 9. E. 

Tilly's four men doing fairly. 10. J. Cohen and party doing fairly, have got out of this claim as much as £30 to £40 

per man per week. Four Mile, no one here but Chinese; look to be doing very well. P. Riley and party, John Linch 

and Cod, John Brown and Co., Wilson and Co., Dyer and Co are reported to be doing well. Dan Coulter and party 

are doing well, and a short time since got a 22 oz nugget. At two mile creek the miners are doing well, but are 

obliged to pan off their stuff for want of sufficient water. At Bennett's Gully and Buffalo Gully the miners are doing 

well, but want water.  

REEFS.-Wilson and Co., Upper Boggy.-Their crushing yielded 17 dwts to the ton, and the reef looking well, several 

other reefs are working with a good show, but have not as yet crushed any stone. A machine will shortly be erected 



in this locality, when the various reefs will have a fair trial if the Council will instruct their engineer to report on the 

necessary improvements required on the main road to Boggy Creek with a view of making the road something like 

passable. There will, I have little doubt, be a considerable increase to the population of this place during the ensuing 

summer, as there are miles of auriferous country un-prospected, which I am confident will pay the working miner. 

Since writing I am informed that another reef is at work called the Sons of Freedom reef, Redenback and party 

proprietors, they intend erecting a machine. 

Gippsland Times 17 Aug 1867  

MERRIJIG. TO THE EDITOR OF THE GIPPSLAND TIMES. Sir,-In a second leader of your issue of July 27 there 

occurs the following pas- sage :-" Now, at Merrijig there happens to be located only five or six Europeans and 

fifteen Chinamen; the postmaster   has removed to Boggy Creek, and running a mail there is simply a farce." Now, 

sir, it appears on your part that you are simply writing on a subject you are utterly unacquainted with; and permit me 

to inform you that Merrijig has about fifty men on it, the majority Europeans. But that is not all-Merrijig is the 

centre of a wide field, comprising Sandy Creek, Morris's Creek, and Wentworth River, at this moment having a 

population of at least 300 Europeans and Chinese. Allow me to remark the fact of the Post master having removed to 

Boggy Creek is no proof at all that the other places are deserted, but simply that he thought h could do better with 

his store on Boggy Creek. I, in common with many others, protest against the doctrine that a lasting favour to any 

locality should be at the expense of even a "little injury" to Merrijig, not Merrijig alone, but the extensive country 

already mentioned. Believing you have a desire to see justice done to all parts of the district, and also believing you 

have been intentionally misinformed by some interested party having a sordid purpose to serve, I am persuaded you 

will insert this in your next issue, in justice to all parties concerned. In conclusion, permit me to inquire why Boggy 

Creek could not claim a post-office without interfering with Merrijig. Most certainly the miners never asked for the 

abolition of Merrijig Post-office. Who did ? the "vultures" perhaps.   VERITAS       

 

24 Aug 1869 BOGGY CREEK.     TO THE EDITOR OF THE GIPPSLAND TIMES. SIR,-- Did your Bairnsdale 

correspondent ever read Charles O'Malley ?   If he did not I would advise him to do so before he again visits Boggy 

Creek, particularly the chapter where Mickey Free hoaxed the Editor with the account of the siege of Badajoz. If 

ever man was hoaxed, your correspondent was on the 31st of last July. At first I felt inclined to laugh at the whole 

account, but having seen so much misery accrue from duffer rushes, caused by false and garbled accounts of 

products of imaginary gold-fields; I think it my duty to place the condition and prospects of the diggers on Boggy 

Creek in a true light, so that no poor miner may be induced to leave a living to seek the now Eldorado in N.E. 

Gippsland. Without presuming to know what amount of gold every party on the creek is getting, I will point out a 

few mis-statements, and state the real facts. Postlewaite's party abandoned their claim three months ago. Honeyford's 

I believe got seventy ozs twelve months ago, but have got very little since the Blacksmith's party, consisting of two 

men, and the claim is supplemented by the forge. The prospecting claim, Middle Boggy, was abandoned to the 

fossickers about six months ago, and the fifty and sixty ounce paddocks are things of the past. E. Reilly's claim (I 

suppose he means No. 1) has been idle off and on about eighteen months. I don't know where the Four Mile is, but 

on the Five-Mile there may be a solitary fossicker. The Chinese that look to be doing so well would require a deal of 

looking for. The Two Mile is occupied by four white men and two Chinamen. The creek, and in fact the whole of 

Upper Boggy, was worked out years ago, and the few parties who occupy it manage to fossick out a living, and as 

the gold has been coarse, occasionally a small nugget turns up. On the whole,   Boggy Creek is like most of the old 

goldfields in Victoria-- on an average a man may make a living it he is careful and persevering, but after the 

storekeeper and butcher are paid he will find very   little left for "Caledonians" and Paines   "First-set" on Saturday 

night. With regard to the reefs, Wilson's reef and the Sons of Freedom are one and the same, and I think I know the 

district quite as well as your correspondent, and a prospecting party would have to travel many miles from Boggy 

Creek to find a creek or gully that has not been prospected. Our reef treasury has yet to be discovered, but I am far 

from confident that  reef prospecting would pay the working miner. In conclusion, I would advise any miner who is 

making a living to stop where he is, and not roll up his swag to meet with disappointment on Boggy Creek. If any 

such should come they had better bring a good horse and saddle ; these will generally go off in a raffle, after the 

unfortunate owner is duffered, and he can make rise in this way to  clear out. with, I am, &c.,   R. HENRY. 



4 Sept 1869  

THE EARTHQUAKE.   We have received the following additional particulars about the shock of earthquake felt in 

North Gippsland on Monday, the 30th ultimo. Our Boggy Creek correspondent writes : " Monday, 30th August, 

1869, 4.30 a.m. "An earthwave came from about N.E., giving a very decided oscillation, and slightly preceded by a 

sound wave, which came with a rushing noise, gradually becoming more and more rumbling until it died away like 

distant thunder. Duration of motion, about 30 seconds. The times are only approximate, but I think there cannot be 

much mistake about the direction, as my point of observation was about one and a half miles (horizontal) E.N.E. 

from the summit of Mount Halford, and the last reverberations of the sound wave certainly came from the south side 

of that mountain. "7.50 p.m. "An earthwave passed in the same direction as the former, accompanied by a sound 

wave not nearly so loud as in the morning. This one produced a decided vibration but the motion was not nearly so 

violent as the first. Duration about 10 seconds. I have met no one who noticed the sound wave as at all proceeding 

the earth wave in this case. Boggy Creek, 1st September, 1869." A gentleman at Omeo says: "Smart shock of 

earthquake at five minutes to five yesterday morning, local time. Apparent direction, south west to north east. Faint 

rumbling at 8 a.m. in the same direction. Slight shock at 8 20 p.m. Change of wind during the night, from north to 

south, with heavy snow storm. Omeo, 31st August, 1869." Our Bendock correspondent writes: " 30th August, 1869. 

" A few minutes before daylight this morning my wife and I were startled out of a sound sleep by an extraordinary 

rumbling sound, like the clanging, wavy sound of a heavy bell. Mr first sensation was thunder, but from four to five 

upheavals of the bed convinced me it was an earthquake, the wave of which passed from west to east. The peculiar 

sound lasted for about 20 seconds. The sky was clear and frosty. My next door neighbour heard it, and was equally 

startled." A correspondent at Merrijig, writing to a Bairnsdale firm says - " 1st September, 1869. "I suppose you had 

the shock of the earthquake at Bairnsdale; it was very bad here. I thought my store would have been shaken down, 

and all the huts on the creek. I assure you it was very bad here, and I did not know what to think of it : I thought it 

was all up with us all. I hope nothing has happened to any of the building or to your store : had it shook like my 

store it must have come down, as it is brick. I hope we shall not hear the like again. I was sick all the day after it, and 

every man on the creek, I think. Let me know whether it was bad at Bairnsdale or not, and whether any damage was 

done." Referring to the shock of earthquake reported in our last a friend sent us the following extract received from 

the Crooked River on Thursday. The writer says: "Judging from the state of affairs at Grant the world must be 

coming to an end. On Saturday the 29th of August it was as near summer in regard to climate as one could wish. On 

Sunday it snowed; on Monday morning at about five o'clock we had a shock of earthquake that nearly shook the 

house to pieces. On the same day at eight o'clock we had a hot wind, and this (Tuesday) morning the ground is 

covered with eighteen inches of snow and yet, as I write it is snowing hard." Our Bairnsdale correspondent writes 

:—A severe shock of an earthquake was felt at Bairnsdale about five a.m. on Monday, it was followed by one at 

eight a.m. and one at eight p.m., both being slight with a low rumbling sound resembling distant thunder. From 

reports I have heard it was felt very severely at Bruthen, Boggy Creek and to- wards Omeo. There are different 

opinions as to the course it took, several that I have spoken to on the subject are inclined to believe that it went to the 

westward. I felt the shock that occurred some fourteen years ago, and I can safely say this felt here was very severe 

in comparison. The swaying of the house to and fro for about thirty seconds caused such a sensation I never felt 

before. The night was oppressively hot and calm with a curious appearance in the sky; as far as I am aware there has 

been no damage done.      

 

LATE 1869        MOVING on from ALLUVIAL to REEFING 

5 Oct 1869 The following is an extract from a report received by the Board of Mines, from Mr A. W. Howitt, 

warden, &c., at Bairnsdale:- "...... At Boggy Creek I understand that a machine has been purchased for the Sons of 

Freedom Reef ; this is the first quartz claim opened in this part of the division. 

12 Oct 1869 BOGGY CREEK.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, 8th October. Last summer the 

cry was " water, water, everywhere." The autumn arrived, and with it the much wished for rain. Still, the yield of 

gold decreased, and the ranks of the diggers waxed thinner, business slackened more and more, the billiard table 

became more greasy, the small boys took possession of the skittle alley, the dancing girls skedaddled, and the howl 

of the dingo succeeded the echoes of Redenbach's band. It needed no Cassandra to prophecy that if we trusted to 

alluvial mining, another dry summer would scorch the prosperity of Boggy Creek up to no- thing. At this juncture an 



enterprising party resolved to test a quartz reef situated on the creek, about three miles above the township. A trial 

crushing gave a satisfactory result; the ground was secured, and the Sons of Freedom Company became a reality. 

Their machinery will shortly be all on the ground; contracts have been concluded for its erection, together with the 

necessary building, and for the supply of a stock of firewood. The company have adopted the wise policy of 

engaging a thoroughly efficient mining manager, and pending that gentleman's arrival the work of the mine proper is 

practically at a standstill. The shaft shows a face of good stone; the gold fine and well distributed: nothing to go mad 

about, but a prospect that will pay well for working under good management. With crushing machinery on the creek, 

an opportunity will be afforded for putting any new reefs that may be discovered to the crucial test of a trial 

crushing. Already numerous parties are on the look out for auriferous quartz. Messrs. Brown and Lynch are sinking 

on a reef about six inches wide, with very encouraging prospects about one and a half miles S.E. by S. (mag.) from 

the Sons of Freedom shaft, and apparently on the same line. This reef, though thin, is well defined, and shows every 

indication of " making." If this claim should turn out well it will be a valuable property, as the situation presents 

great facilities for working, the present shaft being between 300 and 400 feet above the creek, which runs 

immediately beneath it. A prospecting claim has been taken up on the opposite side of the creek to the Sons of 

Freedom, by Mr J. Smith, under the name of the " Champion ;" it shows a large blow of quartz at one point on the 

surface carrying a little gold; it may be the cap of a reef, or it may be only a large flat leader; most likely the latter, 

but nothing has yet been done to prove its character. A large surface specimen, thickly covered with gold, has been 

found by Mr Fletcher near the township, a little above the junction of the granite (?) and the Silurian sandstone; 

many circumstances point to the probability of the existence of a good reef in this neighborhood, and Fletcher's 

party are busily trenching, but as yet with no satisfactory   result. The outside of the Post-office has been adorned 

with one " notice of application for a mining lease," for the modest term of 21 years ; the " precise locality" is 

described as " Upper Boggy Creek," a definition that may very fairly include 30 square miles of country, 

consequently nothing can be reported concerning its prospects. If two or three good reefs are developed we shall 

probably see a good many speculative leases applied for before another year is out; we are not quite old enough for 

that sort of thing just yet. There is a sequence in the creation of mining speculation; it starts from the solid, passes 

through the plastic and fluid stages, and finally reaches its ultimatum in the gaseous state, its elements then become 

separated, and dance about in isolated globules, each one more bright and beautiful than the other, they are 

intangible to the touch, highly explosive, and decidedly dangerous. We are very firm at present, and any attempt at 

inflation just now cannot but result in discomfiture. The digging population has been increased, a number of men 

having arrived from Ballarat; they look like men of the right stamp ; whether they will benefit themselves by their 

migration remains to be proved. M'Carthy's party have started working in M'Diarmid's (alluvial) claim, and are 

reported to be getting good returns. It is to be hoped that the lawyers will get no more out of this ground ; turn and 

turn about is fair play, and the digger ought to have a chance to get a little of the gold. The history of this claim 

forcibly illustrates the necessity for mining reform. Three impartial men could have settled equitably the original 

dispute in ten minutes, while the " laws delay" has kept the ground idle for about two years, and it would surprise no 

one if a fresh law point were to crop up and put on another injunction until the straw had been properly balanced in 

all the mining courts of the colony. The Rev. A. Brazier has paid us a visit or two lately and held service on the 

township, but the population is so scattered that a large congregation cannot be got together on a week night. The 

educational requirements of the place are sadly neglected; there are a goodly number of children on the creek, and 

any Christian denomination that would do something towards training up those in the way they should go, would 

confer a benefit not only on the waifs and strays of a diggings, but one that would be felt perhaps ages hence by the 

whole colony. 

FIRST BATTERY OPERATION 

23 Nov 1869 BOGGY CREEK.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   The 15th November will be a long 

remembered day on Boggy Creek. On that day the scream of the steam whistle and the thud of quartz stampers were 

here heard for the first time. The day was all that could be desired. All the diggers kept holiday, and a goodly 

number of visitors from Bairnsdale and Lindenow Flat honoured the christening  of the Sons of Freedom machine 

by their presence. Towards three o'clock the manager (Mr Morecom) and the engineer   (Mr Andrews) were to be 

seen busily engaged in making the final arrangements. As soon as everything was ready the brass band of the Messrs 

Redenbach struck up an appropriate tune. Mr C. Ferguson then opened the proceedings by bidding the assembled 

company welcome and narrating a full history of the undertaking. Mrs. Wilson, the wife of the original prospector, 

then broke the traditional bottle on the flywheel, bidding the " Sons of Freedom Machine" to start on its mission, and 

the first stamper fell amid the deafening cheers of the assembled crowd. After the company had partaken of the good 



cheer provided for the occasion, Mr C. Drevermann, of Bairnsdale, mounted a heap of auriferous quartz, and from 

this appropriate platform addressed the assemblage, and called for three cheers for the new enterprise, which, of 

course, was heartily responded to. Oratory and music now became the order of the day. Mr Ross, of Lindenow, Mr 

R. Hosie, of Bairnsdale, Mr W. Wilson, the prospector, and Mr M'Laren, the contractor, were the principal speakers, 

and the general crowd cheered when called on for the mining, mercantile, and agricultural interests respectively ; 

neither were the ladies--who mustered strongly-- or the visitors, forgotten. At the conclusion of the al fresco 

festivities the manager invited all hands to inspect the mine, where those who had curiosity enough to tempt them 

down the shaft were gratified by the sight of a reef seven feet wide, and carrying gold from wall to wall ; Mr 

Morecom in the meantime explaining to the uninitiated the manner of working the mine. Before leaving the machine 

it is but just to record that the greatest credit is due to Mr M'Laren (the contractor), and to Mr I. Oates, who has been 

doing duty as fitter, for the manner in which the machine started, neither of them having any experience in " quartz" 

machinery. At sundown everybody made for the township, where, with his usual liberality, Mr P. Redenbach had 

provided a dinner for all comers, and all the usual loyal and appropriate toasts were drunk with enthusiasm-the 

whole affair winding up with a ball. Altogether, it was the most enjoyable day ever spent on the creek; the only 

matter of regret was the unavoidable absence of Mr G. Allen and Mr M. Taylor, two of the principal supporters of 

the undertaking from the first. Since the discovery of the Lindenow reef there has been nothing fresh. This reef, 

which is situate on the Two-mile, some four miles from the Sons of Freedom, is a fine solid mass of stone three feet 

thick just below the surface. The proprietors are making preparations to test its depth. The Champion Prospecting 

claim and No. 1 on the same line are sinking on some very rich leaders, but have as yet no definite reef. No. 2 North 

Sons of Freedom have traced the reef on the surface with a little gold, and are now sinking to cut the reef at the 

depth of 60 feet. Whatever the future of Boggy Creek may be, one thing is certain, that auriferous quartz extends 

over a very large area. From the Sons of Freedom gold in stone has been discovered in five different directions, and 

only in one case can it be assumed that any two of those localities are on the same line. The tables of the Sons of 

Freedom look very well tonight (19th November). They will probably clean up on the 27th, and one speculative 

individual offers to bet the machine against a coffee mill, that the result will show over two ounces to the ton. The 

Empire's Dubbo correspondent must surely have been drawing on his imagination when he indited the following:- " 

Mormonism in the Bush. --Let it not be understood that I include one fourth of our squatters as belonging to the 

Mormon sect : but my travels northwards have led me to the conclusion that the great salt bush country has some 

affinity with the great salt lake city Utah. Malthus' "moral restraint," as regards white ladies, is carried out to a great 

extent. The squatter can easily catch one of his own colour with a mode- rate dowry ; but he does not like to marry 

"beneath his position" - whatever that means, hence so much Anglican celibacy, and so much American Mormonism 

in this salt bush country. It is not an unusual thing to see an English gentleman up this way the owner of two, three, 

and in some instances, four wives, vulgarly called "gins." The aboriginal  gins appear to be selected as girl selects 

flowers - for their colour and sweet odour. One will be "de cole black rose ;" a second lighter in tint -- between the 

colour of bronze and old copper ; the third may be of pea soup, and the fourth of a beautiful olive complexion. These 

young girls are as faithful in their attach- girls under the Orient - happy in receiving only a quarter of white man's 

love, and each content in her fourth portion of his great salt bush quarters. Nay, more - each will in time prove her 

devoted affection by sundry endearing little pledges. Then the shades become gradually brighter, and thus it is we 

daily observe so many beautiful skins some as refreshing as the yolk of a duck egg. This proves that Mormonism 

must have existed in this country for two or three generations. Many of the Uno- Mormons, that is, one-wifer's, take 

a pride in their black Didos, and dress them costly-in rainbow fashion. I know the name of a deceased Mormon 

squatter who has left a few half-caste sons as a legacy to his lawful widow of European blood ; and I know this, that 

in this part of the world there are to be found scores of young ladies, of European blood, fair to look upon, graceful, 

modest, and gifted with all the qualities that can adorn a woman. If they lack education, attribute it to the accident of 

being born distant from the places where it could be obtained. They have moderate wealth, are unsophisticated, have 

a quick spirit to resent, and an honourable temper to forgive an injury. All now written can be borne out by old 

residents in the salt bush country, on the Paroo, the Upper Darling, the Warrego, Bogan and Castlereagh Rivers. 

Why then should Malthus' "moral restraint," be persisted in by young men entering upon pastoral pursuits, except it 

be to demoralise the aboriginal race and leave to future generations an active, cunning. uninstructed and dangerous 

class of mongrel tints and bastards as a scourge to our legitimate children's children for the wickedness of their pale-

faced progenitors. 

4 Dec 1869 A few days ago I visited Boggy Creek, and have great pleasure in being able to report that in the recent 

discoveries of quartz reefs adjacent to Allanvale, and from their character and prospects, there is every reason to 

predict that the ranges around that locality, and extending thence for a long distance will prove to be highly 

auriferous, and even worthy the attention of prospectors. The reefs already discovered are numerous, and well 



defined extending in solid dykes, and showing gold freely, and I believe that a new branch of remunerative mining 

industry is now being opened up in that quarter, which there as everywhere else will quite supersede the alluvial 

workings. The Sons of Freedom, which is a co. operative company, have, with most creditable energy, erected a 

crushing battery on the creek, and already their first crushing is in hand with excellent prospects. I visited their 

claim, and those of Redenbach, Smith and others, and all indicate a permanency and promise which must be highly 

satisfactory to the owners, and I only hope in the public interest that this locality will receive from prospectors and 

others that fair, sound trial which its present prospects claim. One of the most cheering characteristics of this place is 

the almost entire absence of destitution and poverty, which in many other localities so painfully strike the observer, 

and no more pleasant sight can greet one's eye than the appearance presented by the children of our common school. 

Their cleanly, well clad, comfortable appearance indicates the comparative ease of their parents' position, and their 

sprightly and well mannered behaviour, reflects the excellent treatment they receive at the hands of their teachers in 

that institution. It is comforting to note, as a mark of true progress, that while a very short time ago a wretched 

wooden little shed sufficed for the school accommodation here, there is now a spacious brick building provided for 

that purpose, and even that is so overflowing that further enlargement has become necessary. While this healthy tone 

animates our society, we need not care but little what ducks and drakes our legislation may make about the abolition 

of State Aid to religion and other cognate subjects, as, in my opinion, if our rising generation are intelligently 

educated under the care of the State, they will religionize them selves under their own, at least, sufficient for all 

purposes of good citizenship, and further we have no right to enquire. I understand that in order to provide the 

further school accommodation required, it is proposed to initiate a series of popular readings here, and if so, I 

heartily wish the project God speed, and trust that all classes of our community will cordially support it with their 

favour. 

7 Dec 1869 Our Boggy Creek correspondent writes: "Although the Sons of Freedom christened their machine over a 

fortnight since, they are hardly in working order yet. They have, however, managed to put through 60 tons of stuff, 

resulting in 53 ounces of retorted gold. At the present level the lode is front 7 to 10 feet wide. They have partly 

promised to place the machine at the service of the different prospecting parties during the last week of the year. 

Should they do so a series of trial crushings will furnish reliable testimony of the wealth that has been lying so long 

unappropriated within 20 miles of the Bairnsdale wharf.  

28 Dec 1869 In Boggy Creek, the Sons of Freedom have again crushed 70 tons with a yield of 128 ounces which is 

very satisfactory, and during this week they propose to test six lots of stone from different reefs, so that soon we 

shall know whether our expectations will be realised. 

MINING SURVEYORS REPORT, 1869. QUARTER ENDS 31 MARCH. Extracted from:- 

http://books.google.com.au/books?id=InkAAAAAMAAJ&pg=RA4-PA20&lpg=RA4-

PA20&dq=sandy's+creek+merrijig&source=bl&ots=ujgiokeNKe&sig=NdhVI-

e2NxVD8k8kb7EDemDNKaA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=hQ4zVI2VKsriigKWpIDIDw&ved=0CDgQ6AEwBA#v=onepag

e&q=sandy's%20creek%20merrijig&f=false 

MITCHELL RIVER SUBDIVISION Mr John Grimes Peers Mining Surveyor and Registrar ALLUVIAL MINING 

Owing to the great scarcity of water during the past quarter this branch of mining has not been attended with the 

same success as hitherto the only remarkable incident is the finding of a nugget weighing  48 1/2 ozs A miner named 

William Patrick Murphy discovered the hidden treasure about two feet from the surface in one of the tributaries of 

Store Creek.  I saw the nugget this morning 1st April in the office of one of the Bairnsdale storekeepers The finder 

declines giving any further information until he has secured a title to the ground.  

QUARTZ MINING The only claim that is being worked is that of the Tubal Cain Company at Deptford The last 

crushing yielded 2 ozs 6 dwts to the ton In consequence of the above mentioned yield several claims have been 

taken up adjoining the Tubal Cain The ground formerly held by the Tambo Company at Store Creek has been 

applied for under the leasing regulations by a newly formed company I am informed by the manager that operations 

are to be commenced shortly. 



MINING SURVEYORS REPORT, 1869. QUARTER ENDS 31 Sept MITCHELL RIVER DIVISION Mr John 

Grimes Peers Mining Surveyor and Registrar In my last quarterly report on the condition of mining in this district I 

ventured to anticipate that further improvements would continue to manifest themselves and in this report I am glad 

to be able to record that these ex Stations have been realised Quartz mining is steadily on the increase and 

satisfactory and increasing yields the rule whilst alluvial mining  still retains its position throughout the district The 

most noticeable increase is at Deptford on the Nicholson River where there is a population of about 50 miners 

engaged in quartz mining At Boggy Creek also some new reefs have been opened and machinery is now being 

erected in connection with them I beg to give an abstract of the condition of the principal companies in this district 

as follows . Tubal Cain Company This company have sunk an underlie shaft of 120 feet in depth following the reef 

which is on an average about six inches thick. This shaft is now 20 feet below water level and the reef continues to 

improve in width and richness as it goes down The stone is richly impregnated with galena iron pyrites  and is in 

presently crushing yielding an average of about 3 ozs per ton This reef has been traced through the ground of the 

Elizabeth Company and is now being worked there It has also been found in the Louisa Company's ground on the 

opposite side of the Nicholson River This latter company have obtained rich prospects on the reef and propose 

driving a tunnel. 

MINING SURVEYORS REPORT, 1869 QUARTER ENDS 31 DEC MITCHELL RIVER DIVISION Mr John 

Grimes Peers Mining Surveyor and Registrar I have to announce the discovery of lead and silver ore in this district 

This occurs in the country around Buchan which is situated about fifty miles from Bairnsdale These ores are found 

in well defined lodes extending continuously through the hills and varying from 3 to 6 feet in thickness Already six 

or seven searching licenses have been granted and three or four mineral leases have been applied for I am informed 

that large quantities of the ore have been taken out and forwarded for assay and that the result was highly 

satisfactory The tract of country lying between the Snowy, Murrundale and Buchan rivers abounds in these minerals 

and is worthy of the attention of prospectors and capitalists. Quartz mining throughout this district is steadily 

advancing and I have to report the discovery in Boggy Creek of several new and evidently rich quartz reefs Since 

my last report the Sons of Freedom Champion Lindenow and other reefs have been discovered and are progressing 

most satisfactorily thus opening up a country hitherto unprospected for quartz. Already the Sons of Freedom 

Company have erected a steam crushing battery of nine stampers and their crushing s up to the present have 

averaged about an ounce to the ton The other reefs are about sending down trial crushings and as the reefs are thick 

solid and well defined and showing gold throughout satisfactory yields are expected In Deptford considerable 

progress has also to be recorded in qua 

MINING SURVEYORS REPORT, 1869  QUARTER ENDING 31 mar 1870 MITCHELL RIVER 

SUBDIVISION Mr John Grime Peers Mining Surveyor and Registrar I have to report a temporary cessation of 

mining operations in this division owing to the floods resulting from the late rains The damage sustained has been in 

many cases disastrous but strenuous exertions are being made to repair it and the miners about Deptford etc are 

expected to be able to recommence work shortly Up to this date mining both quartz and alluvial may be said to have 

been steadily advancing Two new gullies have been discovered within the last six weeks One on the Nicholson 

River about 7 miles below Deptford is supposed to be able to support 100 miners There are about seven men on the 

ground at present and they are making from L3 to 4 per week per man The other gully Southern Creek is also on the 

Nicholson River about 10 miles above Deptford. Good prospects are reported to have been found It is said to be 

capable of sustaining fifty miners Some very fair yields have been obtained from the reefs at Deptford during the 

last quarter A public crushing machine driven by water power has been erected by Messrs Oliver and Company and 

already 82 tons of stone from various mines have been crushed with a gross yield of 200 ozs of gold The Tubal Cain 

Company have during the last quarter sunk their shaft 25 feet and crushed 52 tons of stone which yielded 170 ozs of 

gold The stone at the bottom of the well has a very good appearance and seems to in prove is they descend 

Operations are 



QUARTER ENDS 30 JUN 1870 MITCHELL RIVER SUBDIVISION Mr John Grimes Peers Mining Surveyor 

and Registrar There have been no new discoveries either in quartz or alluvial during the past quarter and owing to 

the recent floods mining in this subdivision is not in a very flourishing condition In consequence of the destruction 

of Messrs Oliver and Co’s dam and water race by the late floods a small portable steam engine of eight 8 horse 

power has been purchased and is now in course of erection it will it is expected be ready for work in about a month 

from now The Standard of Freedom Company have completed their tramway and have about 200 tons of quartz 

raised which is expected to yield about one ounce to the ton The manager informs me that the company intend 

applying for their claim under the Gold Mining Leases Regulations The Duke of Edinburgh Company are still 

engaged in sinking the shaft referred to in my last quarter's report The Tubal Cain mine and also the Elizabeth mine 

are let on tribute to Messrs Oliver and Co for twelve months The tributors are busily engaged in raising stone which 

is expected to yield about 3 ozs to the ton The Why Not Company have suspended operations cause want of funds 

The mines in this subdivision are not so high in general estimation as their merits and prospects would justify and I 

am of opinion that if more capital were expended in working the reefs which abound in this subdivision the investors 

would be well remunerated and the district generally would be benefited. 

QUARTER ENDS 30 SEPT 1870 MITCHELL RIVER SUBDIVISION Mr John Grimes Peers Mining  Surveyor 

and Registrar Quartz During the past quarter three new reefs have been discovered the Happy Go Lucky Walhalla 

and Excelsior The prospectors are busily engaged in developing them but their progress is considerably retarded 

owing to the want of sufficient funds The steam engine referred to in my last report is now erected and is busily 

engaged in crushing quartz from several of the reefs in the neighborhood with as a rule payable results The Standard 

of Freedom Company have applied for their claim under the Gold Mining Leases Regulations and have suspended 

operations pending the issue of the lease The Duke of Edinburgh Company are still engaged in sinking the shaft 

mentioned in my previous reports The Tubal Cain Elizabeth Why Not and other mines in the locality are all at a 

standstill owing to a want of funds Alluvial As this branch of mining is chiefly confined to the banks and beds of the 

rivers the late floods have prevented the claim holders from carrying on operations with the same success as 

heretofore. Those however who are able to work their claims are apparently satisfied with their earnings. 

 

8 Jan 1870 The following is a return of crushings at the various claims at Boggy Creek for the month of December:-

The Sons of Freedom Co, crushed 130 tons of stone, yielding 51 oz 3 dwt retorted gold. The depth from surface was 

25 feet, and width of lode 12 feet. The Rheinlander from 15 tons obtained 33 oz 15 dwt; depth from surface, 4 feet 

only; the width of lode being 18 inches. The Lindenow claim crushed 10 tons, resulting In a yield of 4 oz 8 dwt; 

from the surface to 15 feet; width of lode, 2 feet. 

11 Jan 1870 The good citizens of Allenvale, and the miners of the surrounding district have good reason to 

congratulate themselves on their future prospects. Quartz reefs opening up in all directions, a battery at work, three 

lines of reef proved to be payable, and a general spirit of confidence pervading all classes of our little community ; 

while in posse we have the lakes opened and a cricket club-rather an incongruous association-but both will produce 

good results. We depend on the highway of the ocean for the economical deportation of the thousands of tons of 

heavy crushing machinery that N.E. Gippsland will require during the next twelve months, and the establishment of 

a means of healthful recreation is another blow at the influence of "King Nobbler." The yield of gold from the Sons 

of Freedom reef, though payable and encouraging, is not at all equal to what was expected; from the appearance of 

the stone, both in the face and in the heap, good judges estimated about an ounce to the ton, and the last crushing 

gave a result of about 8 dwts. However, the reef is not at all prospected, the stone hitherto crushed having been taken 

from immediately round the shaft, at about 30 feet from the surface. They will commence the new year by testing 

the reef at 50 feet, and starting a drive on the line of reef from the surface. The Rheinlander (No. I Champion line) 

and the Lindenow have finished their trial crushings ; the former put through 15 tons with a result of 33oz. 15dwt. 

retorted gold, and the latter 10 tons with a result of 4oz 8dwt retorted gold. The machine is now crushing for the 

Champion prospectors, and will clean up to night; if an opportunity offers a postscript of the result will be forwarded 

to Bairnsdale in time for the mail on Monday morning. Next week the Galloway will have a trial, which will 

conclude the " trial" crushings for the present. Another reef has been opened with fair prospects by Postlethwaite 



and party in an entirely new locality. Lynch and Brown's is at present under suspension, and the Glasgow is idle. 

The Oddfellows have taken up the old Bairnsdale reef, but there appears to be some hitch, as the ground has been 

held under lease before, and " His Excellency the Governor on the one part, the Crown Lands bailiff, the Court of 

Mines, His Honor Judge So-and-so, Red tape, etc.. etc., in that case made and provided," or something of that sort, 

prevents the company working the ground which has been abandoned for years, Like nearly everything else 

connected with the Mining Board, the arrangements for mining registration are in a very unsatisfactory state-the 

mining registrar has his office in Bairnsdale, the gentleman himself being mining surveyor and a contract surveyor 

under the Land Act, and between mining surveys at the Bendoc, and Crooked River and forty-seconders, we very 

often find the registrar " not at home," and an application for registration has sometimes to lay a month before 

completion. Ordinary mortals can't understand why the local postmaster is not as well able to register mining 

tenements as to register births, marriages, deaths, and vaccinations. If this mining registration is of any utility it 

should be promptly executed. If it is of no use it had better be abolished altogether. It is very difficult to find any one 

who ever could recognise one pennyworth of benefit he ever received for all the half-crowns that have found their 

way into the registrar's pockets. " Mining law was much simpler ten years ago"-more power to his Honor Judge 

Bindon-If we had but a Minister of Mines who wouldn't  "go out of his way to assist a covenant breaker," what a 

change would come over the gold-fields! Land that is year after year "protected from all occupation," and not a 

shilling more than the rent expended on it, this land would he opened and employment given to hundreds of men, 

the yield of gold would increase, and places that are now a wilderness would become centres of a prosperous and 

tax-paying population. Some of our folks are beginning to grumble at the rent, and argue that for other purposes than 

gold mining the land is value- less, therefore they ought to have it for nothing losing sight of the fact that it is the 

application of capital and labour that gives value to any land. Abolish the rent and but very few acres of auriferous 

land would be unappropriated in a month. After all, what is the rent on a 25 acre lease compared to the other 

necessary expenditure? It is hardly possible to mark a claim of that size much under £2500 a year, and surely 

another £25 would not have a marked effect on dividends. The bush vegetation still presents a very luxuriant 

appearance, grass, green grass, everywhere, in fact this season we can realise "Flowers in the valley, splendor on the 

beam, " Health in the gale, and freshness in the stream." And under such circumstances I cannot do better than 

conclude this communication by wishing the readers of the Gippsland Times, one and all, " A prosperous New 

Year." 

15 Jan 1870 Our Boggy Creek correspondent writes : "I send you a reliable return of the yields from the various 

claims for the past week. The Champion prospectors crushed 8½ tons of stone, taken from a depth of little over 4 

feet, which resulted in a yield of 8oz 2dwts 12grs. The leaders were of no particular thickness in this claim. The 

Galloway, from 14 tons, got 13oz 2dwt 12gr. The depth varied from surface to 8 feet 6 inches. The Champion did 

not complete their crushing on New Year's Day, as was at first intended. The glorious summer morning and the 

attractions of the Boggy Creek races were not to be resisted, and all hands kept high holiday. When the crushing was 

completed, the 8½ tons gave a result of 8oz 2dwt 12gr retorted gold. The stuff was obtained from various leaders 

met with in sinking a prospecting shaft, and was fully one third slate. The Galloway crushed 14 tons with a result of 

8oz 2dwt 12gr retorted gold. This is a line reef, 2 feet thick, cropping out on the surface about four miles from 

Allenvale, and two from the Sons of Freedom."  

1 Mar 1870 BOGGY CREEK. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 1st March, 1870. Barring the election 

there is not much to record on Boggy this month. The attempt to return a local man appears to have been a failure. 

Aliens were not allowed to vote, and a good number of our diggers are of American, German, and Scandinavian 

origin. This circumstance, combined with the extraordinary number of votes polled in Bairnsdale, completely 

swamped the diggers proper. It does seem hard that a man possessing mining property of the value of hundreds of 

pounds must be silent, while another, who has no mining interest whatever, beyond a miner's right provided for the 

occasion, should have a voice in making a law that possibly may render that property valueless. Diggers generally 

are a patient race, but it is quite refreshing to see them in their present fever, they don't appear to like it no how. " 

Great events from little causes spring," and it is possible that the one vote accidentally given to Mr Henry may turn 

out to be the first of a series of causes that will end in the abolition of the present mining boards. There are very ugly 

rumours afloat concerning this election, but as the mining community are not likely to let the matter rest until 

thoroughly sifted, I shall refrain from going further into the subject at present. During January the Sons of Freedom 

had an experimental crushing of 88 tons of mullock, which gave a result of 15 oz. 8 dwt of gold. In February they 



crushed 83 tons of stone for 40 oz. 15 dwt. They are now working in the northern face, the average width of the reef 

being about 3 feet, well defined and no mullock. Now that they are clear of the immense " horse" of mullock that 

has split the reef hitherto, better returns may be expected. The Champion have been driving from the bottom of the 

shaft, across the strata, with no satisfactory result. The adjoining claim, Rheinlander Co., have about 12 tons of stone 

at grass, but they have no defined body of quartz in the mine. On this line there probably never will be a definite 

reef, and the only way to test its value will be to drive on, instead of across the auriferous leaders that are met within 

this ground. The Galloway are breaking out stone. The reef still keeps the same thickness. They have from 40 to 50 

tons ready for crushing, which will most likely go through the mill during the present month. The Lindenow are still 

sinking on the reef. The shaft is about 64 feet, and the reef, which was pinched in to a few inches for a considerable 

distance, is now making into what appears to be a fine body of stone, carrying good gold. The St. Heliers are sinking 

on a vein of stone that occasionally shows very rich, and are down about 25 feet. There is some talk of another 

machine being erected on the creek before long, but there appears to be nothing certain about it. The Bairnsdale 

Shire Council deserves credit for the prompt manner with which it attends to the wishes of outlying districts. We are 

about to have a dray road out from Allenvale up the valley of Boggy Creek to the Merrijig crossing. It is very 

pleasant to have our wishes at-tended to, but one cannot help thinking that the money would be better spent on the 

road from Bairnsdale to Allenvale. This must of necessity be a main road, all our traffic must come over it, while the 

portion they intend making may be of only temporary utility. Until within the last few days the weather has been 

intensely hot, and bush fires were becoming the order of the day. On Saturday last we had a change. and a few 

welcome showers have brought the temperature within bearable limits. 

12 Mar 1870 The Government Gazette notifies that at the expiration of one month it is intended to grant leases of 

the portions of ground undermentioned to the following applicants : -J Fitzpatrick, Champion Quartz Mining 

Company, Boggy Creek; A. M'Dougall, Scandinavian Gold Mining Company  Registered, Aberfeldy Spur; J 

Redenbach  and others. Sons of Freedom Company, Boggy Creek; 

 

15 Mar 1870 The Sons of Freedom Co. includes the prospecting claim and No. 1 north. As shown by statistics 

herewith this company has already crushed 400 tons with an average yield of nearly half an ounce to the ton. As 

large quantities of stone are readily obtainable, a continuance of this average will pay handsomely. The gold already 

obtained from this reef has (within a small sum) paid all working expenses, cost of removal, erection and purchase 

of machine, and other plant. It is likely that the shareholders will register this claim under the Limited Liability Act, 

and there is no doubt that it will prove highly remunerative and give a handsome return.  

The Eclipse Co. (Nos. 2 and 3 north, Sons of Freedom Reef), is at present suspended for three months for want of 

funds.  

The Lindenow Co.-A well defined reef on the Two Mile Creek. The trial crushing of ten tons only gave a return of 

8dwts. to the ton, but the next crushing is expected to yield far better. At its present depth the stone looks well and 

the show of gold is so well diffused through the stone as to warrant high expectations.  

The Emillie Co.. also on the Two Mile Creek, have not yet struck the reef but are prospecting for it, and there is very 

little doubt of their soon striking it; this company's ground is supposed to contain a continuation of the Lindenow 

reef.  

The Galway Co. on the Two Mile Creek, also Lindenow line of reef, bids fair to prove a good payable property. 

Within a fortnight of the claim being taken up they had a trial crushing of 14 tons with a yield of a fraction over an 

ounce to the ton. At its present depth the reef is fully five feet wide and the appearance of the stone is such as to give 

reasonable hopes of an improvement in the next crushing; the great body of stone renders large quantities available 

at short intervals, and there is but little doubt that after another crushing or two the shares of this company will take 

a firm stand in the market.  



The Champion Company's prospecting claim, on Boggy Creek, from a trial crushing obtained one ounce two and a 

half pennyweights per ton, and the shareholders are sanguine of a great improvement on this in future crushings. The 

shares in this company will before long command attention.  

The Rheinlander's Claim, a continuation of the Champion line of reef, had a trial crushing of 15 tons, giving a return 

at the rate of two and a quarter ounces per ton. This is a magnificent prospect, as the stone ready for crushing shows 

every indication of at least as good a result, and the reef is 18 inches wide and well defined ; the shareholders are 

satisfied that it will become a valuable property.  

The St. Heliers Company, at King Mill Gully, had been sinking on a leader but struck the reef at 20 feet fully two 

feet wide. The stone looks magnificent and the trial crushing is expected to be very satisfactory.  

The scarcity of water prevents the Sons of Freedom Company from keeping their mill in full swing and the 

accidental breaking of a wheel in the machinery has delayed crushing this last week ; the necessary repair has, 

however, been effected and crushing is at once to be resumed. A good thunder shower or a day or two of steady rain 

would give a smart impetus to mining operations at Boggy. The result of the various crushings to take place shall be 

furnished as soon as authentic particulars are forthcoming. Should the returns from these claims continue only equal 

to the good prospects obtained, and the anticipations of finding many more reefs of the same calibre be realised, of 

which from the nature of the country there is every probability, a considerable influx of population and 

proportionate increase of business may be looked for.  

ALLUVIAL MINING. Payable gold has been struck on the Nicholson River, four or five miles below Store Creek; 

it is likely to attract some attention. The gold is of a very coarse description, rough bits too as high as 11 dwts. 

having been obtained. Further particulars will be furnished after the writer has visited the workings, which he 

intends doing at an early date. A well authenticated report is in circalation that the lost lead at Omeo has been struck 

near Bloomfield's Gully, at a depth of 40 feet, and that highly payable prospects have been obtained; you may have 

probably received direct a more particularly detailed account of this intelligence.  

Quartz Reefs  in the neighbourhood of Boggy Creek. 

(This next is a chart, printed sideways in the 'Times) 

oof Clai. D Cruhed ready for rnh Aerdge Extent of How hl d of Gnral Rem Name of Claim. aftC ed Read for Crush 

Yield Ar held. Generl Remarks Fet. Tons. ing. Ton. per Ton. oz. dwts. gre Sons of Freedom ... 405 0 0 - 0 t9 3 12 

acrea By lease. 4 to 9 feet. Eclipse ... ... 50 Nil l - Miners right - Nos 2 and 3 North Sons of ipse ...Freedom, 

suspended. Lindnow ... ... 60 10 30 0 8 12 Prospecting - 18 inches to Claim. - fet. Emillie ... ... 25 acre. Lease. - 

Champion ... ... 40 8 Nil 1 2 12 17 acres. - 15 inches. Rheinlander . 40 15 l 2 5 3 100 yards. Miners'rights 18 inches. 

Galway ... .. 30 14 55 1 0 0 25 acres. Lease. 5 feet. Fllyft.atbottomf hat St. Helier's....... 27 Nil - Struck the reef at 

20t. and St Helier ... 7 Nil Sý 25 acres. foet. looks like 2oz. stone at least 

MACHINERY. Sons of Freedom Company, 12 horse power steam. This machine formerly belonged to the Tambo 

Company, Store Creek, was purchased from them by the Sons of Freedom Company, removed to their ground at 

Boggy Creek, and erected last September, since which it has crushed 400 tons of their own stone and 47 tons of trial 

stone from other reefs. March 12th, 1870. The Mary Ann, schooner, made her first appearance here on Tuesday, 8th 

instant, and discharged her cargo in fine order on the following morning. The master, Mr. Limschou reports plenty 

of water on the bar, but the channel very narrow and shallow on the inner spit in Reeves River, so that without a 

considerable change for the better, there is but little chance of the Avon making this port again for another couple of 

months. The Albert is still lying at anchor inside, waiting a favourable opportunity to get out. The schooners can rely 

upon as much cargo as they can take for some time; there will soon he plenty of grain for shipment, and until that is 

ready there is any amount of mimosa bark to keep them going. Considerable dissatisfaction is felt at another instance 

of the grasping policy of the Gippsland Steam Navigation Company in taking advantage of their monopoly to raise 

the price of the fare between Bairnsdale and the Lakes entrance from ten shillings to twelve shillings and sixpence. 

This is probably done in the expectation of increased passenger traffic consequent upon the works in progress under 

Carpenter's contract. The advance of 25 per cent. is no doubt a profitable move on the part of the company for the 



time being, but it shows very little consideration for the benefit of the public. A combination on the part of the 

shippers and importers to confine their support to the schooners would probably effect some concession from the 

monopolist steam company, whose charge for the transport of grain is far too high, and gives the producer but a poor 

chance of realising in the Melbourne market to any advantage. If the schooner proprietors would establish a fairly 

remunerative uniform rate for the freight of grain, a little below their present charge, they might fully rely upon 

securing the bulk of shipments. The road engineer and district surveyor have both paid us a visit within the last few 

days, and as the contractor for the Mitchell Bridge has suspended work to-day (He says at least till let April) the 

conclusion naturally arrived at is that their visit has something to do with this suspension ; whatever the occasion 

may be, the present condition of the punt renders it imperative that there should be as little delay as possible in 

resuming the work and continuing it as rapidly as a due regard to the efficiency of the structure will allow. Reefing 

matters are dull: the shareholders of the Tubal Cain (Deptford) were rather taken aback by an intimation from the 

National Bank that in smelting their gold there was a loss of 29 ounces on 149 ounces. They naturally complained to 

the manager of the crushing mill, but he maintained that the gold was properly and carefully retorted. They are very 

dissatisfied at such an unexpected result, and some of them go so far as to insist that it is incumbent on the banks in 

reefing districts to have smelting houses attend to their establishments. Although this would entail considerable 

expense, there is decidedly a show of reasonableness in the demand. It is done in other districts, and why not here? It 

certainly is incumbent upon a wealthy proprietary to do the utmost in their power to conduct business so that there 

should be no room for the shadow of a doubt in any transactions, and in this instance it certainly could be effected 

by giving gold-producers the opportunity of seeing their metal smelted. Even in this keen age" seeing is believing." 

Sole consideration is due to such a demand. as the gold from the neighbouring reefs is likely to be greatly in excess 

of the quantity ever before obtained in the Mitchell district. No crushing has taken place at Deptford since last 

report, there not having been sufficient water to work the mill. The Tubal Cain Company are sinking their shaft 20 

feet deeper, which will enable them to stope out 25 feet by about 100 feet, and the result is fully expected to sustain 

the reputation of this reef. In the absence of crushing, the various claimholders are paddocking their stones, and the 

Standard of Freedom Company are constructing a tramway to get clown their stone to the mill; as they have a large 

quantity the result of their crushing is eagerly looked for Mr. Carpenter is pushing on his contract at the lakes 

entrance with much spirit, and commercial affairs are already looking up in anticipation. Business generally will 

improve as the work progresses. Once successfully completed, so as to make the outlet to the sea permanent and 

sufficient for the traffic of vessels having a moderate draught  of water, nothing can prevent Bairnsdale becoming 

the port of Gippsland, and the best thing the Sale people can do in the meantime is to set to work at once and 

cooperate with the Bairnsdale Shire to make a thorough good road to the Mitchell, in preparation for the change. 

2 Apr 1870 Work has been entirely suspended at Deptford and Boggy Creek;  there are not likely to be any 

complaints of insufficiency of water again for some months. The flood at both places was comparatively higher than 

here ; at Deptford, Messrs. Oliver and Co.'s machine was in serious jeopardy, the water having risen as high as the 

camshaft, and it was feared that the wheel would be broken away by some of the heavy timber coming down the 

river; fortunately, however, no injury whatever occurred, and the machine has recommenced crushing with stone 

from the Standard of Freedom Company, of which there is upwards of 150 tons to put through. The proprietors of 

the machine are the principal shareholders in this claim, and the result is rather anxiously looked for as on it 

considerably extended operations depend. Prior to the flood the Tubal Cain Company cleared up their paddock, and 

about nine tons of stone gave a return of 27 ozs 14 dwts of retorted gold. This company are sinking their shaft 

twenty feet deeper, and the reef still continues to widen and the quality of the stone to improve; they have also 

stoped out some stone from the Elizabeth (adjoining claim) on tribute, and will shortly-crush about 30 tons ; it is 

expected to give a very good return. The amalgamation of the Tubal Cain, Duke of Edinburgh, and Elizabeth is still 

in contemplation, but the completion is somewhat retarded by want of unanimity among the shareholders; if this 

arrangement is carried out and a company formed with limited liability, it must necessarily, on its merits, take a high 

rank in the reefing properties of North Gippsland. At Boggy Creek, the Sons of Freedom machine escaped material 

damage from the fury of the flood. As soon as some proposed alteration in the tables is completed, crushing will be 

renewed, probably in two or three days. Stone from the Galway is to be the first put through (about 50 tons), to be 

followed by about the same quantity from the Lindenow. Another reef has lately been found in their immediate 

neighbourhood (junction of Two-mile and Boggy) with very payable-looking stone, so far as prospected. There is 

every probability of a machine being removed from Swift's Creek to accommodate the Two-mile reefs, and if any 

faith is to be placed in prospects, a better site could not be chosen. The Sons of Freedom Company are putting in a 

tunnel, by which means they can command an almost unlimited supply of stone, and it all gives undoubted 

indication of being payable. They will soon be unable to crush for any company but themselves, it being almost 

certain that they can obtain as much payable stone as will keep their mill constantly going. As soon as capital, with 



limited liability, can be brought to bear on these reefs, both at Deptford and Boggy Creek, a very considerable 

increase in the gold returns from' the Mitchell River division may be safely predicted. The combination of adjacent 

richly yielding reefs in full work, and a permanent navigable entrance to the Lakes, must per force make this the port 

of North Gipps land; add to this combination the beauty and business adaptability of situation of this at present little 

Bairnsdale, and what is there to hinder it from taking equal stand with the present North Gippsland metropolis. 

 

9 Apr 1870 BOGGY CREEK. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, 1st April. The flood is the latest 

piece of news, and even that is getting stale. Judging from the appearance of the trees and shrubs that fringe the 

banks of the several creeks, it has been the heaviest torrent the district has witnessed for ten years at least. A bridge 

or two has been swept away. As they will be replaced by really serviceable structures it is no matter of regret that 

they are gone. The Sons of Freedom machine was partially submerged, but the waters subsided without causing any 

material damage. The battery of this machine stands on a foundation of concrete. Many were the prophecies that it 

would not stand a month, popular prejudice being in favour of a pile of logs. The battery has maintained its exact 

position during four months of constant work, and has now been 50 or 60 hours under water and appears to be as 

firm and level as ever. Nearly every shaft on the creek was flooded. The Sons of Freedom shaft is "lost" altogether-

this was a makeshift arrangement being an old prospecting shaft sunk on the underlay, and at any rate would not 

have been available for any length of time. This mine will in future be worked from the face of the hill. The contract 

for a tunnel has been let, and the work is rapidly proceeding. The tramway will be finished in a week, and the mine 

will be in full swing again in about a month. Meanwhile they have about sixty tons to crush for the Galloway, and 

they will muster about a fortnight's stone of their own, so the delay will not be very great. The excitement 

consequent upon the election has calmed down, the only thing likely to come out of it now will be the establishment 

of a polling place at Deptford before the next election, if ever such an event comes off. None of our legislators 

appear to be able to master the requirements of the mining interest, or the farce of mining boards playing at 

Parliament would soon be struck out of the bill. The only crushings to record for the month are- Eleven tons from 

the Rheinlander yielding 13oz. 12dwt. retorted gold, and 42 tons from the Sons of Freedom yielding 12oz. 13dwt.; 

this last should have been considerably more, but by some bungling they managed to coat their copper plates with 

oil, and it was not removed soon enough to prevent a deal of loss. Our labour market is supplied fully up to our 

present requirements. Wages are £2 10s per week for skilled miners, nine hours shift, a tunnel 7 feet by 5 feet has 

been taken at 15s per foot. Firewood 11s 6d a cord, 2-feet lengths, delivered. 

 

19 Apr 1870 At Boggy Creek the Sons of Freedom machine is to start, or has started, with about sixty tons of quartz 

from the Galway claim, to be followed by stone from the Lindenow Company, of which returns will be shortly 

given. 

 

11 Feb 1871 A short time ago Mr Weir, in company with Mr Frankenberg, waited on the secretary of the 

Acclimatisation Society at Melbourne, for the purpose of obtaining some a deer to introduce into North Gippsland.  

Their request the society most liberally  granted, and four does and one buck of the  Basasington deer, the finest deer 

in the  Royal Park, very large in frame and well adapted for breeding, will arrive per next  week's steamer at 

Redbank, Stratford, from  whence they will be transported in cages to the neighbourhood of Freestone Creek  and 

then set at liberty. A subscription list  has been opened to defray the expenses, and  a handsome amount collected by 

Mr Weir,. T to which Mr F. L. Smyth most generously it added the sum of L8. Mr Frankenberg undertook to 

superintend the removal of the deer from the society's park as well as the shipping, &c. The Gippsland , Steam 

Navigation Company has consented a to bring them over to Redbank free of charge.  

 

14 Sept 1872 The deer placed in this district some time ago by the Acclimatisation Society (says the Pleasant Creek 

Chronicle  are multiplying rapidly. A large flock, computed to number fully sixty. was seen at a retirer spot some 

short time ago, and the inhabitants of the locality state that they could at any time supply their tables with venison. 

Perhaps it would not be unwise to allow the destruction of a few bucks, since the experience of sheep breeders and 

others proves that when the sexes are equal in number the greater number of the progeny are males 

 

5 Dec 1872 BOGGY CREEK SUBDIVISION. Mr George Allen, Mining Registrar. The Sons of Freedom Quartz 

Mining Company have eight men engaged sinking a whim shaft, 10 foot deep, at 30s. per foot. The Galway Quartz  

Mining Company have had two men engaged  in repairing their shaft, and in putting in a cross drive at 150-foot 

level; and have sent one of their directors to Melbourne to try and reconstruct the company, for the purpose of 

getting machinery. No other reef at this subdivision. 



30 Aug 1873 One of two gentlemen who lately visited   the Sons of Freedom quartz claim at Boggy Creek, has 

kindly furnished us with the following description of the mine :-" Leaving the neighbourhood of Wuk Wuk, and 

after riding for about three hours along a very tolerable track, we came in sight of the miners' huts, and soon reached 

the habitation of the mining manager, Mr Burnham, whence, after partaking of some luncheon, we proceeded to 

examine the claim. The engine which is about 16 horse power, and the crushing mill, which is capable of crushing 

70 tons per week, stand on the western bank   of the creek, about a hundred yards distant   from the mouth of the 

tunnel, the intervening space being covered by a tramway, along which the quartz is brought to the mill. The tunnel 

commences from the southern slope of the point of a hill formed by the junction of a small creek with Boggy Creek, 

and follows the line of the reef in a northerly direction along the entire slope of the hill, being parallel with, the last 

named creek. We descended to the lower level of the works  about 110 foot from the surface, and here we had an 

opportunity of examining the reef. It varies from two to four feet in width, and has a considerable underlay to the 

west. On the eastern side it rests on a solid wall of pipe- clay backed by slate, and its western casing is composed of 

hard sandstone, the latter being traversed at short intervals by narrow quartz seams, which act as feeders to the main 

reef, which is increasing in density and becoming better defined as it descends. One of these feeders, which varies 

from ten inches to two feet in diameter, is supposed to join the main reef about two or three feet below the present 

level. At the last crushing, 96 tons of the Sons of Freedom stone yielded an ounce to the ton, and it is supposed that a 

considerable quantity of the precious metal was carried off in the pyrites, of which there is an unusually large 

proportion in the stone. Twenty pounds of the pyrites have since been forwarded to Melbourne to be tested. The next 

washing- up takes place immediately before the general meeting of shareholders, which will be held on 13th 

September, after which the Company intend to increase the depth of the present shaft by about 50 feet ; they also 

contemplate effecting some improvements in the machinery. After spending about three hours on the claim we 

retraced our morning's ride, well pleased with the prospects of the claim, and most favourably impressed by the 

courteous reception accorded to us by the hospitable miners."       

 

6 Jan 1874 THE SONS OF FREEDOM QUARTZ MINING AND CRUSHING COMPANY, BOGGY CREEK. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GIPPSLAND TIMES. SIR,--Will you kindly allow me space in your columns to ask the 

following questions of any person interested in the above company who may be better informed than myself :-1st. Is 

it true that at the last quarterly general meeting of the shareholders, a financial statement was, submitted showing a 

balance in favour of the company of something like £18 ? 2d. Is it true that on the same day some of the directors 

overdrew the account of the company at the Bank of Victoria to the tune of something like £180, to balance 

accounts, the existence of which was kept profoundly secret from the shareholders at the meeting ? 3rd.. If the above 

case is true in the main, what was the object of the directors in misleading the shareholders at the meeting, by 

submitting to them a statement which could have no other effect than that of misrepresenting the real financial 

position of the company I shall   be glad to hear the above questions answered in a satisfactory manner, as such 

rumours are not calculated to inspire share holders with confidence in the present directorship.-I am, Sir, yours &c., 

SHAREHOLDER: 

 

27 Jun 1874 Crushing is being proceeded with at the Sons of Freedom mine, Boggy Creek, and the directors 

contemplate deepening the main shaft shortly with a view to opening up a fresh level. The Cassandra (late Galway) 

reef shows a fine body of stone and good gold at a depth of 158 feet. We observe that the visit of Mr Mayall, 

photographer, to this district, is postponed for two months, when perhaps the weather will be more propitious for the 

object which he has in view, and the difficulty of access to Sale diminished. 

 

7 Jan 1875 The last crushing of 180 tons of stone from the Sons of Freedom Company's mine yielded 62 ozs. 10 

dwts. The mine says the (Bairnsdale Courier) is reported as looking well, showing stone sufficient to keep the 

machine crushing for three or four months. The company have decided to sink a new shaft to the east of the reef, 

where the ground is softer, to a depth of 100 feet below the lowest level. 

 

13 Feb 1875 Some time since an effort was made to introduce deer into this part of Gippsland The experiment did 

not turn out a success. We believe, however, that another attempt might be made with reasonable prospects of 

accomplishment. A resident here informs us that he was lately speaking to man who had come from Healesville, and 

who described the number of deer running wild in that neighborhood as so large that they were the greatest trouble 

to the farmers; that on the morning of his start from a farmer's house there he saw in the  small home paddock three 

fine stags. For it appears to us that some of our large land owners here could with little comparative expense arrange 



either to get some of the Healesville deer or some from the Acclimatisation Society: and could then be a greater 

ornament to a noble park (u P are some of the parks in this neighborhood) than a herd of antlered stags and gentle 

does browsing calmly alone. Healesville experiment shows that the natural increase of the deer tribe is great and ere 

long in Gippsland the unwonted luxury of a haunch of venison (than  which no finer dish was ever submitted to  

Epicurean taste) would be obtainable. 

 

23 Feb 1875 The Sons of Freedom Company washed up last Saturday with a yield of 80ozs. from about 230 tons of 

stone. The new shaft has been commenced, which when down the proposed depth will considerably facilitate and 

cheapen the cost of raising the stone. 

27 Apr 1875 Gold Mining Statistics, yield per ton. Sons of Freedom, Boggy Creek, 7dwt. 12grs. These returns are 

for claims that have crushed 500 tons and over. 

15 Jun 1875 The Sons of Freedom Company's shaft is now down 170 feet and is progressing a depth of about 9 feet 

weekly. In about three weeks the company expect to strike the 200 feet level, when the reef will be well tested.-

Courier. 

7 Mar 1872 PROSPECTUS  of the Sons of Freedom Quartz Mining Company, (No liability), Boggy Creek, 

Bairnsdale, North Gippsland. Capital, £6000, in 24,000 shares of Five Shillings each. Provisional Directors. Mr. J. 

B. Besley, Bairnsdale; Mr. N.   Hollensen, Wy Yung; Mr. P. Mennell, Bairnsdale; Mr. Tauschke, Boggy Creek; Mr. 

C. Swan, jun., Bairnsdale. Manager pro tem., Mr. W. Whalley. Bankers, Bank of Australasia, Bairnsdale. Solicitor, 

Mr. E. Geo. G. Sandford. Temporary offices, 90 Main-street, Bairnsdale.   This mine was first opened up by private 

enterprise about 10 years ago, and subsequently put into a company of local shareholders. The work was carried on 

with varied success for a period of years, the quartz crushed from a reef averaging (?)ft. wide showing a yield of 

from 12 to 25dwts. per ton. The reef runs north-west and south-east, has a westerly underlay, is well defined, and 

proved to a depth of 150ft.; The old company, who commenced with a capital far too small for the enterprise, sunk 

two shafts at an expense exceeding their anticipations. Their means having  been exhausted in the preliminary work 

of opening up the mine, it eventually fell into the hands of one of the creditors, who, in consequence of a general 

depression "in quartz mining throughout the district, allowed it to lapse. The present promoters have obtained a lease 

of 27 acres, which includes all the old workings, and are in possession of all the improvements made by the former 

lease holders, consisting of one shaft sunk to the depth of 150ft., slabbed and centred, and in good working order; 

also a larger shaft for winding purposes, in three compartments, sunk to a depth of 210ft. The whole of the workings 

are connected with the deep shaft, and the improvements may be fairly valued at £1500 for the use of the proposed 

company. The drainage has been proved to be light, and at the foot of the hill, about 200 yards from the shaft, is a 

permanent stream of water available for crushing purposes.  A good Crushing Machine being in close proximity to 

the mine, the directors will be enabled to give satisfactory proof of the payableness of the venture before incurring 

the expense rendered necessary by the purchase of new machinery. The promoters reserve to themselves 0000 shares 

paid up to Is., and now offer 18,000 shares to the public at 5s. per share. Sixpence per share to' be paid on 

application, sixpence on allotment, and calls not to exceed threepence per share per month. As soon as 10,000 shares 

have been applied for, a meeting of the shareholders will be convened, the management of the mine placed in the 

hands of the duly elected directors, and the lease transferred. Applications for shares can be made to Mr. C. J. Lewis, 

Queen-street, Melbourne; Messrs. A. Macarthur and Co., II. Bredt, A. M'Lennan, E. Jennings, R. C. Small man and 

Co., James Morrow and Co., and F. M. Grant, Bairnsdale; F. Holloway, Lindenow Flat; Alex. Murray, Paynesville; 
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13 Jul 1882 OUR SANDY'S CREEK LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, July 11. A 

letter written, addressed, and stamped overnight, ready to be posted next day. A digger in bed enjoying a smoke and 

a read, falls asleep leaving the candle burning; he dreams he is head stoker on board the Cerberus and the boiler 

bursts. He awakes with a yell to find his hut in flames, letter, &c., burned to ashes. The letter was mine, and intended 

for the Advertiser,. the digger my mate, and he says he will not read last year's almanac in bed in future. He lost a 

few inches of beard, one eyebrow and a piece of his nose. I would like to be in a position to chronicle something 

fresh in mining, but there is really nothing of importance, everything seems flat, stale and unprofitable. Our 

population is growing smaller by degrees, only last week our number was lessened by three migrating to Boggy 

Creek, including the only lady Sandy's Creek could boast of. This leaves the European population exactly a baker's 

dozen, and even this number was nearly reduced, as a man named Smith, better known as Italian Charlie, had a 

narrow escape from being crushed to death last week. He was taking out a pillar near the face of his workings, when 

several tons of earth came down without the slightest warning, except a mysterious sort of warning, which he asserts 

was whispered in his ear. He says he distinctly heard the words "get out of this" repeated in his ear, and as he turned 

round to see who his visitor was, the fall of earth referred to occurred. Had he not done so, there is no doubt but he 

would have been under it. The man was working alone and there was no tangible visitor. He says now that he 

believes he is a "spirit medium." I know of several, of wonderful capacity, but the " spirit" is generally in a bottle. I 

understand the Vagabond reef is on the eve of flotation, a number of shares being disposed of locally, and, I also 

hear, a gentleman from Bairnsdale of well-known practical experience, intends visiting the mine before purchasing 

or advising his friends to purchase. This, I believe, is exactly what the proprietors wish, as there has been so many 

questionable ventures placed on the market lately that business people are really frightened to invest. The gentleman 

referred to is, I believe, an old Sandhurst miner and manager, and his opinion ought to be worth something. All 

practical men who have seen this reef agree that it is a valuable property, and why it has not been floated ere this is 

somewhat of a mystery. In their advertised prospectus I perceive the name of Mr. J. Tipping, as a director and 

trustee. I think this is the right man in the right place, and I hope soon to hear of active operations at the mine. From 



the Wentworth I hear of nothing important, except that the Parnell reef is still looking well at a depth of nearly 100 

feet. This is a private company, and machinery will shortly be on the ground. At Boggy Creek they are not making 

rapid fortunes either in mining or in business, but when the Sons of Freedom, The Helen and the M. De Buron reefs 

rattle their stampers, the rattle of money and glasses will be a natural sequence. Great sympathy was felt here when 

it, became known that Mrs. F. Tausehke was at the point of death, but thanks to the prompt and skilful treatment of 

Dr. Duncan and the unwearing nursing and attention of some of her lady neighbors she is now out of danger. 

Our worthy mining registrar, Mr John Fletcher, assures me there is scarcely anything done in his office, this is a 

pity, for I consider him singularly well adapted for the discharge of even higher official functions than he is called 

upon to perform at Boggy Creek. The weather is very variable, when it is not raining it is blowing a cold wind, at 

night severe frosts, and one morning we had six inches of snow. It is intensely cold, and horses and cattle can 

scarcely keep themselves alive. 

21 Oct 1882 OUR SANDY'S CREEK LETTER, (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday. October 10. 

Even comets pall after a while, especially when one has to get up before four o'clock in the morning, and to travel 

nearly a mile to get on top of the ranges before he can see it. But I must not grumble, for I have been more than 

repaid for all my trouble, and more particularly so on one occasion when, after stumbling along half asleep, I gained 

the apex of the mountain just in time to see the illustrious stranger gradually make his appearance. After 

contemplating the grand spectacle for some time, I observed a peculiar luminosity further to the east, and just above 

the horizon. "Ha, ha!" thought I, " I have discovered a comet   of my own, and I will take prompt measures to 

register myself as the prospector of what promised to be the biggest thing yet in the comet line. Just then a perfect 

shower of shooting stars took place between my comet and the other one resembling a pyrotechnic display, but 

which I put down as an electric message to the little fellow to take in a coil of a few millions of miles of his tail lest 

he might strike his head against it. I was now getting quite excited, as I noticed the tail getting less brilliant and 

gradually shorter-but, oh ! my disappointment as I discovered my luminous cloud to be merely the herald of the 

rising of the waning moon. A few minutes and up rose Old Sol, when stars, comet and moon merged in his effulence 

and disappeared as a dissolving view. A picture which only the Great Master can produce, or manipulate such slides, 

and direct such a magic lantern. It is rather early for snake stories, hut here is one I can vouch for. Last week Mr. W. 

Dwight, of this creek, while walking with a friend, encountered a large black snake, and while endeavoring to 

despatch him the reptile showed fight- with poised head he faced his antagonist and tried to strike him several times, 

but finally made for the water which was close by. Mr. Dwight threw a stone at him, missing the snake but hitting 

his friend on the head with great accuracy, knocking him into the water on top of the serpent. The gentle man 

displayed wonderful agility in jumping out again, and between them they killed his snakeship. He measured exactly 

six feet, and when opened two live frogs jumped out and into the water; another one, and what appeared to be a 

large rat, were in a state of putrefaction in the capacious maw of this epicurean. The mining news of this creek is 

scarcely worth recording; at Upper Sandy's, the few who are there are doing nothing, and at Lower Sandy's they are 

doing less. There are one or two parties, however, engaged prospecting in this district and I rather think they will be 

disappointed--if they find anything. Messrs. Faulkner and Archer have re turned from a prospecting tour, and, I 

regret to say, an unsuccessful one. They have tried the Haunted Stream, Tambo and Nicholson rivers, and give a 

very bad account of those places as regards alluvial, but the former they say may yet become a reefing district. They 

discovered two reefs with gold in them on this stream, but, as one of the men naively remarked to me, "What is the 

good of them ; a poor man can't erect machinery, and I'm hanged if he can eat a quartz reef." Perhaps not, but a good 

reef is a piquant sauce, and wonderfully assists deglutition. Speaking of quartz reefs, a gentleman from Ballarat has 

visited the Vagabond reef, and his opinion of the mine is highly favorable. The prospects he washed rather surprised 

him, as well as Mr . J. Smyth and others who were present. 

I hear of a new reef being found at Boggy Creek of remarkably rich stone. Messrs. Dawson and Harding are the 

prospectors. I have not seen it, but intend doing so, when I will forward a reliable report. Alluvial mining at this 

place is about on a par with Merrijig and Sandy's, yet shanty keeping seems to thrive, a new one of large dimensions 

being in course of erection. The proprietary is an old one, but the general impression is that if the Local Option Vote 

was put in force this establishment would be deemed a superfluity, and not likely to improve the ethics of the 

community. No doubt, should the reefs go ahead, a respectable accommodation house or a licensed house will be 

necessary for the convenience of visitors and the travelling public, as it is the requirements of such is fairly met by 

the proprietor of the post-office store ; but, of course, an increase of population demands an increase of 

accommodation, but on this subject I will not further comment. The creeks in this district are very low, and rain is as 



much wanted by the miner as it is by those having cattle and horses. Feed is very scarce, and the result is poor beef 

and a limited supply of butter: but we revel in the luxury of honey, and if the farmers would spare us a few locusts, 

we will give them in exchange some pure-bred dingoes, or, if preferred, native bears in quantity, active and 

interesting animals, and, unlike the comet or the Chinaman, they don't effect a tail. 

 



15 Mar 1883 A PROSPECTING TOUR IN THE RANGES,   (BY OUR SANDY'S CREEK CORRESPONDENT.) 

Seven weeks' prospecting in the vicinity of Sandy's Creek, with the result of a very handsome (looking) parcel of 

gold, and which may or may not be regarded as satisfactory, according to the idiosyncrasy, the state of the river, and 

the defined notion of remunerative employment entertained by the individual who may feel sufficiently interested in 

the subject to pass judgment. Imprimis, let me state the precise locality from which the gold has been extracted, the 

extent and nature of the country, as well as the easiest route from Bairnsdale, for I imagine should a rush set in it 

will be principally from that quarter, and no doubt will have the effect of thinning the ranks of the hop pickers and 

polers. Should this be the case, the generous hop grower who allows his "polers" 30s a week, with the privilege of 

keeping themselves, and actually gives the pickers 4d a bushel, and (with a magnanimity only equalled by the 

gentleman who proposed to give the shire secretary £100 per annum) is content with as many shillings for himself-it 

would be a pity, I say, that such self-abrogation should be placed at a disadvantage, which a rush at this particular 

time would undoubtedly cause. The country prospected is the lower portion of Sandy's Creek, from the mouth of the 

Two mile to where it joins the Mitchell, a distance of 10 miles as the crow flies, but owing to the sinuosity of the 

stream, it is at least 15 miles of creek. For years have I heard of Lower Sandy's and Merrijig creek being unworked, 

and only partially prospected. Tales of holes being sunk and payable gold got, but through too much or too little 

water, or some equally plausible pretext, it was not worked. Virgin spurs and modest flats, which only required a 

sharp pick and a determined man at the end of it to overcome their scruples and compel them to yield up their 

treasure-such descriptions and fireside yarns have I listened to many a time and oft, and as I considered I was about 

the right height to a fraction for this kind of duty, I made up my mind to engage with the difficulty single-handed. I 

will endeavor to give a faithful record of my experience, but having due regard as to the space allowed me, it must 

necessarily be in condensed form. Gentle reader, have you ever had a snake for a bedfellow? I don't mean the   

human species, but a nice brown reptile frequently met with in the bush, and whose Latin name we needn't bother 

our heads about. I have, and it happened   thusly. Late one evening I arrived at the   junction of Sandy's Creek and 

Merrijig creeks. I found an old gunyah, consisting of a   few sheets of bark leaning at an angle of 45 deg. against a 

pole secured by forks, a bushes at the head as a break-wind, the front and end open. Being very tired I slept soundly 

until morning. The sun shining bright and warm, I felt inclined to have another nap, but a violent shaking of the 

bushes under my head caused me to turn over, and being half asleep I was under the impression a lizard crawled 

away to the creek, which was close by. Presently, while lying on my back wide awake, I heard the thing return, and I 

experienced a peculiar sensation, such as a man is supposed to feel when he unconsciously walks over his grave. 

The next moment I heard a wriggling movement on the top of the bark, my eyes following the direction of the noise 

until it was directly over my head, when, horror of horrors, a brown snake came-not tumbling down, but gradually 

descending in space until within-three inches of my head, which was as far back as the bark would permit. While the 

monster was thus pendant, it opened its mouth to a great width, and swayed as if to gain impetus before striking, 

while I, although temporarily deprived of volition, held my mouth open and expanded to an alarming extent each 

hair on my head assuming the relative proportions and inflexible perpendicularity of a newly planted hop pole. We 

gazed into each other's eyes. I saw two brilliant gems; what the serpent saw will ever be a mystery. Whatever was 

the cause, whether cowed by the human eye, or frightened he would be swallowed up in the chasm caused by the 

abnormal expansion of my jaws, it dropped to the ground and squeezed into its hole, which was directly under my 

head. At the same instant I threw a double somersault, which would, have made the fortune of a professional 

acrobat, alighting with unerring accuracy, on a gigantic Scotch thistle, a whole regiment being located here, and 

living in great luxuriance; this particular fellow seemed to be the chief of the clan. As I descended with the velocity 

of the next comet, the Scotchman was squashed out of all recognition; but with the characteristic pluck of his 

countrymen, he received me at the point of the bayonet, and as I was without the protection or trousers or drawers, 

my reception was a pretty warm one. This snake episode is not a fancy sketch, but true in every particular, and I 

narrate it in order to show how dangerous it is to camp in old deserted huts and gunyahs without overhauling them. I 

prospected this place pretty well, and also Merrijig, for about five miles up from the junction. I got gold in nearly 

every place I tried, but certainly not in payable quantities. The character of the gold is what is known as drift gold-a 

miserable sample, fine and scaly, and appears as if it had been blown here by a high wind. From about two miles 

below where the Two Mile creek joins Sandy's, the country changes altogether. Bluffs and hills more abrupt and 



covered with disintegrate conglomerate, huge masses of which, some weighing several tons, are lying on the surface 

and embedded in the creeks. This belt of conglomerate seems to cross Lower Merrijig at the junction of Burnett's 

creek, thence in a straight line it cuts Sandy's creek, from where it can be traced to the Mitchell. Between Sandy's 

and Merrijig there are two high mounts known as The Sisters, one a little higher than the other, and I should say is at 

least 2000 feet above the level of the creek. This one I determined to mount, and here let me observe, if ever you 

have a choice of sisters, go for the big one-of course I mean when they represent mountains. After a good deal of 

puffing and scrambling I gained the apex. The view from this point was grand and inspiring. The very highest 

pinnacle is a mass of conglomerate, quartz pebbles, round and beautifully polished and of different hues, varying in 

size from a pigeon's egg to a cricket ball, imprisoned in what seems to have been a brown mud, which suddenly 

congealed to an adamantine character. Would that I possessed the lore of a Murray, the erudition of a Howitt, or 

even the fragment of a Clarke, to enable me to read a chapter from this book of stone or strata. From the confluence 

of Merrijig with Sandy's creek to where it empties itself into the Mitchell is about five or six miles, and is almost a 

succession of wide alluvial flats. One in particular attracted my attention, having an area of 20 acres of really first-

class soil and scarcely any timber. This portion of Sandy's creek is more suitable for the selector than the miner. For 

although fine drift gold can be got almost anywhere you try, yet with the confidence that a number of years of 

practical mining gives, I have no hesitation in saying this place is not payable. One or two fancy places easy got at 

have been worked years ago, but what is left I really don't think would, by working, give more than the bare 

necessaries of life, and would not reach the dignified attitude which in mining phraseology means "strong tucker." 

The parcel of gold referred to at the commencement of this article, I sold to our local storekeeper, and being a man 

of means he agreed to purchase the whole lot, which amounted to 3s. 4½d., current coin of the realm. I have been 

only seven weeks amassing this wealth, and there are acres, nay miles, of the same sort of country equally rich, so 

that any person whose cupidity may be excited by the perusal of this, and feels inclined to rush, need have no 

apprehension with regard to limit, but first let him find the decimal of a pound that the above sum for seven weeks 

will give per day. If he is an uncertificated school boy and has not availed, himself of our glorious Education Act, 

and can't work it out with his pencil, let him come and do as I have done, and work it out with a pick and shovel, 

which I take to be the pons asin orum towards the practical solution of this question. Then he will be in a position to 

say if mining on Lower Sandy's is or is not a remunerative game. If he would say yea, then he should be sentenced 

to three months as a nearside "poler" in Mr. Macleod's hopfield, without the privilege of attending " the hop in the 

evening." And as I have promised the editor of a Melbourne journal to send him an article descriptive of the hop 

picking. I hope shortly to have the pleasure of witnessing the occupation in its several branches, and I fancy the 

"evening hop" is about the most interesting feature of the industry. And now to those who may feel inclined to rush 

let me tender them Punch's advice to the young man who meditated marriage--don't. 

1 May 1883  

NOTES FROM SANDY'S CREEK, (BY "THE OTHER VAGABOND.") At last, active steps are being taken to 

float the Vagabond reef. Scrip agents are bestirring themselves to accomplish that which should have been done 

long ago. Companies have been formed to work old mines; in point of fact, with one or two exceptions, all the reefs 

in the district which have been taken up are old and abandoned mines. But here is a new reef, in a new reefing 

locality, situated in the centre of what has been rich alluvial workings at every point of the compass, showing good 

gold in the stone and excellent prospects of loose gold, with unusual facilities for working with water power. Surely 

such a mining property is worthy of a trial at all events. I have every reason to suppose the Vag. on the eve of 

flotation. People are beginning to realise that "there's something in it," else why has the prospector, as well as the 

promoters, stuck to it so long, and seem determined to stick to it, with that singular tenacity proverbially attributed 

to grim Death, when he clutches a gentleman of the colored persuasion. The depopulating influence of the hop- 

picking season did not affect Sandy's to the same extent as that of Merrijig and Boggy creeks, for the simple reason 

that we have less of the commodity suitable to this "essentially family toil." Still, we lost a little of the Chinese 

element, as well as the other creeks ; but if some, of those who migrated forget to return, the loss to the community 

will not be considered irreparable. 



Your Boggy Creek correspondent refers to some of the returned pickers complaining of being deluded by a 

hopgrower into the belief that they were to receive 5d, instead of 4d, per bushel, and of only receiving the smaller 

sum when paid. This is atrocious conduct, and deserves publicity. The grower should be named, and if he could not 

be legally compelled to disgorge, it would at least be a warning to next season's operatives. A penny a bushel is a 

consideration, especially to those who are not under medical orders, and don't pick for amusement or the good of 

their health alone. A combination of circumstances placed the hopgrower this season in such a position as ought to 

have satisfied his wildest dream of prosperity, and as this may not occur again for years, if indeed it ever happens 

that the " baleful" pretty flowers attain their present exceptional high commercial value, the pickers ought to have 

been allowed to participate in a mild way in the fortunate turn of the wheel. Those with whom I conversed were well 

satisfied with their earnings, and spoke in high terms of their employers, but there are some people who are chronic 

grumblers, and the habit of "crying" becomes natural to them. Such people, if they were to receive 5d a bushel, and 

the hops to boot, would not be satisfied. They would still "cry" (perhaps "nag " is the correct slang for this 

deplorable affliction), consequently this vague accusation referred to ought to be received cum grane salis. I hear of 

nothing in the way of gold getting worthy of mentioning, either here, or at Boggy, or at Merrijig. The latter place is 

nearly deserted. The alluvial in this district has gravitated to mere fossicking, and if the reefs are not developed the 

sooner the comet cannons or falls into the sun the better. I have not seen the Ellen reef, but am told there are only 

two men employed driving a tunnel. If their object be to reach the reef by means of a tunnel, why dawdle and nurse 

the thing? When an obstacle intervene between you and the object of your search, be it of given or unknown 

quantity, and its removal is imperative, one would naturally think you would bring as much power to bear upon it as 

you could command, with a view of dislodging the impediment as expeditiously as possible. But perhaps the 

manager has cogent reasons for proceeding as he is. Its parallel is to be found in a Government party who have been 

for months past engaged cutting a track up the Dargo river. The party consists of two working men, the cook and the 

boss. They will probably reach the destined point in the latter end of the next century. The Ellen reef is well situated, 

the gullies radiating from the range in which it is have all been rich, the gold being what is known as reef gold, 

honeycombed, and impregnated with quartz. Some large and valuable specimens have been got in its immediate 

neighborhood, and augurs well for the success of the present venture. From the Wentworth I hear of the Parnell 

company making rapid progress. They have cut the reef in the tunnel, and it is looking well. The erection of the 

plant is being proceeded with, and the stampers will shortly be discoursing sweet music to an appreciative audience-

the shareholders. But even those who have not even a scrip in the company (the writer included) will listen with 

interest to the sweet strains. I say " sweet" advisedly, as indicative of sugar, and we all know what sugar means. We 

had a white frost here last week, and it now threatens rain, the clouds lying so low that I think I could touch them 

with a stick--if it were long enough. 

 

 

14 Jul 1883 OUR BOGGY CREEK LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, March 12. 

Since my last, little worthy of note has transpired, and even now my stock of intelligence is very limited. I have, 

however some information to furnish relative to mining matters. The reef known among us as "The Enterprise" has 

been purchased from the original owners by a Melbourne company. Some few weeks ago one, Mr. Dodd, in 

company with Mr. Smith, the late manager of the Ellen, visited the mine and gave it a thorough examining, and as a 

further test took some stone to Melbourne and had it crushed, and I learn that it gave a satisfactory result, yielding at 

the rate of 8oz 6dwt to the ton. Since that two speculators have visited the claim, and were so well satisfied with the 

prospect that they closed the bargain. The same gentlemen have pegged out the Sons of Freedom, the lease granted 

to Nicholas Hollensen about eighteen months ago having been declared forfeited. Two other leases have been 

applied for, one to the north and one to the south of The Enterprise, which, in the hands of its new owners, is to be 

styled the Bullumwaal. Nothing further has been done at the Ellen since my last. Mr. Francis is pushing ahead with 

the tunnel at the South Ellen. The Vagabond is much the same as when I wrote last, though I believe Mr. Wilson is 

doing his best in trying to get the shares off. 

14 Jul 1883 MINING INTELLIGENCE. Bullumwaal was visited on Wednesday by Mr. W.R. Kissane, a gentleman 

who has visited the district on behalf of a syndicate of Melbourne and Ballarat capitalists, to inspect and report on 



mining prospects in this locality. It will be seen that Mr. Kissane has intimated his intention of applying for two 

mineral leases, the North and South Bullumwaal, and from all we can learn he was highly satisfied with the 

prospects of the district from a mining point of view. A small parcel of quartz from the land for which leases are to 

be applied for was crushed in town, about a hundred weight, which yielded at the rate of 8oz 5dwt 20gr to the ton, 

and every trial made on the ground on Wednesday substantiated the correctness of the original trial. Mr. Fletcher, 

the mining registrar, has, we understand communicated with the mining department concerning the richness of the 

reef in the locality, and his report will appear in due course in the quarterly returns issued from the department. 

Some other gentlemen have likewise visited Bullumwaal, and from all the most promising accounts are received of 

the prospects of the place. 

 

9 Feb 1884  

MINING MEMS. FROM DEPTFORD (FROM A CORRESPONDENT.) Time, and a full budget of news, enable 

me to perform the promise I made when writing last--viz., to review the nature and extent of the various progressive 

works carried on by the different companies for the last three months. When I wrote last some comments were made 

on my inadvertence it not mentioning a certain claim even your worthy "own " fell into the trap and twitted me on 

my omission.  

This I regret, as the claim in question, the Hidden Treasure is a particular pet of mine and from which I expect big 

things. To use a gambling phrase, my hand has been forced, and I will gratify their curiosity and give this claim the 

preeminence it promises to occupy, let me wish it or not. I may state,   at the outset, that the individual in question 

has no interest whatever in this company, and I may further state that not a solitary share in this company is held in 

Bairnsdale or surrounding district, as the planchette of the Bairnsdale mining oracles invariably pointed towards 

Tambos, Ellens and Bullumwaals. But to my subject!   About 20 months ago this ground was prospected and taken 

up by two Frenchmen, Messrs. Martin and Dolan--by the by, I do not think the latter name is very Frenchified--and 

they took out to a lease and invited three well-known gentleman from Cowarr, Traralgon and Toongabbie to inspect 

their prospects. In due time the   ground was visited, and after careful examination it was agreed to drive 100ft. 

further on the course of the reef to determine at once if the prospects were sufficient to warrant them in forming a 

company to erect the necessary plant: the company   was formed, and registered under the No Liability Act, about 

the end of August last in 24,000 shares, 12,000 being offered to   the public at 2s and they were immediately  taken 

up, the proceeds going towards the purchase of a battery and the opening up of the mine. How far those gentlemen 

were justified in going into this venture  may be gathered from the fact that the shares taken up at 2s, are now worth 

from 12s to 15s, and I question if they can be got  even at the latter figure. The battery consisting of ten head of 

stampers, driven by a 20ft iron waterwheel, 6ft. breast, capable of driving ten heads more if necessary, with tables 

complete, has been made to order by the Atlas Company of Engineers, Melbourne, from plans and specifications 

supplied by Mr. Sietz. civil and mining engineer, of Carlton, who will superintend its erection, but the contract for 

the erection of the plant has been let to Mr. Cotton of Spencer street. The fluming to convey the water of the 

Nicholson will be over 1000ft. in length by 4ft. in width; the dam is in course of construction, and is made of crates 

9ft. wide at the bottom and 4 ft. at top, 8ft. high, and supported by piles and stringers, and promises to be a 

substantial structure. The fluming is also in course of construction, the bed logs being laid down and the sawn timber 

has been ordered from Steadman's sawmills, near Bairnsdale. A considerable portion of the machinery is now on the 

ground, the balance being in course of transit from Bairnsdale by Messrs. Hamilton and Callinan. The excavations 

for the battery have been commenced, and it is the determination of the directorate to have the battery completed 

and in full crushing three months from date. In the mine, a tunnel has been driven on the course of the reef about 250 

feet, exposing on the back and floor of the drive, the reef averaging from 2ft. 6in. to 8ft. in width, all gold bearing 

throughout. A winze has been started in the adit level about 108 feet from the entrance to tunnel and is down 16 feet, 

proving the reef to be better defined under foot at this depth; the reef being 10 feet wide with remarkably well-

defined foot and hanging walls. Four hundred tons of quartz have been stacked at the battery site to start crushing 

with, and a sufficient quantity of stone is in view to keep the battery going day and night for many a month. I will 

further state, for the information of those whom it may concern, that all the other reefs in the district have been taken 

up and formed into companies long before the Hidden Treasure was thought of, it will be seen further on whether 

they are as far advanced.  



The Great Success Q.G.M. Co. is principally a Bairnsdale company, the legal manager and the directory residing 

there. Two or three trial crushings have been taken from this reef, giving the handsome return of 2ozs,   to the ton. 

The shaft from whence these crushings were obtained was considered too small to erect a steam winding engine on, 

and it was therefore determined by the company to sink a new and suitable shaft in a better position for the 

development and proper opening up of the mine, and in accordance with this view a new and suitable shaft has been 

sunk on the west bank of the river to a depth of about 152ft; the shaft being centred and slabbed with sawn timber. 

The work is carried on by three shifts of men who receive ten shillings per day. A stage or plat has been put in about 

12 feet from the bottom, or 140 feet from the brace, and from this point a drive has been commenced to intersect the 

reef and is driven about 36 feet, but it is thought by those who ought to know that a further distance of 20 feet will 

have to be driven before the reef is intersected. Our Enterprise lease immediately adjoins the Great Success. the 

lessee being Mr. Frederick Soffe of Bairnsdale, who has a contract let to drive the tunnel a further distance of   

100ft. This lease is considered a most valuable mining property.-- 

The Mountaineer company is principally composed of   Melbourne gentlemen, who lately acquired the consolidation 

of three mining leases, and who kept two men at work up to the 1st of December last, but the directors having 

appeased their earth hunger, the men were courteously told that work would be resumed at some indefinite period, 

and that they might take a well-earned holiday. This company has had a trial crushing of 10 or 12 tons of quartz at 

the Victoria yielding about 1oz 13dwts to the ton, and has about 20 tons more at grass. This yield proves, beyond a 

doubt, the existence of a payable mine if properly opened up. The directors of this company persist in sinking after a 

small shoot of stone, disregarding the practical advise of those acquainted with the nature of the ground. However, it 

is to be hoped that the directory will see fit in their wisdom to resume work at an early date.-- 

The Tambo and Bairnsdale Quartz Gold Mining company, is essentially a Bairnsdale company, as the name 

indicates. This company has been engaged for the last two years driving a tunnel. A considerable number of the 

shareholders were for sinking a shaft at the commencement, but the oracle pointed towards a tunnel, and the shaft 

men gave way, and the tunnel was driven a distance of 320ft through exceedingly hard country.   At this point a 

change has been met with, the never never country being reached, and I question if a shaft must not yet be sunk, if 

this company desire to test the value of their mine, as the tunnel does not come in sufficiently deep to intersect the 

reefs or drain the old workings.-- 

A long felt want has at length been supplied to the residents of Deptford by Messrs. Hamilton and Gill, who have 

opened a butcher's shop and general store. They have killed their first beast, and a choice one it was, and from the 

reasonable scale of prices they are charging, both for beef and stores, they cannot fail commanding the respect and 

patronage of the district, the residents of which know how they have been served in the past, and will therefore 

gladly welcome opposition.-- 

I fear Mr. Editor that I am trespassing too far on your available space, or I should deal with as two years' history of 

the Deptford loose bag. That a history it has, I will show when next I unfold my budget. 

 

1884 9 Feb  

MINING MEMS. FROM DEPTFORD (FROM A CORRESPONDENT.) Time, and a full budget of news, enable 

me to perform the promise I made when writing last--viz., to review the nature and extent of the various progressive 

works carried on by the different companies for the last three months. When I wrote last some comments were made 

on my inadvertence it not mentioning a certain claim even your worthy "own " fell into the trap and twitted me on 

my omission. This I regret, as the claim in question, the Hidden Treasure is a particular pet of mine and from which 

I expect big things. To use a gambling phrase, my hand has been forced, and I will gratify their curiosity and give 

this claim the preeminence it promises to occupy, let me wish it or not. I may state,   at the outset, that the individual 

in question has no interest whatever in this company, and I may further state that not a solitary share in this company 

is held in Bairnsdale or surrounding district, as the planchette of the Bairnsdale mining oracles invariably pointed 

towards Tambos, Ellens and Bullumwaals. But to my subject!   About 20 months ago this ground was prospected 

and taken up by two Frenchmen, Messrs. Martin and Dolan--by the by, I do not think the latter name is very 



Frenchified--and they took out to a lease and invited three well-known gentleman from Cowwar, Traralgon and 

Toongabbie to inspect their prospects. In due time the ground was visited, and after careful examination it was 

agreed to drive 100ft. further on the course of the reef to determine at once if the prospects were sufficient to 

warrant them in forming a company to erect the necessary plant: the company   was formed, and registered under the 

No Liability Act, about the end of August  last in 24,000 shares, 12,000 being offered to   the public at 2s and they 

were immediately   taken up, the proceeds going towards the purchase of a battery and the opening up of the mine. 

How far those gentlemen were justified in going into this venture may be gathered from the fact that the shares taken 

up at 2s, are now worth from 12s to 15s, and I question if they can be got even at the latter figure. The battery 

consisting of ten head of stampers, driven by a 20ft iron waterwheel, 6ft. breast, capable of driving ten heads more if 

necessary, with tables complete, has been made to order by the Atlas Company of Engineers, Melbourne, from plans 

and specifications supplied by Mr. Sietz. civil and mining engineer, of Carlton, who will superintend its erection, but 

the contract for the erection of the plant has been let to Mr. Cotton of Spencer street. The fluming to convey the 

water of the Nicholson will be over 1000ft. in length by 4ft. in width; the dam is in course of construction, and is 

made of crates 9ft. wide at the bottom and 4 ft. at top, 8ft. high, and supported by piles and stringers, and promises 

to be a substantial structure. The fluming is also in course of construction, the bed logs being laid down and the 

sawn timber has been ordered from Steadman's sawmills, near Bairnsdale. A considerable portion of the machinery 

is now on the ground, the balance being in course of transit from Bairnsdale by Messrs. Hamilton and Callinan. The 

excavations for the battery have been commenced, and it is the determination of the directorate to have the battery 

completed and in full crushing three months from date. In the mine, a tunnel has been driven on the course of the 

reef about 250 feet, exposing on the back and floor of the drive, the reef averaging from 2ft. 6in. to 8ft. in width, all 

gold bearing throughout. A winze has been started in the adit level about 108 feet from the entrance to tunnel and is 

down 16 feet, proving the reef to be better defined under foot at this depth; the reef being 10 feet wide with 

remarkably well-defined foot and hanging walls. Four hundred tons of quartz have been stacked at the battery site to 

start crushing with, and a sufficient quantity of stone is in view to keep the battery going day and night for many a 

month. I will further state, for the information of those whom it may concern, that all the other reefs in the district 

have been taken up and formed into companies long before the Hidden Treasure was thought of, it will be seen 

further on whether they are as far advanced. The Great Success Q.G.M. Co. is principally a Bairnsdale company, the 

legal manager and the directory residing there. Two or three trial crushings have been taken from this reef, giving 

the handsome return of 2ozs, to the ton. The shaft from whence these crushings were obtained was considered too 

small to erect a steam winding engine on, and it was therefore determined by the company to sink a new and suitable 

shaft in a better position for the development and proper opening up of the mine, and in accordance with this view a 

new and suit- able shaft has been sunk on the west bank of the river to a depth of about 152ft; the shaft being centred 

and slabbed with sawn timber. The work is carried on by three shifts of men who receive ten shillings per day. A 

stage or plat has been put in about 12 feet from the bottom, or 140 feet from the brace, and from this point a drive 

has been commenced to intersect the reef and is driven about 36 feet, but it is thought by those who ought to know 

that a further distance of 20 feet will have to be driven before the reef is intersected. Our Enterprise lease 

immediately adjoins the Great Success. the lessee being Mr. Frederick Soffe of Bairnsdale, who has a contract let to 

drive the tunnel a further distance of   100ft. This lease is considered a most valuable mining property.--The 

Mountaineer company is principally composed of   Melbourne gentlemen, who lately acquired the consolidation of 

three mining leases, and who kept two men at work up to the 1st of December last, but the directors having appeased 

their earth hunger, the men were courteously told that work would be resumed at some indefinite period, and that 

they might take a well-earned holiday. This company has had a trial crushing of 10 or 12 tons of quartz at the 

Victoria yielding about 1oz 13dwts to the ton, and has about 20 tons more at grass. This yield proves, beyond a 

doubt, the existence of a payable mine if properly opened up. The directors of this company persist in sinking after a 

small shoot of stone, disregarding the practical advise of those acquainted with the nature of the ground. However, it 

is to be hoped that the directory will see fit in their wisdom to resume work at an early date.--The Tambo and 

Bairnsdale Quartz Gold Mining company, is essentially a Bairnsdale company, as the name indicates. This company 

has been engaged for the last two years driving a tunnel. A considerable number of the shareholders were for sinking 

a shaft at the commencement, but the oracle pointed towards a tunnel, and the shaft men gave way, and the tunnel 

was driven a distance of 320ft through exceedingly hard country.  At this point a change has been met with, the 

never never country being reached, and I question if a shaft must not yet be sunk, if this company desire to test the 

value of their mine, as the tunnel does not come in sufficiently deep to intersect the reefs or drain the old workings.--

A long felt want has at length been supplied to the residents of Deptford by Messrs. Hamilton and Gill, who have 

opened a butcher's shop and general store. They have killed their first beast, and a choice one it was, and from the 

reasonable scale of prices they are charging, both for beef and stores, they cannot fail commanding the respect and 

patronage of the district, the residents of which know how they have been served in the past, and will therefore 



gladly welcome opposition.--I fear Mr. Editor that I am trespassing too far on your available space, or I should deal 

with as two years' history of the Deptford loose bag. That a history it has, I will show when next I unfold my budget. 

 

 

 

21 Feb. 1884 T. SWAN V. BESLEY, SWAN AND WHALLEY. Mr. Stuart for plaintiff, Mr. Greene for the 

defendants Besley and Swan. An action to recover £2 10s paid as application money for shares in the proposed Sons 

of Freedom Mining Company, Boggy creek. The defendants J. B. Besley and C. G. Swan were provisional directors 

and W. Whalley the legal manager of a mining company it was endeavored to float named the Sons of Freedom 

Company at Boggy Creek. The plaintiff had made application for two parcel of shares of 50 each on which he had 

paid 6d per share application money, but as the project was abandoned, he sought to recover the money so paid. The 

defence was that the plaintiff was not entitled to a refund, in as much as the money had been expended in current 

expenses. 

Further that no application had been made for restitution until the summons had been issued. His Honour held that 

the defendants, as promoters of the company were responsible for all expenses incurred, they being paid, if 

successful in floating it, by certain paid up shares being reserved. 'To retain money paid on application, now that the 

project had been abandoned, was much of the character as larceny as bailees, and he therefore made an order for the 

amount claimed and £2 costs. 

6 Aug 1885 The Promoters' Company to work the Sons of Freedom mine at Boggy Creek, held a meeting this week 

and decided to have the work started at once. A new ,whim is to be erected, and water taken from the shaft with the 

view of taking out a trial crushing. Messrs . Cochrane. F. W. Drevermann, W. Bird. W.S. Roberts and H.B.Robinson 

were appointed a committee with full power to work the mine. 

 

Nov 1885 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. Tuesday, November 24. 

Many of your readers being interested in this locality, it may not be out of place to say a little about it occasionally. 

The want of water has been severely felt by many engaged in alluvial mining, and it is certain that we have been less 

favored in this respect than many other districts. There has been a small rush to a branch of Merrijig Creek, but there 

are only two claims on gold; the scarcity of water prevented others from prospecting higher up the gully. However, 

in the reefing line things are improving. The Sons of Freedom mine seems to have got into the right hands at last, 

and I believe the thanks are principally due to some of the original shareholders, which shows clearly that they never 

lost confidence in the mine, and if properly managed, no one doubts that the venture will be a success. The 

preliminary work of bailing and securing what is known as the Old Shaft has been completed, and at some 

considerable expense. Mr. Wm. Ellis, late of Adelong, an experienced and successful miner, has been entrusted with 

the mining management, and arrived here yesterday. As the mine has been abandoned for years there remains much 

to be done. The promoters are about forming a new company, and there will not be a great many men engaged at 

present. Messrs Brodribb and party have a good show in the Golden Crown, Ryan's Peak, Sandy's Creek, and are 

now engaged sinking a prospecting shaft. They intend to have a trial crushing shortly. 

 

Dec 1885 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. Thursday, Dec. 3. At the 

end of last week and the beginning of this, we experienced some sharp showers, which have proved beneficial to 

vegetation, but for mining purposes the downpour was quite in adequate, nothing less than a flood will fill the 

waterholes, and cause the creek to run again. I have been to the Sons of Freedom mine, to day, and. Mr. Ellis was 

kind enough to show me through the workings at the 150 feet level; they are at present sinking a winze between the 

two shafts, and have a solid reef about three feet-wide showing gold freely; there is, however, from four to five feet 

of crushing stuff. About one hundred feet from thence, in the north drive, Mr. Ellis showed me a reef he had 

discovered yesterday, fully three feet wide, from which I broke stone myself, and it also shows gold freely. The 



prospects, therefore, are most encouraging, and parties interested in mining and willing to speculate, should pay a 

visit to the mine, it being within such an easy distance from Bairnsdale. The new whim appears to work well, and at 

the old shaft there has been a forge erected, and everything has a business like appearance again, and points to a 

prosperous future. As the mine is not properly drained yet it keeps Mr. Kreymborg constantly bailing during his 

shift, but however hard the work may be on the horse, I could not help noticing decided improvement in the 

condition of the driver, who had complained of being exposed to all kinds of weather, for the want of a shed being 

provided for him and the man at the brace. Messrs. Brodribb and party will soon have completed the sinking of their 

shaft to the contracted depth, and I am told they are raising good stone. There is now and then a grumbling about 

roads, but I have no doubt our   City Fathers will attend to this. 

Dec 1885 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. Monday, Dec. 21. Since 

my last, a whip has been erected on the old shaft of the Sons of Freedom mine, which has been connected and can be 

worked with the whim at the new shaft. Mr. Ellis is highly pleased with the prospects of the mine and has left for 

Bairnsdale, he will not be back before the new year; bailing, however, will be continued. I hear the shares in the new 

company are being rapidly applied for, and I trust it will not be long before an efficient battery is in course of 

erection. Messrs. Brodribb Bros. have completed their contract of sinking on the Golden Crown Lease, Ryan's Peak, 

and obtained payable gold as far as they went. The reef in the south shaft which is 80 feet in depth, averages about 

one foot of crushing stuff, and in any part of this good prospects can be obtained. The north shaft is a distance of 350 

feet from the other, and sunk to a depth of 70 feet-in this, the reef is up to three feet in thickness, but the stone is of a 

poor quality. Besides these two shafts the reef has been tested at different places along the surface for about 150 

yards, and good prospects everywhere. The mine therefore promises well, and is good property. It has not transpired 

what the promoters intend doing; Mr. Buntine (one of the shareholders) will be up after the holidays, and it is 

evident that the new year will be an eventful one for Boggy Creek and district. The business people of Bairnsdale 

have often been reminded to interest themselves a little more in mining pursuits, and although great credit is due to a 

few, the majority seem to be very reluctant. All must admit that a few payable reefs in the immediate neighborhood 

of Bairnsdale would be of immense benefit; and that payable gold exists has been pretty well proved. 

 

Jan 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. Friday, Jan. 15. The heat has 

been very oppressive of late, and if this dry weather continues there will be a water famine. Numbers of miners have 

had to leave their claims at Merrijig for the want of water, and are now trying in the bed of Boggy Creek, the only 

place where there is water enough to try a prospect. Never in the memory of white men has the creek been known to 

be so low. Messrs. Brodribb Brothers are sinking an additional 20 feet on the Golden Crown Lease, and the stone 

shows well, as they are going down. At the Sons of Freedom baling is continued, and a small paddock has been 

erected for the company's horses. Mr. Bird, one of the directors, and Mr. T. K. Smith, the legal manager, have been 

up to the mine, and in a short time work will be commenced in earnest. Mr. Ellis will put the new shaft in working 

order as soon as he has the necessary timber. A new discovery in reefs has been made here lately, and the prospector 

was kind enough to show me some specimens, which are really good. If this sort of thing continues, Boggy Creek 

will become a second Walhalla. New houses have been erected here, and others are in course of construction. It has 

been rumored that some of our councilors are coming up to see what improvements are required on this road, and I 

hope they will turn up soon. The bushfires have done some damage, and parties visiting this district in vehicles have 

great difficulties to reach here. Now that this district speaks fair to be of some importance directly, the roads ought 

to be attended to. 

 

Feb 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. Thursday, Feb. 4. The 

timber from the sawmill for the ladders, stages, etc., arrived at the Sons of Freedom mine yesterday morning; some 

men were put on at once, and so things look pretty busy about there. Now that a start has been made it is to be hoped 

that work may be continued for a long period, and, indeed, the prospects are good enough to satisfy any one. I 

consider the prospectus has been drawn up very mild, it mentions nothing about the loss of gold, and that must have 

been the case, when a party treating the pyrites in a very primitive style made sometimes wages out of them, besides, 

silver has been traced for miles below the battery. As soon as the ladders are fixed, Mr. Ellis will proceed with 

clearing out the deep shaft, and before long we may expect that the directors will make arrangements about the 



machinery. Mr. Gus. Kreymborg, who has all the top work to perform, has lately removed his family up here and 

will soon have two shifts to attend to. Between new arrivals and other extras, it has kept Mr. Hollensen pretty busy 

with his coach lately. He has been running his conveyance once a week for a considerable time, and it proves a great 

boon to the this place. As the traffic will be increasing the roads ought to receive immediate attention. When the 

timber for the Sons of Freedom mine was coming up, the teamster had to be assisted to get some trees removed, that 

blocked the road. Mr. Hans Jorgensen, late of the Haunted Stream, has been here this week, and taken up some 

ground in the neighborhood of the Sons of Freedom mine. He is well-known in Gippsland, and a very persevering 

prospector, and has been in this part some six years ago and then obtained some very fair prospects. He always 

spoke very favorably about this district, and intends to give it a good trial. Urgent business has called him away for a 

few days, but he proposes returning shortly. Messrs. Brodribb Bros. have completed sinking their deep shaft on the 

Golden Crown Lease to a depth of one hundred feet, with good prospects at the bottom. The reef is about the same 

thickness (one foot wide) and the stone shows gold, and it surprising what good prospects are obtained when 

crushed, a sure proof that gold runs through the stone. They will keep on sinking for the present, and I have no doubt 

there will soon be talk about machinery. Last Saturday Mr. Shaw, the shire engineer, and Mr. G. A. Corksedge came 

up this way, and took up a survey of the road to the Big Hill, and likewise took notes of the requirements to this 

road. I have been informed by good authority that the road from Bairnsdale to Deptford via Bullumwaal is only 

about one mile longer than the road used at the present by way of Clifton ; but as the road this way would be ever so 

much easier, the difference in the distance would be more than counterbalanced. It would be of great importance if 

the two roads could be thus far united, I mean the Deptford road and Boggy Creek road, which latter will sooner or 

later have to be extended as far as the Wentworth and Dargo. 

 

Feb 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.]     Friday, 12th February. 

Last Monday evening Mr J. Buntine and Mr Roder arrived here with Mr Walters, the manager of the Toombon 

Mining Company, and having inspected the battery at the old Galway the following morning, I accompanied them to 

the Golden Crown lease, Sandy's Creek. We made an early start and were all pretty well mounted. Descending the 

range between Boggy Creek and Merrijig we noticed Ryan's Peak, the point of our destination, looming in the 

distance and which we reached after two hours of very rough travelling. The reef appears to run parallel with the 

brow of the spur, running down to Sandy's Creek, and the sidlings being very steep, a tunnel of very reasonable 

length would strike the lode or lodes at a great depth. As golden stone and some of a different nature have been 

picked up in different parts of the lease, it is supposed that there are more than one reef in the claim. Most of our 

company descended the shaft they are working at present, which is down to a depth of a little over 100 feet. We 

crushed some stone out of the very bottom and obtained a very good prospect, we subsequently tried from different 

parts of the heap of quartz at grass, and with the same results. As Mr Walters has been inspecting the mine on behalf 

of the shareholders, I can merely state that he has a very favorable view of the district and wished he had been here 

some years before. At the Sons of Freedom mine they are cleaning out the deep shaft and have the ladders down to 

within 15 or 20 feet of the bottom. Mr. Jorgensen returned last Sunday and is busy prospecting. Even hop growers 

have come up here lately to look for an article that is less fluctuating in value. In alluvial, things are about the same, 

most are anxiously awaiting rain and some are working in the bed of the creek with scarcely water enough to try a 

prospect. We have great trouble to get water fit for domestic purposes, and it appears to be the same at Merrijig; 

smaller creeks and gullies have dried up long ago. Our road is getting cleared of fallen timber and new culverts are 

in course of construction. 

ARGUS  30 Jan 1886  

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA. By "THE VAGABOND." AROUND BAIRNSDALE. 

The view from Coongulmerang, along the valley of the Mitchell and over the Lindenow Flats, will long remain 

photographed on my memory as one of the most lovely as well as fertile spots in the world. When the railway, 

which is surveyed along the boundary of the Lindenow Estate, is completed this will become known to tourists and 

in time hotels will be established on the bluff above Alexlea, and Lindenow be noted as a fashionable holiday and 

health resort. The coup d'oeil   from the ridge, along which we drive back, is most magnificent. At the end of the 

valley the Australian Alps, their rugged   grandeur toned down by a tinted haze, tower   into cloudland. Wooded and 

undulating hills are in the foreground, below us the flats through which the Mitchell winds its serpent like course. In 



the coming days when all this valley smiles under a grain harvest the scene will be even more picturesque. It may 

some day be highly profitable to grow hops here, but taking into consideration the enormous fertility of the soil I am 

a believer in maize crops. The price for Indian corn in Sydney has always been highly remunerative. Small coasting 

vessels can now be loaded at   Bairnsdale wharf for the northern ports, and return with coal, and when the Lakes 

Entrance is improved the shipping is sure to largely increase. As an old planter, I think that tobacco would grow 

very well on these slopes. The ' noxious weed, ' as my esteemed medical attendant calls it, was raised to a medical 

extent near Bairnsdale, chiefly by Chinamen, but was abandoned because the prices obtained in Melbourne were so 

poor. Properly prepared tobacco should, and ought to fetch a good price in Victoria. I have some talk with my 

friends here on this subject, and have had other conversations thereon   with Mr J. J. Shillinglaw and a German 

American gentleman, a Californian pioneer now a cigar manufacturer in Melbourne The local producers want a 

higher duty on the imported American leaf. The anomalies of protection are here evidenced, for the cigar 

manufacturers desire the reduction of the duty on the imported raw material, but would increase it on prepared 

tobacco and cigars. Production and manufacture are here at variance. In any case the consumer has to pay. But, at 

present, colonial tobacco, like colonial   beer, is an abomination to me, and I would sooner that ' Arry smoked his 

pipe than the cheap cigars which he putts in our faces as we struggle through the Bourke street crowd to see the 

pantomime. As we take a last look at Alexlea I break the tenth commandment, for I covet a block of land here on 

which to build a cottage and end my days in this healthy picturesque spot. Then we strike through the bush road to 

Lindenow homestead, and dinner at Mr   David Mill's. We have been previously refreshed at Mr M'Donald s, and on 

the way back we also halt at a roadside hostelry kept by Mrs. Thatcher, close to the site of the railway station, where 

we see a curiosity of nature in the shape of a stuffed white opossum. The daughters of the house are true Australian 

bush girls, who not only can   ride and display the qualities of a horse at pastoral shows, but on occasion, as their 

mother proudly relates, will se deshabillant and plunge into the neighbouring lagoon to chase the ducks and geese 

ashore. And here it may be noted that these uplands are dotted with permanent waterholes and lagoons. In the 

Mitchell Valley, surrounded by hills and mountains, the clouds ever gather and the rain falls in due season, they 

grumble here at the driest spell they have ever had, and yet I see no lack of water. At one of these lagoons, which 

might be the original of one of Buvelot's charming pictures, we have a little adventure. As we approach there is a 

long trail on the water, a moving body and a small black head for a moment visible.   "A snake' is the cry, and by his 

track one of the biggest ever seen-30ft long at least! He is making for the other  side. We drive around, jump out, 

and  arm ourselves with sticks. But no snake is  visible. We have seated ourselves again when Mr A T Hill jumps 

over some logs and runs round the bank. "There he is!"  Sure enough the black head appears again   but by the time 

we have driven to the spot we find that it belongs to a poor little coot whose wake we had mistaken for that of a 

mighty serpent. We are laughing over this   when Mr Hill, turning, says, "Here's one anyhow." Basking on a log, is a 

large tiger snake. Mr Hill gives two cuts of his whip,   and it is done for. We conclude the little  waterfowl deserves 

our thanks for leading us  to the spot where the venomous reptile was sunning himself. Although a disciple of 

Buddha I am not sufficiently advanced to believe that it is not a righteous thing to slay  a poisonous snake. I enjoy 

the hearty  hospitality at Lindenow all the better for this   adventure. Then we return to Bairnsdale in   the cool of the 

evening, driving around the   racecourse of which the sporting citizens   are as proud as Mr. Bond is of Caulfield. 

 Mr Henburn accompanies me in a drive to the Tambo River. We cross the bridge over   the Mitchell and are in 

Dargo County, and in   the flourishing suburb of Lucknow. Our load hence runs northward of Lake King.  There is 

settlement here and there, but the   country is chiefly pastoral. There is no land     round Bairnsdale to equal the 

Lindenow Flats and the Mitchell Valley which are in   the County of Tanjil. We cross the Nicholson River by a punt. 

There is a public- house here and the foundation of a township, but the school is on the other side and the healthy, 

laughing children have rare fun   in crossing the stream. This Nicholson which rises far away under Mount 

Baldhead,  runs from north to south, through a valley bordered by high ranges. Here, near its embouchure to Lake 

King, it is a deep broad  useful stream with lush lined banks crowned with timber. The foliage casts fairy-like 

reflections on the rippling waters. A fisher man's boat sails smartly up and the river is evidently navigable for some 

distance. In the United States "scows" would be floating   in these waters, but here in Gipps Land   where they have 

such really fine rivers, they     do not sufficiently utilise them. We drive on to the borders of Dargo County and the   

Tambo River. Swan Reach is the old run, still of large extent but there has been considerable selection alone, the 

river and a settlement has sprung up. The   rising population is evidenced by the attendance at the state school of 

which I   make an unofficial inspection. At the old   homestead, now belonging to Mr O' Brien we are heartily 

entertained by the owner of    "Union Jack." In the old days thousands of black swans made their nests here, but now 

they have mostly migrated to the unsettled shores of the lakes. A lovely river   indeed this broad and deep Tambo 

and Swan Reach is just one of the places to covet. I look over at the saw-mills in Croagilong County, and realise that 

I am getting tithe far east of the colony. But as I shall go .  up the Tambo to Bruthen I defer my description of this 

river. There is another snake  killed here, just at the doorstep of the house. From Brandy Creek eastwards I have 



seen more snakes than in the same time in any  part of Australia. No wonder there is a good  deal of preventive 

consumed in Gipps Land in the shape of whisky.  Best of all the excursions which I take from Bairnsdale two will 

for over remain in   my mind real red letter days the memory of which I hope will never leave me. Our trip   is by 

water, the other by land to Mount  Taylor. On this latter journey we start early in the morning in a stout buggy with a 

unicorn team. My companions are Mr A T Hill, Dr D C Morgan, and Mr Charles     Swan. Dr Morgan vies with Mr 

Hill in endeavoring to make my visit to Bairnsdale  pleasant. He is from South Wales and we   exchange 

reminiscences of Strata Florida in   his native Cymrag. A Welsh gentleman, warm hearted and hospitable, Dr 

Morgan is   in our Australian sense a thorough "white man." He has travelled much but now   settled down in 

Bairnsdale, he avows there is no place to surpass it, the only drawback that it is, perhaps, too healthy   for a medical 

man to make a rapid  fortune here. Mr Charles Swan is the son and partner of the leading merchant in Bairnsdale, a 

gentleman respected by all who know him. "Charley,' however, in his time has wandered far from Gipps Land 

before settling down as a sober, married man. He roughed it in the "far north" of South Australia, and there is a bond 

of sympathy between us, in that we both know and appreciate Mr Phillipson, of Beltana station, Mr Samuel Gason, 

and Mr Ernest Flint, telegraph superintendent, most stalwart and ' whitest ' of Government officials. In my travels to 

and fro in Australia I continually meet in one colony souvenirs of another. To-day we have a long talk about Alice 

Springs and the attack made by the blacks on the telegraph station there. A pleasanter travelling companion as well 

as a bolder one could not find than friend '"Charley." He and I agree     that this Gipps Land is a Garden of Eden-a     

very Paradise-to places we have visited in   South Australia. Crossing the bridge into Dargo County, we drive along 

the north bank of the Mitchell. Hops are still cultivated here. Perhaps the best view of Bairnsdale is to be had from 

this side. Shortly, however we strike into   a lone bush road winding at the foot of some wooded ranges . Three miles 

out we pass Rhoder's Hotel. To the left one sees a fine homestead on the slope of a hill, in its situation very much 

resembling the Hoe in Heytesbury Forest. This is Clifton park, the property of Mr A M Cameron, which formerly 

belonged to the Postmaster General, Mr Campbell. There are some sawmills in this direction, but the population is 

limited. The road makes a gradual ascent through thick bush until 13 miles out we are on the slopes of Mount 

Taylor. Here we unharness, and hitch up the horses   and wheel the buggy off the narrow   track to make room for 

any passing   dray laden with timber or wattle bark, the collection of which is the only industry pursued to an extent 

in this direction. The land is only fit for pastoral purposes, it will not support many sheep to the acre but, on the 

other hand, has its fair share of snakes. There is a small scattered mining settlement within a few miles of here and 

hither Dr Morgan has often had breakneck midnight rules when summoned to accident cases. But there is very little 

traffic. In 10 miles we have passed no habitation and the only passengers on the road were two young ladies, 

evidently sisters, riding the same horse. Riding, too, in the manner of the dusky daughters of Hawaii who, in their   

long flowing robes, their black hair streaming in the wind, and with garlands of sweet   scented flowers around their 

necks, gallop  past the traveller to the Pali, and laugh and kiss their hands and cry "Aloha'!" The enjambe of these 

young ladies brings to mind the friend of my soul with whom I travelled on my last visit to Honolulu, and 

exchanged the greeting ' Aloha' with the natives. (I have a portrait before me of one of these belles of the Pacific, 

now married to an American gentleman and you cannot find a sweeter face on the Block ) I little thought then, dear 

friend, that you would now be a "rave and reverend Professor. Mr Robert Browning, a short time back wrote a satire 

on Amen can authors and advised our people   to knock the nonsense out of Thomas Bailey  Aldrich and his school. 

There is good stuff, Mr Browning is kind enough to say, in Mr Aldrich if he will go to Nature."His muscles and his 

style may harden     If he digs hard in Adam's garden ,  Or follows Dudley Warner flying  Where Adirondao eagles 

soar; Or chums with some brown savage lying  With Stoddard on a South Sea shore.  To think that our Charley, of 

the Bohemian Club San Francisco, of the Quartier Latin, of the flight into Egypt, should have given up his Summer 

Cruising in the South Seas, and   be a staid professor of English literature at the University of Notre Dame Indiana! 

By last mail I received a pressing invitation to visit Professor Charles Warren Stoddard.  Only two hours and forty 

minutes from Chicago, says he. Some day I shall drop in there, and flutter the Faculty and the priests of Holy 

Church who have absorbed "our Charley." R I P in his narrow bed. These young ladies whom we meet on Mount 

Taylor are, however, not by any means equal to the Hawaiian horsewomen in  an essential particular. The question 

of the  disposition of the jupes worries them. Being without riding habits these are pulled down on the side which 

they present to the world--i.e. to us we pass. The other side must naturally suffer but we elders, I hope, are 

gentlemen and do not turn back to look at   the confusion of these bush Susannah's. Luck  go with you my children 

and may you meet as good husbands as you're pretty modest  looks deserve! We have now a contract on   hand -a 

stiff pull up the lull to the summit of Mount Taylor. It is, perhaps, not more than three -quarters of a mile from the 

track, but on this one of the hottest days of the year the distance is quite long enough. The result   justifies the 

endeavour. The top is flat  tableland clothed with trees and bushes     with vantage grounds for picnics midst the 

bracken. here are traces of the white con- quest in the form of empty sardine tins und   bottles, square and round. 

There is hardly  a part of Australia, however remote, in which in a day's ride a traveller may   not light on these signs 



of civilisation. Did we not once in the heart of the Dandenong Forest drink champagne out of sardine tin, cups and 

glasses having been forgotten? The sheep-like instincts of humanity have been often criticised by profound 

philosophers but no one has thoroughly gone into the question why the sight of an empty bottle by the roadside 

suggests thirst? We could have stood the pull up Mount Taylor and have mocked at the heat but these empty bottles 

conquer us. Before scaling   the cairn at the highest point of the mount my friends are kind enough to toast me in a   

bottle of Goulet. Be sure that I return the courtesy. That tumbler of sparkling wine  will remain in my memory one 

of the best drinks I have had in my life. I think I deserve it, for I often suffer considerably in this respect. The cairn 

on Mount Taylor was erected by the trigonometrical survey party , one of the many throughout the country. The first 

I saw was on Mount Williams, near Kilmore. I gloried in the view I there obtained and I find there is a certain 

resemblance to it  here. Chiefly this arises in the enormous amount of timber visible. The ranges are   all clothed 

with forest. "I never saw so many trees in my life," says Dr Morgan. East and West, north and south there are 

 billows of wooded ranges-the whole country seems one great forest. There is a tinted haze over everything- in some 

quarters dense  smoke from bush fires rolls over the woodland lifting anon, and affording glimpses of the  country 

beyond. There is something illusory   in all this, in the toning down of the massive ruggedness of some of the 

mountains, in the lack of a definite horizon, of the sense that beyond the distant mist there is something   which we 

strive to see and cannot. The imagination is aroused, the poetic fancy       touched-there is a sense of the beyond, of 

vastness which brings to mind  the Poet Laureate's last poem. It is in the words of a critical friend of mine  the 

despairing groan of a great giant, who  has just waked up after a long sleep-too   long and finds the world no better, 

nay perhaps worse than when he lay down. Poor   old man! How true it is though! Tennyson is one of the few men 

who is trying, not to leave things no worse than they find them, but the better for their finding. " If Tennyson, who 

perhaps finds his seat in the House of Lords uneasy, had viewed such an Australian scene as that from Mount 

Taylor, his  verse on vastness would be hopeful with no     groan of despair. The lesson of Nature is not only written 

in the eternal hills but .   there are traces of the peaceful conquest of   civilisation of the time when these GippsLand 

forests will yet be the home of happy  thousands.  Wooded hills and blue distant mountains may be seen on all sides. 

To the east the Mountain Ash Range, Ryan's   Peak and Morris Peak beyond Sandy's    Creek, Baldhead and Notch-

hill in the distance. Westward the Strzelecki Range,   northward the giants of the Australian Alps. It seems all one 

wilderness but we know that in the hollows,   dimples of shadow here and there in the wavy outline of woodland, 

there are certain favoured spots already cleared and under the plough. The faraway valleys of the rivers   which we 

cannot see are populated and productive. And nearer at hand there is the view over the fertile Lindenow Flats along 

the valley of the Mitchell. Due south Bairnsdale may be seen, then the lakes, the sand hummocks fringing the sea,   

the horizon bounded by the Southern Ocean. A sufficient diversity of scenery, but mountain and forest are its 

principal components. But the glimpses of settlement we do see give one hope for what it will be in the future. Not 

in our generation perhaps, but in decades to come when the Lindenow Flats are all covered with happy homesteads 

 and there is not a rood of land to be got in  the valley, population may be turned into the dense woodland. From 

Mount Taylor one sees thousands and thousands of acres covered with timber. But how few know that when Cesar 

invaded Britain it was one vast   forest, Strabo describes the "towns' of the ancient Britons as being nothing more 

than spaces cleared of trees, containing a few wattle huts defended by ditches and mud ramparts. But in ancient 

English the term  forest had exactly the same meaning as our Australian word ' bush. ' The Dictionary of English 

Etymology says-" A forest   is properly a wilderness, or uncultivated tract of country, but as such were commonly 

overgrown with trees the word took the meaning of a large wood. We have many forests in England without a stick 

of timber   upon them " The Scotch " deer forests " are,   as a rule, only bracken and heather. But historians tell us 

that all Somerset- shire and adjacent counties were covered by the Coit ot Coid Mawr-the great wood. Trees also 

covered the Cotswold Hills, the wolds of Yorkshire, and the Weald of Sussex. The great forest of Arden stretched 

from     Severn side to Sherwood Forest. I know both Henley in Arden and Hampton in Arden, the former a quaint 

old market town, the latter an abandoned junction of the Midland Railway. In Arden the poet laid   the kingdom of 

the banished Duke, the philosophic musings of Jacques, the loves of Orlando and Rosalind, of William and Audrey, 

the quips and quirks of Touchstone. It is still a well wooded district, with some of the quaintest old houses in 

England therein. Also, I know the Forest   of Dean, in Gloucestershire, famous for its collieries, und Charnwood 

Forest, near   Leicester, where I visited the abbey, and slept a night at "St Josephs house, " and had a friendly talk 

with the white robed abbot, the only wearer of a mitre in England. I was afterwards astonished to meet him in   

mufti, looking like an ordinary English gentleman, at Euston station. We travelled to Rugby together. I know Epping 

Forest where cockneys sport, and Dr Morgan reminds me that Cardith Forest was a large stretch of   woodland in 

Carmarthen But of all the  English forests, the one in Hampshire called  "The New " was and is the most famous. I 

have paid a pilgrimage to Rufus' stone and lain the long summer day under its mighty oaks. These Gipps Land 

forests will never have the historical associations of those in Merry England, but in time as "at home" may be 

cleared and afford homes for thousands. If the timber is all cut down, it may be urged that the rainfall will be 



unfavourably affected, but the proximity of the mountain ranges which draw the clouds round their summits will 

counteract this. 

There is ever hope in Australia, and particularly there is hope in that fair portion of it called Gipps Land. The 

condition of things   here is better than what it was. I thoroughly agree with Mr James M'D Larnach, in his very able 

paper read before the Historical Society, that nothing can be more entrancing than the study of aboriginal lore and 

customs - " The history, manners, laws, and religion of our blacks -the Australs-  oldest pure race of the human 

family inhabiting any portion of the earth. Living here since at least the dawn of the stone age-not of Europe, but of 

Asia-or before man ever committed a grain of seed to the ground or garnered more than was necessary for the 

consumption of a single day. You can read in and between the lines of the historians, from Dampier to Sir George 

Grey, how this race of hunters evolved out of their moral consciousness a series of laws which, for the wants of the 

race and to accord with their surroundings, are as precise and as perfect as any ever made by Athenian law givers or 

modern Parliaments. We talk, or at least our fathers  did, of the freedom of savage life, but here were a people whom 

Dampier does not hesitate to call savages, as Cook called them   Indiana, and who were long supposed to be  at 

about the foot of the intellectual ladder, environed, as with a hand of iron, with complex laws relating to descent, 

marriage, the rights in property, the distribution of food, and those which in our social systems are controlled by 

boards of health. In them you can read anew the history of man's existence, and of the daily struggle upon which   

that at best depends , tracing the evolution   of society from that of an unsegregated to a segmented state, and thence 

through the totemic to the communal divisions in which they existed as they had done for long ages before, at the 

time of the English settlement. Based on two great fundamental principles- that the number of the population should 

  not exceed the supply of food that the continent furnished, and that there should be a sufficient number of people to 

capture the game which formed the great staple of that food ; they are also laid down on principles of intense 

communism, and if it be that history but repeats itself in over recurring waves the Communists of the future may 

have to refer to them for what may be wanting in furtherance of their views in the laws of the Athenians, the 

Romans, the Code Napoleon of the British Consolidated Statutes. Theoretically our blackfellows  were most 

wonderful creatures. Practically, I prefer that there is only a remnant left of the myalls who once roamed Gipps 

Land. I am glad that this is the heritage of my own   race, and that the country is dotted with townships, and state 

schools, and happy families to whom the Wolf of Want is unknown. Baron Tennyson, we have improved on the past 

here-the past and present of Europe us well as Australia.    I think "Carew" would enjoy this scene from Mount 

Taylor very much, and perhaps  describe it better than I can. I question if I shall get a finer view of the kind in Gipps 

Land. Never again, perhaps, will such lessons sink into my heart as now. But one cannot look and muse forever. We 

descend from the cairn, and before returning to our camp destroy the traces of our presence by smashing the empty 

bottles. Like true playful Britons out for a holiday, we place these on a stump and throw stones at them. Dr Morgan 

takes both pools. Then my Welsh friend and I judge that the nearest way to camp is straight down hill, instead of by 

the circuitous route we had ascended. A philosopher has written, "Let your actions ever follow the guidance of your 

judgment, and if between them both you go down the falls of Niagara, go! It is the only course worthy of a man." To 

this extent our course was worthy. But our judgment led us into considerable difficulties. The  straight downward 

path landed us half way into a dense thicket of nearly impassable scrub, through which we had to fight our way, 

tumbling over rocks and fallen logs till at last we reached the road half a mile below the camp. The longest way 

round was decidedly the shortest way home in this instance. Ma foi! how I he back and enjoy the  sandwiches and 

other refreshment. Never do I remember meat and drink so acceptable. In the cool solitude, with nought of life   

around, the Goulet brings a blissful sense of peace to body and soul. It is with regret that I mount the buggy for our 

homeward drive.   We have no snake adventures on the way  back , there is no sign of life but a few wallabies. But 

we have an adventure of   another sort. A unicorn team is very pretty   to drive. I never tried it and have no wish to 

do so on a bush track. When the leader takes it into his head to go on one side of a tree and so smash your pole it is it 

is interesting. This happens soon after the start, and all our handkerchiefs and the straps of my glasses  are brought 

into requisition to repair     damages. Another start, but ten miles from   home we break down again. On this 

occasion I light a fire, and get ready for a night's camp in the bush. It is an incident which rather   amuses me. But 

my companions are true   Australians, adaptable in emergencies. A sapling is cut down, a new pole rigged up, and 

again we take the road. Mr Charles Swan drives carefully up and down the gullies whilst we make friendly wagers 

as to how long it will be before we are stuck up   again. But good judgment pulls us through, and we trot over the 

Mitchell bridge into Bairnsdale in good style, a successful finish to one of the pleasantest days I have spent in 

Australia. 

 



12 March 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.) Friday, March 12. 

The election is over, and all the excitement connected therewith. With regret I must state, what little interest some 

people take in a political strife, even within easy distance of a polling booth; they consider it too much trouble to 

record their votes. Some of the directors of the Sons of Freedom mine were up here last Monday, and examined the 

workings, and they were all well pleased. Until it is decided about a battery only a few men will be engaged at the 

claim, but it is the opinion of all that have any experience in reefing that under no circumstances the claim ought to 

be allowed to fill up again. Mr. Ellis left here yesterday to attend a meeting of the directors. Mr. Walters, late of the 

Tomboon, arrived here on Wednesday, and proceeded to the Golden Crown lease the following morning. It is the 

intention of the shareholders to put a tunnel in at once. Messrs. Brodribb and party are down with No. 2 shaft about 

117 feet, the reef being rather wider at the bottom, and the same kind of stone. As there will be considerably more 

traffic to Ryan's Peak, a track should be cleared so that a man on horseback can get through without running the risk 

of getting his head or legs knocked off riding through the jungle. Mr. Brodribb has blazed a new line, but only an 

experienced bushman can follow it up. I have no doubt Mr. Walters will improve the track a little, which would 

prove a great convenience both for intending visitors or for packing provisions to the mine. The weather has 

changed and appears unsettled; the late rain has started the heads of some of the creeks to run, but the water does not 

reach far down. Harps, flutes, trumpets, drums, and bells, nearly 3000 years old, have been found among the ruins of 

Memphis, Egypt. 

 

1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.  Friday, April 2. For alluvial 

mining, there have not been any alterations since my last. The creek is as dry as ever, and most parties are trying in 

the bed, some with very satisfactory results; even most of the waterholes are now dried up. At the Sons of Freedom 

bailing is continued. They have made some improvements on top of No. 1 shaft, and are now raising the poppet 

heads on No. 2 shaft. At the Golden Crown Lease they have started a tunnel which will strike the lode probably at a 

depth of 160 to 180 feet. Their deepest shaft is down 120 feet, the reef rather wide at the bottom, with the same good 

prospects; they have also erected a new hut in closer proximity to the claim. Mr. Jorgensen, who has been 

prospecting here for some time, discovered some rich stone about half-way between the Sons of Freedom and the 

Galway battery. His presence, however, is at present required elsewhere, and Mr. Krug, who is looking after his 

interest in this part, has undertaken to sink a shaft on the claim. The vein is small on the surface, but widens as it 

goes down, and the stone is good for 2oz or 3oz to the ton. 

 

Apr 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.) Thursday, April 15. The 

new find, which has been styled the Prince of Denmark, is the property of Messrs. Dahlsen, Jensen, Jorgensen and 

Krug. A shaft has been started, and the leader, which in some parts is about 8 inches wide, shows gold freely, and 

coarser gold going down. The   prospects are very encouraging so far, and the claim, being within easy distance of 

the Sons of Freedom or the Galway battery, the stone can be carted at a very reasonable rate. At the Golden Crown 

lease, they are pushing ahead with the tunnel, and considering there have only been two men at work, a considerable 

amount has been done. Some more hands have been put on at the Sons of Freedom, and they are proceeding with a 

rise from No. 2 shaft to the 150ft level. There have been no rumours about a battery as yet, and still there is a battery 

already in the district, which could be removed at no great cost, and, I am told, could be put in order for very little. 

However, we will live in hopes, that we may have some battery, no matter which, either a new one or the old one put 

in working order, as it would give a great impetus to prospecting in this locality ; people would then be enabled to 

get their stone crushed. Rain has been threatening these last few days and this evening appears to have set in 

properly. It is to be hoped it may continue and let us have enough of it once more. 

 

Apr 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Friday, April 30. The 

rain, which commenced on the 15th inst., continued for three days, and has been quite sufficient to cause a little 

flood in all the creeks and gullies. Mr. Bredt, who was on his rate-collecting tour, arrived here during the downpour, 

drenched to the skin, and was, on account of the flooded state of the creeks and rivers, unable to proceed any further 

up country. All the miners who were working in the bed of the creek had to abandon their ground, and a good few 



removed again to Merrijig, where they can put the water to better advantage. This is a very accommodating sort of 

diggings, whenever there is too much water in one place it suits another; just as one door is shut another is opened. 

At the Golden Crown lease, not withstanding the hard nature of the ground, they are in about 60 feet with the tunnel. 

At the Sons of Freedom work is pushed on, and I will send you a report about this mine during next week, as I shall 

not be able to see the manager in time for this mail. The prospects at the Prince of Denmark are as good as ever, and, 

if they continue so as the shaft is going down, it will prove a payable claim. 

 

May1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.]     Thursday, May 20. A 

little more gold always makes things a little more lively and in that line they have been very fortunate lately in the 

Sons of Freedom mine. As I stated in my last, Mr. Ellis had considerable work before he could proceed with the rise, 

as he had most of the north drive in the 200 feet level to secure. They rose up about 26 feet, but will not proceed any 

further at present. They have now a beautiful reef measuring 4 feet 6 inches by the tape between the two walls and 

showing gold. The manager states:-" Better quartz than any that has come out of the mine as yet, and it will put all 

the other reefs this side of Walhalla into the pack." They are getting everything into working order, as there is room 

for two stopes now, and a man for each stamper will be able to keep a battery going. Now, this is good news, and I 

trust it will not be long before arrangements are made about a battery. At the Golden Crown they are making good 

progress with the tunnel. They are in 90 feet from the starting point. At the Prince of Denmark they are down about 

27 feet. The prospects at the last breaking down were not quite so good, and the vein smaller. However, a change 

may soon take place, sinking being continued, and good stone left in both ends. 

 

Jun 1886  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, June 10. Dr. 

Morgan has been up here to vaccinate some of the junior members of our little community, and after performing that 

operation proceeded, in company with Mr. Archibald Macleod, to the Sons of Freedom reef. Mr. Ellis, the manager, 

who is ever courteous in showing persons of note through the mine, took both gentlemen down to the 200 feet level, 

and I have no doubt they were well pleased with what they saw. Visitors have been rather scarce of late, but I may 

safely predict that before long we shall have plenty of them. The north drive at the 200 feet level, Sons of Freedom, 

is in about 50 or 60 feet, and they are now breaking the quartz down from the rise. The reef is about the same 

thickness as stated before, viz., about 4 feet 6 inches, and showing gold freely. With such a body of stone, and easily 

worked, as the mine is making just water enough for a pumping engine and very little more, a moderate yield should 

give a handsome dividend. At the Golden Crown lease I hear they are making good progress with the tunnel, and at 

the Prince of Denmark they are down about 35 feet, and still sinking. In alluvial mining things are about the same, 

most parties making very little more than what in mining phraseology is termed "tucker." The Kimberley goldfields 

seem to draw the attention of even a few about here, and it would be well if a portion of the Prospecting Vote was 

laid out in prospecting for reefs in the district between here, Deptford, Haunted Stream, Wentworth and Dargo. 

 

Jun 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, June 24. I have 

this day been to the Sons of Freedom mine, and Mr. Ellis was kind enough to show me through the workings at the 

200 feet level I find that he has all the broken ground in the north drive well timbered up, the sets being about four 

feet apart. There is a pass about 50 feet from the shaft 4 x 4, and timbered up about 12 feet. The rise is up about 26 

feet and the pass going up to it. The block they can work on is about 70 feet in height, and there are something like 

40 feet back from the pass and 100 feet ahead of the drive. There is a reef with about four to five feet of crushing 

stuff, and showing gold. It is splendid working ground. They have about 30 or 40 tons of stone to grass. The work 

that has been done reflects great credit on Mr. Ellis, and everything appears to be ready for a battery. To go ahead, 

however, Mr. Ellis wants to drive the bottom level another twenty or thirty feet. All the men at the mine were 

knocked off on Tuesday last until the manager receives further orders; the mine, however, will be kept bailed out. It 

is to be hoped that this pause will be only of short duration. The general meeting of the shareholders will take place 

at the end of the month, when everything concerning the mine will be dealt with. At the Prince of Denmark, after 

sinking 36 feet, they have been driving north about 13 feet, and the leader has been widening out, with payable gold 

all through. They have come across another leader that is joining the one they have sunk on, carrying nice gold 



likewise. It appears they sunk their shaft at the thin end of the wedge, as they are getting a large body of stone 

driving north. They have traced the lode about fifty yards south, showing gold but narrow. They have about eight 

tons of stone to grass that will average from 2 to 3 ounces, and about three tons of inferior that is reckoned to go 

about 15 dwt. Some of the stone is remarkably rich, about four ounces crushed in a mortar yielded over half a 

pennyweight of gold. As there is no opportunity of getting the stone crushed at present work will most likely be 

suspended for a time. I have not seen any of the men from the Golden Crown lease, but I hear that they are getting 

on well with the tunnel, and have removed into their new hut, which they erected some time ago on their machine 

site, In alluvial workings things are a bit dull at present.   

 

July 1886      OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Thursday, July 15. 

Mr. Hollensen, who has been travelling these roads for a number of years, informs me that a party of miners at 

Deptford would, for a small amount, undertake to clear a dray-track from that place to the Haunted Stream, and as 

the shire council contemplate improving the roads to Boggy Creek and Deptford out of the shire loan, I must again 

point out the fact that there is very little difference in the distance between the road used at present to Deptford and 

the road via Bullumwaal and the old mailman's track; besides there are not so many engineering difficulties this 

way. The shire engineer has been up as far as the big hill to lay out some work and I believe he is in favor of this 

line. It would be a great advantage to have some of the money laid out jointly and make one good road as far as 

Bullumwaal. Before long, it is likely to be extended further up the country. I had a conversation with Mr. Ellis as 

regards what battery they intend to get for the Sons of Freedom, and he told me, if the company only get 10 head of 

stamper  that they would not be able to crush for the public for less than £1 per ton, as the expenses would be about 

5 dwts. and if he had to stop crushing his own quartz, he would have to knock off some of the men in the mine; if 

they were to get 15 stampers there would at times be 5 heads available for the public. Now that the meeting of the 

Sons of Freedom Company will shortly take place, the directors might take this into consideration. There are a 

number of reefs and leaders already discovered, that would be worked at once, if there was an opportunity of getting 

the stone crushed. At the Golden Crown lease, they were in with the tunnel 130 feet by end of last month; 

considering the nature of this ground, they are getting on very well. At the Prince of Denmark they have started a 

new shaft on the line of reef about 75 feet north of the old one, which they intend sinking 50 feet be- fore driving to 

the lode. Mr. Frank Holloway, M.M.B., who is very attentive in his capacity as our mining representative has stated 

that the Hon. the Minister of Mines and Secretary for Mines in tend paying a visit to Gippsland, and wishes to be 

supplied with all the information that may prove conductive to our interests, to wind up with a report as to what 

Government tracks are in course of clearing or have been cleared. It is evident that the Government are in favor of 

assisting prospecting pure and simple, and the first step should be to cut tracks through auriferous districts. We have 

a large mining area that extends, drawing a rough line from Boggy Creek, Deptford and the Haunted Stream right 

through to the Wentworth and Dargo rivers. However, we are all, with the exception of the Haunted Stream, 

included in the Bairnsdale shire, and therefore cannot expect any assistance from the Government for the 

construction of roads. Beyond Bullumwaal, neither the shire nor Government have cut any tracks whatever, and I 

don't think they are likely to, unless something extraordinary crops up, or the place is completely done, when they 

will make us a good road to clear out. Visitors have been more frequent of late. Amongst others we had Mr. Bird 

and Mr. Cochrane, and lately Mr. Dahlsen and Mr. Vogt, who paid a short visit to the Prince of Denmark, time 

would not allow them to go as far as the Sons. 

Aug 1886  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.] Thursday, August 18. 

Things have been a little more lively since I wrote last, and a little influx of population has taken place from a 

neighboring goldfield. There are now four men engaged at the Sons of Freedom, besides the manager. They are 

extending the north drive at the 200 feet level, and getting on with it very well. I noticed some improvements at the 

brace, also a new truck and small tramway, which facilitate the work to a great extent. At the Golden Crown they 

had some hard ground lately, but still they are in about 160 feet with their tunnel. The new shaft at the Prince of 

Denmark is down 25 feet. There are a good few engaged in alluvial mining at Merrijig, and some doing very well. 



We had the shire engineer up here to survey different roads, which are badly wanted indeed, and thanks to our 

members of the council for attending to this district, which I have season to believe will in a short time become of 

greater note. Mr. Bee, who has been teacher at our State school up to a few weeks ago, has left the district and Mr. 

Chinhall has taken his place. We have been very fortunate in getting good teachers and Mr. Chinhall seems to be all 

that can be desired. Up to the present there has been nobody appointed to fill the place of mining registrar of the 

Boggy Creek sub-division, rendered vacant through the death of Mr. Fletcher. The papers in connection with the 

office have temporarily removed to the post office. 

 

Aug 1886  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.] Saturday, August 28. Mr. 

Bird has been up to the Sons of Freedom mine, and went down to the 200ft level and the north drive they have been 

extending lately. He was well satisfied in every way. The drive has been extended 28 feet for the month, and now 

they have the reef in the drive, and a grand show. Mr. Ellis went with Mr. Bird to inspect the Galway battery, and it 

is the intention of the directors to purchase that battery as well as the old Sons of Freedom plant. After the purchase 

has been concluded, tenders will be called for the removal of the Galway battery, and 8 heads will be rigged at once. 

After this an additional 4 heads will be added, which, at times, will be available for the public, and this we have 

been anxiously looking for. There will be a 12 horse power engine, double cylinder and reversing gear. For the 

saving of fine gold there will be the latest appliances. 

 

Sept 1886  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER, (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Sept. 16. 

Payable gold was discovered a short time ago in a little gully running into Boggy Creek, about half-way between the 

old township and Mr. Krug's place, but being only a small gully, the ground was soon taken up from top to bottom. 

About 11 chains were pegged out, and some parties are making good wages. At the Sons of Freedom they are 

driving and stoping, and as soon as the contracts are let for removing and erecting the crushing plant things will be a 

little lively. The new shaft at the Prince of Denmark is down 47 feet. A new store is being erected near the Sons of 

Freedom reef, and the clearing of the Boggy Creek and Merrijig road is nearly completed. I also notice a good few 

new arrivals, mostly in search of alluvial 

Sept 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, September 30. 

The team for removing the Galway battery and bringing in the necessary timber for its erection at the Sons of 

Freedom has arrived, and the first load is on the road this evening. Mr. Williams has everything taken down and 

ready for loading. The foundation for the battery has been cut out, and they are cutting the race. The tramway has 

been extended, so that they can land the quartz at the plate. They had some considerable clearing to do for the 

machine site and the road for the teamster that is carting the timber and plant. Considering the small number of men 

Mr. Ellis has at his command, they have made good use of their time. The erection of this plant will not occupy a 

great deal of time, and it is only the appliances behind the battery for the saving of gold that might retard things for 

being ready for crushing a little longer. The shaft at the Prince of: Denmark was down 50ft. last week, and they have 

now commenced to cross cut for the reef. Messrs. Brodribb and party have some hard ground in their tunnel at the 

Golden Crown Lease, but still are pushing on. 

 

 

Oct 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETER. [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT]   Thursday, October 21. 

Boggy Creek has always been noted for being especially favored with plenty of rain, and although the last five or six 

years have proved an exception, we have now the old style again, and within the last few weeks we have had more 



or less rain every day. The ground has had a good soaking, and if we happen to get a little fine weather, there will be 

abundance of grass. All the machinery and timber for the Sons of Freedom was delivered last week, and Mr. 

Stephen Williams is making good headway with the erection of the plant. The stamper boxes are fixed and although 

a good deal of work has to be done yet, it will not be long before the battery is ready for quartz. Mr Ellis is getting 

up his race, and they will lay the tables next week. Messrs. Buntine and Dahlsen have been through here on a tour to 

the Golden Crown Lease, Ryan's Peak, and report that the tunnel is in 190 feet.  

At the Prince of Denmark they are raising stone for a trial crushing. On account of the wet weather during the time 

the bullock teams were carting the machinery, the road from Kings- mill's Gully to the post office is now simply 

impassable, and we are likely to have a lot of rain, the old road over the hill should be cleared at once. There is a 

good deal of traffic to this place, and it will be constantly increasing; Mr. Hollensen's coach is up here twice a week 

regularly, and sometimes oftener, besides other conveyances, so the time has arrived when someone should be 

appointed to keep the road clear of fallen timber and the culverts in repair. 

 

Nov 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.] Thursday, November 4. 

The battery at the Sons of Freedom mine is erected, and the carpenter is busy at the tables. The bed logs are in their 

place for their engine, and the tanks are fixed. Most of the men are at work at the race, and making all allowances, 

the battery will be ready for crushing about the end of the year. There is only one man in the stopes, but as soon as 

they are ready for crushing, it will be no trouble to keep the battery going, as there is plenty of stone, and everything 

below is in working order. Frequent complaints have been made about the road being blocked by fallen timber, and 

as the traffic is increasing it is time something should be done. The proposed road to the Dargo seems to be now a 

thing of the past.  

 There are teams of packhorses coming through here from Tabberabbera and the Wentworth, and if there was a 

packhorse track cleared it would cause far more traffic. There are hundreds of tons of wattlebark about the 

Wentworth that would be brought to Bairnsdale if such a track was cleared. It is certain that as soon as crushing is 

commenced there will be a considerable influx in our population; numbers will be out prospecting, and as the 

country right through to the Dargo is highly auriferous, the proposed line of road would be of great advantage. 

 

Nov 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.] Thursday, November 18. 

Since Mr. Ellis's return from Melbourne, things have been pushed on at the Sons of Freedom; a few more hands are 

employed at the race and the well shaft, and this job will be finished about the end of next week. The engine is to 

leave Bairnsdale for here early next week, and Mr. Steph. Williams is waiting for it, all his other work being 

accomplished. Mr. Bun tine, on his way to the Golden Crown just happened to call round, as I was at the battery and 

we both admired the style of the tables and other improvements, as well as an ingenious and time-saving apparatus, 

to be used at washing up. There is no doubt but the tables are excellent, and it will not take an expert to see at once 

that any stone passing through that battery will have the utmost justice done to it. Mr. Buntine was so well pleased 

that he spoke of having a trial crushing of about 50 tons from the Golden Crown. I should be glad to see some good 

crushings to start with, and there would be a grand result from the Golden Crown stone. However, they can get good 

stone in the Sons themselves. They have a quantity broke below, and two faces ready to start on. It is very courteous 

indeed on the part of the directors to offer to crush any trial stone for other parties, an opportunity that will be gladly 

taken advantage of. Mr. Ellis says he will be ready for crushing in less than 3 weeks, and it to be hoped he will have 

no delay in getting the Chilian mills. A reef known as the Champion, from which some rich stone was taken years 

ago, has recently been taken up again, and two men are at work on it. The councils attention has been   drawn to the 

state of the bridge over Boggy Creek, and Mr. Ellis was down to examine it. He found that some of the planking was 

quite rotten, and as the engine he expects next week will represent a weight of about 4 tons, it will be most fortunate 

if there is no accident. One of our councillors gave notice of motion some time ago to let the clearing of this road for 

12 months ; but nothing further has been done, and the road is blocked, and has been so for a considerable time in 

several places. 



 

Dec 1886 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday Dec. 18   The 

engine for the Sons of Freedom mine arrived here some time ago without a blemish, and Messrs M'Alpine and Co. 

have made a good job of it. Some machinery, however, that had to be obtained from Melbourne reached here only a 

few days ago, and everything is getting rapidly finished and ready for crushing. Mr. Boyd, the engineer, is busy at 

the engine and battery. The race, which has been well secured with slabs, as well as the pump shaft, are finished 

long ago, also the shoot for quartz on to the platt. The frame for the shed is going up and some of the men are raising 

stone below, I noticed some very good quartz. Mr. Ellis has pushed the work ahead a good deal lately, and in my 

next you will hear that he is crushing. Our principal storekeeper Mrs. Annie Waite, obtained a roadside license, and 

travellers will therefore find the benefit of the new hotel; often people travelling in these ranges and outside places 

are obliged to carry their refreshments with them. 

 

Jan 1887  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, January 3. I am 

happy to inform you that crushing operations at the Sons of Freedom mine have commenced. A number of 

gentlemen, including some of the directors of the company, arrived here this morning, and at 11 o'clock the 

ceremony of christening the battery was performed by Miss Drevermann. It is very appropriately styled the Phoenix. 

Mr. Drevermann, president, of the shire, council, and chairman of the directors, in proposing the first toast, said that 

this was the second time he was present at the christening of a battery at Boggy Creek and both times they had been 

laboring under difficulties. He was certain that everyone present would appreciate the music of the stampers at work, 

which he hoped would continue and prove beneficial to all parties. A hearty cheer was given in response and Mr. 

Krug proposed the toast, to the directors, legal manager, mining manager and engineer of the company, which was 

likewise duly honored. After partaking of some refreshments, Mr. Cochrane, Mr. Pearce, Mr. J. K. Smith and Mr. 

Krug descended the mine with Mr. Ellis, and found everything in working order. There is a large body of stone, and 

Mr. Ellis intends to work two shifts to start with. Great credit is due to the directors of the company, who, with the 

assistance of their energetic legal manager, assisted Mr. Ellis to accomplish the task of floating a mine which, like a 

Bulgarian village in the late Russian war, has been taken and re-taken. It is now to be hoped that the company will 

have some returns for their outlay, and the prospects seem a good guarantee. 

11 Jan 1887 MRS. HOLLENSEN (ADVERTISEMENT) respectfully wishes  to convey her grateful thanks to those 

who have patronised her Boarding House in Nicholson street during the past four years, and now begs to notify her 

patrons and the public generally that she has removed to more commodious premises in Riverine street, opposite the 

Church of England. The premises occupy a fine healthy site, attached to which is a good fruit and flower garden. 

Altogether, Mrs. Hollensen is in a position to supply superior: accommodation to those who may favor her with their 

patronage. Mr. Hollensen's coach will ply as usual between Deptford and Boggy Creek, conveying passengers and 

luggage to and fro. 

Jan 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, January 20. 

Crushing at the Sons of Freedom mine has been continued since the start, with the exception of a few slight 

interruptions, which generally have to be put up with after a beginning, as there are always some little improvements 

and alterations to be made. They had a rough washing-up last Saturday, but as the plates take a good coating at first, 

a correct idea cannot be given as to the result; it is supposed to range from 6 to 8 dwts., some expect it to be more, 

others less; however, after a months' crushing or so that argument will be set at rest, and I hope that heavy cakes of 

gold will be turned out. Seven men are at work in the stopes and the necessary number for working two shifts at the 

battery, besides two or three getting firewood, which gets coached to the engine per wheelbarrow. Everything seems 

to work smoothly and there is a good supply of water. A little excitement in the reefing line is now prevailing, and 

different parties are out prospecting. Messrs. Williams and Gill have a claim adjoining the Sons of Freedom, and 

have a fair show of gold but no defined reef as yet. New arrivals are met with now and then, some in search of 

alluvial, others prospecting for reefs. The traffic has increased considerably of late, and Mr. Hollenson arrived here 

last night with an enormous load of furniture and all sorts, quite resembling the Burrabogie ashore. The road is 

blocked by fallen timber in several places again; and it is therefore high time that someone should have the clearing 

of it for 12 months. After some exceedingly hot weather we had a severe thunderstorm last Tuesday night that 

caused an agreeable change. 



 

Feb 1887  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROME OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, February 2. 

It is gratifying to know that others outside of our own district are interested in our movements so far as mining is 

concerned. On Monday afternoon Mr. John Buntine; J.P:, of Bairnsdale, the legal manager and part proprietor of the 

Golden Crown, visited that claim with Mr. A. D. Hunter, who is largely interested in mining in various parts of the 

colony After carefully inspecting the Golden Crown reef, Mr. Hunter expressed himself as highly pleased with the 

work that had been, done and the prospects generally. From information gleaned by the way Mr. Hunter feels 

confident that all that is wanted to develop the resources of the district is capital, provided that the men who come 

amongst us invest their money legitimately. Mr. Hunter regretted that his time was so limited, as he would have 

liked to visit other claims that are now being prospected, particularly the Prince of Denmark, from which he was 

shown some remarkably good stone. As it is Mr. Hunter's intention to send in a special report to Melbourne 

investors, we may anticipate good results from his visit and, we hope that his report will draw the attention of others 

to this district which offers such rare opportunities to speculators. It is only of late that prospecting is carried on 

more systematically which is principally due to a few Bairnsdale speculators. I am informed that the tunnel of the 

Golden Crown is in 220 feet, and considering there have only been two men at work, and having hard country to 

contend with, they have got on very well. Another washing-up has taken place at the Sons of Freedom last Saturday, 

but I have no direct information as to the result which, however, is said to be satisfactory: Some slight improvements 

were required at the engine, and on account of bad air in the mine, the battery had not resumed work until this 

evening, when it was put in motion again. 

Feb 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Feb. 24. I 

coincide with your Bruthen correspondent as regards the proposed distribution of the Prospecting Vote. It could 

easily have been predicted that Omeo would carry off the lion's share, and it is my idea, and that of a good many 

more, that very little real prospecting will be done. There is no doubt the intention of the Government was good in 

giving a stimulus to mining, and it would be lamentable if an injudicious distribution should be made of the money. 

The first step towards promoting the mining interest and assisting the prospector, is the cutting of tracks through 

auriferous districts. If tracks are cleared, the bona fide prospector will find his way about and prospect districts 

which, if he has to cut his way through first the best way he can, he will leave alone, as his occupation is quite 

arduous enough without cutting his way through the scrub with a tomahawk. Large mining districts are now annexed 

to shires and the mining boards are powerless to induce the Government to cut roads through them, as this is left in 

the hands of the council. Last week Mr. H. C. Staveley, P.M., and Warden of the goldfields, paid a visit to this part 

and took notes of the population, etc., and likewise promised to see to the appointment of a mining registrar. To-day 

we had Messrs. Bird and Cochrane, who inspected the Sons of Freedom mine, and seemed to be very well pleased. 

It appear the directors have not decided yet what appliances to get for treating the tailings; the last crushing gave the 

very satisfactory result of about 14dwts per ton, and the next is expected to go better. They are only crushing with 

two shifts at present until they are through with the rise, they have about 20 feet more to rise. Before the last fall of 

rain the water got very low for crushing, and Mr. Ellis   was obliged to put a dam in the creek. They have abundance 

now. 

 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, March 17. Mr. Frank Holloway, M.M.B., who is ever 

attentive to the wants of the miners, and endeavors to forward their interests in every legitimate way, has again, at 

the last meeting of' the mining board, advocated the advisability of a packhorse track from Bullumwaal via Merrijig, 

Sandy's Creek and the Wentworth to the Dargo, and as some of the councillors are likewise in favour of such, we 

may expect to see that done before long That the said road would be of paramount importance is beyond doubt, and 

taking into consideration that it would pass within a comparatively short distance of the Golden Crown lease, Ryan's 

Peak, a most promising claim, that at no distant period will require machinery, is another material item in its favor . I 

am told that a number of people have been obliged to leave Bairnsdale of late to seek a livelihood elsewhere, and 

have most likely left the district altogether. There are miles of auriferous country in the shire, where hundreds could 

obtain a living, but the mining centres should be connected with passable roads, which would   facilitate prospecting. 

    



Calling at the Sons of Freedom   yesterday, Mr. Ellis informed me that he is through with the rise from the 210 feet 

level to the 150 feet level, and he can now work to more advantage with a small number of hands below. He pushed 

on this necessary work, and some poorer stone had unavoidably to be crushed to keep the battery going, but very fair 

stone is going through the mill now, which is kept constantly going, and a good crushing is anticipated. The tables 

seem to act very well, and although the gold is fine, very little seems to pass the second copperplate. I must add in 

favor of Mr. Ellis, the mining manager, that he has done his utmost to get the claim in working order with as little 

expense as possible; he has had no small task to perform, and I believe the directors are very well satisfied. We have 

been very fortunate as regards the weather this season, the waterworks directly over our heads being in admirable 

order. It has not only proved beneficial to grass, but has supplied the gullies and creeks with water, which is so 

essential in the operations of extracting the gold. 

1887 22 Mar  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. Sons of Freedom Q.M. Co., Bullumwaal, 19th March.-Rise from 200 feet level up 73 

feet, broke through to 150 feet level on 9th March, 30 feet south of winze. Seventy seven tons of stone crushed for 

fortnight ending 15th March, yield s10oz 8dwt of smelted gold. Owing to the rottenness of the ground, and flow of 

water from the winze, a large quantity of mullock got mixed with the quartz, which accounts for the poorness of the 

yield. Am now driving north and south on the lode, stone showing gold. Have skimmed the plates roughly and 

obtained 45oz of amalgam for 81 shifts(?) crushing. 

 

Apr 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, April 7. Our old 

and esteemed friend Mr. Stephen Williams has arrived amongst us again, and has been making preparations for the 

addition of another four stamp heads to the Sons of Freedom battery. Crushing at this mine has been going on 

constantly, the last crushing yielding a little over 12 dwts per ton. It is to be regretted, however, that no appliances 

have been secured as yet to treat the blanketings and tailings. Another reef, formerly known as the Vagabond, and 

situated at Sandy's Creek, has lately been taken up again, and two men are engaged raising a trial crushing. A former 

trial crushing at the Normanby battery, Wentworth River, from this claim gave the satisfactory result of 14dwt per 

ton. The reef is from 1ft to 8ft wide. Several parties are out prospecting, and our population is steadily increasing. 

Although the alluvial is patchy, there is still a considerable quantity of gold obtained. Mr. Krug has been appointed 

mining registrar for the Boggy Creek sub division. The weather has been exceptionally fine, but there is still 

sufficient water to carry on mining operations. 

 

May 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, May 5. 

Crushing at the Sons of Freedom Mine has started again today, and will be continued with 8 heads until the tables, 

etc. for the other 4 heads are finished. Since another stamper box has been added, it looks quite a formidable battery, 

and the work has been executed in a creditable manner. Some new hands have been put on, and there are 6 or 7 in 

the stopes raising quartz. The Gold Crown tunnel is in 256 feet. Our population has increased considerably, and it is 

time that a movement should be made to obtain a bi- weekly mail, the present arrangement is very unsatisfactory; 

we get our letters and papers on Saturday, and the mail leaves here on the following Friday, a number of letters 

therefore have to be forwarded through other channels. 

6 May 1897  

THE BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT. ITS MINING AND PASTORAL PROGRESS. (BY OUR SPICIAL Reporter.) V. 

In addition to the fine crushing obtained from Jacky's Dream other good finds in the locality have been made, that of 

Messrs Curtis, Waite and Strange, who took 71 ounces from 21 tons of stone, being perhaps the best, The Christmas 

Reef, which is just now under sale to the Beehive Company, is another mine in the neighborhood which promises 

much in the future, irrespective of what has already been lifted from it. It was originally taken up, some four years 

ago, by Mr Sam. Harding, since when it has been owned and worked by different proprietors, the latest, since a 

subdivision of the property, being Messrs White, Vaughan and Jones, whose ownership will cease on the completion 



of the purchase in August next. In the meantime the present holders are taking out what stone they may from the 

shaft, and they are now down 80 feet; the later crushings laving shown the lode to be improving with its depth. The 

last returns show 86 tons of 101stone10 to halve been taken out at a yield of a little better than 18 dwt, the last two 

crushings averaging considerably over these figures. The contractors for the 300 feet tunnel, which work was lately 

let by the Beehive Company, are making good progress, halving cut 90 feet towards the reef. The Mountaineer 

mine, situated on a spur below Jumper's Gully, about a mile from the old Bullumwaal bridge, is a claim which calls 

for special notice, its record for 1804-5 being 87 tons put through the mill for 236 ounces. The reef runs at an angle, 

though very nearly parallel with the Sons of Freedom line. Messrs Clements and Waite have, no doubt, had the 

cream of the reef, and without great effort in the matter of deep sinking. The property is now being properly shafted 

by its holders, Messrs Sawyer, Collins and party, and the well directed energy and enterprise which is being 

displayed, will, it due course, no doubt, have its own reward. The City of Collingwood, from which 41 ounces were 

obtained from 30 tons, is located in the same neighborhood. The reef was for some time lying idle, but has quite 

lately been taken up by Messrs, G. Coster and A. Wilson. A short chat with Chas. Woods, who has been a resident 

of the locality for some four years. reveals the fact that, while he may speak cautiously of the outlook of 

Bullumwaal, and rate it as a place which is being much boomed, his own personal actions and acquirements do not 

tend to demonstrate that too much is being said of the district. In addition to a well found and convenient 5-bead 

battery, Mr Woods has built himself a comfortable home out of what was lately only a portion of the hard and 

unfertile ranges with which the district abounds. Mr Woods's is just such another instance of how, with energy and 

judicious expenditure in labors the desert may be made plain, the rose supplant the thistle or, as in the present 

instance, take the place of the fern. It is one of the drawbacks of Bullumwaal that more grazing or agricultural land 

has not been made available, the reservation of all lands for mining purposes allowing for the individual selection of 

one acre. The result of this is that within a radius of several miles of the township there is but one paddock of any 

size, and that was taken up by Mr Krug before the area was brought within the "pink. Mr Woods, with whom is 

associated Mr Sachs, of Melbourne, has worked many of the reefs in his locality with good and not so favorable 

result. The Defiance, from which 730 ounces were obtained during the last 13 months, at an average of close upon 

1oz to the ton, was about the best possessed by him. At the time of my visit 13 loads, which was expected to average 

4oz, were being put through the battery the lode having improved much. The lodes of the Defiance and Black Prince 

are now running together, and as they have been worked to a considerable depth, with good results, they form now 

one of the best leases in the locality. The main shaft has been sunk 15 feet, where, in addition to intermediate cuts, a 

drive north into the line, 80 feet has been executed, making a total depth of 180 feet from the surface. It is purposed 

sinking the main shaft to 200 feet. When stoping operations will be commenced. In portions, very rich patches have 

been taken out, the further developments of which will be proceeded with as soon as certain proposed facilities it 

working the mine will have been accomplished. Besides the above leases, which cover an area of 68 acres, Mr 

Woods has worked the Lindenow, Mickey, Ruby and Puzzle; but after yielding fairly well, they all cut out. 74 

ounces for 7 weeks' work on the latter claim being the best return obtained from them. Mr James Fogarty is now 

working the Puzzle, with good prospects. He proposes cutting a shaft some distance, east of the present one, and 

crosscutting thence for the reef. Mr Woods is confining his attention chiefly to that country through which the 

Christmas, Jacky's Dream and Perseverance have been lined, Kingsman's Gully, at the head of which he is, having 

been at one time a very rich alluvial diggings. Since his advent to Bullumwaal he has exhibited much enterprise, has 

been a considerable employer of labor, and therefore deserves the reward which has attended his undertakings. 

There are many other capital workings about the School Hill and Mount Alfred, a full report of which will be given 

at a later period. 

 

11 May 1897 THE BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT. ITS MINING AND PASTORAL PROGRESS. (BY OUR 

SPECIAL REPORTER.) VI. To the north and west of Bullumwaal, a few miles distant, owing in a great measure to 

the difficulties of its approach and to the absence of crushing plants, the reefs have not been so fully tried as nearer 

home, though much has been done in the past in alluvial workings which are still being pursued with varying 

individual success. The course of Boggy Creek itself and of its tributaries has been worked over and over again, and 

occasionally a bottoming for a few weights is relieved by the discovery of a something better in the shops of a few 

ounce nugget, Sandy's Creek enjoys just now the reputation of being the more popular field for operations and along 

it there is a considerable population. Several good reefs, too, have been found in the neigbhorhood, the trials from 

which have been highly satisfactory, but as packing is the only present means by which the stone may be brought to 

the battery, operations in quartz mining are for the time held in abeyance. The complaint made that instead of the 



Mines department erecting a battery at Clifton Creek, where there is already a private one in complete order within 

easy distance, is somewhat unreasonable, in as much as that if the Sandy's Creek people put their heads together and 

showed the advantages as well as the difficulties of their district, their would be little difficulty in having their wants 

supplied, especially just now when the department is in a position of being able to assist. The temporal wants of the 

miners are supplied by the store of Mr William Betts-a late well-known resident of Bairnsdale-whose place of 

business, like in other small mining centres, is the recognised rendezvous for the dispensation of news and 

acquirement of more material matter. At Merrijig Creek operations are mostly confined to alluvial workings, though 

it the instance of Messrs Eyre and Clements, who have gone to some outlay in a substantial puddling plant, they are 

being conducted in a more systematic manner. The work, which has now been going on for some time, is paid for on 

the shares principle, and its results have been good, the estimate being a j-dwt. to the load. When they complete 

some 40 or 00 feet of boxing for sluicing purposes, which they purpose doing, a great saving will be made, as there 

is now a considerable waste of water. When in proper working order they calculate on being able to put through as 

much as 80 loads a day, and having a lease of 4 acres to work they are naturally satisfied with the outlook. There is 

much country of a similar class to that being worked by Messrs Eyre and Clements about; so that success will 

therefore be of great value and encouragement to the locality. Wally's Luck is the principal mine among many other 

good shows in the place. Its crushings up to the pre sent have been of the impressive order peculiar to the district. 

Mr Walford is just now floating the company in Melbourne, the prospectors showing that assays made have been at 

the rate of between 30 and 40 ounces to the ton. Away north and towards the Nicholson River the country becomes 

much more rugged; it is consequently less explored and its population sparse. Between this point and Deptford, 

some 10 miles lower down the stream, there has been comparatively little prospecting done, and the place is strongly 

recommended by those best able to judge as a good field for looming operations. Its immediate environs have all 

been tried with marked success. Here, at the junction of Yahoo Creek with the Nicholson, work is being prosecuted 

by a band of young English men, who have heroically braved the great difficulties of approach, and are now trying 

their fortune with the pick, shovel and dish. They speak hopefully of the locality and enjoy the freedom and exercise 

of the life. At the Gift, which is being worked by Messrs W. Pickering and G. Anderson, considerable shafting and 

tunnelling had to be done before they became possessed of it. From the main shaft previous holders are reputed to 

have taken £1200 in a very few months, and it is to get on this lead that present operations are being directed. A 

tunnel of some 500 or 600 feet had also been cut, but was abandoned before reaching the lode through want of funds 

of a former syndicate. The reef of the Iron Duke was found by Mr George Pickering, with whom is associated 

Messrs Neville and Hagar. Operations are being con fined to exploring the line of reef for the present, it being hoped 

that shafting will commence immediately. Very fair shows have been found all along the line of reef. In view of 

future probabilities of the flat, Mr Pickering has purchased a 3-head battery which was upon the ground. New 

belting has been bought for it, and in other respects it is reported to be in good working order. Being worked by 

water wheel, its expenses are half of those by which it could be worked by any other power. That being so, Mr 

Pickering claims that he can crush at relatively reduced figures to those of Bullumwaal, Bairnsdale or elsewhere. 

 

May 1887  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.       [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.] Wednesday, May 25. 

There are rumors that our post office is to be closed, and the mail discontinued. Now, I wonder, what next? It is the 

very unsatisfactory mail arrangements which compel us to use other channels for our correspondence. We have a 

mail once a week, which arrives here from Bairnsdale on Saturday at noon and does not leave again until the 

following Friday, so at that rate a week would elapse before we could answer our letters. The postmistress assures 

me that she carries about twice the number of letters privately to Bairnsdale than is transmitted by the mail, but the 

bulk of our correspondence is forwarded through Mr. Hollensen, who is running his coach up here about three times 

a week. It is principally on account of this latter convenience that no movement has been made to obtain a bi-weekly 

mail, but now that the keynote has been struck, we will commence to play. We are certainly one of the most law-

abiding little communities in Gippsland, but we will not stand being ridden over roughshod. This being principally a 

mining district, everyone of us is continually adding to the wealth of Victoria; we are producing at the very lowest 

about 2000 ounces of gold annually, and our quartz reefs are getting developed and new ones discovered. So, to 

deprive us of our mail would be directly antagonistic to forwarding the mining interest. Crushing at the Sons of 

Freedom is going on as usual, and the tables will soon be finished for the third stamper box, after which the full 

battery will be set to work. Mr. Myles Browne, late of Melbourne, who had been a resident in this part some thirteen 

years ago, has returned, and is now acting for a powerful company of mining speculators. He has taken up a lease of 

30 acres in which there are two distinct and permanent gold bearing reefs, besides other leaders;   he is expecting the 



arrival of one of his principal backers, a gentlemen of great experience in mining, when the necessary steps will be 

taken in regard to properly testing this venture. A few days ago, a quartz prospecting   area was taken up about 

three-quarter of a mile S.W. of the Sons of Freedom  mine, where the existence of a gold bearing lode has been 

discovered. The prospector, who has considerable experience in reefs, has lately arrived from other parts. It is 

beyond doubt that after the introduction of some capital, this will prove an important reefing district.   The Golden 

Crown tunnel is in about 260, feet ; the proprietors of this mine   intend to have a trial crushing at the Sons of 

Freedom battery. A dray road reaches to within four or five miles of the reef, but from Merrijig a track would have 

to be cleared, unless pack- horses were resorted to, for bringing the stone in here. In alluvial mining, things are about 

the same, some making fair wages and a few lucky ones doing better. A small rush has taken place near the Prince 

of Denmark claim, a few parties obtaining gold in shallow ground. 

21 Jun 1887  We made a slight error in the weight of the nugget found at Merrijig. It was 36oz 12dwt, and not 38oz 

12dwt as we stated. On Saturday a number of gentlemen visited the Bank of Victoria to inspect the nugget, and all 

were extremely pleased with it. We learn that the last crushing from the Sons of Freedom mine was far more 

satisfactory than previous ones, having been about 34oz. from 30 tons of stone. In consequence of the manager, Mr. 

Ellis, having resigned his position, nearly all work at the claim has been suspended, pending the appointment of a 

successor. We are pleased to learn that the prospects of the mine are very encouraging. 

July 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONENT.) Thursday July 7.     The 

severe wet weather we experienced lately has caused a flood in all the creeks and gullies, and mining operations, so 

far as alluvial mining is concerned, have been at a standstill in consequence. A change, however, took place to-day, 

and it has the appearance of clearing up. A little anxiety was felt in our community in regard of our mail, but steps 

have been taken to induce the hon. the Postmaster-General to grant the continuation thereof. I have just paid a flying 

visit to the Sons of Freedom. Mr. Preston, late of Sandhurst, arrived here a short time ago, and is now entrusted with 

the management of the mine. Considerable alterations have to be effected, both at the battery and in the mine, but 

even with the small number of hands at his command at present, he expects to be ready for crushing by the end of 

next week. Under the management of this gentleman, who must have great experience in mining, having had the 

management of large and dividend-paying companies at Sandhurst, we may anticipate some good results. It is to be 

hoped that our roads may be soon improved, as the late rains, in some places have rendered them all but impassable. 

 

Jul 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.] Friday, July 22. Crushing 

at the Sons of Freedom mine started again the end of last week, but owing to the race getting blocked a few 

stoppages occurred, until they succeeded in cleaning it out, and everything appears to work smoothly now. Good 

stone is passing through the battery, and a heavy cake is expected. Messrs. Bird and Cochrane paid a visit to the 

mine yesterday, and I must mention that Mr. Bird has taken great interest in the venture since the beginning, and no 

small credit is due to his energy. The lower road from Kingsmill's to the post office has, for vehicle traffic, become 

impassable, and the old road is getting cleared again. A new road to Bairnsdale has also been surveyed, and I 

understand is to be cleared a chain wide. When this and the cutting at Mount Taylor is completed, it will be a great 

improvement. A gold-bearing reef has been discovered not far from the Sons of Freedom, and is being prospected at 

present. The rainy weather, which retarded mining operations so far as alluvial is concerned, only cleared up a few 

days ago. 

 

Aug 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER, (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, August 9. The 

entertainment held last Saturday at the State school, in aid of the Bairnsdale Hospital, proved a great success, as 

considering the comparatively small population, the net proceeds for the benefit of that institution amount to £13. 

The committee, which consisted of Messrs. Faulkner, Morgan, White and Sawyers, assisted by their secretary, Mr. 

E. Bird, deserved all credit, and in particular Mr. Chas. Faulkner, who has been the principal promoter of the affair. 

A very pleasant evening was spent, and most of the people about were present. The gold saving apparatus arrived at 

the Sons of Freedom battery last Saturday, and crushing is going on as usual, but at times there is not sufficient 

water to work with the full battery. A contract has been let to extend the tunnel at the Golden Crown lease another 

150 feet, and Mr. T. Parky, the contractor, has proceeded to the mine and will start the work at once. It a very 



annoying, however, that no progress has been made towards the improvement of our road. The first contract for Mt 

Taylor siding cutting was let a long time ago, and more than a month elapsed before the lucky and successful 

tenderer made his appearance at the place of operations, but almost immediately made his exit again, the work must 

have appeared to him of greater magnitude than first anticipated. I now see that the same work was taken for less 

money, and it is pretty certain that it will not be done for that amount. If the council keep accepting such ridiculous 

tenders, Mat's Hump will never be cut away, and it is only fooling the ratepayers. 

Aug 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT) Thursday, August 25. 

Quite a number of gentlemen interested in the Sons of Freedom, including some of the directors, paid a visit to the 

mine on Tuesday last, to inspect the gold saving apparatus lately attached to the battery by Messrs. Tobin, Alves and 

Co. The appliances consist of separators, concentrator and amalgamator, and appeared to work very well. The 

blankets are washed every hour, and after wards reduced on another table. It requires one man in each shift to attend 

to it. There is no doubt that a consider able amount of gold will be saved, and that it will prove payable both to the 

company and to the inventors. Work is going on smoothly at the mine, and some considerable improvements have 

been effected lately, such as putting ladders down No. 1 shaft, which is far more convenient for the men to descend 

the mine. In alluvial there is nothing particular to report, but another nugget, 5oz 5dwt, was unearthed at Merrijig, 

and at no great distance from where the large one was got. The contractor who has the cutting away of Matt's hump 

is making good headway. The piece of ground has not turned out so bad as was generally anticipated; some of the 

rock that appeared to be solid has proved to be only loose boulders. The main road to Bairnsdale has also been 

marked by the shire engineer, and when completed will be a great improvement. The engineer has been very 

particular in his survey, and a great many turns will be avoided. 

 

Sept 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.] Saturday, September 10. 

A sad accident occurred here yesterday morning, when Mr. Thos. Phelan, a miner, who was working with his mate 

on a spur near the junction of the Two- mile Creek, broke both his legs. He was working in the bottom of a shaft 

about 15 feet deep, when suddenly a quantity of mullock gave way from near the surface and almost buried him. 

Help being close at hand, he was soon got to the surface, and fortunately Mr. Hollensen's coach was up here at the 

time, so the unfortunate sufferer was at once conveyed to Bairnsdale, where it was ascertained that one leg was 

broken below the knee and the other at the thigh. Although there have frequently been narrow escapes, this is the 

first serious accident since Mr. Cross met his death at Sandy's Creek through a fall of earth. I notice that a movement 

is on foot to connect the mining centres. The track from the Haunted Stream to Deptford being nearly finished, a 

small sum of money could be laid out with advantage in clearing a trek from Deptford to here. The track has been 

used in former years as the mail route, and offers very few engineering difficulties. Sooner or later the mail route 

from Bairnsdale to the Haunted will be by way of Bullumwaal and Deptford, the whole distance being considerably 

less than 40 miles. The siding cutting at Matt's Hump is nearly finished, and a start has been made to clear the main 

road, which, when completed, will be fit for anything to travel on. As this place is steadily rising in importance, 

mining speculators, business people and miners will have frequent occasion to travel between the Haunted and 

Boggy Creek, and Sandy's Creek. At the next meeting of the shire council it is to be hoped, likewise, that our 

members will give earnest consideration to the clearing of a track from Bullumwaal via Merrijig Creek, Sandy's 

Creek, and to a point on the Wentworth en route to the Dargo, from where a branch track would meet the Omeo-

Dargo road, and likewise could be connected with Tabberabbera. The Golden Crown Company, Sandy's Creek, are 

pushing on their tunnel with all hands, and it will not be long before this company require machinery conveyed to 

the mine. Things at the Sons of Freedom mine are looking more favorable than ever. They have a large body of 

stone to work on, which is carrying very fair gold. Alve's gold-saving apparatus is now in full working order, and is 

expected to give satisfaction to both the inventor and the company. Messrs. Brodribb and Sinton are prospecting a 

reef lately discovered about one mile south-east of the Sons of Freedom, and the surface show is very encouraging, 

plenty of stone and a good sprinkling of gold. 

 

Oct 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER     (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Monday, 3rd October. I 

am informed that an a meeting held at Mr. Waite's hotel, Mr. Preston, the mining manager of the Sons of Freedom 

Company, in the chair, it was proposed   that the State school should be removed front its present position to the 



locality known as the Reefs. Although the greatest number of children are about there at present, I consider the idea 

too premature, as there are always changes in  mining communities. The school is in  a most central position, and 

any child of school age should be able to walk a mile and a half, which is about the farthest distance they have to 

travel. The attendance, besides, has been so small as a rule, that no dependence could be put on an improvement 

even if the school were removed. There are different selections taken up near the old surveyed township of 

Bullumwaal, where there will always be a permanent population, and if the school were removed, children from 

there would have to travel four miles and more. The mining registrar, Mr. Krug, has just been appointed collector of 

imposts, and miner's rights therefore can be issued on the spot, which will prove convenient to the miners. 

Work is going on at the Sons of Freedom all right, and better prospects. A washing up from Alves patent 

concentrator and amalgamator will soon take place. A reef lately discovered about one mile south-east of the Sons of 

Freedom, shows well, and Messrs. Broadribb, Faulkner and Sinton are busy getting out a trial crushing. Gold is to be 

seen freely, and they have a fair width of stone. I have just been informed that a twentieth share has changed hands 

in Bairnsdale, at a satisfactory figure. The stone can be carted at a reasonable figure to the battery. Mr. James Marky 

is making fair progress with the Golden Crown tunnel, which is in now about 290 feet, but hard country. It is to be 

regretted that we are un fortunate in regard of assistance from the prospecting vote, the only party, and who confined 

themselves to the heads of Sandy's Creek, have sent in their resignation. We have miles of country where gold-

bearing reefs exist, and it is only the individual hard-working miner, that does all the prospecting here at present. 

Mr. Frank Holloway, our M.M.B., should pay attention to this at the next meeting of the mining board. 

 

Waite's Hotel   https://en-gb.facebook.com/LostCountryVictoria/posts/606466556045348 

Oct 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT) Friday, 14th October. Mr. 

Alves arrived here a few days ago for the purpose of cleaning up the gold saving apparatus. He is now reducing a 

quantity of stuff saved for pyrites, some 13 tons. From what I can learn Mr. Alves is very well pleased with the 

result, the pyrites (a sample of which had been carefully analysed  containing a very high percentage of gold. They 

have now a grand show in the   Rattler reef. Some 10 yards from the shaft they are sinking, the reef was struck 

yesterday, eighteen inches below the surface, about 8ft wide, solid and well defined, every particle chipped off 

showing gold. I have this from  reliable authority, but shall give you further information next week.   I may also 

mention that the result   of the last crushing from the Sons of Freedom mine was very satisfactory, the yield being 

nearly half an ounce per ton. 

 

Oct 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Friday, 21st October. 

Several gentlemen interested in mining paid a visit to this part on Tuesday last, their principal object being the 

inspection of the Rattler Reel. This reef, as previously stated, is situated about a mile south-east of the Sons of 

Freedom reef. The reef is exposed on the surface in one place about three feet  wide. Gold is to be seen in the stone, 

and several parcels crushed in the presence of the visitors yielded payable prospects. Several shares changed hands, 



and to judge from the present prospects the Rattler Reef will be the pride of Bullumwaal. After partaking of some 

refreshments at Mrs. Waite's hotel, the party proceeded to the Sons of Freedom battery, Mr. Preston, the mining 

manager, explaining to the visitors the new attached gold-saving apparatus. The pyrites saved are of considerable 

richness. The stuff reduced will yield about 16oz. gold per ton, besides silver and other valuables. 

 

Oct 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Friday, 21st October. 

Several gentlemen interested in mining paid a visit to this part on Tuesday last, their principal object being the 

inspection of the Rattler Reef. This reef, as previously stated, is situated about a mile south-east of the Sons of 

Freedom reef. The reef is exposed on the surface in one place about three feet wide. Gold is to be seen in the stone, 

and several parcels crushed in the presence of the visitors yielded payable prospects. Several shares changed hands, 

and to judge from the present prospects the Rattler Reef will be the pride of Bullumwaal. After partaking of some 

refreshments at Mrs. Waite's hotel, the party proceeded to the Sons of Freedom battery, Mr. Preston, the mining 

manager, explaining to the visitors the new attached gold-saving apparatus. The pyrites saved are of considerable 

richness. The stuff reduced will yield about 16oz. gold per ton, besides silver and other valuables. 

 

8 Nov 1887 OUR DEPTFORD LETTER. [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.] Saturday, November 5.   I 

had quite forgotten my old friend Guy Fawkes when I began to date this epistle, but was reminded of it by sundry 

disappointed children, whose carefully prepared bonfire would not light up owing to the heavy rain we have had for 

the last 24 hours. Everything indicates a flood, which will do a great deal of harm to the miners here. As regards the 

welfare of this portion of the shire in the matter of roads, I must place Cr. Drevermann first and the rest nowhere. He 

has consistently advocated the making of roads through- out the district, and has shown his knowledge of the 

localities where they were required. The improvement of the direct road to this place, and hence to the Haunted 

Stream, and also the one from Bullumwaal to here, are much needed, and I am glad to see that the Bairnsdale Shire 

Council, in spite of the short sighted and selfish policy of the Omeo one, have not given up the idea of the direct 

road to the Haunted Stream. Only last month the advantage of the route was, practically demonstrated. Mr. 

Hollensen drove his coach here with two passengers and some heavy loading, arriving here in time to have 

proceeded to the Haunted Stream if he had had a relay of horses. As it was, he went over the next day, he and his 

passengers riding the coach horses, which he returned here with the day after, and harnessed up, and drove into 

Bairnsdale, completing the journey from the Haunted Stream to Bairnsdale in one day with one team. It is his 

intention, as I understand, to station saddle horses here to take on passengers brought by his coach, so as to convey 

them up or down in a day, and I believe his enterprise will be a successful one.   Intemperance is a great evil, as 

much in language as in liquor. Is the Rev. Moses to bull-rush everyone into his teetotal fold by denouncing every 

temperate and moderate man in the community? No sensible, no decent man,   would advocate the excessive use of 

strong drink, but to prohibit the use of wine, beer or spirits in moderation would only lead to evasions of the law, or 

to the use of drugs a thousand times more deleterious in their effects. Chloral, cocaine and several other modern 

discoveries are used to supply that was which alcohol, opium, bhang, betel, etc., have hitherto supplied to human 

beings all over the world, and the pressure applied in one place will only cause a bulge in another. If reformers 

confined   their efforts to checking the abuse of strong drink and its adulteration they would do more good, and run 

less risk of creating a greater evil than that they combat.   

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRRESPONDENT.) Thursday, November 24.   Since 

the stampers are idle, things are a little dull here, but it is to be hoped that they will soon be at work again. The men 

on the Rattler reef are busy raising stone, and four men are pushing ahead the tunnel on the Golden Crown lease.    

Mr. Hollensen, who up to lately has generally been here about three times a week with his coach, will only come 

once a week for the future, having made arrangements to convey passengers and luggage, etc., twice a week 

between   Bairnsdale and the Haunted Stream. We wish him success in his new enterprise, but none like to part with 

old friends, and we shall miss him. He has always been very attentive and punctual in his business transactions. As 

there is no improvement in our mail arrangements it was very convenient to forward letters on urgent business 

through Mr. Hollensen. After a lot of rain, we experienced these last few days real summer weather   and it is to be 

hoped it may last for some time as the ground has had a thorough soaking. 

 

Dec 1887 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, December 

21. No crushing has been going on here lately, and it will be some time yet before the stampers are at work again 

however, we have not been idle, two men besides the mining manager were at work at the Sons of Freedom, 

extending the intermediate level. The men on the Rattler reef are raising quartz ; some of the party have opened out 



about 40yds from the main shaft, where they came across some good stone; gold has therefore been traced for a 

considerable distance on the surface, and no doubt after a trial crushing the reef will be tested at a greater depth. A 

new find has also taken place at Merrijig Creek, where some rich stone has been discovered. The prospectors, who 

commenced operations only a short time ago, have styled the claim the Mopoke reef. Fresh tenders had to be called 

for extending the Golden Crown tunnel, and a start will be made again when the festive season is over. In alluvial 

there is nothing particular to report. 

Jan 1888 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.] Monday, January 9. I 

may confidently prognosticate that things will be more flourishing here shortly than ever before. A new pump is 

about to be erected at the Sons of Freedom, and immediately the battery is available a trial crushing of about 50 tons 

of quartz from the Rattler reef will take place, and afterwards a crushing from the Golden Crown. From both these 

reefs good returns are expected, and it will give considerable impetus to gold mining in this locality. Not much work 

has been done yet on the Mopoke reef, Merrijig, but so far the prospects are excellent, and I shall soon be able to say 

more about it. In alluvial there is nothing particular to report, but I hear of very few complaints. Mr. Hayes, from the 

Haunted Stream, has intimated that he intends opposing Mr. Frank Holloway at the forthcoming election for a 

member of the mining board, and as Mr. Hayes will most likely have good support at the Haunted, it will prove a 

close contest. I just hear that work on the Golden Crown has been resumed again, Mr. Evans being the successful 

tenderer for extending the tunnel. 

 

Feb 1888 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN COBRESPONDENT.) Thursday, February 2. A 

meeting was held last Saturday evening at Mrs. Waite's Hotel, for the purpose of taking preliminary steps to hold 

some local sports on St Patrick's Day, the 17th March; Messrs Preston, White, Mahoney and Henry, were elected as 

a committee, with Mr. F. T. Roder as secretary. All proceeds are to go for prizes for the children, of which there are 

a good number about here now. Touching upon road matters, the route lately blazed by Mr. Currie is the subject of 

much comment, and it appears that there is a road badly wanted at Tabberabbera, where there is a post-office and a 

permanent population, whilst others want it by the road now marked, with some small alterations. It is evident that 

tracks must be cleared, and it is to be hoped that a start will be made at once. I had a trip to the Mopoke reef, and can 

now fully corroborate my previous statement; it is a grand show. After reaching Merrijig, Mr. Cope, the veteran 

prospector, with Mr. Grey, volunteered to pilot me from their workings near the junction of Chipp's Gully to the reef 

above named. From Merrijig the road is rather rough, and a novice in the bush, without a guide, would never reach 

that spot. Chipp's Gully is followed up for about half-a- mile, and a steep range on the Sandy Creek side has to be 

ascended nearly to the top, then you go down again considerably until you come to a place, the picture of which 

would make the fortune of any landscape painter, although we bush people call it rough and scrubby. Amongst an 

immense cluster of fern trees of all sizes, up to over 20 feet high, is the prospecting shaft of the Mopoke reef. The 

shaft is down about 18 feet, and being only some 12 or 15 foot above the bed of the gully, which causes a slight 

influx of water, the prospectors decided to put a drive on that level along the line of reef into the hill, which being 

very steep will give them plenty of backs to work on. The reef varies from 3 to 9 inches, is in hard sand stone, runs 

nearly east and west, with a northerly underlay, and the stone, some of it being exceedingly rich, shows gold 

throughout, both coarse and fine. The stone is of a hard and flinty nature, and some connoisseurs would find fault 

were it not for the presence of the precious metal, of which there is plenty of it. About a quarter of a mile above the 

big hut at Merrijig, there is a steep and worked gully termed Mullocky Gully, which I had to cross, and had some 

difficulty in doing so. A bridge was erected there some 25 years ago, and kept in repair by the miners up to lately, 

when it had to be cut away to prevent accidents, the timber of the foundation being completely rotten; one or two 

horses went through, which prompted the neighbors to destroy it altogether. A bridge is required there, and a small 

outlay would remedy the evil; all the traffic to Upper Merrijig, Chipp's Gully and Upper Sandy's Creek has to cross 

there, also persons travelling to Barmouth and Haunted Stream by the heads of the Merrijig Creek. Intending visitors 

to Merrijig will find a good buggy road to within three miles of the Mopoke road. 

9 Feb 1888 ORIGINAL CORRESPONDENCE. THE DARGO TRACK. TO THE EDITOR OF THE 

ADVERTISER. Sir,-I should feel obliged if you would find space in your valuable paper for a few words I want to 

say in reference to the proposed route from Bullumwaal to Dargo, lately blazed by Mr. Currie. I may simply state 

that if a track were cleared via Tabberabbera, it would benefit a number of people, whereas by taking it the route 

lately blazed it will only suit very few, and as for Dargo people, I can vouch that they would prefer the road by 



Tabberabbera ; a good road is already cleared from Dargo Flat down the Dargo River to within seven miles of 

Tabberabbera. We have a post-office, and no way of getting to it except through bad and dangerous bush. tracks, and 

there is and always will be a permanent population about Tabberabbera. It is evident, and well known that Mr. 

Currie does not wish a track by way of Tabberabbera; having a station there he wants it all to himself, and desires no 

influx of population, which would naturally follow if a track were cleared our way. On different occasions, Dargo 

people going for doctors have tried to come our way, it being far the nearest, and have got lost in the bush. Another 

important reason why the route should be via Tabberabbera, is that we have a boat, and people can cross at any time 

and could always get assistance, whereas higher up there is no chance  of crossing at flood times. There are fine flats 

up and down the Wentworth River, which before long will be taken up, and a road will have to be cleared from 

Tabberabbera up the river, which would then benefit anyone residing higher up. The way the road is marked now it 

would only benefit very few, and I am certain that Dargo people would not use it. Before any clearing is done, a 

competent man should be instructed to report on the route, and I have not the slightest doubt that he will be in favor 

of a line via Tabberabbera. which could also be made the easiest and best road.-I am, yours obediently, ROBERT 

WEBSDALE. Tabberabbera, January 30, 1888. 

5 May 1888 We have with regret to record that Mr. William Krug, mining registrar at Bullumwaal, has sustained a 

sad bereavement through the death of his wife, which occurred on Monday morning. On Saturday evening Mrs. 

Krug was confined, and shortly afterwards she showed symptoms of such a highly alarming nature that her husband 

despatched a messenger to Bairnsdale for medical assistance, Mr. Waite kindly volunteering to bear the message. 

Leaving Bullumwaal at eleven o'clock, he arrived in Bairnsdale and was at Dr. Morgan's house by a quarter after 

midnight. Dr. Morgan immediately left with Mr. Waite, and was in attendance on Mrs. Krug by four o'clock. On 

Monday morning Mrs. Krug took a severe fit, in which she died about four o'clock. The deceased lady was 42 years 

of age, and leaves a family of eight to mourn her loss. The greatest sympathy has been manifested for Mr. Krug in 

his bereavement, and he is extremely thankful for all the kindness extended to him. 

Jun 1888 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, June 8.   Since the 

last crushing of the Sons of Freedom work has been stopped on that claim. I am informed that a larger company will 

be formed, and it may not be long before work is resumed again. It is the opinion of many that the reef has had no 

fair trial yet, and stone from 12 to 14dwt ought to pay when 8dwt years ago paid all expenses, and one party could 

make it pay at 5dwt, and pay a tribute. In the Golden Crown tunnel a leader from 4ft 9in wide was met with at 394 

feet. The stone is heavily mineralised,   and, I am told, is carrying a little gold. The Golden Crown reef, however, is 

not expected to be met with until after driving from 20 to 30 feet more. The tunnel was 407 feet up to the face when 

I heard from them last. The reef may therefore be expected to be struck any day. Leases have been pegged out at 

both ends.  The Mopoke party have made arrangements to get their stone carted to the battery, and I am certain that 

the stone will yield exceedingly well. Only for a mishap to one of the men at the Rattler reef, that prevented him 

from working for some time, the tunnel would have been up to the reef before this. Some parties on the Schoolhouse 

Spur have nearly worked their claims out, whilst others, who have been more fortunate in their choice of claims, are 

still making good wages. Preliminary steps have been taken to hold a dance at the State school, in aid of the 

Bairnsdale District Hospital, on the 22nd inst. 

Jul 1888 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, 17th July. The 

election is over, and the majority are satisfied with the result. Mr Dan. Davis has intimated that he intends to pay 

periodical visits to this district so as to get fully acquainted with its requirements. Cr Cochrane, who retires by 

effluxion of time in August, is not likely to be opposed having proved himself a valuable member of the shire 

council and an honest and straight- forward representative of our riding. We learn with pleasure that on the motion 

of Crs Cochrane and Drevermann the work lately laid out by the engineer near Mr Krug's and at Muddy Gully, was 

ordered to be carried out. As soon as rain sets in Muddy Gully would be next to impassable, particularly for children 

going to school, if not attended to. It is likewise gratifying, to see the notice of motion of Cr Drevermann that plans 

and specifications be prepared for the clearing of the Bullumwaal- Dargo road, which is so urgently needed. I am 

informed that several applications have been forwarded from this district for participation in the prospecting vote ; 

amongst others one from the Sons of Freedom and another from the Golden Crown Company; both are deserving of 

support, in particular the former, where the 150ft shaft requires sinking to a greater depth, which means considerable 

capital, the ground being very hard. Assistance from Government , would therefore give a fresh impetus to gold-

mining in this locality and end with good results. In reefing not much activity has prevailed here lately. The Golden 

Crown tunnel is in 430ft and requires extending. 20ft or more before the reef can be expected to be cut. The Rattler 



tunnel should be up to the reef by this time, but I have not seen any of the party lately. The quartz from the Mopoke 

reef has been packed to the point where the dray road ends at Merrijig Creek,   and a team is expected daily to cart it 

  from there to the battery. The weather is still exceedingly fine.   

 

Sept 1888 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, September 3. 

Now that a sum of money has been recommended by the Prospecting Board   to the Sons of Freedom Company, 

those interested should make preparations for sinking the shaft to a greater depth. A good shoot of gold is known to 

go down   in the north end of the claim. Different parties are out prospecting, and great improvements may shortly 

be anticipated in mining matters in this locality. Another prospecting are has been taken up at the Merrijig Creek, 

and the Mopoke party contemplate sinking another shaft.   The Dargo road should be cleared without any further 

delay. 

Oct 1888 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETT'ER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, October 29. 

Nothing worthy of particular mention has transpired since I wrote last. A packer, widely and favorably known 

throughout Gippsland as Eagle vale Timmy, is now bringing the Golden Crown quartz to the Sons of Freedom 

battery. The team was piloted to the reef by Mr Krug, as there was no track whatever after leaving Merrijig Creek, 

and it would have been impossible for the packers to find the heap of quartz they contracted to remove. Eaglevale's 

team is certainly the best in Gippsland, some of the mules being worth £25, and I am doubtful whether any other 

team could have done the work. The distance from Boggy Creek to the Golden Crown reef is about 14 miles, and as 

there is no place to turn out a team at Sandy's Creek they have to return each day to Mr Krug's paddock. The engine 

at the Sons of Freedom is now being thoroughly repaired and will soon be ready for crushing. The exceedingly dry 

weather of late   has retarded gold mining severely, and a number of our miners have left for other fields. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)     Messrs. Roder and Power store  

keepers and butchers, have lately sold out to Mr John Buckley, who has been in   the same line of business here for 

some time. The engine at the Sons of Freedom battery is now thoroughly repaired and ready for action. Crushing 

will no doubt commence immediately when there is sufficient water; however, there are no signs of rain, and if this 

dry weather continues much longer the effects will be severely felt. The Golden Crown stone is at the battery, and 

other parcels of stone are likewise waiting to be operated on. Messrs Jorgensen are sinking a shaft in the Exhibition 

reef. The stone I have seen is very good, and if the shoot of gold continues to any depth the reef will prove good 

property. In alluvial mining there are a few parties still doing well on the schoolhouse spur, and others taking 

advantage of this remarkably dry season are doing fairly well near the creek. At Merrijig Creek the want of water is 

a great draw back on the whole, things are rather dull at pre sent. I learn that a miner named Hooton left Merrijig 

Creek to go fishing in the Mitchell, near Tabberabbera and had not been heard of for five days when the news 

reached me. Whether he has turned up since I am at a loss to state. No further delay should now take place in getting 

the proposed Dargo track cleared, so that people can find their way about, and the packers bring their wattle bark 

down with less difficulty there are tons at Tabberabbera and the Wentworth ready. Four miles of a branch track 

would connect Tabberabbera with the Dargo track. 

Jan 1889  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Monday, January 7. The 

long looked for rain has come at last, and has proved beneficial to vegetation, but has not been sufficient to cause 

Boggy Creek to run. The weather, however, is still changeable. Mr. John Buntine, J.P., has been up here to ascertain 

if there was sufficient water for crushing, and after inspecting the Sons of Freedom battery, he found that some 

repairs are necessary before crushing could be commenced. Although there is sufficient water at present, Mr. 

Buntine intends to postpone making arrangements for the immediate crushing of the Golden Crown quartz. Mr. 

Buntine has always taken   a great interest in mining in this part, and has paid us frequent visits, besides investing 

considerable capital in our mines, and it is to be hoped he will be deservedly recompensed. Messrs. Jorgensen are 

busy on with the Exhibition reef, and intend raising more stone before they start crushing. The Coongulmerang 

prospecting party should soon start operations. Other parties are now out prospecting. May their efforts be crowned 

with success. [The Coongulmerang prospecting party started out last Monday, the day this letter was written.-- ED.] 



 

Jan 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, 31st January. 

The rain we had some time ago has not been sufficient for the creeks and gullies, and in consequence mining is 

greatly retarded. The Government prospecting party are at present prevented from trying the country up the Five-

Mile Creek and about Clifton Creek until there is a heavy fall of rain. They are now trying some flats and terraces up 

Boggy Creek. Two shafts have been sunk on the Exhibition reef, 40 and 50 feet respectively; some very good stone 

has been raised; some of the leaders, however, seem to be rather poor. There is not sufficient water for crushing at 

present, and it is a pity that the battery was not erected at the creek near the old Sons of Freedom battery site, where 

always a sufficient supply of water would be available. The Golden Crown stone is still at the battery, besides other 

parcels or stone that are waiting to be operated on. 

Feb 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, February 18. Mr. 

Walters, late of Haunted Stream, arrived here a few days ago to take charge of the battery for the purpose of 

crushing the Golden Crown stone. After inspecting the plant Mr. Walters found that sundry repairs were required, 

and that the water race was blocked in several places. As I hinted before, there was a lack of judgment shown in 

putting the battery where it is now, and the race will be an everlasting eyesore. Considerable interest has been 

manifested in this district in the forthcoming contest for parliamentary honors. The three candidates in the field are 

well known to most of us. Mr. Drevermann, whose candidature is being so unwisely ignored by your local 

contemporary, stands prominent, and one and all that have the welfare of this extensive district at heart should 

record their vote in favor of our old, tried and veteran friend Mr. Drevermann. It is thought by a few that Mr. Foster   

whom I know to be an energetic man, is exclusively confined to the welfare of that remote mountain village, Omeo. 

Mr. Goold, whose ability is acknowledged by all, will no doubt have a good score, and it is certainly a pity that such 

men as Messrs. Drevermann and Goold should be opponents in this con test. Everyone entitled to vote should 

exercise his privilege this time and help to put the right man into the right place. Being intimately acquainted with 

the bulk of the division, I may confidently state that if Mr. Drevermann urged the immediate clearing of the 

proposed Dargo track he would have every vote in this district. 

Feb 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, February 28. 

The battery will be put in motion again at the beginning of next week for certain, if a start is not made before then. 

This will relieve the monotony that has prevailed in mining affairs in this part for some time past. Mr. Dahlsen, who 

has been up here lately, has arranged for the clearing of the race, and Messrs Jorgensen were effecting the necessary 

works at the battery. After the Golden Crown quartz is reduced, Messrs. Jorgensen have a considerable quantity of 

stone to put through, for the carting of which tenders are called. In alluvial mining there is nothing of note to relate. 

The Government prospecting party are several miles up the Five-mile Creek, but have not discovered anything pay 

able as yet. Several improvements are being made by the shire council on Mount Taylor cutting, Muddy Gully and 

other places.  A party of four has been up here in search of piles, an evident proof that the district is getting rapidly 

cleared of that valuable timber known as iron bark. Now that the contest for a seat in the Legislative Assembly rests 

between Messrs. Foster and Goold, the voting will be very close. 

 

Apr 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, April 4. The 

election being over everything has settled down to the ordinary style again. About 50 tons of quartz will be carted to 

the battery shortly, but no crushing can take place until we have rain. The Government prospecting party have up to 

the present not found anything payable, and have shifted their camp from Upper Boggy Creek to Burnett's Creek, 

the scarcity of water being very inconvenient for them. Several parties have done well in alluvial mining, whilst 

others have been very unsuccessful. The clearing of the road to Dargo will soon be completed. My attention has 

been drawn to the bad state of the bridge over Boggy Creek at the old township, and on examination I find that most 

of the planking or decking, as it may be termed, is rotten. Two of the beams are also in a bad state. Several parties 

have been up here in search of piles, and will shortly commence cutting some. I doubt whether the bridge in its 

present state will be safe for heavy loads like piles. I had no opportunity to acquaint the shire council in time for 

their meeting, but I should deem it advisable, and it may prevent, accidents if the shire engineer were to examine the 

bridge before any teams should cross. 



May 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, May 2. A 

committee meeting was held at Mr. Buckley's house on Saturday last, the 27th April, to frame the rules for the lately 

formed Bullumwaal Miners' Prospecting Association. Messrs. Andrews, Bannister, Hood, Krug, Waite and Smyth 

were present. Mr. S. Andrews was appointed chairman, Mr. Buckley treasurer, and Mr. John B. Smyth secretary. 

The rules suggested will be brought before the general meeting on Saturday, the 11th inst., for approval. Messrs. 

Jorgensen are now working on the Sons of Freedom lease, and have a show on the surface. As soon as there is a 

heavy fall of rain the Exhibition quartz will be crushed; other reefs will be tried by some parties, and an 

improvement in quartz mining may be looked for. In alluvial there is nothing fresh to report. The Government 

prospecting party have, up to the present, not discovered anything payable as yet, although they got the colour of 

gold in various places. A packhorse track from Tabberabbera, to join the lately cleared Dargo track, should be 

cleared as soon as possible.   I am told that the residents of Tabberabbera would undertake to clear a track 

themselves if assisted by the council a little. The distance to be cleared is about ten miles, and if the council would 

give a bonus of £10, I believe the work would be done at once. 

 

May 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, May 23. At the 

general meeting of the Bullumwaal Miners' Prospecting Association, held on the 11th inst., the rules framed by the 

committee were adopted. The subscription, however, was raised to one shilling per week. A committee meeting was 

held since and some minor business transacted. I note that similar associations have been formed in various places, 

and consequently heavy demands will be made on the prospecting vote. There was only water for a few days' 

crushing. The weather is inclined to be showery, and there may be a heavy fall of rain shortly. Friday, May 24. We 

had heavy rain last night, and it is still raining. 

 

Jul 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Thursday, July 11. There 

has been a good deal of rain in this part of late, and the weather is still unsettled. In alluvial mining nothing has 

transpired deserving special mention. Some have been doing pretty well, whilst others have been unsuccessful. A 

new reef, styled the "Centennial," has been discovered in the neighbourhood of Muddy Gully, from which good 

specimens have been obtained. The Government prospecting party, now under the leadership of Mr Brodribb, have 

removed to Merrijig Creek. A meeting of the Bullumwaal Miners' Prospecting Association will   be held next 

Saturday. A branch track to Tabberabbera should be cleared as soon as possible, and likewise a road via the Big Hill 

to Store Creek. Some of the sleeper cutters are at work up this way, and new decking is required for the bridge over 

Boggy Creek at old township to enable     the teams to cross with safety. 

 

Jul 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, 18th July. A 

meeting of the Bullumwaal Miners' Prospecting Association was held last Saturday. Mr S. Andrews resigned as 

chairman, and Mr James Hood was appointed instead. Messrs Brodribb and Sinton were elected members of 

committee. When the money recommended by the Prospecting Board is available operations will start at once. I 

have, however, little faith in anything of importance being discovered in alluvial, but in reefs there is ample scope 

for prospecting, and as the depth of the surface in many parts of this district renders prospecting difficult, trenching 

must be resorted to which the individual miner as a rule is not able to do without assistance. It is gratifying to learn 

that the attendance at our State school (being only a half-time school) has been better lately. When visiting the 

school on Monday last there were some 10 or 17 scholars present. Mr Chenhall is very attentive and persevering, 

and his scholars appear to get on well. 

 

Aug 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, August 23. 

Nothing worthy of special mention has occurred in mining matters since I wrote last, and the Government party have 

not been successful as yet. The work of these parties, which involves the outlay of public money, should be under 



the immediate control of a competent inspector, who should pay periodical visits throughout the district, and publish 

progress reports in a local paper. As far as alluvial is concerned there are only faint hopes of anything of importance 

being discovered, and all the attention should be paid to reefing. Mr H. C. Jorgensen, who has been amongst us for 

some time, is about leaving for Dargo, where he has an appointment as mining manager. Mr Jorgensen is a 

persevering and successful prospector, and we shall miss him. Mr Andrew Jorgensen, his brother, will remain in our 

district, having several shows on hand. The Exhibition reef,   from which these gentlemen obtained such a good 

crushing, will be worked again shortly, and I may venture to say that a party will offer to work the Sons of Freedom 

on tribute. I have it from good authority that payable stone can be got there now, and it has been often mentioned 

that the Sons would be at work ever since, if Mr Ellis had stayed. I hear that a load of sleepers got over the bridge at 

Boggy Creek with apparent safety; there are some 500 sleepers up this way ready now, which have to pass over that 

bridge, so it ought to be looked to or else there may be accidents. There is lot of wattle bark to come down from 

Tabberabbera, and as only a small sum of money is required to clear a branch track to meet Curry's, it should be 

done as soon as possible. 

 

Sept 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Sept. 19. 

Messrs Riley and Smith have about 10 tons of quartz to grass from the Exhibition reef, which will be crushed as 

soon as they can get the stone carted to the battery. Four men will be put on by the Bullumwaal Prospecting 

Association shortly. The prospecting party, under the leadership of Mr Brodribb, is now at Sandy's Creek. An 

improvement in mining matters may soon take place, as most of the gullies and creeks have now a supply of water 

sufficient for prospecting purposes. There is a considerable population at Tabberabbera, and up and down the 

Mitchell River. A branch track to meet Carry's should therefore be cleared   as soon as possible. Only 10 miles 

require clearing for a packhorse track, and cutting a few approaches to creek crossings. The weather has been very 

unsettled of late, but is now fine.  

Sept 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, September 

25. Mr George Kremborg, with his usual punctuality, commenced carting the Exhibition quartz and firewood early 

on Monday morning, with two drays, and the owners were enabled to start crushing by about 10 o'clock the same 

day. All the quartz (about nine tons) was carted to the battery in one day, and the cleaning up was finished this 

evening, with a result of about 15dwts per ton. The efficient manner in which Mr Kremborg fulfills his contracts has 

been duly appreciated, and he can be safely recommended. A general meeting of the Bullumwaal Miners' 

Prospecting Association was held last Saturday, when it was decided that applications from persons willing to go 

prospecting, under the superintendence of the committee, would be received up to Thursday, the 26th inst. The 

applications will be dealt with by the committee that evening, and the parties will commence operations on the 

following Monday. Mr Buckley has been appointed to act as mining manager for the first month. I am informed that 

a petition will be forwarded to urge the council to cause the necessary repairs to be made to the bridge over Boggy 

Creek, at the old township, with a request that the work be executed as soon as possible, the bridge being in a 

dangerous state. 

Oct 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Oct. 3. The 

work the Royal Commission on Mining is now engaged on will be watched with interest by the mining community, 

and no doubt their deliberations and decisions will prove beneficial to the mining industry. Prospecting in particular 

should have the commission's earnest consideration. All prospecting parties assisted by Government should be under 

the strict supervision of an expert in mining, and the so appointed inspector should at least once a month visit the 

workings of the several parties and report thereon. A considerable amount of money has been fritted away in the 

past with no results. Another item of importance will be the legislation on mining law. The mining laws should be 

consolidated, and the mining department, under the Minister, should form the central governing body, with boards 

of advice in the several mining centres, elected in a similar manner as boards of advice under the Education 

department. It has been the universal opinion for years that the time for the usefulness of mining boards has passed 

away, besides being an expensive institution. I allow that they still have some local influence, but boards of advice 

might answer the purpose. The law, as regards the forfeiture of mining leases, likewise requires revising, and non- 

compliance with the labor convenant for three months should lead to forfeiture. Vast areas would then be opened to 

bona fide prospectors. 



Oct 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Oct. 17. 

Messrs Dan Faulkner and party, who have the Sons of Freedom on tribute, just finished a small trial crushing of 11 

tons with the handsome result of 15oz 5dwt of gold. Their reef about a foot thick. The country, however, is rather 

hard. They have only been crushing with one battery, but intend to work two for the future. Their company will be 

increased by two men shortly, which will enable them to work the reef on a larger scale, and if it continues to be as 

payable, it will materially benefit   the whole district. The attendance at our State school is now over 20, so we may 

soon be able to obtain a full time school. 

Nov 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.     (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, November 2. 

Messrs. Faulkner and party have just finished another small crushing, of 16 tons of quartz from the Sons of 

Freedom, yielding; 17oz of gold, which is certainly very encouraging. The reef formerly known as the Exhibition 

has been taken possession of by Messrs. Burnham and Bannister. I learn that a company to work the reef is about 

being floated. The leader has widened out to a foot, and gold can be seen freely throughout the stone. 

  Our bridge at Boggy Creek, lately examined by the shire engineer, has been declared unfit for traffic, and a 

crossing requires clearing until the necessary repairs are effected. 

Nov 1889 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Monday, November 25   

Twenty tons of quartz from the Sons of Freedom reef yielded 17oz. of gold, which   gives the tributers considerably 

over  wages. I am told that they are raising some good stone now, and crushing will be resumed today. A singular 

accident occurred at the cleaning up last week; an engine driver, who has had considerable experience of batteries 

was cleaning out the crucible, and when emptying the scrapings into a mortar, partly filled with water, as soon as the 

stuff came in contact with the water an explosion took place, and the man's shirt and whiskers were set on fire. 

Three men, who were within a yard or two of him, at once went to his assistance, and did what they could for the 

sufferer, and he was afterwards conveyed to Bairnsdale for medical treatment, where he is progressing favorably. 

Mr. A. Hogg has made a start at the Bullumwaal bridge. After the decking was removed, a great deal of the timber 

was found completely rotten, and it appears that only the crust formed by the gravel prevented an accident 

happening. I am informed that one Jeremiah Harris, an old miner at Merrijig Creek, is very ill and perfectly helpless. 

Mr Buckley sent word to the police with a view of having the man removed to the hospital. The weather has been 

very showery of late, but the rain has not been heavy enough to make any difference in Boggy Creek, which may be 

said to be scarcely running. 

Jan 1890  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)     Thursday, January 2. 

The school picnic held yesterday, although the weather was disagreeably hot, was a grand success, and the 

youngsters enjoyed themselves to the utmost. The committee, Messrs. Buckley, Duggan, Sawyers, Brodribb and 

Linton, deserve all praise. The lion's share of the work fell to Mr Buckley, who, in the first instance, was 

indefatigable in collecting, having obtained £6 14s 6d in cash, besides other donations, in the shape of various 

articles. The following programme was carried out: -1st Race, Boys, over 10 years, John Archer 1 ; Michael Phelan, 

2 ; Ernest Waite. 3. 2nd Race, Girls over 9 years, Nelly Waite 1; Bella Archer 2 ; Amy Sawyers 3. 3rd Race, Boys 

over 6 under 10 years, Dan Archer 1 ; Arthur Waite 2; Henry Sawyer 3. Fourth Race, girls over six and under 9. -

Mary Ann Sawyer, 1; Hedwig Krug, 2; Lena Tauschke, 3. Fifth Race, Skipping.- Nelly Waite, 1; Mary Ann Sawyer, 

2 ; Lilly Tauschke, 3. Sixth Race, infants. -Amy Waite, I ; Gracy Tauschke, 2 ; Rosy Sawyers, 3. Then followed a 

tug of war for boys and one for girls, causing much amusement. There were several other races for the remainder of 

the prizes. A game of all round at ball was played by a number of ladies, boys and girls. There was a variety of 

prizes, the winner always having the first choice. Eatables of every description, including apples, biscuits and lollies, 

were in abundance. The older boys, who had much pleasure in seeing the small fry enjoying, themselves, played at 

quoits and had jumping matches. In the evening a dance was held at Buckley's private house, and the New Year, 

therefore, was fairly ushered in at Bullumwaal. Now to mining. Messrs Bruce and Henry have a fair show in a reef, 

styled The Dodger. The leader is about 6in wide, and gold can be seen throughout. Their shaft is down about 12ft, so 

it would be premature to say much about it at present. A crushing of 26 tons from the Sons of Freedom yielded 13oz 

10dwt of gold. They intend to start crushing again on Monday next, but there is some doubt whether there will be 

sufficient water available much longer, unless more rain comes. The dry weather of late has reduced the waterholes 

in the creek very much, and the outlook just now is not too pleasant a one. 



 

Jan 1890 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, January 16. A 

general meeting of the Bullumwaal Miners' Prospecting Association was held last Saturday, the 11th inst. The half-

yearly balance-sheet was submitted by the secretary, and, on the motion of Mr Krug and seconded by Mr Sawyers, 

adopted. The secretary was instructed to apply for a similar allowance as is granted to secretaries of other 

associations. Two more men were put on to prospect Swamp Gully, and the gully next to it, the weather being 

extremely favorable for the purpose. A crushing of 11 tons of quartz from the Sons of Freedom was finished this 

week, yielding 7oz 15dwt of gold. The water had to be pumped into the race, and if this dry weather continues they 

will be able to manage another small crushing. The scarcity of water is now being severely felt, and travellers cannot 

obtain any water on the Bullumwaal road after leaving Bairnsdale. I heard of an instance lately, when a swagman 

nearly perished on Mount Taylor. Fortunately Mr Hollensen came across him on his return journey and gave him 

some water, which he generally carries with him. On a precious occasion I have drawn the council's attention to the 

matter; at a comparatively small expense, a well, say about 10 feet deep, could be sunk at Waterhole Creek, which is 

very much needed, and would prove a boon to the travelling public  

OUR BULUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, January 30. Mr A. Hogg 

has just finished the repairs to the Bullumwaal bridge, which now presents quite a new appearance, and, should last 

about 12 or 15 years ; some of the piles have been tested and found quite sound. The top work is so constructed and 

bolted together that, if any of the beams should become defective, the bridge is supported by the new beams on top. 

The manner in which the repairs have been designed and effected reflects great credit on both   the designer and 

contractor. A welcome change in the weather took place on Tuesday night, when it commenced to rain and 

continued all the following day. It cleared up again to-day, but there are still signs of more showers. Although the 

fall of rain was slight it was sufficient to cool the atmosphere and clear the smoke from the surrounding bush fires, 

to which it has put a stop to for the present. The locality where I suggested that a well should be sunk for the storage 

of water, and which is approved of by the majority of the travelling public, is at what is termed the corduroy at the 

foot of the mountains, and about half-way between Bairnsdale and the Bullumwaal bridge. Sufficient storm water 

could be obtained there, and travellers need not deviate one inch from the road. It would certainly be convenient to 

have another watering place higher up in some of the gullies, and blaze a track to it. The Sons of Freedom tributors 

had a small crushing of 4 tons of stone, yielding 4oz 9dwt of gold. About seven tons of quartz are ready for packing 

at the Dodger reef, but it cannot be crushed until more rain comes. I have been to the claim and find a cutting of 

about 50 feet into the hill, following the reef ; the leader varies from three to nine inches, and seems to widen out 

under foot; the stone is highly mineralized, and with a fair sprinkling of gold. Friday. It started raining again at an 

early hour this morning. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETIER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Feb. 20. The heavy fall of 

rain we had last week has proved most beneficial. The scarcity of water had been severely felt. The heat was 

oppressive, and the atmosphere heavy with smoke. At the forthcoming sitting of the Royal Commission on Gold 

Mining in Bairnsdale, the district should be well represented, and any evidence that may tend towards the 

advancement of the mining interest should then be brought forward, and good results may follow. Mr Chenhall, our 

school teacher, left here last Monday, and Mr Killfedder has taken charge of the school. Mr Chennall has proved 

himself an efficient and painstaking teacher, and   we were all sorry to him depart,   but wish him every success in 

his new sphere. 

 

1890, 4 March.  

VISIT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON GOLD MINING. On Saturday afternoon Mr C. Swan, J. P., president 

of the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association, accompanied by most of the committee, and a number of 

the members of that body, repaired to the railway station to welcome to Bairnsdale the Royal Commission on Gold 

Mining. Mr Foster, the member for Gippsland East, who came down from Omeo the previous night was also on the 



station, and there was a large attendance of the general   public present. On the visitors alighting from the train, Mr 

Foster introduced Mr Swan and the other gentlemen to the members of the commission, and an adjournment was 

made to the Grand Terminus Hotel, where arrangements had been made to accommodate the visitors, proceeding 

upstairs, the company were shown into a room where refreshments had been laid out in anticipation of their visit, 

and the corks having been drawn of some "gold top." Mr C. Swan expressed the pleasure it was to him and the 

members of the association he represented to welcome the visitors to Bairnsdale. It was the Commercial and 

Progress Association that had invited the commission to visit the town, and that was the reason why he, and not the 

president of the shire, had been deputed to welcome the visitors, whom, he hoped, would enjoy their stay in the town 

and their trip eastwards. It had been arranged to give the commission a trip to the Entrance on Sunday in the steamer 

J.C.D. and as he understood that some more members of the commission would arrive by the late train, he would 

depute Mr Foster to extend that invitation to those that were then absent. He proposed the "Health of the Royal 

Commission on Gold Mining." Mr Foster, M.L.A., briefly responded, remarking that the company would perhaps 

like to hear Mr Bailes, the member for Sandhurst, relate his impressions of the district, or what he had seen of it so 

far. Mr Bailes, M.L.A., confessed that up to that time he had seen very little of the district. His anxiety was to know 

when he would be able to catch a glimpse of that wonderful country known as Croajingalong-(laughter)-which his 

friend so well represented. The district he represented was the premier quartz-reefing district in the colony. But it 

was in the eastern portion of the colony, which the commission was now visiting, that they all looked to for the 

discovery of new goldfields. And he expressed the hope that the same measure of prosperity would attend the 

development of the mining industry in this district as had followed the opening up of the goldfields in old Bendigo 

in its palmiest days-the days of the fifties. Mr Rosealis also replied, and remarked that as an old resident of Walhalla 

he had some little knowledge of the resources of this district, and of its undeveloped mineral wealth. He advocated 

the cutting of bridle tracks into the bush, to enable prospectors to go in search of the hidden treasures. Mr Jas. 

Jackson proposed the health of Mr Foster, M.L.A.. to whom the district was principally indebted for the visit of the 

commission. Mr Foster responded, and in the course of his remarks advocated the abolition of mining boards and of 

the Mining department itself. He had been a member of a mining board for seventeen years, and was of opinion such 

boards served no useful purpose. The Mining department was simply a clog on the industry, and should be affiliated 

to the Lands department. The prospecting vote up to the present time had simply been a waste of public money. It 

was to the eastern portion of the colony alone--to Gippsland and the country of which he was the uncrowned 

emperor, that they must look for new discoveries, and he was confident the commission would devote their best 

attention in extracting such information from the witnesses presented to them for examination as would lead to a 

revival in mining around here. The industry had been an immense benefit in the past in making Victoria what the 

colony was, and although it had been said that every ounce of gold had cost £3 17s 6d to raise, still the beast results 

had followed gold mining in Victoria. The president of the shire, Mr W. S. Ross, J.P., and Cr F. W. Drevermann, 

who entered the room late, having been delayed at a meeting, were here introduced by Mr Foster. The toast of the 

health of the president of the shire having been proposed, that gentleman responded, remarking that he would take 

the commission in hand on Monday. The only other toast proposed was that of the Press, which was acknowledged 

by the representatives of the local newspapers and shortly afterwards the company separated. 

EXCURSION TO THE ENTRANCE. The following members of the Royal Commission on Gold Mining accepted 

the invitation of the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association, through the president of that body (Mr 

Charles Swan, J.P.), to an excursion to the Lakes En trance on Sunday last:-Messrs Foster, Bailes, A. Young and 

Craven, M's. L.A., and Rosealis, Langtree, C. Sergeant (Ballarat), Crawford and Martin (secretary of the 

commission.) They were accompanied by Crs Drevermann, Taylor and Underwood, and several of the executive 

members of the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association. as well as a fair sprinkling of ladies, and 

numbering in all about 60 persons. 
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The company embarked on Mr Dahlsen's steamer, the J.C.D., under the command of Captain Beaumont, about half-

past nine o'clock, and called at Paynesville and Rosherville en route, and arrived at the Entrance about mid-day. 

Several members of the commission on the way down to the Entrance expressed their surprise at seeing such a 

picturesque and progressive district, and predicted a great future for Bairnsdale. The steamer having landed those 

passengers bound for the new works, she then started for the old entrance jetty, where she took up her moorings for 

about an hour. The commission were here entertained at luncheon on board at the invitation of Mr Charles Swan, the 

president of the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association. After luncheon the chairman (Mr Chas. Swan) 

proposed the toast of the Queen, and subsequently that of the Royal Commissioner on Gold Mining coupled with the 

name of the chairman of such, namely, Mr Bell (who was unavoidably absent through, illness,) and Mr Foster. He 

warmly welcomed the members of the commission to Bairnsdale, and trusted that their mission would prove of an 

immense benefit to the district, and he hoped that before they left Bairnsdale they would have thoroughly enjoyed 

themselves and thereby combined business with pleasure. Mr Foster responded in a few well chosen remarks. He 

was sure that the commission would do much towards having the great resources of eastern Gippsland developed, 

and he thanked the members of the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association for the kind manner in which 

he and his brother commissioners had been received. The Chairman proposed the toast of the Bairnsdale Shire 

Council. He stated that it was perhaps thought strange that the reception of the commission did not de vole upon the 

shire council, but it was satisfactory to know that both bodies worked hand in hand with regard to matters tending to 

the welfare of the district. With respect to the invitation of the Gold Commission to Bairnsdale it was first brought 

forward by the association, and being ably backed up by their member Mr Foster. It was subsequently brought to a 

successful issue. It was therefore considered that the association would not be noting unduly towards the shire 

council in carrying the matter through. Mr Drevermann, member for the east riding, responded on behalf of the shire 

council. He quite concurred in the action the Bairnsdale Progress and Commercial Association had taken. In fact he 

thoroughly endorsed the proposal to establish such an association in Bairnsdale, as both bodies could do much in 

furthering the progress of the district. There was no doubt the visit of the Gold Commission would have most 

beneficial results, and he could assure them that in the following day he would astonish them with regard to the gold 

resources of this portion of Gippsland. In conclusion, he thanked the president of the Bairnsdale Commercial and   

Progress Association for the kindly manner in which he referred to the shire council, and he thought that an 

association with a roll of 80 members, such as they had, was the largest of any kindred association in the colony, and 

did them great credit. Mr Sergeant, Ballarat, said from what he saw so far of Gippsland he could conscientiously 

state, and he had stated so previously to several members of the commission, that this was the commercial and 

manufacturing centre of Gippsland. If they would but do, as had been done in New York, have the soil tested in 

order that they might know what it was best adapted for and utilise the raw material their manufactories would 

increase a hundred fold. If they but looked into the near future of Bairnsdale they must come to the conclusion that it 

would be one of the greatest commercial manufacturing cities in the colony. EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES. 



The Royal Gold Commission of Victoria sat in the shire hall, Bairnsdale, yester day morning, at 10 o'clock. The 

following members were present :-Messrs Bell, M.L.C. (chairman), A. Young, Craven, Foster and Bailes, M.L.A., 

and Reseales. Sergeant, Crawford, and the secretary (J. Martin.) The first witness called was; F. W. Drevermann 

retired storekeeper, Bairnsdale. He stated that he had resided here since 1855. He had been connected with mining in 

North Gippsland, and owned numerous branch stores at or near all the head centres of mining. The nearest gold 

mine to Bairnsdale was within ten miles, namely, Boggy Creek, and a few miles further away Merryjig, Sandy 

Creek, then the Nicholson. Then there were the Omeo district, Swift's Creek, and several other places. The mining at 

Boggy Creek had been principally alluvial, and for some years past quartz reefing. Alluvial mining had only been 

carried on by private persons. The same remarks applied to Deptford. There had been quartz mines worked without 

any good results. With regard to alluvial mining at Merryjig, and from his own knowledge, 6000 ounces of gold had 

been taken out there within a few miles. The gold was coarse, and at Boggy Creek the same. The largest nugget 

found at Store Creek weighed 59 ounces. He himself had purchased nuggets from 40 ounces down to a few penny-

weights. The particular spot where these nuggets were found was between Boggy Creek and Store Creek, at a place 

called Whitbourne Gully. If a diamond drill was employed in that locality good results would, in his opinion, accrue. 

The prospectors in the quartz reef at Deptford were of opinion that a diamond drill could be profitably employed 

there. He believed, speaking generally, that if track-cutting was carried out on a large scale it would contribute more 

to the development of this district than anything else. From his experience, track-cutting should be done under the 

supervision of some thoroughly competent person, such as Mr Whitelaw, of Walhalla. The suggestion of track 

cutting in this district was made by the late A. C. Wills, and he believed the O'Shannassy Ministry was in power at 

the time and adopted that suggestion, but a mistake was made in employing the men to cut from track to track 

without taking into consideration the geological formation of the country. Since the track- cutting has been done 

under Mr Whitelaw's supervision, everyone thought that he was the right man in the right place. With regard to 

quartz mining, he would, in consequence of the great bungling of so called mining managers, and the immense 

amount of money that had been wasted in this direction, suggest that those persons should be properly qualified 

persons, and that no one should be employed unless he had some knowledge of mining. When applications were 

called for miners there were dozens of applicants, but from what he had seen there was more bungling in this 

direction than in anything else relating to this district. To the chairman: Track-cutting should be done in the Crooked 

River district; Dargo district, between Dargo and Omeo; Wentworth and Omeo; Nicholson and Bairnsdale; 

Wentworth and Tambo, through Swift's Creek and on parts of the Nicholson River to Bairnsdale. There had never 

been a diamond drill used in this district. This district had had a share of the prospecting vote. He had not taken any 

part in its distribution, but he believed in this immediate district it had been wasted. He had not seen any good 

results from it. He believed that what it required to develop the alluvial mining was to cut a race or canal from some 

part of the Nicholson. He had seen a great deal of sluicing at Omeo, with good results indeed. There could be 

nothing better done than that to revive alluvial mining. If the race for mining did not pay, the channel could be 

utilised for irrigation purposes afterwards. A small company tried it, but it could not be carried out for want of 

capital. With regard to inefficiency of mining managers, they had got miners from other parts. He was aware of a 

school of mines being here, and considered it a step in the right direction. The chairman: Then you will be able to 

manufacture your own mining managers here-Witness continuing said he hope so. He considered the mining boards 

had outlived their usefulness. When mining board elections took place some years ago the members were elected be- 

cause they were jolly good follows. He suggested a central board for the whole colony, and would give them full 

power to expend any money.--The Chairman: Without the authority of the Minister.- Witness: There should be a 

controlling power. The board should be elected by the people on the basis of the parliamentary roll.--To Mr Bailes: 

The quartz reefs were not very wide. There was only one formation.--Mr Bailes : Would it not be better to have 

schools of mines in large centres, seeing that it meant a great expense to fully equip a school. Witness in continuing 

said that people in smaller centres could not afford to send their children hundreds of miles away to large centres. A 

school of mines at Sandhurst or Ballarat could be used as a university. He favored the system of small schools.--To 

Mr Foster : The children could learn the rudiments in the small schools. He suggested that the diamond drill should 

be sent to Boggy Creek, Whitbourne Gully and Deptford.--To Mr Sergeant: The terraces about the Nicholson River 

are Crown lands. W. S. Ross, president of the Bairnsdale shire council, said he had been a resident for 10 years in 

Gippsland. He followed the occupation of a miner for about 7 years at Ballarat. He then went to Port Curtis, and 

afterwards joined a party to prospect the ranges of Gippsland, under Mr Howitt, now Secretary for Mines. They 

discovered the Crooked River diggings, which paid remarkably well. The reefs in the district had not paid as a 

whole, and the reason was that they had been worked by managers and men who did not possess any knowledge of 

mining. The localities of Boggy Creek and Merrijig would pay as the reefs were wider there. He advocated the 

diamond drill being sent to this district. If the reefs were tested to a depth of 600 or 700 feet they would be wider, 

and perhaps the richness would be greater. Those spurs overlooking the rivers were, he thought, very rich but could 



not be tested for the want of water. He did not agree with mining boards as they were at present constructed. He 

believed in one board to meet at Melbourne or some of the principal gold mining centre. It was a waste of money to 

continue the present system. He concurred with Mr Drevermann, that in a number of cases they were elected 

because they were jolly good fellows. They must put real practical men on the board if the country wanted to derive 

any consideration for the expenditure.--To the chair- man : With regard to the prospecting vote, he thought the 

amount should be increased. The money thus expended at the present time was dribbled away. The prospecting 

parties in Gippsland were doing nothing more nor less than fossicking about old workings that   had been worked 

out centuries ago. He did not believe in the money being handed over to local committees. He would merge the 

prospecting board and the mining board into one. He thought there were deep leads in the Mitchell Valley. He was 

acquainted with Freestone Creek, and he thought there were some deep leads there. J. C. Dahlsen, storekeeper, said 

he had been a miner in former years. His information was with regard to the quartz mines at Haunted Stream. The 

Hans Gold Mining, Company received £200 out of the prospecting vote, and by the time  £90 of that amount had 

been spent, payable gold was obtained. As per last balance- sheet, the company had expended £25,000, and towards 

that they had obtained   £17,000 worth of gold. The depth of the reef at the present time was 800ft, and was getting 

richer and richer as they went   down. To the Chairman : They had not returned the money granted by the State as 

yet, but expected to do so in a few months hence. He thought the non-success of   other places where money has 

been granted   was through bad management, in allowing Tom Dick and Harry to expend it. He agreed with the 

previous witness to a certain extent, as regards the incompetency of the mining managers. He strongly advocated the 

diamond drill being sent to Boggy Creek and other places. The vote for track-cutting should he increased. He agreed 

the spurs referred to would pay well if there was water. He thought the power of mining boards should be increased 

or done away with altogether.   To Mr Foster: He knew the country at the head of the Haunted Stream. The stone to 

be treated had to be packed on horseback. There was a great extent of country that had not yet been opened up. If 

there were roads it would lead to some new development. To Mr Rosealis : The Hans Company had sent six tons of 

tailings to be treated at Antwerp. Mr Foster :That seems a great reflection on the Mines department, sending it as far 

away as Antwerp. He would like to see the Government adopt the best means of getting the best gold-saving 

appliances. Mr Bailes : Do you know that the gold saving appliances are so complete at Sandhurst that Chinamen 

can't get sufficient gold out of the tailings to make a living. There are occasions, you know, why people send farther 

and fare worse. Mr W. H. Gregson, land officer at Bairnsdale, was present, and pointed out the several mining 

districts on the map. Mr John Buntine, who had considerable experience in mining, and had been a resident of 

Gippsland for the last 20years, corroborated the evidence of previous witnesses to a great extent. To the chairman : 

With regard to the forfeiture of leases he would leave it to the warden to hear evidence. and settle all grievances, as 

he would be on the spot and know better how to act than the Minister of Mines. To Foster : He would be in favor of 

allowing a person the right of appeal to the Minister. With regard to the prospecting vote some competent person 

should be sent out to look after the men. The vote at present was a waste of money. It merely went into the butchers 

and bakers' hands. W. D. Heywood, valuator for the shire of Bairnsdale, stated that he had had eleven years 

experience in mining and battery work in Walhalla, and under Mr Rosealis, one of the members of this commission. 

He thought the prospecting vote was to a certain extent frittered away. He thought one or two gentlemen should be 

appointed who had a geological knowledge, to visit different places and point out where it would be desirable to 

prospect, and do away with the local committee. To Mr Bell: The local prospecting party had discovered gold in 

nearly every hole they had sunk. but not in payable quantities. (The witness here exhibited several specimens of gold 

bearing stone from the Great Success mine at Deptford.) The amount of gold obtained from that mine amounted to 

1,157 ounces. To Mr Foster : He thought the flats at Clifton would be payable to prospect for deep leads. Robert 

Burnham said he had been a miner for 35 years, 21 of which he had spent in this district. (The witness here produced 

some specimens of gold, tin ore and iron stone, obtained about 8 chains from Petersen's block, Boggy Creek.) There 

were quartz reefs in the locality in all-directions. There had not been much mining done except at the Sons of 

Freedom. The remarks regarding the mining managers not being up to their work was the case to a great extent up to 

the pre sent time. The machinery was bad as well. There was two loads put through to get the 6½ pennyweights of 

gold then before the commission. By Mr Crawford: Are not the poor mining managers being blamed instead of the 

bad machinery which is used  The witness: Yes ; that remark was applicable in many instances. Howard Stoney, 

forester, stated that there was no timber for mining purposes being sent away from this district. The district is very 

thickly timbered. There were 23 saw mills here.   

To Mr Foster : It required more supervision in the State forests. He had from Stratford to Cape Howe to look after, 

and in all about 126,000 acres. There was a deal of timber being destroyed for the lack of supervision. There was 

abundance of mining timber in the district for years to come. It was absolute necessary for him to have a number of 

hands to assist him. A telegram was received from Mr Frank Holloway, Coongulmerang, a member of the Gippsland 



Mining Board, apologising for non-attendance through illness. John B. Smythe, grazier, but for many years 

previously engaged in mining, said that he would like one place prospected, and that was Wuk Wuk. It was 10 or 12 

miles from Boggy Creek. He was secretary of the Boggy Creek Prospecting Committee. He believed the prospecting 

money was badly spent. The prospectors spent their time poking about (Laughter.) The Chairman: Smoking tobacco, 

I presume : The witness: Yes, sir, and drinking whisky also I suppose. (Laughter.) It was not a fact that old worn out 

men were employed as prospectors, they were all young, and able to do a good day's work. That was with respect to 

them employed by their committee. The chairman: Did it ever strike you that you employed the wrong men :The 

witness : Well if they got others they might not be any better. The prospectors just scattered the ground about here 

and there, and if they did not get gold right off they cleared out somewhere else. They had 8 parties of two men each 

out. They received £100 from the prospecting vote, He believed because things did not pay was because they did not 

sink deep enough. He would abolish mining boards. To Mr Foster: He received £10 from Government for his 

expenses as secretary, but it had cost him a great deal more than that. It was more for the advancement of the district 

he took the position. To Mr Bailes : Could you get a thorough practical man to look after the work. The witness : I 

could find the man. Mr Foster : Will the man do it for nothing. The witness : Do you really mean it, Mr Foster. 

(Laughter.) Mr Bailes said that Sandhurst received  £700 from the prospecting vote. There they appoint a thoroughly 

practical man from among themselves, who measures up the work and supervises, and only got paid for the work 

they did, and surely there was some public-spirited man amongst them who would do the same here, say once a 

week. Mr Foster : But there is an inspector in this district to supervise the work. The witness : I don't count his 

supervision anything, as he merely inspected the work being done on his visits, which were few and far between. I 

would suggest that the Government erect a public battery for trial crushings, and make those who used it pay for it. 

John Dick stated that he had been interested more particularly in the Nicholson reef. Some years ago they started a 

race, which was brought down from Deptford, but did not complete the scheme. To the Chairman: It would only 

take £20,000 to bring the scheme down to Sarsfield, which would irrigate 3000 acres of irrigable land. It would 

employ 1000 hands in that district, and would assist the miner and agriculturist as well. The greater portion of this 

ground had not been prospected. It was not embraced within the area of other prospecting committees. There were 

several other witnesses called but did not answer to their names, and the commission rose at 1.30 p.m. The 

Chairman of the Commission then invited the presidents of the Bairnsdale   Shire Council and Bairnsdale 

Commercial and Progress Association, besides several prominent members of both bodies, to luncheon at Neville's 

Grand Terminus Hotel, after which the Chairman left by the afternoon train for Melbourne. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, 13th March. It is now an 

established fact that granting money for prospecting to local associations, where the management invariably falls 

into the hands of business people, is a failure, as it was clearly illustrated at the sitting of the Royal Commission in 

Bairnsdale. The question of prospecting is of vital importance, and will be earnestly considered by the commission, 

who have, no doubt, received many suggestions. Referring to this district I should propose a party of, say, four men, 

under a competent leader, who has some knowledge of geology; or if not, should be under the supervision of a 

geologist, who should previously visit the district and prepare a plan of operations. It would likewise be of interest if 

the leader would publish at the end of each month a short resume of the work performed and the locality he is 

operating in. I should likewise advocate that the men receive higher wages, and at the same time have a 

proportionate share in any find. A most important item relating to prospecting is the cutting of tracks, and the same 

party might serve the double purpose of prospecting and track-cutting, whenever applicable. Although the shire 

council contemplate clearing a road from Bullumwaal along the Divide to Yahoo Creek, the prospects of it being 

done are looming at too great a distance. It is the opinion of many experienced prospectors that good and extensive 

reefs exist at the head of the various creeks, but the country is rough, and no tracks being cleared, the idea of 

prospecting in that direction is consequently abandoned. To assist to help the shire council out of their difficulty, I 

am of opinion that more rates would be collected if a receiver were appointed in outlying districts, such as 

Bullumwaal, Deptford and Dargo ; but I do not hold with Cr Underwood's motion of enforcing the Dog Act 

throughout the shire. It will certainly not meet with the approval of farmers, selectors and miners. Weather fine. Mr 

Kilfeder, our schoolteacher, just had a lucky escape from an accident. He was riding past Mr Krug's, on his way to 

Lower Boggy Creek, when his horse became unmanageable, and set to bucking, throwing Mr Kilfeder, who had had 

but little practice on horseback, on his chest and arm. At first Mr Kilfeder thought his arm was broken, as he 

suffered intense pain, but it was only a very severe sprain; notwithstanding he was not able to proceed on his 

journey. 



OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, March 31. The weather in 

the beginning of last week was showery, but cleared up on Wednesday. It started raining again last night, and has 

been raining all day. A crushing of about 10 tons of quartz from the Dodger reef was finished lately. The result has 

been kept quiet, but I am informed is satisfactory. The owners contemplate sinking a large shaft on the reef, which 

varies from 3 inches to over a foot in thickness.  The inspector of prospecting parties has only paid one flying visit to 

this part, in November last, and has not turned up since. It is time some competent person should be sent by the 

department to inspect the work of the Government parties that has been done and what is going on at present, and by 

an impartial report satisfy all interested. In alluvial, some are doing fairly well, whilst others are shifting about. The 

number of miners on Merrijig Creek, which some time back had been reduced to seven or eight, is up to the old 

standard again, viz., 17 all told. More attention is now paid to the prospecting of spurs and terraces on that creek, the 

bed itself being nearly exhausted. The want of water for sluicing is a great drawback to Merrijig, and this may be 

said of Boggy Creek and its tributaries. If more attention were paid to the storage of water and track- cutting, far 

better results would be obtained than by frittering money away to endless prospecting parties. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, April 7. The local 

applications to participate in the prospecting vote for 1890-91 amount to the modest sum of £1000. Applicants are 

now quite up to the mark, and know from experience that to obtain £100 double or treble that amount must be 

claimed, in fact it is worked on the sliding principle and the smallest donation is thankfully received. The allocation 

of money in that direction will probably be influenced by the Royal Commission on Mining, and the results obtained 

from former grants should be a guide for the future. Track-cutting in various directions would open up the country 

and induce many experienced miners to prospect on their own account. Mr Kilfeder, who had charge of our school 

since Mr Chenhall's departure, intends leaving today. During his short stay amongst us he has, by his affable and 

courteous manners, gained the esteem of all. His successor is expected to arrive about the end of the week. The 

weather of late has been remark ably fine. Deviating from local matters, I may mention that the praiseworthy 

conduct of Constable. M'Cormick has been repeatedly spoken of. Whilst being strict in the performance of his duties 

that officer's actions seem to be guided by a sense of feeling and humanity. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, April 21. Mr A H. Sharp, 

an inspector of Government prospecting parties, has completed his inspection in this district. He expressed himself 

as satisfied with the amount of work done by the local prospectors. It is to be regretted, how ever, that our party has 

been rather unfortunate, nothing payable having been met with as yet. The newly discovered reefs on Mount 

Baldhead are a further inducement for the clearing of a track along the Divide, and I may safely prognosticate that 

the most permanent and extensive line of reefs will be found near the heads of the various gold-bearing creeks and 

gullies, and little attention has, as yet, been paid to that part of the country. The leaders that have been discovered so 

far in our immediate neighborhood do not seem to have any permanency, but none of them have been tested to any 

depth, as in most cases, a leader, after a poor crushing, has to be abandoned for want of funds, whilst by further 

prospecting, payable shoots of gold might be met with. A good few miners from other parts have been arriving here 

lately, and as the importation of fresh blood often proves beneficial, we may soon see a change for the better. A 

meeting of the residents was held last Saturday, at Mrs. Waite's Hotel, for the purpose of agitating for a bi-weekly 

mail service. Mr Hood presided, and on the motion of Mr Krug and seconded by Mr Buckley, it was unanimously 

resolved that in the opinion of the meeting it was time that a mail twice a week, to and from Bairnsdale via Lower 

Boggy Creek, should be asked for. With the co-operation of the press, and the influence of our member in 

Parliament, I have no doubt this reasonable request will receive favorable consideration. On account of the 

unsatisfactory mail arrangements, the bulk of our letters are forwarded to Bairnsdale by private hands. A petition is 

now being prepared, which will be numerously signed, and should likewise be ably supported by the business people 

of Bairnsdale. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER,. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Monday, May 12. Messrs. Dougan 

and party, who have taken the Sons of Freedom mine on tribute, intend to start crushing on Monday next. They are 

sinking a shaft near the old workings, and will try a parcel of stone, about 10 or 12 tons. At the Dodger reef some 

deadwork in the way of timbering had to be done, and they will have another crushing in a few weeks. They are 

going down with a shaft, and the prospects, so far, are most encouraging. I hear that some machinery for the Gift 

Company, Yahoo Creek, is at the railway station, Bairnsdale, and as the clearing of a road from here to Yahoo Creek 



has been determined upon by the department of Mines as soon as funds are available, steps have been taken to 

induce the shire council to undertake the work in question. The amount to be advanced for the purpose will, of 

course, be reimbursed by Government. The weather has been fine and frosty of late. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.     (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, May 26. The Queen's 

birthday was duly celebrated in our little township last Saturday, and although the weather was rather showery the 

sports came off in grand style. A very pleasant day was spent, and wound up with a dance in the evening at Mr 

Buckley's large room, which was tastefully decorated for the occasion. Amongst the committee who did their best to 

bring the events to a successful issue, Mr Buckley, for collecting, and Mr Dougan, deserve special mention. The 

following programme was gone through :-Maiden Race.-Hugh Waite, 1; Tom Harding, 2. Handicap.-Hugh Waite, 

scratch, 1; Wm. Harding, 6yds, 2. Hurdle Race.-Sam Harding, 1 ; Hugh Waite, 2. Consolation Stakes.-Alfred 

Sawyers. Various small races for the youngsters followed, and refreshments for all were in abundance. Preparations 

are being made at the Sons of Freedom battery to-day to start crushing to-morrow, and after the tributors have 

finished their crushing Messrs Riley and party will probably have a crushing from the Dodger reef, which I hear is 

looking well. We have now a good supply of water, and mining matters are brightening up. During the past week, 

Mr Sellars, the shire engineer, and Mr Robinson; the mining surveyor, passed through here en route to Yahoo Creek, 

for the purpose of marking a line to be cleared for dray traffic to that locality, and I am informed that a very good 

road can be obtained. The much needed repairs to the cutting at Watt's Hump, Mt Taylor, have been effected, and on 

the completion of the drain above the cutting the storm water will be effectually cut off. There are a number of piles 

still up here to be carted, and as there will be a considerable increase in the traffic when a road to Yahoo Crook is 

cleared the points or corners on the long cutting at Mt Taylor should be cut off as soon as funds are available, so as 

to enable teams to travel with safety. The residents of Tabberabbera will, I presume, shortly move in the matter of 

having the incomplete portion of the road (some six miles) between that place and Dargo Flat made as soon as 

possible. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, June 12. The last crushing 

of Messrs Dougan and party, turned out very satisfactory, 15 tons yielding 18oz 10½dwt of gold ; they are crushing 

again, but taking the quartz from another place on the Sons of Freedom line of reef, where there is a body of stone of 

about 3 feet. In alluvial mining there is a slight improvement, and likewise an increase in the number of miners. 

Several parties have received notices, that money is granted to them for prospecting purposes, although the amounts 

have not been determined upon as yet. As different areas will be prospected, it is anticipated that future operations 

will prove more successful. A petition signed by a number of residents, praying for a bi-weekly mail service, which 

the increasing population now warrant, has been forwarded to Mr Foster, M.P., for presentation to the acting 

Postmaster-General. The winter, so far, has been very mild; we had a fair supply of rain. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, June 26. The weather 

started showery on Saturday last, and heavy rain set in on Monday evening, and lasted throughout the whole night. It 

ceased raining on Tuesday, but commenced again in the night, and continued without interruption all Wednesday 

and Wednesday night. To-day it has been showery, but it is raining heavier again this evening. The flood in the 

creek reached over the Bullumwaal bridge last night. It has subsided a little to-day. No damage has been done so far. 

Messrs. Dougan and party finished a crushing of 20 tons of quartz last week. The stuff was rather poor, there being a 

good deal of mullock mixed with it, but it paid expenses, and they are on payable stone again. Messrs. Riley and 

Henry have engaged a carter to convey the Dodger quartz to the battery, and a start will be made as soon as the 

weather clears up. Friday Morning.     Weather cleared during part of last night, but commenced to rain again this 

morning. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, July 3. The flood waters 

have greatly subsided, but the rain is not over yet. This has been the highest flood that has been known up here, and 

although no great damage has been done, still a few parties here suffered considerably. Mr Francis, on the Five-Mile 

Creek, states there was one sheet of water from hill to hill, and a great part of his fence was submerged. He had a 

few tons of hay destroyed, also part of a crop of potatoes, and some of his fence was washed away. Mr Phelan had to 

remove his family from his residence, near the creek, to a higher place. The creek. side of his garden fence was 

bodily carried away, also a lot of soil, and a large part of the garden was destroyed. It has damaged the roads to 

some extent, and knocked the miners off work for some time. After a few fair days it started raining again last night, 

and has been raining more or less all day. This evening the rain is heavier. 



OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, July 17. Since the flood 

we had occasional showers, and the ground is so thoroughly saturated that in many places it is impossible to sink. A 

good stream of water is running in Boggy Creek and most of the gullies. We have had some fair days and frosty 

nights. The work of clearing a road to Yahoo Creek has been started, and, when completed, there remains only a few 

more miles to be cleared to connect it with Omeo. This would be the shortest route from Bairnsdale, and the road 

would be available at all times. Besides, it would open up a large tract of auriferous country that is at present next to 

inaccessible. Mr Burnham and party, who have a grant of £200 out of the prospecting vote, intend starting 

operations immediately. This party consists of six men, and in the interests of the whole district it is to be hoped that 

they may discover something of a commercial value. Messrs Dougan and party had a crushing of 17 tons of quartz 

lately yielding 4oz 5dwt gold, they are trying farther. Messrs Riley and Henry have been constructing a new bridge 

over Boggy Creek, the old one having been swept away; the roads are too bad yet for the carting of their stone; they 

continue getting good prospects, and in one place the reef is 14 inches thick. 

  

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.     (FROM OUR OWN CORRSPONDENT.)   Thursday, August 7. The road to 

Yahoo Creek, will soon be completed and ready for the carting of the machinery to the Gift Company's reef, where 

there are some 200 tons of quartz waiting to be reduced. The battery will be worked by water power. Yahoo creek 

and neighborhood promises to become an important reefing district, several finds have been made there lately, and 

some of the Haunted Stream Government prospecting party are now at work in that locality; the Gift battery 

therefore, will prove a boon to the district. Messrs Riley and Henry just finished carting from 18 to 20 tons of quartz 

from their reef to the battery and crushing will start at once. From the prospects I have seen, the stuff will turn out 

well. The scrub has been rather wet for prospecting lately, but as the days are lengthening, more energy will be 

shown in that direction. Several small nuggets have been unearthed a short time ago at Merrijig Creek, where there 

are a good few miners at present. On the whole, mining matters are rather quiet. A letter has been received from the 

Postal department in answer to a petition forwarded some time ago by the residents of this district, praying for a bi-

weekly mail service, and to judge from the contents, we have to be satisfied with a mail once a week for a little 

longer. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, August 25. The new route 

to Yahoo Creek has already been taken advantage of by several parties, and if the comparatively small distance from 

Yahoo Creek to the heads of Swift's Creek were cleared, it would undoubtedly cause considerable traffic from the 

Omeo district, as the distance from Omeo to Bairnsdale by this route would be lessened from 20 to 30 miles. I learn 

from Yahoo Creek that four of the Haunted Stream Government prospecting party have started operations in that 

locality, about the beginning of this month, and they are favorably impressed with the appearance of the country. 

Cohen and Hayward's reef is from 3 to 4 feet wide, and being situated only half a mile from the Gift battery site, it 

will pay well; the stone on the surface was very rich, but after sinking several feet it turned poorer, and is put down 

at ½oz per ton. Messrs Walters and M'Donald are cutting a tail race for the battery, and Messrs Curtis, Stuart and 

Wandborg have the contract for cutting a water race, and forming a dam to bring water from the Nicholson River to 

the water wheel. The battery site is on Yahoo Creek, about 300 yards from the junction with the Nicholson River. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, September 12. We have now 

two Government prospecting parties in the district, and it may therefore not be long before I shall be able to report 

some valuable discovery. Mr Burnham's party have a show up the Five-mile Creek, but it has not transpired whether 

it is of a permanent character. Three of the Wy Yung and Lucknow Prospecting Association men, under the 

leadership of Mr Charles Goy, have started operations up the Two-Mile Creek. At the Dodger reef they are down 

about 40 feet, and the thickness of the reef varies from three inches to a foot. They are sinking and driving and 

raising stone. Their last crushing of 17 tons yielded 20 oz of gold. Prospects continue payable. The clearing of a road 

to Yahoo Creek is now completed, and after the erection of the battery at the Gift Company's mine the traffic to and 

from that locality via Bullumwaal will be considerably increased. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, September 22. A crushing 

of 17 tons of quartz was finished on Saturday last at the Sons of Freedom battery. The result exceeded expectations, 

and offers sufficient inducement to further continue operations in order to test the reefs from which the quartz just 

operated on was obtained. Eight tons were from a reef styled the Birthday, discovered by Messrs Broadribb and 

Sawyer, when working for the Bullumwaal Prospecting Association, and 9 tons were from the Rattler reef, which 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/captchaForm?target=ocr&t=1412065535927


had been sunk on and prospected by Messrs Harding and Sinton, when in the employ of the same above-named 

association. The total yield was 19oz 11dwt of gold. The two lots were crushed separate, and there appeared very 

little difference in their respective yields; if any, it was in favor of the Rattler stone. Mr. A. H. Sharpe, inspector for 

mines etc., has had a stay of about a fortnight in this locality, carrying out the work of inspecting the various 

prospecting parties, including Yahoo Creek. Mr Sharpe expressed himself satisfied with the prospecting done by 

most of the parties, sad in some instances, real good work has been done. From the ability and experience of Mr. 

Sharpe it is evident that no fraud will be allowed to be committed in regard to the spending of the money allocated 

by the prospecting vote. The weather has been changeable of late, and more rain is threatening. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, October 16. The weather 

for the past few days has been very changeable and gusty. Today heavy rain set in, and it has every appearance of 

continuing. On Tuesday last two strong teams of bullocks passed through here with about 3 tons of machinery each, 

en route for Yahoo Creek. Two more teams with the remainder are to follow shortly. The road from here to Yahoo 

Creek has been cleared a good width, but in parts it is very rocky. It would certainly be very desirable for the shire 

would to lay out a small amount of money to have these places improved. As soon as the battery at the Gift reef is 

erected there is bound to be considerable traffic. A post office will soon be required at Yahoo Creek, and this would 

be the shortest route for mails and the conveyance of stores. Some parties are again cutting piles and sleepers in this 

locality, and wattle bark stripping has been resumed on the Wentworth River. Messrs Saunders, Evans and others, 

commenced sluicing operations a short time ago at Lower Boggy Creek, with the aid of a 6-horse power engine and 

centrifugal pump. They deserve to be well paid for their perseverance and enterprise. Messrs. Riley and Henry are 

sinking a new shaft on the Dodger reef. Good prospects were obtained on going into the hill. Nothing new has been 

discovered, and mining matters are quiet, though there has been an increase in the number of miners lately, notably 

at Merrijig Creek. Some, however, contemplate leaving for the tin fields. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, October 23. Two more 

bullock teams, with the remainder of the machinery and stores for Yahoo Creek, passed through here on Tuesday 

last, each team having over 4½ tons of loading. In coming on to this cutting on Mount Taylor, at the first culvert, 

there is a short turn, and a wagon got out on the edge, tipping up some of the planking, resulting nearly in a capsize 

and an accident. There are three culverts on the cutting, and in every instance there are short turns, and the cutting is 

far too narrow. The shire council's attention will be drawn to the matter at the next meeting. Mr F. Beeching, truant 

inspector, has paid a visit to this locality and the attendance, of the school children time prescribed number of days 

during the quarter will be enforced. There are a sufficient number of children to warrant a full time school, and by 

punctual attendance that object may be obtained. Some eight tons of quartz from the Dodger reef have just been 

reduced, but not cleaned up yet. The weather has cleared up again and is fine now. 

13 Nov 1890 IN DARKEST GIPPSLAND, on, FROM BAIRNSDALE TO OMEO IN 50 MILES. THE RETURN 

OF MESSRS. EVANS AND O'GRADY. A FULL ACCOUNT OF THE TRIP. In a conversation with Mr Francis 

O'Grady, he gave us the following particulars of his trip from Bairnsdale to Omeo in company with Mr Evans :-I 

shall not enter into minute details just at present, as we have not yet presented our report to the body at whose 

instigation we made the inspection, namely, the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association. However, on the 

main points at issue it affords me very great pleasure to be able to state that the result of our trip must he regarded as 

highly satisfactory. At the meeting of the Association, hold the week previous to our leaving, it was stated in 

evidence by one or two witnesses that it was utterly impossible to get a dray track on the east side of Mount 

Baldhead, on account of the cliffs and gorges that existed in the vicinity. Of course, owing to the great saving of 

distance to be effected if it were possible to pass on the east side, it was necessarily the great problem we had to 

solve. When giving my evidence at that particular meeting I was of the opinion that the difficulty could be 

overcome, more especially as regards finding a good horse track. We spent one hIalf day in this particular locality, 

with the result that we discovered a really good dray track of easy grade on the east side of the mount within 300 

feet from the summit. This, in itself, is of great importance, inasmuch that I believe I am safe in stating that it makes 

the distance between Omeo and Bairnadale not more than 48 miles, but to be on the safe side I will put it down at 

the maximum, that is, 50 miles. The present road via Bruthen to Omeo is 80 miles in length, or about 30 miles 

longer than the route we have just inspected. Some people, of course, notice on entering Omeo that the distance 

from Bairnsdale is indicated on a telegraph pole as 75 miles. That indicates the mileage by the old road, but the 

distance of the present road via Bruthen and the Tambo Valley is, as I have already stated, 80 miles. Moreover, the 

new route is not only a great deal shorter, but is of is exceedingly easy grade. In fact, if a few small sidelings were 



cut, a. coach road could be made the whole distance that would be almost as level as a bowling green. Another great 

feature in favor of the new route is that it hendads the numerous rivers and creeks along the route, consequently the 

suspension of traffic owing to flood waters would be next to an impossibility. While speaking of floods, it seems a 

shame that so much public money should be expanded in trying to keep the present, road in a state of temporary 

repair, when such an excellent and infinitely more superior route country that was intended by nature for a main 

road-is at our command in the, one we have had the honor to report upon. This new route has not come upon as a 

surprise. As far back as 1865-more than 25 years ago-it was brought most favorably under the notice of the 

community by a gentleman of undoubted skill and integrity, and certainly an explorer of the first rank. I refer to Mr 

Howitt, formerly police magistrate for the district, hut now seocretary for mines. The inhabitants of Omeo are as 

enthusiastic and as anxious to see the now route opened an with the least possible delay noas the residents of 

Bairnsdalo are themselves. Several of the Omeo people are so well satisfied with the explanations given by Evans 

and myself of certain parts of the road that they will likely make future journey to Bairnsdale over the new route, 

even in its present state. The contour of the country on the route is of a nice gentle slope, but the only drawback at 

present is the prolific undergrowth, principally musk and wild hope, with an occasional forest giant lying across the 

path. There are about 12 miles of a bridle track already made this side of Mount Baldhead, and about 1L miles 

between Bairnsdale and Yahoo, so that it only requires about another 20 miles of clearing, which could be done at 

no great cost, and you will then have a road good enough for stock. A matter of great importance, and one that was 

brought prominently before me by the vice president of the association (Mr G. B. Cole) when examining witnesses, 

was, whether there was a likelihood of a permanent supply of water and grass being found on the route. With regard 

to water the only stream crossed is the Livingstone Creek, but there need be no fear of obtaining a permanent supply 

of beautiful clear water, and as cold as ice, at almost any spot on the road. You may in some instances have to leave 

the track for half a mile at the most to obtain it. However, we have marked several permanent streams with. in a 

stone throw of the track. As regards grass there is abundance, in some parts up to your knees. A mob of wild cattle I 

rode through on the return journey were "as fat as whales." A great future is before us in the thousands of acres of 

splendid timber growing along the route. It not only attains a great height, but is as straight as an arrow and without 

a limb on it until the top of the tree is reached. A product that is now almost extinct in many other parts of the 

colony, but which I saw thousands of acres of on the route, was wattle bark of fair quality This, by-the-bye, speaking 

of timber, reminds me that objections have been raised to the now route with regard to snowfalls in certain seasons 

of the year. Well, there is snow on parts of Mount Baldhead, but from a large knowledge of that part of the country I 

can venture to say that there will be none within a considerable distance of the new track. The snow at this altitude 

melts as it falls, as it does in Omeo, and these two points are about the same height. Moreover, the wonderful growth 

of the timber in the vicinity is a very good proof that the rainfall is light. Where snow abounds the vegetation is of a 

most stunted appearance, whereas in the country I am referring to it is quite the reverse. Subsequent to Mr Howitt, I 

was about one of the first persons to go through this country, with Mr O. P. Whitelaw, Government mining surveyor 

(formerly of Bairnsdale), about 11 years ago, when that gentlemen surveyed the north portion of the route, so that I 

don't think I am far wrong in what I have said. Perhaps there are some who will not care one jot about the shortness 

of the route or the good that will otherwise eventuate from it, unless there is really some good scenery to admire. 

Even in that respect also nature has been most bountiful, for I don't think it is possible to gaze upon more beautiful 

scenery anywhere in the colony than that about Mount Baldhead. Bairnsdale and the lakes are plainly visible in the 

distance. I might add that I feel sure, with the makings of such an excellent road at your command, it will not be 

long before the important commercial centres of Bairnsdale and Omeo are within seven instead of seventeen hours' 

ride of one another.  

ORIGIN OF THE MOVEMENT. matter of taking active steps towards testing the practicability of opening up the 

new road to Omeo, as reported upon in 1865 by Mr Howitt, was first auggested by Mr R. C. Smallman, J.P., at the 

annual meeting of the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association, held in the shire hall on the 12th of August 

last. That gentleman made an excellent speech in support of the proposal on that occasion, but it did not then meet 

with the enthusiasm at the hands of the members present that its importance merited. This was in a great measure 

owing to Mr Smallman suggesting its adoption as a rival railway route as well as an alternative coach road. It was 

thought by some of those present that it would endanger the passage of the line included in the bill then before 

Parliament by introducing a new route. However, the bill was overthrown in any case, and shortly afterwards the 

Government that introduced it met with the same fate, so that Mr Smallman may yet see the route he then proposed 

not only used as a coach road, but also traversed by the iron horse. The  meeting at which the suggestion was 

brought forward, Mr Smallman was reported in The Advertiser as follows:-" They would see by the departmental 

plan and Mr Howitt's report before them what an extraordinary difference there was between the distance of the new 

route an compared with the present one. The line of railway to Omeo proposed by Mr Oillswats computed to cost 



two millions of money, but it would only be deceiving themselves and the inhabitants of Omeo as well to suppose 

that the line would ever be completed to Omeo in their lifetime, or in that of their children; under such engineering 

difficulties and under such cost. He thought they should go in for that which was practicable, and the more likely to 

be conceded to thero. That was if they wore going to depart from the original proposition. The Age had referred to 

Mr Gillice's original proposal as giving great dissatisfaction this district, but it was not the proposition of Mr (Sillies 

that caused the dissatisfaction, it was the amended scheme - Mr Swan (president of the Bairnsdale Commercial and 

Progress Association:-I believe the majority of the people would have been better pleased had Mr Foster loft the 

original proposals alone. When Mr M'Lean was in Bairnsdale last week we then decided at a public meeting to agree 

to the original proposals, so that I am thereforo afraid we have committed ourselves to that particular route.-Mr 

Smallman: But that zig-zag line,as it was now termed by Mr Foster, would never be agreed to by the House. 

Through the meddling and interference of the member for the eastern electorate he had done precisely what was not 

wanted to be done. Omeo was an old and settled district, and there was no doubt, with its population and great 

resources, it was justly entitled to a railway, but to go for that zig-zag line, or even to expect to get a line that was to 

cost two millions of money, was a delusion to the people of Omeo." The matter was deferred for a time, but on the 

18th of October the association brought the question forward again and decided to send a party, consisting of Messrs 

Jas Rankin, F. W. Riley, F. Langston, J. Evans and F. O'Grady, to inspect the track. In the interim the executive 

committee of the association called a meeting for the purpose of eliciting information from those who were 

acquainted with the country en route. From the evidence adduced it was found that Messrs J. Evans and Francis 

O'Grady were well posted up in the matter, more especially Mr O'Grady, he having been employed for some months 

on the route, more particularly in the neighborhood of Mount Baldhead. Those two gentlemen were therefore 

appointed to make a trial trip preparatory to a more minute inspection being made by the other party, which is to 

leave on or about the 24th instant. MR EVAN'S STATEMENT., A meeting of the executive committee of the 

Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association was held in Mr G. H. Cole's office, in Main street, yesterday 

afternoon, to receive the reports of Messrs J. Evans and Francis O'Grady, with regard to their recent inspection of 

the new route to Omeo. The following gentlemen were present :-Messrs G. H. Cole (in the chair), J. C. Dahlsen, H. 

Bull, F. Neal, Chas. Peterson, Jas. Rankin, Jas. Tipping, and the secretary (W. D. Heywood.) The Chairman 

explained that the reason the meeting was bold in his office was because the shire hall, where it was intended to hold 

it, was then in use by the Government auditor. Prior to receiving the reports, Mr Petersen suggested that the fullest 

information should be given by Messrs Evans and O'Grady as regards when they started, from where they started, 

and the different stages they made, also the time occupied in doing the journey. The Chairman explained that Mr 

O'Grady had already submitted his report in writing, but as Mr Evans was going to give his verbally, he had no 

doubt the reporters present would oblige by taking Mr Evans's statement verbatim, and handing a transcribed copy 

of same to the committee. Mr Evans said: I left Bairnsdale on the 81st of October and we went through Bullumwaal 

by way of the new track -Mr Petersen: But I understand you did not start with O'Grady.-Mr Evans: No.-Mr Petersen: 

Well, where did you meet him ?-Mr Evans: At Marthavale. The new road leads off the main range into Yahoo. I 

went along the range and came to Marthavale. I stayed there the first day. Of course the road we were to inspect was 

from the head of Yahoo to Mount Baldhead. I took particular notice going along between there and Marthavale. I 

found O'Grady had gone down to Yahoo on that road. He overtook me that evening at Marthavale-Mr Dahlsen : 

Where is Marthavale?  Mr O'Grady: At the head of the Nicholson, some little distance off the Dividing Range.-Mr 

Evans: We did not proceed from there that day, because the day was cloudy and Mount Baldhead was covered with 

fog. We started from Marthavale on to the main Dividing Range the following day, and followed it until we came to 

Whitelaw's track, which leads to the head of the Haunted Stream. As you approach Mount Baldhead the grade 

ascends. There are no difficulties to overcome--Mr Dahlsen: That is this side of Mount Baldhead, you mean? Mr 

Evans: Yes. When we got to the top of Mount Baldhead we camped a day to look round. On the top of Mount 

Baldhead there is a lookout erected there, I suppose by Mr Howitt. The east side is the most practicable side of the 

mount to take. I don't think you require to take a higher elevation than 250 foot of Mount Baldhead to get round the 

east side of it. There are no high spurs to speak of. We thought this very satisfactory. On the west side of the mount 

it is different country altogether. There are large streams, and spurs are running out for a great distance. I therefore 

think it is impossible to get round the west side of the mount. On the east side it is quite different. You can take a 

side track right round without meeting with any greet difficulties. Mr Peterson That view of the matter is just the 

opposite to what we were told a week or so ago regarding the east and west side of Mount Baldhead. -Mr Evans: As 

you got round Mount Baldhead the first creek you come to is the head of the Haunted Stream. That brings you down 

into a saddle, which continues towards the Dividing Range. Then you follow that range to Mount Bullhead, which is 

a big arm about seven miles from the Great Dividing Range; When you come to the main divide you meet a range 

called Mount Delusion. The great difficulty of the route is from the head of the Yahoo Creek until you get to Mount 

Baldhead, but it is one that I think can be overcome.-The Chairman: That is the worst part of the road you say ?-Mr 



Evans: Yes. There is about 12 miles before getting to Mount Baldhead that will require a little engineering done to 

it.-Mr Bull: How many times do you cross the Livingstone Creek?-Mr Evans: We don't pass any point of the 

Livingstone Creek.-Mr Bull: What? According to the plans of Howitt's track we have before us you do.-Mr Evans: 

Well, not until you get to what is called the Horse Flats. -Mr O'Grady: That is taking the Divide on the west side -Mr 

Peterson: When do you got into open country ? -Mr Evans: Directly we get to Mount Baldhead.-Mr Peterson: I 

suppose it is not so scrubby that you have to cut your way through. -Mr Crane  No you can ride through every inch 

of it. Whitelaw's track saves that -Mr Dahlsen : Is that track any benefit.-Mr Evans: Oh, yes.-Mr Dahlsen. When you 

come to Livingstone Creek there is not much timber I suppose.-Mr Evans: Well, it is thick enough, but it is not 

heavy timber.-The Chairman: What do you think the distance of the route is?-Mr Evans: Well, at the outside I would 

put it down at 00 miles.-Mr Petersen: Is there any snow on the route at any point?-Mr Evans: Yes, it snows about 

Mount Baldhead, but there is none along this new route. Mr Peterson: Is it boggy country? Mr Evans: No.-Mr 

Peterson: When did you got to Omeo?-Mr Evans: We arrived there on the 2nd instant and started back again on the 

4th. We came up the Livingstone Creek, and crossed at New Bush Creek with the view of getting a better grade, hut 

the attempt was not successful.-Mr Peterson : In Mount Delusion covered with snow?-No. A member: Did you not 

see any snow at Mount Baldhead ?-Mr Evans: Well, of course. I don't know the height Mount Baldhead is from the 

level of the sea. Anything under 3000 feet snow will not he.-A Voice: In there plenty of water on the way ?-Mr 

Evans: Yes. -Mr Petersen : Were the Omeo people pleased to see you? - Mr Evans: They were highly delighted to 

see that the Bairnsdale people were taking such active steps to open up this road.-Mr Petersen: Then you think they 

would go hand in glove with us to open the road up?-Mr Evans: Yes, I think so. I am sure you will get strong 

support of the people this side of Omeo and the Cobungra side, because it will give them an outlet they have to a 

certain extent boon without. I don't think it is out of the way of the Omeo Plains people. It will be a shorter road, and 

honestly speaking a better one for both Omeo and Bairnsdale. There are no difficulties between Yahoo and Omeo 

that cannot be overcome.-The Chairman: Then you think it is a far better road than the present one ?-Mr Evans: 

Well, not in its present state, but if a few slight improvements were made it would be a better road than the Tambo 

Valley road is, or ever will be. The present road to Omeo rises abruptly, but not so with the present route. 

 MR. O'GRADY'S REPORT TO THE ASSOCIATION."Bairnsdale, November 10. To the Executive Committee of 

the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association. -Gentlemen, - In accordance with your instructions I 

proceeded, in company with Mr J. Evans, over the proposed new route from Bairnsdale to Omeo, on the 31st ultimo. 

This was a few days later than arranged for, but it was through no fault of mine that an earlier start was not made. 

However, having completed the inspection, I now beg to submit the following report in connection therewith for 

your consideration :-The first stage of the journey was from Bairnsdale to Boggy Creek, but as that portion of the 

country is so well known to most of you it does not call for special mention. The next stage was from Boggy Creek 

to Yahoo Junction. In this stage I found the country somewhat barren, and water rather scarce. However, by going 

about a quarter of a mile off the road a permanent stream is obtainable. The extent of this barren country is about 

twelve miles, but there is one redeeming feature about it, that it possesses good grades. This point is, as far as a dray 

road extends, along the route. We are, of course, now at the junction of Yahoo Creek and the Main Divide. From 

here we pass over unmade road until we come within a few miles of Mount Baldhead. In this section the country is 

exceedingly well watered and grassed, and the grades almost level. We now come on a bridle track, which extends 

for a distance of six miles, ascending Mount Baldhead and descending into the head of the Haunted Stream. At this 

juncture we found it possible to get a good grade round the east side of Mount Baldhead, after a careful inspection. 

We succeeded in getting round the mount with comparative ease, at an altitude of about 300 feet from the summit. 

Our success in being able to find a track on the east side was of such an encouraging nature that we made no attempt 

to explore the west side of Mount Baldhead, which, of course, as you are aware, is very much longer than the east 

side. It was thought by many, previous to our leaving, that we would be unable to achieve success in that direction. 

We then continued on throughi about two miles of unmade country, after which we met with another bridle track. 

We then followed it along some few miles till we came to the Dividing Range running to the east. We followed this 

along till we came to the Livingstone Creek, which is the only stream crossed in the whole of the journey. We are 

now within a few miles of Omeo and from this out it is all made road. We arrived in Omeo safe and sound on the 

4th of Novomber. I might mention that no attempt was made by us to ascertain the shortest time in which the 

distance between Bairsdale and Omeo could be traversed, as we thought it more judicious to spend a little time and 

take the minutest inspection of the route, both going and coming, so as not to leave too many problems to solve for 

the next party which was to leave a few weeks later on. During our short stay in Omeo we made it our business to 

interview many of the leading residents with the object of getting on expression of opinion as to whether they were 

inclined, as a community, to fall in with your proposals in trying to obtain a shorter and more direct route between 

the two towns. Judging from those expreessions of opinion I have every reason to believe that the people of Omeo. 



will extend their most hearty co operation towards you in having your propeosal carried to a speedy and succeesful 

issue. In fact, I think the majority at all events of the people of Omeo are even at this early stage of the matter quite 

as enthusiastic no the pvolen of Bairnsdale. A number of Omeoites signified their intention of travelling over the 

new route even in ite present condition, on account of its greater safety in every respect, and the great saving to be 

effected as regards distance. While referring to our doings in Omeo, I would crave your indulgence to allow me to 

put right one little misunderstanding which appears to exist with regard to certain particulars of our trip which were 

telegraphed from Omeo to The Bairnsdale Advertiser. I can only say that the telegram referred to was neither sent 

nor inspired by either Evans or myself. The only one we sent contained the four words "Started back, good road," 

and that was dispatched to the vice-president of the association (Mr G. H. Cole.) I merely mention the matter to 

show that there was no breach of faith on our part towards the executive committee. In reverting to my subject, I 

might add that nearly the whole of the country through which the proposed new road passes bears  abundance of 

grass and water, also some thousands of acres of wattle trees, and numerous other kinds of valuable timber. In 

reference to a cutting being made round Mount Bald. head I might describe the nature of the country in the vicinity 

as being of a loose loamy soil, with occasional granite boulders cropping up above the surface. As regards 

engineering difficulties, the only part that entails much of that is from Boggy Creek to Yahoo, as the track that is 

made is up one hill and down the next, whereas if a coach read were made you would go round the side of the hill, 

and either take the west or the east side of the next one. The only thing that makes the present routes laborious to 

travel over, and renders riding somewhat slow, is fallen trees at intervals and the dense masses of wild hops and 

musk. The latter is not impenetrable, nor is it unpleasant by any means to travel through. In fact, the musk leaves are 

quite a refresher, being equal, if not superior, to the famous au de cologne. (A sample of the musk leaf I herewith 

enclose.) About 20 miles of clearing would complete a bridle track from Bairnsdale right through to Omeo. In 

expressing my opinion as to the mile age of the route I have come to the conclusion that it does not exceed 50 miles. 

In drawing my report to a close, I have to state that the information it contains is based upon the inspection I have 

just made, and also from many years' experience and observation of this particular part of the country, and I feel 

certain that your most sanguine expectations of opening up a good and exceedingly short route should be fully 

realised.-I have the honor to be, gentlemen, yours obediently, F. O'Grady. The Chairman : With regard to the 

telegram referred to, I may state that I was away in Melbourne when it arrived, consequently my wife did not know 

exactly who to give it to. However, it was given to someone, and although the intentions were good, I believe it 

resulted in one of the members of their association-Mr Dahlsen: That was the vice. President-getting a pretty rough 

time of it in the columns of the Press. (Laughter.) It was merely an oversight, and I think it will be taken as such, as I 

am sure each and all of us are trying to do our best in this matter. (Hear, hear.) Mr Neal to Mr O'Grady : You put the 

distance of the route down at 50 miles.-Mr. O'Grady: Yes.-Mr Neal: And Mr Evans says 60 miles. Mr O'Grady: 

Well, I'll stick to my estimate. I judged the distance the same as a person accustomed to travelling in the bush would 

do. The Secretary: I might mention that I placed the tracing of the departmental plan sent up by Mr Howitt before 

two qualified surveyors to ascertain the distance, and although the one did not know I had asked the other, they both 

said it was exactly 50 miles. Mr Sellars, the shire engineer, was one of them, and he said that if it was possible to get 

on the east side of Mount Baldhead the distance would be very much shorter still.-The Chairman: What? Shorter 

than 50 miles ? -The Secretary : Yes. After some routine business had been disposed of, the meeting adjourned 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Nov. 13. We have a 

miner here who is well acquainted with the Mount Baldhead country. He may be said to have been born and bred in. 

it. Were he fairly remunerated, he would be willing to act as a guide to the projected exploring expedition. He could 

take them on one leading spur across a low saddle, right into the Livingstone and Omeo. He also knows of a creek 

near Mount Baldhead, and within about 1½ miles of the proposed route, where there are deposits of stream tin. The 

clearing of a road via Mount Baldhead would undoubtedly lead to the discovery of various gold-bearing creeks and 

gullies, and probably of rich reefs. Any information concerning the new direct road to Omeo, beyond that already 

published, would be most welcome. As to accompanying the party that is to start on the 24th inst., if the person 

referred to by our correspondent has any intention of joining it, he should place himself in communication with the 

secretary of the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association at once. ED. B.A.A crushing of 10 tons of quartz 

from the Pride of Gippsland reef will take place shortly. The stone is to be packed to the battery next week. The reef 

is from 1½ feet to 3 feet thick, and intersected with slate, carrying gold throughout. Very fair prospects were 

obtained. Rain set in again this evening. Mr Affleck, our local schoolteacher, informs me that a slight improvement 

is noticeable in the attendance of the children since the visit of the truant inspector. 



 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, November 27. A 12oz 

nugget was unearthed last week by Messrs Tucky and Cooper, on a spur near Blackman's Gully, Merrijig Creek. 

The crushing of the Pride of Gippsland reef turned out very satisfactory, considerably over an ounce per ton. The 

local Government Prospecting Party have several shows of a promising character. The exploring expedition from 

Bairnsdale must have had a rough time of it at starting. They are expected through here tomorrow. Having gone up 

by a rival route, they will be able to note the difference, and I am inclined to think their verdict will be in favor of 

Bullumwaal. A team for carting the Gift Company's quartz to the battery in course of erection passed through here 

yesterday for Yahoo Creek. Plenty of rain lately, and the weather is still unsettled. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Thursday, December 4. The 

practicability of the new road from Bairnsdale to Omeo now being fully established, and the most sanguine 

expectations realised, it should not be long before the portion beyond the Yahoo turn off will be cleared, ready for 

immediate traffic. At the rate of £8 per mile, a road of noble width could be cleared. Some gentlemen, on their 

return, expressed their surprise that a route with such singular advantages should have been neglected so long, and 

that the part most dreaded will prove the best piece of the road. By following Howitt's line from the Divide into 

Boggy Creek, which, as lately proved, would cut off from 8 to 4 miles, the steepest pinches on the present road 

would be avoided. This being a great mining centre, and as new reefs and leaders are continually getting discovered, 

many a miner and capitalist would be induced to stay and invest here if the new route would lead this way, and thus 

be the means of opening profit able mines at the very doors of Bairnsdale. The operations of the local Government 

prospectors for the past three weeks have been chiefly on the School house spur, where, by trenching, they 

discovered various leaders all containing gold. One party is sinking on a well defined leader about 1 foot thick, 

showing gold in the stone, running within 4 points of N. and S., and on the south fall of the spur another party are at 

work on a leader about 9 inches thick on the north fall, a distance of about 150 yards from the former, and 

apparently on the same line of reef. 

1891 OUR BULLUMIWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, January 2. The 

holidays passed over rather quietly here. In most instances work has been resumed. Four men are at work at the 

Pride of Gippsland reef, the shaft being down about 26 feet and the reef about 1 foot thick in the bottom, with 

several small leaders coming in, some of the stone is very rich. The reef being situated near the creek, a considerable 

quantity of water has to be contended with, about 100 gallons per hour, which necessitates frequent bailing. The 

show of the Government prospectors is improving, and it is very probable that something of value will be 

discovered. Two men obtained 16oz in 4 nuggets at Merrijig Creek lately, the largest one weighing 6oz. 1dwt. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Jan. 22. Messrs. Harding 

Brothers will crush about 8 tons from the Pride of Gippsland reef immediately. Their shaft is down nearly 40 feet, 

and the water has proved too much for hand baling. Payable gold is still under foot. Messrs. Waite and Harding will 

also have a trial crushing of 10 tons from their new find near the post office. They have followed the reef down 

about 40 feet, and it varies from 9 inches to 18 inches. Mr Burnham's party are sinking on the schoolhouse spur, 

getting fair prospects occasionally. They have also opened out on a reef from two to three feet thick, on the opposite 

spur, which looks promising. Several parties have passed through here en route for the Omeo tin fields, and no time 

should be lost in having the remaining portion of the new road cleared. The changes from hot days to cold and rain 

have been sudden and frequent of late. Grass is abundant everywhere. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Feb. 12. The Pride of 

Gippsland stone yielded at the rate of 1oz 5dwt per ton, and the first crushing of 20 tons from the new find near the 

post office, owned by Messrs. Waite and Harding, gave the highly satisfactory result of 46oz 7½dwt of gold. The 

result agreeably surprised those concerned. Although gold could be seen frequently, it is evident that the precious 

metal must have been fairly distributed throughout the stone. The reef averages about 1 foot of crushing stuff. In 

alluvial there is nothing fresh to report. The main creek is getting very low, and work in the sluicing claims has had 

to be suspended. The party that has the clearing of the middle section of the new Omeo road passed through here 

today. Nothing has been done as yet towards improving the long cutting on Mount Taylor. There are a number of 



piles up here, ready for carting, but until the corners on the cutting are cut off their removal, I am informed, is not 

likely to be attempted. The necessary improvements could be effected with a very small outlay. With the exception 

of a few hot days, this has been a very cool summer so far. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN COBRESPONDENT.) Thursday, April 16. Messrs Jos. and 

Alfred Clements, Ball, Hardwidge and Parker, five energetic and experienced miners, who erected a puddling 

machine in Muddy Gully, are now busy getting washdirt, having about 20 loads to grass. As soon as there is a heavy 

fall of rain the machine will be set to work. Considering the large quantity of dirt they will be able to treat, some 80 

loads per week, 1 dwt. per load would give them fair wages. That part of Muddy Gully near the crossing of the road 

has been profitably worked for a considerable time, and no doubt the venture will prove a success. Burnham and 

party, on their reef near the schoolhouse, are down 30 feet, and they inform me that they have gold in the bottom and 

about 1 foot clear quartz. At the Surprise reef they have about 12 tons to grass, and are still raising quartz for a 

crushing whenever there is sufficient water to work the battery. At the Gift mine, Yahoo Creek, they are crushing 

half time, there not being sufficient water to work full time. There are now upwards of 26 children on the school 

roll, and Mr Affleck, our local teacher, informs me that the attendance is very fair, so that at no distant period we 

may expect to have a full time school. It was raining here yesterday, but cleared up again during the night. The 

weather to-day was fine, but seems unsettled. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OW CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, June 25. Five tons of 

quartz from the Exhibition reef yielded 6oz 18dwt of smelted gold, and 40 tons from the Surprise reef, now being 

put through the battery, is expected to give a fair yield. Clements and party have now abundance of water to work 

their horse-puddling machine and are in full work, everything going on satisfactorily. There is also sufficient water 

for sluicing operations, and various claims can therefore be worked to advantage. I have called your attention once 

before to a new line of road from here to Bairnsdale, which does not touch Mount Taylor. It is of great importance 

that the new route to Omeo should be made available for traffic as soon as possible. I have the opinion of several 

persons who have travelled the route via Hamilton's, as well as via Bullumwaal, and they all agree that a road could 

be made fit for traffic via Bullumwaal for a comparatively small amount, whereas it would require a vast amount of 

money to make a road following the Divide. It has been raining on and off for a considerable time. Last Monday the 

rain came down in torrents, causing the creek to rise at the bridge at the rate of 1ft per hour. Since Tuesday we have 

had but little rain, and the water in creeks and gullies has subsided, but this evening more heavy rain fell, and as the 

ground is thoroughly saturated, I should not be surprised at the result being a flood. 

 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, July 27. Since the 

beginning of June we have had more rain than for years past, and it is raining still. We have had three floods, each of 

them being within about 4 feet of the decking of the bridge, since the first of last month. There have only been short 

intervals of fine weather. Last week was fine for a few days, with severe frosts, then rain set in on Friday with a 

steady downpour on Saturday, which has continued more or less ever since. All the gullies are running high, some 

being difficult to cross. If nothing else breaks the monotony of the place, there is the constant roar of the rushing 

waters. The roads are in a very bad state. Miners who were prepared to make use of the water are busy sluicing, but 

those who obtain their gold by sinking and driving have a rough time of it, as the ground is full of water. There are 

at present only two reefs at work and the severity of the weather has retarded operations in that direction. At the 

Surprise reef they have been timbering their new shaft and are now sinking. Messrs Jorgensen and Gohberg have 

been prospecting several golden leaders on their claim, from which manganese was obtained. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, August 17. The election 

last week passed over quietly, there being only a few rate- payers in our locality on the roll; but the next list, I think, 

will contain the names of some 50 of our residents. Very few miners object to pay their small rates, but they will not 

travel to Bairnsdale to do so. It is singular that with a population of about 140, and with scarcely less at Deptford, we 

have so few voters on the rolls. A general meeting of miners will shortly be held, and a petition prepared, urging the 

shire council to appoint a sub collector at Bullumwaal. We want better roads and must have them. In consequence of 

the late floods our roads are in a bad and dangerous state and in many places are simply impassable. Vehicles 



travelling here have to go round by way of Mount Lookout. The first team of pack horses to travel the new route 

from Bairnsdale via Mount Baldhead to Omeo left here this morning, and there is no doubt that, weather permitting, 

Messrs W. and J. Websdale, who are experienced packers and good bushmen, will take their loading, which, for 

such a trip, is of a somewhat bulky and awkward nature, into the town of Omeo on Wednesday next, the 19th inst. 

This feat, when accomplished, and I have no doubt it will be, should settle the question. The action Mr Swan, J.P., 

has taken in this matter is highly commendable. Messrs Clements and Co. are treating about 60 loads of washdirt 

weekly. The yield, however, is said not to be very satisfactory. A few parties in alluvial are doing fairly well on the 

schoolhouse spur. Messrs Waite and Harding are raising stone for another crushing. 

1891, 18 Aug  

BAIRNSDALE~: OUR NEW ROAD. SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF TRACK THROUGH 'tIP.tIR A PACK 

HORSE TO BE DESPATCHED. To the gratification of the town people, Frank O'Grady rode; into Bairnsdale on 

Saturday morning, from his trip to Omeo via Mount Baldhead, about two hours in advance of his due time, thus 

successfully completing his long and arduous journey, andt one that proves him to be not only a good horseman but 

a bushman of more than average ability. For while there would not be any particular credit attachable to a similar 

ride performed in daylight, it cannot be denied that, starting at the time O'Grady did, the feat he performed was no 

ordinary one. It has been said, in detraction of the merits of the new route, that a horseman could have gone through 

on the Tambo Valley road in quite as good time, and that the actual time in which the coach is travelling exceeds by 

very little that taken by O'Grady. I In a sense this is not wholly untrue, but it is not stating the case fairly. The 

Tambo Valley road has now been open for upwards of eight years. During that time many thousands of pounds have 

been spent upon it, and yet today it is almost as impassable as ever, and will require an additional outlay of between 

£10,000 and £20,000 to make it decently passable for summer traffic, while in winter time, as we have seen last year 

and this, as a road it cannot be compared to the highway which has been provided by nature via Mount Baldhead. 

There is no person who has travelled both routes but will admit that with an expenditure of £15,000 on the shorter 

and more direct route the Tambo Valley road would no longer be used for the through traffic between Melbourne 

and Omeo. Another great point in favor of the Mount Baldhead route would be that the rates of carriage would vary 

very little with the seasons. From Bruthen to Omeo £12 per ton is the price the carriers are demanding and must be 

paid at the present time. Now, were the Mount Baldhead road open, we venture to say that the price would be very 

little, if any, higher in winter than in summer, while the summer rates would be greatly below those that have ruled 

in the past, as independent of the route being shorter there would be greater competition for the trade amongst the 

carriers. From private letters received in Bairnsdale we gather that while opposition to the new road is much less 

active in Omeo than it was, a section of the community still profess to regard the agitation as one purely for the 

advantage of Bairnsdale. We have never denied that Bairnsdale or expected to be benefited by the opening up of this 

road. But what we have contended all along is that the benefit to be derived by this town from a closer connection 

with Omeo will be as great to them as it will be to us. And it would be as foolish for them now to reject our 

assistance as it would have been ten years ago, when the two shires co operated to have the Tambo Valley road 

opened up. This week a further test of the road is to be made, a team of pack horses having been despatched over it 

to convey to the mountain township about two tons of merchandise on behalf of two local storekeepers, These goods 

it is intended to sell publicly in the streets of Omeo on Thursday morning. The team, which is in charge of Mr 

Websdale, an experienced packer, got a good start on the journey yesterday morning, having left Wy Yung the 

previous day. On the return of Mr Websdale, steps will be taken to determine what further action should be taken. 

O'GRADY'S OWN ACCOUNT OF THE TRIP. In a conversation with us O'Grady, on his return from Omeo on 

Saturday, said :--I arrived int Omen about half past ten o'clock, after having made a stoppage at Bullumwaal of an 

hour for tea, and another of three hours or more on Mount Delusion, where Mr Andrews lit a fire and boiled a billy 

of coffee. I spent a very trying time in endeavoring to get through to time in such virgin country in the dead of the 

night, and I would have been in Omeo for breakfast but for the difficulty I had in overcoming one or two obstacles 

met with after passing Mount Baldhead that caused loss of time at night, but would not have occasioned the slightest 

trouble or delay in daylight. The road is firm and in splendid condition the entire distance. I cannot speak too highly 

of the splendid reception I received at the hands of what undoubtedly was " united Omeo." I was well received by 

the Omeo people, who were very kind to me during my short stay there. A meeting of the shire councillors was 

being hurriedly called together for the purpose of having an interview with me as to the merits of the road, but as it 

was impossible to get those residing at a distance together before my time for re turning, I was asked to remain over 

that day. However, I told them I could not possibly do so, as I was bound to be in Bairnsdale in time to catch the 

afternoon train for Melbourne the following day. I was surprised at the mushroom rapidity with which buildings of 



all descriptions have sprung up in Omen during the past six months, including a fine new post and telegraph office. I 

was told by some of the Omeo people that it was the general belief that Mount Baldhead was covered with 10 feet of 

snow, but to show the fallacy of this I might state that my companion, Mr H. Andrews and myself rode right over 

the top of the mount. In fact, we were between two minds whether to camp on Mount Bald head or push on to 

Mount Delusion. We decided on the latter place, in order that I might reach Omeo well in hand at daybreak, and as I 

said before, if I had not been delayed after making a fresh start I would have reached Omeo at eight o'clock. I met 

large numbers of kangaroo and wallaby and a few wild dogs. The town of Bairnsdale could be soon lit up on 

Thursday night from Mount Baldhead. I arrived at Bullumwaal on my return journey at 7 o'clock a.m., and slept 

there about three hours before making a start for Bairnsdale, which I reached at 12.30 p.m. I have to express my 

great appreciating of the kindness shown me by Mr L. Andrews, who spared no pains to see that the horses and 

myself are looked after and the trip done to the allotted time. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.     (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Sep. 3. Gold has lately 

been discovered on a spur about half a mile below the bridge, and right under Mount Taylor. The prospecting shaft 

is about 70 feet above the bed of the creek, and 12 feet deep. From the surface down it is all quartz wash, with 

sandstone boulders in the bottom. Large quartz reefs must therefore exist about Mount Taylor. Messrs Clements and 

party are treating large quantities of wash dirt with their puddling machine, and the supply of water is likely to last 

for a few months yet. In the reefing line things are quiet at present. Mr Lethbridge, R.T., is still amongst us, and 

seems to have a good method of teaching. Three different permanent teachers have already been appointed, but 

appear to have declined the offer. A petition has been forwarded to Mr Henry Foster, M.P., for presentation to the 

Minister of Public Instruction, praying for a full time school; 20 children are at present attending school, and it is to 

be hoped that the demand will be granted. The weather has been fine of late, and if it continues; the grass will soon 

show signs of growing. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Thursday, Sept. 17. Heavy rain fell 

here on Monday night and throughout the following day. The steady downpour rose Boggy Creek in a short time to 

within a trifle of the decking of the bridge. The roads, previous to this unexpected flood, were only just getting 

passable, and are now in a bad state again. We had fine weather to-day, Mr Sellar's, shire engineer, Mr Watt and 

others, returned through here this afternoon from their exploring expedition to Omeo via Mount Baldhead. Being 

rather late, and anxious to reach Bairnsdale, Mr Sellars could not under- take the exploring of the new line to 

Bairnsdale which Mr Krug has been advocating. Hundreds of thousands of pounds would in many instances be 

saved in the making of roads if a little more precaution were taken and the country thoroughly explored in various 

directions by men of experience before any work of magnitude were under taken. Mr Lethbridge has left and Mr 

Leigh took charge of our school on Wednesday   last. During his short stay Mr Lethbridge gained the esteem of all 

and was a favorite with the children. Mining matters are dull. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Oct 8. It is gratifying to 

note that at the last meeting of the shire council, in reference to the new Omeo road, the majority of the councillors 

were in favor of this important work being carried out with the least possible delay. Councillor Payne justly 

remarked that it is to be regretted that the matter of opening this road should be blocked so often. Indeed it almost 

seems if there were some secret agency at work endeavoring to frustrate the accomplishment of a work that is bound 

to give a great impetus to business in Bairnsdale, and also prove of undoubted benefit to Omeo-an undertaking that 

would in all probability be the means of converting a wilderness into a busy mining centre. It would indeed be 

lamentable were the matter allowed to drop at the suggestion of the shire engineer, until the completion of the 

survey. That is likely to occupy several months, when a gang of men could make the line available for traffic on 

horseback in less than three weeks. If the scrub were cleared and a line plainly marked, a route would be open to the 

public that would prove of great importance. Even in its present state, in cases of emergency, the journey between 

Omeo and Bairnsdale, with a good horse, could be performed within eight hours at all seasons and at all times. But 

the line must be cleared, that no difficulty will be experienced in following it. The progress association is fully 

aware of the fact that much depends on the speedy opening of this route, and has collected a sum of money for the 

purpose, and approached the council to supplement it. Councillor Ross very properly proposed to subsidise this 

amount pound for pound, and it would be much better if that were done. We have had some new arrivals here lately, 

besides a sprinkling of mining speculators. The puddling machine is kept going, the washdirt being chiefly obtained 



on the inexhaustible school house spur. Reefing matters are very quiet. An outburst, however, may soon occur, 

although we lack a donation out of the prospecting vote this year. The weather has been chiefly fine. We had a slight 

shower this evening. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Oct. 22.  Up to the last 

two days we have had wintry and boisterous weather, with frequent showers, but now it is fine. The Mount 

Baldhead route, it appears, has been shelved by the Omeo shire council for the present; but still they cooperate and 

have a bridle track cleared as far as their boundary. If not, the Mining department should be asked to cut a track 

through their territory. There are only from 10 to 12 miles to be cleared from Mount Baldhead to where a dray road 

is met, leading to Omeo. If that were done, the line would be available. The Bairnsdale side of Mount Baldhead 

could be materially improved by a few siding cuttings. Mr Websdale asserts that no part of the road is as bad as from 

Tabberabbera to Bullumwaal. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, November 2. The ranks of 

the old identities are getting rapidly thinned. Mr Robert Burnham, who expired in the Bairnsdale hospital on 

Saturday last, was a respected resident of this locality for a great number of years. In former days he was connected 

with the Sons of Freedom reef. The influenza has been and is still with us. Some of the residents are convalescent, 

whilst others are prostrate under it. Mining matters here, and at Merrijig Creek and Sandy's Creek, are still quiet. 

Fair yields are being obtained on the Schoolhouse spur by several parties. The weather for this season of the year is 

somewhat unreasonable. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)     Monday, Nov 30. Your articles in 

last Thursday's and Saturday's issues relative to the new Omeo road were much appreciated here, and should be the 

means of inducing the shire council, as well as the progress association, to take immediate action. The latter body 

seems to have cooled down wonderfully in this matter lately. At a largely attended public meeting held on the 26th 

August, in the shire hall, Bairnsdale, immediately after a meeting of the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress 

Association, a powerful committee, it will be remembered, was formed, to continue and carry out the efforts of the 

association in having the road opened for wheel traffic, and it was finally resolved that the shire council should be 

asked to assist the association in clearing the road for wheel traffic. Now, what has been done since then? When 

asked at Omeo (vide Advertiser, Sept 17th), as to the probable cost of making the road thoroughly good for wheel 

traffic, Mr Sellars, shire engineer, replied :-" Well, there will be a good deal of cutting, and it is impossible to give 

an estimate off hand, but the grades all through are naturally easy, and for the present a very small expenditure 

would suffice to open the road," etc. An Omeo resident, writing to the Omeo Telegraph some time ago on the same 

subject says:-" I maintain that Omeo wants the new road if only on account of the mails, which take 26 hours at the 

present time to reach Omeo from Bairnsdale, while by the new road being opened we would get them in 12 hours at 

the outside." The practicability of the route is admitted by all, even by those who are opposed to it, and what should 

be done now is to have it opened for traffic. A road for vehicular traffic is already available as far as the Yahoo turn 

off, and if only a bridle track were cut from there for the present, the road would be largely used by travellers and 

others.  Mining matters are much about the same. Messrs Clements, Hardwidge and Co., have lately erected a whip 

at their workings on the school house spur, the sinking being a trifle ever 40 feet; they are said to be doing fairly 

well. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT..) Thursday, Dec 17. A number of 

gentlemen have lately passed through here en route for the site of the Mitchell Valley Hydraulic Sluicing Company, 

and it may be readily imagined that when operations in connection with that grand undertaking commence, the 

influx of population about the Mitchell Valley will cause increased traffic. Likewise, the frequent discoveries of 

reefs near Mt Baldhead will sooner or later lead to the carting of machinery, and as the route to that locality for the 

immediate future must be via Bullumwaal, I am prompted to refer to a new line of road that has been suggested, and 

which Mr Sellars, shire engineer, has promised to explore, but has not done so as yet. An easy grade could be 

obtained on the line referred to, as it does not rise within 400 or 500 feet as high as the long cutting on Mount 

Taylor, and a road once made could be maintained at a less expense than the present one. A reef is now being 

prospected at Upper Boggy Creek from which good results may be expected, it being located between Buffalo Gully 

and Whitbourne's Gully, which have been noted for their richness in nuggets and specimens. There are rumors that 



work in other reefs will commence shortly, so the outlook in the reefing line is a little brighter; there is invariably a 

dead calm before an earthquake. 

1892 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Jan. 14. Monday last 

was showery. Steady rain set in on Tuesday night, and continued up to this morning. The reef lately discovered at 

Upper Boggy Creek is from 3 to 4 feet thick, and is being prospected by Messrs Lavater and Company. A revival in 

quartz mining may soon take place. The want of capital, however, is a great drawback in this district. There are a 

number of reefs and leaders already discovered which offer a fair chance to investors; but speculating in reefs has 

been at low ebb of late. More miners are at present engaged in alluvial on Boggy and the neighboring Creeks than 

there have been for some time before, and new arrivals are frequently met with. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LET'TER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Jan 28. Since Monday 

last our state school has been on full time. Mr Leigh, who had charge of both schools heretofore, is appointed to this 

school, and Mr O'Mara has No. 2159 at Lower Boggy   Creek. Mr Leigh, the short time he has been amongst us, has 

proved himself an efficient teacher, and we hope that his stay will be a long one. The puddling company, after a 

somewhat lengthy holiday, is in full work again. Beyond the usual routine of every day mining, there is nothing 

calling for special mention. A friend who lately came through here from Omeo informs me that a number of 

residents in and about Omeo are anxiously awaiting the opening of the new route via Mt. Baldhead. A cricket club 

has been organised here, and a dance in aid of the Bairnsdale District Hospital is proposed to be held about Easter. 

23 Feb 1892  

ASSOCIATION. A meeting of miners was held on Monday last, at Mr Waite's hotel, for the purpose of forming a 

prospecting association, and to make application for a share of the prospecting vote, 1892, 93. The attendance was 

very fair. Mr F, W. Clements in the chair. All present enrolled. Moved by Mr Krug, and seconded by Mr Sawyer,. 

that an association be formed, and styled The Bullumwnal District Prospecting Association. -Carried. Moved by Mr 

Krug, and seconded by Mr Hardwidge, that the sum of £1000 be applied for. -Carried. Moved by Mr. A. Clements, 

and seconded by Mr Parker, that the above sum of £1000 be expended for quartz and alluvial.-Carried. Moved by 

Mr Krug, and seconded by Mr Clements, that the locality to be prospected be all that part of the Boggy Creek 

subdivision east of the Mitchell River.-Carried. Moved by Mr Krug, and seconded by Mr Lavater, that Mr F. W. 

Clements be elected chairman of the association. -Carried. Moved by.. Mr A. Clements, and seconded by Mr J. 

Clements, that Mr W. Krug, be elected secretary.-Carried. The following were elected members of committee :-

,Messrs Alf. Clements, A. Sawyer, W. Waite, W. Harding, W. Hardwidge and Walter Parker. A vote of thanks to the 

chairman closed the meeting. Immediately afterwards a committee meeting was held. Alter the usual routine 

business the secretary was instructed to prepare the application to the prospecting board, and it is to be wished that it 

will receive a favorable consideration. Previous Government prospecting operations have been principally carried on 

in the immediate neighborhood of Bullumwaal, and it is the intention of the association to extend their operations to 

other promising parts of the subdivision hitherto neglected. Mining matters are in usual; another puddling machine is 

in course of erection at Jumper's Gully, in fact the time for working with trough and cradle is passing away on 

Boggy Creek. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, March 10.     After some 

very hot days a welcome thunderstorm and sharp shower passed over here this afternoon. It continued raining more 

or less, and at nightfall the rain came down heavier with every appearance of a wet night. Previous to this change 

everything was getting parched up, all the gullies being dry and the creeks very low. Bush fires have been raging in 

various directions, doing damage to fences and blocking the roads here and there. This rain has now put a stop to the 

fires and will prove beneficial in many ways. Strangers keep still arriving now and then, but I have nothing startling 

to report in mining on Boggy and the neighbouring creeks. A few are prospecting for reefs, and a revival in this 

branch of mining is bound to take place if the local prospecting association gets a fair share out of the prospecting 

vote. There are a number of reefs and leaders already discovered from which good results have been obtained 

formerly, and which are well worth testing to greater depths. The members of the newly formed cricket club are 

occasionally practising, but several are complaining about the game being too much like hard work. 



 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, April 7. A well attended 

meeting, convened by Mr Fred. Clements, was held at Mr Buckley's store on the 26th ult., for the purpose of taking 

preliminary steps towards holding some sports at Easter. Mr J. W. Clements occupied the chair. It was unanimously 

resolved to hold a school picnic on Easter Monday, and a ball in the evening. The following committee was 

appointed to carry out the necessary arrangements:-Messrs J. W. Clements (chairman), J. Buckley, (treasurer), W. 

Waite, Alf Sawyer, C. Clements, and F. Clements (secretary). A subscription list started there and then was 

handsomely responded to, and donations keep coming in from all quarters, so the programme for the sports should 

be a good one. The committee for the ball arrangements consisted of Messrs C. Clements (chairman), Hardwidge, 

Parker, Moxon, H. and P. Waite and Fred Clements (secretary). The price of the tickets has been fixed at 3s 6d. The 

proceeds, after deducting expenses, will be handed over to the Bairnsdale District Hospital. As there is a 

considerable increase in our population lately, and provided the weather be favorable, Easter Monday should be a 

gala day at Bullumwaal. A cricket match, Tabberabbera v. Bullumwaal, is to be played the same day. The two 

puddling machines are kept steady at work, and the yields in both instances are said to be satisfactory. Several 

parties are still working on the schoolhouse spur, and some are doing fairly well. Operations on Messrs Francis and 

Petersen's reef are likely to be resumed shortly, and if the local prospecting association happens to get a fair share 

out of the prospecting vote, things will hum again. We have had exceptionally fine weather of late and the water in 

the creeks and gullies is getting very low. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, May 12. A person who 

lately travelled from the Haunted Stream to Deptford complains about the bad state of that road on account of the 

scrub and fallen timber. To all appearances, he says, it has not been touched since first it was cut. The shire council's 

attention should likewise be drawn to the siding cutting on Mount Taylor. Since the carting of stone by bullock 

teams from the top of the mount, that part of the road is now very bad. The cutting being so narrow, the teams have 

got off in several places. There are also several improvements required to the road at this end, so as to make it fit for 

vehicular traffic during the winter months. The late rains have given the puddling machines a good supply of water, 

and it may not be long before there are several machines up and down the creek. There being more miners here at 

present than for some time past, the output of gold is larger, and on the whole I hear of but few complaints. The 

local team of cricketers have received a challenge from Tabberabbera to play a return match at the latter place, to 

come off on Saturday, the 21st instant. 

1892 14 Jun  

FATAL GUN ACCIDENT AT BULLUMWAAL.   A gun accident with fatal consequences occurred at about half-

past 10 o'clock on Sunday morning at the mining township of Bullumwaal, situated 18 miles from Bairnsdale. It 

appears that a young man named Edward Horne, employed as a porter at the Surrey Hills railway station, was 

spending his holidays with a young friend of his named Frederick Clements, the son of a well known miner residing 

at Bullumwaal, and in accordance with their usual custom they went out on a shooting expedition. They had been 

thus engaged for some time together when a halt was made. Before starting off again Horne loaded one barrel of his 

fowling piece and was charging the other when the first exploded through the hammer falling, and the full force of 

its contents lodged in the back of his unfortunate companion, Clements, who was standing a short distane away 

reloading his own gun. The shot pierced the lung and caused almost instant death. Dr Flynn was immediately sent 

for, and although he arrived in remarkably quick time, his services were of no avail. Horne, who was engaged to be 

married to the deceased's sister very shortly, is greatly distressed at the painful calamity of which he is solely to 

blame. In view of all the circumstances it has been deemed unnecessary to hold an inquest on the body. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Oct. 13. The population of 

this mining town ship has been steadily increasing lately. Houses, fences and miniature farms, have of late sprung up 

like mushrooms, and more are still going up. Most of the new arrivals are devoting themselves to alluvial, and as all 



the country from (say) Mount Taylor as far as the junction of the Wentworth and Mitchell Rivers, on one side, and 

as far as Omeo on the other, is auriferous, there is room for hundreds more. The new Mount Baldhead route will 

prove a great boon to those miners who intend to extend their prospecting operations beyond the limits of the 

immediate neighborhood of Boggy Creek, Merrijig Creek and Sandy's Creek, and as the season is now more 

favorable for prospecting, I should not be surprised to see a mining boom before the close of the year. Messrs 

O'Riordan and Thomson's reef, on the new Omeo road, is said to look very well. The shaft is down about 20 feet, 

and the width of the reef at that depth is 2 feet 6 inches. A lease on this reef has lately been surveyed. The local 

battery, which has so long been idle, was set in motion again last Monday, and a parcel of about 12 tons from the 

Joker reef is just being put through, and will be finished tomorrow. The dance held last Friday at the state school, in 

aid of the local cricket club, was fairly well attended. The ladies mustered particularly strong. The music was 

supplied by Messrs Jas. and Alfred Clements, and was good. A very enjoyable evening was spent. These events will 

undoubtedly be of more frequent occurrence in the future. Mr Leigh, our local teacher, informs me that the 

attendance at the state school is very fair. Quite a batch of younger children will soon be of school age and swell the 

roll number beyond 30. 

5 Nov 1892  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. FURTHER DISCOVERIES ON THE MOUNT BALDHEAD ROAD.   Our 

Bullumwaal correspondent, writing on Wednesday, says :-Renewed activity prevails in quartz reefing, and crushings 

from various reefs will take place before Christmas Messrs Curtis and Waite have traced their line of reef for about a 

mile, and will have a crushing of 20 tons from a new place, where the reef is over 2 feet in thickness. Another reef 

has since been discovered right on the short cut to Howitt's track and styled the Dusthorse. A number of other shows 

are being prospected and good results may shortly be anticipated. Messrs O'Riordan and Thomson's reef, on the 

Mount Baldhead road, at a depth of 87 feet, is 3 feet thick and shows well. In alluvial, things are quiet. The wet 

weather that has lasted for such a long time has in many instances retarded operations. 

 

4 Feb 1893 MINING ON THE NEW OJIEO ROAD. AN OUNCE AND A HALF TO THE TON. NEW LEASES 

BEING PEGGED OUT. Our Bullumwaal correspondent, writing on Thursday last, supplies most encouraging news 

of mining prospects on the new Omeo road. He says :--The 16 tons of quartz from the Woollybutt reef, new Omeo 

road, gave the handsome yield of 25 oz. of smelted gold. The stone was a fair sample of the reef and taken just as it 

came out of the shaft. The result must be considered very satisfactory, taking into consideration the noble thickness 

of the reef, and that the gratings used were 180. There were no appliances for treating the tailings, consequently a 

good percentage of the gold was lost. Three different reefs have been discovered on this lease, and it is evident that 

the further development of this mine will prove it to be a most remunerative property. You will have observed that 

on the Omeo side of the Mt. Baldhead road, at New Rush Creek, about 8 miles from the summit of Mt Baldy, two 

large mining leases have been applied for, and I am informed that the miners of the Omeo district are anxiously 

awaiting the opening of this route. A lease adjoining the Woollybutt has just been applied for, and the number of 

miners that will be attracted to this hitherto unknown locality will lead to discoveries that will eventually prove it to 

be the predicted now El Dorado. The local battery is at work again. Five tons from the Champion have just gone 

through. This has not been cleaned up yet. Mr Andrew Jorgensen's lot will be the next. 

 

11 Feb 1893 MINING ON THE MOUNT BALHEAD ROAD. ANOTHER NEW REEF DISCOVERED. Our 

Bullumwaal correspondent this week reports the discovery of another new reef on the new Omeo road via Mount 

Baldhead, and says it is south of and near the Woollybutt lease. The reef is said to be about two feet thick, and 

showing gold. Good prospects were obtained by crushing with a mortar. Mr Wm. Harris, of Lucknow, is the 

discoverer, and the reef has been styled the Iron Bark. Five tons of quartz, from the Champion roof, yielded 3oz. 



1dwt. of gold. The reef being only a short distance from the local battery, a yield of 12dwt, per ton will pay to work 

it, 

 

1893 OUR BULLUMWVAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, March 6. Referring 

to the engineer's (Mr Sellars') report, at the council meeting of the 2nd inst., relative to the new Omeo road, showing 

that the route via Bullumwaal would be the shortest and cheapest of construction, it is gratifying to see that the 

clause has been adopted. From various stand points the route via Bullumwaal will commend itself to the public. The 

population of this place has been steadily increasing of late, and besides a number of old settlers, many of the new 

arrivals have chosen it as their home. We have many substantial buildings. Various garden sites under section 99 of 

the Land Act 1890 have been taken up, and every inch of ground in this neighborhood will sooner or later be 

occupied, as the beautiful flats on Boggy Creek are capable of growing anything. The valuable discoveries made in 

quartz reefs of late have hare given a fresh impetus to mining, and the alluvial deposits are likewise not yet 

exhausted, although it will be found later on that the ground will have to be worked on a larger scale. It must be 

admitted that if a sufficient quantity of water wore available, numbers of miners could find profitable employment 

on the numerous spurs about Boggy Creek At present it would certainly look a bold undertaking to bring a supply of 

water from the Mitchell or Wentworth rivers, but it may be accomplished yet. From the Woollybutt reef I have just 

received some very encouraging accounts. Work there is progressing satisfactorily Mr Fitzmayer, inspector of track 

cutting, has visited that locality for the purpose of clearing a track from the Woollybutt reefs to the Yahoo battery, 

and I learn that a track has been blazed that will shorten the distance by about 4 miles. In connection with the road to 

Omeo, I must add that Mr Thomsen, assistant engineer, has been indefatigable in his endeavours to obtain the easiest 

grades, and always with an eye to economy. This officer has certainly done his best in the carrying out of this 

important work, and it promises to be accomplished for far less money than was originally calculated upon. After a 

few hot days, a change took place last Friday evening, and a good deal of rain has fallen since. A cricket match is to 

be played on Saturday next between the local club and Tabberabbers'. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)T Monday, March 13. The cricket 

match played here on Saturday last between the Mitchelldale and local clubs was won by the former by 33 runs. The 

scores were:--Mitchelldale, 1st innings, 41 runs; second innings, 55; total, 96. Bullumwaal, let innings, 29; 2nd 

innings, 34; total, 63. J. Websdale, E. Websdale and O. Pooro were the top scorers on the Tabberabbera side, J. 

Waite, WV. Parker and S. Herding on the Bullumwaal side. H Waite and W. Hall were the best bowlers for 

Bullumwaal, and A. Ostler for Mitchelldale, Jas. Websdale bowled well in the 2rd innings. The visitors, at the 

conclusion of the match, were invited to a dinner at Host Waite's. The tables were tastefully set by Miss Nellie 

Waite, assisted by Miss Johnson, and the spread was a good one. A dance in the evening, interspersed with songs, 

wound up the day's sport. A crushing of 8 tons of quartz, from the Mickey Reef, near Kingsmill's Gully, yielded 25 

oz. of gold. The next crushing will probably he from the Miners' Right. Curtis and Waite have about 17 tons to 

grass, and I am informed that the mine looks well. We have several visitors from other parts and a number of shows 

are being prospected. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT Tuesday, April 4. I have just been 

shown some splendid specimens from the Woollybutt reef, and am informed that the mine looks better than ever. 

They are now connecting two shafts that are some 40ft apart. A crushing of 10 tons from the Don reef, which claim 

is adjoining the Woollybutt, will take place after the arrival of some machinery that is required at the Yahoo 

crushing plant. About 19 tons of quartz from the Miner's Right are just being put through the local battery. Most of 

the contracts near Mount Baldhead are completed, and the clearing of eight miles towards Omen, from the mount, is 

nearly finished, after which the road will be available for ordinary traffic, and an excellent road it will be, as all must 

admit. 

1893 23 Jun  

OPENING UP COMMUNICATION WITH DARGO.   (FROM OUR BULLUWAAL CORRESPONDENT.) The 

articles and correspondence in late issues of The Advertiser on the subject of opening up road communication 

between Bairnsdale and Dargo, by means of a road branching off at the 30th mile post on the Mount Baldhead road, 



have not escaped the attention of the residents of Bullumwaal. Everyone endorses the proposal advocated by The 

Advertiser, and if the business people of Bairnsdale are alive to their own interests they will see that effect is given 

to it by calling upon the shire council to take it up. Some time ago the shire council cleared a track from Bullumwaal 

to the junction of the Wentworth and Mitchell rivers, but as the approaches into and out of Merrijig and Sandy's 

Creek are too steep to admit of vehicular traffic, a less expensive road could be constructed by branching off from 

the Mount Baldhead road near the 30th mile post. Mr Thompson, the assistant engineer, has proved himself an 

excellent bushman, and it would no doubt lead to excellent results were he instructed to blaze a track as has been 

suggested. The distance to Wentworth junction from Bullumwaal is 13 miles, and from there to Dargo between 12 

and 13 miles, which makes the whole distance from Bairnsdale to Dargo about 41 miles. A track from Dargo to the 

Wentworth is cut for 6 miles, and it is the remaining part, about six or seven miles, that prevents horsemen from 

using this road more frequently. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, July 10. Heavy rain 

commenced to fall on Tuesday last and continued more or less up to Friday night The creeks and gullies were 

running high, but not quite up to flood mark. The roads, which were bad enough before, are now next to impassable, 

and particularly between King mill Gully and the local battery, where some repairs are urgently needed to make the 

road fit for traffic of any sort. Parties who had been carting quartz to the battery were obliged to repair some of the 

worst places on their own account, and now since this last fall of rain, no carting of quartz can take place until the 

roads are somewhat repaired. A parcel of 8 tons of quartz from the Mount Alfred lease yielded 6oz. 5dwt. of gold, 

and crushing will be resumed as soon quartz can be carted. Some new discoveries in reels were made last week, 

including one of Messrs Moxon and Curtis, styled the Blue Jacket, which is said to look very promising. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT) Monday, Aug. 28. Now that the 

election of a shire councillor for this riding is over, it ought not to be out of place to point out that although the 

population around here and the adjacent creeks numbers about 300, the ratepayers on the roll for this locality could 

he counted on the fingers of one hand. Quite a number of the residents are willing to pay rates if they were asked to 

do so. The amount that could he collected here, added to the Government subsidy, would go a long way to giving us 

good roads, which would advance the district and likewise give more employment. This is a question that ought to 

be looked into at once. Not a week passes without fresh discoveries of new reefs being made. If they were 

developed, employment would be given to 200 men. Parties engaged in quartz reefing have been repairing the roads 

at their own expense, so as to get their quartz to the battery, and with a high rate charged for crushing these people 

are laboring under many difficulties. 

7 Sept 1893 BAIRNSDALE WARDEN'S COURT. TUESDAY, 1ST SEPTEMBER. (Before Mr C. G. Holmes, 

Warden.) A. Clements v. Simon Sinton, for a claim registered by the defendant to be forfeited, and for the 

complainant to be put in possession thereof. Mr Cummins for complainant and Mr Stuart for defendant. The case for 

the complainant was that the claim had not been properly worked, and that it had not been properly pegged out in 

the first instance. The defence was that there had been no breach of the by-laws, that the claim had been properly 

pegged out, and that the warden had no jurisdiction. All witnesses were ordered out of court. Joseph Wm. Clements 

deposed that he was a miner at Bullumwaal. He knew the defendant's quartz prospecting claim at Bullumwaal. It 

was known as the Dust Horse claim. It was over a mile from the Sons of Freedom claim. He worked on the claim 

from the 2nd to the 13th August. The defendant was not working there during that time. He spoke to the defendant 

on the 2nd ult. on the new road. The defendant asked him if he would take him in as a shareholder in his (witness's) 

claim, saying he had not worked at his own-that he could not work with Wilson. The defendant had been working in 

the Sons of Freedom battery during the last six months and in a claim at Kintgsmills gully, for Thos. Harvey and 

Thos. Wilson. About a week after the 2nd ult. defendant said to him "I'm bringing Wilson back." Wilson had been in 

occupation of the claim previously. Witness had a conversation on the 25th August with Chas.De Baron, T. 0. 

Wilson, Harvey and complainant. He asked defendant what title he had to his claim ?-if he had marked out a 

prospecting claim for two men? Defendant said he did so. Witness asked him where, were his pegs, and if he had 

marked out two men's claims. Defendant said his pegs had been taken out, and admitted that he had not placed 

notices on them, neither had he made trenches. The registration of the claim, he said, was made in January of the 

present year. Defendant said Wilson would not let him work his share. Cross-examined by Mr Stuart, witness said 

he was a brother of the complainant. He had heard that Wilson and Sinton were partners, and he had heard that they 



were not. The defendant's claim was on Wilson's prospecting area. Witness got a transfer of that area from Wilson, 

and afterwards took out a quartz prospecting claim on that area. He had a quartz prospecting claim for one man, and 

his pegs were inside Sinton's claim. He and Sinton therefore occupied the same land, only that Sinton had double the 

quantity he had. Naturally he would prefer to see his brother in Sinton's place on the claim, and that, he supposed, 

was the object of these proceedings. Witness's brother, the complainant, was a prospector and a miner. He was not 

assisting his brother to pay the costs of this case. he had complied with the conditions of the by-laws. Re-examined 

by Mr Commins, witness said there were  no signs of pegs belonging to Sinton when he (witness) took it up. 

Sinton's claim had not been fairly worked ever since January last. Any ordilary two men could do in six or seven 

weeks all that had been done there. In reply to the warden, witness said he held a title to the ground in dispute. 

Witness, in reply to Mr Commins, said he was quite willing to abandon his title to the ground. The case was 

dismissed, with .£7 7s costs, the warden holding that the possession of a title to the ground by the witness precluded 

the case from proceeding further. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT) Monday, October 31. On Saturday 

last the Bullumwaal Cricket Club opened the season with a season with a match against a team representing the 

butty gang men employed on the new Omen road. The latter went in first and were all disposed of for 20 runs. 

Bullumwaal put up 114 runs for the loss of 4 wickets, when the innings was declared closed. In their second innings 

the road makers were less successful than in their first attempt, and could only total 8. The club team thus won a 

most decisive victory by an innings and 80 runs. Mining matters in the reefing line are decidedly improving, and 

another discovery, near the sledge track, from the Woollybutt reefs to Yahoo Creek, has just been made. It is 

cheering to note the valuable discoveries that have been made of late. It proves that good reefs exist in the district. 

Having had occasion lately to travel over some of the completed sections of the new Omeo road, from Mr Andrews' 

residence towards Charlton Hill, I was agreeably surprised at the excellent work that has been done. It reflects much 

credit on Mr Thomson, the assistant engineer. If the work from here to Bairnsdale is carried out in the same 

workman like manner, we shall have a magnificent road, which will materially facilitate the development of our 

mine. The sections to be dealt with next are through the principal part of our town ship, which is studded with 

habitation and garden sites, including some buildings that are at least substantial, if they are not architecturally 

ornamental. 

3 Nov 1893 Moved by Mr. F. Holloway, seconded by Mr A. C. Traill, That in reply to the com plaint addressed to 

the board by Mr Krug, the mining registrar at Bullumwaal, that a number of Chinese and others are in occupation of 

claims in his division, without being holders of miners rights, he  recommended  to draw the attention of the district 

Crown Lands Bailiff to the fact, and also report to  the Minister on the subject, and that the clerk be requested to 

report the subject  matter of Mr Krug's letter to the department.-Carried. 

1894 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT ) Monday, Jan. 8. The flood we 

experienced at the close of last month has been the highest over known in this district. Many of the garden crops 

have been destroyed and fences washed away, and mining operations are at a standstill, with the exception of ground 

sluicing. Roads and bridges have suffered considerably. Some of the made-up ports of the sidings on the new Omeo 

road have been washed away, also the approaches to the bridge near Mr Andrew's, as well as the one higher up, 

which will stop all horse and vehicular traffic. If the first named bridge were three feet higher it would be trafficable 

at all times. The bridge at the old township stood well, although the flood reached over the middle rail. This bridge 

has so far defied all floods. Scarcely had the flood waters subsided when heavy rain started again on Saturday night 

last, and the creeks are again flooded, and as the rain still continues we may have a second inundation of equal 

magnitude. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT ) Thursday, Jan. 25. The flood 

damages to the various reefs at work have been repaired, and the prospects in most of the claims are encouraging as 

work progresses. Mr Richard Clements, on Saturday last, finished a crushing of 13 tons from the Perseverance Reef, 

about one mile west of Sons of Freedom, yielding 26oz 1dwt of gold. A small crushing from a reef on the 

Schoolhouse Spur is going on now, and another from the Christmas Reef will follow shortly. This latter continues 

alike in bulk and quality, and will rank-as one of the principal reefs in the district, On the Monte Christo they have 

been sinking an air shaft and likewise opened up the lode further south, with payable prospects as far as they went. 

The reef continues into the hill and a lease south of the prospecting claim is being applied for. The original Sons of 

Freedom has been taken up by Mr Kost, and various other leases have been pegged off. Some gentlemen from 



Melbourne, Messrs Cooke, Bennett and Co., have a fair show on a spur between Whitbourne's Gully and the Two 

Mile. A new discovery in reefs has been made at Merrijig Creek, but no particulars have come to hand as yet. It is to 

be regretted that the new Omeo road and the rising district of Bullumwaal were omitted in the programme of the 

visit of the Minister of Mines and Gippsland East.  We have had some very hot days lately, and the water in the 

creeks and gullies is shrinking rapidly. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT ) Thursday, March 8. A meeting of the 

miners of this district will be held on Saturday the 10th inst., to appoint a deputation to wait on the Minister of 

Mines on his visit to this locality. The Minister, I am informed, will be accompanied by a number of gentlemen, 

amongst others the members for the district and Mr Howitt, secretary for Mines, so this will afford a rare 

opportunity for suggestions to he submitted. The 14th of March, the day appointed for the intended visit, should be a 

red letter day in the annals of Bullumwaal. Crushing will start again, as soon as the race from the creek to the battery 

is repaired. The timber tor the race arrived this day. There are over 200 tons ready for crushing and those parties 

who have quartz to crush will be anxious to got their stone carted before the wet weather sets in. Messrs Cooke, 

Bennett and Co., Whitbourne's Gully, have a small battery of 3 stampers and a 5 horse power engine coming up, 

which will be erected near their workings. Ballet-dancing is becoming quite a fashionable accomplishment among 

the ladies of the United States. The bat ballet and tambourine dances are great favorites among amateurs, who 

acquire an almost professional skill. Other varieties are the serpentine, the Amaon march, and the Russian dance. 

1894 17 Mar  

TRIP TO MOUNT BALDHEAD. At half past two o'clock on Thursday afternoon the Minister of Mines, 

accompanied by the members for the distract, the president of the Bairnsdale Shire Council (Mr D. Scott), 

Councillor Robinson, Kelly and Rashleig1h, the shire engineer (Mr D. B. Sellars), the  assistant engineer (Mr 

Thompson) and one or two townsmen left Bairnsdale for Bullumwaal en route to Mount Baldhead Two four-horse 

drags from the stables of Mr E. R. Bonwick conveyed the party who were honored with an escort out of the town by 

Sub-inspector Mahoney. At the junction of the Wy Yung and Clifton Morass roads a deviation was made from the 

track for the purpose of visiting the experimental farm. Half an hour was spent in going over the farm, and then the 

journey was resumed. Bullumwaal was reached at quarter-past six o'clock, the drive from Bairnsdale, deducting the 

three-quarters of an hour lost in going to the farm on the way out, just occupying three hours, Mr J. C. Dahlsen's 

battery, which was heard working close to the hotel (Waite's) drew the visitors to it, and a hurried inspection was 

made of it, while daylight lasted. It was stated that it had just been started that day, and that there was sufficient 

stone at grass to keep it working constantly for three months. After an excellent dinner, provided by host Waite, a 

deputation waited upon the Minister, asking for a second mail per week between Bairnsdale and Bullumwaal, and 

for a commissioner to be appointed to take declarations and affidavits. Mr Foster, M.L.A, who introduced the 

deputation, said there were 200 men living in and around the village, or say 300 souls altogether. The present mail 

cost £39 per year, and for an additional expenditure of £20 a bi-weekly service could be secured, he understood. It 

was a very law abiding community, and they did not want a justice of the peace, a courthouse, a lockup, or a 

policeman. All they wanted was a commissioner for taking affidavits. Mr Krug had been mentioned as a suitable 

person for the office, and would discharge the duties satisfactorily, if appointed. Mr M'Lean, M.L.A., supported the 

request. He could speak from his own knowledge of the residents of Bullumwaal, when that township was in his 

electorate, that they were an easily satisfied class of people, whose wants were few. He took the opportunity of 

acknowledging the hearty and splendid support they had always given him at election times. He had also to mention 

that he found since his arrival there that evening that the feeling was very strong for a crushing plant to be put up at 

the school of mines at Bairnsdale. Mr Clements said at both Ballarat and Maryborough there were public crushing 

plants, and he considered it was necessary to have one at Bairnsdale. If they could get the gold out of the stone the 

place would carry ten times the population. There was no better way in which mining could be advanced in the 

district than by the erection of a crushing plant at the Bairnsdale School of Mines. Councillor Kelly supported the 

application in a few appropriate remarks. Mr M'Coll said the Government sympathised with the men who had to go 

out and seek for gold in the ranges. The Government had lately been paying more attention to the outside and 

isolated districts than to the old centres, believing that it was the former that required the most attention at the 

present. Their application for an additional mail service per week would be noted. It would depend to a large extent 

upon the number of letters sent out and received as to whether it could be granted or not. They should, however, get 

a price from the present mailman for the extra service and send it in, and he would do his best to get his colleague, 

the Postmaster-General, to grant the request. The appointment of a commissioner to make affidavits was a matter 



that could be promised. He had replied at Bairnsdale to the request for a crushing plant for the school of mines, and 

he would repeat to them that he would do his best in that direction.  (Applause.) It was the mining industry they 

would have to encourage by all legitimate means. It was a good thing for them, a good thing for the colony, that they 

could turn out and search for gold when other work became scarce. It was not to the poor house, but to the gold 

fields the workless went in times like the present, and they had to thank God for that. He admired the men who 

penetrated into tie ranges and did their utmost to earn a living for themselves at digging, and he could assure them 

that they had the sympathies of everyone. Light batteries were wanted in such districts as Bullumwaal-batteries that 

would be cheap and easily moved about from place to place. (Hear, hear.) The department had lately been inspecting 

one, and later on they would doubtless see something of it in tire papers. Afterwards a kind of an informal lecs was 

held in the dining room of the hotel, a large number of diggers coming in from the outskirts to see the Minister. 

Specimens of r-..r--t.U i rlci quartz were exhibited. The accommodation of the hotel being unequal to the demands 

of the party, some of the residents very kindly came to the rescue and offered sleeping accommodation in their 

homes. This was gladly accepted, and the party divided itself into three groups for the night, with strict injunctions 

from Mr Sellars, who was acting as master of ceremonies, that the muster roll would be called at 5 a.m, on Friday, 

and that anyone then absent may not see Mount Baldhead on this occasion after all. 

1894 20 Mar.   Continued.  

MINISTER VISIT TO MOUNT BALDHEAD. [Continued from last issue.] When, at an early hour on Thursday 

night, the party retired to their bedrooms, some of which were at private residences-the small but well-kept Miners' 

Rest Hotel under the management of Mr W. Waite being unequal to the requirements of such a large number 

visitors-a peaceful stillness, broken only here and there by the tinkling of the small bells attached to the necks of the 

horses grazing nearby, reigned throughout the mining village of Bullumwaal. A few miners who had been otn 

evidence earlier in the evening still ignored, it is true, in the vicinity of the hostelry, and later on their sounds of 

revelry, excusable under the circumstances, drove away for a time, it was alleged, from the bowers of some of the 

party, " nature's soft nurse." It should be explained, however, that this did not arise from an excess of conviviality, 

and that the average miner of Bullumwaal is more faithfully sketched in Gray's Ode on the Pleasure Arising from 

Vicissitude "From toll he wins his spirits light, From busy day the peaceful night; Rich, from the very want of 

wealth, In heaven's best treasures, peace and health." 

Four o'clock next morning saw most of the party in their clothes again, and after breakfasting at the hotel by the light 

of the lamps, an experience which was novel to many members of the party, it was decided to walk along the road 

while the horses were being harnessed. The drags soon came along, and the drive to Mount Baldhead was 

commenced. It was a beautiful morning to travel. The air was a bit keen and biting for two or three hours, but after 

that the weather was simply delightful. The made portion of the new road commences about three-quarters of a mile 

on the Bairnsdale side of the Miners' Rest Hotel at Bullumwaal, and runs along a dead level track through the 

township, outside of which commences the ascent to Mount Baldhead. The rise is very gradual until the Woollybutt 

mine is reached-about half-way between Bullumwaal and Mount Baldhead-and the country passed through does not 

excite one's admiration. Travelling almost on the top of a range is not the best point of view from which to judge of 

the suitableness of the land below for settlement when the country is heavily timbered, and though it is only fair to 

say that in all probability it will be some time before the grazier or the agriculturist will penetrate into it and take up 

this portion, even with a good road through it, he would certainly be a despairing pessimist who would say that it 

will never be put to a better use than growing trees. The miner probably will be the first to explore and open it up. 

The road will give facilities towards this end, as tracks from it can be cut and made in all directions on either side. 

Leaving the Woollybutt, where a change of horses is made, the upgrade is continued for a few miles. Then there is a 

short -very short- run down, and at a bend in the road the horses are pulled up to give the party an opportunity of 

inspecting a permanent spring of water by the roadside, and from which flows constantly throughout the year 

beautifully clear and icy cold water. The supposed scarcity of water on the road was always one of the objections its 

opponents urged against it, and though an excellent dam at the last stage was pointed out to the member for 

Gippsland East as something he should make a mental note, he was not convinced that there was not something in 

the objectors' plea till the spring was reached. It was decided that it should be christened, and it was named Foster's 

spring. A few miles further on, after rising still higher, the only descent of any length in the up journey up to this 

point is commenced. This is the run down to and across the Marthavale saddle. It is a gentle slope, and the brakes 

only require to be lightly applied. Here a magnificent panoramic view opens up, showing the lakes and the ocean in 

the distance, with Mount Baldhead on the other hand standing out in bold relief, and the heavy foliage of the 



intervening country presenting hues in endless variety. Away down in the valley is seen the head of the Nicholson 

River, and the site of the old homestead of Marthavale is pointed out. The atmosphere is laden with the perfumes of 

eucalypti and musk, the sun shines brightly and warmly, shedding its resplendent rays over the great forests of 

growing timber on hill and dale, which reflect lines of every variety of green, and cause the oft-put question to be 

put once more Who can paint Like Nature ? Can imagination boast, Amid its gay creation, huts like hers It was not a 

scene the photographer can best reproduce, but not having an artist among the party the services of the camera man 

were called into requisition to satisfy the demands of those who would fain linger on the spot to drink in its beauties. 

After crossing the Marthavale saddle the road again takes an upward grade till Mount Baldhead is reached. It runs 

round the mount at a distance of 750 feet from the top, and terminates on the boundary of the shire at the 46 mile 

post. It was decided to camp for lunch between the 43rd and 44th mile posts, where there is a second spring of water 

on the road. The journey to this point occupied exactly six hours from Bullumwaal. Not the least attempt was made 

to make a record trip. It was a tour of inspection the patty was making, and the stoppages on the way were frequent 

to allow the botanists and the geologists to pursue their hobbies of gathering plants and seeds of trees and fossils, 

and when these students of nature were not at work the camera man was. After partaking of a hearty luncheon, and 

viewing the scenery around Mount Baldhead, where the land in of much better quality than below Marthavale the 

return trip was commenced and Bullumwaal reached shortly after six o'clock, or in all hour less than the up journey 

occupied. Next morning Bullumwaal was a five o'clock and Bairnsdale reached three hours afterwards. Of the new 

road there can be but one opinion, and that is that it is unquestionably the best mountain road in the entire colony, 

and that when it is completed the mail coach will be able to run through to Omeo in ten hours easily. It reflects the 

very highest credit on all concerned in its construction, particularly on Mr D. B. Bellars, the shire engineer, and his 

assistant, Mr C. F. Thomson, both of whose names will be for over connected with it. As a splendid piece of 

engineering skill it is well worth inspecting. In many places for its greater length-the grade does not exceed 1 in 17, 

while the heaviest is only 1 in 14-not greater than portions of some of the railway lines in the colony. It has solved 

indeed the problem of constructing a cheap railway to Omeo, and there can be no doubt that so far as the through 

traffic is concerned it must become the main artery between Bairnsdale and Omeo. It is a road that can be travelled 

in safety in all weathers, in daylight or dark, and it is one that will be much preferred by all travellers and become 

popular as well with tourists and others who travel for pleasure. Its cost of maintenance will be very light. All the 

members of the party were greatly pleased with it, and considered the highest credit was due to those who carried 

out the work. But of the piece of road between Bullumwaal and Bairnsdale not one had a good word to say. It is 

positively the worst road in the whole shire. A new survey has been laid off by Mr Thomson over comparatively 

level country, and when the road along this route has been made Bullumwaal will be brought within easier access of 

Bairnsdale. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT ) Monday, March 20. Your article in 

last Thursday's issue, having reference to the Mount Baldhead road, was much appreciated here, and it is to be 

hoped that the late ministerial visit will lead to good results and to a speedy completion of the road from here to 

Bairnsdale. At present there is a magnificent road in the middle, no approach to it from Omeo and a very poor one 

from Bairnsdale. Apart from this Bullumwaal has made such progress of late years that the bulk of the population is 

permanently settled and must increase, so that we ought to be entitled to a better road. Mining machinery is now en 

route from Melbourne to here, there is much more traffic through here for Mitchelldale than formerly, as a greater 

number of miners are located about the Mitchell and Wentworth rivers, and in the near future Dargo will be 

connected with the Mount Baldhead road. The yields from the alluvials from this district may be estimated now to 

be about 120oz per month ; the yields from quartz reefs during December quarter, 1893, were 15oz 17 dwt of gold. 

Since the flood damages to the battery race have been repaired, a crushing from the Christmas reef yielded 11oz 

11dwt of smelted gold, the exact amount of quartz crushed has not reached me yet, but it is said to have yielded at 

the rate of 1oz per ton; the reef is large and the stone easily obtained. Monte Christo stone will go through next. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDEXT.) Monday, April 2. Last Saturday a 

team of cricketers from Merrijig visited Bullumwaal, and an enjoyable but rather one sided game resulted in favour 

of the home team by an innings and T9 runs; the scores being -Bullumwaal 123, Merrijig 23 and 21 For 

Bullumwaal, Hall (23) Moxom (34) E. Phelan (14) W. Sawyer (10) and " sundries " scored best, while Ward and 

Moxom were most successful with. the leather. Crushing is going on all right, And it will take another fortnight to 



finish the Monte Christo Stone. A small crushing plant and engine for the Keystone Syndicate, Whitbourne's Gaily, 

arrived last week, and will be placed in position and erected in about four or five weeks' time. 

21 Apr 1894  

ANOTHER GOOD YIELD AT BULLUMWAAL. Writing on Thursday last our Bullumwaal correspondent says :-

A crushing of 9 tons, from the Puzzle reef on the Schoolhouse spur has yielded 86oz. of gold. T. Curtis and H. Waite 

will crush next from a reef styled the Sloper, on the Sons of Freedom line. The Keystone syndicate's machinery is in 

course of erection, but the heavy rain we had lately has delayed operations. 

1 May 1894  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. Curtis and Waite crushed up on Saturday, and from 17 tons of stone from their reef at 

Bullumwaal, obtained the yield of 25oz of gold. Recently Westaway and party discovered at Bete Belong what 

appeared to be stone which would yield about (?)oz to the ton. A sample of the stone was forwarded to the 

Bairnsdale School of Mines for assay; and the result has been an immense surprise, as the stone would only return 

about 4 dwt. to the ton. Glen Wills has decided to have a branch of the Amalgamated Miners' Association of its own. 

Mr Porter, president of the association, and Mr Gross, secretary, held a very enthusiastic meeting there on 

Wednesday, and Mr Fitzhenry was appointed president, J. Heatherill vice. president, R. Forsyth treasurer and W. 

Heaton secretary. The pyrites and tailings from the 200lb. of specimens obtained in Mack's Lucky claim, at Paddy's 

Gully, Rokewood Junction, were treated at the Ballarat School of Mines on Friday afternoon, and gave to the great 

surprise of the operators, 127oz. of pure gold, making a total yield of 593oz., or an average per ton of 5930 oz. Fully 

50z. were secured in the blankets. "This yield, which is certainly of most extraordinary character, has caused quite a 

stir in mining circles, and will give an impetus to prospecting operations in the Ballarat district. 

17 May 1894  

 

 

HINING AT BULLU3iWAAL. THE EXPERIENCES OF TWO YOUNG PROSPECTORS FROM MELBOURNE. 

A young man of respectable parentage, and who has hitherto borne a good character, it is said, found himself in a 

distressing position at the Bairnsdale Petty Sessions on Tuesday last. With another young man he arrived in 

Bairnsdale from Melbourne about three weeks ago, armed with a free miner's right, given him by the Mines 

department. After purchasing picks and shovels and some flour and a tin of treacle, which took from them all the 

money they had, they started to walk to Bullumwaal. They sunk holes there and otherwise searched for gold, 

subsisting on damper or treacle the meanwhile, without any success, until starvation was staring them in the face. 

With twopence in coppers, which one of them had, a letter was sent home for a remittance to enable them to return, 

and packing up their swags, and with only a small piece of damper between them, they started to walk back to 

Bairnsdale. On the way down, and while camped by the roadside, they met another party of young men from 

Bairnsdale going to Bullumwaal. One of these had a large Gladstone bag, and some good natured badinage ensued 

about the absurdity of a man taking such an article to the diggings, with the result that the owner of the bag, after 

emptying it of its contents, said he would be glad to get rid of it, and asked if the two young men who were returning 

to Bairnsdale would leave it for him at Evans's Coffee Palace. This they consented to do, and they were given a note 

to give to Mr Evans, stating that he was to keep possession of the bag until further instructed. On arriving in 

Bairnsdale the young men were disappointed to find that the remittance which one of them had expected from home 

was not awaiting them at the post office. They were strangers and had nothing to eat, and in this extremity, and 

while camped on the river bank, one of them conceived the idea of pawning the bag to get some money to buy food 

until their expected remittance came to hand. In this way they obtained 4s. And then the owner of the bag quite 

unexpectedly turned up, and finding that it had not been left at Evans', as promised, he made inquiries, and the 

bearer of it to Bairnsdale was then traced by the police and arrested. Then the anxiously looked-for remittance came 

to hand. But the mate of he who got the remittance was in the lock up by this time, on the charge of converting the 

bag to his own use. All the parties accordingly had to appear at the petty sessions on Tuesday morning, and after 

hearing all the facts their worships (Messrs Johnson and Bull, J.P.) considered the defendant had suffered ample 



punishment for the offence by having been locked up and kept in custody, and dismissed the charge, ordering the 4s 

which had been paid to the police out of the remittance referred to, to be given to the pawn broker. In this decision 

the prosecutor appeared to concur, he feeling sorry that his bag should have got a decent young man into such 

serious trouble. 

19 May 1894 MINING INTELLIGENCE. Last Saturday the miners of Bullumwaal held a meeting at Waite's hotel, 

for the purpose of protesting against the "a shepherding" of mining leases by speculators. Mr -Thos. Wilson, the 

convener of the meeting, occupied the chair. It was complained by several speakers that certain parties took up 

leases and held them idle while waiting for other people to prove the adjoining ground, by this means preventing 

many practical miners from entering on and testing auriferous land. It was also urged that the miners of Bullumwaal 

should try and obtain the co-operation of other mining centres in order to bring pressure to bear on the Government 

to have the present mining act altered so as to preclude all future possibility of shepherding mining leases. On the 

motion of Mr Sneddon it was unanimously agreed to send in a memorial to the Minister of Mines to protest against 

mining leases being held for mere speculative purposes. The memorial was signed by most of the men present, and 

after appointing a vigilance committee to watch over the mining interests of the district the meeting broke up with 

the usual vote of thanks to the chair. Our Bullumwaal correspondent, writing on Thursday last, says :-The ceremony 

of christening the Keystone battery was performed by Mr Krug, the mining registrar, on Wednesday, the 9th inst. 

The Keystone battery is situated near the head of Whitbourne's Gully, about six miles from the post office, and close 

to the Keystone prospecting claim. A tunnel is being driven on this claim, and is in about 80ft; a drive of another 20 

feet, it is reckoned, will strike the lode. For the comparatively short time this syndicate has been in the district, it has 

accomplished more than any other co operative company in the district. At the Monte Christo mine a start has been 

made to sink a permanent shaft, which is now down 10 feet and timbered; The Surprise reef contractors commenced 

work on Wednesday, the 9th inst., and have cut down and timbered 18. feet from surface frame. Sandstone and 

country soft. A 5 head battery for the Black Prince is expected shortly. There are good prospects in this claim and 

the country is pegged out for miles. 

14 Jun 1894  

Though not opposed to the Bairnsdale Shire Council borrowing a small loan, we must emphatically object to the 

manner in which it is proposed to allocate the £2000 that it has been agreed shall be raised as a loan. The new 

Bullumwaal road everyone having the welfare of the district at heart most admit to be a necessary work. It is even of 

more than district importance, as upon depend in a large measure the success or failure of a great deal of the mining 

operations at present being carried on around Bullumwaal. It is moreover one of the most important sections of the 

now road to Omeo via Mount Baldhead, and until it is completed it is an absolute certainty that the £8000 that has 

been spent on the middle section-from Bullumwaal to Mount Baldhead-can benefit no one, and must be regarded as 

so much money that has been laid out without bringing in any return. These are very solid reasons why the most 

strenuous exertions should be made to undertake without further delay the making of the connection -by road 

between Bairnsdale and Bullumwaal. Yet what does the council propose ? According to the decision arrived at last 

Thurs day, the sum of £500 is to be apportioned out of the now loan of £2000 towards making this road, the 

engineer's estimate for completing which is £1500 or £1600! This means that it will be beyond the power of the 

council to complete it, should this proposal be assented to by the ratepayers, be cause for the next twelve months 

there will be no ordinary revenue available for expenditure upon it, and the riding ii which it is situated is always so 

heavily drawn upon for maintenance and other small works of an urgent kind that we can see no prospect for the 

next five years of it being in a position to spare a single shilling for the purpose. And were the road commenced and 

not completed it is extremely unlikely that the centre riding would be disposed to allow any of its funds to be 

appropriated and spent upon a work from which it was deriving not the least benefit. The fact must not be 

overlooked that it is an entirely new road that is proposed to be made between Bairnsdale and Bullumwaal, and that 

unless it is properly made and completed right through, it would be better to remain content with the present road. 

The one now in use is a route-and that is almost all it can be called- and it is well nigh impossible in summer or 

winter for wheel traffic. The now surveyed road is quite impassable at present and entirely unused. Where, then, is 

the sense of spending a few hundreds on the latter when the only possible result of such expenditure will to give the 

place two badly made roads where only one exists at present . Taking it for granted that the Government will assist 



the shire in the making of this road by giving a grant of £ for £, £1000 will only complete two-thirds of it. We have 

no hope that the Government will be so liberal, neither do we believe that the grant would be payable until the whole 

of the work was completed, If that condition were to be insisted upon by the Government the council would be in a 

pretty predicament. There would be £500 thrown away on the top of £S000. Something was said during the 

discussion of the question at the council meeting about effecting some savings on the engineer's estimate. This may 

or may not be practicable. It is not, at any rate, sufficient justification for lopping off one-third of the amount on 

such a work and trusting to chance to come out all right. For this item to run the gauntlet of the ratepayers it will 

have to be raised in the schedule from £500 to £1000. The sum of £250 for the Nile Creek and Boggy Creek bridges 

can be accepted, we think. These structures could not be made good out of ordinary revenue at present, and they are 

works of an urgent nature. The Lower Nicholson road, which has been allotted £500, is a road it is most desirable 

should be made. It had passed the council for construction out of ordinary revenue, and would have been started 

before now but for the fact that no funds were available. To the sum of £750 for expenditure on opening the 

approaches of the Mitchell River bridge we must take exception as being calculated to be a useless waste of public 

money. We have persistently advocated the carrying out of a floods relief scheme, being convinced that such a work 

would yet be forced on the town and that it is necessary for the future welfare and prosperity of the town and district. 

But the opening of the ap proaches to the bridge on the east side of the river will give no relief what ever. If a floods 

relief scheme is to be carried out, and to be commenced in the vicinity of the bridge, the first step that must be taken 

is to tan the backwater a little distance above its mouth and divert its course by a channel round the back of the knob 

of land facing the bridge and into the river near where the slip is situated. Not only would this give relief to the 

bridge, but by preventing an immense body of water from entering the river until a point below the structure had 

been reached, it would greatly relieve the pressure on the west side in the vicinity of the wharf and also lower the 

height of the water there. Then if an outlet were cut into Jones's Bay, a little lower down, future floods would have 

no terrors for Bairnsdale. But the proposal to open the approaches of the bridge on the east side of the river is the 

proposal of a person who could never have thought seriously what the effect of such an undertaking would be. It 

would be quite as idiotic a freak as the experiment proved of attempting to make the bridge draw, and which cost the 

ratepayers over £1000. Unless, therefore, the council is pro. pared to place before the ratepayers a feasible floods 

relief scheme of its own, this item will have to be struck out of the schedule and the amount of the loan reduced, or 

some other item-a section of the floods relief scheme which has received official approval for choice-substituted in 

its place. It would be well for the council to make these amendments at once, otherwise the success of getting the 

assent of the ratepayers to the loan may be endangered. 

It is very desirable that prompt steps should be taken to improve the mail communication between the mining 

centres adjacent to Bairnsdale. There appears every reason to believe that the recent influx of population to 

Bullumwaal and Deptford will not suffer any diminution for a considerable time, if at all, as the majority of the men 

who have gone there lately to seek a living at gold digging are all reported to be doing fairly well, while in not a few 

instances work of a permanent character is being opened up. Even allowing that a good percentage of the now-

comers may gradually drift back to their former occupations as times improve, the settled population at the places 

referred to is and always will be sufficiently large to warrant running a bi-weekly mail. We know for a fact that ever 

since the weekly service has been in force quite as many letters, etc., have been convoyed by private persons as by 

the mailmen, and that the Postal department can form no accurate idea of the volume of business done with 

Bullumwaal or Deptford. A very good suggestion was made in our last issue by our correspondent at the latter place. 

He is of opinion that if tenders were called for running a bi weekly mail from Bairnsdale to Bullumwaal and 

Deptford, the department would get this service done for what it costs to run a weekly mail to each of these places at 

present. A coach now runs regularly twice a week to Bullumwaal, and the proprietor of it would doubtless only be 

too willing to convey the mails at a reasonable rate, and from Bullumwaal to Deptford a horse back service would be 

sufficient, if it was found, after inviting applications, that it would be cheaper to terminate the service at Bullumwaal 

and make the extension to Deptford a separate service. Of course tenders could be called in three ways-for a separate 

service to each of the places and for a service from Bullumwaal to Deptford, to run in connection with the one from 

Bairnsdale to Bullumwaal. The contracts could be made for one year, and if at the end of that time it was found that 

the business did not warrant the expenditure, there would be no necessity to renew them. There can be no doubt that 

the number of people now settled in and around Bullumwaal and Deptford quite justifies the department in granting 

improved postal facilities, and, as we have said, there is no reason to suppose that there will be an exodus of the 

population for some months to come, if then, because it is the general opinion that as soon as the winter is over there 

will be some important development in the mines there and a much larger field available for alluvial workers. We 

hope, therefore, that the department which controls the postal arrangements will recognise that it is its duty to 

supplement the efforts being made by the Mines department to encourage people to seek for gold by giving them 



reasonably good mail communication. The present would be an opportune time to call for tenders for these bi-

weekly services, as scores of people are only too anxious to engage in an occupation at a reasonable rate of wage 

which offers a prospect of being continuous. A sitting of the Bairnsdale County Court will be held this morning, 

before his Honour Judge Worthington. The cause list is published in another column. There was only one case listed 

for hearing at the Bairnsdale Petty Sessions on Tuesday last, that of J. Bull and S. Anderson r. J. Larkins, a claim for 

£1 19s for freight and money lent. An order was made for the amount, with £1 8s costs. Mr Thomson appeared for 

the complainants; no appearance for defendant. Messrs F. W. Drevermann and J. D. Smith, J.P., were the 

magistrates comprising the bench. In pursuance of a vigorous policy of retrenchment, the Tambo Shire Counil 

decided at last Monday's meeting to apply the pruning knife to the treasurers salary by reducing the amount by 50 

per cent., or from £12 to £6 per annum. 

' .e. i uonuys meetung of the Tambo Shire Council, Councillor Seehusen gave notice of intention to move at the next 

meeting that a loan of £2500 be floated for the purpose of carrying out necessary works. This afternoon, at the 

Theatre Royal, Bairnsdale, a sewing bee of the ladies of St. Andrew's Church will be held. In the evening, 

commencing at 7.30, a social and drawing room entertainment will be given, whereat amusements of a varied 

character will be provided for old and young. The admission will be sixpence. On Monday evening last the Albion 

Hotel, Bairnsdale, was the scene of a gathering of gentlemen who had assembled to publicly bid farewell to Mr T. 

O'Regan, who is being transferred from the local post-office to that of Canterbury. Mr J. U. Sibbin occupied the 

chair, and the company numbered, besides representatives of the Bairnsdale Lodge of Druids, of which Mr O'Regan 

was a member and the first secretary, all his fellow-employds, and also many other well-wishers. In an eulogistic 

speech the chairman referred to Mr O'Regan's sterling qualities in his official capacity, and also to his connection 

with the Druids Lodge, on behalf of which he then made the presentation of a silver-mounted pipe. The recipient 

suitably replied, after which Mr P. I. Challen, the postmaster, expressed his regret at losing such a painstaking 

officer, and wished him the same success as be had attained here in his new sphere of labor. A number of toasts 

having being honored and musical items rendered, the assemblage dispersed. A meeting of persons favorable to the 

continuance of the Bairnsdale Commercial and Progress Association was held in the shire hall last night. The 

attendance was fair. Mr James Tipping, president of the association, occupied the chair. It was decided on the 

motion of Mr F. W. Drevermann, J.P., "That it is desirable in the interests of Bairnsdale and district that the 

association be continued and that the rules and regulations be revised with the view of reducing the subscription and 

altering the name of the association." The secretary, Mr W. D. Heywood, offered to perform the duties of his office 

gratuitously, and the president having stated that there was a bank balance of £5 8s 10d to their credit the meeting 

adjourned. A list of the applications to be heard at the land board to be held at Bairnsdale next Wednesday is 

advertised in this day's issue. Thomas Boucher, 68 years of age, an old resident of Bruthen, on Monday night last 

retired to bed as usual. About two o'clock the following morning, Mrs Boucher awoke and discovered that her 

husband was dead. He had not been well for some time previously, and his medical attendant certified as to the 

cause of death. Therefore an inquiry was not considered necessary. On the motion of Councillor Rylab, seconded by 

Councillor Conant, the Omeo Shire Council, last week, decided that the engineer be instructed to at once prepare an 

estimate showing cost of putting the road from Swift's Creek to Glen Wills, via Cassilis and Omeo, in proper 

condition to carry coach traffic thoroughly and well, and the approximate amount that it would cost each riding 

annually to keep the same in good repair, provided the expense were equally divided amongst the three ridings. 

Replying to questions put by Mr Foster, the Minister of Mines, in the Assembly, on Tuesday evening, said that it 

was his intention during the session to give effect to the recommendation of the select committee on tributing in gold 

mines. An estimate had been obtained of the cost of constructing a telegraph line from Omeo to Glen Wills, but it 

was considered excessive. 

Parcels are lying at the Bairnsdale railway station for-Dahlsen, Willis, Whelan, Holt, Organ, Duggal, Atkin, 

Sullivan, Veal, M'Pherson, Bredt, Whittlold, Leigh, Wright, M'Bride, Martin, Jennings, Adams, Bryant, Whelan, 

Sargeant and Clarey. The Launceston Council of Agriculture has asked the Treasurer of Tasmania to formulate a 

scheme whereby farmers may get loans at 1 per cent. interest. It is stated that one of the principal measures of the 

coming session of the New Zealand Parliament will be a National State Bank Bill. The bill will provide for a 

national bank taking over the whole note issue of the colony, estimated at £1,000,000 putting on an automatic gold 

basis of 25 per cent. This would practically give the Government without cost a loan of £750,000 without any appeal 

to the home market and without adding to the consolidated debt. Accounts are at the receipt and pay office, 

Bairnsdale, for C. Bartenson, E. Clayton, T. Daley, W. H. Donaldson, T. Donohue, J. Harcoann, B. Johnson, F. King 



(2), W. Lynch, Ah. Miller, E. Marsh, C. Marriott, J. M'Laughlin, J. Nichol, H. J. Peterson, C. Sterons, Snowy River 

Shipping Co., W, Stevens, G. W. F. Walsh. 

A cable message has been received by the, secretary for Agriculture from Messrs. Rowe and Kelly, who are 

travelling in the East on behalf of the Government endeavoring to find markets for our surplus products. It states that 

they reached Hong Kong on Saturday, and that there was a good opening there for Victorian made flour if freight 

could be secured at 12s 6d per ton. There is to be no further borrowing from England while the present Ministry is in 

office.- Mr Downes Carter not only scoffs at the idea that we can borrow millions at 3 per cent, in London to lend 

the farmers at 4, but the Ministry is determined to do nothing to add to the terrible incubus of debt from which 

Victoria is at present suffering. The money to be advanced to the farmer is to be raised locally. Particulars of a sale 

of Crown lands to be held in Bairnsdale on the 28th inst. are advertised in this day's issue.  

 

26 Jun 1894 Of late there has been more traffic than usual on the road to Mitchelldale, via Bullumwaal, and 

complaints are rife as to the dangerous nature of some of the crossings, particularly at Merrijig and Sandy's Creek. A 

traveller who has recently been over the road says that at present it is absolutely dangerous to life and limb, and that 

an expenditure of e5 at each of the crossings referred to would be greatly appreciated by those having to use the road 

and would probably be the means of averting a serious accident. 

26 Jun 1894  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. MINING AT BULLUMWAAL. Our correspondent at Bullumwaal, writing on 

Thursday last, says :- The best part of the machinery for the Black Prince Company has arrived, and a start has been 

made to put it in position. The Sons of Freedom line of reef is now taken up for miles, and crushings from some of 

the claims will take place shortly. About 18 tons front the Christmas reef are being put through on the Black Prince 

reef. They are down 40 feet, and on good stone; The contractors for sinking the Surprise shaft got down 62 feet, 

when the influx of water at that depth proved too much for them, and they have thrown up their contract. Fresh 

tenders will be called shortly. On the Monte Christo the contractors are down 50 feet with the new shaft, and in good 

slate country. Some good finds are reported up the Two-Mile Creek, and the Keystone Syndicate is doing some 

prospecting in the neighborhood of Whitbourne's Gully. A great number of claims on various reefs are now 

occupied, and in many instances by men of means, who are going in for straightforward work and legitimate 

prospecting. In alluvial a number of the late arrivals are spreading over various parts of the district; about 20 are 

located up the Two-Mile, others up the Five-mile, and a good few have gone to Merrijig Creek and Sandy's Creek. 

A Mr Murray has just arrived with one of Knight's gold-separators, patented in November last. This apparatus is 

worked by hand, and is so constructed that it is said to save every particle of gold. There are two boxes with ripples, 

which, by an ingenious contrivance, are worked back and forwards. The water, of which very little is required, is 

supplied by a pump attached to the apparatus. It is admirably adapted for washing tailings, and one ton can be put 

through in 40 minutes. It may be termed " the digger's friend," and the cost does not exceed £12. It will be at work 

shortly, when those interested will have an opportunity to judge of its efficiency.  

LINK to Knight's Gold Separator:-   

http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=hKdhAAAAIBAJ&sjid=WpEDAAAAIBAJ&pg=6481%2C3591440 

 

30 Jun 1894   BULLUMWAAL. IMPORTANT MINING DEVELOPMENTS. (FROM OUR OWN 

CORRESPONDENT.) The late influx of prospectors and miners to this district is now beginning to lead to 

promising developments, and there is reason to believe that in a few months' time Bullumwaal will be the centre of a 

large mining population. Though a number of the men who have been doing alluvial work have barely eked out an 

existence, principally be. cause they were inexperienced or had to confine themselves to work of this kind instead of 

prospecting for reefs, it is now evident that a large amount of gold has been won by others, and that the new 

discoveries which have been made of reefs in various parts of the district will give the field a permanency never 

dreamt of by those previously settled here. (?) men conversant with mining have devoted their attention to reefing 



and have not been afraid of doing some dead work, good results, as a rule, have rewarded their efforts, and very 

shortly quite a number of now reefs will give employment to a large number of persons. Investors from Melbourne 

and elsewhere have had representatives here inspecting the place, and as a result of their visits assistance in 

developing some of the reefs has been promised. Parties who have good stone, but not the means to crush it, have 

had advantageous offers made to them to have batteries erected on their behalf, and arrangements, I hear, have been 

concluded for two new batteries to be put up in this way at once. Operations on the old Sons of Freedom lease are 

being commenced on extensive scale. Machinery, I hear, is to be brought from Melbourne by the lessee, who has the 

reputation of being a pushing man with considerable experience, and who has great faith, it is said, in the property 

which he has acquired. Other reefs from which stone is being taken are looking remarkably well and promise good 

yields. Some new stone I lately inspected from two new reefs will at least give returns of one and a half to two 

ounces per ton. This may seem nothing phenomenal. But the pleasing feature about it is that these reefs are entirely 

now and will be permanent, and capable of being worked profitably for years to come. Similar now finds are being 

made almost every week, and it is believed that with the advent of spring will set in a revival here that will astonish 

the district. It is quite evident that the place has not been properly tested in the pant, and all experienced men are 

convinced that in a very short time Bullumwaal will be one of the largest mining centres in Gippsland. It has been 

estimated that from £8000 to £10,000 worth of gold has been won here during the past year. The township is now a 

very lively place and a great amount of traffic comes into it. But the residents are puzzled to know why the 

Bairnsdale Shire Council displays such apathy in pushing on with the construction of the now road. Lately a track 

has been cleared to Lindenow, and the business people of that place are now delivering here certain classes of goods 

at the same prices that they are sold for in Bairnsdale, presumably to endeavor to establish a trade connection 

between the two places. However that may be, it is now known that the machinery for two of the new mines is to 

come through Lindenow, instead of from Bairnsdale, and it is stated that horse feed, etc., is to be obtained from 

Omeo and brought down the now road. Unless, therefore, the Bairnsdale people wake up very soon, the trade and 

trama not only of this place, but that which comes down the new road from Omeo, will be diverted to Lindenow. A 

traveller who came through from Long Gully says that he ,would not wish to travel on a better road than from there 

to Lindenow, and express the belief that people from Omeo could leave there in the morning to catch the train at 

Lindenow in the afternoon and be in Melbourne the same night. They could also do this by travelling to Bairnsdale 

were the road from here made, but at present it takes three hours with good horses to reach Bairnsdale from here, 

even if one does not meet with an accident. 

17 Jul 1894  

MINING INTELLIGINCE. Our Bullumwaal correspondent, writing on Friday last says:-Mr E. Guithenneuc's tender 

for sinking an additional 37 feet on the Surprise shaft, at 27s 9d per foot, has been accepted. After this is completed 

it is the intention of the syndicate to crosscut for the reef. The contract for sinking the Monte Christo shaft will be 

completed this week, when a crosscut will be put it to the reef. A number of claims have been taken up on this line 

of reef by an enterprising party of miners. Several small crushings have taken place lately, including one of 10 tons 

from the Puzzle reef on the schoolhouse spur, which yielded 5loz of gold. Another from the Joker reef, on the Sons 

of Freedom line (6 tons) gave at the rate of loz 10dwt per ton. I am informed that all the machinery for the Black 

Prince mine is on the ground, and that Mr C. Walters is superintending its erection. The prospects at this reef are as 

good as ever and the venture promises to be a good one. The Sons of Freedom line of reef has been taken up for 

miles, and various other late discoveries are showing well. In alluvial there is nothing fresh to report. Including 

Chinese there are some 50 miners at Merrijig Creek, the majority of whom are reported to be satisfied with their 

earnings. About 20 miners, alluvial and quartz, are on the Two Mile Creek, and the mining population of the Boggy 

Creek sub-division would be underrated if put down at 350.  

 

4 Aug 1894 Another line of coaches has been placed on the Bullumwaal road. Mr P. Neilsen announces that he will 

make two trips per week each way between Bairnsdale and Bullumwaal, commencing on Thursday next. His coach 

will leave Bairnsdale every Monday and Thursday, returning on Tuesday and Friday in each week. 

9 Aug 1894 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, Aug. 6. 

Bullumwaal has made rapid progress since the beginning of the year, and in a short time the township will be well 

supplied with business places. Mr R. Clements has started a store near Kingsmill's Gully, so has Mr Went near the 



old Bullumwaal bridge.. Chong See has just opened a store about 200 yards from the Sons of Freedom battery, and 

fronting the Mount Baldhead road. Mr W. Anderson will open a store near Mr F. W. Clement's residence, as soon as 

the buildings are ready to receive his goods. Mr Bustorff, of Lindenow, has sent the iron for a store which he intends 

erecting, adjoining Mr Waite's hotel. Then there is Mr Buckley's store, which has been established for a number of 

years. Various articles have appeared in The Advertiser lately having reference to the bad state of the road from here 

to Bairnsdale. All those who have the welfare of Bairnsdale at heart should back up those articles. From Kingsmill's 

Gully (the terminus of the Mount Baldhead road) to the old Bullumwaal bridge, is about the worst part of our road. I 

believe there is nothing equal to it in the whole shire. The construction of the surveyed line from Kingsmill's to near 

the bridge would probably not exceed £300. On his last trip from Bairnsdale Mr H. Payne, jun., broke the pole of his 

coach, and to-day Constable Beckwith had a narrow escape near Kingsmill's Gully, and within sight of the new 

road. His horse got into a quagmire and fell with him. Already some of the traffic is being diverted to Lindenow, and 

if Bairnsdale ignores Bullumwaal much longer things may become serious. 

A sad accident happened here lately, by which a little girl, three years old, daughter of Mr Alf. Sawyer, lost her life. 

The child was playing in the backyard, where some rubbish was being burnt at an old stump, and she got too close to 

the fire, with the result that her dress ignited. Her little brother and sister, attracted by her screams, went to her 

assistance, and also her mother. The burns, however, the child sustained were so severe that she only lived two days. 

Mr Jas. Bull, of Bairnsdale, held a magisterial inquiry, and found that the child's death was caused by burns 

accidentally received. Great sympathy, is felt throughout the township for the parents. 

 

14 Aug 1894  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. Our Bullumwaal correspondent, writing on Saturday last, says :-Eight tons of quartz 

from Messrs F. W. King and Co.'s reef, the K.B.K., yielded at the rate of 12 dwts. per ton.; about five or six tons 

from No. I North Black Prince are going through the battery now, after which a crushing of about 16 or 18 tons from 

the Britton will take place. Other parcels are likewise ready, and so the battery will be kept going. 

18 Aug 1894  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. Our Bullumwaal correspondent, writing on Wednesday last, says :-A crushing of 8 tons 

from the K.B.K. reef yielded at the rate of 12 dwt per ton, and 6 tons from Mr Woolley's reef, adjoining the Black 

Prince, yielded 3 oz of gold. Fifteen tons from the Briton (Sons of Freedom line) are now going through and a yield 

of 2 oz per ton will not be over estimated. The Britton, originally the Joker, is situated about three-quarters of a mile 

north of the Sons of Freedom battery. The reef is 3 feet thick, carrying gold throughout. This is reckoned to be about 

as good a show as there is in the Bullumwaal district. Renewed activity prevails on the ,adjoining claims. Messrs 

Robinson are still baling water on the original Sons of Freedom claim. It is expected that the exhibition of mining 

appliances and portable crushing plants which the Mines department is selecting will be opened at Johnson's Tyne 

foundry, Melbourne, in a fortnight. A quantity of quartz, alluvial and tailings to be operated upon by the machines is 

being obtained from the mining centres by Mr. Nicholas, who will have charge of the exhibition, which will 

probably be open during the evenings, so as to give those who cannot attend in the daytime an opportunity- of seeing 

the machines at work 

25 Aug 1894  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. Our Bullumwaal correspondent, writing on Tuesday last, says :-15 tons of quartz from 

the Britton reef, formerly known as the Joker, yielded 2loz of gold. As the reef is about three feet wide, this is a 

handsome return. The Black Prince battery will be ready for crushing in about a fortnight. On the Monte Christo 

they are driving south on the line of reef. Messrs Robinson Bros. are still baling water on the original old Sons of 

Freedom claim. 



6 sep 1894  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. Our Bullumwaal correspondent, writing on Monday last says :-The Black Prince 

battery was set in motion on Saturday last, but the formal start was made today. Many of the residents were present 

to wish success to the owners. As they will only be crushing during daytime, it will take several weeks before they 

will finish crushing the quartz they have to grass on the mine. Mr Charles Wood, of the Two Mile, has one of 

Vicker's 2-stamper batteries coming up, which is expected here within a fortnight. Mr Wood and partners have also 

taken up the Lindenow and Galway reefs, from which fair returns were obtained in former years. Crushing at the 

Sons of Freedom battery is still going on. On the Surprise claim they are extending their drive north and raising 

quartz. Four tons of quartz from a claim near the Black Prince just yielded about 31/2oz of gold.  

 

UR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, Nov. 3. Since I wrote last 

one of our number, Mr Silas Andrews, has been gathered to his forefathers. I am informed that heart disease was the 

cause of death. Mr Andrews had been a resident here for about 28 years, and was generally respected. Of late years 

he had charge of Mr Dahlsen's battery and was careful and obliging in the discharge of his duties. A number of 

crushings have taken place at both batteries. Amongst the most prominent are :- 40 tons from the Mountaineer 

(Clements and Waite), which yielded 123oz of gold ; 16 tons from the Lindenow reef (Chas. Wood), 14oz 12dwt ; 8 

ton from the Mopoke, Merrijig (Morgan and Houghton), 12oz ; 4 tons, Little Elsie, 2oz 7dwt ; 7 ton from the Puzzle, 

near the state school, for 6oz 14dwts 10grs ; and 15 ton from the Perseverance, yielding at the rate of about ½oz per 

ton. Mr Charles Wood has his two stamp battery at the Go-by in position and crushing will start shortly. A great 

number of miners are said to be on the Mitchell and Wentworth rivers, but there is nothing startling to report in 

alluvial mining. 

30 Oct 1894 ......... The President : Pardon me. I ought to have stated that before proceeding to Melbourne I went to 

the school of mines and the Bank of Victoria and got some samples of gold from Bullumwaal and some statistics 

with regard to the annual yield of gold from that locality. Those two institutions alone have purchased during the 

post nine months £16,000 worth of gold from there. (Hear, hear.) Cr Telfer : That doesn't include what we buy at 

Lindenow. (Laughter.) Cr Turner : Not Bullumwaal gold ? Cr Telfer: Indeed it is. These Bairnsdale people don't 

know the trade we do with Bullumwaal. 

28 Feb 1895  

ROBBERY OF GOLD AT BULLUMWAAL. A robbery of gold from a battery at Bullumwaal is reported. The 

proprietors of the Go-by reef, situated on the Two Mile Creek, on going to work on Saturday morning last, found 

that the coverings had been wrenched off the amalgamating tables, the gratings torn out of the stamper boxes, the 

amalgam, quicksilver, etc., stolen and the stamper boxes filled with sand. There was no watch kept, but a dog 

chained up at the battery was found tied up in some scrub, some 300 yards away. The dog was heard barking on 

Friday evening, but no notice was taken. Evidence, in the shape of scraps of meat, shows that the thieves fed the 

animal prior to removing him. This being the first crushing, the value of the amalgam, etc, can only be guessed at. 

The owners had some 14 tons to crush, of which only some three-quarters of a ton remained to be passed through 

the stampers. The stone was estimated to go about 1½ to 2oz to the ton. The battery is a two head one, worked either 

by horse or steam power, and the crushing had been going on for some weeks past. Taking everything into 

consideration, the distance of any habitation, the non-employment of a watchman, and the fact that the crushing was 

nearly completed, it is evident that the robbery was committed by thieves fully acquainted with all the facts and 

surroundings. The matter is in the hands of the police. 

7 Mar 1895 MININGI INTELLIGENCE. Our Bullumwaal correspondent, writing on Tuesday last, says :-A 

crushing of 14 tons of quartz from the Briton reef has yielded 21 oz. 19dwt. of gold. Sinking is still being continued 

with fair prospects. Some 12 tons from the Mountain reef are now going through the battery. Prospecting back from 

the main creek is at present standstill, owing to the scarcity of water. Most of the gullies are dried up and Boggy 

Creek is merely a string of water holes. The tunnel on the Beehive Company's lease is in 94 feet from the mouth and 

the contractors are making fair progress. Although there are a great many miners on Sandy's Creek, only a few 



parties are said to be making wages. An unusually long spell of fine weather has prevailed, and a good fall of rain 

would be welcome. 

 

12 Mar 1895 IMPORTANT GOLD DISCOVERY NEAR BAIRNSDALE. A NEW REEF 15 MILES LONG. 

ASSAYED 13 OUNCES TO THE TON. For some months past a well known experienced prospector named A. G. 

Copeland has been exploiting the country from the back of Bullumwaal towards Omeo. He reports during his 

travels, which extended to the Dargo High Plains and other distant localities, he came across large areas of highly 

promising auriferous country, and has not the least doubt that this part of Gippsland will yet become widely known 

for the payable reefs it contains. Among other finds he discovered is a reef situated between Sandy's Creek and 

Merrijig, which he has traced for a distance of 15 miles, and the stone from which has assayed at the rate of 13oz to 

the ton. Mr Copeland believes this reef to be a continuation of Cohen's line at Haunted Stream (Stirling). In the 

specimens which Mr Copeland showed us yesterday gold was easily discernible by the naked eye, but in the stone 

that was assayed no gold could be detected till the quartz was crushed. Mr Copeland left for Melbourne yesterday, 

taking with him about 30lb of the stone from the reef to be tested in Melbourne. 

19 Mar 1895  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. ............ Messrs S. and W. Parker, Gracie, Gibbs, and Cross, who have been working for 

the past six weeks on a reef at Mount Taylor Creek, got out a trial crushing of 18 tons, which was put through the 

Black Prince battery, Bullumwaal, last week, and yielded slightly over an ounce of smelted gold to the ton. The 

claim, which bears the name of  Aurora, is about 10 miles from Bairnsdale and 6 from Bullumwaal. The reef at the 

point where the party is now working is at a depth of 26ft., and is 3ft. wide. There appears to be any amount of stone 

carrying excellent gold yet to be got out, and the party are assured there is good payable gold to be got in the 

locality, and at their instance a number of friends have pegged out claims. Their chief difficulty appears to be the 

absence of any made track over which to cart their stone, and considering the country to be traversed the price they 

pay for carting, 10s per ton, is very reasonable. The Bullumwaal road, the making of which has recently been 

discontinued, passes close to the mine, and if the road were completed it would, besides reducing the cartage by a 

mile and a-half, be of great general utility to the miners on the creek. Messrs Parker and Co. are loud in their praise 

of the attention paid them by Messrs Oglethorpe and Wilmott, the battery officials 

 

13 Apr 1895  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. The following crushings have taken place at Bullumwaal lately:-18 tons, Excelsior 

(Ibbotson and Cooper), 33oz of gold; 81 tons, City of Collingwood, 14oz 3dwt ; 18 tons from Mt. Taylor Creek, 

18oz 1dwt; 17 tons Mint (Wm. Wright and Co.), 15oz 8dwt. Another crushing from Mount Taylor Creek is going 

through, and a considerable quantity of quartz is awaiting to be treated. The Beehive tunnel, Bullumwaal, at the end 

of last month, was in 124 feet, and work at various other reefs in that locality is progressing satisfactorily. The yields 

of gold from both sources of mining at Bullumwaal for the March quarter has been somewhat larger than for the 

previous quarter. An increase in the number of alluvial miners has likewise taken place, notably at Sandy's Creek. 

11 May 1895  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. The Perseverance claim at Bullumwaal, taken up by Mr J. W. Clements, has finished 

up a crushing of 24 tons of quartz, which gave a return of 46oz. of gold. This reef was previously tried and 

abandoned, but having faith in it, Mr Clements resolved to give it a further trial, with the above result. The sinking is 

25 feet, and the reef is getting better defined. A party of prospectors have hit on what they believe to be the 

continuation of the Rattler reef, at Bullumwaal. A nice looking reef has been opened to view, and further 

developments are expected shortly. If only there was a couple of days' steady rainfall a great stimulus would be 

given to prospecting. 



28 May 1895  

MINING INTELLIGENCF. Our Deptford correspondent, writing on Saturday last, says:-The Deptford Proprietary 

Company cleaned up to-day, the first time since they resumed working, and got 37oz from 44 tons of stone. They 

will continue to raise stone and crush, and I trust will have a larger cake next time. Messrs Jacques had their 

crushing plant in complete Working order at Messrs Horne and Clark's New Enterprise on the 14th, the day after the 

teams arrived with it. A few cwts. were passed through on Thursday afternoon, all going smoothly and well. Regular 

crushing will commence next week, when the shoot for delivering the quartz is finished. REPORTS. Bulldog, 

Bullumwaal, May 21. Resumed sinking, as reef is going down stronger. Best stone yet seen in mine in breaking 

down. Gold going under foot. Reef over 2ft. Bulldog North, Bullumwaal, May 21. -Driven drive 26ft; reef pinched 

out; driven through footwall; reef made again; prospects well in dish. Bulldog South, Bullumwaal, May 21. -Cut 

several leaders showing gold. Started sinking shaft 

25 Jun 1895 A syndicate has been formed to work the tailings of the Sons of Freedom mine at Boggy Creek, 

Bullumwaal. A new process will be adopted in the working of the tailings, which is calculated to be of great 

advantage, 

4 Jul 1895  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. Mr S. I. Kelly, a well known mining expert, was in Bairnsdale yesterday, and is 

proceeding to Bullumwaal this week with the intention of entering into negotiations on behalf of a number of 

capitalists for the purchase of any " specs " which he may fancy. Bull Dog, Bullumwaal, 28th June. Men stoping at 

top level, good stone in face. Starting carting to battery ; expect commence crushing 8th July. About 15 tons to put 

through. Bull Dog North, Bullumwaal, 28th June.-Rising up on stone; lode about 16in, good stone, well mineralised. 

About 6 tons for battery..........Deptford Proprietary, 22nd June. Resume extension bottom level next week. Stoping 

over same continued. Cleaned up 46 tolls for 32oz. 3dwt. 10gr. smelted gold 

 

 

23 July 1895 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, July 23. 

There is very little to report from here this week, as mining in general is very quiet. The Black Prince battery and 

mine have changed owners, and I am informed   that the new company is going to open up several abandoned 

claims. They have put on men already, although only got possession on Monday. I hope they will be rewarded for 

their pluck. Mr Chas. Wood is now manager. Mr Oglethorpe, who has managed the Black Prince, Company's mine 

and   battery for six months, leaves by coach to-morrow. He and his partner, Mr Wilmott, were highly respected, and 

gained the goodwill of all they came in contact with. The Daisy Bell Company cleaned up on Saturday for a yield of 

4oz 10dwt from 6 tons of stone. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Thursday, July 30. The Bullumwaal 

Band of Hope held the second of their monthly socials last evening, which was greatly enjoyed by the audience, the 

hall being packed with members and their friends. Local talent was in abundance. Recitations were given by Messrs 

Lee, Graham and Harwood, songs by Messrs Harwood, Roach and Potter, and several of the juvenile members gave 

songs and recitations. Encores were plentiful. A sample of the coming woman gave a nice song, which was also 

encored. The Black Prince battery is working night and day. The yields are rather poor, but in most cases up to 

expectations. The Excelsior crushed 13 tons for a yield of 6oz 10dwt; the Mint 6 tons for 3oz. Other yields have not 

been made known at present. Alluvial mining is very quiet. A good number of men are making small wages at the 

rush near Boggy Creek bridge, on Bairnsdale road. If the shire council would extend their charity by doing a little 

more repairs to the new road, all classes of the community would be thankful. Perhaps they will when an accident 

happens. 

 



24 Aug 1895  

MINING AT SANDY'S CREEK. This creek is a tributary of the Mitchell River running east from below Mitchell 

dale up to the Omeo road from Bullumwaal, and extends some 25 miles in length. Gold has been found in its bed 

from the junction to about 20 miles upwards, and has been worked for over 20 years. Latterly the terraces on the 

spurs have proved payable in many places, and at present there must be some 250 to 300 miners at work on the 

creek. Provisions are packed here by the storekeepers of Bullumwaal, and are supplied to the diggers' huts at very 

reasonable rates:- Flour, 22s 6d per bag ; meat, 2½d to 3d per lb; sugar, 3½d; and all other requisites at proportionate 

rates, so that (living economically) a digger can tucker himself comfortably on 2dwt. of gold a week. The gold 

obtained from this creek is taken in exchange for goods supplied at £3 19s and £4 per oz. I hear, says a 

correspondent of the Times, that from 250 to 300 ounces of Sandy's Creek gold is passed through the hands of the 

buyers weekly, and if this be a fact the diggers must be doing fairly well. Of course there are a good many grumblers 

against fortune here as elsewhere, but from all I can gather there are very few workers in this category. Many of the 

spurs have been riddled with holes put down many years ago, as evidenced by large tree ferns and saplings growing 

out of them, yet many of these very places are now yielding good wages, and others " flash tucker" to their present 

holders. No doubt the work is hard, as all the gold bearing stuff has to be brought to the creek to be washed. Some 

carry the wash dirt in bags on their shoulders, some use hand barrows, and some use wheel barrows. By these means 

the dirt is brought down from the hill sides, then it is put in large wooden dug out troughs and puddled until the clay 

is reduced to sand; next it is lifted from the trough to a sluice box through which a stream of water is running. The 

small stones and sand pass through, while the gold is caught in the spaces left in the sluice box the bottom of which 

is floored with flat stones, each slightly overlapping the other. Many of these so called boxes are made of a sheet of 

stringy bark, and seem to answer very well. I hear of a party at " Monkey Point." on this creek (some old Saleites), 

who are so well satisfied with their prospects that they have amalgamated with another claim, and gone to work to 

bring the water to their ground, and should they be successful in getting a sufficient supply they have no doubt of the 

profitable results. Both claims have yielded good gold to their respective owners, and they deserve success for their 

plucky enterprise, as the race will have to be about 1 miles long and around the sides of almost precipitous hills of 

rocks and loose stones. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, August 27. Matters in 

general are very quiet here at present. The heavy rains we have had no doubt have done a deal of good, but not about 

here, as the roads in many places are not fit for traffic and in some places very dangerous. Thanks to our engineer 

the holes in the new road from Bairnsdale to here are being filled up, and this time not with mullock, as Mr J. 

Harvey and his son are filling them up with stone, so that there is no danger of their work being man traps. The 

portion of the new road between Wood and Co's battery and Muddy Gully bridge has been nothing but a trap for 

both man and beast. The monthly social of the Band of Hope was held last night, when the hall was well filled. 

Songs and recitations were given by juvenile members, which were highly appreciated by the audience. A humorous 

dialogue was given entitled A Drunken Spree and what became of It, Mr Leigh taking the leading part. Mr Richard 

Clements, Mr A. Clements, Mr Cruth, Mr Cannon, and Master James Prior, also Miss Clements and Miss Abertha 

Clements, all did their parts without a hitch and were greatly applauded. Other songs and recitations were given, 

when the president, Mr W. Tulloch, and Mr J. Clements, made some very feeling remarks with reference to the 

departure of Mr A. Graham from amongst them, and hoped that his energies would be rewarded in the Sabbath 

school and Bands of Hope in Bairnsdale. The Bullumwaal Band of Hope has been very unfortunate in losing its 

vice-presidents. Mr George Russell Miller was the first, Mr Graham who has been teaching in the Sabbath school 

here for some seventeen months, was the next. Now he is going back to his trade in Bairnsdale, so we have to look 

for another, and I hope the third one will stop with us, as the Band of Hope seems to be highly thought of here. 

Mining is at a very low ebb, very little alluvial gold being got. Some of the reefs are looking very well, but the roads 

are in such a bad state that carting quartz is out of the question. Wood and Co's battery is being kept steadily at work 

from claims close by. They have been crushing a lot from the Ruby mine, the result not being made known. A 

crushing of 8 tons from the Woollybutt Co. yielded 25oz gold. Some of the ex-councillors had fifty pounds of the 

ratepayers money spent on the ranges to make a road. I am informed that the said road is not fit for traffic, so the 

quartz had to be brought here. The said money could be well spent here. On a previous occasion I have drawn 

attention to the fact that although there has been a great increase in our population, but a small number have been 

rated. There are at the least about 100 rateable persons in Bullumwaal, and about 200 miners on Sandy's Creek and 



Merrijig Creek, the majority of whom would not object to paying small rates if they were only asked to do so. 

Between 60 and 70 residence areas are held here under miners' rights and six or seven business places here have 

likewise been omitted to be rated. This matter should be looked into, as the amount of rates that could be collected 

would be sufficient to keep our roads in repair, which in many places are now next to impassable, and the number of 

voters we could command would materially influence some future elections. 

21 Sept 1895 Avery good track from Bullumwaal to Dargo has just been completed by the party under the charge of 

Mr O. F. Thomsen. It will be of great service to miners and others. A few more such tracks in the same district 

would be the means of opening up a large extent of auriferous country. The residents of Tabberabbera, we learn, 

would greatly appreciate being given a connection with the new track just finished by Mr Thomsen. This would not 

entail a large expenditure, in fact a few pounds would pay for the work, and the department should be pressed to 

make the connection desired by cutting a branch track. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, September 24. After 

having had a rather mild winter, we experienced pretty rough weather lately. On Saturday evening last it 

commenced to snow and continued through the night. The ground on Sunday morning was literally covered with 

snow and in parts it laid to a depth of several inches, whilst the neighboring ranges were white. Not within the last 

21 years has snow been known to remain on the ground in the township of Bullumwaal, and this fall of snow at such 

an advanced season is quite phenomenal. Matters in the reefing line have been somewhat more brisk lately. 

Speculators from outside of our district have been investing in some of our mines and more capital is being 

introduced. The old Galway reef has passed into the hands of a Melbourne syndicate, who already own the 

Lindenow and an adjoining claim. Several new leases have also been taken up recently. Fresh discoveries have been 

made about one mile east of the old Bullumwaal bridge. In alluvial there is nothing startling to report. A few parties 

in New Chum Gully, near the old bridge, are doing fairly well and quite a township has sprung up in that locality. 

Two new stores, a butcher's shop and bakery are in course of erection. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, Oct 8. Things here are 

much as usual. The only stir we have had in the past week or two has been that caused by a drum and fife band, 

which plays anything and everything, from the Wearing of the Green to the Boyne Water. A lot of men are still 

engaged on the alluvial diggings. They appear to be making a fair living, but sometimes with the kind help of 

generous storekeepers. Quartz reefing is progressing favor ably. The best crushing lately has been about 70 tons 

from the Aurora, Mount Taylor, which averaged over two ounces to the ton. The adjoining claim, the Puzzle, Swan 

and Co., had a trial crushing which was poor, but they are on payable stone now, and Nicker and Co., South Aurora, 

are sinking. Their shaft is down about twenty feet in nice slate country. This line of reef is by far the best in the 

district, and the wonder is that some enterprising men don't erect a battery close to the line of reef, as the carting 

here makes the crushing expensive.   The Ruby had a trial crushing of about 20 tons, and report has it that they got 

11½oz of gold. If so, that is very good, the reef being 3 to 4 feet wide. Two shifts of men are now getting out stone 

with payable prospects. R. Clements and party are now crushing at Dahlsen's battery, and I am told they have 

payable prospects. Most of the old reefs are working and getting payable stone, but crushing will be kept back till 

nearer Christmas, the people here as a rule not troubling themselves about the Cup. 

10 Oct 1895  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. More gold has been raised during the September quarter in the Boggy Creek 

(Bullumwaal) division than during any other quarter for the past nine years. The aggregate of yields from alluviums 

and quartz reefs was over 1150oz. The increase in the yields from alluviums may be chiefly credited to Sandy's 

Creek and Merrijig Creek.  

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, October 29. Things in 

general are remarkably quiet here; nothing to talk about but sickness, influenza being in almost every house. The 

monthly social of the Band of Hope was held last night, but was not so successful as previous ones, owing to so 

many friends of the temperance cause being laid up. Taking all things into consideration it passed off very well, as a 



good many of the juveniles came forward with songs and recitations, and a few adults enlivened the audience with 

humorous songs. Bush law is plentiful just now over the jumping case at Mount Taylor, and some of the wise have 

the case settled long since. The gold yields are very poor, the greater part of the crushings being scarcely payable, 

and as for alluvial mining, only very few are making a living, but hopes are entertained that better results are in store 

for us before Christmas. 

5 Nov 1895  

MINING INTELLIGENCE. A 1ioz. NUGGET FOUND NEAR BULLUMIWAAL. A most acceptable find was 

made last Saturday week, at Nuggetty Gully, on the left-hand branch of the Two-mile Creek, about seven miles 

above Bullumwaal, by Mr W. Lowden, one of a party of four (Lowden, Games and Co.) working a reef on the 

Buffalo Range. After knocking off work on Saturday week at the reef, it being their custom to take a half-holiday on 

Saturday, Mr Lowden and one of his partners went prospecting in the gully referred to and while the former was 

using the pick on the side of the bank he struck some hard substance. He jokingly remarked that he had struck 

something hard, and his partner replied "Yes, I suppose it's a stone." The third blow with the pick, to the surprise of 

both men, brought out a nugget which weighed over 16oz. The nugget was brought to the Bairnsdale School of 

Mines yesterday and sold there, the director giving Mr Lowden over £60 for it. It weighed, when smelted down, 

16oz 18dwt. Mr Lowden and his partners had just about exhausted their means when they came across this lucky 

find. Without it, they would have been in dire straits to carry on further work at their reef. The funds they have now 

got will enable them to do another six months' dead work and pay their way as they go. Mr Lowden and his party 

came from Melbourne about 18 months ago. Up to the present they have just been able to earn enough to keep 

themselves, but they are hopeful that the reef they are working on will yet turn out a good thing. 

 

30 Nov 1895 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, 30th 

November. The rain still keeps off, and the creek is very low, in fact not running at all, and if a change in the 

weather does not take place soon your Board of Health will soon have to see after the water for domestic uses. The 

usual monthly social of the Band of Hope took place here last night and was well attended, having regard to the heat 

and dust. Recitations, songs and a dialogue were given and much enjoyed. It seems the Band of Hope is the only 

body that does anything pour passer les temps in this dull place. Minting is still very quiet in the alluvial. Men are 

struggling hard to make a living and barely succeed. Quartz mining also is not very good. Few of the crushings 

lately have paid wages and expenses and prospecting in many instances is abandoned for the present. All this is due 

to the water supply running short. I have it upon good authority that several syndicates will make a start after the 

New Year. They are holding back in the hope of more suitable machinery being erected. And I am able to say that 

this hope is not doomed to disappointment. I know of several sites being registered for that purpose. 

 

17 Dec 1895  

FATAL WAGGON ACCIDENT NEAR BULLUMWAAL, A very sad accident, by which John Hamilton, a carrier 

who was well known in the Bairnsdale district, and who was engaged in bullock team driving between this town and 

Merrijig, lost his life, occurred on Sunday afternoon on the road a short distance on the other side of Bullumwaal. In 

some way or other, which is not explained, he fell near one of the wheels of the wagon, which passed over his head, 

causing death almost instantly. He was found when the wagon had gone on a little way by Thomas Harding, who 

was accompanying him, but he was then past all assistance. It is said that Hamilton, who was a great favorite, and 

very much liked by his comrades for his cheerful and obliging disposition, was reluctant, in fact refused to leave 

Bullumwaal that day, until he got Harding to accompany him. It seems now to his friends as if he had had a 

presentment of some impending evil. Harding got his but looks and yoked up for him in the morning. When the 

news of the occurrence reached Bairnsdale, Mr J. D. Smith, J.P. and Constable Whitley set out for the vicinity of the 

accident and yesterday An inquiry was held by Mr Smith at Waite's hotel, Bullumwaal. Thos. Harding, miner, 

Bullumwaal, deposed: I know the deceased, John Hamilton. I accompanied him at his request from Bullumwaal to 

two miles this side of Merrijig on the 15th inst. Everything went all right till then. I was then on the off side of 



wagon. The deceased was driving bullocks in the wagon. I heard a noise and then saw the deceased lying face down. 

The wagon at this time had passed deceased 15 yards. I ran back and picked up deceased and said, "Hello Jack, what 

is the matter." He never spoke. He was dead at the time. I fancy deceased was at the middle brake of the wagon. The 

boot I noticed was split a good deal. I fancy deceased was tripped by the wheel and fell down. After finding 

deceased was dead I went to Ken Poy's store at Merrijig. I got a horse and returned to Bullumwaal, and acquainted 

Mr Tho. Wilson of the accident. The deceased was under the influence of drink, which he got off the wagon, but was 

not so bad. He had full control of his team. I noticed when I picked deceased up that he had a cut on the left side of 

the head, blood was running from it on to the ground. In my opinion the wheel of the dray went over his head. The 

accident happened at about 3 p.m. Thomas Wilson, miner, residing at Bullumwaal, deposed: From information I 

received from Thomas Harding, I acquainted William Hamilton, at his residence about one mile from Bullumwaal, 

of the fact that his brother John had met with an accident, and that I did not know whether he was dead or not. I 

afterwards went to the scene of the accident and brought deceased to "Waite's hotel Bullumwaal, in a spring cart. I 

noticed a crushed wound on the left side of his head. William Hamilton, minor, Bullumwaal, deposed : I know the 

deceased, John Hamilton. He is a brother of mine. I last saw him alive on Saturday, the 14th inst,, at Bullumwaal. 

From information I received from Mr Wilson I rode to the scene of the accident. I found deceased quite dead and 

noticed the jaw hanging down, smashed, as if a wheel had gone over it. Thomas Wilson and myself, aided by others, 

who were there, put the body into a conveyance and brought it to Waites' Hotel, Bullumwaal, where it now lies. 

Alex. Hamilton, another brother of deceased, identified the remains. The following verdict was returned: -The 

deceased was killed by the wheel of a bullock wagon passing over him. 

1 Feb 1896 GIPPSLAND EAST, THEIR GOLDFIELDS AND HOW TO DEVELOP THEM. WHAT AN OLD 

MINER THINKS. AN INTERESTING INTERVIEW. An Advertiser reporter-found Mr Frank Holloway at 

Lindenow, busy in his work,. and anxious about his interests among the mining board electorate, whom he is afraid 

he will not be able to see before the election, which takes place next month. It is his intention to get, if possible, to 

Boggy Creek and other districts where there are great numbers of new men who do not know him, and it would be a 

pity, a misfortune in fact, if for want of information the good men who are starting a fresh crusade amongst the 

Gippsland ranges should lose the services of one whose boast is that he knew mining from its very infancy iii the 

eastern district, was all associate of the early pioneers, and -to put it mildly-knows as much about the defects of the 

mining laws as they now are-as anyone in the province. A remarkable man truly a bush settler who has heard Marco 

and was familiar, through his father chat, with Grisi's method, who has ran after the triumphal car of Jenny Lind and 

remembers the immortal Titicus as a young singer, who cherishes the memories of those glorious youthful days, but 

is an enthusiastic worker amongst the scattered people with whom he has spent a life-time, still in the prime of the 

intellectual life, leading a healthy if laborious life, is well worth listening to when it pleases him to speak. Mr 

Holloway was at the outset invited to say in what way he thought mining in Gippsland would be best encouraged. In 

reply he first of all drew attention to the minute which a few days previously had been forwarded to the Minister of 

Mines by the secretary of the department, Mr Travers, as follows: "It is quite accurate that there is no provision at 

present for an applicant to transfer his interest, and it is evident that the want of such a provision may, and probably 

does, at times entail great delay and unnecessary expense. I can see no justifiable reason for continuing the present 

absurd system of insisting upon a lease being granted to the original applicant only ; nor do I see any insuperable 

objection to having a regulation framed that will meet this difficulty. Even under present conditions an incorporated 

company can be substituted for the applicant, and what it is possible for a company to do should be equally open to 

the individual." That, Mr Holloway observed, was so obviously true that no comment was needed, and he was glad 

to see that Mr Travers, whom he had long known as a first-rate head of the department, had dealt with the question, 

so far as he was concerned, so promptly. There was, however, one subject of capital interest. He and the Minister of 

Mines had been associated in an effort to get the water brought up to high levels on the Mitchell, Wentworth and 

Nicholson rivers, which are in the mining district with which he had been so long associated, with the view of 

sluicing the terraces-which are really old river beds and contain auriferous alluvial. At that time the Government was 

granting about £5000 as a prospecting vote for the whole of Victoria, and the effort was directed towards getting 

portion of that money for making race cuttings oil to those areas. But there was no machinery in the act which 

enabled the Minister of the day to do it, and no other means at his disposal, so the project fell through. That, of 

course, was a direction in which a great deal of good could be done, and he saw that it was quite recently receiving 

renewed attention. He hoped that the people around Bullumwaal would persist in the views which they were at 

present advocating. Another subject was of first rate importance, and the present Minister had done a great deal in 

that direction already and would do more if he had the opportunity. He referred to the cutting of tracks both through 

explored and unexplored auriferous belts in Gippsland. The members of the mining board had been for years trying 

to get more work of that kind done. There was only a limited sum of money available, and it often happened that 



tracks were scheduled to the department, but when their turn came it was found that they could not be dealt with at 

all. Int what parts of the country do you think that kind of work is most urgently needed ? Mr Holloway was asked. 

Well, he replied, there is first of all a great portion of the country between Bullumwaal and Omeo. There is most of 

the Croajingolong country, which has recently been found auriferous so far as it has been tried, and the results from 

which so far as I have been able to learn, are, up to the present, most interesting. The Bemm district is at present 

exciting a great deal of attention. Do you know it ?-It is a part of GippsLand with which I am not sufficiently 

acquainted to feel justified in saying anything. I thought there should have been a track from Haunted Stream by 

Tierney's Creek to Sheepstation Creek, where at present there are so many miners. But it was not done. The result 

was most unfortunate. In what way ?-Why, in the end the gold had to be discovered from the other side-the Omeo 

side. If that track had been cut at the time it was asked for the reefs now being worked might have been exploited 

long ago. At that time there was forwarded to me a requisition from the miners on the Haunted Stream, enclosing all 

admirable coloured map-there must have been some scientific and artistic genius amongst them pointing out the 

route, the line of country and its character. I was quite struck by it at the time. It doesn't appear to be their fault that 

the track was not made-No. The Gippsland miners are not loafers. Give them the means of buying their tucker and 

their blankets and they'll find gold if it is there. What do you think in the way of immediate help could be given -If 

the department would publish a map of the auriferous belt in Gippsland, indicating the ground already explored and 

describing the most promising localities for exploring, it would be very valuable. A description of the  loaming 

process would be of great assistance more especially to the new chum-I mean the new Chum digger-who, so far as I 

can learn, having regard to the state of affairs economically in Melbourne, is not unlikely to become a familiar figure 

in Gippsland. The next suggestion with which I would trouble you is one which has been made frequently, although 

it has never been acted upon. We want a light portable battery for crushing quartz or cement. This plan, Mr 

Holloway was understood to support, had not the approval of the Government experts, otherwise he did not know 

why the Government did not do something in the way of introducing light batteries to the public. Further, he 

recommended the re-issue of the pamphlet " Practical Mining," which was published by the department of Mines in 

1888. At the last meeting of the mining board there was a motion brought forward suggesting that the members of 

the GippsLand district should draft a report for presentation to Parliament showing in what way a stimulus could be 

best given to the mining industry in the district, and it had also been decided that a deputation should wait on the 

Minister of Mines to present these views, and he understood the department were taking steps to carry into effect the 

general policy of advertising sensibly advertising-the Gippsland gold fields, which Mr Foster approved of, believing, 

as he did decidedly, in the gold resources of the province. Further he (Mr Holloway) was of opinion that in eases 

where parties of novices in gold mining were being organised for prospecting, the department should be in a position 

to enable such parties to meet, and, if they thought well, bring with them someone of experience, whose presence 

amongst them would be at all events a guarantee that their time would not be altogether lost-because, Mr Holloway 

added slyly, whilst the luck of the new chum as an individual was notorious, he was in the aggregate, taken in the 

bulk, a very conspicuous failure. These were, for the moment, all the suggestions he had to make. He deprecated the 

violent advertising of the fields, urging that one dissatisfied person, perhaps someone who had never succeeded in 

any place else, or at anything else, could do more injury than the report of a dozen successes could accomplish in the 

other direction, people, so said Mr Holloway, being very suspicious about boomed results, which have made such a 

rush to West Australia of people who, if all we hear is true, are not able to make the barest necessities of a living 

there. Mr Holloway made a rather long reply to the question-intended to extract a brief answer, and terminate an 

interview of which the foregoing is, it must be feared, a very imperfect summary--What do you think of the 

prospects of gold mining in Gippsland ? The answer is given in detail, without comment, and may be taken at the 

reader's own valuation. He said :-Well, there has been during the past year an increase in the gold yield of something 

short of i30,000oz. That is really tremendous. So far as the figures enable us to see that result has been achieved by 

the efforts of consider ably less than 1000 miners, in fact little more than half of it. Yet we hear that 2000 men every 

week are leaving Victoria for West Australia, where the proportionate gold increased output is not greater. It 

positively startles me to think of it. Anyone that runs may read. The lesson seems to be chalked up in great big white 

and black letters. I heard of some tremendously good prospects in parts of the country of which I knew long ago. In 

those early days the creeks were not carefully worked, the reason, of course, being that people in the height of the 

gold fever were by no means satisfied with moderate results. If they did not bottom on something very good they 

were off to the allurements of some new locality; some fresh rush where gold was being turned out by the shovelful. 

There must be a vast area out of which payable gold -payable, of course, I mean with the facilities which I say it is 

the duty of the Government to provide-tracks and water, 

as far as can be provided, and battery appliances, north and east, away east to Mallacoota end north from beyond 

Omeo in the ranges, where fortune still lies waiting the happy finder. The argument has been used of late quite 



frequently that where the signs of gold are so universal, over so large all area of country, there must be some 

deposits of importance, and it should never be forgotten that every single find leads to at least half a dozen others. 

That in fact is the beauty of exploiting in new country. I would like to see a good deal of prudence exercised with 

regard to exemptions This of course was new ground and it became necessary to interrupt with this long question-" 

It is said that on the slightest pretence companies-so-called companies - get exemption from the labour covenants; 

that the shepherd lease hawker and such companies, formed with nominal-purely nominal be it observed-working 

funds are favoured by the Mines department, that if a legitimate application of forfeiture be made on the grounds of 

the most glaring evasion of the labour clause of the act the applicants chance of winning the case are worth next to 

nothing : What do you say to that ?" Mr Holloway replied: There is no doubt there are many leases that should be 

absolutely forfeited in the interests of the men looking for claims, but at the same time there are very many others 

which, if forfeited, would not be taken up under miners' rights. Each particular application of forfeiture should be, I 

am strongly of opinion, considered, independently, upon its own merits. I brought forward at the suggestion of the 

Minister of Mines at the conference at Melbourne a proposal that the forfeit should be at the jurisdiction of tilhe we 

tarlen, and not of the Minister for the time being, who is subject to political influence or pressure. This, I nay, was at 

the instance of the Minister, and I can very well understand how desirable a thing it would be if men wielding 

important powers were free to act to the best of their honest judgment in matters of so much importance. Before the 

Interview closed Mr Holloway referred to the suggestion made in Mr M'Coll's time for the further centralisation of 

Victorian officers in Melbourne. and left It to be inferred that the proposal still has advocates in high quarters. He 

expressed no opinion one way or the other, being, as he said, not greatly Interested in the larger question, but 

desiring to help rationally, by directing it into proper channels, the present flow of mining enterprise which is 

fertilising the long dormant gold fields south of the Alpine range and east of Cape Howe, 

 

1896 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, Feb. 4. Mining 

matters are somewhat quiet here at present; no quartz has been crushed recently, but no doubt some crushings will 

take place again shortly. On the Beehive lease they are still driving along the lode, which is improving. They expect 

to intersect the shoot of gold, from which such good crushings have been obtained, in another 40 or 50 feet, when it 

is to be hoped that they will be rewarded for their labor. They will then have driven some 400 feet, including 

crosscut, a magnificent tunnel 4ft wide and about 7ft high. The extraordinary dry weather we have experienced has 

dried up all the gullies and the creeks are all low, and all sluicing operations are suspended; Boggy Creek has not 

been running for some time, which enabled various parties to try in the bed of the creek, where some are making 

good wages. Some interest is being manifested in the election that will take place at the end of this month for the 

mining board. It is said that there will be four candidates in the field for the Mitchell River division ; it is such a 

pretty little billet worth going for. 

6 Feb 1896  

Although a number of quartz claims are at work no crushings have taken place this year. In alluvial matters, owing 

to the extraordinary dryness of this and past seasons, a number of miners have been enabled to work in parts of 

Boggy Creek previously unworkable with, in most cases, satisfactory results. One party of four men have averaged 

about 1oz per day for the last six weeks. At Merrijig, Sandy's, and Morris's Creeks mining is pretty nearly at a 

standstill, there being very little water available for washing purposes, and should rain not come soon the men will 

have to leave or adopt dry-blowing. On Monday last a miner named Brossington found a 4oz. 11dwt. 6gr. speck and 

also a few 1dwt. 2dwt. and 3dwt. pieces. A mate who had been working with him up to the Saturday night previous, 

owing to his opinion that there was nothing payable in the ground left, and thus lost his share of a nice little find. 

The nugget was got in Coolgardie Gully, which runs into Sandy's Creek. The secretary of the Miners' and Progress 

Association of Bullumwaal received an answer from the Mining department to the request on the subject of cutting a 

water-race from the Wentworth, that the department has no funds at its disposal for such a purpose. The association 

was under the impression that means would be found, by an act of Parliament or otherwise to give effect to their 

wishes. The matter, however, is not to be allowed to rest. 

 



OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.     (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, Feb. 25. Up to Thursday 

last, when rain set in, this has been the hottest and driest summer here for the past 20 years. Since that day we have 

had several small showers, which have been beneficial to grass and gardens only. It requires about 48 hours constant 

heavy rain to replenish the creeks and gullies. Adverting to your article in last Thursday's Advertiser, it appears that 

some people are under the impression that Bullumwaal is not a polling place for the forthcoming mining board 

election. That is a mistake, however, as the polling will take place at our state school on Saturday next, the locality 

for mining elections being named Allanvale. There have been a number of new arrivals lately, and it is gratifying to 

note that there are scarcely any hard-up cases amongst them. Mr Wood's battery is at work again. Wilson and party 

finished a crushing from the Aurora line of reef on Saturday last, but the result has not been made known. A new 

engine is expected shortly at Mr Dahlsen's battery, 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Monday, March 9. Mr Hunter, who 

has been sent up by the Mines department in reference to the water scheme, has been taken over the country by Mr 

J. B. Smyth, and admits the scheme to be practicable. The water is proposed to be taken from a point well up the 

Wentworth River and would serve a great part of that river, Morris' Creek, Sandy's Creek, Merrijig Creek, Burnett's 

Creek and Boggy Creek. A rich leader has just been struck in the Beehive Co's lease after driving about 340ft, and 

another lease is being applied for. 

31 Mar 1896         Sports 

 

18 Jun 1896  

BULLUMWAAL ITEMS. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) After three days and nights of almost 

continuous rain the weather is again beautifully fine. The hillsides are sparkling with innumerable little streamlets, 

all wending their way towards Prospect Creek, which is now a boisterous muddy stream, carrying off the rubbish 

that has been accumulating during past months. I am told that several miners who have been working close to and in 

the bed of the creek have been swamped out; some who left their tools below on Thursday night returned next 

morning to find their shafts broken in and the tools buried in several feet of mud. Life in Bullumwaal is dreary 

enough at any time. It is very nearly unbearable during and immediately after rainy weather, which is owing in part 

no doubt to the fact that no gold is being got. So the knights of the pick and shovel stay in camp, or, clad in oilcloths 

and leggings, wander about with downcast look, heavy at heart and light in pocket. Of what a curious medley is the 

mining community composed! Men of all ages,   bulks, nationality and character; ex business men, college students, 

tradesmen, athletes, shearers, farm laborers, and, in fact, every class except the indolent. Add to this a flavoring of 

Chinese to suit the taste, and the dish becomes a feast for a student of human nature in variety. Here we meet men 

who have little of this world's goods and are happy and rich because they are contented; others, who have plenty to 

keep them for the remainder of their days and still tail and scrape for more, and delude themselves into the belief 

that they are at the point of starvation; others, again, who are really in want, and delve and dig week after week in 

the hope of some day " striking a patch," which, when found, will end all troubles-with some, and commence them 



with others. A meeting was held in the mechanics' hall last night with a view to forming a branch of the Australian 

Natives' Association. The number present was rather limited, but promises of support were received from several 

who were unavoidably absent. It was resolved, on the motion of Messrs Hall and Bishop, that a branch be formed if 

a sufficient number of signatures can be obtained. Mr Sweetman was appointed to act as secretary pro tem, and the 

meeting adjourned till the 27th inst. The Social Club held its usual weekly meeting on Thursday evening. Several 

new members were elected and others proposed for membership. It was decided that next Thursday's entertainment 

be a members' social, when a programme of dancing, songs, recitations and refreshments will be gone through. A 

concert under the auspices of the club will be held in three or four weeks' time, the proceeds to be devoted to 

assisting a blind man named Morris;, an old resident of Merrijig and first discoverer of gold in the creek which now 

bears his name. 

20 Jun 1896  

RE-OPENING OF AN OLD MINE. VISIT OF THE MINISTER OF MINES TO BULLUMWAAL. At the 

invitation of the members of a syndicate lately formed to work the Sons of Freedom mine at Bullumwaal--a mine 

that has a lengthy history, having first been taken up away back in the early sixties, and which, after passing through 

the bands of several companies, was ultimately abandoned as unprofitable to work -the Minister of Mines, on 

Thursday last, accompanied by Mr J. C. Dahlsen, Mr Gee. Carpenter, Mr W. Alexander, and Mr Day, visited 

Bullumwaal for the purpose of performing the ceremony of starting the winding gear that is to pump the water out of 

the flooded workings. It had been intended to leave Bairnsdale at eight o'clock in the morning, but in consequence of 

the wet state of the weather up- to that hour from the previous evening, some doubt was expressed as to whether it 

would be practicable to make the trip in the one day under the circumstances with safety to life and limb. An hour 

later, however, the heavy rain that had been falling ceased temporarily, and the Minister being anxious to fulfill his 

promise, if possible, it was decreed by certain members of the party that at least a start should be made. 

Parenthetically, it may here be remarked, it was after wards discovered that those who had been so eager to brave 

the danger of the elements and the road had had a hand in packing up the luncheon, etc., that was to be partaken of 

on arrival at the mine, and had each of them provided themselves with brand new waterproofs obtained from the 

shops that morning. A splendid four horsed drag from the stables of Mr E. R. Bonwick, with the steady and skilful 

Charlie Bruckner on the box seat, pulling up opportunely at the appointed place for starting, Messrs J. C. Dahlsen 

and Co.'s establishment in Nicholson street, decided the fate of the doubters, and a few moments later a party of nine 

were bowling along in the direction of Bullumwaal. After leaving the made portion of the road at Gallagher's corner, 

the rate of travelling was slow, and at times even dangerous, with a gentle but soaking rain falling the while. The 

Clifton road and the long sand hill were at last in the rear of the drag. The gentleman who was in charge of a little 

box under the front seat said it would be desirable to let the horses get their  wind at this stage before entering Bull 

Flat. No one objected, and a stoppage was made. The party alighted to reconnoiter, it having been pointed out by 

those conversant with the topography of the locality that three miles of the distance travelled would have been saved 

had the road traversed to this point followed the surveyed route. The marked trees indicating the junction were 

pointed out to the Minister, who was informed that for an expenditure of £25 the track could be cleared and made 

passable, and the distance between Bairnsdale and Bullumwaal thus shortened by three miles and the road 

considerably improved for traffic, He expressed surprise that some earnest effort was not made by the residents at 

each end to improve the road to this point, as there appeared to be a great deal of traffic passing over it. Meanwhile 

the little square box under the seat had been broached, and the hospitality of the gentleman in charge thereof having 

been accepted, the journey was resumed. In a short while the new road was come upon, where, it had been said, 

better progress would be made. The prediction was not verified. The rain came down heavier, and to the great 

disgust of everyone the formed portion of the road was more difficult and more dangerous to travel than the parts 

which were still in their natural state. For the want of drains, the late heavy rains had caused a deep water channel to 

form in the very centre of the road, to the depth of from six to eighteen inches and correspondingly wide. The water 

was coursing down this channel at a rate which threatened in time to divide the road in two and render it thoroughly 

impassable and useless. It was only with most careful driving that the more dangerous parts could be negotiated 

without experiencing a mishap. Regret was expressed that such a useful road should be allowed to get into such a 

deplorable condition. Two large boulders on the inner side, on a narrow part, which would not have cost more than a 

few shillings to remove when the road was being formed, projected out conspicuously, and drew forth adverse 

comment. Why they are allowed to remain in this position as a menace to safe travelling is a question that only the 

shire authorities can answer. It was still raining hard when the site of the old township of Bullumwaal was reached. 

It is now known as The Bridge. Around the place are a number of newly opened claims, and some bark huts and 



tents, and the remains of what was formerly an orchard. But thirty or forty years ago it was a gay and festive 

settlement In those days it supported four public houses and a brass band! The miners worked hard in the daytime it 

picking out gold, and spent their evenings in Terpsichorean delights with the dancing girls obtained from Melbourne 

by the pubs. Crossing the creek the football ground of the Mount Alfred players was pointed out. It, too, shows the 

effect of the prevailing bad weather, and resembles a small-sized lake. The much travelled member of the party, 

however, is careful to remark that it is not always under water. The remaining four miles of the journey was heavy 

pulling for the horses. Once or twice, as the wheels of the dray went down, unpleasant, if not painful, reminders 

were given of the use the ground had been put to in the early days over which the road is made. "Thaut," says one of 

the party, as all drop into their seats again after having been jolted almost on to their feet, " is an old claim hole not 

properly filled in." Save the noise made by the working of the stampers at the Black Prince battery, the township is 

quiet as it is entered. It is a miserable day to be out, and the coming of the Minister of Mines is unknown to the 

residents. The drag pulls up at the hut near the battery of Mr J. C. Dahlsen. Mr Waters, the occupier, is up at the 

Sons of Freedom claim, but no  try is made in his absence, and the hamper and the little square box are deposited on 

the table. Mr Alexander goes to the mine to assist in getting up steam, and the rest of the party apply themselves to 

making an attack on the edibles--an attack that was well sustained. Proceeding to the claim Mr Foster, after making 

an inspection of the machinery, was asked to put the winding gear in motion. He did so, and said the occasion was 

worthy of a few words from him. The mine was a very old one. Under former management it had not been worked 

successfully. In those days the winning of gold was not so well under stood as it is now. Science and technical 

knowledge had since coma to the aid of those interested in developing and working mines, and appliances and 

machinery had to some extent superseded manual labor, and enabled mines to be worked profitably that had proved 

unpayable in the past. He congratulated the syndicate on the enterprise they had shown, which he hoped would 

result in a benefit to themselves and the district generally. Mr Dahlsen, in thanking the Minister for visiting the 

mine, said the syndicate was composed of a few shareholders in 20 shares The machinery on the mine had only cost 

a little over £300, and he thought they had got splendid value for their money.  That portion of the work had been 

carried out by Mr Alexander. He himself had had an eye on the mine for a long time past as one that could be 

profitably worked under proper management, and they were going to give it a fair trial in the belief that they would 

be rewarded for their pains. The shaft is over 200 feet deep, and is about two-thirds full of water. To empty it and 

drain the workings will take about a month. To the winding gear are attached two canvas buckets, which hold 100 

gallons each, and it is intended to work three shifts and keep the work of baling going continuously. Before starting 

on the homeward journey several miners had a conversation with the Minister. It was alleged that better facilities for 

crushing stone were required in the district. One speaker stated that there were 1000 tons of stone ready to be 

crushed. This statement was regarded as an exaggeration, unless the author of it included stone that was still in the 

reefs. Mr Foster promised, however, that he would pay another visit to the district on the first opportunity that 

presented itself and would then inquire into their wants. The return trip was made in better time than the outward 

one, occupying an hour less. 

27 Jun 1896 MINING AT BULLUMWAAL. JACKIE'S DREAM. 8oz. TO THE TON. Messrs Robbins and 

Harding have just cleaned up a crushing of 12½ tons of stone from their claim, which they style "Jackie's Dream," at 

the Black Prince battery, Bullumwaal, for the very fine yield of 96oz. 4dwt. The stone represents six weeks work for 

two men. The reef is 2ft. 6in. thick at a depth of 25ft. It is situated on the line of the Perseverance, on the fall of 

Burnett's Creek, near Bullumwaal. Messrs Robins and Harding have pegged out a lease. The ground has been 

pegged out all around them. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT)     Friday, 10th July. Since my last 

letter we have had a succession of fine days and frosty nights. Snow has fallen frequently on the higher ground to 

the north, and a light fall was experienced here on Wednesday night. Mining is again in full swing, but in most cases 

the men are working on higher ground than before the recent floods. The work of bailing out at the Sons of Freedom 

mine is going along merrily, and, judging by the stream of water that is kept running from it, it should soon be ready 

for the commencement of operations below. The concert in aid of the blind man, Sandy Morris, which was held in 

the mechanics' hall last night, was well attended, and was generally pronounced to be a thorough success. The hall, 

which served its purpose very well a year or two ago, was found to be quite inadequate to requirements on this 

occasion, a good number having to be content with standing outside the door. The entertainment opened with a 

nigger minstrel circle, with Mr Sweetman as interlocutor and Messrs Minter and Strange as bones and tambo. The 

cornermen were both in good form and caused roars of laughter with their conundrums and jokes, whilst the other 

members of the circle acquitted themselves in a very creditable manner. In the second part, over which Mr J. W, 



Clements presided, some very good items were given. Mr Pickering's rendering of The Vicar of Bray, and Mr 

Ayton's British Lion, were loudly applauded, as was also Mr Leigh's recitation of Jimmy Butler and the Owl. Mr 

Strange's recitation, Setting a Hen, in character, fairly brought the house down, the dress and accent of the German 

peasant being excellently imitated. Miss L. Ryan sang The Song that Reached my Heart, and Miss Ruby Wood 

recited People Will Talk in a manner which showed that these youthful performers possess more than an ordinary 

amount of talent. The following was the programme: Opening chorus, Dinah's Wedding; song, Scarlet Fever Jane, 

Tambo; song, Vacant Chair, Mr Manly; song, Gum Tree Canoe, Mr Pearson; song, The Tavern in our Town, Mr 

Porter; song, The Nigger That's Always Laughing, Bones; finale, Who Sings Best, Bones and Tambo. Second part : 

Duet, Hearts and Homes, Miss Ayton and Mr Lockwood ; song, Vicar of Bray, Mr Pickering; stump speech, Quack 

Doctor, in character, Mr Sweetman ; song, British Lion, Mr Ayton; recitation, Jimmy Butler and the Owl, Mr Leigh 

; song, Mush Mush, Mr Minter; duet, I Don't Want to Play in Your Yard, Misses Goding and Clements ; song, The 

Song that Reached my Heart, Miss Ryan; recitation, Setting a Hen, Mr Strange; song, Pierott, Mrs. Pritchard; 

recitation, People Will Talk, Miss R. Wood; song, Marseillaise, Mr Louis Afchain ; song, Nettie Moore, Mr Hall; 

recitation, in character, Wallaby Track, Mr Leigh. The accompaniments were played by Mrs. Pritchard, Miss 

Goding and Mr Lockwood, the piano having been kindly lent by Mr Pritchard for the occasion. After the concert the 

hall was cleared for the dance, which was kept up with spirit till about 2 a.m., though the want of space was again 

very noticeable. The proceeds of the concert and ball will, I believe, be about £7 or £8, but the actual amount will be 

made public as soon as all the returns come to hand. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) August 21. Two or three crushings 

have been put through at Woods' battery during the present week which tend to improve the look of mining in this 

district. The following results have been obtained :-Curtis, Waite, and Strange, 10 tons for 36oz 17dwt; White and 

Porter, 1 ton for 1oz 14dwt; and J. W. Clements, 5 tons at an average of 1oz 18dwt per ton. Other good shows have 

recently been found, which promise to give fair yields. The Bulldog mine, where operations ceased a few days ago 

owing to the supply of water running out and other difficulties, is to be started again without delay, but, I believe, 

under different management. I hear that a public battery is to be erected here shortly. This will prove a great boon to 

prospectors who, under present circumstances, find great difficulty in getting parcels crushed--the local battery 

being kept almost constantly going with stone from the Defiance reef. The mechanics' committee have at last 

secured a piano for the hall. The purchase money was raised locally, and is to be repaid on the Starr-Bowkett 

principle. A concert and ball in aid of the funds will be held on September 18. 

 

As presented by Judy Clements on 

Facebook, captioned "the shaft at 

"Tomas' mine, Maude Clements far 

right, John White behind the cornish 

wheelbarrow, and Alf White holding 

dog Spot'" 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151484533777613&set=o.594442430581094&type=1&permPage=1 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, August 28. Heavy rain has 

fallen during the past two days and nights. The creek is running a banker, and a couple of culverts further north have 

been considerably damaged, making traffic in that direction somewhat dangerous. An accident happened to a miner 



named Melhuish in the Sons of Freedom mine on Wednesday. A fall of about six tons of earth took place, and a 

portion of it, glancing off some timbering which partly broke the force, struck Melhuish, who was severely cut and 

bruised about the face and hip, though the injuries are not very dangerous. 

21 Sept 1896 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER     (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, Sept. 21. 

Heavy rain fell during the latter half of last week, and the creeks and gullies were once more flooded. The weather 

appears to have cleared up now, but the surface water will retard mining considerably for some days. A culvert on 

the Omeo road, near Wilson's residence, has again been rendered unfit for traffic, the loose sand with which it has 

been filled in after each of the last two floods being washed away, and the culvert is left lying in a deep gutter, with 

a stream running on either aide. Some time ago the shire council was asked by the local progress association to 

metal about five chains of roadway through the township. The work was promised, and tenders were called for 

carrying it out. The tenders sent in being considered too high, it was resolved to call for fresh ones returnable at the 

next meeting, and there, so far as we can ascertain, the matter has been allowed to drop. The road in question is now 

in a disgraceful state, and probably will remain so now that election time has passed and the seats secure. Surely the 

rate payers of this end of the shire could find someone better fitted to represent them in the council than the present 

representatives. 

25  Sept 1896  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, September 25. 

The residents of this usually quiet locality were considerably startled by a loud explosion which took place about 9 

o'clock this morning at the Sons of Freedom mine. In a few seconds the engine shed was completely obscured from 

view by dense clouds of steam, and sheets of iron from the roof of the shed were seen flying in the air. A crowd 

soon gathered on the spot and found, as they had anticipated, that the boiler of the winding engine had burst. Luckily 

there was no one close when the accident took place, the driver having gone some little distance away a few minutes 

before, and as the engine was not in motion the man who lands the buckets at the mouth of the shaft was not in his 

accustomed place. The hole in the boiler is just above the stonework in which the boiler is embedded, and is about 

12in in length and   5in in width. A curious circumstance is that the metal all round the opening and the torn edges of 

the hole are bent inwards. The stonework bedding is slightly displaced, but no damage is done to the engine. Later. 

It transpires that the accident to the boiler was not an explosion caused by steam, but was the result of a small 

quantity of dynamite having, it is supposed, been placed on the top of the boiler for the purpose of being dried, 

exploding. 

6 Oct 1896  

SPLENDID YIELD AT THE BEEHIVE MINE. -- OVER 14 OUNCES TO THE TON. The trial crushing of 6¾ 

tons of stone from the Beehive mine, Bullumwaal, at the School of Mines battery, cleaned up yesterday for 95oz. 

2dwt., or over 14oz. to the ton. This yield-it does not include the concentrates, which are said to be very rich-almost 

makes a record in this district. The prospectors have been working on the traces of the Beehive for two years and a 

half. It belongs to a syndicate, chiefly of men in Melbourne. The stone which has given these very rich results was 

taken out at the 100 feet level, and the reef shows gold right across the face. It has been proved to about 5 feet wide. 

The Beehive is on a line of reef known as the Champion, and is about two and half miles on the other side of 

Bullumwaal, where it may reasonably be expected mining will receive a considerable impetus, when the report of 

the richness of this vein gets abroad. The owners say that the stone in sight is richer than that from which this 

crushing has been taken, but they intend to go on sinking and trying the reef lower down before taking out another 

crushing. The gold from the battery is worth from £3 18s to £4 per oz. 

Gipps. Times 8 Oct 1896  The superintendent of the Bairnsdale School of Mines telegraphed to the Mines 

department on Monday that a cleaning up of 6 tons 16 cwt. from the Beehive mine at Bullumwaal gave 95 oz of 

smelted gold, exclusive of concentrates. 

 



27 Oct 1896  

MINING AT BULLUMWAAL. JACKIE'S DREAM. 8oz. TO THE TON. Messrs Robbins and Harding have just 

cleaned up a crushing of 12½ tons of stone from their claim, which they style "Jackie's Dream," at the Black Prince 

battery, Bullumwaal, for the very fine yield of 96oz. 4dwt. The stone represents six weeks' work for two men. The 

reef is 2ft. 6in. thick at a depth of 25ft. It is situated on the line of the Perseverance, on the fall of Burnett's Creek, 

near Bullumwaal. Messrs Robins and Harding have pegged out a lease. The ground has been pegged out all around 

them. 

29 Oct 1896 MINING. A young fellow named James Young, who has only been at work for about a fortnight at 

Sandy's Creek, was lucky enough to find two nuggets, one weighing 16oz. 5dwt. 1gr. and the other 1oz. 4dwt. 12gr., 

besides 9oz. 5dwt. of coarse gold, making altogether 26oz. 14dwt. 13gr. A very rich reef has been discovered at 

Upper Wombat, Glen Wills, on the prospecting area of Price Bros., under the old alluvial workings. The reef is 

small near the surface, but at 18ft. is 6in. wide, and still making going down. The stone prospects fully 7oz to the 

ton. The locality proved wonderfully rich many years ago in alluvial, but until now has been unsuccessfully, though 

frequently, prospected for payable reefs. At a meeting of Beehive Extended G.M. Co. held at 31 Queen street, it was 

decided to register as a no liability company of 30,000 shares of 5s each. The company own a lease of 25 acres at 

Bullumwaal, next to the Beehive Company, who have just cleaned up a crushing of 6½ tons, which yielded 14oz per 

ton. It is intended to sink a shaft 120 feet, and inter sect the lode. Messrs A. B. Campbell, R. Thurling, A. W. M. 

Chalmers, A. F. Dean and F. Grant were elected directors, Mr H. S. Dickson manager, and Messrs F. W. Danby and 

J. N. Black auditors. 

 

31 Oct 1896  

MINING AT MOUNT TAYLOR THE FIRST BATTERY. ITS OPENING. AN INTERESTING FUNCTION. 

When Mount Taylor comes to have a history the date of the starting of the first battery will be a notable one. Years 

hence some "old identity" may be able to recall how, in the " nineties" he first heard the stampers alarm the birds 

and beasts along the secluded borders of the little creek, which, by that time, will have washed, let us hope, ever so 

many thousand ounces of gold. 

There was a very considerable gathering to assist at the opening ceremony. The majority came from Bairnsdale, but 

there was a Bullumwaal contingent, a few from the Lindenow side and a roll-up of friendlies from claims along the 

Aurora line, and hard-seeking prospectors glad of a reasonable excuse to break the monotony of life in a part of the 

country which, although not a dozen miles from the railway, is as remote from the sounds and signs of busy life as if 

it lay in the very heart of the giant ranges around Kosciusko. Those who travelled from Bairnsdale found the road at 

once at its best, and at its worst-that is to say if thirsty influences are to be deplored in circumstances where there is 

the ample means of agreeably combating them. Besides, anybody living in this place during the past month can have 

no reasonable excuse for not being dust proof. Anyhow, it was because the road was dry that it was dusty, and one 

heard wonderfully few complaints, although it was referred to every now and then as an excuse for certain 

proceedings which landsmen are fond on such occasions of referring to in nautical phrases. It could be seen en route 

where the surveyor had pegged the spots where the new road is to leave and rejoin the present dreadful track, a 

voyage along which in a four-in-hand, even with a "Dick" Johnson handling the ribbons, is, if not as exciting as 

ballooning, at least a great deal more dangerous than yacht racing. The day was gloriously fine, and from the box 

seat of the drag, where one's head was above the cloud of dust, the delicious color bits, backgrounds of wooded hill 

to long vistas through opening gullies, or bush-bordered avenues of bullock track, charmed the eye. There are 

glimpses to be had of native scenery at its very best along the roads that enter the ranges from the southward. Some 

surprises await the visitor at Mount Taylor. The first of these is the appearance of what may be called the main 

entrance from the Bullumwaal road to the creek, of the " Messrs Gordon and Co's cash store," where, however, the 

arbitrary rule of the Thursday half holiday was being rigidly observed. There was not the slightest sign of life about 

the premises. A few hundred yards further, on lower ground, there is the Aurora camp or, rather, indeed, settlement, 



charmingly placed, on either side the creek, the rich dark red of the admirably built and equipped slab huts seeming, 

in the subdued light over the gum clad heights, precious blobs of soft color in the amphitheatre of delicately shaded 

verdure. And down the steep, into this peaceful, nest like, hollow in the hills, the drag comes clattering, alarming the 

birds, awaking the echoes, and exciting the-watch dogs, who join in the clamour and swell the din, led by the 

cheerful shout of the driver as he tools his smoking team across a rustic bridge, more fitting for quiet trysting place 

in the gloaming than the passage of a four-in-hand freighted with 13-stoners not all in ballast. From thence the 

journey is on foot, up one side of the steep hill and down the other, where soon the flutter of flags announces the site 

of the battery. The place looked extremely well, the buildings containing the machinery compact and neatly built, 

but commodious and convenient, on the side of the creek, at the dam, where there is an ample supply of water, 

sufficient, it is believed, to meet all emergencies. Here there is quite an assemblage of ladies from Bairnsdale, who 

serve an excellent cup of tea, very soothing after the excitement of the journey, and then the visitors inspect the 

premises under the guidance of Messrs Neal (the president of the syndicate), Cole, Morrison, Wilson and others 

interested in the battery, and, of course, posted in all the details concerning it. Everything is apparently in readiness 

for starting, and there is a full-head of steam, but Mr Winson is adding a few precautionary touches so that there 

may be no hitch when the vital moment is reached. Outside, in front of the entrance to the battery, are grouped the 

resident mining population, the "bone and sinew," in working gear, discussing the points of the battery, and the 

convenient cask of ale, of which " Hughie " is so popular a dispenser, getting into form, in fact, to startle the 

erstwhile solitudes with the cheers that treat the first thump of the stampers. 

TIIE OPENING CEREMONY. The battery has cost, roughly, £900. It contains ten head of stampers, in two sets. 

The machinery is from the foundry of Messrs Anderson and Son, Richmond, and it has been erected by Mr W. S. 

Winson, of Bairnsdale. The motive power is a 10 h.p. Hornsby engine. Mr F. Neal, before steam was turned on, 

addressed a few remarks to those present, whom he cordially thanked for the interest they manifested in the battery 

the erection of which, it was right he should say, was due to the mining energy which had achieved such results as 

convinced Mr Cole, Mr Morrison and himself, that they were doing the right thing in backing up the enterprise by 

erecting the machinery which was now about to be run he hoped, said Indeed he believed, to the benefit of the 

proprietors, the Aurora Australia's and the district generally. (Applause.) It was a purely commercial transaction, 

because, of course, they would not have dreamed of such an under taking unless they had felt assured that it would 

prove remunerative. They believed it would be that. It was the first battery within a reasonable distance of 

Bairnsdale, leaving out the school of mines, which was a testing battery, and it would, they were sure, help to 

develop the auriferous country around Mount Taylor. (Cheers.) It was found that the great difficulty was that when 

payable stone was found its value was frittered away by the cost of carting it long distances and treating it. The 

proprietors had commissioned hint (Mr Neal) to say that they were anxious to assist mining in every way in their 

power in this district, and they would crush small parcels at as low a price, as possible-in fact as much as would just 

pay expenses-because they felt the once the industry was fairly started in the district, even if this mine was not a 

success, there would still be plenty of work for the battery to do-work which would pay them and bring a return for 

their venture. (Applause.) It would be of very great assistance to the miners to get small parcels treated at a very 

small  cost, and having that in view, they had agreed to adopt the following scale of  charges :-Up to 5 tons, £3 15s 

per parcel; from 5 to 20 tons, at the rate of 12s 6d per ton; any quantity over 20 tons, 10s per ton. If a reef was 

payable at all these rates, he considered, should enable men to work it. Mrs. Wm. Wilson, wife of the senior partner 

in the Aurora Australia mine, then performed the ceremony of opening the battery, and, smashing a bottle of 

champagne, named it the " Mount Taylor Battery," amidst loud cheers. The battery was only run for a few minutes 

to show how excellently and smoothly the machinery was arranged and fitted. Subsequently, from a broad stump in 

front of the battery, speeches were delivered. Mr R. Cochrane gave the sentiment "Mining in General." He was sure 

they all felt as he did, that the proprietors of the Aurora Australis and the owners of the battery should achieve 

success. They had, at all events, done all that was in their power to deserve it. Hitherto stone taken out in that 

vicinity had to be carted a distance, which handicapped their industry; but the gentlemen who had erected the battery 

felt that the mining resources of the district were important, and that they could serve it with profit and pleasure to 

themselves by providing the means of cheap crushing, which would give the industry the chance it needed. There 

were, he was convinced, numbers of reefs in the district which would pay as well, if not better, than the one in which 

they to-day were interested. Ten years ago he was himself interested in mining there, and if le had been told that 

later on he would be present at the opening of a battery on that ground he would have laughed at the statement. He 

was sure that they were only witnessing the beginning of mining in Gippsland. -(applause)- and that the men who 

were at present in the ranges were they who  would send it forward to prosperity. He coupled with the sentiment the 

name of Mr Wm. Wilson. Mr Henry Robinson apologised for the absence of the president of the shire council, who 

had not been able to attend. He sincerely hoped this mine would prove a benefit, not only to its owners, but to the 



locality generally, that it would give an impetus to mining, and in that way help to enrich everyone whose interests 

were concerned with the welfare of the district. He congratulated the owners of the mine upon having such a 

substantial property. Bairnsdale people were looking anxiously forward to the progress of the mining industry, 

without which it -would fall back into the position of a rural township. And it was the gold industry that would lift 

Victoria out of the prevailing depression. He desired to say-and he was not speaking as a politician-that they were 

fortunate in having at this juncture as Minister of Mines a man who was the friend of the miner, who was a prac tical 

miner himself, who knew what that tindustry was, and who was devoted, heart and soul, to its interests. Mr Foster 

was a man who, they could see if they read the new mining bill, was anxious and had it in his power to serve the best 

interests of mining in the colony. (Cheers.) Mr Alex. Morrison, on behalf of the battery owners, returned his sincere 

thanks. There was, of course, always a risk in mining matters, but if the good wishes which had been expressed were 

realised there would be nothing left to be desired. Mr Tarrant having given " The Press," Mr T. Wilson responded on 

behalf of the Aurora Australis, and gave "the Battery Owners." Mr Neal, replying, thanked Mr Win son for his 

efforts to have everything ready. They had, he feared, fined the opening day too soon, but they were, of course, 

anxious to get to work without delay, and Mr Winson had most ably seconded their wishes. Mr Winson, in reply to 

urgent calls, expressed the pleasure it gave him to be present and to see everything in the district looking so hopeful. 

He had himself gone into mining a bit, not, he should explain, solely to develop the resources of the colony-

(laughter)-but because he believed it would pay-(laughter)-and because he expected to have a good many orders of 

the same sort from the same neighborhood, which it would give him the greatest possible pleasure to execute. Mr T. 

O'Byrne nervously gave " The Ladies," to which Mr Lloyd blushingly responded. Mr F. Eastwood took 

photographic views-one at the battery, one at the mine, and one of the four-in-hand drag party at Khartoum, as the 

site of Gordon's store has been appropriately designated. 

 

UR BULLUMWAAL LETTER   (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, Nov. 27. The weather during 

the past week has been very warm. The thermometer at one time yesterday rose to 94 degrees in the shade. A 

pleasant change, however, took place last night, and some nice showers fell between 8 and 12 o'clock, Messrs 

Wilson and Cain have cleaned up a trial crushing of 6 tons of stone from their claim on the Beehive line yesterday at 

the Black Prince battery, for an average yield of 2oz 18dwt per ton. The claim is situated between two of the 

Beehive leases, and thus tends to prove that payable gold exists all along the line. 

1 Dec 1896 Beehive, Bullumwaal, Nov. 21.-May Queen shaft; 100ft level, S.E. drive 38ft on lode, now 3ft wide, 

good payable stone. Winze holed through reef 2ft; good payable stone. Contract let to sink another 60ft. Reef shows 

no sign of pinching. All workings prove payable stone. 33 tons already bagged; 50 tons stacked for company's own 

battery. S. lease crosscut 20ft in good country. 

3 Dec 1896  Seven tons of atone from White's Christmas reef, at Bullumwaal, has yielded 14oz 8dwt at the Black 

Prince battery. 

22 Dec 1896  WAITE'S HOTEL, BULLUO'WAAL. Wm. Waite applied for a renewal of the license for Waite's 

Hotel, Bullumwaal. Mr Mahony opposed, on the ground that it was in a village or township, which had lately sprung 

up there. There were a couple of hundred people residing within a radius of a couple of miles of the hotel, and these 

people were mostly miners. Constable Saker was called, and said there were two stores, a billiard room and a 

mechanics' institute there, and a considerable number of people, who mostly lived in bark huts. The township was 

scattered over an area of four miles. Constable Fogarty gave similar evidence. Mr Thomson, for the applicant, urged 

that the hotel was not in any township or village. Wm. Waite, the applicant, was examined, and The bench decided 

to grant the license, Mr Cresswell dissenting. 

 

1897   2 Feb A LIVELY MEETING. A QUEER DRILL HOLE. The fifth general meeting of the share holders of 

the Beehive Gold Mining Company No Liability, Bullumwaal, was held at Scott's Hotel, Melbourne, on Thursday. 

Mr C. H. Tuckett occupied the chair. The chairman moved the adoption of the report and balance sheet. The 

foreman stated that some excellent prospects had been obtained, one parcel of 6 tons 16 cwts giving 95oz 7dwt, and 



another of 42 tons had yielded 350 oz. Work was proceeding rapidly, and as soon as the other leases of the company 

were thoroughly proved steps would be taken to put them on the market. The motion was seconded. Mr 

Quickensted: How did you appoint the mine manager ? The Chairman: By calling for applications by advertisement. 

Mr Quickensted: No, you did not. The manager was appointed first, and the advertisement was afterwards inserted. 

Mr Quickensted asked to be permitted to see the pay sheets, and on being informed that they were open to inspection 

in the office he declared that he had been refused permission to view documents there. He added, " I think the 

working expenses are too much. How much time does the manager spend on the mine"  The Chairman : He does not 

send us a statement of his time. Mr Quickensted: The cartage charges for coal are very much too heavy. Do you 

keep the mine manager in a saddle horse? Mr G. Blyth: What has that to do with you ? Mr W. C. Campbell: You 

should have taken the management yourself when it was offered to you, and then you would have been satisfied. Mr 

Quickensted (excitedly): No, I gave it up for a better man. The Chairman said the manager was supplied with a 

horse, as if he were asked to walk the company would lose the services of a capable man. Mr Quickensted : I don't 

know where his ability comes in. He greatly under estimated the returns in his report. There were parcels which gave 

very large returns. Mr Campbell: But they were picked stone. Mr Black: A good manager should rather under than 

overestimate the returns. , But, Mr Chairman, this all points to (....?) operations. Mr H. R. Black: I object to the time 

of the meeting being taken up by a man with no common sense. I am the largest shareholder, and am satisfied with 

the management of the company and mine. So I would like to ask Mr Quickensted why he was so anxious that the 

original shoot of gold that was first discovered should not be further driven upon. Mr Quickensted : Because the 

gold was showing and I wanted to sell some of my shares, Why, that is a common Thing. The Chairman : Now that 

the subject is opened up I might say that I think the original shareholders are to be congratulated upon the fact that 

the proposed sale of the property did not take place, because a serious reflection would have been cast on us for life. 

On our recent visit we found that a drill had been put in beyond the golden stone and afterwards plugged up with 

fuse. (Sensation.) Mr Campbell: Who is responsible for that ? The Chairman: Mr Shepherd said it was not put there 

since he had the management. " Mr Quickensted: You know we put a shot. 

Mr Campbell: It was never reported to us that the shot was put in after that 5 inches. Mr Quickensted: Certainly not. 

I swear to God it was not put in by us. The Chairman: I do not say who did it, but I think the company was fortunate 

in not selling the mine just then.Mr Quickensted (excitedly): We wanted to satisfy you and we put in a shot. We did 

not intend to blow out, so we plugged the hole. The Chairman: But the drill is in blank country. We never knew that. 

The motion was then carried. Subsequent to the meeting several of the directors stated that the drill in question 

finished, as far as they knew until recently, in good quartz, but the mine manager had since discovered that it had 

been pushed about 5 inches further than the directors had understood was the case, and had passed out of the golden 

stone into broken country. 

11 Feb. 1897 MINING. The alluvial miners in the Bullumwaal district have all been flooded out, many of them 

losing their tools and washing appliances. Rain began on Thursday after noon, and never ceased until Saturday 

morning. Over 6in of rain fell. The Daisy Bell, a quartz claim on the Beehive and old Sons of Freedom line, which 

has been taken up and abandoned several times, has at length proved remunerative. The present holders, after having 

done a great deal of dead work, have been rewarded by striking a payable shoot of gold, a crushing of 16 tons from 

which gave 35oz 15dwt.  

20 Feb 1897  

MINING. Mr Roderick O'Connor, who has been only a few weeks up in the ranges, brought down to Bairnsdale 

yesterday a nice 13oz nugget, which he got in the alluvial above Bullumwaal. 

 

 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, April 7. A puddling 

and sluicing claim, owned by Messrs Eyre and party, started operations at Merrijig on Monday, when a good 

number of the residents of that locality assembled to drink success to the new venture. The claim is situated at a 

point known as Tuckey's Spur, where a lot of alluvial gold has been found, and the owners have every reason to 

hope that with the plant they have erected, which consists of a puddling machine and tramline, and a water-race 

about 30 feet above the level of the creek, the ground will pay well. An old miner at Merrijig, named Geo. Tuckey, 



was fortunate in finding a 5oz nugget in his dish on Monday last. Same excellent specimens from the " Pass-by " 

reef, owned by Messrs Watkins and Lowden, were shown here on Saturday. The stone is from 50ft deep, and though 

not very wide at that level it is exceptionally rich The owners are determined to follow it down, as they are confident 

that it will make into a solid body of stone when they get into settled country. 

13 Apr 1897 THE BEEHIVE CRUSHING. Mr Shepherd, the mining manager of the Beehive Company, 

Bullumwaal, in the success and development of which considerable local interest centres, reports for the week that 

the crushing at the School of Mines continues to progress favorably, and that already 40 tons have been put through. 

On Thursday next there will be a cleaning up, prior to the Easter holidays, after which operations will be continued 

so long as the stone may be got down in sufficient quantity to keep the battery fully employed. At the mine, during 

the week, the 160 feet level has been extended six feet, making a total of 81 feet. All the drive on the lode, carrying 

only one wall, and continuing to show a little gold. At the 220 feet flat the cut is in 6 feet. The 60 feet level has been 

extended 10 feet, making a total of 27 feet. Over this, level 16 feet in height have been stoped, the 15in, lode 

carrying all good stone. The prospecting shaft on the (south lease has been sunk 13 feet, making a total of 62 feet. 

The lode is 6 inches in volume, carrying a little gold. At the Christmas reef the contractor has made the approach cut 

and driven the tunnel 34 feet, where a small lode carrying a little gold has been struck. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWIN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, April 14. Messrs 

Clements and Armstrong had trial crushing of about five tons of stone put through at Wood's battery last week, 

which resulted in an average of 2 oz 8 dwt per ton. The stone was taken from their new find at Merrijig, and the 

yield is considered very satisfactory, as the reef, which is supposed to be on the same line as the Beehive, is a good 

body of stone and easy of access.  

Another crushing from the Pass-by reef was also put through for Messrs Watkins and Lowden. The quantity of stone 

in this case was 8 tons and the yield 15oz 13dwt, or nearly 2oz to the ton. Easter Monday is being looked forward to 

with no small amount of interest, as the sports meeting on that date is the only annual gathering held here, and a 

good number of the local lads intend facing the starter. The committee are working well to provide a good day's 

enjoyment for the spectators, amongst whom we hope to see a fair proportion of Bairnsdale competitors. 

17 Apr 1897 THE BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT. ITS IMINING AND PASTORAL PROGRESS. BY OUR SPECIAL 

REPORTER.) Favorable reports of fresh finds in the mining fields adjacent to Bairnsdale continue to come to hand, 

and the live stock market here maintains the high standard in prices, and in the quantity of stock sent forward, which 

set ........in a few months ago. The crops, chiefly of maize and hops, which escaped the floods at the beginning of the 

year, are yielding the highest returns, and for abundance of feed the present is a record year with graziers. It is no 

matter of wonder, therefore, that the town and district show signs of visible increasing prosperity. Still, to make the 

most of our opportunities, a greater faith is required in the permanency of the mines, and that must of necessity in 

due time come, the whole, or at any rate the greater portion of the district lying to the east of Bairnsdale having been 

proved beyond a doubt to be highly auriferous.  

From Mount Taylor to Mallacoota the country has prospectors, or loamers as they are called, scattered over its 

surface, and although fresh finds are daily being made, nothing so fortunate as a Long -Tunnel has as yet been 

developed. The surface discoveries made have .in many instances been sensational revelations, and, being 

widespread and dispersed, there has been no especial rush to any particular portion of the district. As gold is not 

rained down from heaven, but is erupted from the bowels of the earth, it requires no great stretch of imagination to 

suppose, or to believe, that the outpourings on the surface of Gippsland East have an abiding source, though where 

to find that origin is what at present troubles so many of our energetic and enterprising gold seekers. Experience so 

far has, in almost all instances, gone to show that the reefs of the locality are broken; and that though they give 

splendid results for a time, they not infrequently pinch out quickly. It must, however, be borne in mind that only in 

rare instances has anything approaching a fair trial been given to any of the mines, and that in those few 

eases the results have been of a nature that would be considered most satisfactory in centres where carrying, 

crushing and other facilities- were not so forbidding as they are here. Probably the deepest mine in the district is the 



Deptford Proprietary, which has been- sunk 500 feet, whence 22dwt stone was taken, and another claim, which in its 

own locality has been sunk deepest, is the Beehive, at Bullumwaal, where the stone which is being raised is 

expected to crush from four to perhaps twice that quantity of ounces per ton. In the case of the Deptford mine, it is 

not a question of cartage or crushing, which has hitherto been the cause of its being a non-paying concern, but 

because it had not the same able management which is now employed. The Deptford people, outside of the 

shareholders, anxiously look forward to the successful development of the mine, as it is hoped that its prosperity 

may act as an object lesson, and set other mines, which are just now simply waiting, ....... going. The Beehive, too, is 

being watched in the same spirit, as around it are numerous shows which, according to their varying depths, have 

made disclosures quite equal to those of which we hear so much from Westralia. In the absence of a better battery, 

only first class stone from the Beehive is being crushed, and that is being sent all the way "to the Bairnsdale District 

School of Mines. The expenses of carting and crushing are so high that only picked stone is beings sent away, quartz 

which yield an ounce to the ton, and even more, being considered not quite good enough to be dealt with in such 

manner. These are but a couple of instances of many by which the reefing industry has hitherto been hampered, and 

they are mentioned simply to illustrate why the resources of the district are not better known and to show that 

shortly better things may be looked for. 

In collating a brief history of the past and present of the district, which is now represented in Parliamant by Mr 

Henry Foster, Minister of Mines, at endeavor will be made to present a faithful picture of how the mining and 

pastoral resources stand to-day, and to assist, if possible, in lightening any of the numerous formalities and extra 

burdens with which they may now be encumbered. To anyone at all familiar with the past of Bairnsdale, or of the 

Mitehell, as it at one time used to be better known, to those who are acquainted with its slow, though attractive 

growth for many years, with its rapid boom of the early eighties and its succeeding temporary check, its business 

revival of to-day and its life and activity cannot but be impressive, tire marked improvement being visible more to 

those perhaps who may have been absent from Bairnsdale for a time. Probably at no time in its history did the 

district show more vitality than it does at present, and the probabilities just now are that the improvements may be 

progressive and ontly in their initiation so far. 

BULLUMWAAL. Bullumwaal, or the place of many spears, ranks among the ancient places of note in the mining 

history of Gippsland, that aboriginal title being given to it to distinguish it from the equally nlegaphonic name of 

Boggy Creek, which had become a too common adjective for the postal department, as it was administered in the 

days of yore. Boggy Creek is a familiar and suggestive name, and it took quite a quarter of a century to educate the 

public mind to the necessity of submitting itself to departmental rule. To trace back to the root or beginning of 

Bullumwaal the reader must picture himself at the well known inn, Sir Walter Scott, at Delvine, on Boxing Day, '55, 

at Delvine. The hotel was then the property of Mr John Scott, father of the late Dan. Scott; sand it enjoyed the repute 

of being the farthest removed licensed house from Port Albert, which was the only port of GippsLand.-not that ports 

are by any means numerous today. However, there were gathered there at Delvine on the said Boxing Day a group 

of men of various shades and opinions, the majority of whom were fresh from the fields of Ballarat and Bendigo, 

where the gold rage was at fever height. The question naturally arose" Why should there not be gold in the Mitchell, 

Tambo or Nicholson and as some of the party had just returned from shearing, flush of money, a prospecting party 

was there and then formed, the Nicholson River being decided upon to be the immediate field of operation. A start 

was made when the New Year had been inducted in orthodox manner, and the party consisted of Messrs 

Frank Hall, James Scott, Dan. Scott, Alex. McPherson (known as old Alick), Jas. Batch, Tom. Price (Lanky Tom) 

and several others, the present president of the shire, Mr Drevermann, being much in evidence in the proceedings. 

The tributaries to the river were prospected, and at Store Creek-so named after the business place of Mesers. 

Drevermann, Cameron and Co., twho had established a branch of their Lucknow establishment at the place-very 

excellent returns were obtained. A small rush followed, millcers meeting with various success, one nugget weighing 

55oz. being turned up by a miner named C. Christie. Originally known as German Gully was worked by a party of 

Germans and Mr Chas. De Baron, who is still a resident of Bullumwaal, and they met with varying success, 

numerous nuggets being found. The river itself was also tried with more or less good fortune, and miners have been 

in the locality ever since. About the New Year of 1857, the Nelson Hotel, at Lucknow, was opened by Mr Wm. 

Frost, who is still in the land of the living, and for some years it became the rendezvous of the miners from up-

country. There a party was formed to prospect the Upper Nicholson and its head-waters, two experienced miners in 

the persons of Herbert Cope and Wmm. Heath, being of the company, and the discoverers of rich deposits between 

the junctions of Buffalo Creek and Whitbourne Gully with Boggy Creek, Several hundred miners were soon on the 



spot, only to rush again to Merrijig Creek, whence many thousand pounds worth of gold were taken, the field of 

operation not covering an area of more titan a mile in length along the bed of the river. For several years this was a 

very busy part, and in 1862 several quartz reefs were tested, though not to any great depth, and not being considered 

payable were abandoned only to be taken up again at a later date. Sandy Creek, a few miles further on, was 

discovered by Mr Alex. Tomie, and was named after him. The bed of Sandy Creek proved to be very rich, and 

ultimately it became a favorite place of the Chinese, who, at the time, were invading the country. In those days gold 

was not looked for except in the beds or immediate banks of the creeks, the terraces of to-day-30 and 40 feet higher 

up-being considered quite too difficult to work, where all was hurry and rush. This brings us to the year 1863, when 

rich gold was found in Boggy Creek by Sir Robert Burnett, at a spot called the Five-mile, and which afterwards 

became known as Bullumwaal. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, April 20. In regard to the 

effort to obtain greater postal facilities to Bullumwaal, which has been considered a matter of stern necessity for 

some months past, I learn from Mr John Buckley, the member representing this district on the mining board, that the 

postal department lends a ready ear to the prayer of the people. The Deputy Postmaster-General writes to the effect 

that his department had enquired of the present contractor at what price he would carry an additional or thrice a 

week mail, and the reply he had received was an offer higher than the rate at which the present twice-a-week mail 

was being carried. The authorities recognised, though, the urgency of the request, and say that provision has, 

however, been made to include an additional service between Bairnsdale and Bullumwaal, once a week, on a call for 

tenders, which was about to be prepared, to take effect from the 1st July next, and on receipt of these tenders the 

matter would be further considered. From the foregoing it will be readily gathered what the situation is; and in 

regard to the present contractor's quotation of price it is but fair to mention that he carries the mail at a price lower 

than that at which the work was tendered for, an arrangement having been come to between him and Mr Peter 

Neilsen. Mr Neilsen expresses himself as willing to carry the additional mail at any reason able price the department 

may put upon it. So that very little stands in the way of an arrangement satisfactory to all parties being arrived at. 

The possibility of having a through trip from the metropolis at least once a week is one of the many improvements 

which increased postal facilities has suggested, and it is probable that Saturday's mail will be so run as to permit of 

that convenience, besides allowing other visitors an opportunity of passing a day among the surrounding hills and 

mines, in which so much interest is just now being taken. The question of telephonic communication with the 

outside world is still being asked, though up to the present without any satisfactory solution. When it is remembered 

that in and around Bullumwaal there is an estimated population of 1500 people, that reports of its reefing 

developments are being watched by, it may be safely said, thousands, the wonder is that the place has not had earlier 

recognition in this respect. There are many other considerations which the growing importance of the   place 

demand; but they being of local concern may be simply pointed to without comment. For instance, should trouble of 

any sort arise, it is too distant to send to the nearest station for police assistance, besides there being a very large 

field to engage the attention of a trooper between this and the next place. A proper survey of the township is 

mentioned as needful to prevent future trouble and inconvenience. The Easter holidays have brought a great many 

visitors into the township, and all the lodgings are full. Besides three of Neilsen's popular coaches and an extra 

conveyance, visitors arrived from all quarters, especially on Friday. 

24 Apr 1897  

THE BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT. ITS MINING AND PASTORAL PROGRESS. (BY OUR SPECIAL 

CORRESPONDENT) The Bullumwaal of to-day is not geographically the same place it was 34 years ago, and a 

very small sprinkling of the old residents remain. For some reason, certainly not because the new site has proved a 

better one than the old one the township has removed itself some three miles higher up the creek-probably on 

account of the working at the Sons of Freedom line, which for many years remained the centre of attraction in the 

district. The old township, which is known as " the Bridge," became a very lively place on the discovery of gold on 

the Five-mile, and at one time boasted of 3 hotels, the best known being that kept by the Redenbach Brothers, a 

name which is not unfamiliar in the district, musically or in other respects, a German band being one of the chief 

attractions of the place then. Another hotel was kept by Mr William Myers, now of Lucknow, who, no doubt, shared 

in the many good things doing at the time. Alluvial gold was found here more freely than it was then or up to the 

present date in any other part of the district, the record being that of two parties of four men each, who, in a short 



time, cleared a thousand pounds per man from their claims. In about the year '65 a Mr Wm Wilson, now of the 

Aurora mine, discovered a rich reef. which he named the Sons of Freedom. The reef was worked by the miners 

under a co operative system for some time, and then as a registered company, with varying success. Its earliest 

records are difficult to obtain, though it is known that during the years 1871-75 gold amounting to 1166oz was taken 

at the rate of 17dwt to the ton. A splendid shaft of 200ft, divided into three compartments, had been constructed by 

the first miners; it is now in existence, slowing the excellent but very expensive work done by them in those days. 

The battery, which had been removed from Store Creek, was erected in 1865; but its gold-saving appliances being 

very poor, the yields were not so satisfactory as they might otherwise have been. For some time the mine was 

abandoned until in the year 1885, when it was again worked by a Bairnsdale syndicate under the management of the 

late Mr Ellis, with fair results, Between the year '87 and '90 the mine was leased to several tribute parties, during 

which period 803 tons were crushed, yielding 355 ounces, though it is right to mention that the tailings were treated 

through Fulton and Company's patent pans, the result, although not made known, being thought to be very good, 

probably a couple of thousands of pounds worth of gold. In view of the revival of mining throughout the locality, the 

battery is now being renovated, and it is proposed to erect proper pans for treating tailings, the work of 

reconstruction being entrusted to Mr W. Alexander, foundryman, of Bairnsdale. The mine. remains intact, and will 

probably be worked at a later date, with its improved appliances with better results than in the past. It is impossible 

to obtain anything like a correct statement of the returns of this historical mine, though it is calculated by those who 

know best that fully 10,000 tons of stone were taken out, which yielded results which would be considered high 

under modern treatment. The earlier and greater attractions of the Crooked River, and the subsequent revival of 

mining operations at Bendigo, besides its comparative isolation, all helped to overshadow this district, and for some 

years subsequently it remained as a dead letter in gold mining centres. Then when men were compelled, through 

scarcity of employment in the cities, on the bursting of the boom, to push into the interior to look for work-when 

tradesmen living in the district could no longer earn bread and butter for their families at their trades in the 

townships, they betook themselves to the ranges. The Mines department, at the same time, poured into the district 

the workless of the metropolis on free railway and miners' rights passes, with the result that to-day there is probably 

no better sought after country than that to the north and east of Bairnsdale, where the prospectors are justifying the 

incitements and the district's prosperity asserting itself. That Bullumwaal is destined to develop into an important 

goldfield at no distant date cannot, be doubted. How soon it will receive the attention it deserves at the hands of 

investors who are prepared to work the mines properly, no one, of course, can say. There appears, however, to be a 

growing desire on the part of men with capital to learn more about the locality and its prospects as a field for 

enterprise than formerly, and if these enquiries are honestly pursued by bona fide investors, it may not be long 

before a great number of tie " shows " are taken up and thoroughly tested. Already, it is rumored, there are some 

visitors expected from a distance to have a look round here. Well, there will be plenty for them to see -perhaps not in 

actual work done, for that has been limited, except in a few cases, but in what may he done by judicious expenditure. 

The one want of the place in the past, and it is not a want, un fortunately, that is peculiar to Bullumwaal alone, has 

been the scarcity of capital and of proper gold-saving appliances. It can be truly said that the locality as a whole has 

not been given a fair chance of showing its riches. The men who have been here, and who are still here, no doubt 

worked under great disadvantages, endured hardships and privations only known to gold seekers in the ranges. Some 

of them, of course, have got or are getting their rewards but many a poor fellow is struggling along manfully and 

doing a work single-handed almost with poor results, which, could he secure proper cooperation, would make Iris 

lot in life much easier and his work more reproductive. There is one reproach the district is free from, and it shows 

the strong faith the local governing body had in its own district. The road from here to Mount Baldhead is a splendid 

one, and has done much to assist in opening up the country to the gold seeker. When the section between here and 

Bairnsdale is completed, there will be a beautiful driving road, as good a mountain road as exists in any of the 

colonies, all the way from the railway terminus up to Mount Baldhead, The criticisms of the Omeo people on this 

route are ridiculed here. With a made road this way to Omeo nothing would be easier than to leave the train at 

Bairnsdale at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, have tea at Bullumwaal and breakfast in Omeo next morning. It is not, 

however, as a coach route that it will be most valuable to the district. It is because it must be the great highway of 

traffic to so many mining centres that makes it a desirable route to open and keep open. Men with no prejudices 

admit freely that it was a wise stroke of policy on the part of the Bairnsdale Shire Council to enter upon the 

construction of this road, and that it will do more than anything else that could have been done at the time or since to 

open up the country and make the district prosperous. The pity is that the Government are so dilatory in handing 

over the money to complete the section between Mount Baldhead and Omeo. Mr Foster will assuredly be questioned 

on this point and asked for all explanation should he visit this locality, as he has promised to do, before the general 

election. Time was when the miners of Bullumwal were few in number and did not count in a Parliamentary 

election. At election meetings here now their presence in force might be more awe-inspiring. 



22 Apr 1897  

THE BULLUMWAAL SPORTS. The sports held at Bullumwaal on Easter Monday were successful in all respects, 

the attendance being large consequent on a fine day, and the events were well filled and run on their merits. Besides 

the published programme of sports, opportunities of spending spare time and spare cash were afforded, and a 

pleasant afternoon was spent, the officers who were in charge of the meeting finding that they were in the 

anomalous position of having events competed for with too great punctuality, Everything was carried out in a 

business-like manner, and without any hitch, the committee being generous in its entertainment of visitors. The 

following is a list of the officials ill charge, each and  all of whom were kept busy during the day, especially the 

honorary secretary, Mr Ayton, whose duties were very onerous. The card reads with Mr S. Ryan, as president; and 

the committee consisted of Messrs W. Waite, Vaughan, Miessler, Anderson, Smye, Cameron, R. Clements, Nolan, 

Tobitt, Sawyer, Burke and Went, with Mr Sweetman as honorary treasurer. The sports were held on the cricket 

ground, the principal handicaps being run on the Omeo to Bairnsdale main highway, where there was a capital, if a 

rather severe, track. The results were as follow: MAIDEN PLATE, 100 yards. E. Kee Poy 1...  G. Griffiths . 2  W. 

W. Todd .. 3 Other starters: T. Yates, E. Phelan, E. Waite. P. Noble, J. Cain. From a good start Kee Poy won all the 

way by a couple of yards, the same distance being between second and third men. BOYS RACE For this event there 

were five starters, WV. White winning from H. Wood after a capital run. The prize was a medal presented by Mr F. 

C. Hammer, of Bairnsdale. HANDICAP HURDLE. RACE. 130 yards. First prize, £3 ; second, £2; third, 10s. 

W.Cannon ...... ... E. Wait ... ... ... 2 H. Waite ......... 3 The only other starters were J. Purcell and J. Hogan. The finish 

was very interesting from more points than one. Dilsrict AND MINERS HANDICAP, 130 yards. First prize, £5 ; 

second, £2; third, £t. First Round.  

 

29 Apr 1897  

THE BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT. ITS MINING AND PASTORAL PROGRESS. (BY OUR SPECIAL 

REPORTER.) III. Of course the question of the completion of the Omeo road is one of the greatest consequence to 

the average Bullumwaal man, and it ranks second only to the satisfactory demonstration that the mines may be 

worked as profitably at a depth as they have been on the surface. The Bullumwaal people affirm that the Mount 

Baldhead is the natural highwany, being shorter in distance, drier, and not subject to such devastation of bridges and 

crossings as the valley way has, unfortunately for the shires concerned, been proved to be, It is also claimed that it is 

the shortest and best way to Dargo, Tabberabbera and other mining centres out that way. But this is all by the way 

and need not be longer dwelt upon. The township itself, is yet a very small place, though a very small one-a multum 

in psrvo-with an astonishing number of people in and out of it, the hotel there--as the rendevous of the district-being 

quite one of the busiest to be found in the country. The hotel, which is licensed as a road side house, is, however, 

quite inadequate to the growing importance of the place, and to meet increasing public demands, should they even 

remain as they are, it will have to be added to considerably or other arrangements will of necessity have to be made. 

Its colpsqrstive newness and the uncertainty appertaining to the volume of the mines are the principal reasons why 

Bullumwaal is not graced with more stately buildings, those there now being celebrated in no way for beauty in 

design or in their extensiveness. More recent buildings, though, manifest a desire for an improvement in appearance 

and convenience; and, as there are several new businesses spoken of as about to be started, the new example will 

probably be followed with the best results. The more favorable situations for residences around the village are being 

selected and built upon, as many as 76 business and residence areas having been registered during the past 15 

months, and the most of them lately. Many of them, however, have been taken as a speculation and all are not being 

built upon. In reference to the business places, commencing at "The Bridge," where trade is reported to he just now 

dull, are those of Messrs J. Rickards, Taylor and Went, who, in their various ways supply the miners of Mounts 

Taylor and Alfred. Mr Rickards proposes extending his business by running as far as the new township. Midway 

between the two townships is Mr R. Clement's store, while in Bullumwaal proper Messrs Anderson and Mr Ryan 

have wide and large connections, their packing businesses being quite features of this place of great convenience to 

those who deal with them. Mr Sweetman is a later arrival and speaks of having commenced his relations in a manner 

satisfactory to himself. His news agency is a great success, and the bulk of newspapers passed through his hands is 

indeed a heavy one. Mr L. Emery, who has a monopoly in the finer lines of drapery, also expresses himself well 

satisfied with his Bullumwaal experiences. Besides the hotel there is a wine saloon, kept by Miss B. Arnold, a late 

resident of Bairnsdale. Board and residence can be obtained at the cafe, and owing to the rush  there is to the mines, 



Miss Arnold, with whom are associated some relatives, finds her accommodation taxed to the utmost. Mr Simon 

Sinton has a good thing in the only billiard table in Bullumwaal, and when I visited his place on Saturday there must 

have been fully 30 persons assembled. Mr Wm Minter has a popular reputation as the village blacksmith, while 

good work is being done by Mr Raymond in boots and shoes. Mr John Buckley, the last but not the least, is the local 

P.M.G., mining registrar and member of the mining board ; and it is due to his urbanity that it has been possible to 

gain so much information of mining and local interest. From the foregoing it will be seen that the business places of 

Bullumwaal are by no means numerous; and, when it is mentioned that over 4300oz of alluvial gold were bought 

last year-by no means a phenomenal year--by the storekeepers doing business in the mining subdivision of Boggy 

Creek, it will be readily seen that cash is fairly abundant. It may be mentioned that the figures quoted do not cover 

any gold which may have been locally obtained but sold elsewhere-and the probabilities are that there was much 

disposed of in that way-nor does it include that which may have been recovered from the quartz. Previously no 

record of the alluvial gold bought by the stores was kept, so that no comparisons call be made. In regard to the reef 

gold obtained an approximate record has been k:ept by the mining registrar, though he mentions that he has not been 

kept posted with all yields, as he should be. His figures date back to the year 1887, when, according to them, 922 

tons were crushed for 242 ounces. In the following year only 42 tons were crushed for nearly as many ounces; and 

in 1892, crushed 56 tons yielded 147 ounces, reefing business was again nearly at a standstill. The last three years, 

however, show quite a marked improvement, and it is anticipated that during 1897 the figures will be vastly 

increased. In IS96 the return was 14174 ounces from 1183.? tons of stone, while the total figures for the subdivision 

for the past 10 years read 4398 tons out through for 4752 ounces. As has already been mentioned, much surface 

reefing has been done round and about Bullumwaal, and in a few instances a greater depth than 50 or 60 feet have 

been tried, one of the chief reasons for which is the fact that, so numerous are the shows, the more acute prospector 

having relieved his claim of what stone may be most easily lifted, and having satisfactorily demonstrated to an 

intending purchaser that it will yield so many ounces, sells to him, if he can, moves on to another show which he or 

his mate has in the meantime discovered, and so on. Prospecting has been a lucrative business to most of those 

engaged in it, and Mr Buckley's register quite bristles with the discoveries of many of these prospectors. Of many 

names in that record those of the Messrs Jorgensen Brothers, T. Curtis, H. Waite, T. Harding, Clements, Watkins, 

White and Robbins appear more frequently; while just now not only the men but a hand of newer and energetic 

prospectors are laying the country tribute to them in such systematic and industrious fashion as has not been seen 

before, The majority of these men represent foreign capital and syndicates, which in itself again contributes to the 

welfare of Bullumwaal. As a rule the prospector is a smart, young, though experienced man; while, in the other 

hand, alluvial digging is generally followed by miners of mature years, very ancient parties in many cases. The 

community is very cosmopolitan, men of all sorts and conditions, of much travel, being brought together in the 

common desire to find that which has inconsiderately been termed the root of all evil. 

 

4 May 1897 THE BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT. ITS MINING AND PASTORAL PROGRESS. (BY OUR SPECIAL 

REPORTER.) IV. Assuming the figures supplied to the local mining registrar to be correct, it will readily be seen 

that during the past twelve months gold amounting to £17,000 was found alluvially, while £5600 worth was won 

from the reefs in the subdivision of Bullumwaal. The total of these figures in themselves represents a very fair 

output; but when it is remembered that they cover only a portion of what is being taken from the field and that they 

do not include outside capital which is being introduced into the place, it will be recognised that Bullumwaal is no 

small factor in building up the prosperity of the Bairnsdale district generally. Without going into any minute history 

of the very many claims, or shows, as they are frequently called, which surround the township, a brief relation of 

their existence may be interesting. In the first place the Sons of Freedom is the best known and defined line of reef 

in the locality, and upon it are the two Beehives, which at present are claimed to be the most go-ahead properties the 

locality possesses. Further back there is another good belt of country, which includes such good mines as Jacky's 

Dream, the Christmas, Perseverance and other hopeful leases. The Briton is the first mine west on the Sons of 

Freedom line, and is situated about a quarter of a mile away from the battery there. It was at one time known as the 

Joker, and has been worked by various owners since 1892, Messrs Curtis and Waite being the first to take it up, 

when the good result of 46Oz. from 13 tons was obtained. Since then 104 tons  have been taken out for a return of 

(?) After having been abandoned for about six months the claim has again been taken up by Messrs Bailey and Co., 

who are now sinking a main shaft. The Surprise, which is immediately at the rear of the hotel, ought perhaps to have 

been mentioned first as being on the line, and the surprise is that it was overlooked. It was first worked in 1891 by 

Messrs Waite and Harding. Twenty tons were taken out for 46oz. of gold. A subsequent trial yielded 52oz. from 40 



tons. After various unsatisfactory workings and a shaft of 80 feet had been sunk it was abandoned, only to be 

retaken recently by Dr Ashe. From the Dodger, a little further on, slightly more than an ounce to the ton was 

obtained from six tons. The property is now held under lease, but no work is being done upon it. The Beehive 

Extended is one of the very few registered joint stock companies which the district possesses, and that being so its 

operations are regarded with more than ordinary interest. The mine has had many cognomens, changed and 

bestowed according to the whim and fancy of the occupying party. It was first known to the world in the year 1892 

as The Growler, when Messrs Waite and Harding had a crushing of 8 tons for an average of loz. 15dwt. 8gr. That 

yield, though apparently high, was considered to be not good enough by the holders, and the claim was abandoned 

that another show found by them might be worked. During the following year Messrs Petersen and party took out 14 

tons in all for a yield of about 17oz, the mine being then known as the Last Chance. It was subsequently, in the year 

1894, retaken by Messrs Curtis and Waite and re-christened The Sloper, that title being given to it in consequence of 

the sudden disappearance of a previous occupier. During that year 25 tons were lifted for a result of 44oz., the reef 

being again abandoned and after wards taken up by a Mr Nesbit, who changed the name to the Little Elsie. Previous 

to the present its title was The Hawk, under which name 14J tons were crushed for a little better than 23oz. It then 

became the Beehive Extended Company. Good work is now being done under the management of Mr R. M1. Lee, 

the present company having been registered into a no-liability concern in November last. A new engine shaft, 9ft x 

3ýft in the clear, from the surface, was at once commenced, and has been sunk to 109 feet, and close timbered with 

8in x 2in timber. The shaft was opened out at 100 feet and crosscut west 30 feet, where the lode was cut, showing 

gold, the stone being 2 feet wide, A drive north for 60 feet on the course of the lode was then made, the reef 

averaging about 2 feet, of which 30 feet shows very good gold. The south drive has been driven 50 feet along the 

lode, and shows a very large dyke formation of from 4 to 6 feet, portions showing fair gold. A rise has just been 

commenced in this drive to hole through to the old workings, 50 feet up, when active stoping will be commenced. 

Both the walls are very true, the underlay being about 14 feet in 6 feet east. The stone is very heavily mineralised, 

with plenty of galena and black-jack showing in the stone. In the north drive a rise has also been commenced for 

stoping, a good body of stone showing in the stopes. There are now 60 tons on the surface, taken from the main 

drives, which it is intended to put through the Sons of Freedom battery when the improvements there will have been 

completed. The mine is at present worked by a horse-whip, but it is intended to erect a winding plant at an early 

date. The Exhibition, which was at first known as the Prince of Denmark, that national name having been bestowed 

upon it by its original owners, Messrs Krug and Dahlsen, some 10 years ago, is also upon the same line of reef, and 

its operations have since included those of the Excelsior claim. It has in its time been owned variously, and is just 

now the property of a Bairnsdale syndicate. In all 187 tons have been crushed for a result of 1960 ounces, probably 

that of Messrs Jorgensen, 60 tons for 82 ounces, in 1889, being the best. Another good mine in the same belt of 

country, although not on the same line, is the Perseverance claim, which is being worked by Messrs Thos. Harvey 

and Son, the crushings being 243 ounces, at about the rate of an ounce and a half to the ton, since the mine was 

taken up by Messrs Clements two years ago. Messrs Harvey have now a lot of stone at grass which will be put 

through as soon as the Sons of Freedom battery is in working order. Jacky's Dream, in the same locality, is a mine of 

the sensational order, its first and only crushing of 13 tons realising 95oz 4dwt, or an average of between 7 and 8 

ounces to the ton. Just now 20 tons are being put through at Mr Woods' battery, the results of which will be known 

in a few days. The shaft, which has followed the lode, is now down 30 feet. It is, however, proposed to sink afresh to 

cut the reef at a much lower depth, when operations will be much facilitated. Messrs T. Harding and Robbins found 

the reef only a few months ago, Mr WV. F. Watkins having since joined them at a handsome remuneration. 

13 may 1897 THE BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT. ITS MINING AND PASTORAL PROGRESS. (BY OUR SPECIAL 

REPORTER.) VII. The Beehive mine, which is situated two miles west of Bullumwaal, bears the palm so far as 

local, and indeed outside, interest is taken in the progress of any particular claim in the district; lot because much 

richer stone has been obtained from it nor because it has been sunk to any much greater depth than adjoining mines, 

but for the reason that it is publicly owned, and it is well known that its manager, Mr Shepherd, holds strong 

opinions in regard to the importance of deep sinking in the event of a pinch out in the reefs. This appears to be the 

best explanation which may be offered in respect to the popularity of the doings at this mine. Mr Shepherd is quite a 

veteran in his mining knowledge, having had much and varied experience throughout New Zealand and in this 

colony; and being a socially disposed gentleman his geological observations, so far as they relate to the search for 

gold, are both interesting and instructive. The Beehive reef was first worked by Messrs Curtis and Waite who, in 

1892, obtained a crushing of 74 ounces from 18 tons. The mine was at that time called the Miner's Right. In the 

following year they had crushings of 20 tons and 15 tons, the total yield from which was 70 ounces. After that the 

reef was abandoned, hut was subsequently taken up by another party, who sold into the present company for a very 

small sum. When it had been floated into a public company of 24,000 £1 shares, one of the first works done was to 



drive 200 feet, crosscut 50 feet and prospect the line of reef generally, though without doing much good. Operations 

were then transferred to the May Queen, an adjoining claim which had been absorbed in the Beehive. and there a 

shaft was sunk on a small leader which had previously yielded 3oz from a couple of tons of stone, the result being 

that a good body of stone was struck at a depth of 60 feet. A crushing of 60 tons of stone was taken out, and when 

crushed at the Bairnsdale School of Mines battery produced the handsome return of S5oz 2dwt 13gr. The sinking of 

the shaft was continued to what is known as the 100 foot level, a crushing of 49- tons having in the meanwhile 

realised 341 ounces, or at the rate of 6oz to the ton. The shafting was proceeded with until a depth of 220 feet has 

now been reached. The reef is being driven for thence, the work having been carried in 30ft; it is expected that with 

2 feet more the lode will be cut. The work of taking out 110 tons of stone for crushing from the O6 feet level has 

been completed and is has given nearly 6oz to the ton. The stone extended further back than had been expected, 

which means all the more profit for the fortunate share holders. To render the mine more secure until operations may 

again be resumed at tils portion, the slopes have been timbered up and made tight. At the 100 feet level the reef has 

been followed for 135 feet, the lode averaging 2 feet and carrying good gold. The wall here was considerably broken 

up. The winze between this and the 100 feet level has been divided and one part made into a footway. The reef at 

100 feet is much tie widest yet found, its breadth being from 8 to 9 feet, gold showing on both faces of the lode, 

which, it is thought, may be only a bulge and may get smaller with good splices of gold through it. It is proposed to 

drive here when a better knowledge of the value of the stone is obtained. At the bottom of the shaft a little stone--

some 5 or 0 inches-with gold in it has been struck, ,which is considered satisfactory, as it indicates that the precious 

metal is still in evidence and may be dropped upon in greater quantity at any moment. Preparations are being made 

for the reception of the 10-had battery which was been obtained from Messrs Thompson and Co., of Castlemaine, 

the engine having been bought from Mr W. S. Winson, of Bairnsdale. The machinery will be shipped from 

Melbourne and carted hence to its destination. In the meantime the ladders have been removed from the shaft, where 

the runners and dividings have been completed ready for the reception of the cages and trucks, the former being on 

the safety principle. At the prospecting shaft on the west lease a west crosscut is being made at 80 feet to see what is 

on the wall, stone a few feet higher up carrying gold having been passed. The mine is being well prospected 

throughout, its operations bring followed with much interest. Up to the present time, exclusive of 50 or 60 tons of 

stone just put through the battery, 797 ounces have been obtained from the Beehive mine from 156 tons of stone at a 

yield of better than 5 ounces to the ton. Two-thirds of the quantity has been lifted since the property became owned 

by the present company; and as it is said to be now under skilled and careful management, with Mr Shepherd on the 

surface and Mr Eames underground, its prospects appear to be most encouraging. 

 

 

13 May 1897 MINING. THE BEEHIVE CRUSHING. NEARLY 6oz PER TON. Yesterday the crushing from the 

Beehive mine, Bullumwaal, was cleaned up at the Bairnsdale School of Mines battery. The total quantity of stone 

put through was 110 tons 14 cwt, which gave the splendid yield of 605oz 8dwt of smelted gold--or an average of 

about 5oz 9dwt to the ton. Portion of the stone had been put through before Easter, namely, 58 tons for 391oz 6dwt. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Wednesday, May 19. After three 

days of gusty wind, accompanied at times by a cloud of dust, the weather has at last broken. Rain commenced to fall 

at about 8 o'clock last evening and still continues up to the time of writing, Mining is going ahead in full swing all 

round, and in most cases good progressive work is being done, At the Champion and also the Christmas the tunnels 

are being pushed ahead; in the former case the men expect shortly to cut the reef, as the indications show that they 

are close to a lode. At the Beehive the cages are being put in and a whim erected and good progress is being made 

with the race to bring water to the battery. A meeting was held at the hall on Saturday night, when a football club 

was formed and officers appointed. A concert has been arranged by the committee of the Presbyterian Church, in aid 

of the fund that is being raised to erect a church. 

8 Jun 1897 BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT SCHOOL OF MINES. The monthly meeting of the Bairnsdale District 

School of Mines was held last Friday afternoon. Present-The President (Rev. E. G. Veal) and Messrs 3. Tipping, S. 

Tarrant, J. Bull, G. H. Cole, S. A. Bush, and J. Yeates. The business transacted were principally of a routine nature. 



DIRECTOR'S REPORT. The Director reported as follows: I beg to report that classes have been conducted as usual 

during the term. Fair progress is being made by most of the pupils. Special stress is laid on theoretical chemistry, 

since it is essential for any modern student in assaying to be thoroughly conversant with exact reasons for all 

operations. Assaying depends on the subject so much that I do not think it advisable to prepare pupils unless they 

show satisfactory knowledge of chemical principles as well. The practical work done consisted of determination of 

gold and silver in complex ores, the estimation of tin, antimony, arsenic, lead, sulphur, free chlorine, as well as 

chlorination and cyanide assays. No reply has yet come to hand regarding the furniture grant applied for ; Mr 

Dennant, the science inspector, will be here during the week, and I shall draw his attention to the matter. Our gas 

supply is specially bad at present, the gas passing through the meters not being half purified  and absolutely 

poisonous.-Action to be taken. The water supply is also specially bad at present, and necessitates a large amount of 

trouble and expense to us to purify and distil it. It ought not to be a difficult matter to procure efficient filter beds, 

thus making the supply pure and clear, and independent of any fresh in the river.-Action to be taken. I desire to draw 

under your notice the fact that in December last, while Mr Stewart had control of the plant, we put a crushing 

through for Milner and Pinano, Neerim South. Mr Pinana thought the weight was 10 tons, and paid £10 for the 

crushing; however, on weighing the true tonnage was slightly over 8 tons. The money had been paid into the bank 

before the difference was discovered. I informed Mr Pinana that to make up for the loss we would crush two tons 

extra next time they sent in stone. A battery, however, is to be erected there by the Government, and Mr Milner 

asked for a refund. I would beg to suggest that £2 be returned to him as we would have crushed stone corresponding 

to that amount in price. Amount to be refunded. The Beehive Co. cleaned up a parcel of 110 tons 14 cwt for GO5oz 

8dwt of gold. This company was the first to send over a hundred tons in one parcel, and consequently the stone was 

crushed for 15s per ton. The whole of their sand, as stated in last report, was saved and subjected to further grinding 

in the Fulton pan, and it will be a fortnight before the full return from this is known. Of course an extra charge is 

made for special work like this. As a rule there is very little gold enclosed in the coarse sand that escapes a battery, 

but all rich Bullumwaal sand would pay well for pan treatment after the battery. The next crushing put through was a 

one-ton parcel for Mr J. Norton, Bruthen. This gave a satisfactory return, and I was informed that the reef was near 

Bruthen. After this a ton parcel from Sheepstation Creek, of which there is said to be a large supply. The gold in this 

case was fine and difficult to save, but with careful treatment we obtained nearly 90 per cent. in the battery, the 

balance being caught on the concentrators. A parcel of three tons was then put through for the Edwards and Harp of 

Erin mine, Donnelly's Creek, and the yield was an ounce per ton. On May 22 a one ton parcel was crushed for Mr 

Crutchfield, South Gippsland, but the return was disappointing. Last week a parcel of 11 tons 8 cwt from the Lady 

Godiva mine, Clifton Creek, and the return from this was far below expectations. The parcel being put through at 

present is 10 tons from the Beehive Extended, and the returns promise to be satisfactory. After this a parcel will be 

put through for Mr Boyd, from Bulgoback. Dr Storer has also written to me stating that he is sending down three 

parcels from the north-eastern district. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, May 22. The weather has 

once more cleared now and we are having fine days and frosty nights. The cold some mornings being very keen. 

The machinery for the Beehive battery passed through yesterday, and, it is to be hoped, will soon be erected and 

working. An accident which was very nearly being attended with fatal results happened at the Beehive mine on 

Wednesday last. Cages were being fitted in the shaft, and on one end of the rope a dummy was fixed, in which one 

of the men, George Melluish, sat whilst trimming the side of the shaft. The whim having by some means got loose, 

the cage on the other end of the rope, with another man inside it, fell to the 160ft level, whilst the dummy flew up to 

the poppet heads. When just over the mouth of the shaft he grasped a handrail and thus saved his life, as there was 

nothing to break his fall till the 160ft level was reached. 

4 May 1897  

THE BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT. ITS MINING AND PASTORAL PROGRESS. (BY OUR SPECIAL 

REPORTER.) IV. Assuming the figures supplied to the local mining registrar to be correct, it will readily be seen 

that during the past twelve months gold amounting to £17,000 was found alluvially, while £5600 worth was won 

from the reefs in the subdivision of Bullumwaal. The total of these figures in themselves represents a very fair 

output; but when it is remembered that they cover only a portion of what is being taken from the field and that they 

do not include outside capital which is being introduced into the place, it will be recognised that Bullumwaal is no 



small factor in building up the prosperity of the Bairnsdale district generally. Without going into any minute history 

of the very many 'claims, or shows, as they are frequently called, which surround the township, a brief relation of 

their existence may be interesting. In the first place the Sons of Freedom is the best known and defined line of reef 

in the locality, and upon it are the two Beehives, which at present are claimed to be the most go-ahead properties the 

locality possesses. Further back there is another good belt of country, which includes such good mines as Jacky's 

Dream, the Christmas, Perseverance and other hopeful leases. The Briton is the first mine west on the Sons of 

Freedom line, and is situated about a quarter of a mile away from the battery there. It was at one time known as the 

Joker, and has been worked by various owners since 1892, Messrs Curtis arid Waite being the first to take it up, 

when the good result of 46oz. from 13 tons was obtained. Since then 104 tons of stone have been taken out for a 

return (...?) After having been abandoned for about six months the claim has again been taken up by Messrs Bailey 

and Co., who are now sinking a main shaft. The Surprise, which is immediately at the rear of the hotel, ought 

perhaps to have been mentioned first as being on the line, and the surprise is that it was overlooked. It was first 

worked in 1891 by Messrs Waite and Harding. Twenty tons were taken out for 46oz. of gold. A subsequent trial 

yielded 52oz. from 40 tons. After various unsatisfactory workings and a shaft of 80 feet had been sunk it was 

abandoned, only to be retaken recently by Dr Aslhe. From the Dodger, a little further on, slightly more than an 

ounce to the ton was obtained from six tons. The property is now held under lease, but no work is being done upon 

it. The Beehive Extended is one of the very few registered joint stock companies which the district possesses, and 

that being so its operations are regarded with more than ordinary interest. The mine has had many cognomens, 

changed and bestowed according to the whim and fancy of the occupying party. It was first known to the world in 

the year 1892 as The Growler, when Messrs Waite and Harding had a crushing of 8 tons for an average of loz. 

15dwt. 8gr. That yield, though apparently high, was considered to be not good enough by the holders, and the claim 

was abandoned that another show found by them might be worked. During the following year Messrs Petersen and 

party took out 14 tons in all for a yield of about 17oz, the mine being then known as the Last Chance. It was 

subsequently, in the year 1894, retaken by Messrs Curtis and Waite and re-christened The Sloper, that name being 

given to it in consequence of the sudden disappearance of a previous occupier. During that year 25 tons were lifted 

for a result of 44oz., the reef being again abandoned and afterwards taken up by a Mr Nesbit, who changed the name 

to the Little Elsie. Previous to the present its title was The Hawk, under which name 14 1/2 tons were crushed for a 

little better than 23oz. It then became the Beehive Extended Company. Good work is now being done under the 

management of Mr R. Mr. Lee, the present company having been registered into a no-liability concern in November 

last. A new engine shaft, 9ft x 5ft in the clear, from the surface, was at once commenced, and has been sunk to 109 

feet, and close timbered with 8in x 2in timber. The shaft was opened out at 100 feet and crosscut west 30 feet, where 

the lode was cut, showing gold, the stone being 2 feet wide, A drive north for 60 feet on the course of the lode was 

then made, the reef averaging about 2 feet, of which 30 feet shows very good gold. The south drive has been driven 

50 feet along the lode, and shows a very large dyke formation of from 4 to 6 feet, portions showing fair gold. A rise 

has just been commenced in this drive to hole through to the old workings, 50 feet up, when active stoping will be 

commenced. Both the walls are very true, the underlay being about 14 feet in 6 feet east. The stone is very heavily 

mineralised, with plenty of galena and black-jack showing in the stone. In the north drive a rise has also been 

commenced for stoping, a good body of stone showing in the stopes. There are now 60 tons on the surface, taken 

from the main drives, which it is intended to put through the Sons of Freedom battery when the improvements there 

will have been completed. The mine is at present worked by a horse-whip, but it is intended to erect a winding plant 

at an early date. The Exhibition, which was at first known as the Prince of Denmark, that national name having been 

bestowed upon it by its original owners, Messrs Krug and Dahlsen, some 10 years ago, is also upon the same line of 

reef, and its operations have since included those of the Excelsior claim. It has in its time been owned variously, and 

is just now the property of a Bairnsdale syndicate. In all 187 tons have been crushed for a result of 1960 ounces, 

probably that of Messrs Jorgensen, 60 tons for 82 ounces, in 1889, being the best. Another good mine in the same 

belt of country, although not on the same line, is the Perseverance claim, which is being worked by Messrs Thos. 

Harvey and Son, the crushings being 243 ounces, at about the rate of an ounce and a half to the ton, since the mine 

was taken up by Messrs Clements two years ago. Messrs Harvey have now a lot of stone at grass which will be put 

through as soon as the sons of Freedom battery is in working order. Jacky's Dream, in the same locality, is a mine of 

the sensational order, its first and only crushing of 13 tons realising 95oz 4dwt, or an average of between 7 and 8 

ounces to the ton. Just now 20 tons are being put through at Mr Woods' battery, the results of which will be known 

in a few days. The shaft, which has followed the lode, is now down 30 feet. It is, however, proposed to sink afresh to 

cut the reef at a much lower depth, when operations will be much facilitated. Messrs T. Harding and Robbins found 

the reef only a few months ago, Mr V. F. Watkins having since joined them at a handsome remuneration. 

 



OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, May 20. A reef 

discovered some years ago and marked on the map as Ward's reef, about a mile from here, has yielded a crushing 

which rather surprises those who have passed it by so often in full belief that it was not worth giving a trial. Messrs 

Andrews and Davis tried a prospect from it some time ago, and, being satisfied with it, proceeded to take out a 

crushing, and in less than a fortnight took out four tons. This was put through Woods's battery yesterday and gave 

the nice return of 17oz smelted gold. The anniversary of the Presbyterian Church was celebrated here on Sunday and 

Monday last. Mr Tulloch delivered two sermons on Sunday, the evening one being a pathetic appeal to professing 

Christians to rouse from the state of lethargy into which they had fallen, and bestir themselves to keep the church 

from dwindling away, as it had been doing. On Monday evening a concert was held in the hall, and a good audience 

attended and appeared to be well pleased with the various items on the programme, which were all rendered in very 

good style. 

15 Jun 1897 OUR MOUNT TAYLOR LETTER. Wednesday, June 9. Mining developments for the past month here 

have been so devoid of practical interest that nothing worthy of attention: has occurred to need report or comment. 

The favorable rain has enabled the prospectors to pursue their uncertain search for the precious metal with less 

difficulty, and has given the sluicers and puddlers an amount of water sufficient to wash the dirt, which they had 

heaped up during the dry months. I regret I cannot very favorably report of the reefing developments here of late. 

The only real live claim is the Aurora, the proprietors of which are pushing ahead to crush another lot of stone at the 

local battery, and have started to put through during the past week about 60 tons from their valuable mine. They do 

not anticipate any sensational result, but are content with the payable yields that have hitherto characterised this 

mine as a certainly payable venture. It's a pity that through the uncertainties that ever attend mining pursuits the 

shute of gold should be temporarily lost at the Aurora Australis, better known as Wilson's mine, and that the 

shareholders should deem it prudent to temporarily suspend mining operations. Only two men have of late been 

engaged in this mine, and I am informed it is probable that operations for a time may cease altogether, Such a course 

will certainly allow the shareholders breathing time to consider what next course to take, but, if I may venture an 

opinion, I certainly would never allow so splendid a plant and appliances to remain idle while a possibility remained 

of obtaining payable results. It is a well known fact that the best paying mines in the Bullumwaal district are those 

that have been sunk fully 200 feet. The Beehive and the Beehive Extended fully bear out this fact, and prove 

conclusively that the greater yields are got from the greater depths. If such he the proved results at Bullumwaal why 

should not the Mount Taylor mines prove a similar profitable result. There are   now some four or five mines here on 

which considerable amount of labor and capital   has been expended and which are either   temporarily suspended or 

are not proving   as profitable as the shareholders could wish. There were many such mines not   long since at 

Bullumwaal, and many - others were abandoned. Report now says there is only one abandoned mine there and all 

others are paying well since the proprietors have sunk them to a greater depth. If such be the proved experience   of 

a mining district only a few miles   distant, similar results should surely be obtained here, and proprietors be amply 

recompensed for their additional outly. Dividends do not proceed from undeveloped mines, nor does suspension 

improve or increase their value. No further finds are reported from Clifton, and I am informed interested parties will 

be pleased when the survey of the road is completed to Wilson's battery to enable them to have their quartz carted at 

something like a reasonable figure. It will, I am told, make a difference of 10s per ton when the road is made. which 

is a great consideration to those having a quantity, and it will also be a boon to the travelling public, for the present 

road is a dread to those who are compelled to use it. I notice the contractors for the unmade sections of the new road 

are pushing ahead rapidly, and when completed will certainly make a considerable difference to the road traffic 

through Bullumwaal to the other mining centres right on to Omeo. Boyd's teams have just passed through with the 

very large boiler and other a machinery intended for the Highland  Chief mine, at Brookville. This is the second trip 

of the teams on the Mount  Baldhead road and the Messrs Boyd inform me that on their former trip they I had 

splendid camps and were well pleased  with the road, which, no doubt, when  completed will be the main road for all 

general traffic. 

17 Jun 1897 MINING. The manager of the Beehive G.M. Co., Bullumwaal, in his weekly notes, reports that the 

reef at the 160 feet level had narrowed to a thickness of 1 foot, the lode being ?oz stone. The information will be 

gratifying to shareholders, in as much as it bears out the prophecy of the manager that at that cut the wide body of 9 

feet of stone, which had been met with, might consolidate and become correspondingly richer as it was sunk upon. 

The reef is again making solidly with equally good stone. The foundations for the battery have been completed, and 

when Mr Sheppard has completed his visit of inspection to Castlemaine, the machinery will be taken to pieces and 

removed to its future home. 



 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Monday June 21. Although in the 

middle of one of the sharpest winters known in the locality, mining matters continue brisk with us, and in social 

respects there has been a decided tendency upwards. The satisfactory and improved results which have attached to 

all the principal mines have given a more hopeful tone to the future of the field, and when this is supported by those 

"in the know" at Clifton Creek, that the Octopus, Aurum and Messrs Boyles' claim are all on good stone, there has 

been a general desire to jubilate, even if it be on not so magnificent a scale as takes place during the week in other 

parts. The reports from all the mines are of a more or less healthy sort, especially more so-the old adage of letting 

the sleeping dog he having shown that in more instances than one it was not in the best policy. During the past week 

a party of the directors of the Beehive company, accompanied by Mr C. R. Pinder and Mr Sheppard, the manager of 

the mine, visited the claim with the view of endorsing the latter gentleman's opinion in regard to the importance of 

having the erection of the battery proceeded with quickly, and of having a look at the works at the Christmas reef, in 

which most of the company had a concern. The result of the visit has, I understand, been considered highly 

satisfactory; and, although Mr Sheppard did not find his machinery built up for examination at Castlemaine, as has 

been reported, it was decided that on approval on the ground it should be forwarded at once. The water race and dam 

have been made ready, and shortly, it is expected, crushing operations will be in full swing, there being a good 

quantity of stone in the paddocks, from which, added to recent best results, it is hoped that further contributions will 

be more in the form of dividend than in the other way. The Christmas company, which is closely associated with the 

Beehive company, reports very good work as being done, the present owners, until completion of sale on the 21st 

August next, having had a realised crushing of 27oz. 2dwt. from 39½ tons, while at the tunnel which is being cut 

lower down the hill, chiefly on the recommendation of Mr Pinder, a gentleman who has had an extended mining 

knowledge here and in South Africa, the drive has been diverted from a leader, which was being mistakenly 

followed, to the main reef where good stone was cut. This, in addition to the reef having been richly cut during the 

week at the 220ft. level of the Beehive, would no doubt amplify the occasion of the party's visit. The tunnel of the 

Christmas is reported to be passing through well-defined walls, indicating good and permanent work for a consider 

able time overhead. Mr Lee, at the Beehive Extended, also reports good work being done. Solid stone carrying 

heavy mineral and showing gold, has been met with in the drive at the 100ft. level, while in the middle sections, at 

60ft. and 62ft., good gold with a fair body of stone is being found. Under Mr Lee's management the mine is being 

well developed with the object of largely increasing the output. Already 100 tons of stone are at grass, and this will 

be treated as soon as Mr Dahlsen's Sons of Freedom battery, which is now in full swing, will allow the opportunity. 

In addition to the above companies several private enterprises are being worked with good returns. The friends of 

Mr Jim Fogarty will be pleased to learn that his assiduity in the Puzzle mine, is meeting with due reward, and that 

his enterprise in re-shafting the claim has proved that his calculations were correct, a good reef of a foot in width 

having been cut at the 60ft. level: The Briton and Champion syndicates also report being on good stone, while from 

Messrs Eyre and Clements' sluicing works at Merrijig it is stated that they are putting through as much as 50 tons a 

day, with very payable workings. Socially, or rather in the way of social improvements, there is so much to write 

about that the idea of doing so is rather alarming. Your columns have already related that Mr Tulloch who is in 

charge of the Presbyterian congregation, is meeting with considerable success it his endeavors to have a suitable 

place of worship erected in the township. A visit was paid by a deputation of members of the Foresters Lodge from 

Bairnsdale during the week and with good results, a ready willingness to become members of a benefit lodge of the 

order under name having been exhibited at a well attended meeting.   The initiated brass band also continues to gain 

favor, the astonishment being that we had so long been ignorant that we were such a musical community. In 

obtaining Mr J. F. White to take the leadership the movers have been successful in obtaining not only an enthusiast 

but a gentleman who speaks with the authority of knowing what he is talking about. Many of the residents have gone 

away to celebrate the jubilee -God save the Queen- and being principally men, and much interested in the welfare of 

Bullumwaal, the opportunity of bringing under notice of Government departmental heads certain requirements of the 

place has been promised. One of these, and the chief one, is the hastening on of telegraphic communication between 

Bullumwaal and the outside world, without which we are and will always be a dead letter. Mr Buckley, our member 

for the mining board, did such in that way at the last sitting, but it would seem that, to be effectual, persistent action 

must follow. It is, in any case, highly desirable that a question of such import should not be lost sight of. Other 

questions which are agitating us are whether we should now have our own representative in the shire council, 

whether police protection would not be an advantage, and whether a properly defined line of township should not be 

surveyed by the Lands department. These are merely matters of suggestion just now, though they will come on for 

more serious deliberation before long. It is mentioned that our present representative on the mining board will not 

enjoy the privilege of a walkover at the approaching election, but until something more definite is known it is as 



well to say nothing. The information that an extra mail to Bullumwaal has been granted has been hailed with general 

favor, the original style of two posts a week, and upon irregular days, not being quite in keeping with requirements. 

It has not yet been mentioned on what days the post will run through; if the convenience of the general travelling 

public was considered it would generally be admitted that the run home at the end of the week, and with a late coach 

then, would be most liked. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Apart from the unmistakable signs of 

progress evinced by the extensive building operations, the increased out- put of our mines, and the steady influx of 

population, we have one more gratifying evidence than that of the enthusiastic desire of the residents to facilitate 

innovation and improvement. The Miners' and Progress Association having been hibernating for the past nine 

months, a public meeting was held on Friday evening, the 25th inst, to consider the requirements of the town and to 

petition the Government for necessary facilities in the direction of telegraphic communication and extended postal 

arrangements. Mr W. W. Judd was elected chairman, and Mr G. H. Ayton secretary. Mr J. Buckley, the local 

postmaster, presented statistics showing the increased postal business of the half year ending June 25, 1897, which 

showed an increase of 1810 letters over the return of the previous corresponding period. There was also an increase 

of 150 registered letters. The motion of Mr R. Clements, seconded by Mr W. Bishop, that the Government be 

petitioned for telegraphic communication, money order office and savings bank, was carried unanimously. Mr 

Lowden moved that the Postmaster-General be approached and requested to provide Bullumwaal with a daily mail, 

seconded by Mr Letheren and carried. Mr J. Fogarty moved and Mr P. S. Ryan seconded, that Bullumwaal be 

surveyed and proclaimed a township. In debate on this motion, it was shown that the settlement comprises 14 

business places, and, besides the number of single residents occupying their own premises, there are 40 or 50 

families living within a radius of one mile of the post office. The motion was carried unanimously. On the motion of 

Mr C. Clements seconded by Mr W. Bishop, it was decided to pass a vote of sympathy with the Bairnsdale Shire 

Council and Press in their endeavors to secure communication with Omeo by the Mount Baldhead road. A 

committee was appointed   to draw up the resolutions and carry them into effect, ballot returning Messrs R. M. Lee, 

W, M. Judd, P. S. Ryan, J. F. White and C. Wood. On Saturday evening, 26th inst., a meeting was held by the 

Amalgamated Miners' Association, and a local branch formed. Mr A. Brookfield occupied the chair. Mr Praed, the 

chief secretary of the organization, who specially visited Bullumwaal to conduct the opening, addressed the meeting 

at length on the objects and advantages of membership, emphasising the benefits of the sick and accident fund, and 

the absence of connection with the Trades Hall. Twenty-four members were enrolled, and the election of officers 

resulted as follows : President, Mr A. Brookfield; vice president, Mr C. Clements; secretary, Mr G. H. Ayton ; 

treasurer, Mr R. Sweetman. The appointment of trustees was held over till next meeting. The addition to the 

mechanics' institute is nearing completion. The institute will now have twice the amount of the original seating 

accommodation, and several other marked improvements are to be made. Messrs. Ainslie, Bennett and Judd are 

vigorously carrying on prospecting on the La Mascotte, a property formerly worked as "The Little Monte." In the 

underlay shaft, near the southern boundary, encouraging prospects are obtained, and a vertical shaft is also being 

sunk to cut the lode at 50 feet. At the Puzzle Messrs Fogarty and party are still on the rich stone struck some days 

ago, the reef being very well defined. The stone from Messrs Harvey and Sons' Perseverance mine is now being 

crushed at the Sons of Freedom mine, and as the plates are looking well the return is expected to be satisfactory. 

Messrs Bailey and party have struck a fine lode two feet wide carrying gold on the Briton. They have assiduously 

worked this property since last September, sinking 60 feet and driving 40 feet, and their efforts richly deserved the 

reward. In Mr Pinder's mine, on the Defiance line, a little gold is seen, and they are now crosscutting at 60 feet. 

1 Jul 1897 BAIRNSDALE DISTRICT SCHOOL OF MINES. The following is a copy of the directors report, as 

read at last Monday night's meeting: I beg to report that classes were carried. It is only those who attend regularly 

and keep pace with the work who can hope for ultimate success ; for such students there will always be good 

openings. Mr Dennant, the science ...... interested in the work going on took the opportunity of pointing out the 

necessity of having the fittings mentioned in a grievous report, and he agreed to all the items except the incandescent 

burners. The second term will close at the end of this week and the third be resumed next Monday. 

The battery has been running on some small parcels since last meeting. The Beehive Extended crushed 11 tons for 

24 ounces 9 dot. This return was very good, considering the large amount of pug and water in their sample. All such 

material should be sent to the school, for the losses with ordinary appliances would be great. The pyrites saved from 

this sample were worth £8 10s on a 90 per cent. extraction, and cost of treatment £4 per ton, thus showing that the 

extra gold saved almost paid for the cost of treatment. The next parcel was from Mr Boyd, Bulgoback, and this gave 



over 1oz to the ton, while the sand saved has still to be treated. Mr Boyd was very well satisfied with the plant and 

also his return. A parcel of 5 tons, from Bruthen, was then treated, but this gave a very low return. Since a previous 

crushing from the same mine gave a fair return in the battery, the gold in the first sample must have been unevenly 

distributed or else have been obtained from the boxes. It is only fair to the public to let them know that if a very 

small parcel, say 1 ton, is sent in, which only contains a few pennyweights of gold, it is almost impossible for any 

battery to give an exact return if such a crushing follows a rich one. In the case of the Bruthen crushing, we had 

taken over 1200oz of amalgam out of the boxes just before we started the parcel, and though the most scrupulous 

care is taken to endeavor to give each owner every particle from their stone, yet in such a case as that mentioned a 

few pennyweights of amalgam may be in small cavities and escape observation. With a 5-ton parcel the difference 

from the true return would only be a few grains per ton, but in a small parcel it might amount to 3 or 4dwt and thus 

be misleading. The last parcel was one of two tons from Mr Field, Merrijig, which gave a fair return. The parcel, 

mentioned in last report, from Myrtleford, in the North-eastern district, has been sent by rail and will be dealt with 

this week. We finished crushing the Beehive sand, and the extra return from this was 23oz 13dwt. The concentrates 

from the blankets and Halley table have yet to be treated. This company also will have had its stone treated almost 

free of charge on account of the extra gold won. With regard to the chlorination works, my remarks in last report 

have been fully borne out in the subsequent work of cleaning up the parcel ; but I have demonstrated successfully 

that while it is not impossible, even with the present appliances, to extract at least 94 per cent. of gold from any 

complex ore, still radical alterations will have to be made for convenience of working. The bad returns previously 

obtained have had a very damaging effect on the rest of the plant, and even in the annual report of the Mines 

department it is stated that all difficulties commonly co-comitant  with complex ores, etc., had not been overcome. I 

beg to point out that the chlorination of gold ores is a complex chemical operation, which must necessarily be 

understood from beginning to end by the person using it, and that the treatment of ores must be varied according to 

the minerals present. Further, every essential detail must he closely attended to, and with a plant such as ours, where 

we have complex refractoriness, it would be impossible for anyone with rule-of-thumb methods to succeed. I have 

no hesitation in saying that I could have made this important branch of the work a success from the start, and now 

will guarantee an extraction higher than that fixed by the Mines department. It is to be regretted that this branch of 

the work should have been idle so long, for even with the small chlorination plant we have, £60 per month would 

have to be expended in wages alone, and if the works were suitably laid out would be a good margin of profit. At 

least £1000 per annum is lost to the town owing to this idleness. 

1 Jul 1897 WEDNESDAY, 30TH JUNE. (Before Mr Goold, J.P.) THE ALLEGED QUARTZ STEALING. Geo. 

Eames, late underground-manager of the Beehive mine, Bullumwaal, was charged, on remand, with having, on the 

14th April last, stolen four bags of quartz, the property of the company. Mr Stuart appeared for the prosecution, and 

Mr Commins for the defence. Mr Stuart asked for a further remand. There were three other men concerned in these 

transactions. Warrants were out for their arrest. They had given their address as Newcastle, when they were leaving 

Bullumwaal, and he expected their arrest would take place in a few days. He would therefore ask for a further 

postponement, because until the others were in custody they could not proceed against Eames, who could not suffer 

any hardship by the remand, being out on bail to the amount of which the police did not object, and which accused 

was able to procure, Mr Commins hoped that if his worship did grant the further remand it would be on the clear 

understanding that it would be the last one, It was very easy to say that he could not be proceeded against until some 

other men, whom they know nothing about, were in custody, but he apprehended that the charge was not one of 

conspiracy, but of larceny, and there was no reason whatever why it should not be gone into at once, as the 

defendant desired. It was said that no hardship to the defendant was involved, but it would be easily understood that 

he was placed in a very difficult position so long as this charge was kept hanging over him. He was a poor man with 

a wife and family, who depended upon his labor for support, and while this case was pending he was unable to get 

employment. The alleged offence took place so long ago as the 14th April, and it was a matter of common notoriety 

that the charge could not be sustained against the defendant. Mr Stuart: That is not so. Mr Goold: I do not see how I 

can pledge the magistrates who may sit here in a fortnight not to grant a further remand. I will remand the case till 

Friday, the 16th July. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Monday, July 5. Although in the 

middle of winter, we are enjoying glorious weather, and it is doubtful if in any other portion of Gippsland such 

splendid climatic conditions are existing. On Monday a good shower of rain fell, but it has cleared off again. On 



Friday night last, the brass band inaugural ball was given in the institute, and the secretary, Mr G. H. Ayton, who 

had worked hard for the success of the affair, wore a satisfied smile. Some thirty couples were present, and dancing 

was carried on until the early hours. The catering arrangements were very creditable, and Messrs Bailey (piano) and 

J. O'Connor (cornet), provided excellent music, and altogether, the devoters to terpsichore had an enjoyable time. 

Arrangements are being made to send a team of local footballers to Bairnsdale on the 15th inst. to compete for the 

premiership. Some difficulty is experienced in getting a team together on Thursdays, but if it can be overcome, we 

expect to make a bold bid for top honors. Mining is still in the ascendancy, and although there is no boom like 

inflation, the reefing possibilities of the district are being steadily realised. Messrs Harding, Robbins and Watkins, 

have made a rich discovery in the Jackie's Dream. After sinking 96 feet they have struck a well-defined reef, over 

two feet wide, carrying remarkably rich gold, from which a fine crushing is soon expected. Mr T. Curtis has made a 

new find, a couple of miles south of the township. After finding some rich specimens, prospecting revealed a body 

of stone, several feet wide, and sinking is being pushed on rapidly. 

On the Champion, the assiduous work of the prospectors has been rewarded by the cutting of a fine solid reef, six 

feet wide, in the tunnel, at 170 feet. Gold is obtained in the stone, and the reef is now being driven on to cut the rich 

shoots worked from the surface. The tunnel is already in 180 feet, and they are still crosscutting, and subsequent 

developments should prove this a very valuable property. From the Pass-By claim Messrs Watkins, Louden and 

party have cleaned up 6oz 14dwt from 6 tons of stone. During the past week the Sons of Freedom battery has been 

engaged in crushing 65 tons from Messrs Harvey and Sons'  Perseverance mine, which, I am informed, has given a 

return of 1oz per ton (approximately). A large quantity of second grade ore is at grass. Mr Lee, the manager, is 

preparing a crushing from the Beehive Extended, and as tenders are already called for, carting will be commenced 

immediately. Messrs Andrews and party are putting through another crushing from their reef, which recently yielded 

over four ounces per ton. Operations at the Beehive are stagnated, and hands being discharged, presumably, on 

account of the alleged quartz-stealing developments. The residents are naturally greatly incensed at such a course, as 

a stigma is cast upon many of the miners who are beyond reproach, and it is felt that unless it is the intention of the 

management to ultimately rectify matters, a great injustice will be done to the men, who will find it hard to obtain 

employment in the face of such an unjust suspicion. Mr Foster, who, until recently, was the mining engineer at the 

Ivanhoe mine, Kalgoorlie, has arrived here and is supervising the erection of the Beehive battery. Last week an error 

crept into my letter. The developments on the Briton are :-Shaft, 96ft; drive, 60ft. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, July 15. As a result of the 

public meeting recently held here and the several petitions to the member for the district, Mr G. H. Ayton, secretary 

of the movement, has received a communication from Mr Foster, expressing his approval of the sentiment and 

promising his support. Inspector Mahony paid the town a visit in connection with the movement for police 

protection. He was met by the progress' committee, who placed before him statements of the population and 

proportions of the immediate locality. The inspector expressed sympathy with the request, and his favorable report 

should soon enable us to see a minion of the law patrolling our streets. The Sons of Freedom battery is engaged in 

crushing stone from the Beehive Extended, but owing to the lack of steam power and consequent delay, very poor 

progress is being made. The exact return from Messrs Harvey and Sons' Perseverance crushing was 68oz from 65 

tons. Messrs Andrews and Davis' crushing of   4 tons gave a yield of 18½oz, equal to 4oz 12 dwt per ton. At 

Woods's battery Messrs Armstrong and Clements have cleaned up 67oz from 20 tons. Rich stone has been struck in 

the Christmas tunnel 200ft from the surface. 

17 Jul 1897 THE BEEHIVE QUARTZ BTEALING CASE. George Eames was prosecuted, at the suit of Charles H. 

Tuckett, chairman of the directors of the Beehive Co., with having with Samuel Chenhall, Isaac Ohen hall and 

James Chenhall stolen four bags of gold-bearing quartz, the property of the Beehive Gold Mining Company. Mr 

Stuart, who appeared for the prosecution, said the Chenhalls had left the colony, it was supposed, for New South 

Vales, and the police had not been able to find them. It was therefore necessary to go on with the charge against 

Eames, Mr Commins appeared for the defence. Wm Hollingsworth, residing at Lucknow, deposed that he was 

employed at the Beehive mine some time before last Christmas and up to the end of April as braceman. Eames was 

then employed at the mine as underground boss. On one occasion Eames said to witness that his screw was small for 

an underground boss -that he was only getting 5s a week more than a miner, but if he liked he could make £20 a 

week out of the mine without anyone being the wiser of it. Witness asked him what he meant by that, and he said he 

could make it if he had a man he could trust. Witness said he thought that kind of thing was best left alone. On one 

occasion witness asked him "how would you get rid of the stone P " and he said that was very simply done-by 



dollying. Witness then said that dollying made a very good row, and that there was plenty of it going on around 

Bullumwaal. Eames said it was very easy to prevent the noise, by taking up a couple of boards out of the floor and 

making a hole in the ground and put a bit of blanket or something around the dolly. About April 15,. at night, 

witness'  said a dog barked, and on going out he saw Eames going past the hut door towards the mine. A quarter of 

an hour afterwards he followed him, because he had received instructions from Mr Shepperd, the mining manager-in 

fact, he was watching him. When he had been there about half an hour he saw Eames come up the shaft and place a 

bag on the brace-one of the small bags that quartz was put in. It was full of something that rattled like quartz. When 

he got up he lit his pipe and went away, taking the bag with him. It was about 10.30 o'clock at night when he first 

passed his hut. When witness followed Eames his dog was with him. While following Eames from the mine he saw 

a man whom he did not then know, but whose name he tad since been told. When Eames crossed the creek with the 

bag on a log. Witness went home, and an hour afterwards his log barked, and he heard a voice say, ' Get out of  that, 

you - , you are like your master." Saw four men, Eames, Sam and James Chenhall and another man, who had with 

him it double barreled gun and a pack horse ,with two bags of what he believed to be quartz upon it. The horse was 

one which witness had previously owned, They went by the Omeo road and then turned off by Munces gully, 

Witness followed them 400 yards up the gully. Found Beehive quartz in that gully-was sure it was Beehive quartz. 

Knew a man named Charles Wiseman, who had stopped several nights in his hut, and they went out to Eames's 

house, which was close by, from which he heard a noise like that made by dollying. The quartz produced was taken 

from the 160ft level. He would not swear that a second sample handed to him was Beehive stone. Had been quartz 

mining for 25 years all over GippsLand. Cross-examined : Eames made similar proposals about robbing the mine to 

others in his presence. Went to Mr Shepperd, who heard what he had to say, but took no action. " As near as he 

could get it," he made the proposal about robbery, although Eames did not know anything against his character. It 

was not an insulting proposal, and he did not take it in that light, nor tell Mr Shepperd about it. Do you remember 

Eames dismissing you ?-He did not dismiss me. Did he tell you to leave off work? -He did. In March ?-May be. Did 

he find fault with your work ?-Not to my knowledge. What was it then?--There was a bit of a growl on between him 

and me. Eames was blackguarding me down the shaft. I told Mr Shepperd I would hit Eames as soon as he came up. 

When he did come up I asked him if it was me he was black guarding, and he said it was. I told him I was a better 

man than he was, and that only for Mr Shepperd I would have struck him. He said " if you don't get the sack I'll go.'" 

I said "1 believe it is the first billet you ever had." I can get as good a job as this any time. I'll go and you can stop, 

and then I ordered the boy to take the hook off the horse. Mr Shepperd said he had no fault to find with me, and told 

me to put the hook on again. Then I said "I don't consider Mr Shepperd thinks you the best man." Mr Commins: You 

were very insulting, in fact. Witness : Yes, I was very hard on him-very hard. You were on bad terms with him P 

Very. You have no ill-feeling now ?-Not a bit, I was the same as ever an hour after. We will see. Did you 

immediately afterwards make charges against him. Did you say that certain articles had been stolen?-No, I said that 

candles, bags and gelatine had been removed-from the brace. Further cross-examined, witness said it was a clear. 

night upon which he followed Eames to the mine. When he saw him going off with the bag he did not speak to him. 

The reason was not because he was afraid of him-he was not a bit afraid of him-but he didn't know if he mightn't fire 

a bullet into him. The reason he did not speak to Mr Shepperd about this was because he had on previous occasions 

offered to bring him to the places where there was dollying going on, and he said he would not bother about it. He 

had not been offered a reward for giving evidence, and bad received no money but 10s. When detective Watt came 

up he ferretted some of the facts out of him with difficulty because he did not wish to "peach " on anyone. He knew 

a great deal more about Eames than he had told. John Purser, examined, said he was a miner at Bullumwaal and 

knew the accused and the Chenhalls. Was employed at the Beehive last April. On the night of about the 15th he saw 

Eames-between 12 and 1 o'clock in the morning-coming from the mine, having what he took to be a bag of quartz 

with him. Heard the quartz rattle. Eames was carrying the bag on his shoulder. He crossed the bridge, where he met 

the Chenhalls, and he saw them put the quartz, which was Beehive quartz, on a packhorse, two bags on each side. It 

was a black horse, which he had previously seen in Hollings worth's possession. Had no spite against accused. Knew 

Beehive stone and would swear to the stone produced as Beehive stone from the 160ft level, Another piece was 

from the 100ft level, some of which was particularly rich. Cross-examined by Mr Commins: Was not a private 

detective by occupation. Had only knocked off after his shift at 12 o'clock and saw a light, which caused him to go 

up, when he saw Eames. Did not speak to him, because, as far as he knew, Eames had a right to take quartz when lie 

liked. The Chenhalls had a horse to bring away the quartz with them. It was to Watt he first mentioned these 

circumstances less than a month ago. Do you know that the Chenhalls were dismissed ?-Yes. By whom ?-By Eames 

or Mr Shepperd. Witness further said when the quartz was loading there was a fourth man, who might not have been 

Eames. Was not anxious to tell about this. If he saw a murder lie would tell about it. He was not particular about 

cheques, and although he had no account he had just now given a cheque in payment-had, in fact, passed valueless 

cheques, and might get - into trouble on account of it. Charles Campbell Watt, residing at. Brunswick, deposed that 



lie was a private detective, and had been sent up about this case by Superintendent Brown, of the criminal 

investigation department. Had been in Bullumwaal since the 20th May. Knew the quartz of the mines in the 

Bullumwaal district, and had a fair knowledge of mining. The quartz produced he had got from Henry French Cory. 

It had every characteristic of the Beehive stone. Another parcel of stone he had got from Charles Wiseman, which 

was, in his opinion, Beehive quartz. Examined Munce's Gully particularly. Wise man mentioned the place. he found 

quartz tailings which had been through a dolly, and also the signs of places where three dollies had beetn in a 

positioni for working. The last sample whiehl had been produced had been pulverised. Cross.examined by Mr 

Commins: Did not claimn to be an expert, but had been mining on and off for more than 20 years. Chilas Wiseman, 

miner, said that on the Thursday or so before Easter he saw the youngest of the Chetnhalls inlMunee's gully carrying 

quartz. Ettew Hulliigs ioreti'a house and had slept there onthe Saturday and Sunday before Easter. Near a dully 

gaitig iin Elames' hlousa anvetal titne. About a week after Easter I.tlstt left ilat Ilouso tt i1ioved tIl t0 Ito lechiv., 

aIittess golig litte the old iut. I thile centre of thie loor thelare cere boards loose, and when hlie lifted them ni he 

foltnd the mark of a mnortar betiu ot the littr itnI a joist. lThat iwas Ilat au Ior after lntmes shifted his itlngs. Also 

found small bits of crushed quartz, which he collected and gave to Mr Watt. The stuff produced was it. Cross 

examined: Did not tell anyone when he found the stone. Hollingsworth did not know anything about it; but he 

caught Eames several times listening at his door. It was not true that they listened at Eames's. Henry French Cory, 

miner, knew Munces Gully, found the quartz produced at the head of the gully, brought it home, and gave it to Watt. 

Afterwards he found about a sugar bag full of the same kind of atone in the same place. To the best of his belief it 

was Beehive stone. Dollying had been done at the place where he found it. John Buckley, mining registrar, 

Bullumwaal, deposed that accused had no claim registered in that district. Mr Coinmine contended that the case 

could not he sent to a jury since there was no proof that any stone, the property of the Beehive Company, had been 

stolen. Mr Drevermann said the bench was clearly of opinion that it was a case for a jury, and would send accused 

for trial. The defence was reserved, A second case, in which Detective Watt was prosecutor, was withdrawn. 

Accused was sent for trial to the Supreme Court Sittings at Bairnsdale, on the 15th September next. Bail was 

accepted in accused's own security of £100, and one other of £100 or two of £50 each. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)     Wednesday, July 21. LATEST 

MINING NEWS. Another rich strike has been made in the tunnel on the Christmas mine at 340 feet, 40 feet further 

in than recently reported. Splendid specimens are being obtained. The reef, which is a foot wide, is well defined, and 

is estimated at 3oz. This being over 200 feet from the surface, is another striking example of the richness of our 

quartz veins with increased depth. The property is under offer to a powerful Melbourne company, and the recent 

development should leave very little doubt about the prospects of successful flotation. The manager of the Beehive 

Extended, Mr R. M. Lee, has struck good gold in the Sons of Freedom line of reef, which also traverses the property. 

The body of stone is large, and the discovery a most valuable one. Good stone is being raised and carted from the 

main shaft. Messrs Ryan and party's Daisy Bell is looking very well, and six tons of stone is being crushed this 

week. Mr Kenworthy's show at Merrijig is reported to be sold to a Melbourne syndicate. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT,) Saturday, July 24. Although a month 

has not elapsed since the meeting requesting increased mail and postal conveniences was held, the Government has 

already shown its recognition of our requirements and taken active steps to supply them. The survey has been made 

for the telephone line, and the wire and material provided, so that we will soon be in urgently needed 

communication with Bairnsdale. A SHIRE COUNCIL CANDIDATE- MR RYAN On Saturday evening, the 17th 

inst., a public meeting of ratepayers was held in the mechanics' institute with the object of selecting a candidate to 

represent this riding on the council Mr R. M. Lee occupied the chair, and after preliminary business Mr P. S. Ryan 

was unanimously chosen to contest the seat. A high tribute was paid to that gentleman, who is well and favorably 

known in this district, and commanding, as hoped, the Bullumwaal, Deptford, Lower Boggy, and Dargo votes, there 

is very little room for misgiving as to the result. A committee was formed for the furtherance of his interests, 

consisting of Messrs Pritchard, Sweetman, J. Clements, Meissler, J. Bishop, Buckley, Letheren, Fogarty, Sawyer, 

Clemm, and Lowden.  

THE BEEHIVE DISMISSALS. Also on Saturday evening the local branch of the Amalgamated Miners' Association 

held a general meeting, the president, Mr A. Brookfield, occupying the chair. A letter from Mr J. Praed, the head 

secretary of the Amalgamated Miners' Association, in reference to the wholesale and unjust discharge of men from 



the Beehive mine, was read and received with cheers. On the motion of Messrs Fogarty and Letheren, it was decided 

"That the secretary of this branch communicate with the secretary of the A.M.A., and request an interview with the 

directors of the Beehive relative to the wholesale dismissal of the men from the mine without explanation." Ten new 

members were enrolled, bringing the number up to about 40. A BRANCH OF FORESTERS. On Wednesday 

evening, 21st inst., a meeting of the Ancient Order of Foresters was held at Mr A. E. White's residence, and a local 

branch formed. Mr W. Pritchard was elected Chief Ranger, Mr P. S. Ryan sub C.R., and Mr J. F. White secretary. 

The opening night was fixed for 16th August. 

29 Jul 1897 BAIRNSDALE WARDEN'S COURT. TUESDAY, 27TtH JULY. (Before Mr Warden Holmes.)  

THE MONTE CHRISTO MINE. This was an application by John Tregear for the forfeiture of lease No. 2334, 

Gippsland, known as the Monte Christo mine, Bullumwaal, on the grounds of the non-fulfilment of the labor 

covenants.  

Mr Hudson appeared for applicant and Mr Stuart appeared for Mr. J. C. Dahlsen.  

John Tregear, miner at Bullumwaal, produced his miner's right. Knew the lease No. 2334 which was in the name of 

J. C. Dahlsen, who had admitted tacitly by saying he would defend the action, that it was his property. Sometime 

previous to last Christmas witness visited the mine and there was no sign of any work having been done for a 

considerable time--he could not say for how long. Did not make an examination underground. Some weeks 

afterwards he again went and it was in the same state except that the windlass which was there had been re moved. 

Six weeks ago he again went there and saw the same state of things- no signs of any work having been done in the 

meantime.  

To Mr Stuart : Had never seen Mr Dahlsen's mining lease, and did not know the contents of it. Got the No. of lease 

from the warden's clerk by correspondence, and that was all he knew about it. Had not been continually at 

Bullumwaal since last Christmas, but had been away for an interval of four or five weeks. Would not swear there 

was no one working down in the mine on his second visit, but he was satisfied there was none. Would be surprised 

to hear that there was a contract begun on the 27th April last, Did you ask Mr Dahlsen not to defend this application 

and you would not jump the other leases  

P-I might have said so.       The Warden: Do you know what prevarication is ?  

Witness : I do.      Mr Stuart : Did you ask him that ? 

 Witness : I did.     Then why did you prevaricate  Why did you tell me a lie ?     -A lie ?  

Yes.-     I had no intention to prevaricate,      Did you say you would not jump it -     I did not use the word jump.  

What then ?-I did not intend to interfere.  

In further cross-examination, applicant said he intended to work the mine if he got it. He had not, at present, the 

capital to work it, but would be able to find it. Could not say exactly the value of the work which had been done 

there, because he had not been down the shaft, which, however, would be of no use, as it was down in the wrong 

place. James Nolan, miner at Bullumwaal, deposed that he knew the lease, very near which he at present resided. In 

June last year he lived within 50 yards of the shaft, and was there till April of this year. The men stopped working on 

a contract there in July, 1896, and no work was done from then till be left. Had been down the shaft and came up 

pretty quick from bad air.  

Mr Stuart argued that it was not shown there was a breach of labor covenants, because it had not been shown that 

there were any labor covenants, or if there were any, what their nature was, because the original lease had not been 

produced.  



The Warden said he would in such a case recommend that the lease should be seen by the Minister.  

J. C. Dahlsen, registered proprietor of the lease, said he held it over 12 months, and spent £160 in hard cash, £150 in 

sinking shaft and drive. The work done would be of use to anyone working the claim. Was putting up a battery at 

present, and if it had been ready he would have put more men on the lease.  

Notice of the application was served in July. On the 24th June he entered into a contract with Mr Field for work on 

the lease. Applicant had said to him that if he let the case go he would not interfere with witness's interest in other 

leases. Held other leases in Gippsland, and had spent £10,000 in developing mining.  

To Mr Hudson : Considered the work on the mine worth about £300 to applicant. There were 60 or 70 tons of 

seconds, gold bearing, at the Monte Christo. Would swear a drive was being put in towards a new shaft which was 

being sunk. Had not been there since the drive was commenced. John Henry Field, mining engineer, deposed that he 

had superintended workings at the Monte Christo lately. The value of the shaft to whoever took the lease would be 

about £140. Had entered into an agreement with Mr Dahlsen to work the lease on shares, and had done about £25 

worth of work. Had then to do the work himself, and was working on the lease last Monday. The seconds, which he 

had tested, were gold-bearing.  

To Mr Hudson : Took possession on the 22nd June, and did not know then there was to be an application for 

forfeiture. Could not say if the -drive was along the course of the reef. It would be useless if not. Represented a 

syndicate, and if any order were made he thought the sum ex pended by the syndicate should be recouped.  

The Warden said he would recommend the forfeiture, and inform the Minister that one of the applicants desired to 

act in collusion with the lessee. He would also point out Mr Field's position, but could not state what value he would 

put on any workings. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, July 30. At the Beehive 

another sensational discovery has been made, this time at the 210 feet level, where a body of stone five feet wide, 

carrying rich gold, was cut in the crosscut. At 200 feet the Defiance lode is still showing good gold, and it is 

rumored that a company is to be formed to develop the mine. The Daisy Bell cleaned up 8oz 6dwt from 51 tons. The 

return from Masterton and Pitt's second crushing was 8dwt per ton, The first parcel gave 12;dwt, the assay of 

tailings being 1oz 8dwt 17gr. The reef is a strong body of about 3 feet. Splendid specimen stone is being raised from 

the 60 feet level at the Puzzle. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, August 4. PUBLIC 

AFFAIRS. The committee appointed to carry into effect the resolutions passed at the recent public meeting 

presented a statement of the result of their stewardship at a public meeting held in the mechanics' institute last night. 

The meeting was largely attended, and Mr W. W. Judd occupied the chair. The correspondence was read, and the 

satisfactory replies from Mr Foster elicited applause. The report of progress showed that communication with 

Bairnsdale with telephone and a money order office was promised; the plea for increased mail facilities and the 

question of police protection being under consideration, the latter having been referred to Inspector Mahony. 

Attention was drawn to the despatch and success of the movement, and a vote of thanks was passed to the 

committee, Messrs J. F. White, Ryan, Lee, Ayton, Wood and Judd, for their efforts.  

MINERS' AND PROGRESS ASSOCIATION. A general meeting of those interested in the revival of the miners' 

and progress association was held on the same evening. The chairman, Mr J, Clements, in opening the meeting, 

made a statement of the fruitful efforts of the body, which included the opening of several roads in the district. Mr 

A. L. S. Eyre was elected secretary and treasurer and Mr W, Strange vice-president. A committee was appointed, 

consisting of Messrs J. F. White, R. M. Lee, R. Clements, W. Pritchard, P. S. Ryan, R. Sweetman, W. Anderson, C. 

Clements, G. H. Ayton and W. Judd. The subscription was fixed at 4s per annum, and 30 members were en rolled. It 

was decided to hold a general meeting on Monday evening next to deal with several matters of public importance. A 

vote of thanks to the chairman brought a very successful meeting to a close.  



LATEST MINING NEWS. The erection of the Beehive battery is rapidly nearing completion, under the supervision 

of Mr Foster, and when crushing starts should give a further stimulus to mining here. The reef is 11ft wide at the 

220ft level, showing gold. The Sons of Freedom battery is now running again, the machinery having been renovated 

and fitted with new steam pipes. It is working on a large quantity of stone from the Beehive Extended. Good gold 

has been struck in the Briton. Wood's battery is engaged crushing a parcel of stone from the Defiance 

5 Aug 1897  

TRAGIC OCCGURRENCE IN BAIRNSDALE. A MINER BLOWS HIS FACE OFF. DETERMINED SUICIDE. 

A ghastly occurrence took place yesterday afternoon in Bairnsdale. A little after half-past two o'clock the sharp 

sound of an explosion alarmed the in. mates of the Imperial Hotel, near the Mitchell bridge, and Mrs. Williams, 

running in the direction from which the noise proceeded, was alarmed to see smoke issuing from the partly opened 

door of one of the outhouses. She cried out for help, and was joined by Miss White, who was in charge of the hotel--

Mrs. Lawrence, the licensee, being at present from home -went to the place, pushed open the door, and was horrified 

to find the floor covered with fresh blood stains. They were too much frightened to go further, and sent off a 

messenger hastily for the police. Constable Whitley promptly arrived, and on entering the room was confronted by a 

horrid spectacle. In one corner of the outhouse stood a bed-the only furniture of the place-and on the bed the body of 

a man was lying stretched on its back, one foot crossed upon the other, and the hands clasped on the pit of the 

stomach. The face was gone. Not a vestige of the features remained. Of the head only the top and back of the skull 

remained, and the scattered brains and blood on the floor and on the walls amply indicated what had happened. A 

very slight investigation showed that the man had suicided. In one of the pockets was found a fresh-cut piece of 

fuse, such as is used by miners for blasting, and lying on the dead man's chest, were two unused matches. The 

constable instantly-and no doubt correctly surmised that death had been caused by exploding a dynamite cap, or 

some blasting powder-the former more probably owing to the effects of the explosion and the smoke-which he had 

placed in his mouth. He had evidently lain down on the bed, coolly arranged his position-the bed clothes were found 

placed so as to partly prop him up on the bed-attached the fuse to the cap, placed the cap in his mouth, ignited the 

fuse, crossed his feet and his hands, and waited for the explosion. At present no reason for so determined a 

resolution to rid himself of existence had transpired, although the police have made as exhaustive enquiries as the 

time has permitted. His antecedents-or, at all events, his more recent antecedents-are fully known. He has been 

identified, by Mr Hamilton, of the Woollybutt mine, at Marthavale, as Joseph Lawrenson, a miner, who worked 

there as a wages man for some months. Coming there from the Mitta he was put on by the syndicate working the 

Woollybutt, who found him a skilled hand, a good worker and, generally speaking, a man of whom his mates and 

his employers were entitled to speak in favorable terms. Of his earlier life little is as yet known beyond the fact that 

he was not married, had no relatives, and was in the army for twelve years, serving, it is said, in the Zulu war in 

South Africa, in the campaign which followed the disaster when Cetewayos impia annihilated a column of British 

infantry. He had been paid his wages as usual on Thursday, and had come down by Bullumwaal, arriving at the 

Imperial Hotel on Saturday. He was expected back at the Woollybutt, and had, as a matter of fact, expressed his 

intention of returning to his work in a day or two. His movements since he arrived in Bairnsdale have been pretty 

clearly traced He had been drinking--"on a bit of a burst," as the phrase is-off and on, staying at the Imperial, and 

paying his way as he went. On Tuesday morning, about 10 o'clock, he went out and did not return till he was 

brought back by Mr Blyth about 10 o'clock at night, being then considerably under the influence of drink. Mr Blyth 

had come across him near his place on the other side of the Wy Yung bridge, He was lying near the river bank, and 

apprehensive that something might happen to him, Mr Blyth aroused him, and finding out where he was staying, 

good naturedly, to keep him out of the way of harm, saw him safely to the hotel, where he went to bed almost 

immediately after arriving. Mrs. Williams states that on the following morning, finding he was not coming to 

breakfast, she knocked at his bedroom door and asked him if he wanted any breakfast. He replied that he did not. At 

about half-past two o'clock she again knocked, and inquired if he was going to rise. He said he was. She then heard 

him get up and saw him go towards the outhouse. A few moments afterwards came the explosion and the horrible 

discovery described above. An inquiry into the circumstances will be held. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, August 11. On Monday 

evening last a general meeting of the Bullumwaal Progress Association was held in the mechanics' institute, to deal 

with several matters left over from last week's meeting. The vice- president, Mr W. Strange, occupied the chair. 



After some preliminary business concerning the amount of subscription for membership, the motion of Messrs J. F. 

White and W. Pritchard was carried "That the Minister of Mines be apprised of the reformation of this body. It was 

decided that, in view of the distance of the schoolhouse from the township, the institute be used in future for polling 

booth purposes. An excerpt from an article appearing in the columns of your contemporary lately, referring to the 

public meeting held on the previous Monday, was read by the chairman. The statement that "the committee was 

called on  to give an account of their misdeeds" was referred to as misleading, and the secretary was instructed to 

write and have the statement corrected. The question of whether Bullumwaal should be proclaimed a township or 

not was discussed at length. The advantages and disadvantages of   rising to the dignity of a proclaimed township 

were forcibly pointed out, from the view of existing rights. The " boys" saw the humorous side of the questions, and 

got in at least one good joke during the discussion. It was pointed out that if the place were proclaimed a township 

there would be an end to Sunday football practice. Strange to say, this objection was not taken by the footballers 

present. It was a cricketer who urged this, though he concealed from the meeting that Sunday cricket here would be 

doomed also if the change was made. Delay was counseled by one speaker, who was of opinion that if the people 

waited a little longer till the rabbits came the place would be made a " burrow." Finally it was decided to remit the 

question to a public meeting of the ratepayers and the resident area holders, to be held on Monday night. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. - (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Wednesday, August 18, THE 

TOWNSHIP QUESTION. The movement for survey of the township was the subject of discussion at a meeting of 

ratepayers and residential area holders, held in the institute on Monday evening, 16th inst., this being the third public 

meeting convened for the same object. A section of residents are making strenuous efforts to prevent the resolution 

of the first meeting being put into effect, and, with this end of view, a motion was carried that the Government be 

petitioned to withhold site proclamation. It was claimed that the sales of land by auction would be a serious matter 

for a number of residents who would find it difficult to enter into competitive sale for their own holdings. No 

consideration or weight was attached to the fact that the holdings are on auriferous area, and that the Mines 

department would not sanction such sale. The urgent necessity of sanitary regulations was also looked upon as an 

argument unworthy of attention, The whole of the frontage to the road within the proposed township limits is now 

secured nearly so-and when the residential areas at the rear of these are occupied, which at the present rate of 

increasing settlement will soon eventuate, the survey of cross streets and by-ways must necessarily cause a great 

deal of inconvenience, for it is certain that a survey must come sooner or later. At present we are not compelled to 

make any provision for decency, and with a population rapidly increasing, we may look to the approaching summer 

to furnish us with an argument in the shape of an epidemic of disease. There was a deal of discussion indulged in, 

some of the speakers on both sides setting forth the arguments very clearly. One unruly orator concluded an 

irrelevant and unintelligible harangue by asking the chairman to " intercede into the by-laws of Ballarat-that they 

would verify according to the regulations, as they were half per cent  different." It is rumored that the speaker is an 

ex-mayor of Fitzroy, and also that the chairman still wears a wet towel round his bead as a result of the 

problematical utterance. A heated discussion took place with reference to voting on the matter, the miners asserting 

their right to have a voice, but as the meeting was called for ratepayers and area holders, the chairman ruled that they 

only were entitled to be consulted and decide. Mr W. E. Strange, as chairman, con ducted the meeting in a very 

impartial and creditable manner.  

MR. RYAN'S CANDIDATURE. On Tuesday, 17th inst., Mr P.S. Ryan addressed the ratepayers in the institute as a 

candidate for municipal honors in the forthcoming contest for the vacant seat in the east riding. In a very concise and 

masterly speech he presented his views, referring to the urgent importance of properly handling the matter of roads, 

bridges and culverts. Very little money has been expended in this portion of the riding, and with the return of an 

independent candidate like Mr Ryan such an injustice should be rectified. A thorough and successful canvas has 

been made of this district on his behalf.  

THE MECHANICS' INSTITUTE. Last night an entertainment was given in the institute in aid of the funds of the 

building. The extra seating accommodation was much appreciated. The hall now boasts a stage and proscenium, and 

is a creditable building. Among the per formers were a number of old favorites; but the management had unearthed 

several new artists of the first talent. The chief attraction was Mr F. Minter, a very clever ventriloquist, banjoist and 

comedian. His ventsiloquial " turn," with wooden figures, showed his remarkable powers to advantage, and kept the 

audience in a simmer of laughter throughout, whilst his negro songs and banjo business provoked roars of fun. A 

feature of the show was a sketch, " The Mesmerist," in which Messrs Ayton, Phelan and Minter filled their 

respective parts with humor. Miss Shield sang " Little Mog and Me " very tastefully; Mr Wilson, " The Romany 

Rye"; Mr Minter, "Absent Minded"; Mr Ayton, " Swanny River," and in response to a pronounced encore gave a 

pleasing rendering of " Annie Laurie "; Mr Leigh, recitation; Master Eyre sang " The Flower Girl "; Miss Ayton" 

She Wore a Wreath of Roses " ; Mr Boulton, "East -and West" and "Out on a Jubilee." Miss Ruby Wood's pretty 



little recitation, " Flo's Letter," was splendidly rendered and well received. Miss Goding sang, and Mr J. O'Connor 

gave a cornet solo, his effort showing his accomplishment as an instrumentalist.   Mr R. B. Ward acted as 

accompanist, and the success of the musical numbers was in no small degree due to his skill. "The Madhouse," a 

laughable force, in which Mr Minter made a hit as the black servant, brought a very enjoyable evening's 

entertainment to a close.  

MINING. The Beehive Extended has cleaned up 41oz 6dwt smelted gold from 90 tons of stone. The ore was of the 

bulk sample, and not picked stuff, and as soon as the roads will permit, carting and crushing will be resumed. Messrs 

Evans and Little are on good gold in their claim, and have a nice reef. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, August 25. Mining 

matters are steadily showing ascendancy, and encouraging reports are heard on all sides. The Beehive battery is 

nearing completion, and whispers are heard of a big formal opening shortly. The Sons of Freedom battery is 

engaged on a parcel of stone from Messrs Curtis and Waite's new find. Splendid specimens from the 100 feet level 

at the Beehive Extended were on view last week, and the reef is looking well in the other levels. On the Jackie's 

Dream another shaft is being sunk to further exploit this rich mine. A new discovery within half a mile of the town is 

reported, Mr Watkins being the finder. Sensationally rich stone is being raised at the Defiance, and the result of the 

next crushing will probably eclipse anything we have had yet. Messrs Fogarty and party are still on good gold at the 

Puzzle.  

THE FORESTERS. On Tuesday evening, 24th inst., the opening of the local branch of the Ancient order of 

Foresters took place in the institute. Messrs E. Ward-Coghlan, P.D.C.R., T. Dean, Court of Bairnsdale, and several 

officers and members travelled out from Bairnsdale to assist at the function. Fourteen members were initiated, and 

the election of office bearers resulted as follows :-Mr P. S. Ryan, Chief Ranger ; Mr A. E. White, sub C.R.; Mr J. F. 

White, secretary; Mr C. H. Robbins, treasurer; Mr H. Cope, S.W.; Mr W. Hardwidge, J.W.; Mr W. H. Hardy, S.B.; 

Mr J. Purtle, J.B. After the installation Bro. Coghlan addressed the officers and members on their duties, and Bro. 

Ryan thanked the visiting members for their assistance, and made a suitable response to the charge of the P.D.C.R. 

THE BULLUMWAAL BAND. Our brass band is making wonderful progress under the capable tuition of Mr J. F. 

White, and we are looking forward to the assistance of the members at our public fetes.  

SAD DROWNING PATALITY. On Tuesday a little girl named Alice Vickers, aged 2½ years, daughter of Mr 

Herbert. Vickers, carpenter, was playing with her twin brothers, when she fell into a waterhole. The boys gave the 

alarm to their mother, but brought her to the wrong hole. She jumped into the water, which was up to her neck, and 

made fruit less endeavors to find the body. Mean time the little girl was found by a neighbor in another hole dead, 

face downwards, in a few inches of water. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, Sept. 1. OBITUARY. 

Many of your- readers will regret to hear of the death of Mr Bert Clements, which took place on Tuesday night, after 

a brief and painful illness. The deceased was very highly respected and popular, and deep and sincere sympathy is 

felt with his family in their bereavement. 

 FOOTBALL. The football match against Bairnsdale, which should have been played here tomorrow, has been 

postponed out of respect to the relatives of Mr Bert Clements. AN  

OUTRAGE. High as our moral standard is, we do not enjoy an absolute immunity from a contemptible and 

cowardly element, and this is rendered the more regrettable by the fact that it is only apparent when some vicious 

action is sprung on us. During the past week some unscrupulous miscreant " dosed " the quartz dumps at the Briton 

mine with finely-rasped lead, and although there were five different heaps, they were all similarly treated, altogether 

12 tons of valuable stone being seriously damaged. Fortunately the attempt was discovered by the management 

before the stone was treated, otherwise a serious loss would have been sustained, and even now the stuff may have 

to be sent away for treatment. The owners of this property have worked assiduously in developing the mine for the 

past twelve months, and by the action of this malicious dastard have nearly lost a large portion of the remuneration 

for their plucky enterprise. Truly a noble manner of venting spleen, when there are a number  of innocent 

contributing shareholders!  



  THE DEFIANCE. The sanguine reference made last week to the quality of the Defiance lode has been justified by 

the splendid crushing from that mine. Last week Mr Wood put through 21 tons of stuff for a return of 12oz 2dwt per 

ton. As the strike is looking as well as ever, and another crushing is in sight, we will continue to hear more of this 

excellent property, and having stuck to it through all its vagaries, Mr Wood's good fortune is richly deserved 

MINING. Messrs Curtis and Waite have cleaned up 9oz 15dwt of smelted gold from 8 tons of stone from their reef a 

mile south of the township. Mr R. M. Lee, manager of the Beehive Extended, has made a further discovery of good 

gold in the Sons of Freedom line in his property, and the company may pride itself on the possession of a reliable 

second string. Messrs Harvey and Sons' Perseverance, which recently turned out 65 tons for a return of 68oz, has 

given another good yield of 33oz from 18 tons. There is a large body of stone in the bottom, and this is one of the 

most promising mines on the field The reef opened by Mr W. Watkins   near the town is still showing good gold, 

and sinking is being pushed on. In the Champion a large lode is still being driven on. It shows gold, and the rich 

shoot worked on top is expected to be struck shortly. The Christmas, worked by Messrs White Brothers and 

Vaughan, has been purchased by a strong Melbourne company. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, September 11. Yesterday 

Captain Begellole, one of West Australia's "mining fathers," paid a visit to our town with the view of inspecting the 

mines. The captain will no, doubt, be satisfied with them, and his visit will mark an epoch in our history. On 

Tuesday Sir Charles Holled-Smith will visit us for the purpose of inspecting several mines. MINING NEWS. 

Messrs Fogarty and party have disposed of the Puzzle to a Melbourne company, who are proceeding to develop the 

property. On the La Mascotte the prospectors have struck the reef. The body is well defined and carries fair gold. 

This week the crushing from the Beehive Extended was completed, and the clean up resulted in 23oz of smelted 

gold from 72 tons, and a similar quantity of ore is at grass. Developments continue to prove the value of the stone at 

a depth and the south drive at the 100ft level, which is in 120ft, shows a fine body 20 inches wide, carrying gold. 

The north drive is being pushed on to cut the north shoot, which is expected in another 60ft. In the Sons of Freedom 

reef a winze is being sunk at the 45ft level on good gold and a nice body of stone, a trial crushing from which will 

be put through next week. A parcel of 10 tons from the Briton was crushed at the Sons of Freedom battery and 

yielded 6oz 18dwt. This was the stone that was "dosed" with lead, and as the reef is looking well in the bottom, the 

mine should shortly begin to give good returns. The Beehive battery was opened today with eclat. Everything is 

running smoothly, and as a large quantity of stone is waiting crushing, this valuable property will soon be paying 

dividends. 

 

16 Sept 1897 BAIRNSDALE SUPREME COURT. WEDNESAY, 15TH SEPTEMBER. Before His Honor Mr 

Justice A'Beckett.) THE BULLUMWAAL ASSAULT CASE. James Fogarty was put on his trial for rape upon Rose 

Evans, at Bullumwaal. on the 15th July last. Mr Garner prosecuted. Ar Kirkpatrick appeared for the defence. The 

following jury was sworn :-Wm. Rooney, James Tohin, Geo. Barnes, David Uellins, Edwin J. Findley, Gee. 

Waddell, R C. McKnight, Wm. R. Lidston, John Dwyer. Joseph Chandler, James Boyd, Lamca Stewart (foreman). 

Mr Gurner stated the case for the prosecution. At the end of a twenty-five minutes' statement, during which nearly 

let whole of the depositions by the Crown witnesses were read, counsel was proceeding to comment upon the case, 

when his Honor interrupted and said he did not think it was necessary to refer in further detail to that part of it. Mr 

Gurner then proceeded beyond that point to elaborate the evidence and comment upon it Wm. Henry Sherrard 

proved a plan which he had prepared of the scene of the occurrence. It was 580 yards from Fogarty's hut to the log, 

and about 530 yards from Griffiths' hut to the log. Rose Evans, examined by Mr Gurner, said she was the wife of 

Rd. Evans and lived with him at Bullumwaal. Had known the prisoner-whose hut was a couple of yards from hers-

about three months. On the 15th July, Thursday, her husband had gone to Bairnsdale, and the prisoner came and 

asked her if she would have a drop of beer, and would she go over to the claim, She said, "Very well," just to get rid 

of him. Subsequently he came again-after he had knocked off work-and asked her why she had not come. She had 

got 6d worth of beer and gave him some. He went away, but came back and asked her if she would come and get a 

share of a bottle of beer which he had. She said she did not want it, She did not go. Later, about 7 o'clock, she was 

going to Mr Griffiths' hut, when she met prisoner and he said she might as well have the beer- that it was just here. 

She said, "Oh, very well," and he told her that she looked like a ghost in her white apron, which she should take off. 

This she did and they went some yards up the old road. they went two or three yards into the timber, where he had 

the beer and brought it. She drank a cup of the beer. Then he drank one, and she had -another half cup, and he the 

rest. Then he assaulted her. He tore her skirt. -Afterwards he asked her not to tell her husband, but she said she 



would tell him, and did so when he came home from Bairnsdale, about half-past 12 o'clock that night. Cross-

examined by Mr Kirkpatrick: Had been on friendly terms with accused, but was never in his hut with him. The only 

time when they were in her hut alone was on the occasion when, before the assault, he came in and gave her the 

drink of beer. Had never drank beer with him before except "in company." His Honor: How often in company ? 

Witness: I suppose nine or ten times. To Mr Kirkpatrick: She had got a quart bottle of beer for herself, walking a 

mile to Waite's for it, on that day when her husband was away. It was on a moonlight night the assault was 

committed. It was not to prevent people from seeing them that she took off her apron- it was simply because he 

asked her. She did not scream while he was assaulting her-she could not scream, being too exhausted. She was on 

good terms with her husband, but he had assaulted her once. It was not true that Thomson had seen accused and her 

alone together, and she had not arranged to go to Melbourne with him. had never been drunk, no matter what any 

witnesses said. Had not been intimate with Fogarty previously. Have you ever asked the prisoner for his photo.?-

(Laughter)-No, sir. Richard Evans, miner, husband of last witness, deposed that he had known the prisoner about 12 

months. On the night when he came back his wife's hair was disarranged and her clothing torn. She said, " I hate that 

Fogarty, next door," and then told him what had happened. Next day he wrote to Sergeant Mullany. Fogarty used 

very bad language about it. Cross-examined: Had been convicted for taking a bundle of straw, and sentenced to a 

week's imprisonment. Had struck his wife once, but it was not about a man. His wife liked a drink, but not to excess, 

and sometimes used bad language. Frank Thompson, miner, mate of the accused, deposed that the prisoner left his 

hut about 7 o'clock on the night of the assault, and came back about an hour later. He was then sober. On the 

following day told him Evans was having some words with his wife about being out with him, and he showed him 

the log where they had a bottle of beer together, and said to witness and Evans, " She is a little cow to round on me." 

To Mr Kirkpatrick : Had seen prisoner and Mrs. Evans alone together with the door shut, both in her hut and his. On 

one occasion had to pull him out of the hut to go to work. Had also seen them drinking together. On one occasion 

heard Evans say to his wife, "You have been writing to your b - fancy man," and she replied, " He is a better b- man 

than you are." Mr Garner: Were they having a quarrel then ?-Yes; they generally have a bit of a row now and again. 

Have you always found her a respectable woman ?-Yes, and always treated her as such. Cuthbert Conrad Griffiths, 

Bullumwaal, deposed that he was in Fogarty's but on the night of the 15th July playing cards. Fogarty came in 

before 9 o'clock. Subsequently he told him about having gone into the bush with Mrs. Evans. To Mr Kirkpatrick : 

He drank beer with Mrs. Evans. The latter had a conversation with him about his evidence and said she would rather 

he did not say anything about the beer. Had seen them alone together in Fogarty's hut. Constable Ryan deposed that 

Fogarty met him near Bullumwaal and he told him that he had been intimate for months with Mrs. Evans, and that 

there was nothing in the case. Cuthbert Robert Blackett, Government analyst, having been examined, Sergeant 

Mullany deposed that prisoner had also informed him that he had been intimate with Mrs. Evans. This closed the 

case for the prosecution. Mr Kirkpatrick commented on the discrepancies in Mrs. Evans's evidence, and urged that a 

woman so given to drink, as was proved she was, had no more purity or morality than the dog in the street. He 

would prove that it was the man in the dock who was the injured party. Accused gave evidence and said he had, 

once four months ago, drunk beer with Mrs. Evans nearly every day. On that evening she asked him to have a 

cigarette, and they drank a quart bottle of beer together. They went to the log, where she waited while he went about 

200 yards to where the beer was. She was a consenting party and offered no resistance. There had been immoral 

relations between them previously. Had seen her drunk, both in his hut and hers. On one occasion she was so bad 

that he had to lift her off the floor and put her on the bed. Had given her 1s id to buy a brooch. He mentioned two 

dates upon which they had immoral relations. His Honor : You mentioned two dates upon which there were immoral 

relations between you? Accused: Yes, your Honor. One of these was in June ---Yes, You remembered the dates?- I 

did. How were you able to do that ?-Because I keep a book-I think Mr Kirkpatrick knows about it. Mr Kirkpatrick : 

Answer His Honor. His .Honor: Do you say that you entered these things in a book-put them in a book ?-Yes. Why 

did you do that ?-Because there are others as well as her I have to make entries against. 

Because it is a system I follow out. Why ?-I do it, I suppose, because you can refer to it and think it over. These 

entries ?-Yes. Did you enter these dates ?-I did. That first date in June ?-Yes. When did you enter it?-When I came 

home. And it was only upon those three occasions which you have mentioned it. Yes, That is all. Then why did you 

say to the constable that it had been going on for four months -you did say that ?-Yes,. Why did you tell that lie ?-I 

do not say it is a lie. Why did you tell the lie ? The occasion was on the 26th June. You said four months. Is that all 

the explanation you have to give? -You blast this woman's character, and that is your explanation of the lie?--We 

have been continually drinking together, At all events that is your explanation of this he that you were intimate with 

her in that way for four months previously? -That is all. As a man, you are particeps crinmitis, but as a man, do you 

think it is a manly or honest thing to say of a woman ?-No, I do not think so. Very well. That will do. Wm. Henry, 

miner, deposed that he had seen Mrs. Evans in Fogarty's but on several occasions. Once he saw her drunk, and he 



had to assist her to get into her own house. Fogarty was there at the time. John M'Ewan, living in the same but as 

accused, also deposed that he had seen them together on several occasions. Heard husband and wife quarrelling, 

when she used very bad language. Wm. Moxom, carpenter, said that he had seen Mrs. Evan drunk. Thomas 

Handley, jun., deposed that he had seen accused and Mrs. Evans together alone, lots of times, and had gone to 

Waite's Hotel to get beer for them. One day he went for beer eight times, and he saw her drink off the beer every 

time. Dick Evans had spoken to him about the case, and told him he was a fool to go on Jim's side--that he was only 

" kidding him up." 

Mr Kirkpatrick, speaking to it, argued that the jury could not believe the word of a woman who had lied so much in 

court on the subject of drink. She was a woman who went alone, at night, into the bush with a man to get drink. And 

a woman who did that would stop at nothing. His Honor, summing up, said a jury might conclude in a case of this 

kind that if it was a rape it was one with mitigating circumstances ; these circumstances being that the woman had 

gone with the man into the bush, and had been drinking with him. The jury must have a strong opinion in favor of 

the probability of the woman's story. The question was whether the probability was strong enough to justify his 

conviction. the reason they must have that opinion was because the man was a perjured ruffian, and that so far as the 

woman was concerned there was an absence of any reason why she and her husband should trump up a false charge. 

All the circumstances as disclosed in the evidence was against it. Here was the case of a man helping a woman who 

was fond of drink to get drink. It was not pretended that the woman had been detected, the suspicion of the husband 

did not appear to have been aroused, so that there was no cause for an interruption of the adulterous relationship, if 

such existed as the defence suggested. According to his own statement the accused was a most contemptible fellow-

a liar destroying the character of a women he had had an intimacy with-a man to be looked upon with contempt by 

every person with a shadow of manly feeling-who taunts the woman's husband with a he who was, in fact, according 

to his own account of himself, a contemptible, lying fellow, one who deserved the scorn of any man who had any 

respect for proper feeling. So that he was a man who, upon his own statement, would not hesitate to perjure himself 

in order to get out of the consequences of his own action. But, his Honor warned them they must not act upon a mere 

probability, but bear in mind that the woman had denied what appeared to be the fact, that she was fond of drink, 

and had been drunk, and had, on more occasions than she admitted, taken drink from the prisoner. He directed their 

attention, however, to the fact that the accused had started the very next day to make evidence for himself by talking 

about what he said had taken place. The jury retired at a quarter past 3 o'clock, and were locked up for six hours. At 

a quarter past 9 o'clock, His Honor sat, and the jury were called in, and in reply to the usual question said they were 

not able to agree to a verdict. They were accordingly discharged, Mr Gurner: I presume your Honor won't be 

desirous that the prisoner should be tried again at the present sitting ? His Honor: It is not usual. Mr Gurner: He can 

be sent to the next Supreme Court sittings at Sale on the 14th December His Honor: Very well, 

The question of bail was then discussed, Mr Gurner saying that the present bail of one surety of £100 and the 

prisoner's own of £100 was, considering the gravity of the charge, a small amount, but his Honor stating that 

provided it was security which the Crown would certainly be able to recover upon, he would consider it sufficient. 

Mr Gurner said that the prisoner had now no stake in the country-no permanent property. Mr Kirkpatrick said the 

same security could be given-that of Mr Frank Thompson, one of the witnesses for the Crown. Mr Thompson was 

then called, but did not answer. His Honor said he would deal with the question of ball in the morning, accused 

meanwhile remaining in custody. 

18 Sept 1897 THE GOLD STEALING CASE. George Eames was indicted for stealing gold bearing quartz from the 

Beehive mine, Bullumwaal. Mr Garner prosecuted. Mr Commins defended. The following jury was sworn:-S. 

Tarrant, H. Dwyer, Wm. Rooney, James Boyd, W. C. Cox, George Waddell, R. H. Foard, J. M'Murtrie, D. 

Robertson, James Tobin, Frank Adams, G. Barnes. Wm. H. Sherrard proved a copy of a plan of the Beehive mina 

and its surroundings. James J. Mullen, examined by Mr Gurner, said he was at present manager of the mine and 

produced plans of the workings. Some of the stone in the mine would perhaps go 20oz to the ton. Wm 

Hollingsworth, carter, Lucknow, deposed that he had been employed at the Beehive mine as braceman on the whip 

from about last Christmas to April. Prisoner was underground boss or manager. About the 14th of March he had a 

conversation with him on the brace about his screw. A man named Sawyers and others were present, and could hear. 

Prisoner said his screw was very small, that he was only getting five shillings a week more than a common miner, 

but that by picking out stone and dollying he could get £20. Witness asked him how he would manage that, for there 

appeared to be a great deal of it going on in all the gullies around Bullumwaal, particularly on Sundays, and prisoner 

said he could pull up a couple of boards from the floor of the hut and that would deaden the sound. On several other 



occasions previously there was a similar conversation. On the 15th April, late at night, he saw the prisoner. About 10 

o'clock he had been having some tea when his dogs cattle dog--barked, and on looking out he saw the prisoner 

passing towards the mine. Followed him up quarter of an hour later and stayed behind a tree near the main shaft for 

nearly an hour. Then he saw him raise himself half out of the shaft. He put a bag on the brace, got up and lit his pipe. 

A man could get up and down the shaft because he believed the ladders were there at the time. Or he could go down 

Blyth's shaft. Then he picked up the bag and walked away, witness being some yards distant from him and the night 

clear, though not moon light. He went over the creek by a log, not by the bridge, and placed the bag on the log, 

about 40 yards from the creek. Witness crossed the bridge and went home, which he reached about one o'clock. The 

dog, which would not follow anyone else, went with him. When he was having some tea his dog rushed out and he 

heard Eames say, "Get out of that, you are like your master," Went out and saw him and two others coming down 

from the mine, Eames having a gun, and one of the other three men a small rifle." One of them had a little black 

mare which witness had sold to a man named Davis about a fortnight before. On the pony there were two bags 

which were like Beehive bags, and which, from the look of the pony, must have been heavy, and which must have 

contained quartz, for he heard them rattle. Witness went to the Chinaman's paddock and he saw them going up the 

new Omeo road. Followed them about a mile to Muntz's Gully, which they went up about 400 yards to a place 

which he knew to be an old dollying place. Then he turned back and went home. A few days later he went up the 

gully and found three dollys there and dishes and a lot of quartz-about 1 cwt -strewn about the bush. Was able to 

identify some of that as Beehive quartz, in which there is a great deal of mineral, and which is different from that of 

any other reefs he had seen about there. Eames had been living in the but he was then in perhaps a couple of months 

before Christmas. Before that a Mrs. White lived in the room Eames occupied. Had heard the sounds of dollying 

coming from the direction of Eames' house. Cross-examined by Mr Commins: Did not mention about Sawyers in the 

police court. Why ?-I kept that to myself. I was not asked for it. You knew that it was important?- was not asked. Is 

that your reason ?-Yes. Did you not think it a very insulting proposal ?--It did not insult me a bit. Witness said he 

did not tell the then manager because previous to February he told him a good deal and he did not wish to hear it. 

Had a quarrel with Eames. Had said that as soon as Eames put his head out of the shaft he would knock him down--

it would have been a dangerous thing to do, but he could not help it. On the Sunday following the quarrel he went to 

Mr Sheppard at her request, who said " you call him a thief and a gold robber, and other things which he does not 

deserve, and witness told Sheppard that he could prove what he said was true. Sheppard did not inquire into an 

accusaion which he had made against Eames, and then tell him that Eames had done what was quite right. He 

followed Eames in the way he described in consequence of if Sheppard having instructed him to catch Eames. He 

knew he had gone to he tmine because he put his dog on him, and that was the reason why he (witness) did not go 

up sooner. He know he was down the shaft. Did not sing out to him when he was going away with the quartz, 

because he did not know whether he had his tilt, with him or not, and he had made such threats. John Purcell, miner, 

who had been employed at the Beehive, knew Eames and the then alls, also employed at the mine. Saw Cames about 

14th or 15th April about 12 or 1 o'clock at his house, witness only knocking off work at 12 o'clock. Saw a light 

where they crossed the creek on a log. Followed the light up, and saw Eames at the mine where quartz was stacked. 

Saw him take a bag of quartz away from there, carry it down the hill, lay it on a log near the creek, and go away 

Then the three Chenalls came down carrying a bag each, which they put on a horse. Saw a dog on the track about the 

same time as the Chenalls came down. It was Hollingsworth's dog. The horse had been Hollingsworth's. When the 

bags were on the horse the three men, end a fourth, whom he did not know, started off in the direction of 

Bullumwaal, and he saw them no more. The stone handed to witness was Beehive quartz from the 160ft level, some 

other he thought was from the 60ft level. 

Cross-examined. had no conversation with Mr Sheppard after Eames had been dismissed about the Chenalls robbing 

the mine. Had passed valueless cheques, but honored them afterwards. Did not give Mrs. Suey Chong a cheque for 

£5 and obtain £4 change. Had been at her place on several occasions, but was not in the habit of hanging about there. 

Wm. Hollingsworth, recalled, said the attempted to report about Enmes taking away the quartz to Mr Sheppard in 

the presence of Mr Murray Jones, but Sheppard told him to go about his work. Witness then threw up his billet, and 

after wards sent word to the directors through another person. Charles Wiseman, miner, knew Muntz's Gully. Saw 

one of the Chenalls three days before Easter dollying quartz there. Often slept in Hollingsworth's, and had heard the 

sound of dollying at night come from the direction of Eames' house. An hour or so after Eames gave up his house he 

entered it and saw three boards which had been lifted, and there was the mark of a mortar and some remains of 

quartz crushings, which he picked up, and which were now produced in court. He gave it to Mr Watt last May. 

Cross-examined : Had heard no sounds of dollying since Easter-it was in March he heard it. nt. r. uory deposed that 

he knew the Beehive stone. Found some quartz in Muntz's Gully which he gave to Mr Walt, and which he now saw 

produced. Some other quartz-half a sugar bag full which he also found there he sold for 10s. To Mr Cummins: Any 



miner could dolly there, .but as there were no reefs about there being worked he did not see why they should take it 

there to dolly. Thomas Porter, miner, now living at Broken Hill, lived at Bullumwaal in November last. Fames went 

into the house when he left-he sold it to him. There were no loose boards in the house when he was there, and he had 

done no dollying in the house, only outside three or four yards away. To Mr Commins: A prospector named Lee 

occupied the house with him, and he did not know what Lee was doing there whilst he was away at the Beehive, 

where he worked. Alfred Sawyer, miner, Bullumwaal, heard a conversation between Hollingsworth and Eames 

about dollying, sometime after Christmas. Eames said by taking up the boards and putting a rag round the pestle 

your next door neighbor could not hear you. To Mr Commins: Eames said you could make £20 by it-on another 

occasion he thought. Charles Watt, private detective, took a piece of stone (produced) from the dump in the Beehive 

paddock. Another sample of quartz produced lie got from Cory, and one from Wiseman, which he found in Eames' 

hut. In his opinion these quartz were the same-they had the same characteristics, which were not possessed by any 

reef that was on gold at the time he was at Bullumwaal. At Muntz's Gully he found three places where there had 

been dollying. To Mr Commins: Had been knocking about amongst quarlz, off and on, for the last 20 years. Purcell 

had not been assisting him to work up the case against the prisoner, but ioe had been sent at his suggestion to get 

certain information. What are you being paid? Does it depend upon the result of the trial what your remuneration 

will be ?-No; I get a fixed payment per day. There are no contingencies ?-There may be. They only guarantee me a 

certain amount. There may have been an arrangement with Superintendent Brown, but there has been none with me. 

Did you try to get a man named Grimshaw at a witness against Eames ?-No; against another person. That will be 

heard of later. Did you offer him a reward for giving evidence in any case ?-Yes, in that case which I refer to. John 

Buckley, mining registrar, proved that prisoner had been registered as proprietor of a residence area at Bullumwaal. 

To Mr Commins: The Chenalls paid him for the use of the recreation hall for a concert on the 15th April, and he 

believed they gave a concert there on that night, The court adjourned at 6 o'clock until 8 o'clock. On the court 

resuming at 8 o'clock in the evening, Mr Commins asked if the case for the Crown had been closed? His Honor 

having replied in the affirmative, Mr Commins asked permission to recall two witnesses, Chas. Watt and John 

Purcell. His Honor offered no objection, provided a general cross-examination were not gone into. Chas. Watt, 

recalled, said it was untrue that he wants to get any reward from the directors of the Beehive company in regard to 

this case. The letter in the por sessions of Grimhalon, referred to by Mr Commins, did not refer to this case. His 

Honor, to whom the letter had been handed for perusal, said it was dated Bullumwaal, 4th June, 1897. It was from 

witness to Grimshaw, and stated that any information he might give would be kept secret, and any reward received 

would be shared equally with Grimshaw, in a conviction being obtained. Watt swears this letter has nothing to do 

with his case. John Purcell, recalled, said he rememmered the conversation at Eames's house, then the accused and 

the accused's wife were present. He did not say on that occasion " though Hollingsworth would swear Eames was 

the fourth man he was going to swear he was not there." Mr Commins, after opening the case for the defence, called 

Geo. Eames, the accused, who deposed that he had been a miner for 23 years, principally at Bendigo. He had held 

the position of mining manager. He had never been dismissed previously. His Honor interrupted. Evidence of 

character was inadmissible from the accused. It was quite beside the question. Witness, continuing, said he was 

underground manager at the Beehive Company. His duty as such was to see that the stone taken out or sent away for 

crushing would not go less than 5oz to the ton. Mr Sheppard, the manager, was occasionally at Bairnsdale, 

superintending the crushing at the school of mines. On those occasions witness sometimes took stone to his own 

house-large specimens-and sometimes he would send it direct to Bairnsdale. The stone was pulled up from the mine 

by means of a horse whim, and then stacked on the surface. The shaft was 6 x 3, centered into two compartments. 

One-half was used for hauling, and the other half for ladders, The ladders were 12ft long. At the beginning of each 

ladder there was a manhole 15 inches in diameter. It would not be possible for a man to get through any of these 

man holes with a 75lb bag of quartz. He heard what Hollingsworth swore about dollying, and what Sawyer stated, 

that he (witness) had said he could make £20 a week out of the mine. Possibly the statement about dollying was 

made in a conversation in reference to a previous robberies elsewhere. But Sawyers's statement was false. He spoke 

sharply to Hollingsworth on one occasion, and Mir Sheppard, who was present, interfered, After that Hollingsworth 

was not at all times civil to him. The Coenall brothers (James, Elijah and Sam), who commenced to work on the 

mine on the 1lst March, were not 'steady men, and James and Elijah were dismissed by him on the 7th April. Sam 

did not come to work on the 15ths April, and was also dismissed by witness, as well as his mate Brown. Witness 

was in bed at 8 o'clock on the night of the alleged quartz stealing. He denied being concerned inany way with the 

alleged robbery. He was replaced at the mine early in Juue by a man who was sent by the directors to take his place. 

He was not aware that the flooring boards of his house were loose at any time. He denied ever having a dolly in his 

house. He remembered Purcell coming to his house shortly before the case in the lower court was heard, and saying 

to his wife " Don't be afraid. Though Hollingsworth is going to swear George was there, I am going to swear he was 

not." Cross-examined: He did not think a man could raise 75lb of quartz through the manhole by fastening a piece of 



wire rope round the bag. There were only two levels in the mine-the 100hf and the 160f. There were 150 tons of 

gold bearing quartz on the surface ; some of it was in bags. He denied ever having quarreled with Sawyer, but he did 

not regard him or Purcell as friends. Re-examined : There was nothing of a distinctive nature about the Beehive 

stone. Ruth Eames, wife of the accused, deposed that on the nights of the 14th and 15th April her husband was at 

home in bed. Dollying was never carried on in their house. When the case in the petty sessions was pending Purcell 

came to their place and said, " Hollingsworth is going to swear that Mr Eames was the fourth man. I am going to 

swear he was not there." He further said," Eames is innocent." That conversation might have taken place in May. It 

was before the police court case. Hollingsworth never spoke to her about the way her husband was carrying on. In 

reply to his Honor witness said Purcell, in the conversation referred to, spoke of her husband as Mr Eames, and not 

by iris Christian name, though on previous occasions le had called her husband George. Wm. John Pritchard, a 

storekeeper at Bullumwaal, said the accused, on one occasion, gave him a specimen, a small block of quartz, to 

bring to Bairnsdale, to deliver to Mr Sheppard. Thomas Sheppard, a mining manager, deposed that in the early part 

of the year he was manager for the Beehive Company at Bullumwaal. He lived at Bullumwaal during that time, 

except when stone was being crushed at the school of mines. On those occasions he stopped at Bairnsdale. The 

accused was underground manager at the mine, and held a position of trust, being entrusted with the payment of 

large sums of money for wages and having the power to dismiss men. Hollingsworth reported to him one day that 60 

bags of quarts had disappeared from the brace. "Eames," he said, has a share in the Deptford mine and those fellows 

have taken it." Witness would not believe him, but promised to speak to Eames about the matter. He did so, and 

Eames told him the 60 bags referred to had been taken down below. This proved to be the case. But to satisfy 

himself that everything was all right witness had the company's bags counted and they were all properly accounted 

for. Eames and Hollingsworth had a disagreement at this time over this matter. Hollingsworth had also complained 

to him that the accused was too much about the smithy, pounding up golden stone. Witness replied that that was 

Eames's duty, as the stone had to be tried as it came out. Hollingsworth gave Murray Jones nine questions in writing, 

and witness reprimanded him for this. Witness described the shaft in the same way as the accused did. He 

considered it to be next to impossible for a man to take up with him through the manhole 75lb of quartz. Purcell told 

him on one occasion that he had nothing to say against Eames--only against the Chenalls. That was, about the time 

Eames was arrested. Cross-examined : His connection with the Beehive mine terminated about three months after 

Easter. The suggestion to retire came from the directors, He told Hollingsworth on one occasion not to make 

complaints unless he could state facts. He could not remember whether the Chenalls were dismissed at the one time 

or at different times. When the detective was sent up to the mine he was told to keep Purcell's time on. In reply to his 

Honor he said the proceedings for robbery were commenced while he was manager for the company, He did not 

know where the Chenalls were, nor how it was they were not in the dock. The court was then adjourned till 10 

o'clock next morning. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, September 21. There is 

quite a stir in mining here, and our prospects are very bright. The Defiance, from which such splendid returns have 

been obtained, has been sold to Melbourne investors for a very satisfactory figure, and all the available adjacent 

ground has been secured. The Christmas, recently acquired by a Melbourne company, has started operations, with 

Mr Muller, the popular manager of the Beehive, at its head. The tunnel, already in 350 feet, is to be continued 

another 100 feet, Mr J. Davis having the contract. Several rich shoots have been cut in the tunnel, and the extension 

will doubtless prove the richness of the reef at a still greater depth. The Sons of Freedom, which has been shut down 

for a long time, is to be opened again and systematically worked. Good gold has been taken from this property, and 

already the battery has been crushing stone from the mine, the return from which has not yet been made public. It is 

stated, however, that it is payable. From the Sons of Freedom reef, which also traverses the Beehive Extended lease 

a trial parcel of 10 tons of stone is being treated. Messrs Rowe and Sons have cleaned up 13½ ounces of gold from 

14 tons of stone from their property near Bernard's Creek. A lease has been acquired by outside speculators between 

the Beehive and the Beehive Extended. The property is known as the Beehive Central. Mr Walford, manager of the 

Queen Bee, at Merrijig, passed through here last week with all the equipage to commence work on the mine. Good 

reports continue to come from Messrs Evans and Little's claim, on the Defiance line. THE COMING ELECTION. 

Mr Foster's local supporters are making every effort to ensure his return, and this week are holding a meeting to 

arrange a plan of campaign, as he has wired to them that his health has greatly improved and that as soon as the 

Premier has declared the Ministerial policy he will pay Bullumwaal a visit. A MONSTER BAZAAR. The 

committee of the mechanics' institute, in order to raise funds, are arranging a monster bazaar, of which the ladies of 



the district will have control. FOOTBALL. On Thursday next the Bairnsdale Band and Fire Brigade football team 

will visit us to try conclusions with our local men on the undulating recreation reserve. Further undulation will be 

facilitated in the evening, when they will be entertained at a smoke social, the boys not having forgotten the splendid 

treatment they received at the hands of the club in Bairnsdale. 

30 Sept 1897 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, Sept. 28. The 

trial crushing from the Sons of Freedom reef in the Beehive Extended ground gave a return of 5oz from 12 tons. The 

Woollybutt claim has just completed a crushing at the Sons of Freedom battery, the yield being equal to 16dwt per 

ton from 20 tons. Messrs White Bros. having disposed of the Christmas reef have acquired the Black Prince 

property, on the south end of the Defiance. This should be a valuable show with development. Prospecting 

operations are very active at present, owing to the sale of several properties, which have recently changed hands, and 

pegging is going on all round. All the old shows are taken up, and attention is being given to the reefs which have 

not been developed. Several new finds are reported at Merrijig and Sandy's Creek, where prospecting is very 

vigorous at present. 

2 Oct 1897  

BAIRNSDALE PETTY SESSIONS. 1st OCTOBER. (Before Mr C. G. Holmes, P.M.) A DISHONORED 

CHEQUE. BAD LANGUAGE AT BULLULIWAAL-A HEAVY PENALTY. Samuel Harding was summoned by 

Constable M'Closky for using obscene language at Bullumwaal on the 10th September. Complainant deposed that 

about nine o'clock on the date mentioned defendant was in a licensed room and used very gross language. He was 

drunk. There were 20 people in the billiard room. Mr Holmes : Drunkenness is no excuse for the use of such beastly 

filthy language. It must he stopped. You are fined £5, with 10s 6d costs. BREACH OF MINING BY-LAW. Geo. 

Dean v. Wm. Church, for breach of by-law No. 29, which prevents water being backed by one miner upon another 

claim. Mr Stuart for complainant, and .Mr Greene for defendant. Complainant deposed that on the 21st September 

defendant made him an offer of £50 to sell his claim on the Nicholson, which adjoined his. The name of the claim 

was the Carney's Point. Complainant's claim was the United Australian, and its flooding was caused by a dam that 

was made across the river upon defendant's claim. Water and silt was backed up 500 yards on his claim, which was 

thus rendered unworkable. Complainant served notices, dated 21st July, on defendant asking that the obstruction 

should be removed. Richard H. Jeffs, Peter Claxton, W. Hester, Walter Cann, Alex. Donaldson and Matthew 

Patterson, joint owners with the complainant in the United Australian claim, gave evidence in support of 

complainant's contention that the claim could no longer be worked owing to the action of the defendant in 

constructing a dam across the river, which backed up the water on to their claim. Mr Stuart had the information 

amended, making the date of the alleged offence on or about the 15th inst., instead of the 13th. Hector M'Kinnon, 

deputy mining registrar at Deptford, produced the register and gave formal evidence as to the registrations of the 

claims of the parties to the suit. This closed the case for the complainant. For the defence, Wm. Church deposed that 

the owner of the dam was Edward Morgan. Complainant's claim was a river claim and he had no tail race. There 

was a tall race-a very valuable one-for Morgan's claim. Had seen complainant's claim, from which the water ran to 

witness's claim as freely as to any other part of the river. The water was backed up on their claim-the dam being 250 

yards up in their claim. Their dam was an exact counterpart of Dean's dam. If the dam was cut away it would lower 

the water on Dean's, because it would give them the benefit of their work' for years. If Dean' people had a tail race it 

would make things right for them. Henry Bragan, part owner of the claim adjoining Dean's claim, said two to three 

feet of sludge went from Dean's to their claim. There was no backing of water on to Dean's claim. Walter Cook, co-

owner with defend ant, know plaintiffs claim. The want of a tail race had a lot to do with the water on that claim. 

There was a by wash in the river at the side of the dam. James Brown, a miner 40 years, and one of the syndicate, 

deposed that the want of a tail race on Dean's sent the silt upon their claim. Notwithstanding the dam being there the 

water was running at the rate of three miles an hour. Mr Holmes found that the offence had been committed. Being a 

test case he would make the fine the small one of £1, with costs, which would, ho supposed, be heavy, 

 

14 Oct 1897 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, October 11, 

PROGRESS The Bullumwaal Progress Association is a live affair, and with its zealous president, Mr J. Clements, 

and energetic committee is advancing our interests in every possible manner. Last week a general meeting was held 

for adopting rules, and appointing additional officers. Mr R. M. Lee was elected assistant secretary, and Mr R. 



Sweetman treasurer. In order to secure the management of the Government battery to be erected at Sandy's Creek by 

a resident of the district, the association decided to recommend the application of Mr W. Wright, who is an 

experienced and capable manager. Pursuant to a request by this body, the mechanics' institute has been declared the 

polling booth -instead of the distant- and unsuitable schoolhouse. Attention was directed to the necessity for the 

appointment of a local justice of the peace; but it was decided to shelve the matter. MINING. We are quietly and 

steadily on the ascendency. One or two new finds are reported, one, of which, on Burnett's Gully, is said to be very 

rich. Last week some peep-o'-day pegging was indulged in, the scene of operations being the Surprise lease. Latest 

advices state that the lease has not been forfeited. The inevitable Messrs White Brothers' Black Prince claim has 

been facetiously termed the "Ranjitsinghi," Mr C. Clements has just treated a parcel of stone for a return of 15dwt 

per ton. The crushing of Jimmy Blown has re turned an average of 3oz 9dwts for 5 tons. Messrs Watkins and 

Lowden have run through a parcel from their new show near the town. Ten tons were crushed for 15oz. More of the 

stone is in sight, and development is being pushed on. Messrs Evans and Little, who have assiduously worked their 

show on the Defiance line, have been rewarded in some measure for their labors. Their crushing of 30 tons yielded 

50 ounces. The clean up at the Beehive gave 150oz from 99 tons. The reef is still a consistent and large body. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, Oct. 20. At the Defiance 

operations are extending, and another large crushing is being run through. The stone is very rich, and it is expected 

that it will give even a better return than the recent one. (Yesterday, we learn, the result of the cleanup realised 

expectations, the yield of gold exceeding that obtained from previous crushing, which gave 13oz.) Messrs Agars, 

Neville and Pickering, of the Yahoo mine, have put through 45 tons of stone for 41¾oz. The property is looking 

well, and as the parcel was taken out in a very short time, the owners have a fine show, possessing, as they do, their 

own mill. Messrs Watkins, Robbins and Harding are putting through 12 tons of stone from the Jackie's Dream, at the 

Sons of Freedom battery. The bazaar scheme for raising funds to liquidate the debt on the institute having fallen 

through, a ball was held last week with the same object. The catering arrangements were successfully carried out by 

the committee of ladies in whose hands the fete had been left. Unfortunately the attendance of ladies was small, and 

an otherwise enjoyable entertainment was marred. CRICKET. Our cricketers are practising hard for the pennant 

series, and if zeal goes for anything, they deserve success. The team chosen to compete against Cunningham on 

Saturday, 23rd, consists of Ward, H. Waite, Cameron, Bourke, W. Hall, Harding, Mehluish, Moxom, Field, Minter, 

and Judd. 

21 Oct 1897  

MINING AT SANDY'S CREEK. The decision of the Government to erect a testing plant at Sandy's Creek may 

naturally be expected to give a great impetus to mining that district. Sandy's was known long ago as one of the best 

creeks in this part of Gippsland, and the rich alluvial patches which 30 years ago were worked with great profit, still, 

apparently, deserve a good deal more attention than they are at present receiving. Yesterday Mr William Websdale, 

store keeper, brought down about £100 worth of gold, which was disposed of at the Bairnsdale School of Mines, 

which proves that a decent living is to be picked up in a part of the country about which too little has been heard for 

a considerable time. The site for the battery on Sandy's Creek has been selected, and the machinery is understood to 

be on its way from Melbourne, so that in a comparatively short time it will be ready to test any results of the work of 

the prospectors who, in considerable numbers, are at work in the district. Since it was decided by the department to 

erect the battery, a number of prospectors have gone further north from Bullumwaal, and in view of the extensive 

alluvial deposits in the vicinity of the creek, it is natural to expect that before long we may expect to hear of the 

finding of some good reefs. The district is very much isolated, but the scattered community of Merrijig, Sandy's 

Creek, the Wentworth and Mitchelldale, are glad to have had a change which has recently been made in the mail 

service. It is a weekly mail, on Saturdays, both ways. Formerly the mailman went by Fernbank and Mitchelldale. 

The new route, however, is by Bullumwaal, from which the Friday mail from Bairnsdale is taken on, and in that way 

the service, so far as it goes, may be considered efficient. For both the mail and the battery the people are naturally 

much obliged to the Minister of Mines, who is accredited with the intention to do all that is his power to open up a 

district with regard to which he believes there is the likelihood of a prosperous future. 

 



26 Oct 1897  

OUR MOUNT TAYOR LETTER. (FRON OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, October 23. GENERAL. 

Owing to the recent election contests and consequent pressure on your space, I refrained from providing any mining 

items from this district: Had there been anything of special interest, or any important finds to report, then your 

readers would have been provided with full particulars, which, possibly, might prove more palatable than an 

overdose of politics. But I regret I have very little to report in the way of practical mining developments. A VISIT 

TO THE AURORA. The Aurora is the only mine here at present getting out quartz, consequently the local battery 

has very little to do. A parcel of about 30 tons from this mine has given further evidence of the consistent yield that 

has characterised the various crushings from it since its discovery, nearly three years ago. Through the courtesy of 

Mr A. Gibb, one of the proprietors, I have made an inspection of the workings of the lode throughout its entire 

extent. In some places the reef was fully 13 feet wide, carrying gold in payable quantities, taking altogether an 

average width of fully five feet is maintained, which has been worked to a depth of about 100 feet, from which the 

payable average return of about loz to the ton has been obtained. I further noticed that in a new shaft, about 50 yards 

from the old working, a splendid body of stone has been struck, which prospects fully loz to the ton; this affords 

convincing evidence of the continuance of the lode through the full extent of the property, and also points to the 

certainty that the same valuable line of reef must continue through the Aurora No. 1 South, better known as the 

Puzzle, Should these properties pass into the hands of a syndicate, possessed of both energy and capital, necessary 

for their proper development, I venture to predict that few if any properties in Gippsland would yield the same 

profitable returns ; both have given ample proof that their value must be enhanced if done justice to by a judicious 

expenditure of capital. THE AURORA AUSTRALIS., I am informed the proprietors of the Aurora Australis have 

decided on sinking on the line of reef to a depth of fully 200 feet. This is a step in the right direction, for so far there 

has been no attempt to prove what our reefs are like at a greater depth than about 100 feet or 150 feet at most. 

Bullumwaal applies the most convincing proof that the best gold has been found at about 200 feet, and why should 

not the same experience be found to prevail here? We can only await the tide of events and wish the proprietors of 

the Aurora Australis ample recompense for their outlay. Should their efforts result in the discovery of a second 

Beehive or Defiance, the future prospects of our mines will be amply assured. NEWS SHOWS. Very little has been 

done at Goode's Diamond Jubilee. The proprietors have now decided to sink a shaft to a depth of about 100 feet, as 

they are fully satisfied a valuable reef awaits discovery. Kennedy and Son's Lady Day mine is looking well. A new 

shaft is being put down to a depth of about 70 feet, when the reef is expected to be cut, and as good prospects have 

been obtained valuable results are expected. There is little to report from Clifton since the crushing from Hartley and 

Doyle's mine, the yield of which was certainly very good, as the stone sent to the battery was taken as it came out of 

the mine, without any attempt being made to pick a special lot for crushing. It is to be hoped the same good average 

will continue until at a greater depth, where the reef will become more compact and a better average be obtained. 

The Government battery is now complete, but it is feared it will prove altogether too small to be of much service ; 

however, it will serve the useful purpose of testing small quantities of stone, and so far enable an estimate to be 

formed of the value of the Clifton properties without incurring the heavy expense of carting to a distance. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, October 28. MINING. 

Mining is certainly going ahead here in a steady way-no boom and no burst -but moving all the same. A new find 

has been made in the vicinity of Jackie's Dream by Messrs J. Bourke and Kane. The matrix, which is ironstone, is of 

an entirely different nature to anything yet developed in this locality, and as the specimens were of a sensationally 

rich character, we may hope to see something good upon development. The formation is a large one. The Beehive 

mill is running very smoothly, and stoppages are fortunately "off." The clean up for the fortnight's run gave 270oz 

from 180 tons of stone. The recent rains have filled all the dams with water, the mine is keeping up her average and 

the company has declared a dividend. The crushing from Jackie's Dream of 12 tons has returned 30oz. For a time the 

rich strike of gold was lost, and when it was picked up again the stone was of a poorer grade at first, but it has 

become as rich as ever again, and the return of this crushing really came from a few tons from the bottom. The 

owners have sunk a splendid shaft to cut the lode at about 100 feet, and as it is down 80ft, now, they should soon tap 

the reef. Great enterprise has been shown in working this mine, and the prospectors deserve their success. Messrs 

Masterton and Pitt have struck good stone in their claim at 50 feet. The reef is 4ft. wide, and gold is freely seen 

through the stone. At the Champion gold has been struck, and a parcel is being saved for treatment. A lot of work 

has been done on this mine, and as the reef is a large well-defined body the owners should get their reward. On the 



Christmas development is being pushed on, and the mine is looking well. The tunnel is in over 400 feet on the lode 

track, and a crushing is being taken out. The prospectors of the Daisy Bell have put through 11 tons for 4oz 3dwt., 

an average of 7½dwt. The return is somewhat disappointing. Messrs Harvey and Sons' Perseverance is entitled to 

rank as one of the top-notch mines here, containing, as it does, a large body of stone, and good stone at that. A short 

time ago 65 tons were crushed for 68oz ; then 18 tons for 38oz and now a parcel of about 120 tons is being treated at 

the Sons of Freedom battery. The owners of the Black Prince are sinking a new shaft on the reef. Work is in full 

swing at the Monte Christo, Mr Field being in charge of affairs. A PAINFUL ACCIDENT. An accident of a very 

painful nature happened to Ernest Heywood at the Beehive on Monday last. The young fellow, who was employed 

at the battery was cleaning one of the wipers, when his finger was caught and crushed, the bone being badly 

smashed and the hand seriously lacerated. He was taken to Bairnsdale with all possible despatch, where the wound 

was dressed by Dr. Alsop. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, Nov. 22. HOT 

WEATHER. The summer is now fairly upon us, and during the last week the weather has been extremely hot, the 

thermometer registering as high as 104 degrees, and on several occasions running about 98. Early on Saturday 

morning a thunderstorm broke, and, while cooling the air somewhat, still left it very sultry. 

 TELEGRAPHIC SERVICE. Some time ago, when the agitation for increased mail facilities was at a white heat, 

application was made for telegraphic communication, and a " we'll-see-about. it" sort of promise was given. Since 

then the department decided to erect a line and place an operator here on condition the residents entered into a 

guarantee of £95 per annum for five years. The directors of the Beehive have shown their confidence in the place by 

offering to bear the greater portion of the guarantee, Mr Murray Jones advising the Progress Association of the 

willingness of their company to guarantee £50. The committee of the association thankfully accepted the offer, and 

having canvassed the town, found no difficulty in filling the bill, Messrs Waite, Wood, Ryan, Pritchard and 

Anderson, Sinton, Sweetman, R. Clements, Walters and Websdale having agreed to accept the responsibility. It is 

somewhat difficult to see why the Government should require guarantors, for there can be no room for doubt as to 

the profit able outlay in the erection of a line from here to Bairnsdale. 

 A VISITOR. Mr Busst, inspector of mines, is paying us a visit, and has been making a round of the shows, On 

Friday last a tea meeting and concert were held under the auspices of the Presbyterian Church. In spite of the 

sweltering heat the attendance was very large, the mechanics' institute being packed. Great credit is due to the ladies 

for the successful arrangements in connection with the tea, to which two or three relays of "boarders" sat down, and 

although it was on the tables at half-past 5, active operations had not ceased at 7 o'clock. The catering was first-

class, some of the ladies doing most of the cooking, and too much praise cannot be given to Misses Sweetman, 

Waite, Shaw (2), Shields, M'Creddan, Hynes, Wilson, and Sawyer. A good programme was presented at the concert, 

several new performers making their debut, while some Bairnsdale residents journeyed out to assist. A feature of the 

evening was the performance of the local brass band-their first public performance-and although it was only 

organised a short time ago by Mr. J. F. White, their capable efforts paid that gentleman a high tribute as a conductor. 

The principal numbers were : Song, Their Heads Nestled Closer To- gather, Mr F. Harris; song, Mother Says I 

Mustn't, Mr H. Cameron, who, in response to a pronounced encore, recited My Aunt's Letter, a very clever Irish 

story; recitation, Mrs. Flannagan's Pig, Mr Minter; song, Mona, Mr Judd; song, They all Love Jack, and Alice, 

where art Thou, Mr L. Ross; song, Mrs. Mason; song, He Wipes the Tear from Every Eye, Miss Shaw; song, My 

Fiddle and I, Miss Goding; song, Killarney, Miss Shields; song, Mr Mason; recitation, For People Will Talk, find as 

an encore, The Wattle Blossom, Miss Ruby Wood. (These numbers were the gems of the evening, and were 

vociferously received.) Song, Gilhooley's Supper Party, and, as an encore, When They Go to Bye-bye, Mr Judd. Mr 

R. B. Ward acted as accompanist, and the success of the vocal numbers was in no small measure due to his skill. 

During the evening the balance sheet was read, showing a thriving state of things. The Rev. D. A. Cameron, of 

Bairnsdale, made a clever address, the audience highly appreciating his humorous anecdotes. MINING The rich 

strike in the Beehive is proving excellent. The mill is still running smoothly on good stone, and the average keeping 

at 1½oz. A rumor is afloat here to the effect that a substantial offer has been made for the property. The Defiance, 

which has turned out such sensational crushings, is on a very rich patch, the reef being 18in wide, and some 

specimen stone raised from the 180ft level. In the drive from the tunnel in the Champion good stone is being 

worked. For twelve months the owners of this mine have been doing dead work, and having cut the shoot at a depth, 

are in a fair way to get the return they deserve. Messrs Clements and Cathro have crushed 10 tons from their new 

show near the Dodger, for 10oz. The reef is a good size, and this was a trial parcel. The Surprise lease, which was 



recently the scene of much daylight pegging, has been declared forfeited, and Messrs Vaughan and party have 

lodged an application for the ground. Some rich stone has been taken from this mine, and it should soon be amongst 

our top-notchers. The Beehive Extended, which was recently shut down, is now under exemption from labor 

conditions pending movements for obtaining further capital to sink to a still greater depth. Messrs Masterton and Pitt 

are still on good stone, the reef averaging 3ft. A crushing is being taken from 60ft. Messrs Grimshaw and Davis are 

working a show near the town on Burnett's Gully, and it is reported to be turning out some rich stone, though the 

reef is small. The Sons of Freedom battery has crushed a parcel from the Sons claim, the return from which is not 

yet known. Some good finds are reported from Sandy's Creek, a couple of the reefs turning out well. Messrs Dix and 

Grimshaw Brothers are developing a large reef, said to be rich. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, December 7. THE 

WEATHER. After a spell of very hot weather we have had some much-needed rain, and the gardens in the locality 

have profited greatly. The heat, however, is intense, and promises us a frizzling Christmas.  

 MINING. In mining matters we are pegging away very satisfactorily, and this week a couple of good returns have 

been obtained from some of the less developed shows. The Beehive, with 18 months' similar stone in sight, is 

returning over £2000 worth of gold per month. With their extensive arrangements for water conservation (having the 

drainage of the adjacent hills), and their economic methods of treating stone, the show has a more brilliant future 

than even the present splendid outlook. Negotiations are being made for the development of the leases to the north 

and south of the mine, and soon the locality will be a very busy one, and as profitable as it is busy. Another crushing 

is being put through from the Defiance. The last three crushings from this mine are said to have been sensational, 

but no publicity has been given to the returns. It is to be regretted that such is the case, as the publication of the 

yields of one of the richest mines in Gippsland-and the Defiance has proved phenomenal in this respect-would give 

a great impetus to the industry, and bring prominently under the notice of investors our many genuine mines, which 

only want development, for in every case the deposits are being proved richer with increased depth, the Defiance, 

Beehive, and Jackie's Dream affording ample proof in this direction. Messrs Denyer and Vickers last week   

obtained a return of 46oz 5dwt from 11 tons from the Bessie Clayton (otherwise "The Kick "). The rich shoot is 

continuing, and the fortunate owners are pushing on work to take out another crushing. This claim adjoins the 

Christmas on the northern boundary, and the Christmas lode is being worked. Messrs Davis and Grimshaw have 

cleaned up 29oz 5dwt from 11 tons from their new show on Burnett's Creek, About three tons of this parcel was of 

poor quality, the stone from the bottom making up the splendid average. Mr J. Jones ran through a parcel of about 

three tons from the Bessie Clayton (taken out before the fresh development) for an average of 12dwt per ton. Messrs 

White Brothers are evidently confident of the quality of their Black Prince property, on the southern boundary of the 

Defiance. They are putting in some splendid work in the shaft, which is now down 35 feet on a nice reef carrying a 

little gold. Messrs Ainslie, Bennett and Co. are sinking on a fine lode carrying a little gold in the " Gooseberry Pie." 

Nomenclature is everything now-a-days. Probably the claim adjoining the Ranjitsinhji will become the " Chutnee," 

and the property of J. Brown, a Celestial, the "Chow Chow." We have also a Theatre, a Bessie Clayton, and a La 

Mascotte. What's the matter with Paul Jones or A Royal Divorce ? 

7 Dec 1897  

The Advertiser. PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY, TUESDAY AND SATURDAY MORNING. Bairnsdale, 

Tuesday, December 7, 1897. Mr. WILSON's suggestion that the shire council should sanction bathing, under certain 

conditions, at any hour of the day, in the Mitchell River, has common sense to commend it. There is no earthly 

reason, so long as the costume regulation is observed, why the river should be closed against bathers. At most 

fashionable resorts now-a-days even mixed bathing is not merely tolerated but encouraged. Miss Prudence herself 

has long ago acknowledged as a charming usage the arrangement by which paterfamilias, stalwart and protective, in 

all the glory of flaming hose, may super intend the swimming exercises of his family, and encourage by the display 

of his own prowess the earlier efforts of his fledglings, whilst mamma complacently splashes in shallower water, 

and by voice and example exhorts to caution. It is interesting to note, as indicating the influence of dress upon 

opinion, more especially feminine opinion, that prudery vanished with the disappearance of the hideous, shroud 

shaped bathing dresses in which our womenfolk, a generation or so ago, disguised their figures. Pretty and becoming 

sea costumes transformed the rippling shore surges into the sporting places of naiads, and peopled the golden sands 

with throngs of half amphibious-minded mortals of either sex, to whom the sea bath had become a pure joy instead 

of remaining the old time horror, associated with a private interview in the remote shelter of the rocks, or of the 



bathing box, with the antediluvian and grim-visaged attendant who administered the ducking. Here in Bairnsdale we 

are content, perforce, with river bathing of an exceptionally excellent character, and there is no reason why quite 

unnecessary regulations should harass the bather, who longs most in the heat of the day for a cooler in the noble 

stream on the banks of which it is our privilege to reside, "We see in practice, already, at the annual swimming 

carnival how the costume regulation works, and under the alteration which the council, adopting Mr Wilson's 

sensible suggestion, has made, or intends to make, in the by-laws, we may expect to witness a considerable revival 

of interest in the exhilarating and beneficial practice of bathing, for which the Mitchell offers so many enviable 

facilities. 

This evening the anniversary of St. Andrew's Church will be celebrated by a tea-meeting which will be held in the 

schoolroom, followed by a congregational meeting and a musical entertainment. It is with regret we have to record 

the death of Mrs. Baker, wife of Mr J. W. Baker, formerly of this journal, The deceased lady was 70 years of age. 

She had been in indifferent health for some time past. The Johnsonville state school has been closed by order of the 

department for a month in consequence of the prevalence of illness in the district. In Mossiface and district there 

have been no fewer than twenty-five cases of diphtheria during the past six months. On Friday a crushing of 11 tons 

of stone from the Christmas Jubilee mine was cleaned up at the Sons of Freedom battery, Bullumwaal, for the fine 

yield of 46oz 5dwt, The property, which is on the same line as the Christmas reef has only been worked its present 

owners, Messrs Vickers and Denyer, for about two months. A most successful sacred concert was given by the blind 

musicians on Sunday afternoon in Payne's Hall, and the building was thronged. The programme included anthems, 

solos and a quartette. On Saturday afternoon the excellent brass band of the institution played selections at several 

points in Main street.  

14 Dec 1897 The only cases in the list for trial are from the Bairnsdale district, consisting of James Fogarty, charged 

with a rape upon Rose Evans at Bullumwaal, and W. H. Smith, charged with setting fire to a dwelling house in 

Bairnsdale. In the latter case Constable Whitley, from Melbourne, and Constable Radburn are necessary witnesses 

for the prosecution, and in the former Sergeant Mullany and Mounted Constable Ryan are bound to appear. The 

departure of so large a proportion of local police from Bairnsdale has necessitated the calling in of Constable 

M'Cloaky from Bullumwaal. All the parties to the trials from Bairnsdale left by the afternoon train yesterday, with 

the exception of Smith, who has been in custody in Sale gaol, 

 

8 Jan 1898 Messrs Curtis and Waite, from their mine adjoining the Christmas Extended, at Bullumwaal, have 

crushed 3 tons, which yielded 5oz smelted gold. 

Jan 1898  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, Jan. 17. 

SERIOUS BUSH FIRES. For some time bush fires have been raging in the vicinity of Bullumwaal, Merrijig and 

Sandy's Creek, but being some distance out no great damage was done. Early this week, however, it was found that 

the flames were creeping towards the lower end of the township, and on Wednesday morning the outlook was so 

serious that a contingent of volunteers, numbering about a hundred, found it necessary to use their most strenuous 

efforts to preserve the dwellings and mines in that quarter. By noon the clouds of smoke that settled over the town 

were so dense as to obscure the sun, and the air was stifling. Mr W. Hardwidge's orchard, paddocks and fences were 

destroyed, and only by the willing and untiring work of the volunteers was his house saved. Mr C. Heyne's sawpit 

and 4000 feet of hand sawn timber were demolished. The timbering of the shaft on the Maggie Stirling, owned by 

Messrs Ayton, James and Co., was burned to the bottom, fittings and tools being destroyed. The fire visited Messrs 

Coster and party's City of Collingwood lease, where the shaft and timbering was also demolished. Messrs White and 

Co.,  Black Prince shaft, next to the  Defiance, was only saved after hours of arduous labor. The Defiance  was for 

some time in danger; but fortunately no damage was done. On the road from the mine, however, the bridges erected 

were destroyed. In Messrs Watkins and Lowden's lease, adjoining the Defiance, the timber of the shaft was burned, 

and these gentlemen were also unfortunate in having their shaft on the " Pass-by " damaged. By this time the fire 

had spread so rapidly that the residents near Wood's battery had to remove their furniture and effects to the road for 

safety, and Mr Wood's newly-erected house was in danger, principally from the stringy sparks. Luckily the flames 

were stopped at the old road, and the wind changing the thick settlement of houses south of the town, which are 

surrounded by more or less scrub, were saved. The aspect was very serious. The fires are fiercely burning on both 



sides of the Omeo road, between Bullumwaal and Mount Baldhead, and thousands of acres of grass have been 

destroyed in that locality. A party of gentlemen left Long Gully on Wednesday morning at 5 o'clock, and did not 

reach here till after four o'clock in the afternoon, having been delayed by cutting trees off the track, which has been 

strewn with burning timber. Great anxiety was entertained for the safety of the local magazine, where a large 

quantity of explosives are stored, and after a lot of clearing and burning off round it, it was out of immediate danger, 

though precautions were taken to prevent any ignition by the sparks. Throughout the day the heat was intense, and 

too much credit cannot be given to those who so willingly undertook the unpleasant task of fire fighting, for without 

their valuable assistance the damage would be hard to estimate. Mr Hardwidge has since been confined to his bed by 

prostration, resulting from overexertion and the extreme heat. Early on Thursday morning a few drops of rain fell, 

but it was not sufficient to quench the fires, which are now burning away steadily all round. 

20 Jan 1898 RABBIT SUPPRESSION LEAGUE. The league met at Norton's Club Hotel, Bairnsdale, on Tuesday 

evening. There were present-Crs Hamilton, president (Omeo), M'Donald (Maffra), Drevermann (Bairnsdale), Pearse 

(Orbost), Pearson (Rosedale), Lee (Avon). CORRESPONDENCE. The chief inspector under the Vermin Act wrote 

saying that Mr Hollands had been reappointed inspector in the Omeo district for a further term of six months, and 

that the request by the league for a subsidy is receiving attention. The secretary Mirboo shire wrote asking further 

information with respect to the contributions to the league by shires joining. The secretary Avon shire informed the 

league that his council had ordered for payment the amount of its subscription to the league. From the Municipal 

Association, sending copy of resolution passed by that body sympathising with the work of the league, and 

recommending shire councils to join it. They were of opinion, however, that the appointment of local committees 

would be the best way to deal with the pest. From the president (Cr Hamilton), stating that the inspector who 

interviewed Mr Anderson, who said he had seen a rabbit on the Bullumwaal road, inferred to him that Mr Anderson 

did not appear to be very certain about it. Mr James Yeates wrote stating that he had seen Mr Anderson, who said he 

was positive that the animal he saw was a rabbit. Constable O'Brien (Dargo) wrote t .at a short time ago he saw a 

rabbit in the township of Grant, but neither saw nor heard of any there since. Local residents who had not seen wild 

rabbits before might mistake them for hares. There were no rabbits at Dargo, but at the High Plains there were a few, 

and the numbers were spreading and increasing. He had no doubt the rabbit he saw at Grant came from there, as it 

was only about 10 miles across the ranges.  

 

22 Jan 1898  

BAIRNSDALE PETTY SESSIONS. FBIDAY, 21sT JANUARY. (Before Mr C. G. Holmes, P.M.) G. H. Cole v. P. 

D. Handley, claim for £4 ls, money lent. No appearance for defendant. Order for the amount, with 5s costs,  

CRUELTY TO ANIMIALS Constable M'Closkey v. John Wilson, jun., charge of cruelty to animals at Bullumwaal 

on the 10th January. Defendant pleaded guilty. Constable M'Closkey deposed that two coach horses driven by 

accused were suffering from very bad sores. He had warned defendant not to use them, and he said he would not do 

so. But he had the two horses ridden out of Bullumwaal and harnessed them after getting away from the settlement. -

Mr Holmes said there appeared to have been ample warning given to defendant. He would he fined £5, or one 

month's imprisonment.  

LIGHTING BUSH FIRES. John Hodson was charged, on remand, with setting fire to grass at Wy Yung. on the 16th 

January, whereby the property of James Dougal Yeates was injured. Accused admitted setting fire to the grass. 

James D. Yeates, farmer, Wy Yung, deposed that whilst he was absent in Bruthen the grass was burned and £210 

damages was done. Accused had been living on the scent farm, where he had been sent from the Old Australians' 

Home. 

To Defendant: Donaldson burned a small portion of grass. Defendant said he had been surrounded with snakes-" 

there was all sorts of them-a carpet snake and a long snake that he did not know the name of. The place was covered 

with snakes;" He was obliged to do something. John Donaldson; living at the scent farm, was examined and said that 

he had told defendant he had seen a snake go under a log, and that he must watch his feet if he went near it. 

Defendant said he would burn him out and set fire to the grass near the log. About five or six acres of grass were 



burned; Defendant said this witness had himself on a previous occasion set fire to the grass to burn out snakes. 

Constable Ryan deposed that when he was there defendant admitted that he lit the fire, that he knew it was 

dangerous, but that he was troubled with snakes and had to do it. Passing a place on the road into Bairnsdale, where 

there was a fire, he said, '' Yes, I hope it will burn to starve them out." Defendant being asked, said he was 

frightened of a big tiger- snake that was there, and that he would have put out the fire as soon as it was put out if. no 

one had come. Mir Holmes sentenced him to seven days' imprisonment. 

 CHARGE OF STEALING GOLD., William Hutchinson and Richard R. Mhidr were charged by Constable 

M'Closkey with stealing a nugget of gold, 13l pennyweights, at Bullumwaal, on the 14th inst., the value of the gold 

being £2. Inspeetor Mahony prosecuted. The accused were not professionally defended. Henry Beech, miner, 

Bullumwaal, deposed that he had known defendants four or five months. At the beginning of the year they were 

living beside him, and he had given them food from time to time. The piece of gold produced was his property. Had 

seen it on the 10th or 12th inst. in his vest pocket. Defendants had had it in their hands to try its weight, and they had 

seen him put it in his pocket. On the Friday he missed the gold. Hutchinson was in the hut at the time, and witness 

told him it was missing, and he (defendant) made a bit of a fuss to find it. He went to Mr Sweetman, store keeper, 

and asked him if anyone had sold him gold, and he said yes. Then witness went and told the police. S. G. Seare, 

miner, mate of the last witness, had known defendants for some weeks. He identified the gold. He had retorted it. 

Gave it to his mate. Its value was £2 10 to £2 15 9. Richard Sweetman, storekeeper, Bullumwaal, deposed that on 

the 14th inst. Hutchinson came to his place, and asked him if he would buy the piece of gold produced, and witness 

said he didn't know what it was worth, but would give him 3s per dwt and the rest when he knew its value, 

Defendant asked him if he would not give 4s per dwt, that it came from the same sand as Woods' gold, which was 

worth 4s. Then he agreed to take it, and did so. A few minutes later he put his head inside the door, and said; "You 

need not say anything about it." Did not see the other defendant at all. James Waite, manager of Waite's hotel, had 

seen the defendants together. On the 14th inst. Hutchinson came in and called for two drinks, coming round to the 

back door to pay him with £1. The other defendant was not present. Constable M'Closkey deposed that about 5 pm. 

on the 14th inst., in consequence of what he was told by Mr Beech, he rode out from Bullumwaal with him, and 

when about five miles on the road they overtook the defendants, who were given in charge by Beech, and whom he 

arrested and searched. On Muir he found £1 14s and on Hutchison, 11s 6d. The latter said they would not move one 

step from where they were, and witness sent Beech back for a buggy, starting with the prisoners soon after and 

meeting the buggy on the way. Cautioned Hutchinson, who said," If had a stone I could very easily open these 

handcuffs." Witness replied, "If you attempt that I'll shoot you." The prisoner then said, "You surely would not do 

that." Witness replied, "Yes, I certainly would." When witness observed, " the only thing that will give you away is 

your selling the gold," Hutchinson replied, "I sold the gold, That will all come out in time, and if the magistrates ask 

me I will tell them all about it." Hutchinson was sworn and said he picked up the bit of gold about 40 yards away 

from Beecher's hut. Mr Malony: Didn't you know that it belonged to Beech ? Hadn't you it in your hand ?-Yes, but 

that was about a week before. I didn't know but that he had sold it to some Chinamen. I never looked at it very close 

and I had a few drinks in me at the time. Muir deposed that all he knew was that the other prisoner had told him that 

he had picked up the piece of gold, and he thought the best thing they could do, after the row there had been, was to 

make their way back to Walhalla, whence they had previously been working. Hutchinson had given him the money 

to keep, as he said there were holes in his own pockets. Mr Holmes sentenced Hutchinson to three months' hard 

labor. Muir was discharged. All order was made returning the gold to Beech and the money which was found upon 

the two men to the storekeeper.  

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Friday, Feb. 4         There are yet no 

signs of a break in the awful weather ; the glass has been running from 103 to 108 for some time. The effect of the 

drought is simply disastrous to prospecting operations, as all the small creeks are dry and the main water channel, 

Boggy Creek, has been reduced to a chain of stagnant waterholes. Loaming cannot be conducted with even 

reasonable facility, and the main public crushing battery, that on the Sons of Freedom mine, has been hung-up for 

want of water. During the past three weeks the bushfires have been raging, and this week the lower portion of the 

settlement was again endangered. A large fire travelled along the ranges running on the east side of the town; and 

volunteers again rolled out and prevented its spread to the residences. Considerable damage has been done to the 

mines in the vicinity, and only for the strenuous efforts of the firefighters some very valuable workings would have 

been completely destroyed. The residence of Mr J. Clements had a very narrow escape on Monday. On Tuesday the 



flames reached the vicinity of the Beehive Extended and Beehive Central leases, the workings on which were saved, 

however; but the latter was damaged by falling timber. The country between here and Merrijig has all been burnt, 

and all the grass destroyed.       thb ri't"! n"i te dric ante 0n teb' level-good;ggpd-has-been struck, pad the reef is of at 

well-defined nature. This i,-= one of.the most~valuable propertiesa on.the figll, cro~ahingo up to 4on havitg' loeetv 

taloen-from- it,.snd -th'.expendifore of0: litt melhtdey' "flt2nt elollnent iilf ýfddB tt. ambngtly.bfirstlight,'.^z *"i " . . 

Owing to want of water the Beehive mill has not resumed crushing and until we have a plentiful rainfall work on the 

mine will have to be almost at a standstill.   Messrs Masterton and Pitt now have a splendid show in their property 

the Briffney, near the Champion. At 60 feet, the reef is about four feet wide ,and-prospects well "ttron~ghbtni 

Thy"bbe'nts?-t:. a.topi,. atd h te n grnets pofnek ptad? ston le ,ld:,htai ft tloen., &.hprel.."-. tons is already bagged 

waiting for water to coanmmence crushing.  Messrs Denyer and Vickers are raising rich stone on the Christmas 

Jubilee, which recently crushed, 4 oz per ton. A large parcel of stone of the same value is awaiting treatment.  

Messrs M'Keowan and party are putting a lot of work on the Posstlewaite, which wast worked over 30 years for rich 

returns. The last parcel gave nearly.6oz per ton and the owners are still-on good stone. Good news continues to 

come from Sandy's Creek of the recent discoveries  there. The property of Mr. Dix and the new find of Mr H.M. 

Ashe are said to be looking splendid, and only  awaiting the erection of a battery there. On Saturday an old mining 

identity James Geo. Fulton, who was about 65 years of age and engaged in  mining all over the colony, died from 

the results of foul air. His mate, J. Wright, when he came up from a shaft on the Champion Extended, which they 

had a contract for sinking, complained of foul air, and advised him not to go down. He persisted, however, and had 

not been long in the shaft when be called, out for help, and Wright going down with a rope managed to get him to 

the surface but was unconscious, but very much exhausted, and soon fell back senseless and did not rally again. 

Deceased was very much liked and the greatest sorrow is expressed for his loss. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, Feb. 14. With a view to 

rendering some financial assistance to the Bairnsdale Home for Old Australians a concert and dramatic performance 

was given in the mechanics' institute on Friday evening last, and though the rain interfered considerably with the 

financial results, the efforts of the performers were crowned with success. The management was in the hands of Mr 

R. B. Ward, who also acted as accompanist, displaying as usual his finished and tasteful style. Misses J. Clements 

and L. Goding played a duet on the piano forte to open; Messrs E. and J. Norris sang the comic duet, Where We are 

Lodging Now, in such a manner as to bring down the house, and had to respond to a pronounced encore; Miss L. 

Goding sang The Pardon Came Too Late, very sweetly; Mr J. Norris was encored for his rendition of Brannigan, 

and sang Oh, What a Day ; Mr P. O'Connor's cornet solo, la Trovatore, was a musical treat, and it is regrettable that 

he is so seldom heard in public. The finest of the vocal numbers was the song of Miss Goding, The Carnival, which 

was rendered very pleasingly. Mr F. Winters delighted the audience with his performance on the banjo, and had to 

respond to an encore. From the rising of the curtain the comedy went with a run, and the success of their first 

performance must have been very gratifying to the amateur "mummers." In selecting Mad as a Hatter they certainly 

flew high, for it requires rigorous acting; but it  only afforded them a chance of displaying their histrionic powers 

and impressing the audience with the possibility of future larger productions. As Mr Fizzleton, the monomaniac who 

imagined that he could control mental aberration by moral force, Mr R. B. Ward fairly excelled himself, and 

throughout the whole piece lost his identity completely. In the part of Charles Harebrain, the unfortunate nephew of 

Fizzleton, and victim of his numerous idiosyncrasies, Mr W. W. Judd showed to great advantage and scored a hit. 

Mr J. Norris, as Bob, the man servant, completely won his audience by his humorous acting, and in his scenes with 

Hairbrain and Fizzleton caused roars of laughter, and established himself as a favorite. The role of Fanny Fizzleton 

was filled by Miss Randan, whose graceful acting and fine stage presence made her an ideal Fanny. Miss Shields 

made a splendid hit as Maria, the maid, and her vivacious light comedy established her as an actress of no mean 

powers. Messrs E. Norris and R. Sweet-man filled the parts of Dr Amens and Professor Wye Zed, the two doctors, 

and cronies of Fizzleton, and did justice to their characters, which they played and made up very naturally. The 

scenery was painted by Mr F. Wainters, whose prowess with the brush is so well known as to need no comment. As 

the weather was so wet on Friday evening the play will be produced again next week by special request. 

 MINING. The long spell of dry weather has at last broken, steady rain having commenced on Friday afternoon and 

continuing still. All the creeks are running and the batteries started again. Last week about 20 hands, who were 

discharged from the Beehive have been put on again in consequence of the supply of water. Messrs Lowden and 

Watkins are on good gold in their ground adjoining the Defiance. The reef is not large, but at 35 feet is very rich, 

and the owners are hopeful of a rich strike. The Gooseberry Pie is looking very well, the reef at 40 feet running 

about 4 feet wide and carrying nice gold. A drive is being put in at the bottom level, and a crushing will be ready in 



a few weeks. The Jackie's Dream having been floated active operations for development are to be expected. The 

company has been fortunate in securing a capable manager in Mr R. M. Lee, in whose experienced hands the mine 

should soon be paying dividends. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, March 1. MINING NEWS. 

Mining is looking quite prosperous again since the rains, and prospectors can get out a few miles. The Beehive, Sons 

of Freedom, and Wood's batteries are all running, and some splendid returns are being recorded. There is great 

activity at present in and round the township, and residential areas: are bringing substantial sums, and we are 

looking forward to a rise in land. One gentleman recently refused £80 for a site facing the Omeo road.  

THE CHIEF SHOWS. Within a radius of less than three miles of the local post office, we can now boast nearly a 

dozen mines in active work, and with reputations earned by their outputs. These include the Beehive,  Jackie's 

Dream, Christmas, Beehive Extended, Defiance, Champion, Briton, Perseverance, Briffany Xmas Jubilee and the 

Early Bird, formerly known as the Surprise. Development work is being done on the Beehive Central, and the shaft 

is down about 100 feet. SANDY CREEK. But perhaps one of the best shows in the district is the Golden Crown at 

Sandy Creek, recently acquired by Mr W. Watkins, a gentleman well-known and highly esteemed in the mining 

world. A great deal of development has been done on the property, and the reef, which runs up to two feet, has 

turned out some splendid stone. A tunnel is in 380 feet, and is within 30 feet of the lode, and this mode of working 

will give 200 feet of backs. No. 1. shaft is down 100 feet on a nice reef, beautifully defined, carrying about 1oz stuff. 

The shoot of gold has been proved for a distance of over 300 feet, and as Sandy Creek affords an unlimited water 

supply, all that is required is a crushing plant, and Mr Watkins expects to arrange for the erection of a mill at an 

early date. 

 CRUSHINGS. Last week Messrs Desnyers and Vickers cleaned up 35oz. from 23 tons from the Christmas Jubilee. 

For a bulk crushing this return is very satisfactory, and the owners are taking out another parcel. Messrs Masterton 

and Pitt crushed 12 tons from the Briffany for 24oz. They have pluckily stuck to this show and put in splendid 

development work, and now have a lot of backs and months of work on good stone ahead of them. Messrs Goding 

and party put through a trial crushing of 12 tons from the Rattler last week for a return of 7dwt per ton. Fresh finds 

are reported from Sandy Creek, where a large reefing district is opening up. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, March 8, Business is 

looking very brisk here, and good reports continue to come from the outlying districts. Several new finds has been 

made in the immediate vicinity of the town, and the mines at present in active work are producing splendid ore of a 

consistent nature. The Christmas is putting through about 60 tons of good stone at the Sons of Freedom battery, and 

this is about an average sample, so that in a few days we will have a more conclusive proof of the nature of this 

splendid property. A lot of good work is being put into the Gooseberry Pie, and the lucky owners, Messrs Bennett, 

Asinslie and party are proceeding to sink another 100 feet on the lode, which is over three feet wide and beautifully 

defined, and in fact can be said to be one of the finest reefs in the district. In the bottom the gold, which is even 

better than at the higher levels, is right across the shaft. With such consistent gold and the fine body of stone there is 

a great future for this property. The north drive into the hill also shows splendid gold. Messrs White Bros have made 

a good strike in the Black Prince (Ranjitsinghi), adjoining the Defiance. The reef is about 2ft 6in wide and carries 

ounce stuff. Messrs Lowden and Watkins have cut good stone in their lease, also adjoining the Defiance. Some of 

the ore is said to be sensationally rich. A property here well worthy of attention is the Galway, owned by Messrs 

Eyre, Ryan and party, and as it is soon to be marketed on exceedingly favorable terms, the developments will be of 

interest. A splendid shaft has been sunk on the reef to a depth of 180 feet, the stone running from 8 to 14 feet. 

Crushings from the surface to the bottom have run from 15dwt to 1½oz. In the drive of 60 feet the reef is showing 

very well and strong as ever. A second reef in the property, the Lindenow, has been sunk on to 80 and 90 feet, and 

from the two shafts crushings of an ounce have been the order. As the lease contains 30 acres, with the creek a few 

chains away, and a splendid battery site, every facility is afforded for profitably developing this fine show. 

26 Feb 1898  

THE RECENT ARREST AT BAIRNSDALE. CHARGE OF BIGAMY. Some surprising statements were made by 

a woman named Leila Collins during the hearing of a charge of bigamy preferred against a young man named 



Reginald Henry Lincoln Hobby, at the Fitzroy Court on Thursday. The evidence went to prove that on July 28, last 

year, Hobby was married to Laura M. Collyer, the marriage being celebrated by the Rev. W. Hunt, Primitive 

Methodist minister, at Brunswick. After living together for three weeks, the accused, with the consent of his wife, 

went to Bullumwaal, in GippsLand, where he had obtained employment. Until he was arrested on the present charge 

he corresponded regularly with his wife, and sent her money. Leila Collins stated that she had known the accused for 

three years. On the 1st October last she went through the form of marriage with the accused, the ceremony being 

performed by Mr Nathaniel Kinsman, at his residence. The accused was not sober at the time. Prior to that he knew 

that the accused had been previously married, and that his wife was living. Owing to the accused being drunk when 

he went through the form of marriage, she gave Mr Kinsman all the information he required for the certificate of 

marriage. On the morning after the marriage, when she told him that he had married her, he replied, " Oh, surely I 

never did anything like that." They lived together for a fortnight in Carlton, and then they went to reside at 

Bullumwaal, in Gippsland. Lydia Kinsman, wife of Nathaniel Kinsman, deposed that she was a witness to the 

marriage of Leila Collins to Reginald Henry Lincoln Hobbs, and signed the certificate produced. She could not 

recognise either of the parties. The accused reserved his defence, and was committed for trial. Bail was granted in 

one surety of £50, and the accused in a like amount. The adjudicating justices were the mayor (Councillor Bennetts), 

and Slesers Showers, Grayson and Tait, J.P.'s. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Thursday. A MONSTER PICNIC. 

Last week we had quite a gala time for us. On the 17th of Ireland a monster picnic was given to the children. 

Splendid weather favored the promoters who must have been gratified at the success of the project, for the adult 

population rolled up and had as good a time as the youngsters, and it would be hard to wipe out our picnic in the 

district. The committee, who worked very hard for the pleasure of the guests, included Mesdames J. Clements, 

Eaton and Pritchard, and Misses Goding, Shields and Sweetman, and quite a number of others. A word of praise is 

due to Mr W. H. Leigh, the local schoolmaster, for the inauguration of the movement and his great efforts to cater 

for the fun of all who attended.  

MUSICAL. In the evening a concert was held in the institute with a view to augmenting the funds of the Bairnsdale 

hospital, Mr W. Pritchard occupied the chair, and the performers sang and played to a full house. Miss Coffey and 

Mr R. B. Ward opened with a pianoforte duet, which was well received and heartily applauded. Miss Shields sang 

The Wearing of the Green in good style, and later on rendered I dreamt I dwelt; Mr Leigh recited Scott of Arden 

very effectively, and received an ovation. Mr J. Tobitt, who has a fine voice, delighted his readers with an excellent 

rendering of My Beacon, and in the second part, sang Out on the Deep, and, as an encore, The Royal Fusiliers; Mrs. 

Pritchard and Miss Goding sang the duet, What are the wild waves saying? Mr Bolton, an old favorite, scored a bit 

with his songs, Down on the Farm and East and West. Mr J. Norris gave a very humorous sketch, and in response to 

a pronounced encore sang M'Dougall's Sister. The Misses Goding sang the duet Gates of the West very sweetly. Mr 

Judd scored a great success in his comic song Gilhooley's Supper Party; Mrs. Heathcote sang Ever of Thee. The 

piece de resistance, however, was Miss Goding's Pierrot, which was sung with fine expression, and showed to 

advantage the singer's sweet voice. Mrs. Hilbert gave What will you take for me, Papa? very pleasingly, and Mr R. 

Sweetman recited The Quack Doctor, a conglomeration of awful and hitherto unheard-of words, which were 

pattered off wonderfully without a hitch. Miss Coffey and Mr Ward played the accompaniments. The brass band 

played selections throughout the evening, and the bandmaster, Mr J. F. White, has cause to feel proud of their 

meritorious performance on their first appearance in public, as the band was only organised a short time ago. 

Financially also the show was a great success, the sum of £6 being the result. 

Mining is humming along here merrily, and last week some fine crushings were reported and all the surrounding 

out-finds are looking well. The Christmas, a show which promises to soon bid high for leading honors, turned out a 

crushing of 53 tons for 152 oz. And there is more good stuff behind. It is under the management of Mr Fred Muller, 

and the work on the mine is a credit to the company. The Perseverance, adjoining the Christmas, is another property 

which has been a steady producer during the last twelve months. Mr Harvey and his sons own and work the 

property, and are not at all anxious to sell. They are down 155 feet, have done a lot of development work and are 

still on splendid stone, the reef in the bottom being four feet wide. From this body they crushed 32 tons last week for 

the handsome return of 68oz 4dwt. Mr W. Watkins crushed a couple of tons at the Sons of Freedom battery for 2 oz 

16 dwt. Messrs Hodges and Longmore, who found the new show near the Bull Dog, have been disappointed in their 



first crushing at the Bull Dog battery, and have sent in the sand for treatment at the Sons of Freedom mill. The claim 

has been called the "Darwin." Shades of the missing link! Messrs J. Wright and party have cleaned up 5oz. 2dwt. 

from 6 tons from the show recently opened by Curtis and Waite. The Champion, a show on which a great deal of 

development has taken place, has been successfully marketed in Melbourne, and a large parcel of stone is now being 

crushed at the Sons of Freedom battery. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.), Monday April 18. The Easter week 

of festivity is over, and our town has settled down to its normal state-and although a liquor famine was narrowly 

averted by the cash running out, our period of "bust" was characterised by good order. Those who have the welfare 

of our settlement at heart will be glad to hear that Bullumwaal has been proclaimed a township, and we may soon 

expect a survey to be made. The area gazetted embraces the business part and the greatest residential portion, and in 

view of our constantly growing population, it is high time that some movement was made to govern sanitary 

conditions. Another matter demanding urgent attention before the winter sets in is the gravelling of the Bairnsdale 

road. Last year a large amount of money was frittered away in throwing loam on the bog holes on the road, and with 

the increased and increasing traffic, the transit of heavy machinery necessary for the mines, we can, look forward 

with apprehension to the   state of the road this winter. Your valuable paper has done a great deal by its advocacy for 

this district in the past, and it is hoped that you will further assist us by ventilating this need in your columns. Mr 

Fitzmayer, of the Mining Department, is visiting the field on a tour of inspection under the Mines Development Act. 

Last, week the members of the brass band paid a pretty compliment to their conductor, Mr J. F. White, by presenting 

him with an ebony baton, silver mounted and inscribed with a tribute of their esteem. 

21 Apr 1898 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) MINING. Quite a hive 

of industry is the hill on which the Christmas is situated, with the Christmas, Christmas Jubilee and Perseverance 

mines, and a finer trio for big operations would be hard to find. The Christmas tunnel is now in over 500ft., and the 

reef throughout is of a highly payable nature. From the north side of the hill another tunnel is being driven to meet 

the south one, in the face of which the stone is 2ft wide and very good. Harding's shaft is down 100ft on a splendid 

make of stone 2ft wide of 2oz stuff. No. 2 shaft is 75ft deep and connected with No. 1 rise, the lode being payable. 

The winze, down 60ft, is on good stone also. In the leading stope a fine body is showing, and Nos. 2 and 3 stopes 

contain some splendid stone. Although a great deal of development has taken place, the mine is only yet in its 

infancy. The reef, which was payable on top, has been proved with depth of more permanent and consistent nature, 

and the future of the property is assured. The Perseverance reef also traverses this ground, and development of this 

body will probably make the Christmas the finest show here as a steady producer. A battery site has been selected on 

Hughie's Gully, within a few hundred yards of the tunnel, and when the mill is erected crushing can be commenced 

on hundreds of tons of payable stone. The work on the mine is of a very economic nature, and is a credit to the 

manager, Mr F. Muller, whose courtesy has made him very highly esteemed here. Adjoining the Christmas on the 

north is the Christmas Jubilee, worked by Messrs Denyer and Vickers, who kindly conducted me over the show. No. 

1 shaft is 60ft. deep, and at 45ft rich stone was met and driven on for 30ft, and 11 tons taken out and crushed for 

46oz 5dwt. They then sank a winze 6ft and stoped out 23 tons, which returned 35oz 13dwt-a good yield for a bulk 

crushing. With a view to the proper development of the show, a new shaft was sunk, and at 35ft another shoot of 

splendid stone was cut. Thus they have 90ft of golden stone to work without further development, and as the stuff is 

improving with depth there is a good outlook for the mine. The reef averages 18in wide, but is much wider at the 

bottom levels. In the north end of their property is a fine hill, into which a tunnel will probably be driven on the reef. 

By this means of working it will be among the big ones very shortly, as apart from the natural facilities afforded for 

developing the two reefs in the lease the proximity to the Christmas battery is a great factor, Recently Messrs 

Denyer and Vickers refused a big price from a   Melbourne speculator--a proof of their confidence in the mine. A 

mine which may reasonably be expected to more than realise the hopes of the holders is the Early Bird (formerly 

known as the Surprise) now being worked by a Melbourne syndicate under the management of Mr Vaughan. A 

splendidly timbered shaft is down nearly 100ft, and at 80ft the reef has been driven on for 75ft, where a fine body of 

stone, 18in wide, is showing. The reef here carries good gold and some of the stuff is very rich. South of the shaft a 

nice reef is exposed, and this will be opened up shortly. If the stone in the north drive continues to improve a 

splendid crushing will be the result. Some years ago crushings of 3oz per ton were taken from this reef; but on 

striking the water level operations were ceased At present, however, there is no difficulty in keeping the water down 

by means of a whip. Messrs Lowden and Watkins have made a new discovery in the Pass-by. Running parallel with 

the reef worked by them to a depth of 70ft for payable returns they have proved another body about a foot wide 

carrying some very rich stone. A   shaft has been sunk 20ft on the new strike, and the gold is improving with 



sinking, and a crushing is being taken out. As the reefs are only about 15ft apart a crosscut will be made to meet the 

Pass-by reef and provide for ventilation, bad air having prevented work in the north drive. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, May 5. The long spell of 

dry weather has broken at last, steady rain setting in yesterday and continuing at intervals to-day. The local batteries 

were stopped for want of water and the numerous owners of small parcels of stone were unable to treat their stuff. 

Even prospecting operations were almost suspended, as there was so little water for loaming. The big parcel of stone 

from Jackie's Dream lying at the Sons of Freedom battery will now be completed in a few days, and though a high 

return is not expected, the yield will be very satisfactory, as there is a large quantity of pay able stone in sight. The 

machinery for the winding plant for the Beehive arrived here a few days ago. The main shaft is being sunk, and it is 

to go down, it is said, 500 feet. Good stone is still being raised from the Christmas, and the next crushing will further 

evidence the richness of this mine. Messrs Brown and Cope have crushed a parcel of 11 tons from their show ad 

joining the Gooseberry Pie, for the disappointing yield of 1oz 10dwt 12gr. 

26 Apr 1898  

BAIRNSDALE PETTY SESSIONS. SATURDAY, 23rd Apr.. (Before Messrs Drevermann and Johnson, Js.P.) 

TIIE BULLUSMWAAL CONSPIRACY CHARGE. The hearing of the charge of conspiracy against C. Wood, F. 

Wood, E. Lipscombe and F. Thompson was continued. Donald Hopkins was re-examined by Mr Commins. At the 

County Court Lipscombe swore he went to the boarding house to look for him, and in the Supreme Court he swore 

that he did not go. Cross-examined by Mr Stuart: Did not tell Dr Smith that it was his own carelessness that caused 

the accident at the mine. If the doctor said he did, it would be an untruth. Had a conversation in the hospital with Mr 

Tulloch, the home missionary, about how the accident took place, and told him that he missed his footing on the 

ladder. Did not tell him that the candle went out, and that in con sequence of his not lighting it he fell down the 

shaft. You are posing there as a witness of unimpeachable veracity. Did you tell him that f-I did not tell him that the 

candle went out. It was very nearly out, but it was not out. Did you say that there was no one to blame but yourself?-

-I am positive I did not. And did you not tell Dr Smith what amounted to the same thing ?-I did not. Did you meet 

Mir Tulloch the day you left the hospital ?-I met him several times. I daresay I did. He asked me how I was, and I 

very likely said, " all right." I told him I was going back to Bullumwaal next week, that I had seen Mr Wood at the 

hospital that day. Did you say Mr Wood was a gentle man ?-Either a " toff" or a gentleman. Which ?-I could not 

remember, because I said two or three times that he was a "toff." When ?-I said it to two or three at the hospital. 

Who P-Well, the matron may have been there. Was she ?-She was. She may not have heard me. She was going 

about her business. Who else ?-There were other people. Who ?-Well, I said he was a toff when Mr Griffiths was 

there. Why didn't you say as at once. Didn't you know who I meant ?-I had an idea. You had ?-Yes, I heard so much 

about this. What did you say Mr Wood was a toff for ?-Because I thought he was a toff. Why ?-Because I was told 

he was going to see that I got everything I required. Who told you that ?-Mr Tulloch. When was it you said he was a 

toff at the hospital ?-The week after I came out. Further cross-examined: Witness said he saw Mr Busat, the mining 

inspector, at the hospital. Did not tell him that the accident was caused by his own carelessness, and if he said so it 

would not be true. The conversation with Mr Tulloch was outside The Advertiser office, and the reason he said 

Wood was a toff was because he had paid for him at the hospital, although he did not know at that time how much it 

was that he had paid. Did not get a "' fiver" from Wood that day or on any other day, What he did get that day was 

£2 12s 6d, his wages, which was given to him at the hospital. Did you tell. Mr Tulloch that Wood had 'given you £5, 

and that he was a toff?-No. Did you ever tell Griffiths or the matron that he had ever given you £"5 7-I did not. Had 

a conversation with M'Inerney, Neilsen's driver, in Bailey street, and heard from him that Wood had gone up to 

Bullumwaal that day. Did you tell him that Wood was a toff -that was your favorite way of describing Wood ?-Not 

now. (Laughter.) Look here, I used to think at one time that you were a fool. I have since altered my opinion. Did 

you tell M'Inerney that Wood gave you '5 ?--I did not. Further cross-examined with reference to the transactions 

attending the signing of the receipt, he said he took the number of the notes because he became suspicious. Why ?-

Because after we had a drink together. they went off-and had one on their own. It looked as if I was not wanted. Was 

that all ?-Well, I thought afterwards that the memo might be torn off. You did ?-Yes. I thought afterwards that there 

was no signature at the bottom of the memo. Did you ever say to a man named Foran who boards in the same house 

with you that if you got three days' work you would be able with the-money you got to get more out of Wood ?-No. 

But I did say that the £13 would enable me to get the rest of. it. Had told a man named Jim Anderson on the evening 

of the 16th that it had not been settled. Had you told others that it was settled ? -Yes, I did.- But I told him it was not. 

If you like to know why I can tell you, I told Bdh',WaVoid hltot I got and what I was to get, and that I was to go up 



next morning to get the haliance, Ur Stuart objected to the latter statement going in the depositions. Mr Drevermann, 

J.P.: He said it in answer to your question. Mr Stuart: I did not say it In answer to my question. I did not ask him: Mr 

Commins: My friend has opened the door to let-in all about this, and I will have it out in re-examination. Cross 

examined by Mr Kirkpatrick: Had often spoken to Frank Wood, and the latter would be telling on untruth if he 

swore that he did not. Had seen Mrs. Chong See and had been twice in her house. She had never checked him for 

using bad language. Have you made a mistake at all in your life ?-Not since I made the mistake of signing the 

receipt. (Laughter.) 

 STARTLING EVIDENCE--WOULD NOT STICK AT A LIE. Mr Klrkpatrick: Have you ever told a lie ?-Yes, 

when the truth would not suit. You would as soon tell a lie as the truth ?-I did not say that. If it suited you better to 

tell a lie would you do it 3-Yes, but not on oath. What is the difference between telling a lie when you have not 

taken an oath and telling it when you have ? Come sir, you need not smile. This is a serious matter for you. Which is 

the worst - On oath Iuto you would never stick at telling a lie ?--No, but  would not make a practice of being a liar. 

You would not stick at a lie when it assured you ?-I would not,Mr Commins (to witness): I apprelend you are joking. 

You cannot mean this. Mr Kirkpatrick (to witness): Why did you not go to the hotel-a respectable place-instead of to 

this Chinese place ? -Because there was a good deal of distance between them. Mr Commins (to witness): I suppose 

you were joking just now when you were speaking of your untruthfulness ? Mr Stuart: That is not the question. I 

object, your worships. He is simply wanting to lead him now to say that he was joking. He has no right to lead him. 

Mr Commins : This is re-examination. (To witness) : You did not mean to say seriously that you are in the habit of 

being untruthful ?-I said that to Mr Kirkpatrick - Mr Stuart : I protest that this cannot be allowed. Mr Commins: I 

want to clear it up. It must surely be a mistake. Mr Stuart : It is not right to ask a leading question. Air Commins: I 

must clear up any doubt raised by the cross-examination. Mr Stuart: In a fair way. Mr. Commins (to witness): Your 

re plies to his questions about untruthfulness were a joke? Mr Drevermann (to witness) : You are on your oath. 

Witness : Yes. (To Mr Commins) : I told Mr Kirkpatrick that I never made a practice of telling lies. Mr Commins : 

We will have . that down on the depositions. Mr Kirkpatrick : I don't want his intentions or what he makes a practice 

of. He plainly said, and repeated it, that if it suited him better to tell a lie he would do it-he would not stick at it. Mr 

Commins: Do you mean that ? Not what Ar Kirkpatrick says. Mr Kirkpatrick : It is not what I say, it is what you 

said. SMr Commins: Did he say that? Mr Kirkpatrick: It is on the depositions, I presume. The clerk read the 

evidence of the witness at the part referred to. Mr Commins : Did you mean to say that you would tell a lie not on 

oath? No. It was the way he got m into it. He worked it up in that way that he got me into it. Consider again. Do you 

tell lies where the truth won't answer P-Well- No. You should never have said that you did.-Well, I will ask his 

worship to alter it. Mr Dreverman : Oh, no. You are on your oath. It is a very serious matter. You say you were 

joking P-Yes. After the adjournment John Francis White was examined and said that he saw Lipscombe at the Black 

Prince about the 17th or 18th of February, and was told by him that Hopkins had been there, and that he 

(Lipscombe) knew nothing about a balance, for he held his receipt for £25. After the County Court case lie knew 

that Hopkins was arrested for perjury, and had a conversation, in which he volunteered to act as an intermediary, 

suggesting that if Hopkins did not take proceedings for wrongful arrest he would withdraw the perjury proceedings 

and give him £5 to boot. Lipscombe agreed to this and said that regard to signing the information that he had 

consulted the two solicitors, and tlous Mr Kirkpatrick assured him that no harm could come to him and therefore he 

signed it. Mr Thomson : Did he say whether he was drunk or sober when he signed the information ?-The words 

were that he had a few liquors in. He said that Mr Wood asked him to sign it, and he said that he was sorry that he 

had done so. Cross-examined by Mr Stuart: This was the first time they had given this evidence. Had gone to 

Hopkins to try and settle the matter, as Lipscombe desired to see it ended, and he (witness) did not wish to be 

dragged into it. He was acting as a friend of both. Hopkins did not ask him to go to Lipscombe who said that lie 

would not like Hopkins to get into trouble, although he told him that he had actually paid him the £25. Lipscombe's 

remark was that Hopkins had been up at the mine-not that Ire had heard he had been up, but he (witness) did not 

know whether he had seen Hopkins or had been told that Ire was there. Was present when Hopkins was brought to 

the surface -after the accident. He appeared to be unconscious, but when he was brought round Mr Stuart : Did 

Hopkins then say that there was no one to blame but Mr Thomson objected. The bench ruled that in cross 

examination leading questions could not be put. Witness : Hopkins said that the light went out and when 

endeavoring to find the ladder he fell down the shaft. That was a statement which he made, probably in reply to a 

question as to show it happened. He was quite conscious then and spoke about writing to his father if the accident 

was a very serious one. To Mr Kirkpatrick : Understood Lipscombe to mean that it was legal advice which he ( 

Kirkpatrick) gave him. To Mr Thomson : After seeing Lipscombe he went to Hopkins, and he did not state that he 

was willing to accept the offer. He declined it. Mr Stuart at this point, returned to the question of leading a witness in 

cross examination, and quoted authority stating that leading questions could be put in cross-examination whether tie 



witness was a willing or an unwilling one. Cuthbert Griffiths examined, deposed to having seen Lipscombe at 

Thompson's hut on the evening of settlement. Thompson had admitted to him that he signed the settlement on the 

night when Inspector Baust was at Bullumwaal, and when they had had a card party at the hotel at which he 

(Thompson) won from the inspector. Thompson also admitted that Lipscombe had been at the hut on the right of the 

settlement.   'To Mr Stuart: Did not give all this information is the police court because he was not asked. Could not 

say how often about that time Mr Buset had been at Bullumwaal.   Jolel M'Ewan deposed that he had lived in the 

same hut with Thompson up to the time Thompson was arrested. Lipscombe came there on the night the inspector 

was at Bullumwaal, and afterwards he told him he had been playing cards and won 10s from the inspector. Had 

heard Tlhompson after Hopkina's arrest, in a conversation with Griffiths, say that he signed the settlement on the 

night of thie 16th wlhen he went out with Lipscomsbe and was playing cards. To Mr Kirkpatriek: Did not think 

Frank Wood and Hopkins knew each other except by sight, or that Frank Wood knew Thompson before the county 

court action. William Nielson, miner, Merrijig, deposed that he was in Bullumwaal on the 16th February, and was 

talking to Hopkins between 8 and 9 o'clock on the evening when Frank Thompson came up and spoke to Hopkins. 

Could not recaller what he said, but they went off and started down the road together, and then went away in the 

direction of StroncL's el-p. Up to the time witness went .n .f? -er 9 o'clock he did not see Frank Wood about. 

Occupied the some room with Hopkins, who came in and said something to hm, and showed him some thing. He 

told him that he was getting settled with Wood and it was to be £25, that he got £13 and was to get £12 more on the 

next day when he went up to the mine to Liptcombe. lMr Commiuns: Did he show you any thing? Mr Stuart 

oljected. Mr Commins said Mr Stuart, by getting leave to ask a question which he was not allowed to put, had 

opened the door to him to get this information.-(To witness): What did he show you ? Witness : He sat at the bed 

and took out some notes. I should say two or three notes. Then he took out some sovereigns and counted them, I 

could not say how many, but I should say 8 or 9, may be. Mr Stuart: Why did he count the sovereigns and not the 

notes ? I suppose he knew how many notes he had. At a quarter to 6 o'clock the question of adjournment was 

mentioned. Mr Drevermann, J.P., said they had better sit on and finish the evidence for the prosecution. Mr 

Thomson said he understood the defence were going to produce evidence, Mr Drevermnon, J.P., said it would be 

best, as be had said to finish the prosecution, and they would then he in a position to judge whether it was necessary 

to hear evidence for the defence. The court then adjourned. On resuming at 7 o'clock, John Foran, contractor, 

Bullumwaal, was examined by Mr Thomson, and said he had been in the vicinity of Strange's, where the settlement 

took place, and saw Hopkins, Lipscombe and Thompson, but although he had been up and down the neighborhood 

for some time he had not seen Frank Wood either then or at any time during that night. To Mr Stuart: It was pretty 

dark when he saw them, but not quite dark. It was darker later on. In conversation with Hopkins the latter said that if 

he was at work for three days and got had again he would halve a stronger case against Wood. To Mr Kirkpatrick: 

Had had money dealings with Lipscombe whom he had always found straightforward in business matters. On one 

occasion witness gave him a receipt for £6 10s, three days before no paid him the money. PTa Lipscombe been in 

the habit of paying money in the street ? Have you ever seen him ?-I believe he is. I have seen him pay wages to the 

men in the streets. Mr Thomson: What did you say that Hopkins said to you, as near as you can ? --He said if he got 

work and could not work or happened to get knocked up, he would have a stronger case against Wood. E. Stranee, 

hairdresser, Bullumwaal, deposed that he remembered on the evening of the, settlement Lipscombe coming into his 

shop and getting a pen and ink. Witness said " Go into the room if you have any writing to do," but he replied, " It's 

all right," and took the pen and ink outside. Immediately afterwards witness looked outside the door and saw three 

persons, one of whom he believed to be Lipscombe, and could not any who the others were. Only saw three. Had a 

conversation with Lipscombe last Friday, and he asked him if he remembered Jim Anderson that night coming and 

asking if he had seen Lipscombe that night, and witness had told him that he did not remember it. He also asked him 

what he remembered of that night, and witness told him. Did he try to persuade you that Frank Wood was there ?-He 

did not. He stood nine or ten feet away from the door, out of which I bad looked on that night, and said " Frank 

Wood stood here." The men that witness saw upon that night were standing just beside the window, which had no 

light in it, the light being in the hop. There was nothing strange about Lipscombe making those inquiries. To Mr 

Kirkpatrick: Was not sure if there was anyone in the room when he asked Lipscombe to go in, but he thought not. It 

was a public room. Anderson might have been in the billiard room, but he could not say. To Mr Commins : If Frank 

Wood had been behind Lipscombe in the light of the window he would have seen him. Walter W. I. Judd, miner, 

Bullumwaal, deposed, in reply to Mr Thomason, that he remembered the night when Inspector Busst was there with 

Lipscombe, Chas. Wood and Frank Thompson. He thought it was close to ten o'clock at night. They were playing 

cards. Iusat and Simon Sinton were playing against Lipscombe and Thompson, the game being euchre. Witness was 

there till nearly half-past 11, and during the time they were there saw no  money passing, and heard no mention of 

money on the game. I did not see Frank Wood. Mr Stuart: W. Lee people play euchre in a public houses don't they 

generally have something on?-They generally play for sometling For all I know Mr Wood may have been illicit-



betting with one of the players. James Gearing, crier in the County Court, .deposed to the evidence given ilnthe court 

by the four accused. Constalhle 1'O:os':ey deposed to arrest ing eopkies at liullumwcaal on t ll Moreli. IDavid R. 

Williams, clerk of courts, produced the deposi'ions taken before the the police sglistratee in llairosdale n tlhe 1st tad 

2nd April iwhen HIopkios wae chite ar with perjua ,. He read tihe die.o siti:' of Lipyacoebe, 'lhomtpson eand Fretck 

1ccd. WYicness deposed to tihe acco.!t ebhelh Frak Wooed and Clharles Wane iOrce in the Supreme Court withl 

regard ta the receipt. Sergeanst Mullany deposed to the sig natures of their depositions by F. Wolod, Thompson and 

Lipscombe in the police court. The evidence given by the accused in the Supreme Court was tpractically the same 

asn that which was contained in the depositiuns which had just been read. Mr Stuart: You have a good memory ? -I 

have never found it defective. 

Do you remember whether the case In the Supreme Court was commenced on the 5th or the 6th of the month I-I co 

not say without consulting the record::. But if I had known I was to be examined I would have made myself up on it. 

(Laughter.) And yet you undertake to remember the evidence given at the police court id the Supreme Court-that it 

was ' e same or similar P-I remember a p. d deal of it. It was to the same effect. Mr Thomson : That closes the evide 

-e for the prosecution. MIr Drevermann, J.P.: Very well ,e will adjourn for 10 minutes--till 0 o'clock. On re-

assembling Mr Drevermann said the bench considered there was a case for a jury. Mr Stuart said he was surprised at 

the action of the bench. They had decided to send the defendants for trial without hea ing a word from him or his 

friend. Mr Drevermann : You can do so now.  Mr Stuart : We certainly will go into thire defence. Mr Drevermann: 

Then we will adjourn the case. We cannot adjourn the case beyond Monday.Mr Stuart : Why not go on to-night. Mr 

Drevermann : Mr Kirkpatrick wants to go to Melbourne. Mr Kirkpatrick : There is an hour and a half before 

midnight. After some further conversation the case was adjourned till Monday morning, at 9 o'clock. 

26 Apr 1898  

MONDAY, 25TIH APRIL. THE ACCUSED COMMITTED. The court sat at 9 o'clock. Mr Stuart addressed the 

court, and said what the bench was asked to do was to say, on the evidence of Hopkins alone, that these three men 

were committing deliberate and willful perjury. Why should they believe Hopkins ? His story was not corroborated 

by anyone. It was a most regrettable thing-it could not be helped now-that some persons who had heard this case had 

referred to it in very strong language. They could not shut their eyes to the fact that some, as he thought, peculiar 

remarks were made by the judge who last heard the case. Mr Drevermann : Is it necessary to go into that ? Mr Stuart 

said he had a perfect right to do so. There was no shutting their eyes to the fact that these things were done. The 

fountain pen had been referred to, but it was a well-known fact that underground managers in almost every case use 

these pens. As to the sheet of paper, that all depended which end of the paper was turned up when writing upt, it was 

commenced. Mr Thomson had said that Hopkins was either a fool or a rogue if he brought his action, having been 

paid the £25. Well, he was no fool. According to his own evidence he was a liar. There was no getting out of that. 

He said that when the truth would not sui he would not stick at a lie. That was  his own statement. He thought that 

Lipscombe was a man of bad character--it would be remembered the questions ."tth the view of showing that-he 

knew that Chas. Wood had been in trouble, and he thought it was a safe thing. Evidence had been given that 

Hopkins had loieded about the accident in the mine, and evidence which could not be set aside r ,.:d be given by 

independent witnesses that he had lied about not receiving the £5 from Charles Wood at the railway station. He 

asked their worships which was the most probable-that these four men should conspire to defraud a young man of a 

paltry £12, which would amount to £4 .being divided amongst them, and after that to send him to gool may be for 

years ; or that Hopkins should have attempted to get more money out of Wood. Could they hesitate for a moment in 

coming to a conclusion upon that question. What he (Mr Stuart) suggested had happened was that after Hopkins got 

the £25 he was speaking about it, was told he had been a fool to accept so little, and that he then made up his mind 

that Lipscombe, whom he thought to be a man of bad character, and Wood, whom he knew to have some thing 

against him, would not withstand his claim. The bench thought that so far there was a prima facie case against all the 

accused, and evidence for the defence was gone into. Wm. Griffitths deposed in answer to Mr Stuart, that he was a 

printer and manager of the newspaper at Bullumwaal. Knew Hopkins, who had met with an accident at the Defiance 

mine. Saw him for the first time at the hospital, being then up and about. Had a conversation with him. Was talking 

to the matron, his sister-in-law, in the corridor, when Hopkins was passing through, and le was introduced to him. 

They talked about several things and Msr Chas. Wood's name cropped up as the owner of the mine. Hopkins was 

asked how he got on, and he said he had been to see Wood. Then he said he got on all right, that lie had got his 

wages, and that he had given him a fiver. Could not remember the exact words, because lie had not been paying 

particular attention. Did not say where he had given him the fiver. He was praising Mr Wood, said he was a white 



man, and seemed to think a lot of Mr Wood, and saidh was going back to work. Cross-examined by Mr Commins : 

Had known Chas. Woods about three yeaia Are you on intimate terms with ,W tod and drink with him and at his 

expe.s.e P -Not more than anyone else, as nit;, you may be. Do you drink with him ?-I m w os anxious. I do not 

drink much I never got any money from Wood, except paid for a printing job, and £1 for witness' expenses. Was not 

to get anything more. Wood was a subscriber to the paper. Could not remember who asked Hopkins how he got on. 

Could not remember who else was present at that particular time, for they were talking together, for ? minutes. Had 

been under the impression that Miss Thomas was present then, and heard what was said, hte ihe said sihe was not 

and he believed had had a conversation with her. Did not endeavor to persuade her to giv. he soume evidence he had 

given. Mr Thomas said no such thing was sa ay Hopkins le would say she knew nothng about it. Mr Kirkpatrick : 

But she does not say that shle does not remember it. Witness, further cross-examined, said he had not said Mr 

Tulloch was then present. Mr Tulloch's name was often mentioned, but he did not recollect telling her that Tulloch 

was present. The fiver Hopkins referred to could not have meant Wood paying his expenses in the hospital. Thomas 

William aosea, inepector of mines, riding at Sale, depnsed lhat he knew IHiplkins, whoma ha saw at the iairnsdole 

iuopital on a date which lie could nr. - member, except that it was a few days alter the accident, about which ha had 

a conversation, When he went to the hospital ha asked him how ha ac counted for the accident, and hI said, " Oh, it 

was my own aerelessness." It was witnea3's duty to make a report of such an occmrence. He tihn asked him what led 

up to thie accident and did his light i ouat? Ho aid, " No, but it was diaa " Then ho asked l,im what was the cause of 

his falling down, and he said hli was so used to the ladders that when lihe went to grah the rung his hand misied and 

his foot. Attention was called to the fact that a relative of one of tihe accused was going nout of court and 

communicating with the witnesses. Mr Drevermann: It lihs been noticed that slips of paper have been passed to the 

accused. Mr Stuart : It seems to me that what the aecc?ed do is taken uelh notice of, and what happens on the other 

side is not Iaid the slightest attention to On the last day I called attontion to Hopkins being allowed to go out of 

court, and the answer was that he was not kept in court. And he was not fol lowed out by a policeman. (Continued 

on the fourth page.) 

(Continued from p1age 3.) Mr Thomson : One of the accused's brothers went out with him. Mr Kirkpatrick : He did 

nothing of the kind. Mr Stuart: Your worship took notice of this yourself. It was not necessary to call your attentiou 

to it. Thie slip of paper was with reference to Mr Busst. Mr Drevermann : We don't want to know. Mr Stuart : But I 

want you to know. I wont have tlhe impression go to the public through the unwepapers that there has been anything 

improper. The message that was handed I have here. It says, " Mr Busot wants to go to the hotel for some papers. He 

will return in half an hour." That is the com promising message you refer to. Mr Drevermann : There is no harm in 

it. Mr Stuart: Then why should atten tion be called to it ? Examination continued: Then asked him why the candle 

burned dimly, was there any clay in it, and he said no, that the air was not very good. Then ihe said " it was your 

own carlessness ?" and he said it was his own fault. Then he asked him whether he tiought Mr Wood would put him 

on to work and witness said he thought so, that he was about to writeto him and would qli?bim he was anxious to 

resume work. Hopkins would not be telling the truthl if he denied that the accident occurred through his own 

carlessness. Had been about three times in Bollomwaal from the end of December to the end February. Was there on 

the the 16th July, and inspect ed the Defiance on the following day. Before going to Waite's hotel on the night of 

16th had a conversation with Chas. Wood. At the hotel he met him again by appointment about 7 p.m. They were 

playing cards, in the so called parlour-considered to be a private parlour-in Waite'e. There were four of them. Euchre 

was the game. Lips combe and Thompson were of the party. Did you see anyone else there P-Yes. Frank Wood 

came in and interrupted the game. Yon are sure of that?-Yes, Was that before Lipscombs and Thompson came ?-

Yee. He did not come in but stood at the door of the parlour in which we were. Chas. Wood and I were playing at 

the time and he threw up hie hand and went to the door and had a conversation with Frank Wood, who then went 

away and I did not see him afterward. Witness examined the receipt through a magnifying glass and said he could 

read it. His eight had begun to get bad about a month ago, and he was now on leave. He had seen the receipt be fore 

or a facsimile of it. When P-On the night of the 16th. In fact I asked Mr Wood to show it me. Was there any other 

writing on it then P-No. I can recognise the hand writing I think as that of Chas. Wood, which I had seen very often. 

Are you biassed in any way on any aide in this case ?-I am not biassed in any way. But I certainly have a sym pathy. 

Never mind, we do not want the ex pression of your sympathy. Cross-examined by Mr Thomson: Had sent in a 

report of the accident to the department. Did not report that the number of platforms required by the mines act were 

not in the shaft. It was not necessary. Did you say to Hopkins in the hos pital that there was no fault whatever in the 

construction of the shaft ?-No. Be fore Lipscombe came I was sitting with my back to the wall and the door on my 

left hand side. Wood was on my right hand side. We were playing for what is commonly termed love cigare. How 

long before Lipscombe or Thompson came there did you see Frank Wood??-I think perhaps a quarter of an hour, but 

I am not cer tain. I had previously met Frank Wood that afternoon at his brother's house, but was not well acquainted 



with him. Was satisfied it was he who came to the hotel, for he heard his voice. Was not then short-sighted. Saw the 

re ceipt in Chas. Wood's hand. He took it from the inside pocket of his coat. It was between 10 and 11 o'clock he 

saw it, after the party had broken up and Lipscombe and Thompson had gone away. Did not see Lipscombe hand 

him the receipt, or hand him any thing, Chas. Wood did not leave the room between the time Frank Wood went 

away and Lipscombe came. They played for drinks. When the drinks arrived, they drank them. Witness and his 

partner did not win a game. It was not a fact that they all had more liquor than they should have had. He himself was 

perfectly sober, and did not require any assistance to got to his bedroom. Chas. Wood did not assist him, in fact he 

was never in that di lemma in his life. It was not true that Frank Thompson won 10s from him that night. You said 

you had a sympathy with some one ?-Yes. With whom ?-MAr Wood. Has Air Wood interviewed you twice in Sale 

?-Yes. Did you make any suggestion to Hopkins in the hospital with regard to settling the case ?-None whatever. 

How was it through all these trials that it was only when your friend Chas. Wood was in trouble that you came 

forward with this evidence ?-Because I was not snbpooned. Be-examined by Mr Stuart : Was 28 years in the 

department, and his sighs was always good, On resuming after luncheon, James Anderson, examined by Mr 

Kirkpatrick, said he was a miner at Bullumewal, and had worked at the Deo. fiance mine. Remembered the I6th 

February. Had a conversation with Hopkins who said that he had settled the case but did not say anything more. 

Later in the evening saw Lipscombe, Hopkins, and Frank Wood together, but could not swear to Thompson. 

Afterwards saw Frank Wood at the hotel. Was five or six paces away from the three men when he saw them. He 

would call Strange a perverter of the truth if he said that he did not seeo him there that night. He knew they had 

arrangements to make and did not interrupt them. Lipscombe told him he was going to settle the case with Hopkins, 

At that time witness was in the employment of Wood. He did not gome forward with his ovidpnoe sooner 

because he was not subpoened. He was not going back to Wood-he had a show of his own. It came out that he had 

the evidence one day after talk ing about the "gruelling" Frank Wood got about not being at the window. Re-

examined : Hopkins had asked him a day or two ago what Ihe knew about the case. Wm. Tolloch, Preabyterian 

mission ary, Wy Yung, and in the habit of visiting Bullumwaal, examined by Mr Stuart, said hbe had known 

Hopkins for some time before the accident. Vent to the hospital the day afer the accident to see him. Asked him how 

the acci dent occurred, and he said he was going along the drive when his light went out and he thought he was 

further away from the month of the shaft, tbe result being that be fell down the shaft. Wit nees asked him who was to 

blame for the accident, and he said there was no one to blame but himself. He had a second interview with him 

before he left the hospital, but nothing particular took place then. After he left the hospital he saw him on a Saturday 

in front of The .dvertiser office. Witness was riding and Hopkins came to tire kerb atone, where they had a 

conversation. Witness asked him how Mr Wood treated him, and he said that Mr Wood had treated him like the 

gentleman he was. Then there was a conversation abont the expenses at the hospital. Witness asked him what it 

would cost at the hospital, and he said about a " fiver." Did not know whether the £5 he mentioned referred to the 

payment of the hospital expenses or not. Witness did not tell Hopkins that aIr Wood was going to pay his expenses. 

If Hopkins said he told him that it would be untrue. Did not tell him what his expenses at the hospital would be, be 

canse he did not know anything about it. Cross-examined by Mr Thomson : Hopkins, when speaking in the hospital 

about the accident, mentioned some thing about fool air. The occasion he had mentioned was the only one upon 

which £5 had been spoken of. Ernest M'Ineruey, groom, examined by Mr Kirkpatrick, deposed that he knew 

Hopkins, with whom he had a conversation in Bailey street after :he came out of the hospital. On that c easion-12 

noon, when the coach was leaving-witness asked him when he was going back to work, and he said as soon as Wood 

came back from . Mel. bourne. Witness said he,expected him back that night, and hbe replied that he hoped he 

would, for he would get him to pay his fare up to,, Ballumwaal. They were talking about some other things, and 

Hopkins told him he got a fiver from Wood'before the latter went to Melbourne. He said Wood gave it to him on the 

railway station, and added that hewas not a bad sort. Was not not unfriendly with Hopkins. To Mr Commines : Did 

not mention this sooner because he wanted to keep out of it. It was Wood who approached him, although he 

(witness) had pre viously told the facts to two men. Hop kins did not tell him that Wood had paid his expenses in the 

hospital. He said he got the money at the railway sta tion. Was in the employment of Mr Neileen, who, he heoard, 

was bail for Ohas. Wood. Dr J. Marion Smith deposed, in answer to Mr Stuart, that he was one of the hen. staff of 

the Bairnsdale hospital, and knew Hopkins, whom he attended there as a patient. Had asked him when examining 

him how it was he met with the accident, and he said he was walking in the drive with a candle, when the candle 

went out, and he, walking o?n a step or two, fell into the shaft. If Hopkins denied he told him that, why it would be 

the word of one against the other, for he repeated that he did say it. Hopkins was a fortnight in the hospital, but there 

was no reason for hie staying there, and he had, told the matron so at the end of a week. .A fortnight after the 

accident he would have been quite fit to work. Would say Hopkins was fit to go work on the 5th February. If he said 

he was not would you say he wad shamming 1-I would. After the first week he was assisting the nurses acting as 



wardsman to a certain extent. Had you another interview with Hop kins? -Yes; he came to me as a pri vate patient. 

Told me he was not feel ing well, that his back was bad, and asked me to give him something to re lieve him. Then 

he asked me to give his injuries a name and I said I could not exactly do that. He then said there was going to be a 

court case, and I told him if that was the case I would give my evidence in court. Did he call you as a witness in 

court ? -No. He thought you hadn't a great opinion about his injuries ?-Possibly. Cross-examined Mr Thomson : Was 

sure he said his candle went out, and did not say anything about impure air causing it to burn dimly. Did yoen tell 

him you would advise him not to go belowfor some little time again ?-No. There was nothing wrong with his longs 

which would prevent him. He may have felt the shock but I saw no symptono of it. Mhr Stuart: That is the evidence 

for the defence, your worships. The court adjourned at 4.10 to 430. On resuming Mr Drevormann, J.P., said they had 

decided to refer the case to a jury. They would be committed to the Supreme Court at Sale on the 21st July next. 

Dlid aecued ask for bail Mr Stuart said they did. Mr Commines said he was instructed to ask for a substantial 

increase in the bail of Chas. Wood, who according to the theory of the prosecution, was the wire puller Mr Stuart 

objected to this. He was not entitled to make another speech for the prosecution. Mr Commins said he was a man 

who was in the habit of disappearing from the scene Mr Stuart again objected. Mr Drevermonn, J.P., said they did 

not wish to hear it. Mr Commine wont on.-A habit of disappearing from the scone. It was a matter of notoriety that 

apart from thsee proceedings there was a big Supreme Court Mr Stuart: This is most persistent. The bench has ruled 

against it and still he goes on. SIr Commins said he was instructed to say that they would not accept Chan. Wood's 

bail for any of the others. The prosecution had in the first case ac cepted hail that was too lowe, 

Mr Drevermann oid they would accept bail of each of the accused-£300 their own bail, and one surety of a like 

amount, or two of £150 each. James Lipscombe, father of ccuseod, was tendered as bail for Edward Lips combo. 

Mir Commins was procecding to question him as to his financil position whon, Mr Drovermann said questions of 

that character should be asked when the court was cleared. Tihe bail was accepted as good and sufficient. Peter 

Noilson gave bail for Thomp. son, and J. C. Dahleon for Chap. Wood and Frank Wood. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, May 19. Very heavy rains 

have fallen during the last two days, and all the creeks are in flood. The batteries have started crushing again, and 

some large parcels of stone  are going through now after these rains.    

THE MAIN ROAD. The state of the Omeo road between here and Bairnsdale is forced upon our attention. Although 

the newly made parts have stood fairly well, there are numerous portions that need gravelling very badly, and it is to 

be hoped that the shire council will attend to this urgent matter, as very heavy machinery is in transit on this road, 

the Government battery for Sandy's Creek, the Woollybutt mill and Beehive winding plant having just arrived, and 

the Christmas mill is soon to follow. In view of these facts too much energy cannot be displayed. 

 MINING. The crushing from the Jackie's Dream mine, of 66 tons, was put through at the Sons of Freedom battery 

and returned 12dwt per ton. Taking into consideration the permanent nature of the reef and the even distribution of 

gold, this is a very satisfactory return. From Woollybutt comes the news of the return from the Bullumwaal Quartz 

Crushing and Mining Company's crushing. Forty tons were treated for 23oz., said to be taken from the boxes alone, 

as the plates are new. The reef in this property is a splendid, well-defined body, carrying a payable grade of stone all 

through although it is not rich-and the action of the directors in erecting only a five-head battery is hardly to be 

commended. The Christmas has just treated a parcel of stone at the Sons of Freedom battery, but the return is not yet 

made known here. The Early Bird Co. is running through a crushing at the Sons of Freedom mill of 20 tons, which is 

estimated to return about an ounce per ton. Some of the stone raised during the past ten days is very rich, and 

development will prove this mine a very valuable one. Messrs Denyer and Vickers are sending about 25 tons from 

the Christmas Jubilee to the Sons of Freedom battery, and a very good return may be expected, as these fortunate 

prospectors have been on good stone for some time. Messrs Masterton and Pitt are raising good average stone at the 

Brittany. The last parcel returned 2oz all through, and the stuff at grass is about the same. Messrs Thomson and 

Thomas are proceeding to treat the large quantity of tailings from the Sons of Freedom battery, and have their plant 

already on the spot, but owing to the breaking away of the dam have been delayed. Tenders have been called for the 

driving of a tunnel 100 feet on the Bullumwaal Consols, adjoining the Champion leases. Mr W. Watkins, who has 

recently been visiting Melbourne, has been successful in arranging the flotation of the Golden Crown, at Sandy 

Creek. This is a very fine show, and has only been dormant for want of a powerful company to exploit it, The Pass-



by, in which some good stone has been struck, is under negotiation for flotation in Melbourne. The Champion leases 

are also on the Melbourne market, as are several shows near the Defiance. 

OUUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   Wednesday, May 25. Unsettled 

weather still continues, light showers and extreme cold being the rule. Yesterday morning a little snow fell at the 

Beehive. THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. The anniversary services in connection with the Presbyterian Sunday 

school were held on Sunday last, the Rev Mr Morton, of Orbost, conducting the services in the afternoon and 

evening. On Tuesday evening a concert and coffee social was given in the mechanics' institute, and turned out a 

great success. The novel feature of the entertainment was the rendition of several splendid records by Mr A. E. 

White's " Graphophone," a young phonograph. So interested was the audience that Mr White could have worn the 

machine out but for the call of " time" by the chairman. During the evening the brass band rendered selections and 

further evidenced the marked improvement of its members. The vocal items were :--Songs, Juanita and The Pardon 

came Too Late, Mr Northam: song, Tired, Mrs. Heathcote; song, Fiddle and I, Miss L. Goding; Song that Reached 

My Heart, Mrs. Meldrum; song, Love's old Sweet Song, Miss Goding, which was rendered very pleasingly and was 

encored; recitation, Our Folks, Mr W. H. Leigh; pianoforte duet, Misses Ayton and P. Clements; recitation, My First 

Bawbee, Rev Mr Morton; pianoforte solo, Miss Coffey ; a recitation, The Unfinished Baby, by Miss Ruby Wood, 

brought down the house; recitations were also given by Mr J. Thompson and Mr P. Harding. At the conclusion of 

the programme refreshments were provided by the ladies. Much credit is due to Misses Shields, Sweet- man and 

Coffee, Mrs. Rigby and Messrs Coster, Leigh, Holdstock and Privan for the success of the entertainment.  

TWO GOOD CRUSHINGS. The parcel of 25 tons from the Early Bird was treated at the Sons of Freedom battery 

and yielded 69oz of smelted gold. This return, equal to slightly over 2oz 15dwt per ton, is better than was expected. 

The owners are on a nice body of stone and are getting out another crushing. The property, which is being worked 

by a Melbourne syndicate, is under the management of Mr H. S. Vaughan. Pumping and winding gear will probably 

be erected shortly. Fifty four tons from the Christmas were crushed for 81oz 4dwt at the same battery last week. 

This mine is looking exceedingly well at present, and Mr F. Muller, the manager, has everything working smoothly. 

Preparations are being made for the erection of the battery on Hughie's Gully, and the plant will soon be on the 

ground. OTHER SHOWS. Messrs Hodge and Longmore have crushed 5 tons for 5oz 8dwt from the Darwin, near 

the Bulldog. The reef is 8ft wide, and this was a trial crushing from the entire width of the body. The Christmas 

Jubilee has been disposed of by Messrs Denyer and Vickers to the Christmas company for a good figure. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER, (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, June 3. REMOVAL OF THE 

STATE SCHOOL. Last week the matter of removing the local state school and erecting a larger building was 

considered at a largely at tended meeting of residents. It was shown that there are 70 children on the roll, with an 

average attendance of 58, whilst the small edifice at present in use is barely large enough to accommodate 30. The 

distance from the central settlement is two miles, and children from the Beehive have had to walk an extra two and a 

half miles to school. After some discussion, it was decided to select a site on the Lindenow road about 250 yards 

from Waite's freehold area, which is correctly contended to be the most central position.  

SANITARY AFFAIRS. On Monday last, Dr Duncan, the district health officer, paid us a visit with a view to 

inspection of our sanitary conditions. Several petty complaints have been made recently to the council by residents, 

chiefly with reference to stables, etc; but questions of vital importance, such as the disposal of nightsoil, desirable 

drainage, and the necessity of a pure water supply, are completely overlooked. At present all the filth from the 

settlement drains into Boggy Creek, our only water supply, and as our population is increasing at a very rapid rate, 

some urgent measures must be adopted very shortly. The Progress Association is moving in the matter of a pan 

system, and Dr Duncan's report may reasonably be expected to pay but a poor tribute to our sanitary regulation. 

FOOTBALL. Football is fairly humming among us, and a very lively interest is centred in the competition for the 

Hamburg Explosives trophy, which was secured for the district by the energy of Mr P. S. Ryan, who for several 

years past has actively supported the football club. On Saturday, 11th inst., the first pennant match will take place 

between teams representing the Bullumwaal and Beehive clubs. Both Sandy Creek and Woollybutt are sending 

teams to compete, and a good season is naturally expected,  

MINING. After a great deal of expensive development work the owners of the Champion are now being rewarded 

for their outlay, and the energy and pluck they have displayed certainly entitles them to a fair share of fortune. The 

tunnel is now in 180ft. The reef having been cut at 130 feet, the tunnel was continued to cut the eastern ore body, 



which should be met in another 40ft. The main lode has been driven on 180ft south, and some splendid stone 

discovered. The north drive is in 20ft. In the south drive a rise of 16ft shows a fine reef 2ft thick, in which gold can 

be seen freely. A very rich make of stone is being worked in the south drive winze, the reef averaging 2ft wide. It is 

impossible to break stone from this working without seeing gold. The drive will be extended about 30ft further, 

when the rich shoot worked will be intersected. The last crushing returned over 1oz per ton; but the new shoot at 

present being worked and the large body to stone will add further value of this property. It is on the Melbourne 

market, and the owners, Messrs W. Wright, J. Bater and party, expect to hear of a successful flotation daily. Messrs 

M'Keown and Griffiths crushed a small parcel of stone from their show adjoining the Posselwaite at the Sons of 

Freedom battery last week for a return of 1oz 12dwt per ton. About 50 tons from Messrs Harvey and Sons' 

Perseverance are being treated at the Sons of Freedom battery, and the cleanup is expected to take place on Friday. 

The Briton, a property worked for highly payable returns in the past, is now being placed on the Melbourne market. 

The yields from 140 tons of stone average 1oz 17dwt per ton, and as a splendid body of stone is showing in the 

deepest workings, carrying gold, it will doubtless prove a good thing for the new company. The property is on the 

same line of reef as the Early Bird, which recently has been proved very rich. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, June 8. A SERIOUS 

ALLEGATION. The Mirboo Times, in its issue of May 19, contains some startling allegations of the dishonesty of 

the local post office officials, the most surprising of which is a statement to the effect that a number of registered 

letters posted here have been opened at different times and the contents extracted before reaching Bairnsdale. In 

view of these unjust remarks, Mr J. Buckley, the local postmaster, who is naturally indignant at the injury done him, 

is making application to the Postmaster-General for a sweeping inquiry. It is to be regretted that such rumors should 

obtain circulation without giving the officials a chance of refuting them, and Mr Buckley is to commended for his 

prompt action in seeking inquiry.  

MINING. The Perseverance, a splendid property, worked by the enterprise of Messrs Harvey and Sons, is showing 

its worth in a more practical way by each crushing. At the Sons of Freedom battery 45 tons were crushed last week 

for the excellent return of 2oz 15dwt per ton. For the last twelve months the average yield from this show has been 

over 2oz per ton. It is understood that Mr Harvey has refused several large offers for the property. A sensational 

crushing has just been taken from the new find of Messrs Hill and Davidson at Merrijig. They put through 4½ tons 

for 45oz. A large quantity of second grade ore is to be treated shortly. Messrs Arkall Brothers have found a new reef 

about a mile from Bullumwaal. There is a fine solid body of stone showing prospects of 2oz stuff. Several claims 

have been secured to the north and south of the find. A rich dyke has been discovered at Merrijig by Messrs Varley 

and Neander. The rich seam is several feet wide, the gold showing freely in the slate and iron oxide seams. The gold 

is very fine, but distributed like mustard all over the stone. Half an ounce of gold was washed out of a dish of rubble, 

and some of the specimens are of extraordinary richness. From Sandy's Creek some good developments are 

reported. Messrs Dennis Bros.' property, the Richilieu, is turning out satisfactorily, and a crushing will soon be put 

through the Government battery. Messrs Dix and Grimshaw's crushing at the Sandy Creek battery gave a return of 

14dwt per ton. Mr D. Power has picked up a new show near Ashe and King's lease. Some of the stuff is said to be 

highly payable. Messrs Dejarlis and party are down 60ft on a nice reef 12 inches wide, and are raising some fine 

stone, Messrs White Bros., late of the Black Prince (Ranjainjerum) have found a very rich reef near the Bulldog, the 

specimens showing very coarse gold. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Friday, June 17. WINTRY 

WEATHER. During the past few days the weather has been very inclement, sleet and snow falling on several 

occasions in the immediate vicinity of the settlement. A BULLUMWAAL CLUB. A movement is at present on foot 

for the formation of a club in Bullumwaal. The matter is meeting with enthusiastic support, and a splendid building 

is being erected opposite Ryan's store. The necessity for some social organisation has been felt here for some time, 

and a general meeting in connection with the project will be held next week. A big concert and variety entertainment 

is in course of rehearsal to raise funds for the provision of uniforms for our brass band. All the musical and 

histrionic talent has been enrolled, and a big success is anticipated. Everything here is humming along satisfactorily, 

and the public battery is kept very busy, as is the Government mill at Sandy's Creek. Messrs Denyer and Vickers 

have completed the sale of the Christmas Jubilee to the Christmas Company at a good figure, the owners having had 

a good run of luck out of this property. At the Sons of Freedom battery they cleaned up 2oz 6dwt per ton from a 

parcel of 28 tons last week. Messrs Irwin and Renwick have treated 11 tons from their claim near the township for 

8dwt per ton. Messrs Jorgensen and Schilt have put through a crushing of about 50 tons from their show, four miles 



north of the township. Some of the stuff was very rich, and the owners have been working on a splendidly defined 

body of stone, which is said to be going down strong and of average richness. The result of the crushing is not yet 

published. Messrs Rigby and Vogt, who have done a lot of work on the Little Monte, have been rewarded by 

striking good stone. A parcel of about ten tons will be run through as soon as the battery is available. Messrs 

Watkins and Lowden are awaiting their turn to treat 10 tons from the Pass By, a property near the Defiance,   from 

which some very nice stone has recently been raised. A quantity of stone from the Brittany will shortly be crushed. 

The last return from this show averaged 2oz per ton, and Messrs Masterton and Pitt are putting in a great deal of 

serviceable work and opening up properly. A tunnel is being driven to cut the lode in the Bullumwaal Consuls, a 

property adjoining the Champion, owned by a Melbourne company. Mr F. Boffey is the manager, and the reef is 

expected to be met with in about 100 feet. Development work has started in earnest at the Ryan's Peak mine, 

formerly known as the Golden Crown, at Sandy's Creek. Mr W. Watkins, the manager, expects the contract for the 

continuation of the tunnel to be completed in a few days, and the milling plant will shortly arrive from Melbourne. 

There is a rich shoot of gold 300ft long already proved, and as the mine is in capable hands it will soon be a steady 

goal producer. Messrs G. Blair and Sons, who obtained a 4oz average from their show at Yahoo, are still on high-

class ore, and the reef is increasing in width and richness as sinking proceeds. Messrs Clements and party are 

sending 60 tons from the Gift at Yahoo to the Yahoo battery for treatment. The winding and pumping plant for the 

Early Bird arrived to-day and will be immediately erected, It is to be hoped that the Beehive Extended Company 

will follow the example of this syndicate, as good gold is showing at the water level. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. Thursday, June 30. Last week the first load of the machinery for the Christmas 

company arrived here. The erection of the plant is being proceeded with, and the dams on Hughie's Gully are nearly 

completed. An enormous quantity of payable ore is waiting the erection of the mill, and we are looking for dividends 

from this property at an early date. The Galway, a property offering great advantages for extensive exploitation, is 

now on the market, and recently was inspected by Mr Kermode for influential investors. The reef in the deepest 

workings is 12 feet wide and carries gold throughout. The return from 40 tons from the   Hopeful, crushed at the 

Sons of Freedom battery, was equal to 15½ dwt per ton. The crushing was bulk one, and is very satisfactory. Messrs 

J. Clement and party, who have been working the Gift at Yahoo, have run through 63 tons at the Yahoo battery for 

45oz, almost 15dwt per ton. The reef is four feet wide and carries gold throughout, and the whole of the stone raised 

was run through. The owners of the Daisy Bell, Messrs Postill and party, obtained a return of 1½oz per ton from a 

small parcel crushed at the Sons of Freedom battery. Messrs Masterton and Pitt hare crushed 11 tons from the 

"Briffany" for 12dwt per ton. A crushing of 6 tone from the Pass-By, owned by Messrs Lowden and Watkins, has 

returned 1½oz per ton. A parcel of stone from the Prince of Wales is being treated at the "Sons" mill. This property 

adjoins the Christmas and Perseverance mines, and is owned by a Bairnsdale syndicate. Messrs Rigby and Vogt are 

crushing a parcel of 10 tons at the same battery from the Little Monte. Messrs Bourke Bros. are working a nice 

formation adjoining the Christmas, and have obtained some very nice stone. The reef is said to be a continuation of 

the Defiance line. Messrs Flint and party are opening up a reef near the Christmas. The body is a large one, and 

although not rich is of a very consistent payable nature. The owners of the Champion are still on very nice stone, and 

a crushing will soon be run through. Work on the Beehive main shaft is suspended for want of timber. The contract 

for the supply of timber has been let to Mr P. S. Ryan, who is erecting a sawmill here. Messrs Harvey and Sons are 

putting in a tunnel into their Perseverance property to intersect the Christmas reef. It is expected to be met in 400 

feet. It is reported here that the Beehive Extended is soon to be started again with winding and pumping gear. It is to 

be regretted that so good a show should have been shut down so long. The pump at the Early Bird has been started 

and the machinery is running very smoothly under the charge of Mr F. Letheren. Another crushing is being raised. 

30 Jun 1898  

BAIRNSDALE GENERAL SESSIONS. TUESDAY, 28TH JUNE. (Before His Honor Judge Gaunt.) THE 

LARCENY AT BULLUMWAAL. Walter Steele was indicted for the larceny of the sum of £16 17s 3d, the property 

of Walter Denman and others, at Bullumwaal. Mr Garner prosecuted. Mr Kirkpatrick appeared for accused. The 

following jury was sworn:-John Fitzgerald, David Collins, Geo. Waddell, Thomas Whelan, Westrop A. Cox, Fredk. 

A. Woodward, Joseph Williams, Percy B. Dahlsen, Walter S. Winson, Henry Tinsley (foreman), Heber Foard and 

Wm. Smart. Walter Denman, miner, Bullumwaal, deposed that in the latter end of April last he saw the prisoner in 

connection with a contract for driving a tunnel at the Christmas mine, there being also present Wm. Thompson, John 

Purcell and Percy Horwood. Steele proposed that they should go in as mates, and they agreed to do so, taking in 

Cole as a sixth. The tunnel was to be 100ft. Steele, at Waite's hotel, said he would not pay wages, but that they 



should go share and share alike, and they agreed and started on the job. About the 7th May Steele paid them £1 Os 

2d out of the contract money, and on the 21st £83 13s was also paid by him. Then they worked on till the contract 

was completed, about- a fortnight later, and witness saw prisoner get the cheque from Mr Muller about the 30th 

May. Steele said he would meet them later at Waite's hotel, but did not see him after that. Witness's share would be 

about £3 5s. To Mr Kirkpatrick : It was a common thing for one man to sign the contract on behalf of the others. The 

explosives were got in Steele's name. If there had been a loss on the contract the party would have paid it. The 

contract was run in Steele's name. _ - Fredk. Muller, manager of the Christmas mine, deposed that on the 27th April 

the prisoner met him and the others mentioned by the last witness. He said to Steele that if he and Howard went in 

together he (Steele) could sign for it, and they afterwards agreed to do so and he said they would all go it whack 

alike. Paid Steele for the work done, the last amount being £20 18s 9d on the 30th May, having gone to witness for it 

or several occasions previously. but witness not wishing to give it to him until some one else was present. Did hot 

see him again till after he was arrested. To Mr Kirkpatrick : Steele did not ask for his own share and the amount of 

the explosives. He went away and brought Denman, who saw him receive the cheque To Mr Gurner: Steele had no 

more to do with the contract than any of the other men. Percy Horwood, one of the party, also detailed the facts 

regarding the contract. John Purcell and Wm. Thompson gave similar evidence. W. Anderson, storekeeper, 

Bullumwaal deposed that the account at his place was opened for the party. On the 30th May in the morning, 

prisoner came and presented a cheque for £20 18s 92 in settlement of his own private account, £2 6: 6d, and an 

account of Steele and Horwood's for £1 8s. Witness gave him receipts and the balance, £17 6s 3d, in cash 

Understood it was 73 miles from Bullumwaal to the place where Steele was arrested. To Mr Kirkpatrick: The 

account for explosives was, by an error of their clerk, entered in Steele's name, Constable Strain, Omeo, who 

arrested accused on the 2nd June at Hinnomunjie, '65 miles from Omeo, deposed that he found about 12s upon him, 

and was told by him that he-employed who he liked on the contract and had paid them ; also that he had not been 

paid the whole of the contract. Asked him what he had done with the rest of the money, and he said he had ' done it 

up like a man' This closed the prosecution. Mr Kirkpatrick contended that accused had no fraudulent intention and 

could not be convicted until the Crown had shown that he had intended to steal the money of his mates. -  His Honor 

referred to the conditions which some time ago induced the Governments, both at home and in the colonies, to make 

an offence of the kind with which the prisoner was charged indictable. In this case he stood more or less in the 

relation of treasurer to the other members of the party and had on previous occasions acted toward them in that 

capacity, but when he got the final cheque -he evaded settlement with them and, lied to them in order to put off 

accounting for The jury found a verdict of guilty. His Honor, in sentencing him to six months' imprisonment, with 

hard labor it was a first offence-said he had been convicted on clear evidence  of a very mean and contemptible 

offence-that of robbing his mates-one which his Honor, speaking from a long experience of gold fields, could say 

was very seldom committed. Miners' words were their bonds in that respect-they might not sometimes be able to pay 

their debts, but they did not rob one another. An order was made for'. the handing over of a horse which Steele had 

when arrested, and for which he paid £8 to Chas. Grant, to his mates.  

7 July 1898  

MININC. The half-yearly meeting of the Bullumwaal Quartz Company was held on Monday last. The report and 

balance sheet were passed, after which an extra ordinary meeting was held, when the resolution authorising an 

increase of capital from Is to 2s 6d per share was unanimously adopted. Beehive, Bullumwaal, 1st July.-Level No 4 

stope extended 5ft, total, 100ft; reef, 5ft, payable; No 5 stope extended 5ft, total 75ft; reef 4ft and payable ; No 6 

stope extended 3ft, total 52ft ; reef 6ft, payable ; No 7 slope extended 7ft, total 46ft; reef 2ft, and payable; No 8 

stope extended 1ft, total 10ft ; reef 2ft and payable. Tunnel-Rise up 3ft, total 92ft; reef, 11ft and payable. No 2 stope 

4ft, total 34ft ; reef 10in and payable. No 2 stope ?ft, total, 34ft ; reef, 10in and payable. Shaft on Miner's Right 

holed through to rise; formation 10ft to 12ft wide, carrying gold right across. Winding engine got steam up; runs 

well. Battery and all connections working well. In future clean up takes place every four weeks. Christmas, 

Bullumwaal. 1st July. S. tunnel extended 18ft, total, 748ft. N. tunnel extended 15ft ; total 55ft ; country disturbed. 

Jubilee shaft.-Driven total 39ft. Started stoping over back on payable stone. engine, boiler and piles on the ground. 

 

 



OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, July 12. During the past 

week we have had quite a lot of diversion-band recitals, two concerts, and the boss football match of the season. On 

Friday evening a splendid concert and variety entertainment, in aid of the uniform fund of the brass band, was given 

in the institute by the local amateurs, who scored the most pronounced success achieved here yet. Messrs Ward 

Bros. and Montgomery came from Bairnsdale to assist in the musical portion. The ball was crowded to excess, and a 

large number who had purchased tickets were unable to gain admission. The show opened with a minstrel circle, 

composed of Messrs Walford (interlocutor), H. Cameron, Flint, Judd, J. Tobilt and C. Eyre, while the end men were 

Messrs Bolter and E. Norris (bones) and J. Norris and G. Skelton (tambos.) Some very clever gags were worked, 

and the corner business was certainly much above the average, and highly appreciated. Another feature of the 

entertainment was the harmony of the choruses, which were particularly well rendered. The items of the first part 

were:-Opening chorus, The Rocky Mountain Lion, company ; song, Little Sisters gone to Sleep, Mr J. Tobitt; song, 

Sally with the coal-black eye, Mr J. Bolter; song, Elsie of the Glen, Mr Judd ; song, Leader of Company B, Mr E. 

Norris; song, My little wife Nellie, Mr H. Cameron; Laughing song, Mr Skelton; I didn't know till afterwards, Mr J. 

Norris; Love's Serenade, Master Eyre ; plantation song and chorus, Good night, company. All the songs were well 

received. Mr Skelton's laughing song was a wonderful musical effort and highly appreciated. The second part was: 

Pianoforte duet, Misses Ayton and Coffey ; mandolin solo and violin solo, Mr Montgomery, the former being 

heartily encored ; song, Dorkins' night, Mr Skehon ; Mr "Tiny " Anderson gave a burlesque (or grotesque) rendition 

of True till death, Old log cabin, and Dear, kind doctor, and brought down the house; recitation, Shamus O'Brien, 

Mr J. Norris; song, I happened to be there, Mr Flint ; duet, England and Ireland, Messrs Bolter and Norris ; They all 

love Jack, Mr G. Pickering. A very funny farce, The Dummies, brought the performance to a close. Mr R. B. Ward 

played the accompaniments in his usual finished style and the success of the entertainment is in no small degree due 

to his efforts in forming and shaping the choruses. On Saturday evening the concert was repeated and the band will 

profit largely. 

FOOTBALL. On Saturday afternoon a football match was played between the Bullumwaal and Beehive miners, and 

a fine exhibition was the result. Both teams had previously won a match for the Hamburg Explosives trophy and put 

their full strength into the field, and from the start the fight was of a bull dog nature. Bullumwaal led from the 

bounce to half time, when Bee hive rallied and passed them; but the town team responded gamely in the last quarter, 

and scoring two goals in rapid succession made a draw of the game with 20 points each. THE CLUB. The building 

of the Bullumwaal Club is rapidly nearing completion, and will be a fine edifice. Mr Walford has been appointed 

secretary of the club, and he expects to shortly have rooms ready for use by the members.  

MINING. Messrs Anderson Bros, at Yahoo, have crushed 16 tons for the splendid yield of 40oz. Previous parcels 

from this show have returned averages of 3 to 50oz per ton. Messrs Shields and Cathro have crushed four tons at 

Yahoo battery for 8oz 17dwt. Last week Messrs Bolt and Buzzard obtained 3oz 5dwt from 4 tons from their show at 

Yahoo. A parcel of 11 tons from one of the reefs in the Galway lease was crushed at the Sons of Freedom battery for 

the disappointing yield of 2oz 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, July 21, At present 

considerable activity in mining is evinced at Merrijig, and a great deal of prospecting and development work is 

being done. It is expected that the machinery on the extensive alluvial property of Mr A.L. S. Eyre, on Merrijig 

Creek, will be in full blast again in a few weeks. The claims embraced in this area were the richest at Merrijig, and 

with the big puddling machines and sluicing facilities very consistent yields have been obtained, in fact, just before 

last Christmas, some very heavy gold was won. In addition to the rich alluvial deposits, Mr Eyre has proved a 

valuable quartz lode, which will also be opened up. It is intended to place the property for flotation --probably in 

Melbourne,--and there should be no reason for its hanging fire, as the new company will commence operations on 

what is known to be valuable and payable washdirt. The Gippsland Gold Extraction Co, which is treating the tailings 

at the Sons of Freedom battery, has erected a steam pumping plant, and are now treating large quantities of the sand. 

The Early Bird G.M. Co. is calling tenders for sinking the main shaft 100ft further. A large parcel of stone from 

Dennis Bros. Richilieu, at Sandy Creek, will be treated at the Government battery this week. Messrs Dejarlsis Bros. 

crushed 7 tons for 24oz 17dwt from their new show at Sandy's. Beside this return, 6oz were dollied from the stone, 

which was worth over 4oz per ton. The owners of the Centipede have obtained 4oz 5dwt from 4 tons. Messrs 

Francis and Clancy ran through a trial crushing of 6 tons at the Sons of Freedom mill for 9ozs 2dwt. The stone 

comes from a new find. Messrs Chapman and party put through 3 tons for 8oz 9dwt last week. 



OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, July 28. Everything here 

is moving very steadily, and there is nothing of a sensational nature to chronicle-except perhaps I may mention that 

our local paper has un earthed a local poet. It is so nice to have a poet about a place, especially of the caudle variety. 

It is gratifying to hear that we have at last a justice of the peace in our community, and the selection of Mr P. S. 

Ryan for the office is cordially approved here, and that gentleman has been heartily congratulated. Naturally enough, 

the members of the Bullumwaal club feel aggrieved at the ad verse decision of the licensing court in re fusing a club 

license to that body. It is difficult to understand why we cannot be allowed the privileges extended to com munities 

of other centres, especially in view of the lavish expenditure and complete arrangements made by the executive for 

the superior appointments and conduct of the club, and the disappointment is exceedingly keen. The sawmill plant 

erected. by Mr P. S. Ryan for the supply of timber for the Beehive and other mines is now in full swing, and the 

sinking of the Beehive main shaft is being pushed on with all possible despatch. The erection of the Christmas 

machinery is proceeding satisfactorily, and a start on the large quantities of payable stone proved will shortly be 

made. Messrs Chapman and party have run through 8 tons at the Sons of Freedom battery for 1oz 10dwt. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. Friday, September 15.  Good work is being done at the Defiance No. 1 mine. The 

shaft is now cut down to a considerable depth. The timbering is most substantial. It was a sawn and dressed. Until 

this week the mullock has been raised by windlass The manager, Mr  C. Grant, has now secured a second whip 

horse; one is to be used on the dayshift hauling mullock, while the other will be employed hauling water on the night 

shift. By this means the miners will have no interference from water. A steam pump and hauling gear are expected 

to arrive daily. The poppet heads are all ready to be put in position, and, as far as can be judged, it will be a first-

class job when finished. Altogether, when the work on the surface is completed the Defiance No. 1 will be equipped 

with everything up to date, and should the stone continue as rich as the prospects indicate there is no doubt this mine 

will be a paying concern. Some mining managers are most considerate to the men employed by them, and some are 

quite the reverse. Among the former must be classed Mr Woodbridge, the manager of the Christmas mine. This 

gentleman has given himself considerable trouble of late to try and keep the miners employed, and to effect this has 

been trying to arrange with the company so that part of the mine might he let to a party of tributors and obviate the 

necessity for shortening the hands, which, rumor states, may have to be done unless something unforeseen turns up. 

The Beehive Extended Co. are now treating about 40 tons of stone at the Bullumwaal battery. The Early Bird today 

commenced delivering stone to the Sons of Freedom battery. The Beehive Co cleaned  up last Friday, the return 

being 11oz of gold from 147 tons of stone, an average of 7dwt per ton. Mining, on the whole, is very quiet here at 

present, and as there is no one out prospecting no new finds are reported.  

POSTAL DEPARTMENT. Bullumwaal is now suffering from a fresh grievance The Postal department has thought 

fit to alter the mail timetable, and have the mail which arrives on Fridays, timed to leave  Bairnsdale at 7 a.m., so 

that letters posted in Melbourne on Thursday will not reach Bullumwaal until the following Monday. Mr P. S. Ryan, 

who is always to the front when anything affecting the welfare of our township is at stake, has communicated with 

the department, pointing out to it the inconvenience which will be caused here through this arrangement. The answer 

which we have received is far from satisfactory. It is a c'n- of chees-Iaring ble the pet oilike. The school teacher at 

Tabberabbera, has been appointed postmaster at that place, and aTs hie hla. a lholida.- on Saturdays the mails maut 

be delivered at Tabberabbera on Friday afterenoin, s, that the 4ch~rl teachver hlald.a. may nt Ie intereeal aithi, and Il 

f;ullumws-al ha i,, suff:r. It is well :h:t we hsi-e the telephone t. Ilhn ,j t,, or else we would tw:, with roadl almost 

imt? abk!e, cut oif from eciilisi- tion e,,tirely. A public meretlng w-ill he Ild t,, prtnet against thiPs unjustia. I ,n 'lhe 

part of the o,-uL :1ut',riti-? Th.re is a ?,?'.! si:gIn that the ru:,.l to I,..irn'dal is ishpruvin. Th-: two leadlinghan-es fr,,, 

.1Jr Wilson-erch, on bein- unhitched yest,,''La, -ithd, on, af'er perormntig sunadey snti throu-h t!:e town tk :ea 

pnrSiecting tour up thp Beehive hill, -where tae; were captur, ]. Either the rurvi i; impr,,vin or MI ri',Vln in ueing 

veir The ttal amouns cell?ted in aill ?f hr Henry is eabour14. 

22 Sep 1898  

BAIRNSDALE PETTY SESSIONS. TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20. (Before Mr J. Bull and Mr J. D. Smith, Ju.P) 

INSULTING LANGUAGE. Geo Mathieson was charged with having, on the gth August, at Bullumwaal, used 

insulting language in a public place towards George Rowe. Sergeant Mullany conducted the case for the police and 

Mr Kirkpatrick appeared for the defence. Geo. Rowe, storekeeper, Bullumwaal, deposed that he was unable to play 

in the football match at Bullumwaal on the 6th August, and in the evening the accused, at a meeting held in Waite's 

hotel, said witness could have played if he liked. "Witness explained that he could not leave his work. Defendant 



then used insulting language towards witness, calling him amongst other things a bastard, Witness gave no 

provocation. Wm. Richard Bischoff corroborated last witness's evidence as regards the language used. Rowe gave 

no provocation. Mr Kirkpatrick said the prosecution had not proved that the words were used near a public place. A 

bar parlor was not a public place, and there was no evidence that the bar or bar door was open. There was nothing to 

show that the language was heard in a public place. Sergeant Mullany said there was no need to prove that it was a 

licensed house, as it was known to be so by repute, and the house was abutting upon a public street. The Bench 

overruled Mr Kirkpatrick's objections. Mr Kirkpatrick said the man had been arrested 14 days ago and had been kept 

here all that time. He would ask the bench to impose a light penalty under the circumstances. Fined 40s and 30s 

costs, or 14 days' imprisonment 

 

OUR BULLUIMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, Sept. 23. THE MINES. 

The Beehive Extended Co. cleaned up at the Bullumwaal battery on Thursday, but the result of the crushing has not 

yet been made public. The last clean up at the Christmas, 200 tons for 70 ounces, is a great improvement on those of 

recent date, and most be very encouraging to the company. Messrs Wilson and Strange had a small parcel of stone 

treated at the Sons of Freedom battery during the week, which gave the profitable return of 9oz 8dwt8gr for three 

tons of quartz. The Early Bird Tribute, Messrs Vaughan, Letberan and Moore, treated 20 tons of stone at the Sons of 

Freedom battery, resulting in the payable -return of 19oz. This mine is on the same line of reef as the Sons of 

Freedom lease, which was recently forfeited by the warden's court in consequence of the owners not complying with 

the labor covenants. The new tenants have no far not made any improvement regarding the labor covenants, as the 

lease is still idle. This looks as though the old game had not yet gone cut of force here. that is, holding a lease and 

waiting for some development to turn up on another mine. There are rumors of a good crushing from the old 

Defiance having been treated at the company's battery, but the results are shut up in the box of secrecy, the 

proprietors evidently not caring to make the matter public, but as far as can be ascertained this crushing is said to be 

something similar in value to those taken from this mine when Mr Woods was the owner, and which caused the 

boom in Bullumwaal at that time. It is to be hoped it is so, as ore could do very well with a little excitement at 

present. The South Defiance Co. are now occupying the Defiance mill with a parcel of stone from their mine. From 

the appear some of the stone being treated the result ought to be good. [Fifteen and a half tons yielded over 3oz per 

ton.] Messrs Brown and party are raising stone from their new find at the Pass By, and will very shortly have a 

crushing ready for the mill. Mr Harvey is now delivering stone at the Sons of Freedom battery, taken from his 

Perseverance mine. 

29 Sept 1898  

BIULLUIWAAL MINING NOTES. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, Sept. 27. At present our town is 

enjoying a period of quiet, and everybody asks why? And equally, no one can answer-for Bullumwaal and its mines 

have never given greater promise. Instead of raising a few tons of stone and crossing over the yield, we are putting 

in a vast amount of development work, which is placing our mines in a condition for sound investment and 

facilitating economic mining; and we will soon begin to reap the reward of our ex tended outlay. The Beehive main 

shaft has been sunk to a depth of 202ft, and the winding gear is in full swing. The Miner's Right reef, the company's 

second string, is 16ft wide and carrying gold. The Beehive reef is prospecting payably. The battery for the Christmas 

reef has been erected and the road from the tunnel almost completed. Mr F. Muller, the manager, expects to be 

crushing in a few days, At the Bullumwaal Quartz the tunnel is in 270ft, and the contractors will extend it to 

intersect the reef 600ft from the month. Some fine stone is being raised on this property. The South Defiance 

Company have re commenced work on their property, and Mr T. Mummery has arrived to take charge. The winding 

plant has been started on the Beehive Extended, and the water on the workings is being baled out. A fine body of 

stone, 3ft wide and carrying payable gold, is exposed, and under the management of R. M. Lee the mine should soon 

be a steady producer. The Pass-by is now being developed by a co-operative party, who are sinking to intersect the 

rich shoot worked on top. The Perseverance has again proved its wonderful consistency by yielding on average of 

2oz 17dwt for 50 tones Messrs Harvey and Sons have refused several tempting offers for the property, as for the last 

two years it has not only main rained its average, but development at the lower levels has proved the mine to be 

richer than over. Messrs Evans and Little have met splendid stone in the Defiance Extended, some of the specimens 

being richer than anything seen here previously. Just before the rich strike they crushed 30 tons for a return of 2oz 

15dwt per ton. This parcel was from the 180ft level, and the reef in 3ft wide and better than on the surface, Messrs 



Treloar and party have crushed 17 tons at the Sons of Freedom mill for 17oz. They are now driving at 80ft on a fine 

reef carrying about ounce stuff. A parcel of 11 tons from the Goose berry Pie, crushed at the Sons of Freedom 

battery, returned 8dnt per ton. The Ryan's Peak G.M. Co. are sending in 30 tons from the mine to be treated at the 

Sons of Freedom mill, a distance of 12 miles. It is estimated to go loz per ton. Messrs Hill and Waite are packing in 

a parcel of stone from their show at Merrijig. The last crushing returned 45oz from 4? tons. At the Sandy Creek 

Government battery Messrs Grimshaw and Dix obtained 6oz 15dwt from the ton of quartz from their show, which 

recently yielded 15dwt ,per ton,. At the same battery small parcels ,.were crushed as follows :--Messrs Murphy 

Bros., 4 tons for 13oz 10dwt ; Rodgers and party, 13cwt for loz 5dwt; Carey party, 25cwt for 15dwt. Messrs Flint 

and party are sinking on nice stone, showing gold freely, in the Christmas East, and a crushing is being taken out. 

After a lapse of a few weeks Jackie's Dream is to be opened again. Mr J. Davis has been appointed to the 

management, and a start will be made on the payable stone from which the last crushing of 15dwt per ton was taken. 

On the Bullumwaal Consols No. 2 the tunnel is in 10ft. Several small bodies of ore were passed through, and the 

main feet, 

8 Oct 1898  

MINING. NOTES FROM BULLUMWAAL. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)   Wednesday, October 5.   Last 

week the Christmas battery was started, and everything was found to be running smoothly. The company has got a 

fine show in the deepest workings, and should maintain a payable return. At the South Defiance work is being 

pursued in the Mt Alfred shaft, on the south end of the lease. Payable yields have been the order in the past from the 

reef exposed in this shaft, while from the Puzzle reef returns of 9½oz have been obtained. A new reef 12 inches 

wide, carrying gold, has been cut in the cross cut from the Mt Alfred shaft. On the north end of the property, 3oz 

yields have been taken from the Lily reef, besides which there are four other reefs traversing the ground. The show 

is under the management of Mr C. S. Mummer, who is sinking a main shaft to intersect the junction of the ore 

bodies. Messrs M'Keown and party are doing a great amount of valuable work on the Posselwaite. Crushings from 

an ounce to 4½oz have been taken from the show. A shaft is down 86ft on the reef, and the Mickey reef is being 

proved in the property. The proprietors of the Amalgamated Miners' mine have erected a plant for pumping the 

water, which is very heavy, and has retarded the development of this payable mine. A battery is to be erected on the 

Gooseberry Pie mine,. Messrs Emery and Hawkins are working a good show near the Jew's Eye. The shaft is down 

40ft on a reef 2ft wide, and payable gold has been discovered in the rubbly formation alongside the body of stone. 

The Hopeful, worked for good returns by Messrs Jorgensen and Schilt, has been floated on the Melbourne market by 

Mr H. O. Walford, of Bullumwaal. Beehive Extd, Bullumwaal, 3rd.-- Centred up from No. 1 level to second brace. 

Shaft sunk 14ft. below No. 1 level, total 114ft; country stiff bars sandstone and slate. Ryan's Peak, Bullumwaal, 1st.-

- Opened out at 100ft level. Will finish crushing at Government battery in fortnight. Plates looking fairly well.. 

20 Oct 1898  

MINING. REPORTS. Bullumwaal Quartz, Bullumwaal, 12th. -Driven 35th, total 314. Carting stone to battery. 

Beehive, Bullumwaal, 13th. - Main shaft sunk 260ft. Country looks promising. Nice mineralised leaders. Water 

getting heavier. 220ft. level: No 5 stope in 10ft.; reef frt. No. 6 stope in 5ft; reef 3ft. Stone prospects payable. Taking 

out blocks payable stone over level Tunnel : Shooting off stone on to footwall ; up rise. Formation in 10ft wide. 

Prospects fine gold. Intermediate driven S. 74ft. Slight mishap to cages caused little delay underground. Beehive 

Extd., Bullumwaal, 15th. No. 1 level: Main shaft sunk 134ft. Country intermixed with large qtz. veins and spurs, 

carrying heavy mineral. Water draining off No. 1 level. Christmas, Bullumwaal, 14th.-Tunnel: Nos. I and 2 stopes 

off No.2 rise in lift. Reef 2f, payable. No. 3 rise up 15ft. Reef 2ft, payable. Stoping. Jubilee shaft : No. 1 stope reef 

1ft, payable. No. 2 stope : Reef 2ft, payable. Crosscutting in tunnel S. of No. 3 rise. Borings show fine gold. Will 

continue, if get payable stone. Will add large tonnage to reserves of crushing stuff. A line looks well. Plates look 

well. Clean up 22nd. Everything works well. Jackie's Dream, Bullumwaal, 13th. No 1 level-N. drive in 30ft, where 

elide met with. S. drive in 7ft, No. 2 Level -Continuing N. drive to pick up shoot cut in No. 1.  

27 Oct 1898 MINING. BULLUMWAAL NOTES. Work has been temporarily suspended at Ryan's Peak. The 

Gooseberry Pie have commenced a tunnel to intersect the lode, and are in 20 feet in hard country. The lode has been 

cut in the Beehive Extended shaft, at 144 feet. The stone is nicely laminated, shows gold freely and is heavily 

charged with minerals. The water is still light. The Defiance Extended are preparing for another crushing from the 



140 feet north level. They have now proved the shoot for 60ft, and are not through it. Good gold is also underfoot 

and overhead. Work at the Defiance has been suspended for another three months, but operations have been started 

on No. 2 lease. Waite and Hill, Sandy's Creek, have crushed 10 tons for 22oz. Arrangements are being made for 

starting a local stock exchange, and the new institution is likely to have a large amount of local support. Beehive, 

Bullumwaal, 20th.-Main shaft sunk 273ft. Country harder, carrying several mineralised leaders. Making more water. 

220ft level: No 6 stope in 10ft. Reef 2ft, poor. No 7 stope in 4ft. Reef 2ft, payable. Taking out pillars stone over 

level. Tunnel: Shooting off on to footwall; formation 11ft wide. Can get little fine gold by dollying. Crushed 299 

tons for 86oz 1dwt smelted gold. Christmas, Bullumwaal, 21st.-Jubilee shaft-No 1 stope: Stone pinched out. No. 2 

stope: Reef 1ft, barely payable. Tunnel: No. 3 rise up 19ft ; reef 3ft, payable. No. 1 stope in 15ft; reef 6 inches, 

payable. No. 2 rise : Nos. 1 and 2 stopes N.: Reef average 1½ft, payable. No. 1 slope S.: Reef 2ft ; average stone. 

Crushed first 200 tons for 90oz 8dwt 2gr. most seconds. Battery and machinery in good order. Crushing. Water 

getting low. 

1 Nov 1898 Telegraphic communication between Bairnsdale and Bullumwaal will be opened to-day. 

17 Dec 1898  Christmas, Bullumwaal, 14th.-Struck payable stone driving S. Jubilee shaft at 123ft. Cassilis, I0th -

main level driven 7ft, total 7 l ; reef 1ft Stopes looking well; reef averaging 2ft. Reef in bottom of winze widened 

out to 2ft; good stone. Erecting new vats, and after Christmas be able to put through a much larger quantity. Be 

cleaning up battery and vats at end of week. Battery now going two shifts. 

 

3 Dec 1898  It is rumored that the Cassilis G.M.Co. will commence to pay dividends next month. A large dyke 

formation has been discovered in the Defiance No. 2 lease, averaging over 3 feet with payable prospect. A contract 

has been let for sinking the Christmas Jubilee shaft another 50 feet. At the 150 feet level in the Early Bird they have 

got the shoot of gold. and are rising to take out a crushing. They have 12 tons of fair stone at grass. At the Defiance 

Extended they are breaking a crushing over the 140 feet level. Beehive, Bullumwaal, 25th. Main shaft sunk 316ft. 

Country hard sand stone, with several small hungry leaders. Water making 800 gallons per hour. Putting in opening 

set at 320ft. "machinery working well. Christmas, Bullumwaal, 25th.-Jubilee shaft sunk 73ft. shelf or formation 2ft 

wide, carrying little gold. Water in shaft 150 gallons per hour. Erected whip.  

8 Dec 1898  

MINING. The Beehive main shaft continues to make about 800 gallons of water per hour, and they are now down 

325 feet. The Christmas Jubilee shaft has been sunk. 80 feet, and the reef is getting larger and carries gold. The 

Perseverance tunnel is in 225 feet; the reef is larger and the prospects better. On the South Defiance the formation in 

the tunnel is 3 feet 6 inches wide, and carries a little gold. Crushings :-Maritana, Bullumwaal, 48 tons, 52oz  

Sat 7 Jan 1899  Beehive, Bullumwaal, Dec. 29th. Started sinking again this morning. Christmas, Bullumwaal, Dec 

31st.-S. drive Jubilee shaft extended, total 37ft reef 18in wide carrying lot of mineral. Started sinking Jubilee shaft to 

cut good sheet of gold under foot. intend resuming crushings, as sufficient water for month or so. 

24 Jan 1899 MINING. BULLUMWAAL, Jan. 21st The great amount of development work on the various mines 

around Bullumwaal is reaching completion. The main shaft at the Beehive is down over 100 feet, and a crosscut is 

being started to cut the reef. Work is in full swing at the Christmas, 30 hands being on, the battery is running fall 

time, and a cleanup is expected in a few days. Some very nice stone is being broken in the stopes and if the supply 

of water for crushing lists, the immediate outlook for the mine is excellent. The Jackie's Dream shaft is being sunk 

another 50. feet by contract, and work will be resumed shortly on the property. The Early Bird tributers are driving 

at 120ft on a nice solid reef 15 inches wide, showing good gold and a crushing is being raised. The Champion is 

now worked by a party, of tributers, who are driving on a large body of stone of a consistently pay able nature. A 

parcel of about 50 tons will be treated shortly. The South Defiance tunnel is in 130ft on a large dykey formation, 

occasionally carrying goal gold. Another 100ft will bring them under the shoot worked. from the main shaft. A 

parcel of 12 tons is ready for treatment from the Daisy Bell, the property of Messrs Postill and Ryan. It is estimated 



at loz per ton. Messrs Masterton, Pitt and Warby Bros. are doing a lot of work on the Briffany, and have raised some 

nice pay able stone in the last few weeks. Considerable interest is evinced in the result of the election for the vacant 

seat on the mining board, and the candidates, Messrs Barkley and J. F. White, are prosecuting their respective 

canvasses vigorously. Both gentlemen are well known in the district. 

9 Feb 1899  

MINING. BULLUMWAAL NOTES. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, Feb. 4. Owing to the scarcity 

of water, claim owners have been waiting for some time for an opportunity to treat their ore. The Christmas has had 

to stop the battery. A clean up of 62oz from 100 tons was made last week from that mine and a large quantity of 

payable ore is in sight. The work of crosscutting at the 400 feet level at the Beehive is being rigorously pursued, and 

the intersection of the ore body may be expected at any time now. Much attention has been directed to the results 

subsequent to the sinking of the new main shift, and the striking of the rich deposit at this depth will tend to have a 

reassuring effect upon investors. No doubts are entertained locally as to the result of the developments ; the only 

regret is that the shaft has not been carried out down to much greater depth. The party of tributers working The 

Champion are still on a large body of stone carrying good gold, but as the mill is hung up for want of alter the 

crushing cannot be treated yet. A leader carrying gold has been struck by the contractors in Jackie's' Dream, and they 

are sinking upon it. A prospector named H. Corry has been fortunate enough to find a 5½ oz slug at the head of 

Boggy Creek in the shallow ground. A rush has set in and a number of claims located, but there is nothing to warrant 

any continuation of it. The tunnel in the South Defiance has met a reef 4fst wide carrying gold, and the company is 

driving on the line. A nice reef is being driven on by the Early Bird tributers, and a crushing will be put through as 

early as possible 

 

20 Apr 1899 V ICTORIAN GOLD RETURNS. The tenth issue of the goldfields return has been published, and 

describes the results recorded during the month of March, when the output reached 74,213oz. This brings the 

recorded gold production of Victoria to 62,869.613oz, of the estimated value of £ 251,478,452. REPORTS. 

Defiance-Bullumwaal G.J. Co., Bullumwaal, 14th.-Well slabbed and ready when bailing starts. Taking out stone in 

upper levels for crushing. Will start bailing after new winze has been timbered and a windlass erected.. Jackie's 

Dream, Bullumwaal, 15th. Contractors finished x-cut. Driving N, on lode. 

Beehive, Bullumwaal. 14th.--400ft level; S. drive in 91ft.L More water to face.. N. drive: Rising in large body stone, 

No. I S.: Rise up 26ft. Rise on W. leader up 16ft. Stone small; fair gold. E. x-cut : Side having displaced lode, 

driving on track of Beehive lode. Board decided shirt battery to main shaft. Christmas, Bullumwaal, 14th.-Started 

crushing 12th., full time. Battery running well. Stopes over deepest level 3 so 8ft thick, 125ft long, payable. Stoping 

from S. winze on stone, coming to N. winze, payable. 

 

25 may 1899 ORIGINAL CORRESPONDENCE. THE BULLUMWAAL TYPHOID EPIDEMIC. ro 'rui Mrror OF 

Hr Ann/Srr.-n ir,--Your correspondent in Saturday's issue not being able to determine the cause of the outbreak of 

typhoid. If he comes down to the front of my place I think I can put him on the right track. The past 12 months or so, 

there has been a closed box drain leading from certain premises and emptying into a pool of filth and draining past 

my shop door. I have spoken to the occupier and to Councillor Ryan, but nothing has been done. I think I can prove 

it is from that drain that all the trouble has come, as there are, and has been, no fewer than 15 cases of typhoid, 20 

yards each side of the said drain. It is nearly five months since the first case occurred, and yet the council or the 

board of health his done nothing. I think if the council had been as prompt in voting £10 to stop the cause as they 

were to give £10 to the temporary hospitals it would have been more to their credit, but it seems as if nothing short 

of an earth quake will more the members of the shire council to anything like activity in the matter. I have had my 

patience about tired, expecting something to be done, and have been compelled to close my place of business on 

account of the repugnance my customers have to the filthy drainage running past my shop. The cry has been along 

that the inspector of nuisances is coming up or the health officer and the shire engineer. Thee have ail een up[ and 

oo:hino bs bees: !eoe.. .od still they say it is only an alarc; hut I think if some of the people that are reposndiblo for 



sneb a stote ofiaire .h fire mo.ths sick nets in their hmees so I have had, and others as well, (and I hre one still lo in 

bed,and four more have been taken down since you coee.ere- ent erco?) t think they W-ntl bMh~eroceoeeeto 

hbenemd. I also spoke to Councillor Ryan to see what he could do in the matter. I have read two reports of the 

council meeting and not a word said about it. What means this conspiricy of silence on this plague-ridden spot? May 

I ask our shire councillors, and Councillor Ryan in particular, if they halve lost all sense  of justice and duty towards 

the rrtepyprvo, and the suffering patients in particuar, that they should not neglect such a human duty? Hopingyou 

will have space for this letter, as I think it in my duty to speak, and speak plainly.-Yours etc. THOS. McMURTIE. 

Bullumwaal, May 23, 1899. 

13 Jun 1899 BULLUMWAAL NOTES. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, June 12. Mining here is very 

sound, though quiet at present, and all the miners in which depth is being attained are on solid bodies of stone. This 

fact augurs well for the permanency of the quartz veins in the lower Silurian country, and has given investors fresh 

confidence, and all the companies are working in a more systematic manner. At 400ft the reef in the Beehive is very 

compact and carries gold in consistent quantities, and when the proposed alterations in the system of handling and 

treating the ore are effected, the management hopes to be able to pay dividends on the low-grade stone, hitherto 

regarded as not payable. Good payable stone is being mined in the Christmas, the reef running up to 8ft wide. In the 

winze a nice lode has been cut and the store for the new strike has increased the average value of the ore. Shares are 

going up, and a lot of business was done in them last week at 3s 6d. A new find of a sensational nature has been 

made at 76ft in the Defiance No. 1. In driving that level a reef nearly a foot wide, come in, and some beautiful 

specimens were obtained. The gold is distributed right through the solid stone, and some of the stuff is worth 50z per 

ton. However, it is not expected to continue as rich as the "jewellers shop" patch, but the gold is even, and is making 

across the reef, and the company has a very fine show. Mr E. Archer has picked up good gold-bearing reef near 

Sandy's Creek. Some of the quartz is said to be very good, and a crushing is being taken out for treatment at the 

Government battery. At 200ft the reef in the Beehive Extended is looking very well. The cross cut is 7 feet in and 

the footwall has not been cut yet. The stone carries a little gold and is highly mineralised, and the rich shoot is 

expected in 30 feet driving. A nice lode is bring worked in the South Defiance. It is nearly 5 feet wide and a slice of 

payable stuff came in, and on driving this proved to be a couple of feet in width. The company has had no payable 

stone since it commenced operations, and the present find is very opportune. Bennett Brothers are taking out a trial 

parcel from their new show, about 2 miles north of the township for treatment at the Bullumwaal battery. Some of 

the stone is showing gold, and the return is expected to be up to 2oz per ton. 

3 oct1899 •UR B. L:'dUard:'. .- LET'TEr. 'Tih'r1 e have b5 c n somien fc:,irlc ~I, r'dcii it,., nr'tleavn |n- thent, ninv, o 

froi tie Pn ers. twLt- etine, mtille'i Ist t h] ,",o n s f f .r e t d o m b t,.it 'r v, w h e re f nr , ,m :;t) tol, of itole the 

prtlitab i? Stur I'-- l ,to.u :i l I' t re:'t-d at the I- 'liance : batterv I 20 lollo (Ol for se irtlic rf .it i,,s,[l ti idwt per toi. ''he 

tailin from tls cruhiwrtg ill s "' tle:the lt 1n -v:I - . h!en :: fair return will no ,!?,oubt be obtaincr, its thei gadl is very 

lne. Thugh the rturnsll froil this crul'Shntl lerly, it should pay well. The liechive lt xtended will s.h<rtly treat .another 

pafre,1 of stone at the Sunllunmwaal battesrs. The tiellh ring iat the icr fiane tNo. 1 the is fine qshe anl d irl (ha t:at 

is nst trwaiting the ariival Of the enrtinre. The gfel retlournl fii the Southl Defiance t ine ryter gat tief taction here, as 

it has re-iaiepd [anr nill ery', the manlager, for his plucn k aperti gseveain . Their intn is fair uailly o the sune quality 

of stone mie that last treated in sight. Onsome inte uut, s oeturn frt teiloure r thins are exirly it is expected tvery 

lively at the South Defiance. The Anglo Saxon company will be shortly be commencing operations again. Ther 

intention is to sink the new shaft to a considerable depth. Messrs Clements and Genvoke have had aJuarel of stone, 

milled atfor the Sons of Freedom of tter, but cleaning up is not yet finished pli te The enterpralgsemat it iners' Aocin 

tion bat is creating some interest, and now that the roads are fairly good, it is expected that a number of visitors from 

Bairnsdale the will est be present on the llest farlike spirit which has been manifd other stingrr itself in all parts of 

the colony lately has not been wholly absent here, and it is understood that Messrs Jas. Ryan, T. Harlin and W. Judd 

have volunteered for service in South Africa. Mr Ryan's service:, it is said, have already been accepted. He is the 

brother of Mr P. S. Ryan. The Advertiser is complimented on the enterprise it has shown in connection with its cable 

service. This gives us all the latest news in the fullest form regarding the Transvaal and other stirring questions. 

Sept 71899 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, Sept. 7. THE 

MINES. The Ucebhite Extended Company intend treating about eighteen tons of Stone this week. The stone will be 

put through at the Bullumwaal battery, which armonr says the company has leased from the original owners. One of 

the dams at the Beehive started leaking during the week and caused a slight stoppage of the battery. The break was 

soon made good and the mine is again working as usual. The new manager, Mr Bowden, has returned from 



Melbourne and is now in charge. The A.N.A. Company expect to have the pump pipes delivered and fixed this 

week, then sinking will be proceeded with. Mr Longsmoore has made a fresh start at the larain and is now driving 

for the reef at 100 feet level. The Jackie's Dream Extended also resumed work at the mine last Tuesday. A most 

successful concert was held at the mechanics' hall last Friday, the proceeds from- which, about £?. will go towards 

the funds of that institution. The concert was got up by the band, in return for their having had the free use of the 

hall during the past two years. Songs were rendered by the Mrs. Grant, Misses Grant, Housea, Gotling, and Messrs 

Judd, E. Norris and J. Tobell; a quartet by members of the band, and a mandolin duet by Miss Goading and Mr De 

Havlin. A recitation by Mr I. Sneetsanu was greatly enjoyed.  

ACCIDENT. Mr W. Henry, an old and respected resident, had the misfortune to meet with a very serious accident 

last Monday. He was engaged loading his drag with stone for road repairing, when one of the large stones slipped 

from the dray and struck him on the leg. He was at once conveyed home and now lies in a very precarious condition. 

Mr Henry has a large family depending on him, and great sympathy is felt for them in their misfortune. 

NEW TRACKS. It is pleasing to notice that track forming is in progress here to open up the country. To-day a 

number of men passed through en route for Yahoo, to start forming a track from that place to join the Omeo road at 

a point about nine miles from Bullumwaal. The track will be about five miles in length. It was applied for by Mr 

P.S. Ryan some time since. The delay in starting work has been caused by the original contractor throwing up the 

job. The track from Two Mile Creek to the Wentworth River, under the superintendence of Mr Kirwin, is also 

making good progress. 

 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL CORRESPONDENT Saturday October 7. The returns from Mr Barton's crushing, treated at 

the Sons of Freedom battery, was 12oz. 4dwt for 11 tons of stone.  The Defiance Extended Company are now- 

engaged with a crushing at the Bullumwaal battery. The Anglo Saxon Company have commenced--work at their 

mine. Messrs Little and Evans have got the contract for sining and timberisng the shaft. Rumor states that the last 

clean up at the Beehive is most satisfactorv, but the actual returns are not yet public property. The Beehive Extended 

Company have struck some very rich stone in the south drive to day. The new find is about eight inches wide and 

shows gold freely all through the stone. LotJYOlF tJP AtttSCTiEOtS3 COZtY~sTv The Early Bird mine is now shut 

down. This was the only mine working on the line of reef known as the Sons of Freedom line, and as there is as yet 

no movement being made to open up the lately forfeited lease of the Sons of Freedom, and the Briton lease having 

been idle for over 12 months, there is nothing being done on this valuable line of reef. It is too bad that such a state 

of things should be allowed by the Mines Department. Three leases along edge of one another, closed to the 

prospector, and not being used by the lessees! It is little use anyone contemplating prospecting round about 

Bullumwaal, as he must travel miles to get clear of the country that is locked up under idle leases. The attention of 

the Mines department has frequently been called to this undesirable state of affairs, but it is allowing things to go 

from bad to worse. Were it not for the number of men employed in the Christmas, Beehive and Beehive Extended 

mines there would not be at the rate of one man for every two leases held. So much for the labor covenant in the 

Mines Act. The Postal department is also treating, Bullumwaal with utter contempt It pays no attention to the 

complaints made regarding Friday's mail being despatched from Bairnsdale on that day prior to the arrival of the 

train from Melbourne, and thus leaving all letters posted in Melbourne on Thursday a bind. t the residents here are, 

on account of their lethargy, a great deal to blame in this matter, for when a public meeting was called to protest 

against, this injustice, only some six to seven people attended. Here, as in some other places, every one relies upon 

his neighbor to do the grafting.   

FALL OF SNOW. We had a good fall of snow here last Saturday afternoon, and on Sunday at the Bull Dog the 

ground was covered with snow to a depth of two or three inches. Since then, with the exception of winds, the 

weather has been most genial. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, Oct. 16. THE MINES. In 

last week  report the return from Mr A. Barton's crushing was stated to be 12oz 4dwt from 11 tons of stone; it should 

have been l3oz 19d-t 10 gr of gold. The Beehive Extended Ca. cleaned up on Friday at the Bullumwaal battery, 

where they have been engaged crushing for the last week. The returns have not yet been made public . The Defiance  

have treated about eleven tons of stone at their battery, but the result is not obtainable. The Christmas and Beehive 



batteries have been working full time during the week.  SOCIAL NOTES. The Amalgamated Miner's Ball was held 

in the Mechanics' Institute Hall on Friday evening, and proved one of the most enjoyable ever held hero. About forty 

couples were present, together with a large gathering of spectators. The ball was tastefully decorated for the 

occasion and the floor was in splendid condition. Excellent music was supplied by Louis Ward (piano) and J. 

O'Conner (cornet). I think it would astonish many of your townspeople were they to attend some of our bush halls 

and see the manner in which our young ladies turn out. Their costumes would certainly do credit to a country ball. A 

light supper was served during the interval and dancing was kept up until the small hours of the morning. On 

Saturday evening the members of the A.M.A. held a most enjoyable social smoke night .in the Mechanics' Hall, 

which was largely attended by the miners. The ever-willing and obliging Mr. Ward presided at the piano. Songs 

were rendered by Messrs Budden, jun., E. Norris, J. Ryan and B. Conway, whilst Mr T. McMurtrie varied the 

proceedings with a well executed step dance. Mr Budden sang the patriotic song "Sons of the Sea," the chorus of 

which was taken up and sung over and over again by the audience, and when the pianist struck up "Rule Britannia," 

it was taken up. enthusiastically and sung until the hills echoed the strain. Light refreshments were served during the 

evening. Subsequently the secretary gave a short statement regarding the branch. There are about 80 members, 48 

being financial The branch has already paid £140 in accident relief pay, and at present has a nice little balance to its 

credit at the bank. A WELCOME BREAK. We have been having some very disagreeable winds lately, but now 

there is a steady rain falling. 

 

Oct 28 1899 Saturday, October 28. The Defiance Extended has again met with very  rich stone. As short time since 

a reef was discovered showing very gold, but owing to a slide this has been very difficult to follow.. This, afternoon, 

howeveer the reef was againcut in the winze. On some stone from the new find being broken and taken to the 

surface, it was found to be something quite phenomenal, the stone being glued together with gold. These discoveries 

at the Extended should be of the greatest importance to this field an this mine is now the deepest here, thus proving 

that deep sinking will be rewarded: Mr R. Lee, the manager, is to be congratulated on his success, as he has most 

persistently stuck to this mine and dragged it through many difficulties, and. strange to say only to-day the number 

of hands employed at the mine as greatly reduced. Crushing from the mine was started on at the Bullumwaal battery 

today . Messrs. Ryan and Postlewaite's treated a parcel of stone at the Sons of Freedom battery taken from their 

Daisy Bell mine, the result being a return of 7oz 9dwt of gold from 12 tons of stone. The Beehive has not yet 

resumed work only a few hands being employed in the shaft; the battery is still idle. The Christmas mine and battery 

have been in full work during the week. 

OUR BULLUMWAM LETTER. Saturday, Nov. 4. Mining matters are very dull here at present, and nothing of 

importance has transpired during the week. The crushing at the Bullumwaal battery, taken from the Beehive 

Extended mine, has been delayed owing to a breakdown in the machinery. Messrs G.nake and party have delivered a 

parcel of stone from Merrijig at the Sons of Freedom battery. This will be treated next week.  

A wedding party of ladies, when travelling by coach to Bairnsdale last Wednesday, had rather an eventful drive. 

When not very far on their way the axle snapped, and the entire party were left stranded on the road. After they had 

been given time to express their feelings on the inferior way in which men manage everything, particularly local 

government matters in relation to road making, etc, a second coach came along and took them on board. But this one 

also, further along (at Wy Yung) came to grief, and once more the ladies found themselves by the wayside and with 

no means of proceeding further. Ultimately a third coach came out from Bairnsdale, and landed them safely at their 

destination. It would be well for the shire council to take the hint and put this road in order at once, in case the ladies 

of the district may adopt the expedient of sending a deputation of certain of their number to interview the council. 

On Thursday last two of our residents, Mr I. Clements and Miss Ryan, were joined in matrimony. The ceremony 

took place at the Roman Catholic Presbytery, Bairnsdale. Rev. Father Verlin was the celebrant. Mr P. S Ryan, the 

brother, gave away the bride, who was attended by Miss L. Ryan and Tolmie Ryan The groom wan supported by 

Messrs A. Clements and Js. Ryan. The bride wore a very modest dress of cream silk richly trimmed with Chantilly 

lace, wreath and veil ea suite, and carried a !orely shower boquet. The Iridesn oids were in pale Lb'h, wi'h rlghorn 

flhps trimmed with ch:Lf.an, cc:rflxoers and wheat ears. tir Ryan were a black brcsdeI skirt wih s!;o: sil k bodice. 

grey at:d piin halt to match. ?Irs Clements, black dress and Lonnet to match. Mrts Ayton wore a black vei!rs dress 

with maose trimmings and brnnet :o rea'ch, trimmed with j?L . rs 9Viian (SI l) wcre lovely Frencih =us'i with sprays 

of pink onseors and trimmings of moss green, hot trirmeml pith pink ccnvo:vul!s Mrs Genooke, white dress with 

trimmings of myrtle green and hat to matrch. Mi3s, Wilson wore cornflower bh!e dress trimmed wi:h cream silk and 

gail.re lace. Miss Sullivan oare rcrquoi.e blue silk with trimmings of white chifaou. white hat trimmed with tulle and 



rings. The wedding breakfast was held at Norton's Club hotel, the table bring most tastefally laid out and 

samproacuiy provided. The bride and bridegroom left in the afternoon for Melbourne, where they will spend their 

honeymoon. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, November 13. During the 

week Messrs Brown and party treated at the Sons of Freedom battery 17 tons of stone, taken from the Pass-By mine, 

the return for which was 2oz: of gold, equal to 13dwt per ton. Messrs- Guinnehie and Clements parcel, from 

Merrijig, was also treated at the Sons of Freedom battery, but the result has not been made public. The mining 

lookout is not too bright at present The Christmas company have shortened hands during the week, paying off 16 

men,. owing to the stopes at the tunnel level being worked out. The battery is in consequence only working two 

shifts. Work in the Jubilee shaft is, however, still progressing. The Beehive company are still doing prospecting 

work, but the battery is idle. - The Beehive Extended Company have also shortened hands during the week: The 

Defiance No 1 company are sinking. the main shaft and only one shift is employed: At the Anglo-Saxon Messrs 

Little and Evans are making good progress with the new shaft, but have been delayed on account of the timber not 

coming to hand. 

 Mr Geo. Brown, while working at the Christmas mine on Saturday met with a very painful accident- A. large block 

of stone fell on his foot, crushing it severely. He was then removed to the Bairnsdale hospital for treatment Owing to 

so many men having been thrown  off work through the mines shortening hands, increased attention is being given 

to the creeks and gullies, more fossicking in general. The influenza epidemic has not passed us by. A number of the 

residents in and around the township have been re.:,.l by it. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, -November 25. Messrs 

Neal and Pearson, who a short time since, took the Bull Dog mine to work on tribute, have had the good fortune to 

strike a payable reef at the hundred feet level The stone prospects up to two ounces and is a fair size. There is a good 

battery on the lease which will greatly minimise the cost of treating the ore, so that their venture promises to be 

highly remunerative. The Bull Dog lease has for a long time been idle, and, like a good many more shows round 

here, only requires properly working to become a good investment. Messrs Avton and Bennet have re sumed work 

at their Junction claim, and have already got about four tons of stone at grass. The water which caused them to claim 

suspension is now greatly subsided. The reef varies a good deal in thickness, but shows good prospects for gold. The 

Beehive Extended Company have been during the week and are still engaged crushing at the Bullumwaal battery. At 

the Christmas company's mine work in the Jubilee shaft has  been suspended, but a winze has teen started in the 

tunnel, which will be carried down to a considerable depth. The battery has been working full time during the wet. 

The Beehive company are still engaged doing prospecting work. The battery has not ben working for some time. 

The Anglo-Saxon, Messrs Little and Evans', are making great progress with the new shaft, and at the rate at which, 

work is being carried on this mine will ere long be in full swing again. The shaft is now down to a depth of about 

100ft and is timbered to A~. The South Defiance Mr Mummery has a good quantity of useful stone now at grass and 

will very shortly have another parcel ready for the mill. Messrs Taisbeek and Johnson have taken a portion of this 

lease on tribute and commence work in the vicinity of the old Puzzle, which is well named, as it was already been a 

puzzle to a good many. During the time it was worked by Fogarty and Thomson there were some splendid 

specimens obtained from it. Mr Havey, of the Perseverance mine, has another parcel of stone ready for treatment. 

The weather has been fine but cold for this time of year and the number of people suffering from influenza is 

decidedly on the increase. One of the worst sufferers has been Mr F. L Lee, the manager for the Beehive Extended 

Co., who had to go to Bairnsdale for treatment. His numerous friends will be glad to hear that he is now rapidly 

recovering health it is high time that the shire council took some steps to put down the dog nuisance here. That one 

man owns a dog is a fair thing no one can deny, but Bullumwaal must at the present time possess about six dogs to 

each n:tle cult,  

OUR BULLUM'W.AL LETES. (IROat OCO COttroSPODEtT.) St'.uda. D:ember 2. Bollono.aal is jas: now 

sifferiug frem one of those periods of depresion. that rs*if: a moaning ea:e.s, bufoo t tYafoo thiaga are deidrdly 

moore liv'!y. At Mr C!emoeot' bhattey Merorn Anderco. Wandberg andBookfield are having 10 tons of stone 

treated, which prcmises to be quite qutal to previas c.shinoos taken from that prof5tb:e mine, the Puzzle. This is o be 

folloswed by ten tons of seconds fro the same mine. The tunnel has also been started at this mine, which will ents:e 

the owner: to rotat m oth i Colot t 3.ean Gibson And Toll will ,.Illow at the ome hattery wi"h five toon of really 

goud at:n,· whi:h, from appearsan? and tate.. prom-ee to payr nell. Messe louzz.rd and Clemente, junr., have Ceho 



fife tone of .tone at gr?ss owit oa jtreacona. Thif is alo stone of rellty eod qoast?. .nl tbouah the reotf its only -mlll 

the yiay per ton ought to le?e a goo? margio f?a t ptyable retuna. lr George lake otexna, ao i at preJent in Engtaud. hs 

succeaeded in Bfl tne the' G ftmie 7hb first deposit already in1 the hands of the manager, Mr J. Clements. who 

intends to proeted with p:goepotiag at onrce tr W. Poritchrd i.be the otbe?r kcal shareho'der. 2Ir Pickering is to be 

coogratala ed upon te' a the firs who hba b-en a?f.e to bring ESli-h capital in:o this dietic-, and as he ha- on ortw r 

mo:e mine.o? tii, hda or flor aLt ion we may ernr long haer tome E.glish cpitail itrocdcrd On th, aoliriil at Yahoo the 

miners ap pear to ba doin fairly well, and a few are raakaog good money. Mletars rook and party haredi.covertd gold 

farther up the river, fsd bare a good iwash with large lotuders in it and a plen tifal supply of water e!oe at ha=d. The 

dapth is from teven to 16 fee:. The stronges: reccomendation that Yahoo has to both the prosptetor ond al lnviat 

miter is that there is such a large scnpe of country open to both and plenty of water. The alluvial miner is not 

hemmed in with old warkings; hebt -now and promising looking grand to work on, and the proropetor can always 

get a et tona of a ono treoted at Mr ClemenL'ar battery at a minimum cost. Thore are a gad anay new arrirval erety 

week, and Iheo who go there seem quite content with their lot. ROAD IuPrzVoMEET& At leotth we are to hevr 

some repairs made to the road between here andBairas dblo. The shire engioeer has bees here. and eompletadl theo 

preoieary work. It will e meot etaotfote'ory to the residents to keow that all the money will be spent between 

Bollaomwal sad the bridge. 

12 Dec 1899  The BULLUMWAAL LETTER Saturday Dec. 9. The Sons of Freedom battery have been engaged 

during the week treating a parcel of 10 tons of stone for Mr Harvey from the Perseverance mine. The crushing is not 

yet completed, owing to the supply of water in Boggy Creek becoming very short. To enable this lot to be milled 

bailing and a hand pump had to be resorted to keep the battery supplied with water. Until we have good fall of rain 

this will be the last crushing the battery will be able to take in hand. At the Defiance No. I everything is going on 

well. The shaft is now sunk well on to 100ft. The country passed through in sinking shows splendid indications for 

gold. The water can, by the aid of the pumping gear be easily kept under. The only complaint is that the calls do not 

come in promptly, and owing to this the manager cannot employ the labour he would like to, and thus hasten a really 

promising mine to become a payable concern. As soon as 120ft in depth is reached an attempt will be made at 

opening out. Owing to the water supply being exhausted, the Christmas Company lave been compelled to stop the 

battery, in consequence of which the hands employed at the mine have been paid off. This means that about thirty 

men have been thrown out of employment. Mr Woodbridge, who has for some time been managing the mine, has 

severed his connection with the company, and has been appointed manager at The Pinnacle mine, where he will take 

charge after the Christmas holidays. During the time that Mr Woodbridge has been managing the Christmas mine, 

he has gained the respect and esteem of all the men who have worked under him, and as his object has always been 

to employ as far as lay in his power local labour, his departure is much regretted by all. Mr Woodlock, the newly 

appointed manager, has now taken charge. The Beehive Company is still engaged doing prospecting work. The 

Defiance Company is having the battery thoroughly overhauled. It is the intention of this company to crush for the 

public, and treat lots of stone from three tons upwards, at reasonable price. This will be a convenience to working 

miners, who cannot afford to hold their stone until they get a large quantity or to pay the exorbitant price asked by 

other batteries for lots under five tons. From Yahoo it is reported that the Messrs Robinson have struck a rich patch 

on the alluvial. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER  Saturday, Dec. 16. Mr R. M. Lee has so far recovered from his illness that he has 

been able to return to Bullumwaal and resume his duties at the Beehive Extended mine. Before leaving here last 

Saturday Mr Woodbridge was the recipient of a pair of gold sleeve links and set of shirt studs, presented to him by 

the miners who have been employed at the Christmas mine during his management. The first of a series of cricket 

matches, for the trophies presented by Mr P. S. Ryan, consisting of 11 gold medals, was played on Saturday, and 

resulted in a win for the Bullumwaal B team, who beat the Paradise Alley team by four runs, after a very exciting 

match. At the Anglo Saxon mine the contractors are making good progress with the new shaft. Three shifts are in 

constant work. The last crushing taken from Mr Harver's Perseverance mine, and treated at the Sons of Freedom 

battery, averaged oz l;dewt of gold per ton for 42 tons. This shows that there is no falling off in the quality of stone 

taken from this easily worked and profitable mine. Though mining matters are undoubtedly very dull here at present 

such a return should give stimulus towards improvement. Mr F. Wilson had 10 tons of stone treated during the week 

at the Sons of Freedom battery for a return 7oz 13dwt of gold. It is to be hoped that the next good clean up at the 

Christmas mine will induce the directors to again open up the mine after the Christmas holidays. The Beehive 

company has to-day closed down their mine for a month. and all the men employed have been paid off. Rumour has 

it that the last clean up was highly satisfactory, The returns have not yet been made public. The Defiance company 



has finished the improvements at the battery. The South Defiance company is engaged treating a parcel of stone 

taken from their mine. From  the appearance of the stone a good return of gold may be expected. 

OULR BULUMWAAL LETIER: Tuesday, Dec. 26. The Christmas holidays passed off very quietly here, the 

township having been almost deserted the previous week by everyone who could possibly get away. The weather 

was very hot and dry, and bush fires that were burning in the vicinity added materially to the oppressiveness. The 

following returns from crushings completed at Mr Clement's gift battery. Yahoo, during the last fourteen days, speak 

volumes for the output of gold at that place. Messrs Brookfield, Anderson and party had eight tons of stone from 

their Fizzle mine treated, which yielded the splendid return of 6;5oz ; Messrs F. Gibson and H. Toll, from the Squib 

mine, crushed six tons of stone for 27os 4 dwt; Messrs Buzzard and J. Clements jr., from the Perseverance mine, 

obtained 20oz 10dwt. from 6 tons. The total average return from these three mines-113oz 4dwt from 20 tons-will 

compare favorably with most of the gold fields in Victoria. At the Defiance battery, Bullumwaal, the South Defiance 

Company had 15 tons of stone treated, which gave 26oz. 

28 Dec 1899 The application by a resident of Bullumwaal for a renewal of the victualler's license of which she was 

so unjustly and arbitrarily deprived last year was again before the licensing court for consideration on Friday last, 

when the police were once more successful in opposing the request. The grounds of the objection, as before, were 

purely formal, amounting to a strict-perhaps too strict- interpretation of some of the provisions of that triumph of 

legislative butchery, the Licensing Act. The peculiar construction of this measure has led to the perpetration of 

innumerable acts of flagrant injustice. 

In t e prusen ar, bvcide Iper .:.uat: one o e the ranke't inL?tanceo ,<i i.?.iuir ever itlicted by any modern British law, 

the licensing act really succeeds in defeating the very  object it was brought into operation to achieve-the proper 

regulation and supervision of the traffic in liquor. This extraordinary piece of legislation makes no provision for 

future eventualities, having been framed, apparently, solely with a view to controlling the trade existent at its 

introduction. 'o allowance is made for the expansion of that trade, ?r for its establishment in portions of the colony 

perliaps unknown when the measure was originally drafted. As the law at present stands, what has happened in 

Bullumwaal may happen anywhere. Up to within twelve months ago this. lately populous mining district was merely 

a roadside hamlet, a stopping and resting place for travellers between Bairnsdale and Omeo. There was a small 

hotel, held under a "roadside" license, at which travellers could obtain refreshment and accommodation for man and 

beast. The rush which followed the discovery of gold in the district in creased the population by hundreds and 

businesses sprang up in all directions, and in a very short time the place reached the more dignified proportions of a 

township, and was officially gazetted as such. Then it was discovered that the license under which the solitary hotel 

in the place was held could not be renewed, as the law expressly forbade the issue of a " roadside" license within ten 

miles of any township. An ordinary license could not be obtained as it was discovered that the licensing division of 

Dargo, which comprises the' Bullumwaal district, already possessed the full statutory number of hotels. The recent 

history of Bullumwaal is tolerably familiar to all of us. For months past its prosperity has been on the wane; men 

have left the district as fast as they have arrived, shop keepers, appreciative of the inevitable, have closed up their 

premises and gone away, and most of the temporary habitations of bark and canvas which sheltered the once 

numerous population have vanished. Shortly, the mushroom township has collapsed-dwindled down to its former 

insignificant pro portions. Business is dead, and the mining industry is slowly expiring. Everything is in status quo-

with one exception. There is now no respectable, orderly house at which the traveller can rest and obtain necessary 

refreshment. The Proprietress of the one hotel was deprived of the legal authority by virtue of which she catered for 

the convenience of the traveller and earned a competence for herself, and the licensing court on Friday last, though 

cognisant of all that has transpired in Bullumwaal recently, flatly refused to return it to her. Surely this is a matter 

which demands prompt attention at the hands of the authorities! The present population of Bullumwaal has been 

sworn at not more than 200 adults. It is over 15 miles from the nearest hotel in all directions, and it is the half-way 

house, the usual stopping place, for travellers on the Mount Baldhead road. Woollybutt, fifteen miles further north, 

has a population of about a dozen persons only, but it boasts a hotel. Deptford, with its 40 or 50 souls, is similarly 

favored Lucknow- possessing a population not ass nu I Awer inan s n -tels- On anl the other main roads in the 

colony roadside houses may be found at short stages. On the Mount Baldhead road there is no licensed house within 

a distance of 32 miles from Bairnsdale There are plenty of unlicensed houses at Bullumwaal - sly-grog shanties 

where inferior liquor is supplied in abundance--no les at the e ronriptr,,I risk than at that of the customer and where 

disgraceful orgies extending into the early morning are of frequent occurrence. This illicit traffic the authorities 

admit they are powerless to prevent. It sprang into existence to satisfy the requirements of the populace, and it will 



continue to exist, in defiance of the law, until those requirements are legitimately supplied, as they were until last 

year. The incongruity of the present situation is grotesque. Here we have a town whose normal population might be 

200 adults. Because that population increased, the only hotel in the district was shut up, to the very great 

inconvenience of the travelling public. A decrease has now taken place, which brings the number of residents down 

to the original figure, but the licensing magistrates profess their inability to rectify the undoubted wrong they 

inflicted a year ago. In the meantime travellers are compelled to encourage the illicit traffic at present carried on in 

the most open manner posible 

 

18 Feb 1899 BULLUMWAAL TO-DAY. NO HOTEL, NO POLICE. SLY-GROG SHANTIES INCREASING  

(By a Correspondent.) At the last licensing court held in Bairnsdale the magistrate refused to renew the license of 

the only hotel in this district. This hotel, which was kept by Miss Waite, was a great convenience, and it was so well 

managed that the police had no complaint to make against it. I understand the reason for refusing a license was that 

Bullumwaal had since the previous renewal of the wayside licence been proclaimed a township, and the bench could 

not then issue a wayside license. There is some reason to believe that the view taken by the bench is not strictly 

correct, but the decision has deprived the public here of the only house at which travellers and visitors could demand 

by right to be accommodated, has inconvenienced residents, and has led to a non desirable condition of things in 

other respects. There being no public house left-the two wine shops do not count-the local police station was closed 

up, as if police constables were only required to deal with drunkards, or crimes resulting from liquor partaken only 

at a licensed hostelry Now, anarchy has come in with the exit of the publican and the policeman. On Sunday last 

there was a most disagreeable exhibition of rowdyism. Fighting and squabbling were common and the air was 

sulphurous with oaths and obscene language. Drunkenness was prevalent as it never had been in the days of licensed 

drinking, and the whole place was a veritable pandemonium. Instead of intoxicants being obtainable at one licensed 

and supervised house, it is obtainable in many places which are unlicensed and unsupervised, and it is of " fighting 

quality." This state of things will become more and more accentuated as " all sorts and conditions of men" flock into 

the district with the increasing prospects of the mining industry. The strike in the Beehive has given a fillip to 

mining here and an increase of population is the natural result. The absence of police protection and the presence of 

a host of sly grog sellers will, with an increasing population, soon make Bullumwaal a perfect " hell upon earth." 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER Thursday, March 2. "Bullumwaal To-day" In its issue of the 25th inst. the weekly 

published here makes an onslaught upon The Advertiser for the publication of the article " Bullumwaal To-day," 

contends that a stigma has been cast upon the moral calibre of our residents, and that general indignation is 

expressed at the tone of the article in question. A section of Bullumwaal residents certainly do regard the 

contribution as severe; but it is generally felt that the ventilation of our unprotected state and the possibility of 

undesirable social conditions occurring has been inspired by a right-minded zeal to adjust our wrongs, and not to 

reflect upon our peaceful hamlet and its worthy inhabitants. We have no police protection and no licensed house for 

the accommodation of the resident and travel ling public, and the natural result will be that illicit houses will he 

opened; hut it most not he imagined that our town is overrun with shanties and our eyes offended with frequent 

scenes of a blackguardly nature. Still, in the event of an inrush of population taking place we are certain to be 

troubled with undesirable characters, and we urgently require provisions for the maintenance of law and order. A 

more orderly, even tame, gold field than ours it would be hard to find; but that is no reason why our female 

population should be left to the care of civilians, who do not yearn for notoriety as informers and Crown witnesses. 

If riotous scenes and drunken freaks do occur, there is no authority to prevent them, and it either means that private 

information must be made, or that the man outside whose door they occur must meekly submit to the treatment. 

However, we are singularly free from such offences, and if your endeavors to bring our wants under the notice of the 

proper authorities are successful, we shall enjoy even a greater immunity from them.  

MINING BOARD ELECTION. Great interest was evinced here on Saturday in the election for the seat on mining 

board. A considerable time elapsed before the returns were all in, and we had to wait till Tuesday before the 

Deptford result was known. Mr White had a majority of 7 votes here; but the Yahoo and Deptford poll placed Sir 

Buckley ahead by 30. Mr Heywood received scant support, owing perhaps to his lateness in entering the field. The 



returns are : uemkley White Heywood Deptford 23 - Yahoo 19 1 Bullnmwaal 28 85 5 Sandy Creek 10 . Bruthen -- * 

- . 3 Bairnsndale 7 S 2 - 137' 107 1 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, May 11. During the present 

fever outbreak, by which about 25 of our residents have been stricken down, numerous proposals have been made 

for eliminating the scourge. The council and the board of health have been approached, but nothing is done yet. It is 

regrettable that the townspeople have only themselves to blame to a great extent for the present position. A feeling 

of indifference has been too apparent. and the vigilance committee, consisting of Messrs Letheean, Pay, H.I 

Vaughan, Ayton and Larson, deserve every credit for their assiduity in attempting to rectify the undesirable 

conditions obtaining. The committee obtained a grant from the Education Department of the vacated school building 

for use as a temporary hospital, to be maintained by subsidy and subscription under the control of the district board 

of health. The movement was taken up. readily, and the brass band, under the leadership of Mr J. F. White, gave on 

open air concert on the recreation reserve, and obtained a substantial collection ; the business people donated beds 

and blankets, Dr Smith, of this town, offered his attendance gratuitously, and the shire council allotted £10. and the 

only expense would have been for nurses and nourishment. With the exception of a very small number of residents, 

we are a somewhat poor community, especially during a temporary stagnation of the mining industry, when 

employment is scarce, and it was astounding at the public meeting held on Friday evening, 5th inst., to see the 

project opposed, and the offer of the department rejected. It was very disheartening to the few progressive men, who 

conducted the movement to a successful issue, to have only a section of the residents upset all arrangements and 

throw cold water on a charitable object. The opponents of the cause went so far as to make a canvass for opposition, 

and the work of the committee and their supporters in the interests of suffering humanity went for nothing. Now that 

all the crushing plants haves copious supply of water, they are making agreeable music on full time. The new 

battery, the Sons of Freedom mine, the Defiance company and Christmas plants are all running on stone, and some 

good returns have been obtained recently. Messrs Evans and Little, who are working the Defiance Extended for a 

small Lindenow syndicate, in which they are largely interested, put through 75 tons of stone at the Sons of Freedom 

buttery for a return of 76 ounces. This was obtained from an area 4ft thick at 14.ft level gold is making underfoot, 

where the rich ore is 60ft long. The Early Bird tributors crushed 75 tons for an average of loz 7dwt per ton at the 

same mine. The lode at 140ft is 2ft wide, and the greater portion of it is rich. The present parcel contains a quantity 

of 1oz stone from the higher levels, and three shifts are now working on the good quartz in the bottom. Messrs Ryan 

and Postill obtained 11oz from 17 tons from the A.A C. (the old Daisy Bell) from a large body of stone. The parcel 

was a bulk one, and the owners intend treating large lots in future. Messrs Kane and Robins obtained 11oz from 7 

tons from the Linger-and-Die, near the Defiance. The same party is now working the Monte Christo, which gave 

such phenomenal fields for a time. The Champion tributors ran through 86 tons of low grade stone at the new battery 

for a yield of ?!cz. Tie meim. Lers of the tribute party "are disappoiuted at the small return Lt? as t~e last picket 

sa~ipIe only goae ½Lz per ton, the cous;:ng ifrn a r a a I .l ait 5 fet side cu.ii Lerd.y be e=::,;cte to ob very high. Tie 

S, h i)rc?D mot asIa o i;ta met tLe ref i a th i u,,n 250ift in. It carries a Little gold, 'as ti:e t..tse is being driven :f.esr 

RPais:eergn i Smye are on a ::ic re. in tar C:n:ral Jkekie'. ground. It is "'t aide ani worth n.er!, . o, _..The last: 

crushing of 31 tons gave a rrtora of an ounce per ton. Messors C. Clements and party are still devcloping the 

proof,';", itt cruushing from which was 43 tons for 52oz smelted gold. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Wednesday, July 5. Owing to the 

amount of development work being done on the properties, mining matters have been somewhat quiet lately. 

However, the outlook for quartz mining has never been so promising, for, although there is no undue inflation, the 

permanent nature of the ore bodies is being readily recognised by investors. In every instance where the reef has 

been exploited below the sulphide level a well-defined body, accompanied by good walls, has been proved, sad in 

most cases the gold is more evenly distributed throughout the stone than in the shallower levels. Striking examples 

of this fact are afforded by the new developments at the Beehive Extended. The most critical eye. could desire no 

more pronouncing and permanent looking lode than that at 140 feet in the latter, where it is about four feet in width 

and between polished walls. The shoot of gold is 60 feet long, and a bulk crushing from it has returned 76oz from 75 

tons. On top of this a cleanup was made from it this after upon from 25 tons crushed at the Sons of Freedom battery, 

and resulted in the splendid yield of 59oz 2dwt, or about 2oz 8dwt per ton. At the Defiance No. 1 sensational stone 

has been met, and the reef is now about a foot wide. Arrangements are being made for the erection of a pump, as the 

influx of waters renders development expensive. Splendid stone is also being raised from 200 feet in the Beehive 

Extended, and a parcel of about 10 tons was despatched to the Bairnsdale School of Mines for treatment last week. 

Gold is freely seen all over the stone, and a large quantity is incorporated with the minerals, so that special treatment 



is necessary to obtain the gold from the concentrates. The trial crashing of 10 tons from the Federal, owned by 

Messrs Brodribb and Thomson, at Woollybutt, was treated at the Bullumwaal battery last week and gave a return of 

12dwt per ton. It is understood that the negotiations for the flotation of the Briton are proving satisfactory. Excellent 

returns have come from this mine in the past, and as it is near a battery and on a well proved line of reef, there is 

little doubt that it will go off, and as soon as the main shaft is carried down 50ft. the new company should be able to 

open up on gold. The Central Jackies syndicate are so satisfied with the result of their bulk trial parcel of 6 tons, 

which returned 6oz 3dwt that they are proceeding to sink a straight shaft to cut the reef at about 40ft. The property is 

on the Perseverance line of reef, and gold has been found along the surface for a considerable distance. The Early 

Bird tributors intend sending about 20 tons from the 180ft level to the  Sons of Freedom battery during the coming 

week. The 1st parcel was about 80 tons, from which loz 7dst per ton was obtained. iTe l)rein at Bll!dc~i, atZ miles 

cat, is in a fair way to make a name. The main shaft is down nearly 100ft, and the reef may be cut any day now. In 

the appear workings the reef is about 12ft wide, carrying gold. The shoot is of considerable length, and the company 

expects to cut a rich shoot in the main shaft. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, August 1. S THE MINUS. 

Mining matters here are very dull at present. The Beehive has been shortening hands this week. The new manager 

arrived but left again for Melbourne the same day. Rumor says that this crushing which returned loz per ton cannot 

be repeated and that the directors are not satisfied with 8dwt, after having been led to believe that there was a large 

quantity of stone which would give the larger return. There have been no crushings put through at the Sons of 

Freedom battery for some time. The fact is that, with the exception of the two big mines, there is very little stone at 

grass. Messrs Clements and Genook have a parcel about ready to send to the mill, and the Early Bird will also have 

a fair quantity to be treated shortly. The Defiance Extended has not resumed work since it was floated. Good 

payable gold was struck on Tuesday at the Pass By. owned by Messrs Brown and party. The gold was struck in an 

old drive, which had not been used for a long time. The prospects, which show by dolly test about loz per ton, were 

obtained from the slate. Messrs Brown and party have been working this mine for some time with but little success. 

The last crushing, taken from it about two years ago, went loz per ton. The Bullumwaal battery has been closed for 

the present, after a career of only a few months. The company who own this mill opened up with a great flourish of 

trumpets. They were going to treat stone for much less than had ever been done here before, and prospectors 

rejoiced, thinking they would get small parcels put through at a minimum of cost, but when the charges were 

compared with those of the existing battery, there was but little difference. The company, therefore, did not get a 

monopoly of the business. Still the battery did some splendid work, the last three crushings treated exceeding the 

expectations of the owners of the stone by several penny weights per ton.  

THE PAST ELECTION. The shire election passed off quietly here. Mr Cameron's success gave great satisfaction, 

and his actions in the council will be watched with deep interest by both his supporters and opponents.  

THE BULLUMWAAL ROAD. Our one great trouble is the abominable state of our main road. Something will have 

to be done to it, even if the money required for its repair has to be borrowed. We look to Messrs Ryan and Cameron 

to give this matter their immediate consideration. Last week Mr Oates had a narrow escape on the road. His dray and 

shaft horse went out of sight in a mod hole, and it was only after great difficulty, and with the aid of a long rope, that 

horse and dray were got out ! A passenger from Bairnsdale per Mr Wilson's coach gives a graphic description of 

travelling on this road. The bottom of the coach, he says, was every now and then grating on the mud, while the 

wheels were flopping round, making a noise similar to the paddles of a steamer. The mail contractor deserves great 

praise for the good time he is keeping under the circumstances.  

A GRAVE QUESTION. We are in a funny predicament in regard to our cemetery. We have actually two public 

burial grounds, but can use neither. The board of health has interdicted the use of the old ground. The new one has 

been surveyed, but that is all that has been done to it. Perhaps the shire council will advise what we should do in the 

event of death visiting our community.  

SANITATION. We have also a sanitary depot, or rather, a site for one has been selected. but it requires passing by 

the health officer before it can be used. The inspector who was lately appointed can do nothing in the way of 

enforcing the roles of sanitation until this matter is attended to.  



ENDOWING A BED. with the object of endowing a bed in the Bairnsdale District Hospital the Amalgamated 

Miners' Association purpose giving a ball on the 13th October. The project has been taken up with enthusiasm and 

will likely be carried through successfully. 

Death by Foul Air at Waterholes 

9 Sept 1899 THE INQUEST. On Thursday afternoon Mr C. G. Holmes, P.M., coroner for Gippsland North and 

East, held an inquest on the remains, at Lane's hotel. The following composed the jury :-E. Cohen (foreman), H. 

Brooks, D. D. O'Rourke, Thos. McNamara, E. A. Appel. John Arkle Henderson, sworn, deposed that he was a 

farmer at Swan Reach. The deceased, Richard Tudgey, was his brother-in-law. He had known him for about 18 

years. He had not seen the deceased during the past month. Though the deceased followed mining he was a 

sawmiller by trade. He identified the body as that of his brother-in-law. Deceased was married, and left a wife and 

three children. Joseph Stephens, sworn, deposed that he was a farmer living at Mossiface. John Peach, deceased, was 

his step-brother. He had not seen him during the past two years. He identified the body as that of his step- brother. 

Deceased as about 44 years of age. Wm. D. Hawkins, sworn, deposed that he was a miner, working on the 

Nicholson below the Waterholes. He   knew the deceased, Richard Tudgey and John Peach. They were working 

about half a mile from him, sinking a shaft. He saw Richard Tudgey last Saturday afternoon at about 3 o'clock, in 

the bush, on a bridle track, on the way to his home. Deceased mentioned to witness on that occasion that the hole 

was down 10 feet, and that they expected to bottom it on Monday. On Tuesday morning witness and his brother 

went to work, but his brother not being well went home and witness went to the deceased's claim to see if they had 

bottomed it. Not seeing any one about, he went to the shaft. He   saw their clothes lying on the top of the shaft. 

Looking down he saw Tudgey below, and after calling out to him several times and getting no answer, he concluded 

something was wrong, and hastened over to the camp to tell his brother. They returned together, and seeing no 

difference in the position of the bodies he went for more assistance and brought over the brothers White. Looking 

down the shaft again he then saw a second man underneath Tudgey, and he came to the conclusion that they had 

been suffocated by foul air, and decided to go and acquaint the police. At Lucknow he met Constable Howard. Next 

morning he accompanied the police to the claim and saw the bodies recovered. There were no marks of violence on 

Tudgey's body, but on the other there were a few bruises, as though something had fallen on it. The ground in the 

district where they mined was known to contain foul air at varying depths. It had been met with as near as 4ft from 

the surface. Charles Henry Hawkins, a brother of the last witness, corroborated his brother's evidence. The ground in 

the locality was treacherous to mine in, on account of the suddenness with which miners were liable to be attacked 

by foul air. Constable G. W. Whitley, sworn, deposed that he visited the Waterholes on the Nicholson River on 

Thursday morning. He went to the deceased's shaft on the east side of the river. It was about 18ft deep. The 

deceased, Richard Tudgey, was at the bottom of the shaft in a sitting posture, with his head leaning backwards 

towards one end of the shaft. He also saw the legs   of another person with a rope fastened round the ankles. After a 

lighted candle had been lowered by Constable Paton, of Bruthen, a man named Wm. Elsam volunteered to go down 

the shaft and did so, and fastened a rope under the armpits of Tudgey. Elsan then climbed up the shaft, and the body 

of Tudgey was hauled up to the surface. There were no marks or bruises on the   body. The body of Peach was also 

hauled up to the surface. The mouth and sides of the mouth were much discolored, the sides being bruised. This 

would be accounted for, in witness's opinion, by the fact that Tudgey had been sitting on Peach's face. Some were at 

the bottom of the shaft.     The end of the rope that was round Peach's ankles was fastened to the legs   of the, 

windlass. The bodies were   carried over the river by miners on improvised stretchers to the vehicle that was in 

waiting, and then brought into Lucknow.   Dr. Duncan, sworn, deposed that he made an external examination of the 

two bodies and a post mortem examination of the body of John Peach. The body generally was swollen, the 

 alximennnidistindl;ed with air. The face of I,-u:i, h w ias ildand inIxited, with froth and lhini in the mouth and 

nostrils, the tongue protruded, and was grasped by the teeth. On opening the chest he found the right cavities of the 

heart and large veins gorged with blxl, tmh lungs and lining ernmbrane of the air passagess congested with a 

considerable quantity of scrum in the plural cavity. The whole of the abdominal viscera was very much congested. 

All the organs examined were healthy, and all the appearances were those due to suffocation. Death was  due to 

poisoning  by carbonic acid gas. The jury found that deceasted, whilst working in their claim at Waterholes, had 

been accidentally sufficated by an inrush of carbonic acid gas: 

 



6 Jan 1900 OUR BULLUMWAAL LEITERL Saturday, Jan. 6. Things are still very quiet here, but they are not 

nearly so bad as some people would have us believe. The persons who, at the licensing court, estimated the 

population at under 300, must have done so with a view to making it appear as small as possible. So far from any of 

the business places being closed, it is a fact that the number of such establishments has been increased lately, and 

that all are doing a fair trade. The best proof of this is the sale that has been effected this week of a business, the 

goodwill of which brought a satisfactory price. Having had occasion to make an interment in the local cemetery this 

week, the undertaker found the road thither in a wild state of nature. This is a matter that will have to be seen to at 

once. While it will doubtless be some time before we can hope to have a properly macadamised road, the shire 

council should certainly been expected meanwhile to make a decent track to our burial ground. The Beehive G. L 

Co. re-started on Tuesday last. One shift is employed, and it is most probable that in a short time things will he again 

in full swing at this mine. Mr Woodlock has taken over the management. The Anglo Saxon Co. is making rapid 

progress with its new shaft which is now down 170ft. The country at this depth is much harder than it was at Water 

level. The Defiance No. 1. has started a second shift and every effort will be  made to have a crushing raised and 

treated at an early date. The financial affairs of this mine have been placed in better order, and work will now 

proceed without interruption. It is rumored that the Bullumwaal Quartz Co. intends removing its battery from 

Woollybutt to Yahoo, where they have obtained possession of two really good reefs. At the Defiance battery Messrs 

Clements are now engaged treating a parcel of stone from their Maritans mine. Its appearance gives promise of a 

profitable return. 

ODUiF BULLSMniJA1L ].STTfl. (Fr.oat onet counosst'rDsntr.) Satun-ay, Jnnary 27. Two local miners, who were 

thrown out of work at Christmas time, took a trip over to Tasmania, in the hope of getting something to do there. 

They have just returned, and give a most doleful account of the state of things at Mount Lyell. They say that work 

there is anything but pleantiful, and liv ing is most expensive; also, that it is a most unhealthy place ot whoich to 

reside, owing to the isrs from sulphur and arsenic. Not a sign of vegetation is to be found for miles round the Mount, 

soand even fowls taken there droap and die from the effects of the fumes. The clirmate is decidcdly moist, a fine day 

being as rar as an et' one In the northern prts of Victoria. They are of opinion that 30s per week at Bullumwaal is 

'tetler ttst los per day at Mount Lyell. At lst a start los hens made to repair the road between here and the bridge. 

Tthe orst part, from the Defiance alttery to the township,. was taken in h:and iby the contactor last week. The Anglo-

Saxon cosnlpany is push ing al:ead with the newr s!hot. Three shifts are constantly empoyeed. As en tele success of 

thsis ork the future of Bullumwaal hanogs to a great extent, great interest i1 icing ta;en in it by the inhabiants. The 

Beehive company is working three shifts, mostly at prospecting As soon as we get a good fall of rain the Christmas 

csompany, it it rumored, will again resume oporations. None of the htterics are in a position to work for want of 

water. The Defiance No. 1 is at a standstill for want of qualifed engine driver. The engine on this mine is little larger 

lan a ty one, yet the mining reg'ations rluire a man with a first-class. certificate to drive it. A great many more of 

these donkey engines would be use for ihul ting were it not for the restriction as to drivers. The South Defiance 

company is engaged in sinking a winze from the tunnel to ey and reach the point where the two reefs intersect each 

other. Owing to work as ti e mines loing soarce, a number of the: men are working at the alluvial gold. Some of 

them are making good money, while others are only earning btes, tucker. A party of four, during the week, had the 

good fortune to strike a fair ptch, and on Saturday had a gs. dieitern. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETER. honda5y, February 19. SANITARY STATE OF THE TOWN. It is quite evident 

from the actions. of the Bairnsdale Shire Council that they do not consider the sanitary condition of this place to be 

of any conscience to them. A short time since the local inspector of nuisances took steps to have a slaughter house 

and piggery, standing in the centre of the township and draining into s main watercourse, abolished. The inspector 

advised the council in his report that he had done so and received a reply from the shire secretary that the council 

agreed and concurred with the steps that had been taken. When the council met last Monday Mr Waite applied for a 

slaughtering license for these identical premises, and it was at once granted! That the council have never done one 

iota to forward the sanitary condition of Bullumwaal is a fact, though several improvements have been promised for 

many months. Why they should snob the inspector of nuisances when he is trying his utmost to do his duty is a 

mystery.  

BUSH FIRES Bush fires have been very prevalent round about the township, and last week the house and store 

belonging to Mr B. Clements had a very narrow escape. The carelessness of fire is becoming a very serious matter in 

this district.  



SIGNS of REVIVAL. There are decided signs of revival in mining here, and the prospects of Bullumwaal is going 

ahead are decidedly better than they have been for some Mine. The Beehive company last let a contract to jessis S. 

hIs!er and party to sink the main shaft another 50 feet, and there is every prospect of this venture bring successful. 

The Anglo Saxon company is on the ere or opening cot, having almost completed the oe e shaft, which is a splendid 

piece of work. The Christmas mine is waiting for the long hoped for rain, to enable them to start the battery, which 

will give another outlet for It cr. Mr Woodbridge has again taken charge at this mine. The Defiance No. 1 Co. have 

only a few more feet in siok, then they will open out, and good results may he expected from this mine. It is a great 

pity the manager of this mine, Mr Grant. has not been better treated by the local people, as his perseverance and 

enterprise deserve every encouragement, and his success would be a great thing for Bullumwaal. At the Defiance 

Extended Mr Mummery is engaged sinking the winze from the tunnel. The Defiance company is now treating a 

parcel of stone from their mines the battery. The Bullumwaal Quartz company has commenced to remove the 

battery from Woollybutt to Yahoo. A good many men are working the allortal with varied success. Another sign that 

things are on the improve is the fact that there have beea three new stores started here during the last fortnight. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, March 10. FOMATION OF A 

RIFLE CLUB A most enthusiastic meeting was held here on Tuesday evening at the mechanics' institute with the 

object of forming a rifle club. Fully 40 persons attended. Mr C. Grant occupied .the chair. This gentleman has been 

at a great deal of trouble in obtaining the required information, relative to forming a rifle club. Having briefly 

explained the objects of rifle clubs,  Grant called for volunteers. Twenty six stalwart miners stood forward and were 

duly sworn in by Mr Ryan, JP. The following officers were chosen; Captain, Mr C. Grant; committee, Messrs Ryan 

and White; treasurer, Mr Hall; secretary, Mr Reidy. A committee was also chosen to secure a suitable range. 

OUTBREAK OF TYPHOID.  As was fully expected, typhoid fever has again appeared in our midst, two of Mr 

Sealy's sons having been taken to the Bairnsdale Hospital both suffering, from this malady. It. is most exasperating 

to outsiders to note the erratic manner in which the shire council transacts business. At one meeting a slaughter 

house license is granted, the inspector of nuisances having withdrawn his opposition as the place had been repaired, 

and at the next meeting the council grants a license apparently because the inspector of nuisances objected, in 

'respect' of an old tumble down ill-drained building in the centre of  the township. In the latter case the inspector of 

nuisances asked the council for an explanation, but all the satisfaction he has got is to read in the papers that his 

letter was received. THE EASTER SPORTS The children's annual picnic will be held next Friday, when a number 

of sports and amusements will be provided for the youngsters. A public meeting was held in the mechanics' hall on 

Tuesday last, the object being to arrange for the holding of the usual Easter sports on Easter Monday. There was a 

good attendance, Mr P. S. Ryan occupying the chair. A committee was formed to arrange a programme and carry 

out the sports About £20 will be given in prizes. The Beehive company's contract to sink the shaft 50ft is 

progressing favorably, the contractor working three shifts. The Angle-Saxon company are having a parcel of ore 

from this mine treated at the Bullumwaal battery. At the Defiance No. I they expect to meet the reef any day. The 

Old Champion. after being shut down for a considerable time, h, suddenly come into favor again, no less  than three 

different parties having taken it up. Two of them have pegged out mines, right claim while a third syndicate formed 

ere has applied for the old lease. The last crushing was taken from this mine about 12 months ago by a party or 

tributers, who lost money over the transaction. Since then nothing in the nature of work has been done. The 

forfeiture of the D ance le-e to the parties in whose favour it has been granted has given general satisfaction here. It 

is to be hoped that the new holders will act up to something near the labor covenant. The lease which was forfeited 

here (the Sons of Freedom) has not had a single shovel of earth moved on it since it was transferred. It is, however, 

quite refreshing to see some of the locked-up ground opened up, and it is pity that a great deal more is not treated in 

the same manner. The line of reef known as the Sons of Freedom line has three locked-up leases adjoining each 

other, namely the Early Bird, the Sons of Freedom and the Briton. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, March 17. THE MINES. The 

Anglo-Saxon Co. have been treating a parcel of stone, taken from their mine, at the Bullumwaal battery. The result 

has not yet been made public, in fact companies have been very reticent of late with regard to the results of 

crushings. It is to be hoped that this parcel of stone will be up to the same standard as the previoes ones taken from 

this mine before the new shaft was put down, as the future of Bullumwaal depends so much upon the returns from 

the deeper levels. There is very little change here in  mining matters, things being still very dull and employment 

scarce. An alluvial party at Upper Boggy have unearthed nugget which went between seven and eight ounces, 

besides a fair quantity of loose gold. There is at present more alluvial gold being got than has been the case for some 

time past. THE .HI II. PICNIC. Last Friday was quite a red letter day among the children of the district, the occasion 



being the children's picnic on the recreation ground. With this place is always selected is a mystery. It is about the 

dustiest place  in the vicinity and totally devoid of water. There are dozens of cool shady spots with plenty of  water 

within reach of the township. Mr.  igr'., the schoolmaster, and his scholar, had managed to collect a fair amount of 

money for refreshments and prizes. The day being quite up to the proverbial standard of Qura's weather there was a 

very Large muster of adults and children The bright colored dresses worn by the ladies and children gave the old 

recreation ground quite a gay appearance. Sports of all sorts were the order of the day, and race followed race in 

quick succession. During the afternoon liberal refreshments were provided by the committee, to which ample justice 

was done by both old and young. - In the evening a patriotic concert was held in the Mechanics' Hall, the building 

being decidedly too small to meet the demand for admission. The hall had been tastefully decorated for the occasion, 

patriotic mottoes being hung all around the room. Mr Ryan, J.P., occupied the chair. The opening song, sang by the 

children, reflected credit upon those who prepared them. The tableaux by the young ladies, representing the different 

colonies was wonderfully well got up. Such a thing is quite a novelty here. The concert was in every way a success, 

I but a great many were of the opinion that one song, "The Wearing of the Green," was scarcely patriotic enough to 

justify its inclusion in the programme. Songs were rendered by the Misses Goding, Shields, J. Clements, E rad1 N. 

Grunt, Mesdames Grunt and Stevenson and Mr Wm. Minter, and recitations by Itui Ruby Wood, ard A' 3f, . Shields, 

Sweetman and Minter. The National Anthem concluded the programme, and the remainder of the evening was 

devoted to dancing. The total receipts amounted to £7 19s 7d. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (S:fOM OuU cCounzSPONDIT'.) Monday, March 'i. The rumor that was current 

lately respecting the discovery of a fresh reef at the Christmas mine turns out to be perfectly correct. The new find is 

fully two feet wide, showing great prospects across the full width of the reef. There are fully two hundred feet of 

backs, and from the winze already sunk in the tunnel very little driving will be required to cut the reef at that depth. 

All who have an interest in the welfare of Bullumwaal must feel inclined to congratulate the Christmas Co. on such 

a lucky find. It has come just as things were looking very blue for us here. All that is now wanting is a good fall of 

rain to fill the dam, and then the music of the stamps will be again heard. It is pleasing to have to chronicle that 

Merrijig has again come to the front. A trial crushing of two tons of stone has just been completed at the 

Bullumwaal battery from Messrs Sawson and Clifford's mine at that place, which has rewarded the owners with the 

payable return of four ounces of gold. Messrs Lawson and Clifford have done a good deal of dead work at the mine 

and are to be congratulated upon their success. Mr T. Lee, who has for a long time been connected with the Beehive 

Extended Co. mine here, left last Tuesday to take charge of a mine at Cassilis.  

THE RIFLE CLUB. The rifle club is progressing beyond all expectations; between fifty and sixty men have signed 

the requisite papers and have been sworn in. There have been two Saturday afternoon "cleaning bees," so that the 

range is almost ready. All that is now wanted is the supply of good up-to date rifles.  

THE ELECTIONS. The two candidates who are coming forward for the vacant seat in the shire council do not 

appear to be known here at all. Probably, however, they will make themselves known to us before long. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, April 9. The machinery at the 

Beehive Extended mine having been sold is now being taken to pieces for removal. The Defiance No. 1 commenced 

last Friday to raise stone from the mine for crushing. The stone has shown magnificent results when treated by dolly. 

The South Defiance Company have suspended all hands and the mine has been let on tribute to Mr Grant and party. 

There is great dissatisfaction among the men who have been employed on this mine, who allege that they have not 

been fully paid up. It seems a great pity that some of these companies do not take care to have at any rate the men's 

wages in hand before they decide to cease operations. It is not the first time that such a case has happened here and it 

is very hard on the men. The Christmas mine is almost in full swing again. The dam is fairly well supplied with 

water and the battery working two shifts. The manager has been rushed with applications from local men, seeking 

employment, and has been compelled to refuse a large number. The proprietors of the Daisy Bell are now delivering 

to the Sons of Freedom battery about thirty tons of stone for treatment ; this will be followed by two or three smaller 

lots. The weather is now beautiful and promises well for a fine Easter. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, April 10. EASTER SPORTS. The 

usual Easter sports were held here to-day under very adverse circum stances. A bitter cold wind, with frequent 

showers of sleet, prevailed all day, and made matters anything but pleasant. As a consequence the attendance was 

very meagre. It had been decided at midday to postpone the sports indefinitely, but the arrival of some patrons from 



Bairnsdale caused the committee to alter their decision. The course had been patched up in the morning by two or 

three energetic committeemen, and at the time the sports commenced had much the appearance of a quagmire. There 

were, naturally, no time records established. Everything, however, went off very smoothly, especially the 

competitors in the tug-of-war, who lost their footing in the mud and were hauled across the mark in a sitting 

position. The following are the details of the various events: OPEN HANDICAP.-First Heat.-T. Hanrahan, 1; 

Mummery, 2. Won very easily. Second Heat.-P. Hanrahan, 1; F. Whitbourne, 2. A good race, Hanrahan having very 

little the best of it when the tape was breasted. Final Heat.-T. Hanrahan, 1; F. Whitburn, 2. Hanrahan won rather 

easily, the heavy going telling against Whitburn, who was entirely untrained.   MAIDEN PLATE -A. Waite, 1; W. 

Hardy, 2. Waite was never pushed, and won from the start. HURDLE RACE.--T. Hanrahan; 1 A. Waite, 2. 

Hanrahan had all his work cut out to stave off young Waite's game spurts; and at the finish had very little the best of 

it. TUG-OF-WAR.-Beehive Miners v. Bullumwaal.-In this contest the "'Wallers" had the best of the " Bees," who, 

however, struggled gamely to keep their honey. It was only after an exciting pull that they were landed over the 

mark. In the evening a ball was held in the mechanics' institute, which had been tastefully decorated by Messrs 

Smye and Hardy. The attendance was fairly good considering the state of the weather and the bad roads. Dancing 

was kept up until the small hours. Miss Coffey ably presided at the piano. The catering was in the hands of Mr C. 

Brown. 

14 Apr 1900   We have received a note from Mr C. S. Mummery, of the South Defiance mine, Bullumwaal, 

explaining that the trouble with regard to the men's wages, alluded to in a recent issue by our Bullumwaal 

correspondent, was duo to the necessity for sending the pay sheet to Melbourne to receive the sanction of the 

directors. This, he points out, involved " the usual delay of a-fortnight." Mr Mummery desires -to correct a slight 

error in our correspondent's statement as to the names of the tributors at present 'working the property. These are 

Porter and party, not Grant and party, as reported. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, May 14. MINING. The stone 

taken from the Anglo Saxon mine and treated at the Sons of Freedom battery gave 158oz of gold from 70 tons of 

stone. Such a handsome return must be highly satisfactory to all concerned. It is currently rumoured that the 

company intend sinking to a greater depth. Another parcel of stone treated at the Sons of Freedom battery during the 

week has also given a payable return. This was taken from the South Defiance mine, 20 tons yielding 18oz of gold. 

It is stated that there is a large quantity of this class of stone in sight, so that this mine ought to be a payable 

investment to the tributors. Mr Charles Grant, well known in connection with the Defiance No. 1 gold mine, has 

been in Melbourne for the last fortnight endeavoring to float the Daisy Bell mine into a company. It is stated that he 

has been successful. A tunnel has been driven into the hill, and a battery erected on the creek which is in close 

proximity to where the entrance to the tunnel will be, so that all the stone can be trucked direct and shot into the 

battery hopper, thus saving expense in handling. There is a large quantity of stone in the mine which will give a 

return of 4oz to the ton. The last crushing taken from this mine went 5dwt to the ton, but this was mostly taken from 

the dump. The Bulldog mine has been taken up by Mr J. M'Ewan and party. The Lily has also been taken up, and is 

being worked by Messrs F. Whitbourne and C. Grant, jun. Mr Harvey is now delivering to the Sons of Freedom 

battery a parcel of stone taken from his Perseverance mine. Taking a general view of things, mining may be said to 

be slightly on the upward grade, and if some of the locked-up leases were thrown open some new finds would be the 

result.  

THE COMING ELECTION. Perhaps one of the candidates who are coming forward for the vacant seat in the 

council might think it worthwhile to pay us a visit between now and polling day. There are a good many votes in 

Bullumwaal, though so few were recorded at the last poll.  

RIFLE MATTERS. The rifle range has now been cleared from standing timber, and does great credit to those in 

whose hands the selection of the site was left. It has a natural background in one of the low hills approaching Mount 

Alfred, and has the general appearance of a long avenue. It is well isolated from all traffic, and altogether is a most 

perfect range. The members' roll is still increasing, and under the supervision of the energetic secretary, Mr Reidy, 

the club promises to be a strong one. It is intended if the rifles arrive in time to have an opening day on the 24th 

May. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, May 21. Last Thursday and 

Friday (Friday particularly) the rain had the effect of quickly causing Boggy Creek to over flow. The water came 



down with a great rush, and leaving the bed of the stream at the top end of the township took a straight course down 

the main road, sweeping before it fences and all other kinds of obstructions. Residents whose domiciles were near 

the creek found it prudent to betake themselves to other shelters for the time being. The worst sufferers are probably 

Messrs Goding and Hynes. Two bridges were completely wrecked--the one at the north end of the township and the 

other further along the Omeo road. Traffic with Yahoo and Sheepstation has thus been cut off. The mailman to 

Tabberabbera had a narrow escape. His horse was drowned and he lost the mail bag in crossing the creek. It is many 

years since the creek was so flooded, and though a certain amount of damage has been done, including the filling of 

all the shafts with water, still plenty of water increases profitable employment all round. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL. LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, June 12. The effect of the late 

rain has been to make things in general quieter than they would otherwise have been. All the men following alluvial 

mining have been thrown idle, through the ground being too wet to work. At the Christmas mine Mr Mummery has 

taken charge, in place of Mr Woodbridge, who has gone to the Pinnacle. The tributers on this mine cleaned up last 

Saturday, but the returns have not yet been made public. Mr C. Grant, late of the Defiance No. 1, has left here to 

take up the management of a gold mine in West Australia. The Hopeful mine, which has been idle for some time 

past, has been taken up by a local party, who are now engaged working it. This mine was last worked by Messrs 

Jorgenson. At the Beehive mine driving for the reef is being continued. The two bridges on the Omeo road, which 

were badly damaged by the late floods, have already been patched up, so that traffic has been resumed between here 

and Sheepstation. The rifle club has fixed next Saturday as the opening day at the new range. Boggy Creek was 

again in a state of flood since Friday, last but is now subsiding. Fine weather prevails, with frosty nights. 

5 JUL 1890 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, July 2. Though some 

of the former glory of the place has departed, and the " winter of our discontent" is now upon us, things are not 

altogether at a standstill here. The Beehive Company is about starting their battery again. There is a large quantity of 

stone awaiting treatment and three shifts of men are engaged in the mine. Messrs Grimshaw and party are reported 

to have got on to payable stone at Jorgenson's find. The Defiance Company has just put through a crushing of 30 

tons, but the result has not been made known. The South Defiance has a quantity of stone lying at the Sons of 

Freedom battery. The race to this mill was damaged lately by the flood, and it has taken longer to repair than was 

expected. Messrs M'Keown and party, at the Bull Dog, are raising stone and expect to have a parcel ready for 

crushing very soon. Members of the rifle club had their first practice at the butts last Saturday. Meeting at the 

mechanics' institute in the forenoon they marched to the range, after firing three volleys of blank ammunition. Miss 

Reidy, daughter of the secretary, was given the honor of having the first shot, and the marker placed a bull's eye to 

her credit. The target, which is the invention of the secretary, worked satisfactorily. It was found impossible for all 

the members to complete their scores, but the following will give an idea of the shooting:-200 yards, 10 rounds: J. 

Francis, W. H. Leigh, W Hardy, M. Phelan, 25 ; Fairweather, 24 ; Whitbread, J. Porter, 23; H. Hewitt, C. Grant, 21. 

Five shots: Mummery, 21. O'Mara, 18; E. Thomas, R. Sweetman, 16. Yesterday week the anniversary of the 

Presbyterian Sunday school was celebrated by a social and concert. The children, who were prominent in the 

function as contributors to the programme, as well as being participants in the pleasures of the evening, gave a good 

account of themselves. Adults also attended in force and were well entertained. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, August 6. It is not known 

definitely whether the retiring member for the east riding, Councillor P. S. Ryan, intends to offer himself for re-

election. It is a thankless task being a shire councilor nowadays in some places. Still, some- one must do the work 

and the better the stamp of men entrusted to do it the sooner will the duties be made more pleasant for everyone. It 

should be a distinct advantage for this portion of the riding to have a local representative. Seemingly the days of 

gratifying personal spite by means of insulting effigies are not past. Someone last Sunday morning had the effigy of 

a well-known resident suspended by the neck from the bridge near Wood's battery. Persons who give vent to their 

feelings in this way are only restrained from committing worse deeds by the fear of the law. The scholars of the 

Bullumwaal Sunday School, last Sunday, were made the recipients of their annual prizes. The distribution was made 

by Mr A. Ross, the district missioner, who, as well as Mr Roget, addressed the children. The principal prize-takers 

were: - Special, Willie Holstock. First class: Elsie Goding and Oswald Shaw 1, Elsie Reidy and H. Holstock 2. 

Second class: Bessie Rickards and Willie Holstock 1, Annie Rickards and Charlie Clow 2. Third class: Laura 

Candry and W. Henderson 1, Emma Eaton and Frank Clements 2. Fourth class: Katie Holstock 1, Millie Robbins 2.  



Messrs Harvey and Sons had 65 tons of stone treated at the Sons of Freedom battery during the week, the return 

from which was 51oz. The stone from Messrs Grimshaw and party's mine, treated at the Bullumwaal battery, gave a 

return of 6dwt per ton for 11 tons. This was a trial crushing take from all parts of the reef, which is very extensive. 

Stone from the Anglo-Saxon Co. is being delivered at the Sons of Freedom battery. 

 

22 Dec 1900 A HOTEL FOR BULLUMWAAL. TWO APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSES: MISS WAITE 

SUCCESSFUL. At the Licensing Court yesterday, Annie Eliza Waite applied for a new roadside license at 

Bullumwaal.  Mr Thomson, for applicant said the bench would agree with him that a license was required at 

Bullumwaal, which a previous court had held could not be granted.   Since then an alteration in the law had been 

made, and it was now open to their worships   to grant the license. The Waite family had held the license for years. 

Miss Waite, the present applicant had carried on the business without the slightest reproach. The house had been 

improved to suit the requirements of the district at some expense. The family were well and favorably known in the 

district, and they were looked upon as the people who were entitled to the license   They had a connection in the 

district, which they had assisted to develop. The reports of the police had gone to show that the house was a distinct 

benefit to the town and district. Annie Eliza Waite, the applicant, gave evidence in support of her application. The 

house contained 17 rooms, 14 of which were at the disposal of the public. There was an 8 stalled stable and the usual 

out-buildings. The house was fully furnished. There were nine bedrooms. There had been a bar, but it was now used 

as a bedroom. Applicant had many years' experience in the hotel. Her brother had it for five years and she had 

looked after it for him. No complaint had ever been lodged against the place. The application was bona fide. 

Bullumwaal was 12 miles from the nearest licensed house, at Woollybutt, and 15 miles from Bairnsdale. The district 

was very mountainous. Applicant had taken out a wine license, but it did not pay. The people liked a better kind of 

liquor. Mr D.R. Williams deposed to having received the usual notices of intention. The bench decided to hear the 

application of Ronald J. Fairweather for a new roadside license for Bullumwaal Mr D. Gaunson appeared for the 

applicant. He said that he had been instructed   that the place was well able to support two roadside licenses. He was 

satisfied that the court had power to grant any number of roadside licenses. It was not a victualler's license. If it was 

they would be barred at once. If it was a victualler's license they would be entitled to compensation. Further, a 

victualler's license covered a billiard table. This did not. The act was perfectly clear on the point that a roadside 

license was a separate entity altogether. Other courts had agreed upon this. Then again, if it was a victualler's license 

in question, they could not grant it at all without a poll. Since he arrived in Bairnsdale, by arrangement with Mr 

Brache, who was making a similar application at Lilydale that day he had got a telegram conveying the result of that 

application. The message read to the effect that the court had granted a roadside license, though there was another 

within 10 miles. It also said that the court had granted three licenses under similar conditions the previous week. 

Counsel argued at length in support of his contention that the roadside and the victualler's licenses were altogether 

different. He would not say a word in opposition to the other application, but he believed that there was room for 

two. If the court decided to issue only one, he would, with all respect to the claims of Miss Waite, submit that his 

client came there better recommended. But it, was always better that there should be two houses than one. If there   

was only one, the landlord was apt to become too independent and to cheat the customers.   Mr Stuart said he 

appeared on behalf of Inspector Graham to oppose this application. Mr Gaunson said the inspector could not blow 

hot and cold. He had not objected to the renewal of Fairweather's colonial wine   license. It was now alleged that he 

was "suspected" of selling sprituous liquors and of allowing gaming on his premises. And a Bullumwaal storekeeper 

had been   subpoenaed to show by his books what amount of stuff had been supplied by him to Fairweather -he 

supposed that would include everything, down to the packet of starch and the pepper. (Laughter.) Well, the police 

were rubbing in the pepper now, at all events. (Laughter. ) Mr Cresswell, P.M., said that according to Mr Gaunson a 

person holding a roadside license could not be prosecuted, as he was not a licensed victualler. Mr Gaunson 

submitted that in the penal clauses it was "licensed person" and not " licensed victualler," who was referred to, and 

as to the alleged thinness of the population of Bullumwaal, he contended that it was the requirements of the public 

those who travelled and resided within a reasonable radius of the township, that should be recognised by the court.   

Ronald James Fairweather, the applicant, was called. He deposed that his house at Bullumwaal contained 13 rooms 

that would be available to the public. He was a married man. The capital value of his house was £1100. He had 

stabling   accommodation. Miss Waite's premises were under two roofs, while his was under one roof. He had a 

buggy shed, but had no buggy. (Mr Gaunson: If the applicant is granted a license the buggy will be got. Laughter.) 

No complaints had been made against him as to the manner in which he had conducted his business as the holder of 

a colonial wine license. There was sufficient business to be done in Bullumwaal, in his opinion, to justify the 



granting of two licenses. Cross-examined by Mr Stuart, he said the population of Bullumwaal was 400 or 500. There 

was very little population outside the township. The 400 or 500 people he referred to lived within a radius of 4 or 5 

miles of the township. He denied to say whether he had ever sold any intoxicants other than colonial wine, or 

whether he had done any gaming. Mr Gaunson: Ask him whether he has ever broken any of the ten commandments. 

(Laughter.) In reply to Mr Gaunson, witness said there were about 150 residences in Bullumwaal. Mr Stuart said the 

applicant had been suspected of gaming, and had been in the habit of breaking the law as regarded selling 

intoxicants other than wine. Patrick S. Ryan, storekeeper and wine and spirit merchant, deposed that R. J. 

Fairweather dealt with him. Mr Stuart : Have you supplied him with liquor?     Mr Gaunson objected to the question, 

unless the witness could say that the liquor sold by him to Fairweather had been disposed of afterwards unlawfully. 

The bench allowed the question. Witness, continuing, said I could not say from memory what liquor he had sold to 

Fairweather. Mr Stuart: But I gave you notice to produce your books. Witness said he had an objection to produce 

his books, or to divulge his transactions with his customers, unless directed to do so by the bench. The bench asked 

witness to produce his books, that he might refresh his memory. Looking at Fairweather's account in his ledger 

witness said he had supplied beer by the barrel to Fairweather. Between the 14th April and the 12th November he 

had sold five kilderkins of beer to Fairweather. He had also supplied him with spirits and bottled beer. Mr Gaunson 

protested that this evidence was not admissible. The bench disagreed with Mr Gaunson on this point. Witness, 

continuing, said he had never been supplied with spirit at Fairweather's place. Mounted-Constable Howard was 

called and asked if he had made inquiries relative to Fairweather. Mr Gaunson objected to witness answering that 

question. The bench thought witness might give his own opinion. Mr Stuart said he would put the question in 

another form, and ask witness if he had ever suspected Fairweather of sly-grog selling. Witness replied in the 

affirmative, adding   that it was what he had been told by respectable people that made him have a suspicion of 

Fairweather.   Mr Gaunson: Surely that alone won't be accepted in a court of justice? In reply to Mr Stuart, witness 

said he suspected Fairweather of gaming, naming the  30th October as one date on which several   persons were 

alleged to have had "a shilling in" at Fairweather's place. Mr Holmes asked if the persons referred to had been 

subpoenaed. Witness replied in the negative. The persons had given him the information on the distinct 

understanding that he would not disclose their names. Mr Gaunson said he insisted on the names of the persons 

referred being disclosed, or the witness would have to withdraw his evidence. The witness said he would, rather than 

divulge the names of his informants.   Mr Gaunson: Ah, I thought you were an   honorable fellow!   The bench 

expressed the hope that the witness would be more careful in the future  and not make similar compacts with 

anybody. The bench said they would grant Annie Waite's application. Mr Gaunson asked the grounds for refusing 

the second application, as he might be advised to ask the court to state a case for the Full Court. Mr Holmes replied 

that the court had decided to grant only one license, and there was something in the objection that had been urged 

against Fairweather. 

 

1901 OUR, BULLUMWAAL LETTER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)     Monday, January 14.   With the 

holidays now over-they were spent very soberly, those who had some loose cash and no particular ties to keep them 

tethered here being away to the attractions and excitement provided by more populous places, while to those who 

had no option but to remain behind the only public amusement was the picnic on Commonwealth day-signs of a 

revival in our staple industry are apparent. On every hand one bears of fresh energy and more capital being put into 

the mines, and men generally are speaking more hopefully of the prospects of the place than they have done for 

some time past. The next few months should witness a substantial output of gold. Applicants for old-age pensions 

have been coming into the township daily from all the gullies and creeks for miles back, anxious to obtain forms. 

Many of the poor fellows, it is easy to see, have had hard lives, and if they can be helped to eke out a living for 

themselves it would bring peace and joy to their old hearts. It looks, though, as if the number of persons who are 

claiming pensions in all parts of the colony will render the present scheme impracticable from the very start. There 

has been trouble experienced in getting the community to agree to a site on which to build the new state school. A 

meeting called for the purpose last week decided to recommend the site marked off some two and a half years ago. 

 



17 Jan 1901  

MINING. BULLUMWAAL NOTES. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, January 14. Work has been 

resumed at all the mines here. An increased number of men is it work at the Anglo-Saxon and the Beehive. Both 

these mines are reported to be looking well.   Curtis and Waite, Sons of Freedom, have been doing big work in 

sinking a new shaft. They expect to complete this work this week. At the Christmas a drive, the manager states, has 

been opened from the new tunnel on to payable lode. The tributors at the shallow level are still on payable gold. 

Water for crushing purposes is very scarce. Mr Harvey, of the Perseverance, says the lode has developed into an 

immense body of highly payable stone, 5 to 10 feet wide. Report has it that the Anglo-Saxon Company is about to 

purchase a crushing plant. A new find has been made on the Lindenow road, about one mile out, by Price and 

Hargreaves, from which a trial lot has been treated at Mr J Sache's mill.     The Ruby spur is again engaging 

attention. Mr Porter has been looking into the alleged non-observance of the covenants of a lease there. Shepherding 

on this field by the Melbourne men has retarded its development.     Recent crushings at the Sons of Freedom   are as 

follows:-- J. Brow, Hong Kong, 21 tons, 5dwt per ton; A. Gibbs and party, Mt. Taylor, 5 tons for over 5 oz.; Harvey 

and Sons, 40 tons from big load, 15dwt. per ton; 30 tons from Davis and Grimshaw are now going through, and 

expected to average 12dwt. per ton.      

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, February 4. Saturday was 

observed here as a day of public mourning, all the stores, etc. being closed and work suspended where practicable. 

The usual shooting practice at the local rifle butts was also postponed.     On Sunday a united in memorian service 

was held at the Presbyterian Church at which interesting addresses were delivered by Mr Roget (Wesleyan) and Mr 

A. Ross (Presbyterian). The hymns sung were those which were said to be favorites of the Queen. In the absence of 

Miss Goding, Miss Shaw, organist of St. Andrew's Church, Charlton, presided at the organ. At   the conclusion of 

the service the brass band played the Dead March. An old miner for a time a soldier of the Queen at the Crimea, 

Con. Danahar by name, was badly hurt last week by a fall of earth while working in an alluvial shaft, the side of 

which   caved in and injured the old man's back and leg. He is now under treatment in the hospital. The poll taken 

lately, at the in- stances of Mr P. S. Ryan to determine whether or not the number of grocers' licenses in the district 

should be increased, having resulted in the affirmative, in all probability the "single bottle " will be purchasable here 

soon in a legitimate way. With a licensed hotel open and grog obtainable in wholesale or retail quantities at the 

grocer's vendors of the vile stuff sold in the past should find their occupations gone. Some of the voters walked long 

distances to record their votes in favor of a bottle license, and the poll here was a heavy one, 67 votes being 

recorded. 

7 Feb 1901 MINING.   THE BULLUMWAAL MINES. (FORM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, February 4. 

The various mines have been under steady work during the past three weeks with fairly satisfactory results. The best 

returns have come from the Beehive, where one parcel of 81 tons of stone yielded 81oz. and another of 60 tons 

63oz. The lode is stated to be 6½ft. wide in places, and those who should know are speaking most hopefully of the 

mine generally, averring that, its prospects of paying well never looked better. It is proposed, I understand, to drive 

600ft. at a lower level, and to materially increase the working power of   the plant. A good chute of stone is expected 

to be struck near the old Queen shaft. Should present expectations be realised in regard to this mine the effect will be 

to give a fresh impetus to mining operations generally in this district. At Yahoo Creek the Fizzle Company has put 

through 100 tons for a yield of 20oz.   The stone was taken principally from the   mullock tips. A parcel from the 

lode itself will be put through soon. Nothing of any consequences regards fresh discoveries in alluvial is reported 

from this field. The Christmas Company is driving on a new reef from a new tunnel. It is said officially to be 

payable. The tunnel will intersect Harvey's lode, but as there is only one man employed in driving, the rate of 

progression is not rapid. Tributers are breaking good dirt, but they are in want of water for crushing. A heavy 

downfall of rain would brighten their countenances just now. At the Anglo-Saxon Company preparations are in 

progress to clear a site for the battery and construct a capacious dam. The driving of a shallow tunnel is another 

work that is engaging attention. It is to be hoped that good machinery will be erected on this mine. It has been one of 

the drawbacks to successful mining here- abouts that the plants put up have been utterly inadequate, in almost all 

instance, to do the work profitably for which they were designed. the Maritana and Old Daisy Bell are both in active 



work again. Messrs Harvey and Sons are breaking   stone for crushing. It is of a good grade. Messrs Curtis, Waite 

and party, at the Sons of Freedom, cut the reef in opening   out from the new shaft. The stone is solid and shows 

gold and improves as the driving proceeds. It is being paddocked for the present. This appears to be a very 

promising show. 

It was decided on Tuesday evening by the committee in charge of the movement to proceed with the erection of a 

memorial to the late Mr F. W. Dreverman. It is to take the form of a drinking fountain of polished granite.-: Mr W. 

Bird, jun, has been entrusted with this work. To properly complete it will involve an expenditure greater than the 

amount in hand, some £50, but is a number of the townspeople have not yet sent in their donations, the committee 

has no fear of having to face a deficiency.  

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, February 12.       A cricket 

match was played here on Saturday 7th int., between North and       South Bullumwaal and resulted in a win for the   

South. Scores:- South 116 (H. Clements 27, Phelan 19, Joe Shields 18, W. Harvey 16). North 79 ( Fairweather 38, J. 

Waite 13). Joe Shields took 7 wickets for 36 runs and Phelan 3 for 0 for South, and H. Waite   8 wickets for 38 runs 

and Fairweather 2 for   36 for North. South have now won 2 matches as against North 1 won and 1   drawn. 

MINING. Hall and Simons are putting through a crushing of 7 tons from Old Dodger. Harvey and Sons have started 

crushing a parcel of 80 tons from the Perseverance. The Sons of Freedom battery is stopped owing to want of water. 

  Shields and Andrews have taken up the Fizzle at Yahoo ; the reef is showing good prospects. Anderson and party 

at one time   crushed as much as 8ozs to the ton from this show. [BY WIRE] Friday The tributers at the Christmas 

mine have got on to good gold at the lower level. A crushing of 7 tons put through from there has just cleaned up for 

8½oz. gold.   

18 Feb 1891 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT. ) Wednesday, February 18.   A 

cricket match was played here on   Saturday last between north and South, and   resulted in a win for the South, who 

made 81. Jas. Shields (26) and Phelan (14) were   highest scorers for South, while Flanagan (18) and Meluish (7) 

made top scores for North. Joe Shields took 4 wickets for 18 and Mummary 2 for 21 for the winners, and H. Waite 7 

for 37 and Flanagan 2 for 6 for the losers. Woodlands and Bullumwaal play here on Saturday next. On Tuesday last 

the effects of the deceased miner John Scott were sold by auction, Messrs. Francis and Ryan being the   purchases. 

Constable Mossop acted as auctioneer.  Mining is very quiet here now, owing to     the want of water. Several small 

parcels of stone are lying at grass. The Christmas tributers have now a nice reef; it is widening out to 8ft., and 

prospecting well. Three travellers going to Omeo from Bairnsdale last week mistook the road and   wandered about 

in the bush till 3 o'clock in the morning, when they found their way to   Bullumwaal. A long felt want on the bush  

roads out this way is a few fingerboards, the   cost of which would only be a matter of a  few shillings. Surely the 

council will see to  this.   

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (Thursday, February 26   On Wednesday last the school children of   the district 

had their annual picnic. The weather was all that could be desired and   both adults and children spent very enjoy- 

able time, the races being very keenly contested by the youngsters. In the evening a concert was held in the 

mechanics' institute in aid of the Bairnsdale Hospital, but there was only moderate attendance. Mr P. S. Ryan 

presided. The following programme   was rendered :-Miss Martinez, pianoforte solo-and song, "Honey, stay in your 

own   backyard," Miss Ryan sang "Whisper my name to Nell," Mr Francis recited "Muddled Mixtures," the 

Bullumwaal orchestra gave a selection, Mr O'Connor sang a comic song ("How Rafferty won the mile"). Mr   

M'Phaile recited "Giggling Girls," Mr   Leigh recited "Rob Brocklow," and Mr   Harwood rendered a comic song 

entitled "Mary Ann's Old Man." The concert concluded with a successful performance of the farce " Who Died 

First" The usual dance followed, and it was well into the next day before this portion of the entertainment came   to a 

conclusion. Mills and Possel have put through a crushing of 25 tons from the Daisy Bell for 13oz. gold. 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (Thursday, February 26   On Wednesday last the school children of   the district 

had their annual picnic. The weather was all that could be desired and   both adults and children spent very 

enjoyable time, the races being very keenly contested by the youngsters. In the evening a concert was held in the 

mechanics' institute in aid of the Bairnsdale Hospital, but there was only moderate attendance. Mr P. S. Ryan 

presided. The following programme   was rendered :-Miss Martinez, pianoforte solo-and song, "Honey, stay in your 

own   backyard," Miss Ryan sang "Whisper my   name to Nell," Mr Francis recited "Muddled Mixtures," the 

Bullumwaal orchestra gave a selection, Mr O'Connor sang a comic song ("How Rafferty won the mile"). Mr   



M'Phaile recited "Giggling Girls," Mr   Leigh recited "Rob Brocklow," and Mr   Harwood rendered a comic song 

entitled "Mary Ann's Old Man." The concert concluded with a successful performance of the farce " Who Died 

First" The usual dance followed, and it was well into the next day before this portion of the entertainment came   to a 

conclusion. Mills and Possel have put through a crushing of 25 tons from the Daisy Bell for 13oz. gold. 

19 mar 1901 TAMBO VALLEY AND MOUNT BALDHEAD ROADS. REPORT BY MR DAVIDSON. The 

following is the text of the report furnished by the Inspector General of Public Works, Mr W. Davidson, upon the 

Tambo Valley and Mt. Baldhead roads: For several years past with the recurrence of winter the Tambo Valley road, 

which is the main North Gipps land line of communication, becomes so cut up as to render cartage on it both 

dangerous and expensive. Applications to Government for assistance in repairs and reconstructions are of periodic 

occurrence and have from time to time been liberally responded to. It is now urged on behalf of another route that 

this shall cease and that any Government expenditure shall be confined, in this connection to the Mount Baldhead 

road. It is contended by the Bairnsdale District Commercial and Progress Association " that the road by way of 

Mount Baldhead would serve tie purpose of the Omeo traffic better than the one now in use," etc. (the Tambo Valley 

road). The association submits in view of possible further expenditure on the Tambo Valley road " that the Minister 

for Public Works is thoroughly satisfied that it will be laid out to the best advantage," etc., and suggests "an expert 

report to be made on the respective merits of the two roads." Under date of 13th October last the Bairnsdale Shire 

Council forwarded a petition prepared by and signed through the Bairnsdale Progress Association which it (the 

council) has under taken to support, and adds " with a very small expenditure this road could be made trafficable and 

would be more generally used than at present." The petition sets forth :--"That the town of Bairnsdale, with the view 

of making a direct road to Omeo, that would be trafficable in all seasons, laid out £8000 in constructing the section 

between Bullumwaal and Mount Baldhead, that with the assistance of the Government the section at the Bairnsdale 

end was constructed, that Parliament voted some three and a half years ago the sum of £5000 for the completion of 

the section between Mt. Baldhead and Omeo, that this terminal section was entrusted to the Omeo Shire Council to 

carry out and it had never been completed; that the road in its present state is useless for traffic; that if it were 

completed it would be a superior road both in summer and winter to the Tambo Valley road, which is an expensive 

one to maintain and not adapted for the requirements of the traffic during the winter months." From the foregoing it 

is to be inferred (a) That whereas the Baldhead road would be " trafficable" at all seasons, the Tambo Valley road is 

not so. The converse is the fact, and (b) That the sum of £5000 granted for the terminal section (Baldhead to Omeo) 

has not been expended. It has been expended and there now exists a very fair summer road from Omeo to Bairnsdale 

which is occasionally used. It is apparent that the claims of the Mount Baldhead road are advanced on its behalf as a 

rival route to that via the Tambo Valley. Were both roads necessary for the services of the districts through which 

they pass, and for the trade and accommodation of the Omeo district and the inhabitants thereof, there would arise 

no question of rivalry. But it would appear that two roads from the seaboard to Omeo are not needed for the 

requirements of that place, and the question is raised as to which of these routes shall hence forth be admitted as the 

main high way to be considered as such in the allocation for public moneys for maintenance or other purposes in any 

degree. The Tambo Valley road may be said to begin at Mossiface wharf on the Tambo River near Bruthen and 

adhering to the Valley to end at Omeo, a total length of 05 miles. It is a result of the development of Northern Gipps 

land and as a track and road has been in existence for fifty years, the reason for its selection as a line of 

communication being obvious in its easy grades, fertile flats and grassed hill sides and its contiguity to the Tambo 

River. It became in due time the route (and only route) to the gold diggings of the Omeo district-along it there 

became established farms and settlements and interests of various descriptions which are at the present day of 

paramount importance, and of themselves and in dependently of the country beyond, demand the maintenance of the 

Tambo Valley road. From Bruthen northwards the road was constructed by Government; it has been maintained by 

the shires of Omeo and Tambo, but chiefly out of Government moneys, an aggregate of £9000 having been granted 

for this purpose in the period 1890-1900, together with a further sum of £6000 from Treasury bonds for a deviation 

from the east to the west side of the hiver near Ensay. The Mount Baldhead road is of more recent construction. 

Briefly, the section from which it takes its name, viz., that from Bullumwaal to Mount Baldhead, was builtsome 

eight or nine years ago by the Bairnsdale Shire Council at a cost of £8000 which it derived from the sale of its town 

water supply to an irrigation trust. This section ended on a slope of the mount, 25 miles from Bullumwaal. As 

pointed out in the petition, about four years ago a further sum granted by Government under the Treasury Bonds Act 

has been expended in extending the road towards Omeo, not as at first projected by adhering absolutely to the crest 

of the main Dividing Range, but deflecting there from through Sheepstation Creek (Brookville) to Cassilis and other 

mining localities. The section from Bairnsdale to Bullumwaal has also been much improved out of Government 

grants. The primary object in undertaking the Mount baldhead road project, it is understood, was to secure a route 

between Bairnsdale and Omeo which should be shorter than that between those places via Bruthen and the Tambo 



Valley. As a simple geographical fact this has been accomplished, the relative length being :-Bairnsdale via 

Bullumwaal, Mount Baldhead, Brookville, Cassilis to Omeo, 731 miles; Bairnsdale via Bruthen anel Tambo Valley, 

81 miles; but in this, putting the case as regards length, I consider an injustice is done to the Tambo Valley road. If 

Bairnsdale were of necessity the point of departure in relation to the carriage and haulage of all goods and material 

required for the existence of the population of Omeo and district, and for the development of their natural resources, 

this saving in length of road would become a factor in the argument for the Baldhead route to the extent of 7, miles. 

But it is not so. It may be accepted that the whole of these goods are water-borne, but not to Bairnsdale, which is 81 

miles from Omeo by the Tambo Valley road and 73& miles from Omeo by the Mount Baldhead road, but to 

Mossiface, which is only 65 miles to Omeo by the Tambo Valley road. Evidence of this is in the fact that there are 

engaged in the carrying trade between Mossiface and Omeo 44 bullock teams,  six heavy horse teams, and six 

express wagons. At certain seasons these numbers are considerably increased. So far as I could ascertain the trade 

direct from Bairnsdale to Omeo is confined to six or eight express wagons. Surely it can thus be deduced that in any 

comparison of the lengths of the rival roads the Tambo Valley must be assumed as beginning at Mossiface, while 

Bairnsdale must be the initial point in the Baldhead road, and if this be conceded, the advantage claimed for the 

Baldhead road disappears. Certainly it may be argued that mails and passengers must cover the 16 miles between 

Bruthen and Bairnsdale. In view of the vast quantity of freightage conveyed by road into the Omeo district, I think 

this inconvenience which, even on the score of length, would be slightly modified by the adoption of the Mount 

Baldhead route is of comparatively small consequence. And it is the Omeo and not the Bairnsdale residents that are 

concerned in it. A very important point in comparing these roads is usually overlooked, viz., the altitudes to be 

surmounted in reaching the objective. Omeo town ship is about 220ft. above the level of the sea. The culminating 

point in the Tambo Valley road is Tongio Gap, about five miles south from Omeo, and which is 2600ft. above sea 

level. The highest point on the Mount Baldhead road is that at which it crosses the western shoulder of the mount, 

which is there 4200ft high and is reached from Bullumwaal (600ft.) by an almost continuous ascending grade for 25 

miles. That this route involves the lifting of every ton of freight which is or may be taken over it through 1600ft of 

vertical space in excess of what occurs at Tongio Gap on the Tambo Valley road is, in my opinion, a very serious 

objection to its adoption for heavy traffic purposes. As to the relative possibilities of the two roads to carry a largo 

traffic, particularly in respect of hauling power. From the figures quoted it will be apparent that by far the major part 

of the carrying to Omeo is by bullock teams; and it must be equally apparent that these teams could not for so many 

years have had a practical monopoly of the goads traffic on the Tambo Valley road unless there were on it full and 

ample sources of food and water. The existence of the teams is in itself evidence of these resources. I do not think 

this is equally demonstrated in respect of that section of the Mount Baldhead road extending from Bullumwaal to 

Sheepstation Creek, or say to the "Wentworth Crossing, a length of nearly 30 miles. And I say this in full knowledge 

of the fact that bullock teams have taken a number of loads of machinery via this road to the vicinity of Sheepstation 

Creek. The road is admirably laid out, but of necessity to the back of a leading spur of Mount Baldhead, which is 

heavily timbered and covered with scrub to the prevention of the production of grass in such quantity as to afford 

sustenance for large numbers of working bullocks, while the water which is undoubtedly in the district is always in 

gullies at the base of the spur so distant and so precipitous of approach as to be almost inaccessible. It is claimed by 

the petitioners that the Baldhead road "would be traffic able in all seasons," and inferentially that the Tambo Valley 

road is not trafficable in all seasons. As regards the latter it is only necessary to point out that traffic on it never 

ceases, but continues without stoppage throughout the year. It was formerly-up to four years ago-subject to 

occasional interruption by floods in the Tambo River, which had to be crossed twice, viz.:--at Ensay and Doctors' 

Flat. Its diversion however between these points from the east to the west bank overcame this objection, and as the 

road throughout is below the snow line there is now no interference with the traffic beyond the winter cutting up of 

the track. Not so however in respect of Mount Baldhead road. It has been pointed out that it crosses the mount at an 

altitude of 4200 feet; this is maintained through several miles of its course. As might be inferred from its great 

height Mount Baldhead 'and its locality is subject to heavy snowfalls which would absolutely block all traffic. This 

is by no means speculative opinion ; the snow accumulations on this section of the road are of annual occurrence, 

varying no doubt in volume and period of duration with the varying seasons. I have frequently been in the vicinity of 

Mount Bald head and have not yet seen it quite devoid of snow. I have crossed it twice in buggies, on each occasion 

through heavy snow, and on the last occasion, in September of last year, I got through with difficulty, having to be 

pulled through heavy snow for a length of ten miles. It is idle to con tend that this road would be available 

throughout the winter months for heavy traffic without interruption. In my opinion the circumstances of the Mount 

Baldhead road do not warrant the expenditure on it of Government money to the exclusion of the Tambo Valley 

road, while I do think the latter is an instance beyond any other in the state, not even excepting the Jamieson-Woods 

Point road, in respect of which sound claims to Government assistance can be urged. I desire it to be understood that 

in the foregoing remarks I have considered the Mount Baldhead road entirely as a through road from Bairnsdale to 



Omeo, and as such I cannot conceive it over coming into general use. This however does not apply to parts of it. It is 

essential the it shall be kept open for coach and wagon traffic between Wy Yung and Bullumwaal, and it will no 

doubt continue to be of value in the development of mining resources north of Bullumwaal to Woollybutt (11 miles) 

beyond which and to the vicinity of Sheepstation Creek it is difficult to find reason for its continued existence. 

 

OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)     Monday, March 23. The Woodlands 

cricket team paid a visit to Bullumwaal on Saturday last to play the final match with the local team. The visitors, 

who were in strong force, gave three cheers for the local president (Mr P. S. Ryan) on arrival, and then proceeded to 

  Waite's Hotel, where dinner was provided for members of both teams and their friends. Mr P. S. Ryan, who 

presided, welcomed the visitors, and Mr J. J. Jeffers responded. The toasts of the King and the ladies of Bullumwaal 

having been duly honored, the players   were escorted to the ground by the Bullumwaal Brass band. The 

Woodlanders won the toss and sent Bullumwaal in to bat, but owing to the drizzling rain and the good bowling of 

the visitors they were soon disposed of for the small total of 57 runs. H. Waite 24, Jas. Shields 16, were the principal 

scores. M. Dumaresq 6 for 32, A. Morrison 4 for 11, did the trundling for Woodlands. The Woodlanders then went 

in but owing to the splendid bowling of Joe Shields they were even less successful than the home team being all 

disposed of for 51 runs, or 16 runs behind the Bullumwaal score. T. Morris 20 and W. Moxon 10, were the principal 

scorers for the visitors. Joe Shields took 7 wicket for 18 runs, T. Austin 2 for 12, and O'Mara 1 for 1. Mr P. S. Ryan 

generously provided refreshments on the ground for both teams. A dance was held in the evening, some of the 

Woodlanders staying behind to finish up the day's enjoyment in orthodox fashion. The local ladies provided the 

refreshments, and altogether a most enjoyable time was spent. The visiting captain, Mr Jeffers, took opportunity 

during the day to pay a decided compliment to the hospitality of the Bullumwaal residents. He said that his team 

would rather be beaten by Bullumwaal than win against another club. The players who remained behind were taken 

around the local mines next day. MINING. W. Hardy has crushed 5 tons for 12oz from his show on the school spur. 

Shields and Andrews have put through 6 tons for 12oz. from the Fizzle.   

23 Mar 1901 LICENSING APPLICATION. Annie Elizabeth Waite, licensee of the Miners' Rest Hotel, Bullumwaal, 

applied for her brother, Alfred J. Waite, to be allowed to carry on the business temporarily, she being at present ill, 

and an in-patient at the Bairnsdale Hospital. The application was granted. 

16 May 1901 Funeral Notice. WAITE. - The friends of Messrs Waite Bros. are respectfully invited to   follow the 

remains of their late beloved sister, Annie Eliza, to their last resting place the Bullumwaal Cemetery.   The funeral 

will leave the Miners' Rest Hotel, Bullumwaal, TO-MORROW (Friday), 17th inst., at 2 p.m.   S. &. W. PEARSON, 

Undertakers. 

18 May 1901 The remains of Miss Annie Eliza 'Waite were interred in the Bullumwaal cemetery yesterday. The 

funeral procession, which numbered fully 300 persons, was by far the largest ever seen in Bullunmwaal. The Rev. F. 

Milne, M.A., B.D. conducted the service at the grave.  

 

24 Sep 1901 DARING OUTRAGE AT THE BEEHIVE BATTERY ROBBED. MASKED RUFFIANS BIND AND 

GAG THE WATCHMAN. A VALUABLE BOOTY SECURED. One of the most audacious and at the same time 

successful outrages ever known in this portion of the state was committed at Bullumwaal early on Sunday morning, 

when two robbers, wearing long crape masks, forced their way into the battery shed of the Beehive Company, crept 

upon, brutally assaulted, and bound and gagged the watchman in charge, and got clear away with nearly the whole 

of the proceeds of some nine days' crushing. The first intimation of the outrage was received by the Bairnsdale 

police about noon on Sunday, by messenger, Mr Fraser, the manager of the mine, having in vain attempted to get a 

telegraph message through. The communication was brief, containing only the bare facts of the robbery, and the 

assault as narrated above. No further details were forthcoming all day, and yesterday representative of The 

Advertiser rode over to Bullumwaal to secure a circumstantial account of the affair. The only source of information 

to be depended upon was, of course, the unfortunate watchman, and upon him our representative first waited. 



28 sep 1901 THE BULLUMWAAL ROBBERY. TRACKERS STILL AT WORK. BULLUMWAAL, Friday. No 

arrest has yet been made in connection with the outrage at the Beehive battery last Sunday, but it is extremely 

probable that the police will decide upon detaining one or two suspects shortly. The black trackers have done good 

work. They traced tracks supposed to be those of the robbers from the Beehive battery a distance of some five miles 

to the Bullumwaal battery, three miles away from the scene of the robbery, as the crow flies. The tracks described a 

wide detour, and, if they had been made with the express intention of defeating subsequent investigations by blacks, 

could scarcely have been more roundabout. In one place the tracks led to a bridge over a gully, but instead of going 

over the bridge they continued for some distance down the gully to where a log rested across it. Here there was 

abundant evidence that the thieves had slipped and fallen in walking across the log. Not far away some amalgam, 

supposed to form part of the proceeds of the Beehive robbery, was discovered scattered about the ground. The tracks 

were followed to within 50yds. or 60yds. of the Bullumwaal battery, where they were temporarily lost, but that the 

trackers were on the right scent was proved by the discovery, at this point, of some more amalgam, apparently 

dropped on the ground inadvertently. The last men to work the Bullumwaal battery, according to inquiries made by 

the police, were two local miners, who started crushing at the somewhat unusual hour of 6 p.m. on Saturday last. 

These men have been searchingly interrogated by the police, but they persist in affirming that the work they were 

engaged in was quite legitimate. Detective Sexton, who has been deputed by the Criminal Investigation department 

to inquire into the outrage, arrived at Bullumwaal on Thursday, and at once got to work on the case. Sexton has had 

a good deal of experience in this description of crime in Bendigo and elsewhere. 

1 Oct 1901 THE BULLUMWAAL OUTRAGE.   SPLENDID WORK BY' THE BLACKS. The police are now said 

to be quite  certain as the identity of the authors   of the outrage at the Beehive Battery on Sunday, 22nd ult. They 

are now believed to be engaged in piecing together the evidence necessary to convince a jury of the correctness of 

the deductions which their investigations have led them to. In the latter connection the black trackers have proved of 

invaluable assistance. The work done by these " boys " in tracing the robbers from the Beehive mine to the 

Bullumwaal battery is said to have been something wonderful. They had little or no difficulty in picking up the 

tracks not far from the scene of the outrage, and they seldom lost sight of them afterwards. They very soon 

ascertained that one of the robbers was a heavier man than the other and that both were walking in single file, 

carrying a heavy weight (the stolen plates. of course) between them. At intervals along the trail patches of amalgam 

and scattered grains of quicksilver were picked up. The tracks, which covered a route of some three miles. were 

followed right up to the Bullumwaal battery house. Here more amalgam and quicksilver was found. Beyond this, it 

was not considered necessary to go, as far as establishing the identity of the thieves went, and the trackers were then 

put to work on some of the many sets of tracks in the vicinity of the battery to see if they would lead to the discovery 

of the stolen plates, which the legal manager of the mine, Mr Murray Jones, says he is confident are still uncleaned. 

No trace of the plates could be found, however, and the trackers, in charge of Sergeant Fawkner, returned to 

Dandenong on Saturday. They are both Queensland blacks, named respectively Bosun and Costello, and both are 

exceptional experts at tracking-in fact, the wonderful adeptness they displayed in following up the two pairs of foot 

prints where they were mixed up with or partially covered by others, the   whole being totally invisible to a white 

man, continually astonished the spectators. Sergeant Fawkner may well be excused for feeling proud of the success 

his men have achieved. No arrest has been made as yet, but there is little room to doubt that Detective Sexton will 

decide to form ally charge one or two men suspected with the authorship of the crime within a few hours. The 

watchman, Mr M'Lean, is slowly recovering from the affects of the savage ill-treatment he sustained at the hands of 

the robbers. His mouth is still swollen and painful from the force with which the piece of pick handle used by the 

thieves as a gag was hammered into it. The unfortunate man's wrists also still bear the marks of the ropes with which 

they were bound, whilst his hands are swollen to nearly twice their natural size. In conversation with a 

representative of The Advertiser Mr Murray Jones, the manager of the Beehive Co., remarked, in reply to a 

comment upon M'Lean's being unarmed, that the man was religiously inclined--so much so that he had said he " 

would not hurt a fly." "Needless to say," said Mr Jones, "I didn't know that. There was a revolver there for him if he 

wanted it, and I understood that he carried it." 

5 Oct 1901 THE BULLUMWAAL OUTRAGE. POLICE INVESTICATIONS FRUITLESS. Sub-Inspector Graham 

and Detective Sexton returned to Bairnsdale on Thursday from Bullumwaal, where they have been occupied during 

the past 10 days in inquiring into the authorship of the robbery from the Beehive battery on Sunday, 22nd inst. The 

result of the investigations has been unsatisfactory, the police having failed to secure sufficient evidence to connect 

anyone with the authorship of the crime. There is no doubt that the stolen plates had been concealed somewhere in 

the township, or in its immediate vicinity, up till recently, but the utmost efforts of the police to discover any trace of 



these most necessary accessories to establishing a charge have unfortunately proved fruitless. It is feared that the 

robbers have contrived to either destroy the plates, or else to remove them to some remote and secure hiding place. 

In the circumstances, it is not considered that any useful purpose can be served by the police remaining at 

Bullumwaal any longer, and the robbery, therefore, will have to be added to the long list of undiscovered crimes. 

Detective Sexton will return to Melbourne to-day. He states that everything that could have been done towards 

discovering the perpetrators of the outrage has been done. All that has been achieved, however, is the piecing 

together of a chain of circumstantial evidence up to a certain point. Beyond this, one or two very important links are 

missing. The robbery has now ceased to attract any interest, even in Bullumwaal, the excitement and speculation 

which it occasioned not having lasted more than the proverbial nine days. 

5 Nov 1901 SAD END OF AN OLD FOSSICKER. Those who, early yesterday after noon, noticed the heavy 

thunderclouds lowering over the ranges in the north west, from the security of the streets of Bairnsdale, little 

imagined the terrific nature of the visitation which the district to the north of the mountains was at that time 

experiencing. Up to 3 p.m. the weather along the Boggy Creek to Bullumwaal and beyond had been oppressively 

hot, as it was in Bairnsdale and elsewhere, but shortly after that hour it was very evident that some atmospheric 

disturbance on a large scale was impending -and the inhabitants of the old mining district were not left long in doubt 

as to its nature. The sky suddenly became overcast, as with the approach of night. Almost immediately, and without 

the slightest warning, the most terrific thunderstorm that has ever been known here burst with unrestrained violence. 

The rain fell as though a waterspout had burst, in a dense blinding cloud of splashing water, making it impossible for 

the unfortunates caught in the deluge to see a yard in front of them. Amongst the latter was Mr Fred. Kreymborg, the 

well-known coach proprietor, who was returning to Bairnsdale from Bullumwaal with two passengers in his buggy. 

Mr Kreymborg probably knows enough about the Bullumwaal road to enable him to safely negotiate it on the 

darkest night, but he was unable to see his way in the drenching downpour which overtook him just before he passed 

the Boggy Creek bridge. Once, during the slow progress which was the best that his horse could accomplish in the 

deluge, Mr Kreymborg thought he heard a crash which was not exactly like that of the thunder that was booming 

above them, though a more than usually brilliant flash of lightning had preceded it. It was not until after he had 

reached an old disused road leading eastward some 203 yards above the bridge that he learnt the fall significance of 

the sound. By this time the storm had somewhat abated, a heavy shower of hail having taken the place of the 

blinding, drenching rain, and in the comparatively clearer atmosphere that the change allowed Mr Kreymborg was 

able to notice the figure of an old man, dressed in working clothes, who, by suddenly darting out in front of the 

horses had nearly over turned the buggy, and who, in excited tones, begged him to "come and see his mate." -Mr 

Kreymborg asked the old man what was the matter with his mate and, on being informed that he was either dead or 

dying, at once pushed forward a distance of about a hundred paces into the bush. Here the origin of the unusual 

sound that had startled him some time before was but too plainly apparent. Upright in the ground, in a comparatively 

clear spot, was part of the trunk of a large stringybark tree, from which the upper portion had been severed, 

evidently by a recent stroke of lightning. On the ground, partially buried by the splintered trunk of the upper half of 

the tree, was the body of an elderly man, lying face downwards, the hands clasped behind the back, quite dead. A 

hurried examination having amply confirmed the evident fact that life was extinct, the mate of the deceased, Lars 

Polsen, stated that the dead man's name was Hans Petersen, with whom for many years he has been eking out a 

precarious subsistence in the neighborhood of Boggy Creek. He had missed him in the storm, gone back from the 

hut, 100 yards away, to look for him, and found him dead under the tree, where he had evidently taken refuge from 

the rain until struck by the electric current. By this time the extreme force of the storm had abated, and, Mr 

Kreymborg hurried into Bairnsdale to inform the sergeant of what had taken place, having previously ascertained 

that the deceased would be looked after by his mate and his brother. On learning of the tragedy Sergeant Bennett 

telegraphed to Orbost to Mr C. G. Holmes, P.M., coroner, explaining the circumstances. In view of the fact that the 

whole sad occurrence was evidently accidental, the coroner has decided not to order an inquiry. The body will 

therefore be handed over to the friends of the deceased today for interment. Several people who experienced the full 

force of yesterday's storm are unanimous in affirming that nothing approaching it has ever been known in the district 

before. 



19 Dec 1901 THE BEEHIVE ROBBERY. ONE OF THE STOLEN PLATES RECOVERED The rumors that have 

been in circulation recently regarding the alleged discovery of one of the copper plates stolen from the Beehive mine 

at Bullumwaal, turn out to have been founded on fact. Some days ago a resident of Bullumwaal found one of the 

missing plates secreted amongst the roots of a large tree, not far from the scene of the robbery, where it had 

evidently been placed by the thieves with the object of lightening their necessarily heavy load. The plate, which had 

not been cleaned, was handed to the police, and subsequently left in charge of the director of the Bairnsdale School 

of Mines, in whose possession it is at present. The police authorities in charge of the investigation into the Beehive 

robbery took elaborate pains to keep the discovery secret, and with considerable success. The object of the extra 

ordinary precautions adopted to this end is not, however, immediately apparent. We understand, from an 

independent source, that certain circumstances in connection with the discovery tend to confirm previous suspicions 

regarding the identity of the  men who looted the battery and so cruelly ill-used the watchman, but no action has yet 

been taken in the direction of bringing the offenders to justice. The plate which, has been found is the least valuable 

of the three stolen. It is estimated to contain gold to the value of nearly £70. 

16 Jan 1902 LATEST TELEGRAMS.     From Our Correspondents. A BULLUMWAAL SENSATION.   A 200 

OUNCE TO THE TON REEF. MELBOURNE, Wednesday Night.   The Secretary of Mines today received a 

telegram from Mr P. S. Ryan, mining registrar at Bullumwaal, stating that a prospector had discovered a new reef of 

extraordinary richness at that place. The discoverer, the telegram said, had "dollied" samples of stone taken from the 

reef which gave results equal to a yield of 200 ounces to the ton. 

18 sep 1902 A BULLUMWAAL GOLD YIELD. OVER NINE OUNCES TO THE TON. MELBOURNE, 

Wednesday might. The Secretary for mines received a telegram from Bullumwaal to-day conveying the information 

that Martinez and Hardwidge's party had obtained a yield of 56oz. of gold from six tons of stone. The stone was 

taken from a reef near the South Defiance mine. 

18 Sept 1902  

BAZAAR AT BULLUWWAAL A bazaar in aid of the Bullumwaal Roman   Catholic Sunday school was opened in 

the local mechanics' institute on Wednesday, 10th inst., by Rev. Father Synnott. The hall had been tastefully and 

effectively decorated by the ladies of Bullumwaal, and the function attracted a very large attendance, representative 

of all denominations,. both on Wednesday and on the following day. The stalls, which were attractively  arranged, 

were all in capable hands, and the  financial results of the enterprise were sympathetically gratifying. Concerts were 

given in the evenings. A contingent of Bairnsdale vocalists had arranged to attend the bazaar on Thursday, but 

owing to the inclement weather were unable to do so. The gap which there non-arrival   created was, however, 

creditably filled by local entertainers. The following contributed to the concert programme----Miss Goding sang the 

"Old Old Way" in her usual pleasing manner; Mr J. Shields recited "Kissing Cup's Race"; Miss L. Ryan gave an 

excellent rendering of the "Rose, Thistle and Shamrock"; Mr E.Norrisan, an old favorite here, gave a comic   song, 

"That Pudding," which was encored   and later on contributed "We're getting it     by Degrees"; Mr W. H. Leigh 

recited the "Mouse Hunt" in an amusingly realistic   manner; Mr G K. Mount scored a decided hit with his comic 

song, "Music on the Brain" and as an encore recited "Adam     and Eve and his wife at the Fancy Dress Ball" ; Miss 

R. Wood recited "England's     King" ; Miss L. Goding who has been away  for two years, sang "The Honeysuckle 

and the Bee," and Miss Shields "Barney O'Hea." Misses L. and E. Goding and Mr R. Hargraves acted as 

accompanists.  The whole concluded with a plain and   fancy dress ball, a novel and pretty feature   of which was the 

Maypole dance arranged  by Miss Shields, and performed by six ladies   and six gentleman in fancy costume, as 

under:-- Miss Ryan, flower girl, is pale blue; Miss J. Clements, Swiss peasant; Miss E. Goding, flower girl, in pink; 

Miss Candry, lily of the valley; Miss Shields, night; Miss   Symons, good luck; Mr H. Woods, yachts     man; Mr E. 

Clements, handyman ; Mr J. Shields, clown; Mr H. sawyer, cricketer ;   Mr W. Clements, rifleman; Mr j. Hargraves, 

jockey. The Bullumwaal Brass Band kindly supplied the music for the ball, without charge,   and the bazaar 

committee appreciating their valuable services, donated them the sum of     £5, the headmaster, Mr J. C. White, 

returning hearty thanks for the unsuspected gift.   The approximate net result of entertainment will be about £20.   

 



27 Jan 1903 ENTOMBED IN A SHAFT.   TERRIBLE PLIGHT OF A BULLUMWAAL MINER. A miner named 

Michael O'Meara had an awful experience on Saturday morning. He was working with a mate named W. Hardy in a 

claim owned by the latter, and situated at the back of the Bullumwaal rifle range. It was O'Meara's shift below on 

Saturday morning, and shortly before 11 a.m. he went down the shaft to continue the work of sinking it, on which 

they were engaged. There was nothing for Hardy to do until O'Meara had got sufficient stuff loosened to start 

hauling, and so he took his rifle and went over to have a shot at the butts, where a number of other young men were 

practising. He had scarcely left the mine when a false "wall" in the shaft, which had not been noticed by either of the 

men, fell away without an instant's warning and crashed to the bottom-two tons and more of jagged slate. The 

unfortunate man below had no chance of escape. He could not have got away, even had he had warning of what was 

about to happen. The mass fell on him and completely buried him to a depth of over two feet. Fortunately two or 

three large pieces of stone had fallen across his body in such a manner as to save much of it from serious injury from 

the remainder of the mass, but one large rock had pinned the unfortunate man down by the neck, smashing his collar 

bone, and another had twisted his left arm out of joint. In this terrible position the buried man lay for a long half 

hour, with two feet of mullock heaped on top of him. He was literally buried alive, and had his mate remained away 

many minutes longer would inevitably have perished, for he had exhausted the air from the interstices of the stone 

when ultimately rescued and was almost at the last gasp from suffocation. When Hardy returned and found out what 

had occurred he shouted for help. Hugh Waite went to his assistance, and after some 15 minutes hard work they 

succeeded in extricating the entombed man, just alive. Waite made all haste to his brother's place and secured a 

horse and buggy, in which O'Meara was disposed as comfortably as possible. He was brought into Bairnsdale and 

put up at the Adelaide Coffee Palace where Dr. C. J. Alsop attended to his injuries. These, which were of a 

somewhat serious nature, comprised a badly-fractured collar bone, dislocated shoulder, severe abrasions on the head 

and elsewhere and bruises all over the body. O'Meara, when seen yesterday by a representative of The Advertiser, 

seemed to be progressing fairly well, but it will, of course, be a long time before he can work again. He described 

his position in the shaft during the half hour following the accident as being awful, the worst feature of the 

imprisonment being the slow suffocation to which he was subjected. He had, he said, given up all hope of being 

rescued alive when Hardy returned. 

14 Feb 1903 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, February 12.       

A cricket match was played here on Saturday 7th int., between North and  South Bullumwaal and resulted in a win 

for the   South. Scores:- South 116 (H. Clements 27, Phelan 19, Joe Shields 18, W. Harvey 16). North 79 ( 

Fairweather 38, J. Waite 13). Joe Shields took 7 wickets for 36 runs and Phelan 3 for 0 for South, and H. Waite   8 

wickets for 38 runs and Fairweather 2 for   36 for North. South have now won 2 matches as against North 1 won and 

1   drawn. 

 MINING. Hall and Simons are putting through a crushing of 7 tons from Old Dodger. Harvey and Sons have started 

crushing a parcel of 80 tons from the Perseverance. The Sons of Freedom battery is stopped owing to want of water. 

  Shields and Andrews have taken up the Fizzle at Yahoo ; the reef is showing good prospects. Anderson and party 

at one time   crushed as much as 8ozs to the ton from this show. [BY WIRE] Friday The tributers at the Christmas 

mine have got on to good gold at the lower level. A crushing of 7 tons put through from there has just cleaned up for 

8½oz. gold.   

21 Feb 1903 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETER. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT. ) Wednesday, February 18.   A 

cricket match was played here on   Saturday last between north and South, and   resulted in a win for the South, who 

made 81. Jas. Shields (26) and Phelan (14) were   highest scorers for South, while Flanagan (18) and Meluish (7) 

made top scores for North. Joe Shields took 4 wickets for 18 and Mummary 2 for 21 for the winners, and H. Waite 7 

for 37 and Flanagan 2 for 6 for the losers. Woodlands and Bullumwaal play here on Saturday next. On Tuesday last 

the effects of the deceased miner John Scott were sold by auction, Messrs. Francis and Ryan being the   purchases. 

Constable Mossop acted as  auctioneer. Mining is very quiet here now, owing to  the want of water. Several small 

parcels of stone are lying at grass. The Christmas tributers have now a nice reef;  is widening out to 8ft., and 

prospecting well. Three travellers going to Omeo from Bairnsdale last week mistook the road and  wandered about 

in the bush till 3 o'clock in the morning, when they found their way to  Bullumwaal. A long felt want on the bush   

roads out this way is a few fingerboards, the  cost of which would only be a matter of a few shillings. Surely the 

council will see to this.   



28 Feb 1903 OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (Thursday, February 26   On Wednesday last the school children of 

  the district had their annual picnic. The weather was all that could be desired and   both adults and children spent 

very enjoy- able time, the races being very keenly con- tested by the youngsters. In the evening a concert was held in 

the mechanics' institute in aid of the Bairnsdale Hospital, but there was only moderate attendance. Mr P. S. Ryan 

presided. The following programme   was rendered :-Miss Martinez, pianoforte solo-and song, "Honey, stay in your 

own   backyard," Miss Ryan sang "Whisper my name to Nell," Mr Francis recited "Muddled Mixtures," the 

Bullumwaal orchestra gave a selection, Mr O'Connor sang a comic song ("How Rafferty won the mile"). Mr   

M'Phaile recited "Giggling Girls," Mr   Leigh recited "Rob Brocklow," and Mr   Harwood rendered a comic song 

entitled "Mary Ann's Old Man." The concert concluded with a successful performance of the farce " Who Died 

First" The usual dance followed, and it was well into the next day before this portion of the entertainment came   to a 

conclusion. Mills and Possel have put through a crushing of 25 tons from the Daisy Bell for 13oz. gold. 

1903  OUR BULLUMWAAL LETTER.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)     Monday, March 23. The 

Woodlands cricket team paid a visit to Bullumwaal on Saturday last to play the final match with the local team. The 

visitors, who were in strong force, gave three cheers for the local president (Mr P. S. Ryan) on arrival, and then 

proceeded to   Waite's Hotel, where dinner was provided for members of both teams and their friends. Mr P. S. 

Ryan, who presided, welcomed the visitors, and Mr J. J. Jeffers responded. The toasts of the King and the ladies of 

Bullumwaal having been duly honored, the players   were escorted to the ground by the Bullumwaal Brass band. 

The Woodlanders won the toss and sent Bullumwaal in to bat, but owing to the drizzling rain and the good bowling 

of the visitors they were soon disposed of for the small total of 57 runs. H. Waite 24, Jas. Shields 16, were the 

principal scores. M. Dumaresq 6 for 32, A. Morrison 4 for 11, did the trundling for Woodlands. The Woodlanders 

then went in but owing to the splendid bowling of Joe Shields they were even less successful than the home team 

being all disposed of for 51 runs, or 16 runs behind the Bullumwaal score. T. Morris 20 and W. Moxon 10, were the 

principal scorers for the visitors. Joe Shields took 7 wicket for 18 runs, T. Austin 2 for 12, and O'Mara 1 for 1. Mr P. 

S. Ryan generously provided refreshments on the ground for both teams. A dance was held in the evening, some of 

the Woodlanders staying behind to finish up the day's enjoyment in orthodox fashion. The local ladies provided the 

refreshments, and altogether a most enjoyable time was spent. The visiting captain, Mr Jeffers, took opportunity 

during the day to pay a decided compliment to the hospitality of the Bullumwaal residents. He said that his team   

would rather be beaten by Bullumwaal than win against another club. The players who remained behind were taken 

around the local mines next day. MINING. W. Hardy has crushed 5 tons for 12oz from his show on the school spur. 

Shields and Andrews have put through 6 tons for 12oz. from the Fizzle.   

18 Jun 1903 THE LEADING OF THE PERSEVERANCE MINE, BULLUMWAAL. I see that some of my friends, 

who have been giving me a lot of trouble of late,   have sent a report of a meeting, held at Bullumwaal, to receive 

reports of experts on the leading of the Perseverance mine, to Every Week. I desire my version of the whole matter 

to be given the publicity it will secure in The Bairnsdale Advertiser. The report referred to was not worth the paper it 

was written on. First, it stated that the sample of sand submitted by Mr Williamson contained only a trace of gold. 

There was no trace of mercury; there was no trace of lead. Then he went on with a lot of trash about the battery-what 

a wonderful battery we had. I will comment on this later. Then he stated that samples of sand submitted by Mr 

Harvey contained 1dwt. of gold per ton ; silver, nil : lead, nil. Sample of mercury, he found no lead in it. Now, I will 

give an outline of my own doings. I went to the Mines department on the 29th April, and the secretary sent me to the 

Government Laboratory. After spending the most of the afternoon with the representative man he told me to call 

again on Friday, the 1st May, and he would have the sand and the mercury treated by then. According to 

arrangement I called on Friday, and he told me he had completed the sample of sand and that it contained 1dwt, of 

gold per ton. There was also mercury and lead and another base metal, but he could not say what the latter was until 

he had analysed it. Then he told me my mercury was so full of lead that he could see the lead floating about in it. He 

took me into the room where he was boiling a sample of his on pure mercury, and beside it he was doing my 

mercury. His mercury was boiling as clear as rain water, but mine was in a filthy state. Then he told me that my 

mercury would not be fit to use again unless I put it through the retort in a very special way. He gave me written 

instructions how to purify it. Now, if there was no lead in my mercury why should he sit down and fill a sheet of 

foolscap with closely written instructions as to what I was to do? Now, with reference to the excellence of the work 

done by the battery, as stated in the report. I will leave any mining man to judge if there can be any truth in the 

report that there is not a trace of mercury in the sand. Of the lead one can draw his own opinion. Our battery is one 

of the oldest in use at the present time, and it has no appliance, after the water has passed over the copper plates, to 

save the powdered mercury other than a bit of catchment that I made myself. Before we took charge of the battery 



the diggers in the creek would find mercury adhering to their gold, proving that the battery lost considerable quantity 

of mercury, as the battery was only working about two months. The first crushing we had leaded my son went down 

and took a dish of sand and washed it off in the usual way, and he got a bead of mercury as large as a man's 

waistcoat button. Then he went down again and got another bead as large as a big shirt button out of the sand close 

to where samples have been sent from. The second crushing I thought might not be leaded. Then I put a large tub to 

catch the outflow, so when we were going to clean up I went down to empty the tub, and the sand in it was sparkling 

with globules of mercury. The water had about 2ft. of a drop into the tub, so that it must have thrown out a 

considerable quantity of mercury. The first discovery that we made that our first crushing was leaded was by large 

piece of amalgam   that we took out of the battery box. It was the only piece of amalgam that we had out of 55 tons 

of stone. I put it in the mercury and it came to the top as if it was  cork. I gave it to my son and told him to try it on a 

hot shovel. The result was that it ran all over the shovel. We had no thought of lead up to that time. Then the next 

crushing we had, 100 tons, my sons cleaned up both the boxes, and they gave me in a small basin the amalgam that 

they took out of the two boxes. I put it all in the mercury, which I always do to clean my amalgam, and when I was 

stirring the amalgam the lead came to the top like cork, so that I could pick the pieces out--quite a number of pieces. 

I have counted the lead there ---- 12 large pieces some being like tea leaves. It has been said that our mine has 

pinched   out. That is not so. We raised nearly £2000 worth of gold last year, and from the present appearance of the 

mine we believe we could raise equally as much by employing more labor, as we intend to do. We are breaking at 

the present as rich stone as we have taken for years past, but are compelled to keep it stored in the mine. THOMAS 

HARVEY. Perseverance Mine, Bullumwaal, June 15, 1903--AD 

20 Jun 1903 A BULLUMWAAL MINING   SCANDAL. Some weeks ago it was reported that the owner of the 

Perseverance mine at Bullumwaal had discovered that the mercury wells of his battery had been tampered with, with 

the result that the yield of a large crushing had fallen off by £100 or thereabouts. It was stated that lead had been put 

into the mercury and the gold-retaining properties of the metal thereby neutralised, and the gold allowed to escape. 

Harvey announced that in consequence of the discovery operations had to be practically suspended. The affair 

created a good deal of stir at Bullumwaal, but a strong proportion of public opinion soon inclined to the view that, to 

put a charitable construction on it, the Messrs Harvey had made a mistake, and had been led thereto by the gold in 

their stone suddenly giving out. The miners of the district, and, in fact, the whole community, soon began to regard 

the insinuation of a conspiracy as a reflection upon the credit of the place, and there was much talk of having the 

whole matter fully inquired into. A meeting was held, at which Mr Harvey was asked to submit samples of tailings 

from the crushing in question for assay. The object, of course, was to discover whether, as alleged, the gold had been 

allowed to escape the mercury. Mr Harvey refused to listen, the request. The whole question was then referred to the 

department of Mines, and an officer of the department visited Bullumwaal and took away for assay two samples of 

the tailings. In due time report came to hand showing that nothing more than a trace of gold had been found in the 

tailings, and that no sign of lead had been detected in either sample. The report stated that the assay showed that 

practically all the gold had been extracted, which indicated very successful battery treatment. A public meeting, at 

which about 100 miners were present, was held to consider the report. Mr P. S. Ryan presided. We are indebted to 

Mr C. J. H. Neate, secretary to the meeting, for the following summary of the proceedings. The Chairman stated that 

he had written to inform Mr Harvey that this meeting had been called, but he had failed to attend. The result of the 

assays disproved Mr Harvey's assertions, which had done the district an immense amount of harm, and steps should 

be taken to publicly refute the same. He (Mr Ryan) had thought it advisable to obtain an expert's opinion on the 

Government assayer's report, and so had forwarded it to Mr Donald Clark, director of the Bairnsdale School of 

Mines, for his perusal. Mr Clarke's reply was as follows: "I have perused Mr. Bayly's report concerning the alleged 

leading of the stone at the Perseverance mine, Bullumwaal. The report is so complete and so conclusive as to  call 

for no special opinion on my part. It is only to be said that it is a great pity, for the sake of the district and mining 

generally, that such damaging and pernicious statements are circulated and even if they are now contradicted and 

disproved the harm done will not be entirely removed for many will have seen the original statements without the 

contradiction.-- I remain, yours faithfully, DONALD CLARK."  Mr Robert M'Coll proposed " that the Government 

assayer's report and Mr Clark's remarks upon same be published in all the mining papers of Victoria and the 

"Bulletin."   Mr C. Wood seconded the motion. He thought that such an unfounded and damaging accusation, that 

someone systematically leaded the stone, should not have been made, as it would tend to injure the district, and deter 

desirable men from coming there to prospect. All must feel relieved since the department had demanded and 

obtained samples of tailings which had been subjected to very careful assay, with a negative result. Not only was 

metallic lead found to be non-existent, but there was also no trace of the £100 worth of gold, which was also a myth, 

which probably existed only in the accuser's imagination. Getting a less price for gold obtained from say one or two 

ounce stone proved nothing, as that was usually the case in this field. Also, a leady looking scum on top of the 



silver, which would tend to deceive an inexperienced battery man, was no evidence of lead being present. Mr Bishop 

stated that he had received letters from different parts of the state, inquiring if the allegations had been substantiated. 

The motion was carried unanimously. A hearty vote of thanks was ac corded Mr Ryan for the action which he had 

taken in the matter. 

25 Aug 1903 A BULLUMWAAL SENSATION.   NIGHT VISIT TO THE BEEHIVE MINE. ABRUPTLY 

TERMINATED BY A RIFLE SHOT. Notwithstanding that the Beehive mine, Bullumwaal, has passed into the 

hands of a Glasgow syndicate, the property still appears to be regarded with a curious solicitude by some residents 

of the gold field. Since the sensational robbery of the battery plates some time ago, when the watchman at the 

battery received such a severe handling, the mine has never been left unguarded, night or day. Even this fact, well 

enough known though it was, did not deter some individuals from attempting a surreptitious visit to the mine on 

Thursday night. The attempt was, as it happened, noticed in time and promptly and effectually discouraged. The 

incident created something in the nature of sensation, locally, and the circumstances are liberally elaborated until the 

affair began to assume quite imposing proportions. The facts are, however, comparatively unexciting, as related by 

Mr Jones, who was at one time the general manager of the mine, but who now occupies the position of the local 

representative of the proprietary syndicate. Mr Jones informed a representative of The Advertiser on Saturday, that 

at about 9 o'clock on Thurs day night the watchman at the mine, Mr Symons, noticed a light flickering along the 

track over the hill leading to the main tunnel. He was at the office of the mine at the time, and the building being in 

darkness had good opportunities for observing the phenomenon. The direction followed by the light soon convinced 

Mr Symon that the Beehive tunnel was the objective of the party accompanying it. He at once determined to act on 

the principle that prevention is better than cure, and, procuring his rifle, which was standing ready loaded in the 

office, he sent a bullet whistling over the heads of the mysterious visitors. The warning was instantly effective. The 

lamp was at once extinguished, and the intruders de camped without further ceremony. A subsequent inspection of 

the property showed everything intact. Mr Jones remarked that the fact of the battery having been idle for about six 

months precluded the possibility of plunder there from having been the object of the nocturnal visit. He expressed 

the opinion that the inner workings of the mine were the real objects of the intended visitors' solicitude. A new layer 

of gold-bearing stone had been recently discovered in the upper workings, and a quantity of stone was waiting at the 

mine to be dealt with as soon as the battery re-started. Whether mere curiosity or robbery was the object of the 

surreptitious visitors, however, he could not pretend to say. That the effort was frustrated was sufficient for him, and 

he did not hesitate to say that the precautions taken to guard the mine would probably have the effect of rendering all 

similar efforts abortive. 

19 Jul 1904 LATEST TELEGRAMS. From our Correspondent.   A BULLUMWAAL SENSATION. ALLEGED 

"LEADING" OF A CRUSHING. Bullumwaal, Monday.     Considerable excitement prevails here at present in 

connection with what is believed to have been a case of "leading" a crushing. The circumstances appear to be that 

last week a parcel of 14 tons of stone was put through the Sons of Freedom battery on behalf of the proprietors of a 

"show" on the Sons of Freedom property, worked by Messrs Raisbeck, Shaw, Hardy and Moore. The stone was 

expected to go at least 25 ounces, but the "clean-up " on Thursday proved a disappointment, the whole crushing only 

panning out about 7oz.   This result was regarded as inexplicable, for various reasons, for a while, but there were 

indications that roused the suspicions of Mr Charles Walters, the manager of the battery, and whose experience and 

special knowledge of the claim convinced him in the first place that something was wrong, and in the second place 

that what was amiss was that the crushing had been "leaded " i.e, that lead had been put into it to hinder the 

extraction. Investigation led to the supposition becoming a certainty, at least in the minds of those principally 

interested. It was decided, however, to secure the opinion of Mr Donald Clarke, of the Bairnsdale School of Mines, 

on the question, with the result that the proprietors of the mine became convinced that there had been unauthorised 

interference with the stone. A meeting of those interested in the mine was held to consider the matter. No doubt 

whatever was entertained that the stone had been leaded and it was decided to offer a reward of £25 cash for 

information that would lead to the discovery of the perpetrators of the job. The money was collected at once and 

placed in the hands of Mr P. S. Ryan. The claim from which the stone was taken was before the public about three 



months ago in connection with an application to secure possession of it that was made to the Warden's Court at 

Bairnsdale. The application was not successful   Another meeting of the owners of the property will be held on 

Saturday night, to discuss the question of what steps are to be taken for the discovery and punishment of the 

"leaders." 

15 Dec 1904 DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL     Tuesday, December 13.   The crushing from the Bonnie Chief 

reef, owned by Jamieson and Evans, was cleaned up at the Gooseberry Pie battery this week with the magnificent 

return of 6oz. 16dwt. to the ton. They crushed ten tons of stone. The mine is situated on the Two-Mile Creek, near 

Laudy Creek, and has been worked and abandoned several times. Over 110 oz.   of gold has been taken from this 

mine. The owners have had to wait over six months to get it carted, and after many disappointments had to resort to 

pack horses. There   are several good shows near the same mine, but owing to the difficulty in getting the stone 

crushed at up-to date batteries prospectors area bit shy of working them after the experience, of the owners of two of 

the mines in the locality. It is a pity to see such splendid reefing country lying idle at our doors almost without a pick 

being put in it--just for the want of a little enterprise. We could do with a few men of the type of the owners of the 

above mine out   here. The Sons of Freedom battery it shut down for want of water. Mr Robbins's new and up-to-

date plant at the Gooseberry Pie battery it giving great satisfaction. 

19 Jan 1905 DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL Monday, January 16. Mr John Terry, a resident of Lower 

Boggy, put in some hard work, single handed, during last week, in saving the state school there from destruction, 

and succeeded. People here consider that the Education department should make some provision for the protection 

of schools during the Christmas vacation, when there is no one near them as a rule. whilst engaged in the firefighting 

work Mr Terry trod on a snake which fastened its fangs in the calf of his leg. Fortunately, he was wearing woolen 

underwear, which stopped the poison. A neighboring farmer rendered prompt assistance in the application of the 

usual remedies, and Mr Terry now feels no ill effects. A heavy thunderstorm passed over the town to-day. Heavy 

rain has fallen and seems likely to continue. Mr Charles Neate was the successful tenderer for the completion of the 

local tennis court. Jamieson Bros. are breaking some more good stone at their show, the "Bonnie Chief," on the Two 

Mile, near Sandy Creek. The Beehive tributers have started taking out another crushing; the last one having given 

highly satisfactory results. Drummond and Gardiner have cleaned up a crushing at the Sons of Freedom battery 25 

tons for 14oz. No fresh developments have taken place in connection with the fire at Houghton's club. Careful 

inquiries have been made into the matter by the police, and all those interested have been closely interrogated. 

 

 

Tennis Court as uploaded to 
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1905 DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.   BULLUMWAAL Monday, January 23. Hardwidge 

and Vickers have 20 tons of stone at grass at their mine, the Commonwealth, but owing to the scarcity of water 

cannot crush. White and M'Murtrie have started work on the old Exhibition reef. The old Black Prince battery, 



familiarly known as "Woods," is being removed to Fulton's Creek by Mr Mummery. Mrs Eaton, late of Houghton's 

Club, has taken over Wilson's coffee palace, where she will resume business. Colonel Freeman visited Bullumwaal 

last Friday on business in connection with the insurance clams with regard to the recent fires Mr C Rankin had a 

narrow escape from death during the recent thunderstorm. He was occupying a tent at Merrijig when two  trees were 

struck with lightning ten yards from his tent; the concussion knocked him down and partially stunned him. Another 

miner had just removed his tent from under the identical trees. The bark covering of a hut in the vicinity was lifted 

some distance away. 

BULLUMWAAL Monday, January 30. Mr J. W. Clements has finished erecting his battery at Clifton Creek and has 

200  tons of stone at grass. Heavy rain has fallen continuously this last 24 hours and as several parcels of stone have 

been kept waiting owing to the want of water the change is a welcome one.   Hardy and Clancy are reported to be on 

good gold at the old township, otherwise mining matters are very quiet. The first of a series of cricket matches was 

played here last Saturday between teams selected by Captain W. Minter and Vice-captain J. Shields. The scores 

were: --Captain's team 96 (J. M'Laren 25, H. Waite 23, F. Evans 21 ; Shields 4 wickets, Mummery 3, Melluish 2. 

Vice-captain's team 70 (J. Shields 23, A. J. Waite 16, L. Emery 10; Minter 4 wickets, Vickers 3, hat trick, Evans 2). 

A match has been arranged between the Woodlands and Bullumwaal club, for next Saturday. A very even contest is 

expected. The Bullumwaal "Butterflies "are assiduously fluttering their wings at practice, greatly to the delight of 

the male portion of the community, who are eagerly waiting the forthcoming match with them. Mr Hewitt was the 

successful tenderer for the ramp at the rifle range. 

1 Feb 1905 DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)   BULLUMWAAL Wednesday, February 1. 

Harvey and Sons are putting through a crushing at their Perseverance battery. There is some talk here amongst the 

miners of forming a company to work the bed of Boggy Creek. It is believed, on all hands, that with an engine and 

tracks to remove the stuff it could be handled very profitably. Mr James Waite and Ms Pritchard, widow of the late 

W. Pritchard, were married on Monday in Bairnsdale. The  wedding was a quiet one. The happy couple, who are 

both very popular, received a flattering " welcome home" next day, the band turning out in their honor. The 

Bullumwaal Tennis Club intend opening their court on Saturday 

DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL Friday, February 3. A well-attended meeting was held in the mechanics 

institute on the 3rd inst. for the purpose of nominating two members on the Mining Board, to represent the holders 

of miners' rights. Mr J. White presided, and after the late member, Mr Buckley, had laid his views before the 

meeting, it was resolved, on the motion of Mr J. Shields, seconded by Mr A. Sawyer, " that Messrs Buckley and 

Crisp are fit and proper persons to represent the holders of miners' rights in this district." The motion was carried 

with acclamation. 

DISTRICT NEWS.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.) BULLUMWAAL Saturday, February 11. A public 

meeting was held last week to arrange details in connection with the picnic on Saturday next, 18th inst. The cricket  

club members are organising a concert, to be held in the evening. A black snake of formidable dimensions  made its 

way into the residence of Mr Chas. Brown the other day and took possession of the kitchen. After an exciting chase 

Mr Brown succeeded in killing the reptile.   Hardwidge and Vickers have cleaned up a crushing from the 

Commonwealth of 20 tons for 30oz. Harvey and Sons have finished their crushing, but the result has not been made 

  public. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.)     BULLUMWAAL Monday. March 6. Hardwidge and 

Vickers have cleaned up     20 tons from their show for 5dwt. to the ton. This crushing was supposed to be merely 

mullock that had been thrown aside. Messrs Clements and Sons cleaned up a crushing of 8 tons from their new 

venture at Clifton. It is stated on good authority to have been highly satisfactory. Their battery is again in full swing. 

M'Kinnon and party cleaned up 16 tons for a return of 18dwts. to the ton. Gardiner and Drummond are putting 

through a crushing at the Sons of Freedom battery. Tin kettlers were in evidence on Thursday night to welcome 

home Mr A. Harvey and bride (nee Miss Symonds). Mr Harvey entertained them at his residence, every one present 

wishing the happy couple prosperity and happiness. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.)   BULLUMWAAL Wednesday, March 8.   There is very 

strong feeling of indignation here over Cr. Counihan's action with reference to the Bullumwaal road grant. The 

excellent leading article, on the subject published in The Advertiser on Tuesday last has been appreciated upon all 



hands. Much regret was felt here at Mr Buckley's defeat at the recent mining board election.   The miners are now 

regretting their apathy. Many of them who had rights evidently thought a cricket match with Woodlands of more 

importance than recording their votes in the interests of the community. 

DISTRICT NEWS.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.) BULLUMWAAL   Friday, 24th March.     The Beehive 

tributers crushed 23 tons for a return of 11 dwt. per ton.   A party of eight miners have taken the Christmas mine on 

tribute. Inquiries are being made here as to the     possibility of putting a dredge in Boggy Creek. The creek is too 

wet in places for the individual miner to work. Mr Kreymborg is making arrangements   for the removal of the 

Sandy Creek battery to his claim on the School House Spur. This reef, with a convenient battery, ought to prove 

payable The junior cricketers are about to try conclusions with the Lindenow district schools.  The youngsters are so 

eager for the contest that they have been practising by moonlight. 

BULLUMWAAL Wednesday, March 29. The residents gave a return social on Monday evening to Mr Campbell 

(representative of Henry Berry and co.), and a very enjoyable evening was spent. A public meeting has been 

convened by  Mr P. S. Ryan for Saturday night to deal with the correspondence in connection with the Board of 

Health grant of £10 towards the cost of fencing the cemetery. This is a work that is urgently needed. At present the 

cemetery is a wilderness and the graves are trodden down by wandering cattle, etc., excepting in a few cases where 

barriers been have erected. MNING ITEMS. The Christmas tribute party started work on Monday. Jamieson Bros. 

are carting stone to the  Gooseberry Pie battery from their reef, the Bonnie Chief (Sandy Creek). Great 

improvements are being made at the Anglo-Saxon mine by Mr Cole. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.)   BULLUMWAAL Monday April 17. Great interest is 

being taken in the forth coming Easter competitions and our bands men are assiduously practising for the contest. 

The township is to be represented in the elocutionary contests as well. A cricket match will be played between the 

Leopold and Bullumwaal cricketers on Good Friday. The members of the former club have kindly consented to give 

a sacred concert in the evening in aid of the band. The visitors will be entertained by our cricketers during their stay, 

which will ex tend over three days. They return to Melbourne via Lindenow and Woodlands. MINING ITEMS.   

Jamieson Bros. have cleaned up a crushing of eight tons for a return of 1oz 2dwts. to the ton. The Beehive tributers 

are crushing at present and expect to clean up before Easter. A public meeting was held in the hall on Monday 

evening to protest against the granting of dredging leases on Boggy Creek, and seldom has such a representative 

meeting of miners been held here. The question is considered to be one of vital importance to individual miners. Mr 

Harvey occupied the chair sad explained the reason for calling the meeting. and how the dredging would affect the 

alluvial miners.   Mr J. Drummond moved, and Mr W. Hall seconded, " That this meeting of miners strongly oppose 

the granting of dredging leases on Boggy Creek; and that this motion be forwarded through our Parliamentary 

representative to the Minister of Mines." The motion was carried unanimously. A discussion took place as to 

whether a man could take up a claim in advance of the dredge, after the lease had been granted. Mr Buckley (late 

member of the mining board) on being appealed to, said according to his reading of the act a miner doing so would 

be liable for trespass. A committee of five men was formed to represent the miners in the negotiations with the 

Mines department. Mr C. Shaw was appointed hon. secretary. It is the intention of the miners here to form co-

operative parties to work the creek. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.)   BULLUMWAAL Monday April 17. Great interest is 

being taken in the forth coming Easter competitions and our bands men are assiduously practising for the contest. 

The township is to be represented in the elocutionary contests as well. A cricket match will be played between the 

Leopold and Bullumwaal cricketers on Good Friday. The members of the former club have kindly consented to give 

a sacred concert in the evening in aid of the band. The visitors will be entertained by our cricketers during their stay, 

which will ex tend over three days. They return to Melbourne via Lindenow and Woodlands. MINING ITEMS.   

Jamieson Bros. have cleaned up a crushing of eight tons for a return of 1oz 2dwts. to the ton. The Beehive tributers 

are crushing at present and expect to clean up before Easter. A public meeting was held in the hall on Monday 

evening to protest against the granting of dredging leases on Boggy Creek, and seldom has such a representative 

meeting of miners been held here. The question is considered to be one of vital importance to individual miners. Mr 

Harvey occupied the chair sad explained the reason for calling the meeting. and how the dredging would affect the 

alluvial miners.   Mr J. Drummond moved, and Mr W. Hall seconded, " That this meeting of miners strongly oppose 

the granting of dredging leases on Boggy Creek; and that this motion be forwarded through our Parliamentary 

representative to the Minister of Mines." The motion was carried unanimously. A discussion took place as to 



whether a man could take up a claim in advance of the dredge, after the lease had been granted. Mr Buckley (late 

member of the mining board) on being appealed to, said according to his reading of the act a miner doing so would 

be liable for trespass. A committee of five men was formed to represent the miners in the negotiations with the 

Mines department. Mr C. Shaw was appointed hon. secretary. It is the intention of the miners here to form co-

operative parties to work the creek. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.) BULLUMWAAL Wednesday, May 3. Things are very 

dull here. Owing to the dry weather, mining is almost at a standstill and a water famine in the town is imminent, 

unless rain comes soon. Matters are somewhat brisker at Sandy  Creek. Jamieson Bros. are in Maryborough at  

present negotiating for a battery for the   Bonnie Chief, which is looking very well at present. M'Laren and Party 

found what promises     to be a payable reef at Two-Mile Creek, near Jamieson's show. Several prospectors  have 

turned their attention their lately; it is said that three miners obtained several ounces of alluvial gold there in the 

same creek. A petition against the granting of the dredging leases is being largely signed by the miners. 

BULLUMWAAL Wednesday, May 24. A public meeting was held on Saturday evening the 20th inst., to appoint 

trustees for the cemetery grant. Several prominent citizens were appointed to re present the various denominations.   

Very little notice was taken here of Empire Day. The school flag was flown but that was all. Walters and party are 

still crushing at the Sons of Freedom battery. Hardwidge and Vickers will put through another crushing from their 

show shortly. 

(FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.) BULLUMWAAL.   Tuesday, June 13. Quite a number of crushings at the 

 various batteries have taken place lately, but in some cases the results have been withheld. Amongst those made 

public are:-- Drummond and Gardener,         16 tons for 22oz. : Vickers and Hardwidge, 5 tons for 10½oz. ; C. 

Woods (Defiance), 3 tons for 7½oz. The Anglo-Saxon mine is forging ahead. It is intended to employ more men 

when baling is finished. A report is in circulation that good  gold has been struck in the Christmas mine. Several 

well-known prospectors are at present at the Two-Mile Creek, "loaming." The Beehive tributers are still on payable 

stone. Mr E. Clements, euphonium soloist  in our band, left here for Castlemaine, where he has a musical 

engagement.     

DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL Monday, June 26.     Things are dull here at present. the   Anglo-Saxon mine 

is getting into working order. The Gutheridge gold-saving tables for this mine have arrived. Our school children are 

busily engaged preparing the ground for tree-planting on Arbor Day, but as our school ground, like the cemetery, is 

unfenced it would seem very much like labor in vain. 

BULLUMWAAL. Monday, July 10. Rather sensational accounts of a robbery at the State school were in circulation 

to-day. The matter has been investigated by the head teacher, who found that the culprits were three of the school 

boys. It is the custom of the school master to keep stock of school requisites for sale, and the boys were  evidently 

tempted to help themselves to a few pencils, etc., and also a pile of small change. The lads admitted the thefts and 

stated they had gained entrance through one of the windows. No action will be taken in the matter. The residents of 

Lower Boggy have renovated the local hall and are holding   a series of fortnightly euchre parties in aid of the club. 

Mr J. O'Connor who was successful in carrying off the gold medal at the Bairnsdale Easter competitions for cornet 

solo, has departed for West Australia. There is little doing here at present. The Anglo-Saxon mine is putting through 

a trial crushing to test the value of the new table recently erected for saving the minerals. Davies and party have 

taken, over the   Lone Hand at the Two-mile and intend opening up the show and utilising the battery at Sandy 

Creek. 

15 Jul 1905 TRIBULATIONS OF A CHINAMAN. On Wednesday afternoon an old Chinese fossicker named Ah 

Lock set out from Bullumwaal to his camp at Merrijig. with a few stores. He had made the journey before, plenty of 

times, but on this particular occasion something went wrong with the old fellow's footsteps because he got off the 

track a mile away from Bullumwaal and headed for Dargo. Perhaps it, was the darkness--it may have been, as his 

compatriots said, the evil one who led him astray, but anyway 10 o'clock next morning saw the wanderer still 

making for the wilds of Tabberabbera, a good 13 miles from where his two ancient cronies were waiting anxiously 

in their crazy bush dwelling for the meagre lot of food that the erring one carried. The latter, providently met a boy 

in the wilderness who pointed out to him the track that led to home and countrymen. But the spirits were unkind 

perhaps the old fellow had made somewhat too free with them. At all events he had not been going right many 



minutes. before he again went wrong. Instead of going to Bullumwaal, as directed, he headed for the Wentworth, 

and brought up, finally, at Mr W. Websdale's place at Tabberabbera at half past 3 in the afternoon. Once again he 

was set on the right track and straightway left it and wandered aimlessly till he came to a digger's hut. Here he got 

refreshments, directions and good counsel, but he was not more than a mile away, from the hut when he was 

hopelessly bushed. That night (Monday) he passed shivering under a log. What happened to him on Tuesday only 

the evil spirits know. He saw no one just walked. Possibly his wanderings were like the wanderings of most lost 

people, in circle. Anyhow next morning, feeling "welly bad" he struck another camp, just. at breakfast time, and was 

made welcome after the manner of the bush. The kindly miners fed the decrepit wanderer, warmed him up, and 

started him on the track to the creek, which was twelve miles away. At the creek, however, the non-arrival of Ah 

Lock had thrown his two aged mates into the most gloomy apprehension. They feared he was dead. With the 

fatalistic reasoning of their race they accepted the fact--and regretted that they did not know just where he had died 

so that they could tell the police and get him a last ride on horse- back either strapped across the pommel of the 

troopers saddle or lashed into the saddle of a led horse, sitting upright a grisly spectacle with which to scare the wild 

creatures of the bush. Besides, Ah's companions needed the provisions   and lamented greatly that they were lost; 

also. Obviously, however, the case was one for the police--so on Wednesday a telegram, somewhat incoherent, but 

none the less definite, reached the Bairnsdale police station. Not long afterwards Mounted-Constable Mossop was at 

Bullumwaal. deftly sifting out from a mass of unreliable information, cheerfully volunteered just a few straight facts 

to guide him in his search. The missing man's countrymen expressed no hope of his being found alive. The devil had 

got hold of him--it was perfectly plain to them. 'Devil all along Bendigo, Ballarat, all-ee-same Castlemaine, all along 

everywhere plenty devil   takem 'way, wha' for!" That was the way they looked at it. Mossop secured a mate--in a 

case where a dead body has to be "packed" through miles of thick timber a mate it handy--and set out. He found the 

old man's tracks, and followed them--kept following them for miles, and guided by information gleaned from those 

whom the wanderers had met by the way continued to follow very nearly in the line of his wanderings. Finally, the 

constable and his companion reached the hut where the missing Ah had had breakfast that morning. They followed 

his familiar footsteps (one boot heel plated, one with no plate) till they came upon the owner himself, trudging 

doggedly onwards, hopeful that he was going right but gravely doubting it. It was not far to the camp, and there was 

  quite affecting scene there when the three old pagans were re-united. It was  plain that Ah was very welcome--or 

perhaps it was the provisions. And the trooper and his companion, as They threaded a devious way through the 

timber, homewards, were glad that certain anticipations had not been   realised, and that there was no grisly-looking 

dead man sitting a saddle precariously between them. All the same, sooner or later, in all human probability  the 

wanderer Ah Lock and his two ancient countrymen will yet have to make that last ride from the wilderness in which 

they have immersed themselves to where such conveniences of civilisation as justice of the peace and a  coffin 

builder and an orthodox burial  ground are to be found. It is only a question of time-a very little time, possibly, for 

they are all very old.   

18 Jul 1905 BULLUMWAAL   The Beehive tributers have had another very successful crushing. They have just 

cleaned up 23 tons for the satisfactory return of 63oz. Arbor day was celebrated here yesterday. The proceedings 

were of an informal character. the school children planted 12 trees. Some of the parents and friends attended the 

function, and refreshments were handed round during the afternoon. The boys who broke into the state  school and 

stole a quantity of school  requisites and small change were not effectually impressed by the punishment they  

received. A few nights afterwards a store was broken into and the till looted. The same boys are said to be the 

culprits. 

BULLUMWAAL The trial crushing of 15 tons at the Anglo-Saxon mine did not realise the returns expected. They 

have decided  to try another part of the mine carrying gold; the difficulty is the water to be contended with. The 

owners intend pumping the water. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Monday, August 14.   Holstead and 

Moore have cleaned up a crushing of 22 tons from the Lone Hand for a return of 14dwt. to the ton. This is 

satisfactory, as the reef is wide and improving. Hibbins and Sons are taking a crushing out from their show near the 

old cemetery. Reports are current here of several rich alluvial finds near Store Creek. 

Monday. August 21. Hibbins and Sons have cleaned up a crushing of 10 tons for 12oz. from their new find. 

Jamieson Bros. have crushed 4 tons from the Bonnie Chief, Two Mile Creek, for 13oz. 4dwts. 



DISTRICT NEWS.     BULLUMWAAL   Monday, September 4.   Hardwidge and party have found a new show 

near the South Defiance mine.   Two very sudden deaths have occurred at Yahoo Creek within the last few days.   

An elderly Chinese and a man named Parker were the victims. Harker had been suffering from a chest complaint   

for some time. Both corpses had to be "packed" into Bullumwaal for interment. Measles have made their appearance 

here, several cases having been reported. 

Our Bullumwaal correspondent reports : - Hibbins and Sons have cleaned up another crushing of 22 tons for a return 

of 5oz. Robbins and party have cleaned up 20 tons for a return of 10oz. Clements and Sons, of the Clifton Creek 

battery have a large amount of stone ready to cart to their battery when the weather clears up. The roads are in a very 

bad state at present. 

4 Nov 1905  KRUG. - At the residence of her sister, Mrs F. J. Roder, Doherty's Corner, Wy Yung, on the 2nd 

November, Hedwig, daughter of William Krug, of Bullumwaal. Aged 23 years. R.I.P. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Thursday, Nov. 9. The annual picnic of 

the Bullumwaal Rifle Club will take place on the 20th inst., when the ladies' nomination matches will be shot for. 

Moore and Holstock have put through a crushing of 20 tons for 8oz. 10dwt. The Anglo-Saxon have started crushing. 

Dredging leases have been pegged out on the Nicholson, Boggy Creek and Two-Mile. 

BULLUMWAAL Thursday, November 16. The Beehive tribute party have had their final clean up for the splendid 

yield of 108 oz. 15 dwt. from 20 tons. It is reported that the company intend sinking the shaft 200 feet deeper with 

more powerful machinery. There is a reef 8ft wide in the bottom level which would be made highly payable with 

better appliances than are at present in use. The Anglo-Saxon have finished cleaning up. The yield is considered 

highly satisfactory. The Bullumwaal Junior Cricket Club held an enthusiastic meeting last night. During the present 

season they intend challenging the boys from the surrounding districts. By the way they are shaping at practice they 

should do very well. The age limit has been fixed at 16 years. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.) BULLUMWAAL. Tuesday, Nov. 28. The annual 

examination at the state school was held on Monday and Tuesday, 27th and 28th inst. Mr Davey, the newly-

appointed inspector, gave a lecture on Tuesday evening to the parents and the public generally. There was a large 

attendance of parents, and Mr P. S. Ryan, occupied the chair. Speaking on local requirements, the lecturer remarked, 

although Bullumwaal had one of the finest school buildings in the district, he was surprised to find it unfenced, and 

asked the parents to provide a fence so that the children might have a garden and proper play ground in keeping with 

the building. In the course of his speech he mentioned that he had that day finishing examining 76 children, who had 

done some good work, and emphasised the necessity of providing a school library. Mr Davey then explained in 

detail the new system of education and the benefits accruing from it, and asked the earnest cooperation of the 

parents with the teachers so that Bullumwaal might be adequately represented at the forthcoming exhibition of 

school work. Votes of thanks to the lecturer and the chairman brought the proceedings to a close. Mills and party 

have started breaking stone from the reef adjoining the Mayflower. Gardiner and Clements have taken up the 

Triumph and are breaking payable stone. The Beehive people intend bailing out the shaft next week. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)   BULLUMWAAL Monday, December 13. Owing 

to the rain things are quiet here at present. Mills and party have cleaned up 6½ tons of stone for a return of 1oz. to 

the ton; this result is highly satisfactory. The Beehive people are still bailing water, and are breaking stone from the 

No. 2 level. A public meeting was held on Saturday evening, the 9th inst., to consider the advisability of holding a 

sports meeting on Boxing Day. A committee was formed to carry out arrangements. It was decided to utilise the 

balance in hand for the purpose. The sports are to be strictly local. Mr W. Hardy was elected hon. secretary. 

Thursday, December 14. An accident, which fortunately has not so far been attended with any serious results, 

happened to a man named Hall on Tuesday. He was at work in an alluvial claim, when, without warning, about three 

loads of earth fell from the side of the shaft, burying him underneath. His mate was unaware of the accident, and 

Hall had to extricate himself, which he did with some difficulty, and succeeded in reaching the rope, when he was 

brought to the surface. He had to be carried on a stretcher to his residence, and is suffering greatly from the shock 

and strain of the effort to fight his way out of the debris. The Bullumwaal Rifle Club had an engagement at 

Lindenow for today, and had engaged a conveyance to drive them. Lindenow wired at the eleventh hour, cancelling 

the match, and as some of the riflemen had journeyed in from out back to go, a match was arranged hurriedly with 



Bairnsdale. Through the courtesy of the Bairnsdale riflemen our men were able to travel to Bairnsdale to shoot a 

match there. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Tuesday, December 26. Robbins and 

party have put through a crushing of 40 tons from the Champion for 5dwts. to the ton. A. Mount crushed 9 tons of 

stone from the Fizzle at Yahoo Creek for 13oz. The Beehive company expect to finish baling the shaft out this week. 

A cricket match, married v. single, was played here on Christmas Day, and resulted in a win for the married men by 

17 runs The scores were--Married 64 (T. Burke 20, Allen 11), Single 47 (H. Waite 23 and M. O'Mara 9 ). C. 

Mummery and W.Vickers, for the married, and H. Waite, C. Meluish and J. Shields (including hat trick) bowled 

well. 

28 Dec 1905 (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Tuesday, December 26. Robbins and party 

have put through a crushing of 40 tons from the Champion for 5dwts. to the ton. A. Mount crushed 9 tons of stone 

from the Fizzle at Yahoo Creek for 13oz. The Beehive company expect to finish baling the shaft out this week. A 

cricket match, married v. single, was played here on Christmas Day, and resulted in a win for the married men by 17 

runs The scores were--Married 64 (T. Burke 20, Allen 11), Single 47 (H. Waite 23 and M. O'Mara 9 ). C. Mummery 

and W.Vickers, for the married, and H. Waite, C. Meluish and J. Shields (including hat trick) bowled well. 

1906 DISTRICT NEWS. Wednesday. January 31. Bush fires are raging in all directions around the town, but no 

danger is feared at present. A public meeting will be held on Saturday evening to make arrangements for 

entertaining the Leopold Cricket Club, who intend visiting Bullumwaal again shortly. Clements and Sons have 

cleaned up a final crushing of 25 tons from their show at Clifton; the returns are not made public. Their battery is 

being removed from Clifton Creek to Bullumwaal. Hardwidge and Waite are crushing a small parcel of stone from 

the Common wealth at the Sons of Freedom battery. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Monday, February 5. The Beehive 

directors visited the mine on Friday last. A Whiffley table is being erected on the mine, and a cyanide plant, also. It 

has been decided to take out a trial crushing of 200 tons. Hardwidge and Waite cleaned up a crushing of five tons for 

a return of 16 dwt. to the ton. Unless rain comes soon a water famine  is imminent. Most of the tanks are empty, and 

Boggy Creek is nothing more than a few pools of stagnant water, mainly used by the boys of the neighborhood for 

bathing. Mr A. Mount, of Yahoo Creek, was burnt out last Thursday by bush fires, his house and the contents being 

demolished. Mr Mount, who was at work some distance away, got the first intimation of the disaster through hearing 

the dynamite which was kept on the premises exploding. 

15 Feb 1906 DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS ) BULLUMWAAL Thursday, Feb. 15. The 

bush fires in this district are spreading rapidly, and towns people are beginning to feel uneasy, as we are being 

gradually hemmed in by them. At a recent meeting of local cricketers it was decided to form a committee to 

entertain the members of the Leopold Cricket Club at Easter, and Messrs Ryan, Shields, W. Vickers, A. J. Waite and 

McMurtrie were appointed. Gardiner and Clements are carting stone to the Sons of Freedom from their show. 

Clements, Shields and party are getting their engine in position at Boggy Creek. They intend going in for sluicing in 

a big way. 

DISTRICT NEWS.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, Feb. 21. The Minister of Mines arrived here on 

Thursday evening, accompanied by Mr Anderson (Secretary of Mines). They were met by Mr P. S. Ryan on their 

arrival. The visitors inspected the areas for which dredging leases have been applied. As far as can be ascertained the 

inspection was favorable towards the granting of the leases. The contour of the country and the facilities for dealing 

with the sludge were pointed out, and these advantages, considered with the fact that Boggy Creek is not a rapid 

stream, make it appear an easy matter to carry out the provisions of the leases. A public meeting was called on 

Monday night to arrange for the annual state school picnic, but only about half-a-dozen parents attended and the 

project was postponed indefinitely. A concert has been arranged for St. Patrick's night in aid of the Bairnsdale 

hospital. A capital programme will be presented. Misses Ryan and Shields have taken the matter of training the 

children in hand, with Mr W. Minter as hon. secretary. All the batteries have been stopped owing to the want of 

water. People here are feeling the effect of not providing for a spell of dry weather, as Boggy Creek is almost dry; 

and the tanks have been empty for a long time. 



DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)  Thursday, March 8. The able leading 

article published in The Advertiser on reefing in Bullumwaal has met with general approval amongst those 

interested. It is considered that the article should be reprinted. Clancy and party are on gold at the bridge, Clements 

and party have started their engine at "Granite Bend" on Boggy Creek and anticipate good  results. Kretchner and 

Davis are still carting stone to the battery; they have 80 tons to crush. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Monday, March 19. Krechner and party 

intend crushing next week at the Gooseberry Pie battery. Gardiner and Clements are crushing their stone at the Sons 

of Freedom battery at present. Several new men were put on the Beehive last week, but were put off again after a 

few days. Miss Gowdie, the infant-teacher at the Bairnsdale school, attended the local school for three days last 

week, in order to show the teachers the latest method of infant teaching. The concert in aid of the Bairnsdale District 

Hospital proved a great success the hall being packed. Mr P.S. Ryan presided. The children gave the first part of the 

programme and acquitted themselves most creditably. Following were the items:--Overture, Mrs and Miss 

Kreymborg; song, "I've Got My Eyes on You," Miss Kathleen Ryan; "The Tardy Scholar," A. Vivian; "Sky lark," 

Miss Maud Clements; recitation, " Grandpapa's Spectacles," Miss I. Hardwidge; quartet, "The Seasons," Misses 

Maud Clements, Emily Hibbins, Doris Talbot, Kathleen Ryan; each child was tastefully costumed for this piece; the 

boys sang "The British Flag," which was loudly applauded, as was a scarf drill by the girls. The first part concluded 

with a fan song by the girls, which was also greatly appreciated. Mr Minter gave some selections on his phonograph, 

which were highly relished. Mrs Leigh and Miss Ryan opened the second part of the programme with an overture, 

"The Witches' Flight"; Mrs F. Kreymborg scored a success and an encore with a serio-comic song; Mr L. I. Ward 

made everyone laugh with the "Yarn of the Nancy Bell"; Miss Ruby Kreymborg sang "Strike up the Band," for 

which she was encored; Miss Eileen Ryan danced the tambourine dance in her usual graceful style; Miss Lily Ryan's 

song, "I'm Trying So Hard To Forget You," was much appreciated; Mr Les. Kreymborg gave a character song, 

which was enthusiastically encored. Mr A. Layton, a new arrival, wound up the programme with an exhibition of 

plate balancing, juggling, etc. Attired as a clown, he gave a splendid ten minutes' fun to the youngsters. The concert 

was followed by a dance. Miss L. Ryan acted as accompanist throughout. Mr Ryan, in thanking the promoters and 

those who had rendered assistance, announced that the net proceeds of the concert, as far as could be ascertained, 

would be about £6. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FFROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL. Wednesday, April 8. Bullumwaal was 

en fete on Saturday when the Leopold cricketers, 20 in number, arrived here. They were greeted with volleys of 

cheers as they drove through the town. After tea there was an adjournment to the hall, where a concert was given in 

aid of the sports club. The programme was provided by the visitors, assisted by the Misses Ryan and Shields. It was 

a liberal and varied one, and perhaps the most popular numbers-though it were somewhat invidious to make 

distinctions-were those contributed by Messrs Justins, Sykes and R. Howie. The programme was as follows :-

Overture, Mr A. Gloster; song, In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree, Mr Justins; song, Rainbow,   Mr Yates; comic 

song, Only a False Alarm, Mr Sykes; song, Out on the Deep, Mr Thompson; recitation, Two's Company and Three's 

None, Miss Shields; song, The Admiral 's Broom, Mr R. Howie; song, Bid Me to Love, Mr Morrice; duet, Life's 

Dream is O'er, Messrs Justins and Yates; song, Big Ben, Mr J. Lillie; song, The Garonne, Mr V. Deane; lightning 

sketches, Mr R. Howie; song, Alone on the Raft, Mr Justins; song, Why Must We Say Good bye" Mr Yates; comic 

song, Then We Went a Hunting, Mr Sykes; song, The Diver, Mr Thompson; song, The Swallows, Miss Ryan ; song, 

The Toreador, Mr Howie; song, Queen of the Earth, Mr Morrice; duet, Larboard Watch, Messrs Justins and Yates; 

song, Hear the Pipers Calling, Mr Cathie; song, Any Rags (by special request), Mr Justins; comic song, I Haven't 

Told Them, Mr Sykes. Mr P. S. Ryan, who presided, moved a hearty vote of thanks to the performers. This was 

carried by acclamation, and the hall was then cleared and dancing was indulged in till mid night. Everything that 

could be thought of was done to make the visitors' stay a pleasant one, and Mr M'Murtrie, the secretary of the 

reception committee, worked very hard. Harvey and Son lent their horses and vehicles, and showed the " Leopolds " 

over the Perseverance mine, and, later, turned them loose on his farm, with a free run of the orchard. On Sunday 

afternoon the visitors and a number of residents went out to Musk Gully, but the pleasure of the trip was somewhat 

spoiled by the mosquitoes, which have been very bad here during the past fortnight. On Sunday evening the 

Leopolds were entertained by Mr and Mrs P. S. Ryan. On Monday they were present at a complimentary dinner 

given to the cricket teams, at which their health. was heartily drunk on the proposition of Mr P. S. Ryan, supported 

by Mr A. Watson. The sentiment was acknowledged by Messrs Richardson and Cathie, on behalf of the visitors. The 

match was played in the afternoon, in the presence of a large assemblage. It was won by the Leopolds, with 101 runs 



to Bullumwaal's 40. Roberts (57) and Watson (12) were the top scorers on each side, the bowling honors being 

divided between Waite and Glass (Leopold). The visitors were quartered at Host Waite's during their stay here. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Mount and party have put through two small parcels from 

their reef at Yahoo Creek, with the results of 4 tons for 5oz. and 5 tons for 4oz. 12dwt. The   prospects of alluvial 

mining at Yahoo are brighter; several parties are re- ported to be on good gold. Matters are quiet here pending the 

arrival of the long expected dredge. Messrs Harvey and sons are crushing, and the Beehive also. Much sickness 

prevails here at pre-sent, owing no doubt, to the dry season. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Monday, July 9. The Beehive Co. is 

crushing at present and several more men have been put on this week. The directors and legal manager of the new 

dredge venture have been in Bullumwaal for several days making preparations for starting work. Mr L Emery, who 

has been an inmate of the Bairnsdale hospital for a month with bronchitis, returned home to-day convalescent. Arbor 

Day will be observed at the school on Friday, 13th inst. The levelling of the ground for purposes of drill has been 

completed. Mr Bowran is at present engaged in instructing the Sunday school scholars for the anniversary. 

DISTRICT NEWS. FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS) BULLUMWAAL   Monday, July 16 Nearly all the hands 

have been knocked off at the Beehive for the present. A start has been made at the Christmas mine again. Arbor Day 

was celebrated here on Friday,13th inst. The usual Arbor Day programme was carried out in the morning. 

Notwithstanding the wet day a large number of parents and friends attended the school in the afternoon. A large 

number of trees were planted by the scholars. Each tree had to be protected by a guard, owing to the ground being 

unfenced. The rain interfered with the outdoor sports; but the ladies had a bountiful supply of good things laid out in 

the school building, which were done full justice to. Mr Gaffney thanked the parents and friends for their attendance, 

and proceedings were brought to a close about 5.30 p.m. The rain has done an immense amount of good, the water 

supply being almost exhausted. 

23 JUL1907 A slight revival is taking place in reefing. The King Cole is working full handed; Hardwidge and 

Symonds are working on the Champion Hill; also, Sayers and party. Hardwidge and Symons crushed 13 tons for 8oz 

13dwt. and C. Wood 31/2 tons for l1dwt. 

DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday, August 13. Mr T. Kewley 

was the successful tenderer for sinking the Beehive shaft 200 feet at £3 15s per foot, the company supplying engine 

drivers and bracemen. A start was made at the mine to-day. Shaw and Symonds have a small contract for excavating 

for the dredge. Rain set in on Saturday after a long spell of dry weather; it will do a vast amount of good. Robbins 

and party are reported to be on good gold. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS) BULLUMWAAL. Wednesday, August 29. A heavy 

snow storm took place here yesterday, and the snow is still lying on the hills. Heavy rain set in and melted the snow 

in the township. Mr B. Clancy has started to make a tram line for tracking wood to the dredge site. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)   BULLUMWAAL Saturday, August 8. The postponed 

concert in aid of the school ground improvement fund was held on Wednesday, the attendance being moderate. The 

programme was a mixed one; largely contributed to by the children and was greatly enjoyed. Wilson and 

Kreymborg put through another crushing from their show at the Two Mile for, it is said, a satisfactory return. 

BULLUMWAAL. Saturday, Sept. 29. Wilson and party had another satisfactory crushing, and have put on more 

men at their show at the "Two-Mile," near Sandy Creek. The Great Scott mine at Yahoo Creek is turning out well, 

and a crushing is being put through at the battery. The King Cole mine is in full working order, and several other 

shows are also promising well. The Beehive mine is also in full swing. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Saturday, October 13 The Anglo-Saxon 

mine is about to start again. The King Cole mine is working full time ; as also the Beehive. The Christmas party are 

still prospecting. The annual meeting of the mechanics' institute took place on the 6th inst, when a new committee 

was formed. It is the intention of the committee to re start the defunct library. The anniversary services in connection 



with the Presbyterian Church took place last Sunday, the Rev. Mr Milne conducting the services. The distribution of 

prizes took place on Monday evening, but the attendance was meagre owing to the wet night. An epidemic of 

influenza has broken out here; almost every household is affected by it. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL. Friday, October 19. The King Cole 

mine owners crushed 14 tons of stone at the Anglo-Saxon battery for a return of 1oz. to the ton. The stone is highly 

mineralised, but the returns from the battery are not available at present This mine is turning out very favorably, The 

previous crushings taken from it went 94 tons for 120oz. taken from 12 feet on the rock. The last stone was taken 

from below water level. The state school was closed two days this week owing to the whole of the teaching staff 

being laid up with influenza. The ailment is gaining serious headway, almost the whole of the town being laid up. 

Nothing more has been heard with regard to the cleaning of the drains, though a contract was let to Taylor and 

Turner some time ago. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Wednesday, October 31. The Anglo-

Saxon mine has been restarted, and several men have been put on lately. A number of shipwrights have come up 

from Melbourne to work on the dredge barge. The embankments and excavations are almost completed for the 

dredge. The mechanics' hall committee held a meeting last night, and arrangements  are being made for the supply 

of books for the library. The annual picnic of the rifle club is to be held on the 12th at the local butts. Several 

handsome trophies are offered in connection with the ladies' nomination match. In connection with the M'Namara 

case the police could find no trace of any man answering to the description of the supposed offender. Constable 

Mossop cross-examined the Mrs M'Namara closely, and he came to the conclusion that she set fire to the place 

herself. The unfortunate woman has been affected with delusions, doubt less through living in such a lonely spot. 

She wished to go away from it, and when her husband recently decided to go to Cassilis she was very pleased. It is 

thought that the firing of the hut was a device to prevent M'Namara changing his mind and remaining there.  

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Wednesday, Nov. 7. Symonds and 

Shaw have found a new show within a stone's throw of the post office. The reef is small, but is prospecting well. 

The King Cole mine owners are putting through 10 tons of stone at the Anglo-Saxon battery from their show. Mr J. 

W. Clements has sold the engine attached to his battery to the Mount Lookout sawmillers. A fire occurred at the 

Beehive mine last evening,  it broke out in the changing room, which was demolished. The men are the losers as 

they each had a quantity of clothing stored. 

15 Nov 1906  BULLUMWAAL. The ectracrtoo r bure at l?st taken the raising-o schsomo in hand, and the work is 

progressing sotisfactorily:. It it to be hoped that the council will prevent hoseholders from backieg up the drains for 

the future. A large numberof summonses for rates have been served in the district. The annual picnic of the rifle club 

took place to-day. Special coaches were run from the town to the butts. The weather was delightful and  most 

enjoyable day was spent. Each year sees the club growing in public favor, and much of the success is due to Sir E. 

C. Shaw, the secretary. Mr Gaffney and Mr A Monet took the children in hand and £2 was collected for prizes for 

races. A dance in the mechanics' institute brought proceedings to a close in the evening. The ladies' nomination 

match (7 shots at 400 yards) was won by .Mr H. Waite, aftor two ties. The scores are as follows: 400 h'cp.  Captain 

H Waite ... 34 1 35 J.Parnsons ... 34 35 J. Francis ... 34 1 35 H Woods ... ... ...33 1 34 L. Neate ... ... ... 31 3 34 C. 

Rankin ... ... 32 1 23 W. Hardy ... ..20 3 32 I Francis.. ... .. 29 5 31 W. Wright... ... . 28 2 30 A. Monet ... ...... 27 3 0 

C. Turner .... ... 27 5 32 J. Waite .. ... ...2 20 P. Shaw ... ... ...25 4 20 W. Buchannen ... .. 25 5 20 W. Symonds ... ... 

25 5 30 T. McMurtrie .. 25 7 32 H Holstock ... . 24 7 31 H. Sawer. ... .... 24 4 28 E Taylor... . 24 27 W. Hardwidge... 

. 2 20 W. Wright, jn.... ... 23 4 27 E. C. Shaw ... ... 23 5 2S O. Shaw ... ... ... 21 4 2. W. Harvey ... ... 17 5 22 A. 

Buchanan ... ... 13 4 1 P. Mummery ... ... 13 7 20 Bl Clancy ... .... ..13 6 10 L. Emery..... 10 5 15 W. Gaffney ... ... 9 6 

15 H. Gordon ...0 .. 9 . C. Woods, senior... ... 2 8 10 The prizes were: Married ladies', Ist gold brooch, 2nd silver 

backed brush; single ladies', lst reticule, 2nd pair of gloves. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT) BULLUMWAAL The successful tenderer for driving the 

crosscut at the 600ft level at the Beehive was W. Hall. The price for the distance (100 feet more or less) was 25s per 

foot The contract will start shortly and will give employment to six or eight men. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Monday, December 3. The Anglo-

Saxon mine is being baled of it water with the view of operations being re-started once more. The contractors for the 



crosscut in the Beehive started work on Saturday. The dredge barge is almost completed, and it is expected that the 

machinery will be placed in position very soon. If no delay occurs the opening ceremony will take place about the 

first week in the new year. That was a sad death of Mrs Daniel Websdale, of Tabberabbera. The deceased lady, who 

was 42 years of age, leaves a family of twelve children, the youngest of whom was only an infant, five months old. 

The funeral was well attended, the deceased being one of a family who had lived a long time in the district and are 

held in the highest respect. The pall bearers were Messrs P. Colon, R. Scott, A. Waite, E. Norris, F. M'Donald and P. 

S. Ryan. 

4 Jan 1907 DISTRICT NEWS.   FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS)       Friday, January 4. The Yahoo battery has 

just put through another crushing from the Great Scott mine. The result has not been made public yet, but it must 

have been satisfactory, as Messrs M'Kerlie, Davis and Wilson have applied for and obtained a six months tribute, 

and will start operations this week.   Among the alluvial diggers in the same locality, Power and Clements have had 

a very satisfactory half year; in fact, very few of the diggers can complain of the last twelve months when compared 

with other fields in Gippsland. It is a pity the shire council did not take over the Yahoo track when calling tenders 

for maintenance of tracks and roads, as this track has just been cleared by the Government and would cost very little 

to keep in order. It is much more required than a good many other tracks in this district. The carting of the large 

tubular boilers for the dredge from Bairnsdale per bullock dray and landing them here without mishap of any kind 

was a feat that will always stand to the credit of the owner and driver of the team, Mr A. Boyd. While the road 

abounds with snares and pitfalls, the most difficult and dangerous "pinch" was the climb over Mt. Taylor. The team 

at this point was increased to 34 head, and after "a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull altogether," the poor beasts of 

burden ultimately accomplished the hard task they had been set, to the great joy of everyone interested. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORREPONDENTS.)   BULLUMWAAL Thursday, January 10. A meeting of 

the Bullumwaal Rifle Club was held on Tuesday night, when it was decided to shoot for the trophy given by Messrs 

Lloyd and Co. on the 19th and 20th inst and 2nd of February, under musketry conditions, at 200, 300, 500 and 600 

yards. It is intended by Captain Waite to get the musketry course complete led as soon as possible this year. The 

delegates were instructed to advertise for the missing Gippsland Rifle Union. After next month all marking will be 

free to members. The marker will be paid out of the club funds. The residents of Bullumwaal have applied for a 

common on which to graze horses and cattle, as the run-holders are threatening to impound all cattle found 

trespassing on their runs. Mr Jas. Cameron is to address a meeting on Friday on the matter. It is understood that the 

miners of Yahoo have also applied for a common. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENENT) Tuesday, February 12. At the recent half-yearly 

meeting in Melbourne of the Bullumwaal Dredging Company the following directors were   elected:-Messrs 

Cornfoot, Theo. Fink. Wolfe Fink, A. H. Price and P. S. Ryan. The only pieces of dredge machinery which remains 

to be put in position is the condenser. Already the electric light, consisting of four arc lamps and sixteen smaller 

lights, has been installed. Yesterday the engines were given a trial run, which was highly satisfactory. The company 

is fortunate in having for the engines an excellent supply of clear, pure water from their   second reservoir, which is 

now full. The capacity of the main reservoir is 15,000,000 gallons and as it also is full the company has a four 

months' supply of water, even should no rain fall. The Australian Forge Company, the manufacturers and   builders 

of the local dredge, has received an order from the Nicholson Gold Dredging Company for a sister plant, which is to 

be in working order about May. This type of dredge is guaranteed to deal with 10,000 cubic yards of earth per week. 

In other words, it will lay bare per month the bottom of one   acre of ground with an average of 15ft. of overburden. 

A yield of 2grs. of gold to the cubic yard would leave a profit of £108 per week, after allowing £100 per week for 

expenses. Messrs Hall and party are expected to strike the reef in the Beehive at any hour. It is considered probable 

that the reef will have to be driven on before the shoot of gold is reached. At the Christmas, 300ft. in from the mouth 

of the tunnel, a winze has been sunk in the crosscut, and at a depth of 26ft what is believed to be the channel of 

Harvey's reef, The Perseverance, has been struck. A further five or six feet have been sunk with the object of driving 

in an easterly direction, where, it is believed, Harvey's shoot of stone exists. Should the Beehive and the Christmas 

strike gold in their tunnels this, combined with the activity of the dredge, will put Bullumwaal in the throes of a 

great mining revival. Mr C. Rankine, of Merrijig, last week unearthed a 25dwt. speck with some ounces of finer 

gold. Messrs H. Woods and H. Waite will represent the Bullumwaal rife club on Thursday in the shoot for the Cole 

trophy. Mr J. Francis, last year's winner of the cup, failed to get nearer than third place in Saturday's qualifying 

contest. 



26 Feb. 1907   Messrs Hall and party, as was anticipated in my last letter, have cut the reef at the 600ft. level in the 

Beehive and have therefore finished their contract. The reef, which is a very big one, will now be driven on. The 

dredge starts work on Tuesday, but there will be no formal opening ceremony. To-day the gravel pumps revealed a 

most encouraging prospect. A large number assembled the other evening to see the mine lit up. Many of the 

spectators, old and young had never before seen an electric light. The blacksmith's shop at the Anglo-Saxon was 

accidentally burned down this morning and its contents destroyed. Messrs Cole and Williamson, coming out of the 

mine for an early dinner, arrived in time to prevent the whole plant being destroyed. Fortunately, the tanks contained 

a good supply of water, which was freely drawn upon. A number of bush fires are burning close to the town. The 

lighting of these is generally credited to one individual, who may before long find that he has lit one too many. The 

men at the dredge were twice called upon last week to do some fire fighting, and but for their efforts the bridge on 

the Bullumwaal side of Clanceys would have been burned down. On account of the continued dry weather the roads 

in the town are such that anyone can kick up a dust. The latest local gag is:--" Why is Mr Les Kreymborg becoming 

more and more angelic ? "--Because coming down Mat's Hump shakes the devil out of him. Miss Shields, who has 

been on the staff of the local school for the last three years, has accepted the position of work mistress in the 

Lyndhurst school, near Melbourne. She has proved herself a thoroughly capable and energetic teacher and her 

transfer will be a distinct loss to the school. 

2 Mar 1907 FIRE AT BULLUMWAAL MR P. S. RYAN'S BUSINESS PREMISES DESTROYED. (FROM OUR 

CORRESPONDENT.) Bullumwaal, Thursday. Mr Ryan's store and butcher's shop, with their contents, were 

completely destroyed by fire this morning. About five o'clock Mr Ryan was awakened by a noise as of something 

heavy falling to the floor. He got up and searched the residence but found nothing disturbed. Noticing a glare in one 

of the windows he rushed to the shop door and tried to enter, but was driven back by the rush of flames and smoke. 

Seeing he could do nothing unaided, he got his rifle and the Bullumwaal fire alarm-- three shots in quick succession 

-- rang out. The response was ready and prompt. In less   than five minutes a score of residents were on the spot and 

in an incredibly short time over forty men were working   desperately to save the residence and furniture, it being 

realised that the shop was doomed, the fire having got a good hold before Mr Ryan perceived it. Fortunately the 

morning was very calm and still and although the dwelling was only separated by about 8ft from the shop the 

workers were successful in saving it from the flames. The side entrance and roadway were strewn with furniture and 

effects, and Mr Ryan's beautiful garden presents a sad spectacle this morning, for those present were not intent upon 

viewing horticultural beauties for some thirty minutes or so. The workers were not exclusively of the male sex, for 

Miss Waite, who seemed to grasp the situation immediately, set to work and passed out articles of furniture with a 

coolness and dexterity which rather surprised the bystanders, of whom there was a considerable number. As the 

stock and buildings were but partially insured Mr Ryan will be a heavy loser. 

27 Apr 1907 LATEST TELEGRAMS. FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT. A REMARKABLE DREAM. A 

SERIOUS ACCIDENT FORETOLD. BULLUMWAAL, Friday Night. A miner named William Henry, who works 

in a claim at Muddy Creek, had a remarkable dream last night. He dreamt that while at work in the claim, at about 4 

o'clock in the afternoon, he was crushed by a heavy fall of earth and was unable to extricate himself. He told his 

wife this morning about the dream he had had, and it was decided that he should not go to work to-day, but Henry, 

later in the day, changed his mind and went to the mine as usual. Before leaving home, however, he told his wife 

that if he did not return by 4.30 p.m. she had better make inquiries concerning him. This afternoon, at 4 o'clock, the 

fall of earth did take place in the mine in which Henry was working, between four or five tons of stuff falling upon 

him and rendering him incapable of helping himself. His cries for aid were heard, and miners nearby hastened to the 

disabled man's assistance. After a lot of hard work Henry was extricated and brought to the surface. He has been 

severely injured. He has four or five broken ribs, is badly bruised about the body, and is suffering from shock. If his 

condition permits, he will be sent to the Bairnsdale Hospital to-morrow. 

DISTRICT NEWS.   BULLUMWAAL.   Tuesday, May 7. Mining is almost at a standstill. The dredge, the Beehive 

and the Christmas are idle, the first through the breaking of an engine bed, the second through the breaking of the 

winch and the third has suspended work for about three months. All these suspensions are temporary. The Christmas 

has a fortune in it awaiting the men who have the pluck and the patience to stick to it. Every experienced miner in 

Bullumwaal is soundly of that opinion. They may differ in their opinions as to the best method of developing the 

mine, but they are unanimous that the gold is there. 



DISTRICT NEWS, (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.)     BULLUMWAAL Tuesday, May 21. There came into 

our midst on Saturday, on his journey northward, a visitor who, in his time, was better known personally to the 

inhabitants of the great bush of this part of Gippsland than any other living creature - first as an officer and dauntless 

bushman in charge of the gold prospecting parties who penetrated these regions in the sixties and seventies, and 

afterwards--on his return from his memorable trip, to the Gulf of Carpentaria in quest of the remnants of Burke and 

Wills's ill-fated expedition--   as district police magistrate. Is there any need to make that statement more definite 

and say- that the erstwhile familiar figure, but now historic personage, alluded to was none other than Dr A. W. 

Howitt , who resembles so closely in stature the little general of the British army who did the empire such splendid 

service in South Africa at a very critical stage in the progress of the war. In other respects, too-activity of mind and 

body, the capacity for work and bright mental faculties in advanced years-the one man is the double of the other. 

Though Dr Howitt is on the retired list of state civil servants, and could well be excused for resting from his labors 

after a long and arduous public life, again like Lord Roberts, while making ease and labor alternate, he still pursues a 

useful life. He has a companion on this trip Professor E. W. Skeats, geology and mineralogy, of the Melbourne 

University. The particular object of the visit, it is understood, is to inquire into the possibilities of the woollybutt 

timber as an asset worth exploiting. There is, as vast numbers of readers of The Advertiser must know, a enormous 

supply of this timber on the Mt. Baldhead road. Dr Howitt from the time he first saw it growing in that vicinity-it 

was he, it will be remembered, who first forced his way through to Omeo along the range which many years later 

was adopted as the route of the road--has always had a kindly regard for the woollybutt timber, and for some time 

past he has been collecting data concerning it which should be of great public benefit when it is made public. But 

already sufficient is known by others of the extent of the supplies, available, and of the adaptability of the wood for 

variety of commercial purposes, to cause one to wonder why no effort is made to put it on the market. Mr Jas. 

Cameron, M.L.A, made special reference to this question when addressing the electors here, and spoke about 

endeavoring to have a tramway constructed from Mt. Baldhead to Bairnsdale for the purpose of conveying the 

timber to Melbourne. The Advertiser, too, I have noticed, has been keeping the subject alive. As Mr Bent would say, 

it is an industry capable of great potentalities-if only some man of action would arise and put it in the forefront of 

our public affairs. Let us hope, at least, that Dr Howitt's visit may bear good fruit in one season. The King Cole 

whistle blew a note of joy on Saturday, when word arrived that Mr W. Cole was one of the successful applicants for 

a mining grant. Messrs Cole and Robbins are to be heartily congratulated, for the mine is a really good show, and in 

every way deserved consideration at the hands of the Minister of Mines. A few unsuccessful applicants are 

disappointed, but their turn will probably come when the main allocation is under consideration. The Beehive is 

looking A1, and the dredge is working smoothly and well. Three shifts will be worked after next week. Mr W. 

Hardy got the contract for fencing the cemetery. The price was 1s 9d per chain. The result of the indignation public 

meeting in connection with the local hall was that, instead of the committee being "exterminated," as the convener   

of the meeting prophesied, they have been requested to resume the management of the business of the hall.   

DISTRICT NEWS.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.)     Tuesday, June 11. The Empire Day celebrations at 

the school this year were of a less ostentatious character than those of the previous year, owing no doubt to the 

recent illness of the head teacher. Some much needed repairs and additions (including the erection of two dozen tree 

guards) to the school have been effected principally through the instrumentality of the Bairnsdale board of advice. 

The weather has just broken after a long dry spell. The change was ushered in by a couple of unusually heavy frosts. 

It would seem that we are in for a very heavy downpour, as we have had steady rain for the last twenty-four hours, 

and there are every signs of its continuance. The recent notification in your columns that wild pigeons were to be 

protected throughout the year created a good deal of local interest. Last year the wonga variety was very plentiful 

and local sports accounted for about twenty dozen. This season they were very scarce and scattered, probably on 

account of the dry season and the bushfires. The provision to extend the close season to the whole year is a judicious 

one, as these birds have been mating for the last five or six weeks, and the shooting season opened so late as Easter 

Monday. Our patriotism should extend to the fauna of our country, and here the value of nature study in the schools 

will soon become self evident, for the young idea is being daily trained in his nature study lessons to preserve the 

fauna and the flora of his state. Ruthless destruction will give place to the spirit of preservation in the young breast 



and as these nature lovers grow in years they will become more ardent in desires to protect the natural beauties of 

their surroundings "Time but the impression stronger makes As streams their channels deeper wear." The erection of 

the Nicholson dredge is proceeding apace, under the director ship of Mr M'Adam. The local dredge in now making 

excellent headway under the managership of Mr Hedley, who recently took over the plant on behalf of the Dredging 

Company from the contractors, the Australian Forge Company. Before the plant was finally taken over it was 

subjected to a critical test and came most successfully through the ordeal, accomplishing a great deal more than was 

in the bond. The new winding machinery for the Beehive is now in course of erection. Messrs Cole and Robbins are 

actively engaged in sawing timber for the King Cole, whose sprightly whistle is as blithe and gay as the chirrup of a 

grass hopper on a summer evening. On the Commonwealth line of reef Messrs A. J. Waite and party have taken up a 

lease which includes the workings of Messrs Hardwidge and Martinez. The last crushing of five tons from these 

workings yielded 11oz. 3dwt. of smelted gold. The total number of tons crushed from this mine by Messrs 

Hardwidge and Martinez was 184½ tons for a yield of 804oz 15dwt of smelted gold, an average of over four ounces 

to the ton. The present applicants for the lease in tend, if sufficient capital is obtainable, to sink a new shaft, which 

should intersect the gold-bearing stone at about 160ft. The highly payable returns obtained by the Beehive Company 

from their 600ft. level proves that the gold in this district lives downwards and as highly payable shutes of stone 

have been worked at intervals along the Commonwealth line for upwards of two miles the striking of good stone at 

lower levels would give a great fillip to the mining industry of this district. 

20 Jun 1907 GREAT SCOTT MINE, YAHOO CREEK. A man named Walter Sullivan was arrested on Tuesday at 

Bairnsdale, by Constable Whitley, on the charge of stealing 8oz. of gold from Mr A. Le Mount's battery at Yahoo 

Creek, near Bullumwaal, on the previous Saturday. The accused, on Tuesday morning, visited the school of mines 

for the purpose of selling gold or having it smelted, and was told to come back about noon. When he returned he 

was met at the school by Constables Whitley and Mossop, the former of whom took him into custody on the charge 

of stealing the gold on an information laid by Mr Le Mount. The accused was brought before Mr   H. A. Bull, J.P., 

yesterday morning, at   the petty sessions court, and charged with the offence. Mr Conant appeared for the 

prosecution and Mr Stuart for the accused. Mr Conant made an application for a remand, saying that before the case 

could be gone on with the attendance of certain material witnesses would be required. Mr Stuart said before that 

application could be considered some evidence would require to be given in proof of the charge laid against the 

accused. Mr Conant: It is usual in these cases to ask for a remand to produce evidence. Mr Stuart: But you have no 

right to apply for an adjournment without giving a tittle of evidence, more especially when the man is in custody. Mr 

Conant: Mr Stuart has done the same thing hundreds of times under the same circumstances. Mr Stuart: Where? Mr 

Conant: Oh, here. Mr Bull said Mr Conant was merely applying formally for a remand. Mr Stuart said that was so, 

but some proof should be tendered. Mr Conant said he would put Mr Le Mount in the box, but in doing so he would 

not pretend to put the whole of the evidence before the court. A. Le Mount was then called. On being sworn he said 

he was a miner residing at Yahoo Creek. He knew the accused, who was at his battery last Saturday. He had 3oz. 

4dwt. of gold, worth £12 8s, at his battery when the accused and Wm. Davis called. The two men handled the gold, 

and had a dispute as to its weight. The accused put it in his pocket and took it away. He told accused that if he took 

the gold out of the battery he would have a warrant issued for his arrest. The gold was witness's and accused had no 

claim to it. Mr Stuart said there must be something behind all this. Mr Commins: You have no right to attempt to 

cross-examine a witness at this stage. Mr Stuart: Surely it is not contended that a witness can be called and not 

cross-examined. Did it not strike his Worship as utterly absurd that the principal witness in the case should be called 

for the purpose of hearing an application for an adjournment and the accused not to be allowed to put one or two 

necessary questions. Mr Bull: I am not here to-day to decide whether the accused is guilty or innocent. This is 

merely formal evidence. Mr Stuart: Does your worship rule that I am not to be permitted to ask any questions at all? 

Mr Bull: I don't think you can cross- examine just now. Mr Stuart: I merely want to question the witness about the 

ownership of the gold. Mr Conant: Ah, I thought so. Mr Bull: I have not to decide that. Mr Conant-: And we are not 

in a position to prove that. Mr Stuart: We merely want to know where we stand. Mr Conant: We are not in a position 

to go on to-day. Mr Stuart said he was not going to object to a remand, but he wanted the ground cleared up as to 

why accused came to take the gold. He did not want to go into the question of the alleged larceny of the gold. Mr 

Bull did not think the evidence asked for by Mr Stuart should be given. Mr Stuart said he never heard of a refusal of 

the kind before. 



Mr Conant : It can't be dealt with. Mr Stuart (to Mr Conant): Don't attempt to mislead the court. (To the bench): Am 

I entitled to ask any questions at all? I merely want to know why the warrant has been issued. It is not a case of 

larceny, and his Worship ought to know the facts to be in a position to fix the proper amount of bail. It was not a 

 serious case. Mr Conant: It is a very serious offence.   Mr Stuart: Mr Conant says so, but supposing that the accused 

can't get bail, and then it turns out that it was only a civil case, see how harshly the accused would be treated. Mr 

Conant said he would accept an adjournment to any date that would suit Mr Stuart. Mr Stuart : It is for his Worship 

to fix the date. Ultimately the accused was remanded to appear at Bairnsdale on Tuesday next. Mr Stuart asked that 

accused be let out on bail. Mr Bull said he would accept one surety of £50 or two of £25 each. Mr Stuart tendered 

Wm. Davis as a bondsman. Mr Davis was put in the witness box and examined as to his means. He said he had been 

a resident of Bullumwaal for the past 12 years, and that he had a team of bullocks and tackling worth between £60 

and £70, that he also owned a five roomed house and an acre of land worth £100. 

In reply to Mr Conant, he said he bought the bullocks from a man named Bishoff and paid for them at the time. 

Bishoff had no claim on the bullocks. He was worth at least £200. Mr Conant: And your liabilities -- what do they 

amount to? Witness: I have none. Mr Conant : You know what "liabiltieis " means? -- Yes. I haven't any. Mr 

Conant: Happy man. (Laughter.) Witness: At least there's more coming to me than I owe. The accused was then 

liberated on bail. 

25 Jun MINING. Messrs Simon and Shaw Bullumwaal last week obtained 11dwt per ton from 15 tons of stone. The 

Great Scot Mine, Yahoo Creek, during the past five months crushed 87½ tons of stone for a yield of 22oz. 

 

(FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.)     Tuesday. July 9. Another uproarious public meeting eventuated last 

Saturday night week, when four members of the hall committee, in compliance with a previous public resolution, 

presented a majority report dealing with the hall administration. The proceedings, at frequent intervals, might easily 

have been mistaken for a Bacchanalian orgy. The unpleasant duty of controlling the meeting devolved upon Mr W. 

Cole, who endeavored to obtain for both sides a fair and impartial hearing. During the uproar the four members of 

the old committee tendered their resignations and walked out of the hall, followed by their cheering supporters, and 

to the accompaniment of the jeers and derisive howls of their opponents, who elected new members to fill the places 

of those who had resigned. A social for the benefit of Mr Millar, the Presbyterian missioner who has been stricken 

down with ill health, was held in the church on Tuesday evening. Mr Adams, who has succeeded Mr Millar, 

occupied the chair and a very enjoyable evening was spent. The chairman, Mr Bowran, and other gentlemen, spoke 

in eulogistic terms of Mr Millar's life and work. About £3 has been handed in as a result of the concert. The 

following programme was rendered during the evening:--Company song by children, "Break Forth "; phonograph 

selections, Mr Chapman; song. "Death of Nelson," Mr Bowran; euphonium solo," The Village Blacksmith," Mr 

Overy; company song. " Crown Him with many Crowns," by children; chairman's address; phonograph selections; 

recitation, "The Fireman," Mr Adams; company song, "God's Holy Church shall Triumph," the children; solo, "The 

Lost Chord." Mr Bowran; euphonium solo, " Silent Moments," Mr Overy ; company song, "Come Ye Happy 

Children Raise a Song Again," the children. Mrs E. Waite accompanied the soloists. The road from Mount Taylor to 

the old Bullumwaal township has been greatly improved by the recent repairs, which, though not of a very 

permanent nature, render the journey over the mount an almost pleasant one. The shire engineer deserves well-

merited commendation for having had so many finger-posts put up. They are a boon to the many strangers who use 

our roads, and should have the beneficial effect of in many cases minimising vexatious delays-and curses, both loud 

and deep. Might I suggest that one of these finger-posts be put up at the turn-off to Lower Boggy? As a result of the 

visits of the timber experts to the Woollybutt and outlying districts it has been ascertained that the woollybutt is a 

misnomer. There is not a woollybutt tree within thirty miles of Bullumwaal Further back, on the high altitudes, it 

grows in great abundance, and there are some fine specimens of it. The timber at the Woollybutt should be known as 

black butt, and its commercial value is already well known in the Melbourne markets. The Public Works 

department, some years ago, built a school with blackbut timber sawn from the dried trees, and it is giving excellent 

results. In the green state it is very much less satisfactory, owing to the great shrinkage it under goes in the seasoning 

process. At the Beehive the winding machinery is still in course of erection, otherwise the mine is not working. A 

new reef two feet thick, carrying fair gold, has been struck in the district, but I am not at liberty at present to give 

further particulars. The dredge, which is now on its best behavior is working three shifts, and there are between 

thirty and forty hands employed. During this week there will be a comprehensive clean up, which should give a 



good idea of the future of the dredging industry in this district The dam is being strengthened in case of heavy 

floods. Should one occur at the present juncture the barge could not be considered in an altogether safe position. 

Once it is floated from its present moorings beside the creek it will be in comparative safety. Some fifty tons of 

machinery for the Nicholson dredge reached Bairnsdale last week. The weather is bitterly cold. On Saturday we had 

a light snow shower. The distant and higher aspects look very pretty with their winter snow caps. The members of 

the rifle club are in active competition for a trophy presented by Mr R. Clements. Arbor Day will be celebrated at 

the school on Friday. The district inspector (Mr Davey) recently paid his "incidental" visit. Master Reginald 

Gardiner secured a scholarship at the Sale Agricultural School, but it is unlikely that he will accept the appointment 

at the present juncture. 

Saturday, July 10th. The annual meeting of the local rifle club has  been concluded. Financially and otherwise the 

club is as strong as ever, having closed the year with a credit balance of £18 1s 2d and a satisfactory roll of 

members. The officers elected were --President, Mr A. J. Waite vice-president, Mr L. :eato; captain, Mr W. Waite ; 

secretary, Mr E. C. SF::awr; treasurer, Mr A. Lo Mount; Committee, Messrs W. Vickers, T.P. Symonds, H Wood, 

W. Cole and C. Thomas. A slight revival is taking place in reefing. The King Cole is working full handed; 

Hardwidge and Symonds are working on the Champion Hill; also, Sayers and party. Hardwidge anSymons crushed 

13 tons for 8oz 13drt. and C. Wood 3. tons for ldwt. 

DISTRICT NEWS.   (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday August 27. The Bullumwaal dredging company 

has had a very good clean up, namely, 9oz. 12dwt. On good authority it is stated that the ground is worth 30oz. per 

acre. The company has now the advantage of knowing which way the gold runs, and need not work the poor ground, 

as they have been doing. The company anticipate having "a good time" from this onward. The Nicholson dredge 

people are making good progress with their machinery. Another batch of engineers is to come up this week, and it is 

expected the dredge will be ready for work in five weeks' time. The Beehive has been crushing for the last two 

weeks. Drummond and party are working their old show on the road again with fair stone in the face. The King Cole 

has about 10 tons at grass and will be able to make good progress now. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)   BULLUMWAAL Thursday, October 3. The dredge 

cleaned up last week for 65 oz., obtained from a quarter acre of ground, which is very satisfactory as far as the 

quantity of stuff is concerned, but not so for the time it has taken to get it. The dredge is supposed to get rid of an 

acre per month, yet it is over four weeks since the previous clean up took place. The directors paid a visit to the 

dredge yesterday, so perhaps some improvement will be made. The rifle club is losing two of its prominent 

members--H. Wood and W. E. Symonds, both of whom are going to New Zealand. H. Wood, last Monday, put on 

235 out of a possible 246, and won the Clements trophy after two ties last month, besides several other trophies. He 

was undoubtedly the crack shot of the club. W. E. Symonds, though not so good a shot, was a very consistent 

shooter--a good team's man-and was a member of the committee. The Beehive mine is very short of water just now, 

and not able to crush full time. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Saturday, October 19. Everything is 

still very dry and the domestic supply of water is now down to the bottom furrows of the corrugated tanks. There is 

still a little water in the creek, but as that has been used over and over again by diggers and   stock it is better left 

alone in case the epidemic that prevailed here nine years ago should again break out. On Friday morning a large 

bush fire occurred at Merrijig. With the fierce wind then blowing the flames soon reached the Beehive, where they 

devoured about 50 cords of wood, belonging to the woodcutters, and the miners hut. Owing to the mine being idle 

for want of water not many of the huts were occupied at the time. The fire then cut across to the Christmas battery, 

and burned the woodwork of the dam. From there it swept past the Perseverance and the Anglo-Saxon mines. All 

hands were out fire beating. The full extent of the damage done is not yet known. Fires are also raging around the 

Yahoo battery and the Nicholson River dredge. The Bullumwaal dredge will clean up again about next Wednesday. 

After wards the barge will be removed to the new site already cut out for it. Then, with a good fall of rain dredging 

prospects should brighten up considerably. The Nicholson dredge did not make a very satisfactory start, the motor 

pump having been disabled. A new one has arrived and a fresh start is to be made on Monday. There it a good 

supply of water in the Nicholson, so that work there will not be interrupted on account of the dry weather. 

31 Oct 1907 DISTRICT NEWS.       (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)     The old Woollybutt Hotel on the   

Mount Baldhead road is being pulled   down for the purpose of being removed     and put to a better and more useful 



purpose than it has served of late years. Formerly the house was a convenience to all travellers on the road, but since 

the license as allowed to lapse, it be- came only an accommodation house in   name and was only visited when stress 

of circumstances made a call necessary.     For the future travellers from Bullumwaal to the Sheepstation, a stage 10 

miles in length, will have to rely on their own supplies to carry them through. Mr A. Gardiner, who was engaged in 

pulling the Woollybutt Hotel down, met with a nasty accident through the side of the building falling on him. He 

received two severe cuts on the head and some bruises on the body, but luckily no bones were broken. The 

Nicholson dredge has been put through a very successful trial run of four days. The Dredging Co., has now to take 

delivery of the plant from the makers. 

 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Tuesday November 12.   The 

Bullumwaal dredge has ceased work owing to the water supply having given out. It had been intended to shift the 

barge to the new site after the last clean up, but that idea had to be abandoned when the creek dried up. All hands 

have been knocked off until a good fall of rain occurs. In the meantime a good many of the men have gone over to 

the Nicholson dredge. Although the Nicholson dredge has plenty of water, it has not made much headway as yet, 

being troubled by the same complaint which affected its Bullumwaal sister in its early stages-want of sufficient 

steam power. It was expected that in building the Nicholson dredge the engineers would have profited by the 

experience of the Bullumwaal dredge. Another trial, however, is to be made of its capabilities. This test will 

commence on Sunday night and continue to Wednesday night. Although it has not yet "touched bottom " there is 

good gold to be seen in the boxes, and once the dredge gets fairly to work good returns may be expected from it. 

Another fire took place, on Saturday, but fortunately it was extinguished before much damage was done. The owner 

of the house, A. Blithman, lost some clothing and sundries. It has been stated that a teams match is to take place on 

11th December between the rifle clubs in the Union-- "eight men to shoot and six to count." That is a mistake. The 

Bairnsdale and Lindenow delegates wanted eight to shoot and six to count, but Bullumwaal argued for ten to shoot 

and all to count. Finally a compromise was made- -ten to shoot and eight to count Bullumwaal has now decided that 

it cannot ask men to go Bairnsdale unless the full team's scores are to count. Ten has always been recognised as a 

team, and a match should be decided by the total points made by the team and not by a few of the leading shots. 

Unless, therefore, each team's score is to count it is most   uncertain whether Bullumwaal will be represented in the 

competition. The first stage of the delegates trophy was shot on Saturday, when J. Francis (96-9-105) and H. H. 

Waite (88-17-105)     reached the possible. It is expected that other will reach the 105 before the third Saturday is 

over.   Several heavy losses have taken place among the horses and cattle lately, mostly through them falling down 

abandoned shafts. As the cost of living is still getting greater, the miners are wandering where they "come in" under 

the new protection of the Deakin Government. They find their purchasing power decreasing day by day, with no 

corresponding rise in the value of their labor. It will soon be necessary for us all to become civil servants in some 

capacity or another if we are to be expected to pay our way. 

DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL Tuesday, November 26. Again a small rush has taken place at Yahoo Creek. 

Several miners of Bullumwaal and Sandy Creek trekked there last week. As a rule miners carry their swags on their 

back, but in this instance everyone was pushing a wheelbarrow. Wherefore they have been dubbed the barrow 

brigade. A very severe hailstorm occurred here on Wednesday last. The stones were phenomenally large, and did 

much damage to the diggers' gardens. Clements and Power are still doing well in their old claim. Sorrensen and 

party have been on good gold for the last few months. The Nicholson dredge is still working unsatisfactorily. This is 

unfortunate for the dredging industry, which seems destined not to get a proper start in this district. There is gold in 

payable quantities in the river beyond all doubt, but so-far neither at Bullumwaal nor on the Nicholson can the 

dredges give satisfactory returns to the shareholders. 

 

1908 C. Wood has put through a small crushing at the Sons of Freedom battery for loz. 11dwt. per ton. Rain is still 

badly needed for mining operations. 

DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)   Monday. February 19. The Beehive 

Co. has knocked of several hands pending the erection of the additional five head of stampers. It is evidently the 

intention of the company to treat a large body of low grade stone. Messrs T. Curtis and Guehenneuc have pegged 



out the Lone Hand reef. Clements and party are putting through a crushing of 10 tons from the Commonwealth at 

the Anglo Saxon battery. The number of alluvial diggers on Yahoo Creek is still increasing. 

24 Mar 1908 DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL Saturday, March 21. This 

township was about deserted on Thursday. In addition to two special coaches , every horse and bicycle in the place 

was made use by the residents to reach Bairnsdale to assist at the carnival. To not a few the presence of the Walhalla 

band, some of whose members were formerly of these parts, was an additional reason for making the trip to the city 

on the Mitchell. Everyone appears to have had a fairly good time and to have enjoyed the holiday. There was a 

reference in The Advertiser recently to the discoloration of the water of the Nicholson River, and it was stated that 

the alleged pollution was due to the working of the dredge. That statement was purely a surmise. The dirty water 

that leaves the dredge does not find its way into the river. The two water spouts that burst at Yahoo Creek were 

responsible for the clayey state of the Nicholson. This can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of anyone who cares 

to investigate the matter. Two miners, Messrs Thomas and Williams, have been getting very good gold since last 

Christmas down at the bridge, near the dredge. The returns in some cases were over £13 for a week's work. The 

Nicholson dredge is still working well. It had a clean up the other day, but the results have not been made known. 

Horsemen and bike riders using the Mount Baldhead road at night time complain of the practice of some teamster in 

leaving chocks in such positions on the roadway as to be dangerous to other travellers. Some youthful practical joker 

has been gratifying his propensity lately in a way that may lead to serious results. On more than one Saturday 

evening recently women have been tripped up most unceremoniously, and sustained shocks or falls, when crossing 

the culvert near Ryan's store, through their feet catching in a piece of stout twine that was stretched across from one 

side to the other. The guilty party would be acting sensibly not to repeat such foolish acts. 

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT BULLUMWWAAL .Tuesday, April 7. A meeting of the miners of Yahoo was 

held last week to protest against the new Gold Buyers Act. It was resolved that no more miners rights be taken out or 

registration fees of any kind be paid until such time as less restrictions be imposed on the diggers in the pursuit of 

their calling, and asking all other diggers to take similar action. The proprietor of the battery has received a letter 

from two bankers stating that they cannot buy any retorted or smelted gold, whether quartz, alluvial or 

manufactured, without the same is accompanied by a licensed assayer's certificate. That means that a stop will be put 

in this district at once to reefing. Complaints are made by the alluvial diggers that it is impossible for them to go to 

Bairnsdale every time they want to sell a dwt. or two of gold, and they are not allowed to keep a horse, the grass 

being sold to owners of cattle, the said cattle not only eating all the grass but all the produce of the diggers gardens, 

too (half a digger's living), besides doing damage to races and other mining property. The revenue received by the 

Lands department for the grazing areas does not compensate the Government for the damage done by the cattle to 

the mining tracks alone. How such an act came to be passed without a protest from members representing mining 

districts is inexplicable. Unless it is speedily amended the mining industry here will be given a check it may not 

recover for years to come. 

 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Tuesday, July 28. At the meeting of the rifle club on   

Saturday evening one of the members, Mr A. L. Mount, referred to some of the advantages that would be reaped by 

rifle clubs in the district if the proposed squadron of Australian Light Horse were established at Bairnsdale. For one 

thing, he said, the Defence department would maintain in good order all the rifle club ranges in the district used by 

the members of the squadron. That would probably encourage more members to join the rifle clubs. As to the 

squadron itself, it was a capital idea, and although horses were not too plentiful around Bullumwaal be understood 

that a sufficient number would be available with those at Lower Boggy to constitute a troop. Indeed some 20 names 

were going down from this part of the district from men who were anxious and willing to join the squadron. These 

men would be all first-class bushmen, whom nobody could lose in the ranges, and they could all shoot, too. It may 

be mentioned that some time ago the Defence department offered members of rifle clubs the chance of applying for 

a commission in the military forces. Mr Mount applied and has since been attached to the 10th squadron. It is 

claimed for the Bullumwaal Rifle Club that it is the only rifle club in the state that possesses a brass brand. The 

players, who are under the baton of Mr J. White, are progressing satisfactorily. The Beehive mine is again working 

two shifts per day. About a dozen men were put on last week. A good deal will depend on the weather conditions as 

to whether the men's employment will be permanent or not, unless a heavy fall of rain occurs soon the mine will run 



short of water again, its present supply being very limited. Snow still continues to fall on the higher country to the 

north of the town ship. The tops of some of the mountains are covered to a depth of several feet by recent falls. 

6 Aug 1908 THE GOLD BUYERS ACT. PUBLIC MEETING AT BULLUMWAAL. (FROM OUR 

CORRESPONDENT.) An adjourned meeting of miners, to protest against the Gold Buyers Act, was held at 

Bullumwaal on Saturday night. Mr E. C. Shaw was voted to the chair. The Chairman stated that at a former meeting 

a committee had been appointed to select the clauses in the act that were considered a hindrance to the miners and 

the community in general. These clauses he would place before the meeting. But before doing so he must 

compliment the   miners for the spirit they had shown in turning out to fight for the rights which the act had taken 

from them. As a rule, the miners were quite satisfied to let one or two do the fighting for them, while they gave 

passive support, but of this occasion they had displayed more public spirit by attending the meeting in large numbers 

Clause 18, which relates to license fees, was the first one dealt with. If the gold buyer, said the chairman, pays fees 

he must be allowed a margin of profit, and thus he made gold a trading article or commodity. Then why should it not 

fluctuate in price, as other articles of trade did, according to the demand? It was well-known fact that although gold 

was harder to get now than it was ten years ago, it had a less purchasing power than formerly ten years ago the 

miner could buy as much for 1oz. of gold  as he could at the present time for 1oz. 5dwt. Clause 27 was intended, it 

seemed, to stamp out the prospector, who travelled the mountains searching for reefs. After finding one he would no 

doubt take out a trial crushing. More often than not that crushing did not pay expenses. Yet he must pay a few 

pounds more to obtain a gold assayer's certificate before he could sell the gold from that crushing. Where could a 

prospector find an assayer in this district? And if he had to go out of the district to find one how was he to satisfy the 

assayer as to where he obtained the gold ? If the battery manager was allowed to give a certificate, free of charge, it 

would simplify the matter. In this district, prospecting had ceased entirely since the Gold Buyers Act came   into 

force. Clause 29: The hours for buying gold should be as long as the gold buyer kept his store open. How many men 

walked in about twenty miles to pay for their stores and obtain a fresh lot to find that although the shop was open 

they could   not sell their gold until next day? Under  such circumstance the gold did not sometimes go towards 

buying a fresh  supply of stores. It went in paying for   conviviality. " Clause 34, no child under 15 years of age shall 

sell gold; How many children   under 15 years of age had claims of their own in a place like Bullumwaal? When a 

child left school there was no other   occupation for it but to dig, yet he was  not allowed to sell his gold, nor was a 

father, after doing his day's work a few miles away, allowed to give his son the gold to sell, but must go himself to 

the gold buyer. Clause 36: A battery owner went to   the nearest police station to register his appliances for treating 

and smelting gold, in compliance with this clause, but   was told that if he did register them he would not be allowed 

to use them. That   meant that a battery owner was not   allowed to crush or treat gold, so how was a miner to have 

his stone treated ? Further the Gold Buyers Act caused  monopoly in Bullumwaal, only one license   existing 

between four stores, which was a great inconvenience to the miner, as 90 per cent. of the currency was alluvial gold. 

Yet by the act the digger was  compelled to deal with the one store that had the license. The clauses he had referred 

showed, firstly, that the buyer must have a profit allowed him ;secondly, that no prospecting was allowed; thirdly, 

that no matter how far one had to walk one must arrive at a gold buyer's place by a certain hour to sell gold; 

fourthly, that a young miner was not allowed to sell his own gold, even if he had his father's permission; sixthly, that 

batteries were not allowed to crush their own or other people's stone. Another speaker referred to a case that cane to 

his own knowledge, in which the miner, when offering his gold for sale, was requested to give the registered number 

of the claim. There were many old diggers who eked out a living by fossicking among the old claims, and 

sometimes they would visit a dozen and only got a dwt. As such men had no registered claims the buyer was not 

allowed under the act to buy the gold from them. Recognising the injustice done these old men, the buyer wrote to 

the department and explained the circumstances. The only reply he got was, "Do you intend to comply with the 

conditions laid down in the act?" The meeting resolved that a petition should be drawn up and signed by all the 

miners in the district, and forwarded to the Minister of Mines, asking that the clauses quoted be amended, and that 

another license be granted in the township, as clause 31 applied to Bullumwaal. A hearty vote of thanks was given to 

Messrs. E.C. Shaw and C. Thomas for the   pains they had gone to in the matter, and the meeting closed. 

DISTRICT NEWS.     BULLYMWAAL Thursday, August 6. Last week Messrs Barmer and Bishoff were caught in 

a snowstorm between  Valentine and Mount Baldhead, and had to camp for the night in the open. With great 

difficulty, they managed to light a fire, but the snow kept falling heavily all night and their position was a most 

unenviable one, there being no covering under which they could take shelter. Both being men of the hardy bush 

type, they fortunately suffered no ill-effects from their night's exposure to the biting cold. A number of the miners 

hereabouts have been losing their dogs lately through some person or persons having distributed " baits" on the so-



called cattle runs. In some case these dogs were the only companions for weeks at a stretch of their owners--men 

living out in the gullies or on the hills--and their loss is keenly felt. The miners have always been good friends to the 

cattle men in the past in doing many an act of mercy by rescuing stock that got into open shafts, but if the in 

discriminate poisoning of their dogs is to be the return for such deeds their hearts may become hardened against the 

owners of cattle, which would be a pity, as no man, if he can help it, allows a dumb animal to suffer. Rain has fallen 

here as in other parts of the district, but to set things up properly, and particularly our staple industry, we badly want 

a fall of six inches in as many days 

DISTRICT NEWS. (FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.)   BULLUMWAAL. Tuesday, September 1. The last 

return from the Beehive crushing shows a slight improvement on the former one. which was 22oz- from 82  tons, the 

last being 32oz. from 100 tons. The want of water is still badly felt, only sufficient having accumulated to enable the 

mine to treat stone for one day during the week. Some light showers fell during last week. The heaviest was on 

Monday when 37 points were registered. The total since Monday is 76 points. There are hundreds of dead cattle 

lying in the watercourses that flow into the Mitchell. Over 50 were counted at Lower Sandy's Creek last week. 

When the weather gets a bit warmer, the water in the Mitchell should be just the thing to fertilise Chinese market 

gardens. 

BULLUMWAAL. Tuesday, September 15. The dredge was successfully floated last week to the new site lower 

down the creek, and will make another start at gold-winning to-morrow. It has not been the means of adding to the 

gold yield of the district so far, but from its very advent it has had a most chequered career, no sooner overcoming 

one misfortune than it was confronted with another. The unusually long period of dry weather the district 

experienced was unquestionably the severest trial of all   which those interested in its success had to endure. But 

everyone is hoping now that its capabilities will to able to be fully and fairly tested, and that it will give a good 

account of itself. The ground which it is to work on this occasion, besides being most promising offers certain 

advantages that will help to keep down the expense. The Beehive Company, now that water is more plentiful, are 

treating larger quantities of stone. The yield per ton, it is pleasing to state is improving. An additional number of 

men is to be put on at once. The Christmas and South Defiance reefs have been taken up by private parties, who 

intend to give these shows a thorough trial. The Sons of Freedom battery is busy on several parcels of stone which 

were got out some time ago, but which had to await a fall of rain before they could be treated. The rifle club band 

dances have "caught on." They have an attraction seemingly for other than local residents, as some Bairnsdale 

visitors have been attending them. I hear that arrangements are being made to put on a special coach for the next 

dance for the benefit of those young dwellers in the "City of the Lakes" who hear calls in this direction. 

DISTRIICT NEWS. I C on conano BULLUMWAAL Tuesday, September 2?. Good stone been struck at the 

Beehive mine, and a return of the old order of affairs-rich yields and fuller employment for all hands-is now 

anticipated. The dredge is also working well, and doing more work in a week than formerly it could get through in a 

month. The mining outlook is more hopeful generally than it has been at any time during the past twelve months. 

There is not an idle hand in the place just now. The following crushings have been treated at the Sons of Freedom 

battery: -Curtis and party, 18 tons for loz. ; Mills, . tons for 12oz  5 dwt.; Woods and party, - tons for 27oz 15 dwt. 

Other parcels of stone are awaiting treatment, but the carters are all too busy at present to supply the demand for 

their services. The weather continues showery, and most seasonable. 

BULLUMWAAL Tuesday, October l. The dredge is doing splendid work, getting over about 6000 yards per week. 

From a partial clean up a yield of 2 oz. was obtained. Mills and Wilson have taken up the Geordie Chapman" tunnel, 

and it id reported that they have struck payable The Beehive is crushing, working two shifts, and getting through a 

fair quantity of stone. Some very cold showers have fallen during the last three days, the registrations for which 

were 84 points. The rifle club picnic, to be held next month, will include a ladies' match. Keen competition is likely 

to take place for the Shannon trophy. Very fair practice work is being done by members of the club. A meeting of 

the Bullumwaal Cricket Club was held last week, at which- the following office-bearers were elected: President, Mr 

A. J. Waite; vice-president, Mr. TL Emery; secretary and treasurer, Mr P. Shaw; committee, Messrs W. Hall, C. 

Meluish and J. Francis. There are stated to be some budding players in the district this season, and some interesting 

games should be witnessed.. 

BULLUMWAAL Thursday, October 21?. Ever since the Gold Buyers Act came into force prwepetori her- haove 

houl ?uoe little difficulty in disposing of their gold. Rumor has it that thin difficulty has now been surmounted-not 



by an amendment of the act, which was agitated for in vain, but by a little hard thinking. Tired of attempting to do 

business with banks and other; the expedient was hit upon of sending small parcels of gold direct to the mint: The 

returns were duly received. In a nsh a simple way the prospectors have found a good buyer for their gold, one who 

asks no questions of them, but just taken it from them and hands over the cash. It is unlikely, under these 

circumstances, that the prospector or miners here will have any further interest in the told Buyers Act, being now 

able to ignore it. 

DISTRICT NEWS (From our Correspondent)  BULLUMWAAL Saturday, November 20. The dredge has again 

stopped working. From the very start the company has been hampered for want of capital and this is the reason for it 

suspending operations at present. The share list is to be increased from 10,000 to 20,000. When this has been 

accomplished another start will be made. 31eaa lea it is probable that the dredge will let on tribute. Most of the 

diggers of Sandy's Creek have removed to the Yahoo, where they are reported to be doing better. A visit was paid to 

the Beehive mine yesterday by a party of ladies, who, after attiring themselves in oilskins, descended to the 

underground workings and climbed about the stopes. They were greatly delighted with their novel experience. The 

Presbyterian Sunday school concert and distribution of prizes took place on Monday night. The Rev. H. Bourns, of 

Bairnsdale, presided. There was a good rally of parents and others and an enjoyable evening was spent. Close upon 

two inches of rain has fallen this month. To be exact, the record is t inch 68 points. 

DISTRICT NEWS . (From our Correspondent)  . BULLUMWAAL. Thursday, December 3. The Bullumwaal 

Dredging Company has made a change in the management of the barge. Mr C. Forster has been appointed thereto in 

place of Mr Mummery, who has resigned. The company has decided not to let the dredge on tribute, but to make 

some alterations in the machinery while the working capital is being increased. The last paddock taken out was all 

high and smooth work, and at the finish was dipping into deep ground with every prospect of obtaining good gold. If 

the alterations in the machinery are carried out satisfactorily, and the company succeeds in obtaining more capital, 

the dredge cannot but be a good investment. As a nipper at my elbow suggests, it must become a Dreadnought 

instead of a Dredgenought. Woods and party are putting through a small crushing of 3 tons at the Sons of Freedom 

battery. This will be followed by 12 tons of stone for LS. eate from Bullumwaal gully. Lawrence and party have 

struck a new reef close to the creek, about two miles from the township, which is prospecting very well Mr Davey. 

inspector of school, paid a visit to the school this week for the annual examination. The result was great credit to Mr 

J. S. Baker, the head teacher, with four merits out of six, and ten standards out of thirteen applicants were secured. 

The other scholars did remarkably well. 

1909 DISTRICT NEWS. (From our Correspondent)  BULLUMWAAL. Monday, January 18. A digger at Yahoo, 

one day last week, worked up for himself an exciting time in a very simple manner. Seeing a strong body of 

caterpillars making a demonstration in force around his vegetable garden, on which he set great store, he decided to 

make it hot for the enemy-to annihilate the entire body, in fact, in one net. This he did by meeting the threatened 

invasion with fire. It was a short, sharp, and decisive encounter. But it ended in a Cadmean victory. When the smoke 

cleared away and an inspection was made of the field of the engagement, it was found that while the invaders had 

been killed outright the defender of his vegetables had lost his home!  Fortunately, he had left to him most of his 

personal belongings. It is reported that Wilson and party, of the Two-mile; have bought the Christmas battery  to put 

on their reef, which is looking well. The Beehive is crushing from the Queen shaft, with satisfactory results. A  new 

reef has been found on Wild Dog, Yahoo, by Anderson and party, and good alluvial gold is being got on the 

Frenchman by Rankin and party. The Frenchman was noted for its rich patches in the early days. 

DISTRICT NEWS BULLUMWAAL Friday, April 30. Wintry weather has prevailed during the past fortnight. 

There have been some sharp frosts in the lowlands, while at Mount Baldhead and on the surrounding hills heavy 

falls of snow have occurred. Light showers of rain have since fallen. Favorable reports of the mining industry at the 

Yahoo continue to be received. There are now some fifty men employed there. There are indications that the local 

mine, the Beehive, is going to resume work again. Mr I. S. Ryan and his family have taken their departure for South 

Gipps land. No offer, I understand, has been received for the purchase of his business, and the stock, it is said, will 

be removed to Bairnsdale to be sold. 

DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUUWAAL Saturday, August28. The Beehive mine is still working full handed driving 

and sinking. The driving is being done with the intention of, proving the existence of new shoots which, when 

found, will greatly increase. the value of the mine. Wilson and party have given up sinking, owing to the heavy 



pressure of water, and are now putting in a tunnel 300ft, meeting the reef below the level on which they are working, 

J. Drummond is prospecting the Commonwealth, where he has every prospect of getting payable stone: At Yahoo 

the Dreadnought tunnel is being pushed ahead. One reef, carrying payable stone, has been cut, but it is expected that 

the main lode will be cut in another 200ft- The alluvial miners are still doing fairly well.  One miner, W. Guild, got 

SOdwts. in one dish, besides specks up to loz. in weight. I have been requested to ask the member for Yahoo  in the 

Model Parliament, to draw the Minister for Airways  attention to the fact that the airship due at Yahoo from 

Lindenow last mouth has not yet put in an appearance. It was reported in The Advertiser as having been seen at 

Bairnsdale. Much disappointment is being felt by the diggers at the airship's non-arrival. as it had a valuable cargo 

of Mitchell's " Peacock brand" on board, and by last reports the diggers thirst was getting unbearable. Also, they 

wish to know why a certain representative was not recognised as the member for Yahoo. Have we not all heard the 

variant of the old proverb, "scratch a Labor man and underneath you will find the Yahoo." 

NEWS . (From our Correspondent)  BULLUMWAAL Saturday, December 4 The Beehive Company are still 

crushing. It is reported that some of the returns have gone up to 2oz. per ton. Sinking is in progress on a winze on 

the south shoot, where 9fiL of stone is being obtained. The lost crushing from this shaft only went 1dwts., although 

former crushings yielded 2oz. Still, 1dwt. from that width of stone should be highly payable. Drummond sand party 

intend to have a Christmas crushing out of the Commonwealth. An loz 10dwt. 11grn. speck was got at Yahoo last 

week by a digger named Thompson. Much disappointment was felt by the school children on learning that their 

exhibit missed the show. It was sent down on the day previous to the show, but was not delivered, it appears, until 4 

o'clock on show day-too late to be judged. 

1910, 19 Feb BULLUMWAAL   A MINING REVIVAL (BY OUR CORRESPONDENT.)Thursday, February 1  

Bullumwaal has seen many ups and downs since the days when, some half a  century ago, there was more money   

spent in a night in the little "pub" than would support the present population for half a year. Those were the days, old 

identities tell us, when hundreds of miners were engaged on the Gold--when gold seeking was a remunerative and 

exciting pursuit, and when savings banks would have had to close for want of custom. The sounds of revelry by 

night penetrated far up the creek. It was the pre-Judkins era, when "dancing girls" from the metropolis were as good 

a gold mine to the enterprising "pub." as 50 per cent of the claims proved to the workers. Like many another field of 

those days, the place had a mere mushroom existence. It rose by leaps and bounds and collapsed as suddenly all of a 

heap. For years afterwards it remained a deserted field, except for a few fossickers, some of whom remained on, 

mainly hoping for a return of the fortune that would bring back the joy of the earlier days. The deep mining that was 

tried later was a costly experiment to these enterprising men Bairnsdale once possessed. Of those of them who have 

gone to their rest let me say that their memories are still cherished here by those who were of   their time. Then there 

was the "depression rush," when the land boom   burst in Melbourne and stranded so many people who previously 

had been in comfortable circumstances. Those were strenuous days here for hundreds of men who had followed 

vastly different occupations for a livelihood before they were engulphed in the maelstrom of adversity. They were 

men, most of them of true grit, and they worked mighty hard in the effort to retrieve their lost fortunes, or to earn 

something for those who were dependent upon them, while living the while on the commonest of fare. Many of 

them, alas, were poorly rewarded. But they bore their trials heroically, and when they foregathered in the township 

of an evening on occasions those were, perhaps, the happiest hours in the social history of Bullumwaal. The recent 

history of the place needs no reference. But for the Beehive mine and some much smaller "shows," and the men who 

work single-handed, the place would have become a grazing area. Now there are indications of a revival. The old 

Sons of Freedom reef has been taken up on lease by a party who intend to spend £1000 in thoroughly testing it. A 

similar sum is to be expended in exploiting the Anglo-Saxon reef by another party. The Beehive is once more 

working full-handed. The erection of the electric plant is almost completed. Wilson and party, at the Two-mile, are 

cleaning up a crushing of 100 tons, which is said to be looking well. This mine has most encouraging prospects. It 

has a large body of stone of low grade in which there are some rich patches. It is stone that is easily worked. Six 

men could keep a 10-head battery going full time. Hibbins has crushed 24 tons for 6oz. 7dwt, and Drummond and 

party got a yield of 3oz. 13dwt from 4 tons. The Dreadnought at the Yahoo has cut the reef in the tunnel 350 feet 

from the north shaft. It is described as being strong, highly mineralised and showing some free gold. 

Tuesday, April 12 A start is likely to be made to make use of the magnificent timber at the   Woollybutt, on the 

Mount Baldhead road. A sawmiller has been up looking for a mill site. Water was the only drawback he could 

discover. Those who know the country, however, say a supply can be obtained in the old Woollybutt reef dam, and 

in almost any gully. There are between 25 and 30 electors at Yahoo who will not be able to record their votes at the 



election to-morrow, owing to no provision having being made to enable them to do so. The nearest polling place is 

Bullumwaal, about 20 miles distant, and as there is no mail service they cannot vote by post. This has been the case 

for a good many years, and the electors are beginning to think that it is not worth their while going to the trouble to 

take out rights or be placed on the rolls if they cannot record their votes without having to lose two days and walking 

40 miles, to say nothing of the expense incurred, which means a lot to electors of their class, who only visit a 

township once in a while. The police were up recently to inquire into complaints which had been lodged against 

several boys in the district, who had done considerable damage to the machinery and buildings at the Anglo-Saxon 

and Harvey's mine. It is not thought that any proceedings will be taken against them this time, as the culprits, who 

were all found, had a sever caution administered to them by Constable Whitley, which, it is hoped, will have the 

desired effect. If not, the townspeople intend to petition to have a constable stationed in the township, as the boys are 

getting beyond control and are careless of what damage or annoyance they cause. Some months back whooping 

cough broke out among the school children. The school remained open until the Easter holidays, by which time the 

epidemic had disappeared and the average attendance was as usual. Then a notice was posted up, stating that "owing 

to an outbreak of whooping cough the school would not open until 11th April, instead of the 4th, and on top of this 

comes a further intimation to the effect that owing to the outbreak of whooping cough the school will not open   

until the 18th April." It must be that it is the department itself that is now suffering from the distressing ailment. All 

the same, it is not far to the children that they should now to compelled to take an enforced holiday when they are in 

good health. Truly, there must be great waste of effort entailed in the circumlocutory methods of our Government 

departments. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (BY OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL. Saturday, April 30. The road from 

Bullumwaal to Tabberabbera has not been started yet, although it was understood that the Government were going 

to send up a batch of the unemployed as soon as the survey was completed. It is not now expected that the 

unemployed will arrive until after the winter has set in,   the intention being, it is thought, to have something in hand 

with which to relieves the heavy strain that always sets in during the winter months among the unemployed in the 

metropolis. The Beehive mine is now working three shifts. The prospects are reported to be better at the bottom 

level than they have been for years. All other mines are stopped for want of water. Mr R. Gardiner, pupil teacher, 

has been transferred to the Powlett River school.   His parents only lately left Bullumwaal for the same locality. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (BY OUR CORRESPONDENT.)   BULLUMWAAL. Tuesday, June 21. The recent fall of rain 

and snow has enabled several small crushings to be put through. Satisfactory returns were received. There was 18in. 

of snow on the Yahoo track, and there is still 2ft. on the road at Mount Baldhead. The Sons of Freedom and Early 

Bird leases have been surveyed and there is talk of others to be taken up soon. The rifle club in putting up very poor 

work this year with the annual musketry practice, only about seven members having completed the fall regulation 

practice so far and only one more Saturday before the end of the year. Miss V. Thompson, of Metung. has been 

appointed junior teacher in secession to Mr  R. Gardener. 

5 Jul BULLUMWAAL . Saturday, July 2.   Mr. J. Drummond has crushed five  tons of stone for a return of 15oz. 

18dwt. This stone was taken out of  the Commonwealth mine, from which Messrs Hardwidge and Martinez got 

some splendid returns a few years back. Mr Drummond has a good size block of stone to take out, and well deserves 

the find, as he has persevered at the reef for several months, and it should be taken as an object lesson by those who 

leave a reef on the first sign of the gold giving out, which applies to nearly all the small shows in Bullumwaal. Mr. 

T. Harvey has taken up a lease which will include the Daisy Bell and King Cole mines. In his former venture   in 

mining Mr. Harvey was very successful, notably at the Perseverance mine, from which a fair amount of gold was 

won. Mr. J. Heyward has crushed 10 tons   of stone for 18dwt. per ton. A billiard match between T. Haughton and 

G. Morgan, 250 up, was won by   the former, after an exciting finish.    

 

DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL. Monday, Aug. 29. The Beehive is still looking well. The electric winch is 

working satisfactorily. Mr Day, in whose charge it  was, left for town last week. Cunliffe and party at the Two-Mile 

are reported to be on very good stone. Wilson and party (Two Mile) are now crushing. J. Drummond 

(Commonwealth) is getting  out another good crushing.  Robbins and party (Christmas) have not yet struck payable 

stone. Dreadnought (Yahoo) is still following along the reef, which at present does no more than look promising.       



1 Nov 1910 THE BEEHIVE MINE. RICH PROSPECTS STRUCK. It is some years since the Beehive mine, 

Bullumwaal, was only a prospectors' claim. Its discovery was the outcome of the influx of gold seekers to the 

district which set in on the bursting of the metropolitan land boom-when trade and industry became so depressed 

throughout Victoria that men of every occupation. with their fortunes shattered and their families in dire want, were 

compelled to turn their hands to any honest toil that offered a prospect of even nothing better than a daily 

subsistence. Twenty years ago Bullumwaal was the dumping ground of scores and scores of the unemployed whom 

the Government were assisting in their hour of misfortune. As might have been expected under the circumstances, 

among the two or three hundred who thus became gold diggers or prospectors for the first time in their lives, there 

was a percentage of wasters, but the great majority of the men-and some of them belonged to the professional and 

artisan classes made a sustained manly effort to adapt themselves to their new conditions of life, and for very many 

months, in some instances, heroically worked on while living on very short commons and enduring very great 

hardships. As is the case on every goldfield, some were more fortunate than others. But the life was a hard one, and 

the impression was rife that "the gold did not go down," and after a time the field became almost   deserted. There 

was one "show," however, that was opened out which fortunately got into good hands. This was the Beehive. The 

stone taken from it was declared to be exceptionally rich, and trial crushings confirmed this opinion. But there was a 

very general belief prevalent that like all the other finds in the locality its richness would "peter out," as sinking 

proceeded, and the two prospectors who discovered it offered shares locally at a moderate price without securing 

any takers. A small Melbourne syndicate bought into the venture and set about developing the mine in a modest but 

business-like method, and never once has this syndicate hesitated with all its varying experiences, to do the claim 

justice and ascertain definitely whether deep sinking would not pay. To-day the Beehive has a level below 750 feet, 

on which it is opening north and south. Some samples of stone taken out at this depth are positively the very richest 

yet discovered. As Mr. Cadwallader, the manager, said yesterday, 'these specimens are richer than  the much talked-

of Bullfinch.' They were simply studded with gold. The reef from which they were taken, he says, is likely to 

become richer the deeper it goes down. By Christmas he expects to be on some very valuable stone. At present 40 

men are employed constantly on the mine. Asked his opinion of the surrounding of no district in Gippsland that of 

no better district in Gippsland that was better prospecting country. It contained plenty of permanent reefs, and these, 

if followed down, could not fail to give handsome returns. " It only wants the necessary capital put into the field, and 

good honest work done, to make Bullumwaal a great mining centre," added Mr. Cadwallader. 

3 Nov 1910  The "Advertiser" says that rich prospects have been struck at the Beehive gold mine at Bullumwaal, Mr 

Cadwallader, the manager, says the specimens are richer than the much-talked Bullfinch. At present 40 men are 

employed at the mine. 

9 mar 1911 CYCLONIC RAIN STORM. -----+---- DAMAGED STOCK AND BUILDINGS. EFFECTS OF THE 

STORM IN THE BUSH. COUNTRY ROADS BLOCKED, Shortly after half=past 5 o'clock on Tuesday evening 

ominous signs of an approaching storm appeared in the western sky. Att 6 o'clock precisely the storm broke in all its 

fury on the town, a torrential rain falling, accompanied by an unusually strong, driving wind. The rain was so thick 

as to abscure ob jects two chains distant, and it came along with a force that was somewhat startling. Everyone 

sought shelter from its effects where it was at all possible to do so. Persons riding or driving had to pull up. They 

experienced the greatest difficulty in controlling their horses, which resolutely refused to face the storm and became 

highly nervous at the succession of loud peals of thunder and vivid flashes of lightning. Mr. G. C. Page, who was on 

his way home, had to sit out in his buggy, near M'Ghee's gully. He lost his hat and the rain pelted down so hard on 

his bare head that he felt as if he was being stupefied. When he reached his home he presented all the appearance of 

a half drowned man. He returned on foot to recover his hat, but near the spot where he expected to find it he was 

confronted with a snake, 3 feet long, which he killed by dropping a stone on its head. A young girl slipped near the 

water channel in Service street, but made a quick recovery after her involuntary bath. A similar mishap befell a 

much older resident in another part of the town. In his case, but for assistance being at hand, he would probably have 

been drowned. A well-known lady, who left a friend's house just before the storm broke, was caught in the very 

thick of it, and had it most trying experience. For safety sake she had to lay hold of a fence, which she could not 

leave for fully a quarter of an hour, during which lime she was mercilessly pelted by the heavy rain, after having lost 

her hat and umbrella. For fully 15 minutes the storm raged in all its fury, snapping limbs of great trees, making 

others bend to and fro like waving corn, bringing down telegraph poles by the run, stripping roofs of their iron, and, 

in some cases, carrying people off their feet and throwing them to the ground. Business people. who had been on the 

point of closing their establishments for the day, had a task set them of keeping the storm water out of their 

premises. Their efforts were for the most part futile, while householders were similarly unsuccessful, the rain finding 



openings where it had never been known to penetrate before. At twenty minutes past six there was a lull-an inch and 

17 points had fallen up to this time and soon afterwards people were enabled to venture out of doors and take stock 

of -the damage that had been done. In the town the heaviest loser was Mr. J. O. Rigby, at whose establishment the 

driving rain came in under the eaves and through the skylights in alarming quantities, damaging a considerable 

quantity of ladies' underwear, lace, hats, sheeting, blankets, towel:, etc. At the Victoria Hotel the rain beat into the 

upper story rooms under the iron roof and destroyed the wall paperings. The wind carried away the iron frieze work 

on the back verandah, smashing it into atoms. Mr. Newcomen estimates his loss at not less than £15. Similar damage 

was done at the Albion Hotel. water coming through the windows and a door which had been left open upstairs. The 

plaster of the ceiling of the upstairs parlor, as a result, came crashing down yesterday morning, injuring the piano, 

which was open, and some furniture. The upper part of the western wall of Messrs. S. A. Bush and Co.'s premises 

was subjected to a great battering, and the rain came in under the eaves, but comparatively little damage was done to 

the stock. The cellar became half filled with the overflow from the street channel. Mr. Bush and his hands, being on 

the premises at the time, set to work to make the loss as light as possible. At Lloyd and Co.'s the water found its way 

into the back part of the premises and damaged some tinware. Messrs. G. H. Cole and Co. escaped lightly. They had 

two fanlights broken, but very little water found its way into their premises. In the greater number of the business 

premises on the north side of Main street, between Service and Wood streets, the storm water came coursing down 

the back yards and forced itself through to the front doors, some of the floors being covered to a depth of several 

inches. In their anxiety to keep the rush of water out of their own premises two or three people diverted it towards 

their neighbors, not thinking of the injury their action was likely to cause, and on this being discovered some counter 

moves were secretly made, the result being that when the fury of the storm had abated, and an inspection made of 

the damage done by the flooding, honors were declared to be easy between the opposing parties. Mr. W. R. M'Briar, 

finding all attempts ineffectual to keep back the in rush of water, resorted to the expedient of cutting holes in the 

floor in the back portion of his shop. He disclaimed being actuated by a neighborly feeling in doing this, but his 

neighbors afterwards said it had the effect of relieving the pressure at their back doors. Along the river bank, down 

from the Wy Yung bridge, several large gum trees were blown down, while numerous willow trees were splintered. 

Some of the trees in Riverine street and in other parts of the town were also damaged. Fully 40 per cent. of the 

private houses in the town and its environs suffered some damage either from the wind or the rain. The wind got 

under Ituv vuritllUial or ur. n. t.T. Tureene-s house at East Bairnsdale and carried away a large portion of the roof. A 

small house at the corner of Nicholson and Dawson streets lost its roof, which was lifted bodily and de posited in a 

yard two and a hall chains away. Roder's blacksmith shop at Wy Yung was practically swept away, only portions of 

two walls remaining. The roof was blown off Mr. G. Vincent's kitchen at Clifton, also a portion of the roof of Mr. 

Hamilton's residence in the same locality.  

THE MAIZE CROPS. The maize crops in all parts of the district suffered more or less. In many instances they are 

laid low. While some are regarded as having been entirely ruined, it is thought others may still be saved; provided of 

course, there is not a continuance of wet weather.  

THE SARSFIELD ROAD. On the Sarsfield road strips of "country " appeared to have been struck heavier than 

others by the storm, for extending over some miles there are separate belts of trees flattened to the ground. The road 

itself yesterday was strewn with trees and in three or four places so as almost to block traffic, large trees having 

fallen across the roadway. The Bruthen coach experienced great difficulty in coming through on Tuesday night. In 

fact, it fact it did not arrive until ,ii' o'clock yesterday morning. The telegraph lines for miles are flat on the ground. 

while numbers of posts were also leveled. Practically all of the roads leading to the south  are similarly blocked. 

OTHER ROADS. The Deptford and Waterholes road are altogether impassable and are described by the shire 

engineer as like a haystack for miles. The Bullumwaal road is also closed to traffic. The coach left Bairnsdale 

yesterday morning, as usual, but had to return, owing to the number of trees, said to be almost countless, that had 

fallen down. The mails were sent on horseback. There is also a large tree across the Wy Yung road. The Clifton road 

is strewn with fallen timber. Mr. Wilson, Bairnsdale shire engineer was out all yesterday making an inspection of the 

roads. and arranged for gangs of men to start work at once clearing them for traffic purposes.  

THE TELEGRAPH LINES. The Bullumwaal and Bruthen telegraph lines came down in different places, and 

communication with Omeo and Orbost was also interrupted. The Melbourne lines were also unusable until about 8 

o'clock in the evening when one line was made workable. At Lindenow and Lucknow a number of poles are down, 

and near the Bairnsdale wharf the line was down. All the repairers were out yesterday. working hard to get the lines 

into a usable condition.  



MILES OF TREES UPROOTED. Mr. Thomas Hanrahan, who lives on his selection at Mount. Taylor, came into 

Bairnsdale last night and described his experiences and the effects of the storm in that locality. He was iii the bush 

when he heard the wind come howling along overhead, accompanied by heavy rain, and making a noise that was 

terrifying. - I had simply to stay where I was, he said, and take my chance, expecting every moment as heavy limbs 

and giant trees commenced falling and crashing around me, that I could not escape being struck. Limbs of gigantic 

proportions were wrenched off by the wind and carried long distances as lightly as feathers are wafted along. Once 

or twice as I saw huge trees being uprooted near mc and their branches sent in all directions. I felt very scared. But 

what happened near here was trifling to the havoc made further on. At my own place a haystack of 4 tons was lifted 

bodily over a hill and some of it carried a distance of two miles. The roof of my cowshed has been blown I don't 

know where. Other destruction was wrought at my place, especially to the fencing, that you will believe. What I am 

going to tell you now may seem mered(?) , but it is true all the same ,strip of country five miles wide and, extending 

in the direction of Deptford, for I don't, know how many miles  have had every tree on it blown down . The whole of 

the area referred to is  simply covered with fallen trees , a telegraph line on the road  lies buried underneath uprooted 

trees, and there are many places on the road .:tl t t t iuj . less your I horse will jii rip vu ii :nnili travel." 

 

11 Mar 1911 LAST TUESDAYS STORM. ITS EFFECTS AT MT. TAYLOR. 20 MILES OF FOREST TIMBER 

RAZED. BULLUMWAAL ISOLATED, Further accounts of the destruction wrought by the cyclone in the 

Bairnsdale district last Tuesday indicate that the effects were more severe than was at first reported, and as a 

consequence the shire council will be faced with heavy expense in opening up the roads north of the town to traffic. 

On the Mount Taylor road-the telegraph line road-no serious damage was done south of Waterholes Creek, but after 

passing this watercourse the first indications of the force of the gale were met with. The gently rising slope north of 

the creek was covered with stringybark trees of fairly large dimensions. Almost every one of these has had its 

boughs wrenched off and the trunk stripped of its bark. Other 'trees that were less firmly rooted have been blown 

clean over. It is not, however, until Mr. J. Boyd's properly is reached, about six miles from Bairnsdale, that the 

greatest force of the cyclone was reached. Here the road is simply strewn with trees, the only ones standing, being 

either saplings that were supple enough to respond to the terrific gale without being uprooted, or ringed trees that 

were devoid of foliage and so did not offer the same resistance as the growing timber. From Mr. Boyd's house to 

Boggy Creek vehicular driving is an utter impossibility, and even riding can only be accomplished with the greatest 

difficulty, for so closely are the branches and trunks lying that a horse can hardly obtain a footing. All the trees have 

fallen towards the east, showing that the gale was westerly. It appears to have started a short distance to the east of 

Mounts Lookout and Taylor, and the zone of its greatest force was about five miles wide, but its total width was at 

least ten miles. The country between Mount Taylor and Deptford road is completely devastated. The most 

remarkable instance of the fury of the storm is to be found at Boggy Creek, where an area of about 40 acres has been 

practically swept clean, hardly a tree of any description remaining upright, although previously it was heavily 

timbered. Near " Ledgelands," Mount Lookout, a pile or trees was heaped almost across the road to a height of about 

20 feet. Mr. Albert Goode, Mount Taylor, was an eyewitness of the storm. He states that he was just about to leave 

his home to attend parade drill at Bairnsdale, when he noticed a tremendously heavy cloud suddenly come over the 

mountain. In a few seconds the roar of the wind was deafening, and he had to hasten inside to escape a perfect 

deluge of rain. Looking out of a window he saw great trees toppling over like wheat before the scythe, and  great 

was the roar of wind and rain that it was quite impossible to distinguish the crashing of the trees as they struck the 

ground. One fell so close to his house that he had to cut away the limbs before he could get in or mout of the back 

door. The Deptford road is said to be the worst of the three roads affected. The work of making them available for 

traffic was commenced on Wednesday, when the shire engineer, Mr. Wilson, sent out several gangs of men and a 

bullock team to work on the Mount Lookout road. Up to yesterday afternoon the road was cleared as far as Mr. 

Vavasseur's, but from this point to Boggy Creek progress will be much slower as the road is more heavily 

obstructed. On the Mount Taylor road clearing was commenced yesterday a couple of bullock teams and gangs of 

wood cutters being sent out. It is difficult to say how long it will he before vehicular communication with 

Bullumwaal will be re-established, but it will be some weeks before the road will be quite cleared. It is extraordinary 

that no one was killed by the occurrence. The only explanation is that no one happened to be travelling at the time-

about 6 p.m. Even the cattle seem to have escaped injury. Many miles of fencing, however, have been broken down, 

and the expense of selectors in re-erecting will be very great, as hundreds of trunks will have to be removed before 

their lines can be cleared. The telegraph line is buried for about six miles. It will probably be cheaper to erect  a new 

one than to attempt to recover the old one. 



THE TAMBO DISTRICT. As in other parts of the surrounding district, Tuesday night's storm cleared large strips of 

country in the Sarsfield district. Between Mr. G. Ross's estate and Swan Reach, for three miles, what was heavily 

timbered property, has now barely a tree standing on it, while at short distances, the whole or the way on the road 

from Swan Reach to Bairnsdale, huge trees are blown down, rendering traffic almost impassable. A gang of 25 men 

and several bullock teams have been engaged for the last three days endeavoring to clear them away. The maize 

crops in that district also suffered to a great extent. All crops which were struck by the main part of the storm are flat 

on the ground. The hotel at Sarsfield was considerably damaged, windows being smashed, and roofs damaged, the 

estimated damage being £50. Mr. H. R. Macarthur also lost a valuable buggy mare, the result of a tree falling on it. 

It has been stated that it will take fully £100 to repair the Bumberrah riding roads. 

13 Apr 1911 'From the legal manager Beehive Gold Mining Co., Melbourne, stating that he had been informed that 

the road to Tabberabbera was now in course of construction, and reminding the council of the application made by 

the Beehive company for a slight deviation via the mine, and requesting the council to at once take the matter up,-

Application to be supported. 

Jun 1911DISTRICT NEWS. (BY OUR CORRESPONDENT.) BULLUMWAAL. Tuesday, June 27. Constable 

Elliott, of Lindenow, arrived here on Saturday to investigate the cases of three Chinamen, who were reported to be 

dying at Merrijig Creek. Two of them are very advanced in years, while the third was suffering from the effects of 

hunger. Arrangements were made to send the three of them to Bairnsdale. The picnic in connection with the 

coronation celebrations had to be postponed, owing to the wet weather until next Thursday. It will interest you to 

know that we have had 567 points of rain so far this month, making 3625 points since Jan. 1, and 5256 points since 

August 1 of last year. The Beehive mine is putting on more hands and several miners from other parts arrived here 

last week. The floods in the Nicholson caused a stoppage of the Yahoo battery for a week or more. 

 

DISTRICT NEWS. BULUMWAAL. Tuesday, November 22. The crushing of 12 tons of stone taken from the 

bottom level of the Commonwealth mine has given a very satisfactory return. The ore, which was treated at the Sons 

of Freedom battery, gave a yield of 231 ounces of gold 

28 Nov MINING BULLUMWAAL. Saturday, November 23. Hardwidge and Symonds are at present putting 

through a crushing of 12 tons of stone at the Sons of Freedom battery. This crushing was obtained from the bottom 

level of the Commonwealth mine It will be remembered that some little time age some excellent returns were 

obtained from this mine. It is expected that the present Smilml: -l , will prove highly payable.  

3 Feb 1912 AGE   A SAD CASE. TO THE EDITOR OF THE ARGUS. 

Sir, - Kindly allow me space to bring under the notice of the charitably disposed   the sad case of James McKerlie, 

miner, of  Bullumwaal, who in February, 1911, was   crushed by a fall of earth while working  in the Beehive mine. 

His back was broken  and his spine injured. He has been in the Bairnsdale District Hospital since February 6, 1911, 

and will be helpless all of his life.   He is only 40 years of age, and has a wife  and four children, the eldest about 

eight  years old, who are in very poor circumstances, if not in absolute want, and are being assisted by the 

neighbours. His wife  does what little work she can obtain, but   this, considering the ages of the children,    must 

necessarily be infinitesimal. I would  ask you to kindly take charge of any donations which may be forwarded to 

you, and,  as this is the first appeal that has ever been made from this district, I sincerely  trust it will be well 

received and liberally  responded to. An influential committee has been formed here, and local appeals are being 

made, also entertainments promoted  to assist what I consider a most deserving case. Yours &c A. C. BRABET   

 President, Bairnsdale District Hospital Feb. 2 [We shall be glad to receive and acknowledge  subscriptions- Ed. 

"A,"] 

 



20 Feb 1912  BAIRNSDALE COUNTY COURT. TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20. Cause List. James M'Kerlie, of 

Bairnsdale, v. The Beehive G.M. Co., Bullumwaal, claim for £2000 damages, for injuries sustained in defendant's 

mine. 

22 Feb 1912 After the case of M'Kerlie v. the Beehive G.M. Company, Bullumwaal, had been disposed of in the 

County Court yesterday by a verdict  being given for the defendants, the remaining cases: were made short work of, 

less than a quarter of an hour being- occupied. in dealing with them. 

1912   DISTRICT NEWS.   BULUMWAAL. Tuesday, March 12. The Beehive mine, which has been the mainstay 

of Bullumwaal for many years is now, alas, idle. The management decided, two weeks ago, to close down It is not 

known whether the suspension of work is merely temporary or for a lengthened period, but there is talk of some of 

the miners who have been employed in the mine leaving for other fields. Some of the men, since they knocked off, 

have been doing prospecting work, and T. Curtis and G. Meluish are reported to have found a reef near the Sons of 

Freedom battery. J. Curtis and L. Guihenneuc are also said to have a good prospect on the Old Sons of Freedom hill, 

and propose forming a party to work it. It will be a good thing for the township if these discoveries prove payable 

and will be some compensation for the closing down of the Beehive mine, which we can hardly think will be 

allowed to remain idle for any great length of time. Harvey Bros. are on very good stone and have a crushing of 20 

tons at the battery, while C. Wood has also a crushing awaiting a fall of rain to treat it and W.Symonds has also a 

quantity of stone at grass.  

Mr. W. Buchanan met with a serious accident on the Tabberabbera road last week. He was handling some timber for 

a culvert, when a big log slipped and struck the end of a smaller log, which flew up and struck him across the face 

with such force as to shatter the cheek bone and nose and inflict other severe hurts. The injured man was removed to 

the hospital. Much sympathy is expressed for him. He has been most unfortunate lately, having had more than his 

full share of accidents and sickness.  

26 Mar 1912 THE M'KERLIE FUND; We have received the following subscriptions towards the fund that is. being 

raised on behalf of the wife and family of Mr. James M'Kerlie, who was permanently disabled by a mining accident 

at Bullumwaal twelve months ago: Picnic Point Social, £5/3:: W. J. Corbet, 4/; A. C. Brabet, 5', Hon. G. Swinburne, 

M.L.A., £3/31; i,. J. Wilson, 10/-; A. S. Morrison, 10/; A. G. Holt, 5/; "Sympathiser," 2/6: A.N.A. Lodge, £1/1/; J. 

O'Rourke, 7/6; . P. Phillips, 10/; " Sympathiser" Deniliquin, l0/6; Miss M`Kay, 5/; J. R. Mosley, 10/; Mrs. T. 

Sawyer, 5; Jewish Women's Guild, Melbourne, £1; " Sympathiser," 5/; A. Appel, 5:; Miss Bull 10/; E. Bull, 10/-; H. 

A. Bull, 10,; Mrs. J. D. Burns, 10/; A. Munday, 2/6; Geo. Little, Boisdale, £1; W. Byr?ite, Q/l,;, Miss Burns, 2:/: 3-

rs. 1R . G. Brownlow, £l1/1; Mrs. Breen, rFl; Mrs. Hurry. St. Kilda, £1; C. S. Waller, .1; M.H.G., 'Talbot ille, £1; 

"Syvmpathy," £1: W...1. Scott 5/:1 . loers, ; 0. H. Snowball. M .L.A .. £1 : "Natouree" I 1/6; M. Keen, Warrandite, 

10;;; addition to Picnic Point social, 1:'.: J. L. Dahlsen. £1,1 ; nurses Bairnsdale Hospital, £1: J, Jemmeson, 7/6; Mrs. 

M.D., Sale, £1; Thos. Lloyd, £2; H. Tinsley, 2/6; Hon. D. E. M'Bride, £1 1/; Walhalla branch A.M.E. Association, 

£2/2/6; " Svmpathiser," ;'t; ' F C," Burnley, 5i; Rev H. M.. Burs, 10/; F. Sinnott, 5,; Rev. H. M. Burns, 10/; G. H. 

Wise. M.H.R., £2/2/-,; " Cam perdown," 2/6; proceeds of dance at Yarra Junction, per Ely and Christensen, £3/10/: 

Mrs. Ben. Johnson, 5/-; Friend, 1/-;. J. C. Potter, 10/-; J. Guiney, 5/; C. Morrison, 10/; Bonnie Doon, 5/! collected by 

Bairnsdale Brass Band, £12/686; J. Tipping, 5/; A. J. M'Kenzie, 10/; per W, Saunders and A. Sukroo (Mrs. Kesting, 

5:; G. Johnson, 2/6; G, Larkins, 3/6; navies, horse drivers and others. Orbost line £2/1/6, £2/ 12/6; J.M., Hawthorn, 

5,; M.A.11., Glen gower, d/; proceeds of ball at Fernbank, per Mr. E. T. Penglase, £7/3/6; Mrs. R. Gray, Meatian, 

14,'; A.K., 51; total, £68 12s  

    

18 May 1912 It Will be noticed by an advertisement in another column that the electrical and mining plant of the 

Beehive Gold Mining Company, Bullumwaal, is to be ;sold by auction on Thursday next, the 23rd inst. at the mine.  

DISTRICT NEWS, BULLUMWAAL. .Wednesday, June 12 The heavy rain that fell lately enabled the battery to 

start work on several crushings that were waiting to be put through. So far, two crushings have been treated Harvey 

and party, and Curtis's. The former crushed thirty tons for 47 oz. This stone was taken from the old Daisy Bell, and 

has proved highly  satisfactory. A later crushing is now being taken out. The stone from Curtis's gave a return of 



3oz. l2dwt. from 18 tons. This came from The Sons of Freedom , and, like Harvey's, there is plenty of stone to be 

taken out. During the past 12 months very little, progress has been made with the Dreadnought tunnel at Yahoo, but 

from information received active work may be expected to be resumed in the course of a few weeks. A small  fire 

occurred at Waite's bacon curing establishment on Friday 1st. The flames, however, were extinguished quickly and 

the contents rescued before much damage was done. Mr. J. S. Parker, the head teacher of the state school, has been 

transferred to Bowen, near Toora. He leaves about the end of the month. During his stay in Bullumwaal Mr. Baker 

has  been. very popular. He is a member of the rifle club, and has taken an active interest in all local matters. The 

good wishes of the residents went with him. 

9 Jul 1912. MINING AT BULLUMWAAL, Mining operations at Bullumwaal are reviving, and some new "'shows" 

are being worked. These have not yet been tested sufficiently to speak with any definite knowledge of them, but 

hope always runs high in the miner's or fossicker's breast. Meantime it may be stated that Hardwidge and Symonds, 

working at Kinsman's Gully, crushed 36 tons of stone lately and obtained 26 oz. 9 dwt., which is highly satisfactory, 

as the reef is close on 3 feet wide. A. L. Mount working a lease at the Dreadnought tunnel, Yahoo, has got on to the 

reef. He has to go 600 feet before he has finished; over 1300 oz. of gold has been taken out of the shaft. The cost of 

driving the tunnel which has been advanced 420 feet was £2 3s per foot. The Sons of Freedom is being worked by 

Tom Curtis and Son, who are paying attention to some "leaders" from the now defunct mine. Good stone is being 

mined and the expenses are kept at a low figure. C. Wood and Son are putting through a crushing from stone 

obtained on the Defiance this week, but the prospects are not known. 

17 Sept 1912. Harvey and party, Bullumwaal, crushed 43 tons of stone last week for a yield of 26oz. This is a better 

result than had been expected. There is a large body of stone to work on and it is proposed to erect a battery on the 

mine. T. Curtis secured 221 oz. from 14 tons of stone from the Sons of Freedom mine. The prospects in this claim 

still continue good. The locality has been prospected for the past 30 years and each prospector in his turn received 

satisfactory results. Hardwidge and Symonds are at present putting through another crushing. 

18 Oct 1912 Snow at Bullumwaal. Last Monday and Tuesday bitterly cold weather set in at Bairnsdale after the 

comparative warm weather of the preceding week and the sultry and somewhat oppressive atmosphere of Sunday. 

On Tuesday there were several severe hail storms and a biting wind blew from the south. Slight falls of snow were 

experienced near Bullumwaal and the passengers on the Bairnsdale coach were in the thick of one of these falls 

when crossing Matt's Hump. 

15 Nov 1912 MINING AT BULLUMWAAL Harvey and party have started crushing at their own battery, which 

they have finished erecting at the mouth of the Daisy Bell tunnel, They have a large, body of payable stone to work 

on, and as the cost of handling will be very small, good returns should be looked for. 

6 Dec MINING AT BULLUMWAAL. The grant of £100 for the Dreadnought mine at Yahoo was given for the 

purpose of completing the tunnel. This amount, with some private money that will be available shortly, should see 

the tunnel to a finish. The hard nature of the country met with made the driving very expensive, but if the results 

turn out only half what is expected, it should help in reviving quartz mining in that locality. The "Daisy Bell" 

(Harvey and party)   has been crushing one shift for the last four weeks. It is intended to keep on crushing for 

another three weeks, when a good clean up is anticipated.   

 

1913 DISTRICT NEWS. BULLUMWAAL. (BY OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, February 27. A nice 

sample of alluvial gold has been brought in from the Yahoo by a miner named Neilson. Some of the pieces weighed 

up, to 5oz. 7dwt. The find was obtained in the bed of the river, and the workings were only 18 inches deep. Very 

little is doing in reefing just now. The battery hoppers are full, but crushing is not possible for want of water. The 

foxes in these parts, while they are a bit of a nuisance to the poultry keepers, appear to be justifying their existence 

by the onslaught they are make on snakes. One resident says that before the foxes became so plentiful it was no 



uncommon thing for him to kill a snake almost every other day. This season he has only seen two snakes, and he 

attributes the scarcity of the reptiles to the way they are hunted and killed by the foxes. Other residents say they have 

often seen foxes eating snakes. The days of the last three cricket matches by Boggy Creek against Bullumwaal were 

marked by unfortunate accidents. In the first match, it will be remembered, a horse belonging to one of the Lower 

Boggy Creek men fell down a hole and had to be dug out, a work that occupied all hands until midnight-while 

Heaven's artillery rolled overhead and the rain descended in torrents. On the day of the second match, while two of 

the sons were playing, Mr. Kenworthy lost his good home, and all it contained by fire, and in coming to the third 

match Mr. J. Dwyer got his horse staked. 

 

21 Mar SUICIDES, DISABLED BULLUMWAAL MINER'S DEATH. James B. M'Kerlie, who was permanently 

disabled by a fall of stone in the Beehive mine, Bullumwaal, 13 months ago, and who had been a patient of the 

Bairnsdale Hospital ever since, suffering from an incurable injury to his spine, committed suicide in the institution 

shortly before midnight on Monday by cutting his throat with a razor. Nurse Collins spoke to him about 11.15 p.m., 

and he then appeared to be in his ordinary frame of mind. She had no sooner left the ward and entered the dining 

room, however, than she heard a noise which caused her to return, to find that M'Kerlie had cut his throat with a 

razor which he had taken out of his locker. He died almost immediately. Though generally of a cheerful disposition, 

there were times when the unfortunate man day you will see one now. He   was married, and had a family of four 

young children. He was 41 years of age. On Tuesday, Mr. H. A. Bull, deputy coroner, held an inquest on the remains 

at the hospital and found that the deceased died from a wound in the throat self-inflicted. 

17 Jun BULLUMWAAL. (BY OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Monday. June 16. Harvey and party crushed 24 tons of 

stone for a yield of 38 oz. A party has come up from town to work the old Bull Dog mine, on the Deptford track. It 

is about ten years since any work was done on this mine, and it is believed "good" gold was left in it, by the last 

party. It is to be hoped the mine will be given a satisfactory trial. During the last few weeks, with the continuous 

rain, the creek has made great inroads to that portion of the road between Sawyer's and Guenenneux's, on the main 

Baldhead road. Some time back a fence was erected around it by the council, as it was considered dangerous to 

traffic. With the next flood the fence and all will go, if something is not done meanwhile in the way of protective 

work. It would cost very little to divert the creek waters and make things safe from damage by floods. 

1 Aug 1913 Wednesday, July 30. A deputation representing this district will wait on the Country Roads Board when 

that body visits Bairnsdale in September. Drummond and Hibbins have crushed 22 tons for 11/2- oz. and Harvey 

and party 30 tons for 12oz. T. Curtis is engaged in taking out a crushing at the Beehive lease. 

26 Sep BULLUMWAAL. (BY OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Thursday, September 25. Mr. Neagle. school teacher, 

Left on Saturday for llibarook, to which place he has been transferred. His successor is expected here in the course 

of a few days. Mr and Mrs. Neagle were tendered a farewell social previous to their departure, and a very enjoyable 

evening was spent. 1. Curtis's crushing 20 tons at the Sons of Freedom battery. It is reported that the old Woollybutt 

reef on the Mt. Baldhead road, has been taken up and is to be further worked. As showing what may happen to 

people who have to use the road to this much neglected part of the shire, the experience of a recent traveller may be 

quoted. He was driving in a buggy and after negotiating two obstacles in the shape of fern trees across the track he 

was pulled up short by a third one. He could neither get round it or over it nor move it, and having no axe he decided 

to remain by the tree in the hope that someone might come along and assist him out of his predicament. 

Unfortunately, he remained too long to retrace his steps and had to, remain where he was all night. And a miserable 

night it was --cold and wet. As the west riding  appears to have more money than it can spend on the making of new 

roads or the upkeep of the existing ones, couldn't divert some of its revenue to this part of the shire tor a year or two 

that we might enjoy the luxury of travelling on a good road. 



7 Oct 1913 BULLUMWAAL. (BY OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, October 6. It is over ten years since the 

road from the bridge to within one mile of Bullumwaal was made. During that time not one day's pay has been spent 

on it, so well has it stood the traffic. But it is now showing signs of wear and tear, and it would be a pity to see it get 

cut up. If a man was put on for a week, it would last for another ten years, but if it is left to go until next summer, it 

will cost a good many pounds to bring it back to its former standard. It is high time too, that the road was continued 

up to the township. It only requires gravelling, and there is plenty of material to be got alongside the road, so the 

cost would not be very great. The excuse of the council is that they have not the money to spend. That is their own 

fault. Most of the property here held by miners' rights is rated at £2 per year. Yet some of it is bringing in a rental of 

over £7 a year. One ratepayer, two years ago, asked why he had not been rated for other property he held. He is still 

not rated for it. No reasonable person can expect the council to make and repair roads in country like this on 1s in 

the £. In the old country, where the roads have been made for centuries, some of the shires rate up to 7s 6d in the £. 

Is it not time that the council ran on new lines, as the old ones are worn out and out of date. All money spent on 

roads is for the ratepayers' benefit. Such expenditure also improves the value of the properties adjoining the roads, 

so the council need have no fear of facing the ratepayers with a higher rate. If we want roads, we must be willing to 

pay our share towards the cost. It is high time something was done to what is known as the cutting on Mt. Taylor. 

This has wanted attention for years, and it does seem strange that passengers in the coach prefer to walk along a mile 

of level road, after a climb up the Mount. 

14 Oct BULLUMWAAL. (BY OUR CORRESPONDENT.) Saturday, October 11. Drummond and Hibbins crushed 

22 tons of stone for 10½oz. of gold, and   Harvey and party crushed 20 tons for 14½ oz. The annual meeting of the 

mechanics' institute was held last Monday, for the purpose of electing officers for the ensuing year. All the retiring 

office-bearers were re-elected. The institute has a credit balance of £31 10s and the subscribers considered the 

committee had done well during the past year in showing such a good financial result. 

30 Dec MINING AT BULLUIMWAAL B3ULLUMWAAL, Monday. Just before the Christmas holidays T. Curtis 

crushed 18 tons for 39 1/2oz., and Harvey and party 30 tons for 12. oz. 

1914  6 Jan Mining  at Bullumwaal During 1913 475 tons of stone was treated at Bullumwaal for a return of £1200. 

DISTRICT NEWS. [BY OUR CORRESPONDENTS  BULLUMWAAL. Wednesday, January 21. At the monthly 

meeting of the progress association it was decided that the attention of the shire council be drawn to the unsafe 

condition of the culverts at Clement's and Henderson's, also to the wash away at Guihenneux's. A motion was also 

passed that the Lands department be written to asking that the jungle be set aside as a public reserve. A concert and 

dance will be held in about four weeks' time to raise funds for a big sports meeting to be held at Easter. Nearly all 

the adults of the place have joined the progress association, and from the interest taken in public matters it should 

prove a success. A fire took place at Yahoo last week and destroyed three buildings, containing dray, harness and 

battery tools, including a new driving belt. Mr. Mount estimates his loss at £100. 

DISTRICT NEWS. (From our Correspondent)  . BULLUMWAAL. Monday, July 13. Winter has set in at last. 

During last Thursday and Friday cold, sleety showers were driving across the township. Very little rain has fallen 

during the last six months; in fact it has been an exceptionally dry period, only 6 inches having been registered. But 

there is now every appearance of a change. Mining has been very slack, owing to the prolonged dry weather. Several 

parcels have been lying at the battery since January. Some time back the progress association invited opinions from 

the different associations as to the advisability of portioning the Government to pay  the cost of wire netting on road 

frontages, as is done in water and Crown ,and frontages. The replies to hand have been favorable to the suggestion, 

and the, matter will be dealt with at the next meeting. The rifle club intends to send a team to Dargo. on the 15th 

August. where it is to be hoped our men will make a better stand than they did at home. Much indignation is 

expressed by the riflemen at Calulu and district at the action of Cr. A. J. M'Kenzie in appoint the use of the unused 

road as a branch range. Captain King, inspector of rifle ranges, reported  the site to be perfectly safe, besides being 

the only available site convenient to the large number of riflemen who would make use of it. The fact of it being a 

rifle range would not interfere with its present use as a grazing area, for precaution is taken on all ranges to keep 

cattle out of the line of fire.   



 

28 Aug 1914 At Bullumwaal J. Clements has crushed 14 tons of stone for a return of 7 oz., J. Drummond 10 tons for 

5 oz., and L. Neate 11 tons for 4 oz. 

14 Jul 1915  BAIRNSDALE PETTY SESSIONS.  TUESDAY, JULY 13. (Before Mr. C. J. Grey, P.M., and Mr. ; J. 

Yeates, J.P.) Bullumwaal Assault. Samuel R.Mills proceeded against John Lawton, of Bullumwaal, for assault and 

using insulting language on the 22nd inst., near a public place at Bullumwaal. Mr. Agg appeared for the complainant 

and Mr. Commins for the defendant. Samuel R. Mills,. complainant, a miner at Bullumwaal, said on Tuesday, the 

22nd June, after a discussion with Mrs. Lawton,. defendant came to him and called him most objectionable names 

and hit him severely with his crutch, smashing a pick handle witness had in his hand and saying he would smash 

witness's brains. The row occurred over the milking of a cow. Defendant shouted out the words in a very loud voice. 

By Mr. Commins: He was an old-age pensioner and had a little money. The defendant was also an old-age pensioner 

and poorer than witness.  He made an arrangement-with defendant to graze his cow in-defendant's paddock.- He was 

to give defendant a pint of milk a day for this privilege. He did not break that agreement. The -Lawtons offered him 

the use of their paddock if he bought a cow, and he accepted the offer, but he said he would not take it for nothing 

and offered to give them a pint of milk a day. About a week before the 22nd of June he knocked off giving Lawtons 

milk, but he denied that he continued putting his cow in their paddock. It went in and out as it pleased, because part 

of the fence was down. There was a panel down. He removed the cow to another place temporarily on the 20th June. 

Defendant also called him a thief and charged him with poisoning a dog. When he brought the cow home he found 

the panel he. had taken down had been put up by Lawton. He did not go to the defendant about it, but went and got a 

'pick' and an axe to knock down the panel defendant had put up and secured. His reason for giving up supplyinig the 

Lawtons with milk was that he-had to buy feed for the cow. He denied that he lost his temper with the Lawtons and 

swore at them, or that he said he would put his cow in their paddock, in spite of them. Neither, did he throw the 

defendant down on his back, or strike him on the chest. Defendant grabbed him by the throat and he told him if he 

did not let go he would hit him, and he shoved him away. He admitted calling the defendant an old wowser, but 

denied telling him he should go back to Little Bourke street. He might have said to him "Go back to Bourke street." 

By Mr. Agg: It was Mrs. Lawton who suggested to him that he should leave off supplying them with milk. He 

ceased interfering with the fence when he was spoken to. Defendant had burnt- the grass in his paddock. Ann Mills, 

wife of the last witness, said they supplied the defendant with milk for some weeks. Then witness told Mrs. Lawton 

that she could not supply them any longer as the cow had gone off. She did not see her husband assaulted by 

defendant, but she heard the language used. Their place was about 50 yards from the main road, and people passing 

could have heard the language. Her husband did not use bad language. She was in the washhouse about 50 yards 

away. She saw the bruise on her husband's arm. For the defence John Lawton, the defendant, a miner, said he and 

Mills were neighbors. Prior to the 22nd June he agreed with complainant that he was to get a pint of milk for grazing 

his cow. That arrangement was carried on until about .three or four weeks before the 22nd June. No arrangement 

had been made about taking down a panel. Mills took the panel down, so that the cow could go in and out of 

witness's paddock. He never showed ill-feeling towards Mills. A day or two before the 22nd June Mills took the cow 

away and witness put up the panel and secured it with a nail. On the 22nd of June he was at his house, about 50 

yards from the panel that he had put up. He heard some knocking at the fence and his wife went over. She had been 

talking to Mills for two or three minutes before he went over. Mills was putting down the panel with a pick and an 

axe. Witness asked him to desist. Mills replied that he would put the cow in spite of witness. Mills hit witness, 

knocking him down on his back. Witness had a broken leg at the time. He denied striking Mills. He made a rush at 

Mills when he got up. They grabbed each other by the beard. On letting go their grips, Mills made a rush at him with 

the pick, but missed him. Mills was using bad language all the time. So was witness. Mills told him to go to Little 

Bourke street, he thought. "It was Bourke street, anyway." By Mr. Agg: He gave Mills permission to put up a bail in 

his paddock. He did not tell Mills before he brought the cow home that he was not to put it back in the paddock. He 

only nailed two of the rails, and Mills had taken out one of the rails on the 22nd of June, when the row occurred. 

Mills was on witness's side of the fence at the time. He denied hitting all. Witness broke his crutch by falling down. 

Mary Lawton, wife of the defendant, said she thought it was about four months ago that Mills got the cow. Witness 

was to get a pint of milk a day for it being allowed to graze in her husband's paddock. Mills asked her to allow him 

to take down some rails in the dividing fence, so that the cow could run in and out, and she consented. About three 

or four weeks before the 22nd June Mills knocked off supplying them with milk, but the cow continued to graze in 

their paddock. While the cow was away witness's husband and witness put up the rails and secured them. The bail 

put up by Mills in witness's husband's paddock was a poor kind of one. On the 22nd June, on seeing Mills knocking 



down the fence, she remonstrated with him, and he used some strong language and said he would put the cow in, in 

spite of them. When her husband came up Mills knocked him down on his back. It was Mills who broke her 

husband's crutch. Afterwards Mills grabbed her husband by the beard and her husband caught hold c Mill's.. Both 

men were swearing. Mills told her husband to go to Little Bourke street. By Mr Agg: She was away for a holiday for 

seven days, but she did not know that her husband had told Mills not to supply milk while she was away. There was 

no feed in Mills or witness's husband's paddock at that time. She denied that her husband used any of. the bad 

language attributed to hint by- Mills. Mr. Grey said the case should never have been brought into court. Mills 

brought all the trouble upon himself by interfering with the fence. Offensive language had certainly been used and 

there had been an assault. On the charge of using insulting language defendant would be fined 10/-, or three days 

imprisonment, for the assault. 5/-, or 24 hours' imprisonment. Costs amounting to £3/11/0 were allowed. 

 

12 Aug 1916 A PROSPECTOR'S DEATH. MAGISTERIAL INQUIRY Last Thursday afternoon, at the Bairnsdale 

courthouse, Mr C. J. Grey, coroner, held an inquiry into the cause of death of a mining, prospector named Alfred L. 

Mahon, whose body was found in a very decomposed state, near the ruins of his humpy, at Burnett's Creek, beyond 

Bullumwaal, on the 25th July. J. W. Clements said on the 25th ult. he was at Burnett's Creek and noticed that 

deceased's humpy had been destroyed by fire. The body of deceased was lying about eight yards from where the 

humpy had stood. It was very much decomposed and bore marks of having been burnt. It was dressed in a flannel 

shirt and dungaree trousers. The trousers had not been properly pulled on. His opinion was that deceased had been 

burnt in bed, got up hurriedly, pulled on his trousers and rushed outside, as there were no marks of burning on the 

clothing. He communicated with the police and Constable Ryan came out. Witness accompanied the constable to the 

scene of the tragedy. Deceased always seemed to be shy of his fellow men, and to prefer to keep to himself out of 

the company of others. That was his reason, witness thought, for shifting his humpy from where he was camped 

previously to a spot a little further back from the road. Richard Clements, storekeeper, Bullumwaal, said deceased 

was a miner, and had lived in the district, off and on, for about 18 years. After being away for a while, deceased 

came back about 12 months ago. Witness knew deceased's humpy. Deceased had a small hole in   the ground in the 

centre of his humpy, in which he used to make a fire. He dealt with witness, and on the 7th July   got a week's 

supply of provisions. He was of sober habits, and a very reserved man-a little eccentric and most un communicative. 

He was in the habit of going into Bairnsdale if he was not getting enough gold to keep him. Dr. A. S. Robertson said 

he examined the body of the deceased at the hospital morgue, on the 27th ult. It was in too advanced a state of 

decomposition to make an autopsy. It was only partially dressed with a flannel shirt, dungaree trousers and one sock. 

There were no marks of burning on the clothes, or  of violence on the body, other than   burns. The features of the 

face were almost unrecognisable. There were some marks about the body that might have been caused by burns, 

particularly about the hips. There were no marks of singeing about the hair of the head or the beard. He thought 

deceased had been dead two or three weeks-probably nearer three weeks than two-before the body was discovered, 

and that the cause of death was either shock, exposure, or suffocation. He did not think the burns were serious 

enough to prove fatal. Mounted-Constable Ryan said on the 25th July he got word of the finding of the body of 

deceased from Mr Clements, and next day went to Bullumwaal, and from there, accompanied by Mr Clements, to 

Burnett's Creek, where he saw the body of deceased lying on its back on the ground. He had the body removed to 

Bullumwaal, and then to Bairnsdale. It was dressed as the other witnesses had described. He found in the ruins of the 

fire several small articles that had be- longed to the deceased, including his watch, which had stopped at 4.48. 

Deceased was about 75 or 76 years of age. The Coroner found that deceased had died by misadventure between the 

7th and 25th July, from shock and injuries received through the burning of his humpy. 

 

 

   11 Sept 1930 A CALL TO PROSPECTING Sir,-There has been a revival in mining about the Bullumwaal district, 

I notice. As one who has prospected from Clifton Creek to the 30 mile post. I think there are great prospects for 



those who will do the thing properly. From Clifton Creek to the head of the Nicholson River, in my opinion, is well 

worth prospecting as reefing country. It has only been run over. The party looking for a reef will have to loam 

closely, not as we did, blind stabbing, only looking for likely spots. It is in the unlikely places reefs will probably be 

found in  the rows of loam around the spurs, not here and there, as we did. About Yahoo Creek, and on the 

Nicholson River, the 'shows' were fairly- good. The Gift, Great Scot and the Squib, went 4 oz., and the Fizzle and 

Blairs 8 oz to the ton, -not bad dirt. Merryjig Creek, Sandy's Creek. the Wentworth and Morris' Creek were all good 

gold bearers. Where are the reefs that shed that gold. They are there still, and somebody will make a strike there 

someday. What a difference it made to Bairnsdale when Bullumwaal was at its best: And why not again? Bar the 

Beehive, 200 feet was about the deepest mine. We had some good 'shows' there. Two of the best I think; to re-open 

would be the Sons of Freedom, worked by Dahlsen and party ,about 30 years ago, and the Gift at Yahoo. If the 

Government could see its way clear to give a few men-not wasters- about 15/- to 20/- a week for about six months 

for 'tucker,' I think they would open up some good country. The Sons of Freedom mine has not been worked past the 

Beehive. Why not pick it up further on? Surely there are some 'sports' in Bairnsdale to take up some of these shows. 

I am looking to the reefs to revive the country. Some of the young fellow's should get a pick, a shovel and a dish and 

get out to the back creeks, They would always make 'tucker' and it would be a grand open life till things became 

better. In 1897 I went out there intending to stay six months. I stopped ten years! Why not you, who are out of work. 

The roads are good now -not like those we had to travel, and the climate is healthy and bracing. Bairnsdaleites, you 

have two of the best graded roads in the State with magnificent scenery in the Bullumwaal and Mount Baldhead 

roads, and you do not know it. Thanking you in anticipation for taking up your valuable space-Yours etc., J. 

SHIELDS, Richmond 

 

4 Apr 1935  Mr. George Herbert Vickers. After a long and painful illness, the death occurred on Saturday last, of 

Mr. George Herbert Vickers, at the age of 68 years. A native of Store Creek, near Deptford, the late Mr. Vickers had 

lived the whole of his life in the Bairnsdale district. As a young man he worked on the Beehive mine, at 

Bullumwaal. He was always of an industrious nature and as a carpenter and undertaker he subsequently commenced 

business in Bairnsdale. Whilst on the gold fields he was a member of the Bullumwaal Brass Band, and was always a 

great lover of music. By his integrity and honesty of purpose in all dealings, the late Mr. Vickers won the confidence 

and esteem of his fellow men. His hours of recreation were spent at the bowling club where for many years he was a 

prominent member. He was a member of the School of Mines Council for some years and continued to interest 

himself in the school's welfare until ill health caused his retirement. The deceased gentleman is survived by his wife 

and a family of four sons and one daughter by his first marriage. Two of his sons served in the Great War, including 

the Gallipoli campaign. The funeral took place yesterday, the interment being made in the Bairnsdale cemetery. The 

service at the graveside was conducted by the Rev. Wesley Hobbs, of the Methodist Church. The coffin-bearers 

were four sons, Messrs. George, Harry, Arthur, and Hedley Vickers: and the pall-bearers were Messrs. F. J. Kyle, J. 

W. Marriott, J. D. Milne, H. French, P. B. Dahlsen and J. P. Morrison. 

 

Gippsland Times 1 Jul 1937 MINER KILLED Native of Tabberabbera Mr. Robert Ryan, 53, who met his death in 

an accident at Wattle Gully Mine, Chewton, on Thursday, was a native of Tabberabbera, being a son of the late Mr. 

and Mrs. John Ryan. He was a brother of Mr. A. Ryan, Mrs. D. Taylor, and Mrs. Boyce, of Lucknow, to whom the 

sympathy of many friends will be extended in their sad bereavement. Mr. Robert Ryan was a miner of great 

experience. His birthplace was not far removed from great mining activity, which was in the boom stage at 

Bullumwaal, Boggy Creek, Merrijig Creek, and many other adjacent fields when he was a boy. He subsequently 

worked on many mines in Australia and New Zealand. On Thursday last he was using a boring machine in the 

stopes at the 575 feet level, when without warning a piece of rock, estimated to weigh six cwt., slipped from a 

greasy back in the wall and crushed him, death being instantaneous. Ryan's mate, Harry Lamers, who was working 

six feet away from him, heard nothing till the crash of the stone on top of deceased. The stone fell about 11 feet, and 



came from an apparently solid face. Medical aid and the ambulance were very quickly in attendance, but nothing 

could be done, and the body was re moved to the morgue. The late Mr. Ryan has a son on the office staff of the 

Maude and Yellow Girl mine at Glen Wills. The burial took place at Bendigo, where his brother, William, who died 

in February last, was interred. A nephew of the late Mr. Ryan met with a serious accident at Bendigo several months 

ago. Whilst drilling a bore, an old charge which had been unexploded, was struck. In the resultant explosion the 

young man lost the sight of both eyes and an ear was cut off. He is now the proprietor of a cafe in Bendigo. 

 

G Times. 24 mar 1938 GOLD LOCATER Trial At Bullumwaal BULUMWAAL, Saturday.-Mr. H. Henderson, of 

Henderson's Federal Spring Works, Melbourne, has unbounded faith in Bullumwaal, and is still evidently imbued 

with the idea that "there's gold in them thar hills" as he has returned to the pursuit of the elusive metal, this time with 

the assistance of a device known as a "gold locator." Mr. Henderson, during the past few years has spent quite a 

considerable sum of money on his lease on the Sons of Freedom hill but did not meet with the success which his 

enterprise deserved. A few weeks ago Mr. Henderson returned to Bullumwaal after about 12 months' absence, 

bringing with him two young engineers who have invented a gold locating device which is claimed will indicate the 

presence of gold to a depth of 90 feet. The device was tried in numerous places on the lease and gold was indicated, 

but a very good register was dialled almost on the road which runs through the lease. Mr. Henderson is a firm 

believer in the locator, which is amply demonstrated by the fact that he has now engaged a gang of men working 

three shifts to sink a shaft to the chosen spot. "The proof of the pudding is in the eating," so everybody will wish Mr. 

Henderson the greatest success in this undertaking. Most miners are very sceptical of any "device" for finding gold, 

apart from the loam bag, pick, shovel and dish, but those who scoff will be forced to reverse their opinion and at 

least admit there is "something in it" if payable gold should be struck. Mr. Henderson has created a lot of 

employment in Bullumwaal in the past, and should he be rewarded with success in this, his latest enterprise, he 

undoubtedly will continue to be a great asset to the, township. If payable gold be found it would also mean a fortune 

to the inventors of the "locator," as it would be a practical demonstration of its efficacy. They have spent years of 

research and experiment in perfecting the intricate electrical device, so for their sake, as well as for Mr. Henderson, 

it is to be hoped there is gold galore "in that thar hill" on the particular spot chosen. 

 

APPENDIX :    Including the Bullumwaal mines list, taken from  http://bullumwaal.yolasite.com/mines.php 

If colored red, means the mine is found somewhere in the previous text 

  A.A.C 

  Anglo Saxon 

  Beehive 

  Black Prince 

 Briffany 

  British Queen 

  Bulldog 

  Bullumwaal Consols 

  Bullumwaal Quartz 

  Cassandra 

  Champion 

  Christmas 

  Christmas East 

  Christmas Jubilee 

  City of Collingwood 

  Cumberland 

  Commonwealth 

  Darwin 

  Daughters of Freedom 

  Defiance 



  Defiance No. 1 

  Defiance Extended 

  Defiance South 

  Exhibition 

  Galway 

  Glasgow 

  Growler 

  Happy Go Lucky 

  Helen 

  Hong Kong 

  Hopeful 

  Jackie's Dream 

  Jew's Eye 

  Joker 

  Linger and Die 

  Lone Hand 

  Luck Strike 

  Maritana 

  Micky 

  Messeur De Buron 

  Monte Cristo 

  Mountain Reef 

  New Adventure 

  Pass By 

  Perserverance 

  Postlethwaite 

  Pride of Gippsland 

  Prince of Denmark 

  Puzzle 

  Rattler 

  Sir John McIntyre 

  Sons of Freedom 

  Surprise 

  Triumph 

  Walhalla 

 Some mines referenced in the extracts are not included on the list above, e.g. Ruby, South Aurora, Aurora 

Australis, Blue Jacket, Rhinelander, Standard of Freedom, Duke of Edinburgh, Tubal Cain, Elizabeth, 

Dusthorse, Why Not, St Heliers, Eclipse, Happy Go Lucky, Lily, Excelsior, Mayflower, Emillie, Dreadnought, 

Last Chance, Sloper, Mountaineer, Maggie Stirling, and King Cole. The Mint may also belong on the list, but 

possibly was a Mt Taylor mine. Likewise the Ellen and South Ellen may be Sandy's Creek mines. (ed.) 

 The list may not reflect the fact that mines, or portions of a lease  were often worked by separate (or new) parties 

under a new name.  

Comment from on the extracts above:- 

"Britton reef, formerly known as the Joker" 

"Black Prince (Ranjitsinhji)" 

"Last Chance........... retaken by Messrs Curtis and Waite and re-christened The Sloper" 

"Early Bird, formerly known as the Surprise" 

"Ryan's Peak mine, formerly known as the Golden Crown" 

" Another reef, formerly known as the Vagabond" 

"The Growler, ...... the mine being then known as the Last Chance. It was subsequently......re-christened 

The Sloper, ........... a Mr Nesbit, ..... changed the name to the Little Elsie. Previous to the present its title 

was The Hawk, .............. It then became the Beehive Extended Company" 



 "Sons of Freedom is the best known and defined line of reef in the locality, and upon it are the two 

Beehives"    (Beehive, and Beehive Extended.   Ed.) 

 " Dreadnought (Yahoo)" 

 "Beehive, then .....the Miner's Right" 

 " Aurora Australis, better known as Wilson's" 

 " La Mascotte, a property formerly worked as "The Little Monte." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX.         GENERAL DISTRICT INTEREST 

ARGUS 26 Mar 1896 THE GOLD-FIELDS OF VICTORIA 

WITH THE PROSPECTOR IN GIPPSLAND SHEEP STATION CREEK. 

A FIELD FOR CO-OPERATIVE MINING. 

(BY OUR SPECIAL MINING REPORTER.) 

This field has lately attracted a good deal   of outside attention from miners and prospectors in consequence of the 

very handsome returns from some of the reefs. As a mining centre the field is, practically speaking, new although 

for something like two years past various prospectors have tried their luck in this quarter, but no large successes 

were obtained until the last few months. 

The auriferous belt in which the reefs have  been opened up lies to the east of the divide between the Tambo and 

Wentworth watersheds, and it is on the spurs off this divide that the chums are situated. The country all around is 

mountainous, and the highest  mines are at an elevation of 3,500ft. above   sea level, and therefore above the snow- 

line in the winter months. These climatic conditions are no great disadvantage to the field, as once the mines are 

started by tunnels and shafts the snowfall in no way hinders mining operations below ground. By road the field is 

distant 53, 22, and 12 miles from Bairnsdale, Omeo, and Swift's Creek Junction respectively. On the map of Victoria 

Sheep Station Creek is not located, but its exact geographical position is six miles north of Mount Baldhead. For 

those who   wish to either ride or walk to the field from Bairnsdale, the road from Bullumwaal via Mount Baldhead 

will be found a very fair mountain track. Sheep Station Creek township, which has sprung up during the last few 

months, lies 1,000ft 

below the mines, and on the small creek of the same name, the mines being distant from one to two miles from the 

township. A five head battery is erected a little lower down the creek, and here the principal part of the crushings 

takes place. A store, butcher's shop, and an hotel where   very fair accommodation can be obtained, make up with 

numerous scattered huts and miners tents this new mining camp, which numbers about 200 men. 

HIGHLAND CHIEF. 

New mines in Gippsland have lately attracted more attention than this property. A crushing was cleaned up in 

November last year of 38 tons, which yielded 489 oz. 12dwt, or an average of nearly 13 oz to the ton. It is 

satisfactory to record that this rich crushing was not only " a patch," as subsequent developments have resulted in 

opening up a strong lode, which has   so far improved in dimensions and also maintained a high average gold value 

as sunk and driven on. The underground   workings in the mine disclose two distinct gold bearing veins which are 

separated at   the 65ft. level by 9ft. of lode material, consisting of veinlets of quartz and well   mineralised slate 

bands. This formation is also gold bearing, but its value has not yet been tried by battery treatment. The average 

strike of the lode is N. 20deg. W and the underlie 1 in 9 to the west. On the western vein at the 65ft. level the 



northern drive has followed the lode for a   distance of 28ft, and at this point the lode has been cut off by one of 

those short floors which have in several places cut through it, but, as seen in the drive, the lode continues without 

any fault or break. Going southwards on this vein on the same level a distance of 60ft has been driven, and at this 

point the two veins appear to junction and from 4in. to 6in. of high grade ore is following the hanging wall. A total 

length of 97ft has been driven on the lode, which has   averaged throughout from 8in. to 9in. of ore which has been 

proved by the battery to be highly payable. When this property was bought last year   by Mr. T. H. Dicken, the 

eastern vein or the footwall of the lode had not been intersected at the 65ft. level, and with the object   of finding this 

wall a crosscut was immediately driven east, and at 9ft. from the western vein the parallel lode was struck, which 

has since proved to be the most valuable development in the mine. A shaft was quickly started to follow down this 

eastern vein, which on the surface did   nut average more than 1½in. width of rich   stone but its size soon increased, 

and at the 65ft. level the lode maintains an average width of 8in., but in the northern face the stone is pinched to 

about 2in. At the lowest on the eastern vein, 110ft., which depth is also the lowest level in the mine, the lode has 

further widened out to an average width of 2ft. 3in of solid quartz for the total distance of 57ft. driven, and in some 

places it is wider, measuring up to 3ft, 4in., but the lode material is here intermixed with quartzite and slate bands. 

Between the 65ft. and 110ft. levels in two places, north and south on the course of the lode, stopes have been opened 

out, and northwards the lode measures 17in. and southwards 2ft. 10in.— all solid quartz — while in the shaft sunk 

on the lode between these two levels it also averages 2ft. of solid stone, and carries the same good walls as are to be 

seen on the western lode. 

The rich crushing already referred to of 38½ tons, which yielded 489 oz. 12dwt., was obtained from the eastern vein, 

and the shute of stone on the surface was only 28ft. long, whereas at the 65ft. level it has widened   out to 100ft. 

Below this level the stone   already raised has not yet been crushed, but to all appearances it is of a very rich 

character. The second crushing taken out by   the present owner of the mine came from the stones on the western 

vein, which have been carried up 33ft. above the 65ft. level. Thirty- six tons taken from here yielded 257 oz. 8dwt, 

and the concentrates, which are estimated at 1½ oz. to the ton, have yet to be added to this return. The former owner 

of this mine (Mr. Forsyth) sunk the shaft on the western vein to 65ft., and crushed 174 tons for an average of 6 oz, to 

the ton. By taking the totals of these three crushings 92 tons has been crushed for a yield of 862 oz.,   or an average 

of 9 oz. 7¼dwt. to the ton. The value of the gold ranges between £3 8s. and £3 12s, per ounce. The claim has an area 

of 167 acres and a length of 20 chains along the line of reef, and in two other places in this area gold- bearing quartz 

veins have been cut to the west of the shaft, measuring 8in. and 2in. respectively. A battery site is also   held for this 

mine at a place 500ft. lower down the hill. Here the water rights of a creek are obtained, which even in the present 

dry season will supply sufficient water for the requirements of a 10 head battery. 

THE DOROTHY CLAIM. 

This mine is owned by Messrs. Hough- ton and Morgan, and is situated at the southern end of the field and on the 

top of a spur along which the road from Bullumwaal to Sheep Station Creek passes. The claim has a length of 150   

yards along the line of reef, and adjoins on its northern boundary the South Highland Chief lease. The working shaft 

on the claim  is about centrally situated, and at a depth of 50ft., a drive south has been started on the lode to intersect 

the shute of stone worked from another about 40ft. to the north, from which 28 tons were recently crushed for 32 

oz., the reef varying from 8in. to 1ft. in thickness.   On the surface of the claim and going northwards the lode has 

been traced for about 300ft., and the stone where small, ie. , about   6in. wide, carries good gold according to the 

prospects tried in my presence, but the larger stone is apparently of a very poor   quality. This claim was originally 

discovered by Richmond and party, who about     18 months ago crushed 15 tons and obtained 28dwt to the ton. 

Since my visit to the Dorothy mine a new reef has been cut, which was fully reported by a reliable correspondent in 

the The ARGUS of March 16. 

THE RICHMOND LINE. The Sheep Station Creek lease of 15 acres   is held by Richmond and party of four men,   

and the property has proved to be one of the most important on the field. The mine is centrally situated, but further 

to the west than any other in the group. Here, on the eastern slope of what is known as the Rob Roy spur, the outcrop 

of the reef has been opened on, and followed by a tunnel on the almost east and west strike of the lode, which has an 

under- 

lie of 1 in 10 to the south. From the first crushing of 41 tons, 96 oz. was obtained, the stone being taken from the 

tunnel and from an open stope up to the surface above it. Close to the mouth of the tunnel a winze has been sunk on 



the lode, and 40ft, further on the course of the lode past the winze the stone, which has averaged 2ft. of solid 

mineralised quartz, is suddenly cut off by a floor, and the walls take a sharp northerly turn, but no stone was visible 

here at the time of my visit. The winze previously mentioned has followed down a strong lode for the full depth 

sunk — 60ft, and at the bottom a level has been started west on the lode and driven over 30ft. In the west face of 

time drive the lode measures 2ft. 10in. of solid mineralised quartz, and throughout the distance driven it 

maintains an average of about that size.   Near the end of this drive a winze has been   started on the lode, and in the 

east end the lode measures 3ft. 1in. of solid stone, and at the west end 3ft. 9in , but the centre part of the lode 

contains a 6in. band of mineralised slate. As to the value of the stone exposed in this mine below the tunnel it can 

best be gauged by the crushings taken out of the 60ft. winze and the west drive at the bottom level. Thirty five tons 

averaged 2 oz. 8dwt., and a second crushing of 66½ tons averaged 2 oz. 16dwt. to the ton respectively. Going further 

down the hill from the tunnel for a distance of about 40ft., a surface cut has again exposed the same gold-bearing 

stone. 

South westerly from Richmond and party lies the Conservative lease (11½ acres). Here a tunnel followed in a N. W. 

direction for 35ft. the strike of a lode which measures from 14in. up to 3ft. in width, and 10 tons have already been 

broken down. The lode material is composed of quartz, intermixed with mineralised slate bands, and carries very 

fair gold. On the footwall side of the lode a small cut here exposes more lode material, also gold-bearing. The steep 

spur upon which this mine is being opened up allows good facilities for tunnelling at lower levels. Milne's claim 

adjoins the Conservative on the south-west, and on apparently the same line of reef, which has, however, been 

twisted, the strike being north 71deg. W. A shaft has been sunk on the lode and reached a depth of 30ft. In sinking 

this shaft the lode measured 2ft. 6in. wide for the first 15ft. from the surface, but for the next 10ft. the lode is both 

disturbed and poor. However, the last 10ft. sunk better stone has again come in, there being from 6in. to 9in. of good 

stone on each wall of the lode. About 10 tons of quartz are here at grass, but no crushing has yet taken place. The 

gold from this reef is worth about £4 1s. an oz.   

THE MILNE LINE OF REEF. 

This line of reef has been discovered on the crown of a spur at the northern end of the field, and it has since been 

proved both north and south of the prospecting claim down the steep sides of the spur. Here several claims are at 

work, all of which have recently taken out payable crushings. The average strike of the lode is N. 25eg. W., with an 

underlie of 1 in 6 to the west. So far as can be seen by the work done on this line of reef the shutes of payable stone 

are short, with long blanks on the lode between them, but the country rock with which the reef channel runs consists 

of soft slate and sandstone, which may be described as good picking ground. The payable stone is of a very rubbly 

nature, and as it is well above the water line little or no mineral has yet been met with, and the value of the gold is 

over £4 per ounce. 

The prospecting claim, owned by Milne and party(four men's ground), has proved to be the principal mine on this 

line. This claim takes in the crown of the hill, and extends both north and south down its steep slope. From here 

tunnels are being extended in opposite directions — ie., north and south — to intersect the payable shoot of stone 

followed down in the main shaft, which has been sunk to a depth of 50ft. from the apex of the hill. From this shaft 

the first crushing on the line was taken out, and 20 tons yielded 72 oz. 15dwt. of gold. On the surface the payable 

stone was very small, and only measured about 2in., but in a few feet its size widened out to 2ft., and all the way 

down the shaft for 50ft. the stone on the hanging- wall side maintains an average of fully 15in. of good payable 

quartz. At a point on the surface a few feet south of the shaft the reef has been cut in a trench, and the lode has the 

same characteristics as exposed in the shaft, its width widening from 4in. to 15in. in about 3ft. The chief work in this 

claim is now centred in ex- tending the tunnel from the southern slope of the hill northwards on the line of reef to 

strike the downward continuation of the stone opened up in the shaft. This tunnel is about 85ft. lower than the 

surface frame of   the shaft, and a distance of 100ft. has now been driven. From over the first 100ft. driven in this 

tunnel stopes were carried up on the reef by Turner and party, who previously owned this part of the claim, and 65 

tons re- turned 78 oz. 6dwt. of gold. At the time of my visit to the mine no stone had been met with for the last 25ft. 

driven on the course of the lode. At the north end of the claim the tunnel which is being driven southwards is at a 

level of 150ft below the surface frame of the shaft. A total distance of 230ft. has already been driven, but this work 

is not at present proceeding. The face of the tunnel shows no stone, while the walls remain firmly   regular. About 20 



tons of stone has been saved in driving the tunnel, the stone being small, and making in short shutes, the best stone 

being attached to the hanging wall, and from the first few feet driven the best results have been obtained. 

The next claim on this line of reef going northwards is held by Gallagher and Witham (two in party), who hold 100 

yards along the line. A tunnel is being driven southwards, and has now reached a distance of 180ft , the stone here 

(which is on the hanging wall side) measures 10in. On the course of the tunnel a winze has been sunk to 40ft, and a 

stope taken along the reef southwards for 20ft, and the stone averages about 1ft. in thickness. The first crushing from 

this stone, and also from the tunnel, yielded 36 oz. from 24 tons A rise situated close to the winze has been earned 

up 12ft. above the tunnel level, and 20 tons of stone from here yielded 25 oz. of 

gold. 

On the southern end of the Milne line the Elizabeth claim is owned by Mr. Henry Sandy and party (three men's 

ground, or 150 yards long the reef being held). At a point 145ft. below the crown of the hill, a short tunnel has been 

driven in northerly on the lode, and from the tunnel level a winze sunk 40ft, deep, and a stope taken back south- 

wards, from which 30 tons has been crushed for a yield of 39 oz., or an average of 26dwt. to the ton. The stone in 

the winze will average throughout about 1ft. in width. With the object of cutting this shute of stone at a lower level a 

tunnel is being driven along the reef channel from a point 100ft. lower down the hill. No regular walls are as yet 

exposed in the tunnel, which has reached a distance of 150ft. and will have to be extended another 130ft. to get 

under the shute of stone already referred to.   Further up the hill side, and 165ft. above the lower tunnel, the lode has 

been cut in a trench close to Milne and Company's boundary. The stone as exposed here is as   yet small in size. 

THE SHELTON LINE. 

This line of reef is distant about three- quarters of a mile N W. from the Milne line, and the workings extend further 

north than those of any other line on the field. The line of reef takes its name from Mr. Shelton, who has 

successfully opened up several claims, there being now four payable co-       operative parties here at work, and 

although   no very large successes have been realised or are even little apparent on the present prospects, yet these 

small unknown mines that are found away in the ranges of Gippsland and elsewhere are the means by which the 

gold yield of Victoria is   steadily and surely increasing. The natural     advantage for tunnelling on the line of reef   

from various points down the steep spur on which the claims are situated makes these   properties eminently suitable 

for small parties,   as practically no dead work has to be done to raise the quartz, the fall from the uppermost 

workings to the creek bed at the bottom of the spur being 500ft. in a horizontal distance of 1,300ft. The cost of 

mining is also very slight, as in winning the quartz no explosives are necessary, the ground being all suitable for 

picking and the timber required can be easily obtained on the claims. Carting and crushing are the two most 

expensive items that small parties have to contend with. The former item varies from 10s. to 15s. per ton, according 

to the season, and the battery charges are from 10s. to 11s. 6d. per ton. The   value of the gold from this line of reef 

realises over £4 an oz.To take in order the various claims along the line of reef as the hill is ascended. Campbell's 

claim is the lowest down the spur, it being situated close to a branch of the Black   Spring Creek. Here a shaft has 

been sunk   to 30ft, and a tunnel has also been started from a point 25ft. lower down the hill to intersect these 

workings. The reef, as ex-   posed in the shaft and followed downwards,   shows a nice compact vein measuring 1ft. 

in width. In the tunnel the vein is smaller, measuring from 3in. to 4in. About eight tons of apparently payable stone 

is at grass, but no crushings have yet taken place. Two       men are working this claim, which has a length of 100 

yards along the line.   

The Wombat Extended is the next claim up the hill, and here a shaft has been sunk   to 30ft., and a crushing of 17 

tons yielded 26 oz. 15dwt, or an average of 1 oz. 11dwt. A tunnel has also been started above the shaft and driven 

southwards for 90ft. on a reef averaging about 9in. , and with regular walls going down almost perpendicular. The 

stone in the south face of the tunnel has almost   cut out. In various other places in the claim 

the reef has been cut, but the best development is at the north end of the claim, where the stone going down under- 

foot in the tunnel measures 1ft. in thickness for the short distance driven along the tunnel. These workings are 

situated 150ft. above the creek. A crushing recently taken from the two tunnels referred to of 9½   tons yielded 19½ 

oz. of gold. This claim, which has a length of 100 yards on the line also includes a parallel line of reef situated to the 



east, and here several surface cuts have exposed the reef. In the deepest workings, 15ft, the lode measures 18in., but 

it is mixed with sandstone. A small parcel of stone from here, 1½ tons yielded 1 oz. 16dwt. 

Again ascending the hill the Central Wombat (Warr and Fry's claim) is reached.   The first workings up the hill are 

from a tunnel which is being driven to prospect the shaft workings further up. In the tunnel the reef is small only 

about 3in of stone is to be seen on the hanging- wall. From the shaft a level is being driven southwards on the same 

reef, which here measures from 3in. up to 1ft. but on an average is about 6in. wide. There is about eight tons of 

average stone already at grass. At the southern end of the claim the reef has faulted and thrown over to the west, 

where it has been cut in several places. 

The most southern workings on the line of reef are in the Wombat claim, which is also the principal mine on this 

line of reef. A tunnel has been started at the northern boundary to drive in on the course of the reef to get under the 

southern workings. These workings are from a shaft sunk to 70ft., and above the 50ft level the reef has been stoped 

out to the surface. The stone along the reef south of the break referred to as having occurred in the adjoining north 

claim is small in size and measures from 3in. to 6in. in width. The shute of stone, however, is longer, and a length of 

120ft has been stoped out and the following   crushings put through :— 13½ tons for 24 oz. 15dwt. 53 tons for 84 

oz. 5dwt, and another parcel of 15 tons is now being crushed. 

In several other parts of the field small parties of men are at work, and in most cases on gold, and a few old claims 

which were abandoned about two years ago have been taken up again. Prospecting operations are a good deal 

hampered on this field through the extreme depth of the loam, which is in some places 17ft, and therefore many men 

who have come to this field expecting to drop on a   reef almost without looking for it have gone away again much 

disappointed. But Sheep Station Creek has got a fair start, and its discovery may be safely stated to be a valuable 

addition to the mining resources of Gippsland, and the recent good find made in the Dorothy claim only goes to 

prove that the field is not as yet half prospected. 

ARGUS, 16 AUG 1892  

PHILLIPS'S DRY GOLD SEPARATOR.  MINING WITHOUT WATER.   

A complete plant of Phillips's dry gold extractor has just been completed by Messrs. John Buncle and Son, Parkside 

Ironworks, North Melbourne, to the order of the Victoria   Tower Mining Company, South Australia. This invention 

is applicable to dry mining districts such as that of Manna Hill. By its use, gold extraction and ore dressing can be 

conducted with machinery that will not cost nearly as much as that now is use. The plant for treating fine crushed 

material such as tailings consists of a series of four endless revolving canvas belt shaking tables for roughly 

concentrating, and two tables of   similar construction, but with india rubber belt for finishing. The material to be 

treated is first classified by an air current into as many classes as there are tables in the series and each class is fed 

on to its respective table these tables are so adjusted as to allow no valuable material to pass away at the lower end 

and us little as possible of the valueless material to pass over at the upper end. (For saving   pyrites or for ore-

dressing a somewhat different arrangement is adopted. A Rowley rotary pulveriser is also used instead of rolls for 

fine crushing.) The roughly-concentrated   material falls over the heads or upper end of the tables anu from there is 

carried on to the first finishing table his table is so adjusted as to save only clean ore or gold and the tailings from it 

pass on to the second finishing table which is also adjusted to save only clean ore or gold, and the tailings from it are 

again passed through the whole process lins set of tables is estimated to separate the free gold and pj rites from two 

to three tons per hour of tailings or crushed quartz at a total cost of about 1s per ton. Phillips  patent plant costs £1 

000 and in working it requires fewer attendants and about half the fuel and repairs the system is claimed to be 

equally well adapted to the treatment of tin or six cr ore. The material has of course to be drybut ore and sand drying 

appliances arc common both in Europe and America and the costs of drying automatically is never more than a few 

pence per ton. JYU th it is new in the process has been thoroughly tested and proved by the inventor by an 

exhaustive series of experiments extending over several years. Successful experiments have been made with pyrites 

showing that the coating and impurities that render pyriterous gold refractory to treatment by chlorine or mereury 

are no obstacles to its separation when subjected to this process. The material being all fine no classifying apparatus 

is required the work being all done with one table and a small pair of rolls. The table has a hopper divided into two 

compartments set over it The hopper has an opening in the bottom that allows the contents to pass through in about 



two hours The days work of say a ton of pyrites is sluiced in  one compartment and the table berne, set in motion the 

pyrites is allowed to run into it and as it falls off at the tail of the table it passes through the crushing rolls and is 

again lilted by elevators into the other compartment of the hopper In this way the operation is repeated until the 

p)rites is thoroughly pulverised and the gold separated Alter each time that the contents of the hopper has passed 

through, the gold will be found collected at the head of the table and may be taken off in about a Sound of sand the 

only attendance required being to place the days work in the hopper and at the end of every two hours to take the 

gold with a little sand oil the head of the table The ton of pyrites is thus reduced to a few pounds and afterwards 

merelyrequires to be melted which may be accomplished with less than half horse power. Oil engines are considered 

to be well adapted to driving dry crushing plants in districts where the small quantity of water necessary for a boiler 

is unobtainable they consume 1b of mineral oil per horsepower per hour This at 1\- per lb -about the usual price in 

most Austrahan ports -with £20 per ton added for cartage, would make the cost of fuel in remote regions about 3s tor 

each ton of quartz crushed. The extra cost on an) payable stone is however more than compinsated for in the 

increased yield obtamed by the dry process as compared with the ordinary methods of working. Experts who have 

witnessed practical tests of Mr Phillips dry system of extracting gold speak of it very highly. Mr Howitt the 

secretary for Mines in his annual report lor 1890 says - During the year Mr  Cosmo Newbery has devoted his 

attention amongother important matters to ore concentration he directs attention to a dry process invented by Mr 

Charles Phillips and considers it well worthy of being tried on a large scale Mr Newbery reported in 1889 that he 

had seen Mr Charles Phillips  dry gold separator working and was confident that it would separate coarse and fine 

Lol 1 from ill dry Sintis In the tests I saw he wrote the tailings were from gold the machine is simple in construction 

and  needs but little power to work it. There are many gold fields where it could be very useful as it will save huge 

toll which escapes from all ordinäry wet machines Hi New '»outh Y\iilesGovernmentgeologBt(Mr C S Wilkin son) 

an I the inspector of mines for the same colon) (Mr \\ It b!ee)ha%e reported equall) lavourably on Mr Phillips dry 

System of extraction 

 

CLIFTON CREEK 

22 Apr 1897  22 apr 1897 BAIRNSDALE GOLDFIELDS. THE RISE OF CLIFTON CREEK. (BY OUR OWN 

REPORTER.)   The erstwhile solitudes that stretch mile after mile of box and stringy bark clad spur and gully 

between the Deptford road and Mount Taylor had been prospected during the " early days " in the then light-hearted 

fashion of new be- ginners, to whom reefing was still a mystery. Here and there are still to be seen traces of those 

now ancient land marks--evidences of loaming in the creeks--along the banks, in the courses of Clifton Creek and 

her affluents, Baker's Gully and Smyth's Creek--and even high up on the spurs, as if the effort had been made to 

trace the origin of the gold found in the surface soil. Many years elapsed after the first incursion of the pioneers, 

during which, with the exception of an occasional bullock team taking out timber, no sound of human life awoke the 

primeval silence into which the region had reverted. But that is all changed now. Scattered parties of prospectors, 

with the sanguine spirit that seldom fails--even when disappointment dogs his footsteps, when he bottoms on duffer 

after duffer--to inspire the gold hunter, are at work almost over the whole of the district, and it is almost impossible 

to tramp more than a mile in any given direction without being rewarded by the sight of brown hut or white tent, and 

should it chance to be after knock-off time, being invited to loiter during the very brief interval that will elapse till 

the billy boils, and " have a drink of tea." There are now about thirty men engaged upon the newly opened reefs, 

nearly all of them still, it is true, mere surface shows, but giving in nearly every case fine prospects, and there are, 

besides, the parties still in the prospecting stage who have been attracted to the field by the crushing from the Aurum 

at the Bairnsdale School of Mines battery. This gives some idea of the extent of the development, and its rapidity is 

even more remarkable than its exent, since only six months ago the only reef that was being worked was the Elsie 

May, by Messrs Marriott and Crawford, from which a 10dwt crushing had been taken some time previously. The 

opening up of the new find may practically be accounted for in this way. Messrs Bishop and Ralston were located at 

Tambo Gully when Mr Reginald   Murray visited the district, and as they were not doing anything very brilliant, 

strongly advised them to go nearer Bairnsdale, west of the Deptford road, in the direction of Baker's Gully and 

Smyth's Creek. They prospected the locality named, and discovered the Aurum on the surface. The reef was 3 feet 

wide, and after sinking on it a distance of 18 feet from the surface it was half an inch wide in the north and a faint 

streak on the south. The prospects remained good throughout, and it was never necessary to sink except on gold. At 

28 feet from the surface the reef was 3 feet wide, more de- fined, and prospecting from 1oz to 16oz to the ton. A 

crushing of 11½ tons was taken out at this level and treated at the school of mines battery, yielding over 44oz. After 



the crushing the party sank 20 feet of a vertical shaft through the footwall, and started to crosscut for the reef, and 

cut it 6 feet from the shaft. They then went through the reef, which was about a foot wide, the formation broken, 

carrying gold which prospected 15dwt to the ton; then started to drive south, and continued driving 25 feet when 

they struck the shoot at the 28 foot level. The reef is now 6 feet wide underfoot, solid, well-defined, and having 

every appearance of being permanent. Stone is being paddocked for treatment at the school of mines battery. The 

Aurum led the way to the further discoveries, which have been as follows : -The Wellsley, belonging to a Bairnsdale 

syndicate; the Octopus, belonging to Messrs Morrison Bros., Bishop and Ralston; the Octopus No. 2 East, Messrs 

Ralston and Bishop; the Octopus No. 1 East, same; the Golden Octopus, same; Golden Octopus No. 1 West, Doyle 

and Winson; Golden Octopus No. 2 West, Ralston and Bishop; a reef found by Joseph Doyle and F. Hartley; the 

Golden Branch, Ben Sullivan and Jem Slavin; the Godiva, Woods party; and a reef struck the day I visited by an old 

miner named Ruhe, who has just pegged out the claim. I shall not be surprised to hear that there were others, for 

prospecting was going on briskly all over the field at the time of my visit, which covered the whole of the Easter 

holidays. The Octopus, which from the great body of stone it contains- -the reef is 8 feet wide- promises to be the 

most important mine on the field, was discovered by Bishop and Ralston on the 3rd October last. It is on Smyth's 

Creek, and runs nearly east and west. The stone prospects about an ounce and a half, and there has been a crushing 

by Messrs Doyle and Winson from their claim, which is on the same line of reef, at the Mount Taylor battery, for a 

yield of 26dwt to the ton. Next week the owners will start to sink a shaft of 100 feet, and at the same time to take out 

a crushing and have it treated at the Mount Taylor battery. At the Wellesley, Adams and party have sunk a shaft 19 

feet, and when they are down 11 feet more they intend to drive for the purpose of cutting the Aurum line of reef. 

Doyle and Hartley's lease is situate about one mile nearly north of the Octopus, and is on a different line of reef. 

There is a body of stone 7 feet wide, which, it is estimated, will go 2 oz to the ton. Messrs Sullivan and Slavin's 

Golden Branch, which was found a fortnight ago last Saturday, has given splendid surface prospects, and they are 

now sinking a shaft to cut it at 20 feet. It is situated about half a mile above the junction of Smyth's and Clifton 

Creeks. One of the most promising shows in the district is the reef which was opened by Woods' party about a 

fortnight ago, which they have named the Godiva. It is situate on Clifton Creek, about one mile north of the Elsie 

May and Aurum. It is still, of course, merely on the surface, but the party are taking out a 10-ton crushing, about 

one-third of which is already at grass, and will, it is calculated, yield anything between 4oz and 6oz, and as they go 

down the prospects are not diminishing. For instance, when I was at the claim on Monday, they fired a shot and took 

a dish at random, which, when washed in the creek, left a fine prospect in the dish and yielded three specimens. The 

Woods' party are liked, and their find is a popular one, although it is, of course, impossible yet to say anything of the 

permanency of the reef, which is, however, well defined. It will be seen from the foregoing how right Mr Stirling 

was when he recommended Clifton Creek as the site for a portable battery. This is essentially one of the cases in 

which he gives twice who gives quickly. The battery would be a great service just now--a little later it may be a 

hindrance, in this way, that it may tell against the private enterprise which might very shortly, if the field continues 

to develop at its present rate, erect a battery capable of dealing with a con siderable quantity of stone. The cost of 

carting to the Mount Taylor battery is from 15s to 20s per ton, and the battery charge of 10s per ton would leave 

men who could not raise more than ounce stone in a state of continual bankruptcy, little better off than in their 

loaming days, when the butcher's order was a fortnightly one, and the " tucker" question was always one of too vivid 

interest. Besides, some of the miners with whom I talked urged that the district was already ahead of the three 

stamper stage--that less than five head would be of no service. It is difficult to see how that error, if it is one, can be 

remedied, because the Government could easily reply that in that case the point was reached at which spoon feeding 

must cease. What really remains to be done is to press the Government to hurry up and get the battery on the ground. 

There is talk--and very likely it is only talk--of three months' delay, and in view of it there could be no harm in the 

Clifton Creek people again, if it were only by letter, bringing the subject under the notice of Mr Foster. There are 

men there who " want something to go on with "--what prospector does not--and the result of even a small crushing 

would save people who believe in their reefs from parting with them--as has so often happened--for a mere song, for 

a tithe of the real value, in order to supply the positive requirements of existence pending the development of their 

property. 

 

 

 



 


